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i i  

Abstract 

This thesis is a comparative study of contemporary education policy reforms i n  

Tanzania and New Zealand. I t  explains why and how Tanzania and New Zealand 

introduced and implemented education privatisation policy reforms in the 1 980s and 

1 990s. The study analyses the socio-economic and discursive influences on national 

education policies and discusses the implications of current market-oriented education 

policies for the state's provision of education and for social justice in education. 

Employing comparative education policy analysis (CEPA) approach, the thesis traces 

the genesis of contemporary education privatisation policy reforms in Tanzania and 

New Zealand within the contexts of wider transformations in the capital ist world 

system. It is  argued, in the study, that national education policies have been changing 

according to the nature, functions and position of the state within the capital ist 

formation. 

The thesis also underscores the critical importance of analysing pol icy documents. 

The researcher argues that the analysis of the education policy documents enables the 

policy analyst to deconstruct the pol icy discourse and reveal the policy implications to 

various groups of people in the society. Through critical discourse analysis, (CDA) 

this study explicates how the discourse of privatisation supports and legitimates the 

development and implementation of market oriented education policies in Tanzania 

and New Zealand. 

The thesis further argues that the market panacea espoused in current education 

privatisation policy reforms has adverse implications for social justice in education 

and for the state provision of education, particularly in relation to "children at risk" .  

Final ly the thesis proffers suggestions for alternative policy interventions and 

identifies some of the areas that need further research. 
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PART I 

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE 
STUDY 

Chapter One 

Introduction 

Between the late 1 970s and early 1 980s, advanced industrial countries started to 

experience economic recession that exposed the vulnerabi l ity of the capitalist 

economy; giving rise to the search for more enduring ways for capital ism to 

consol idate itself. Thus, a resurgence of the capitalist ideology is witnessed, with . 

greater appeal for the basics of capitalism such as free trade, competition, individual 

achievement, diverse migration and privatisation of social services . 

Various terms and synonyms such as "Thatcherism", "The New Right Ideology" ,  

"Reaganomics",  "neo-Conservatism", "neo-Liberalism" and "Economic Rationalism", 

have been used to refer to this ideology which places the economic, social and 

political activities under the direction and control of market forces. Privatisation of 

physical and human resources is portrayed as a major mechanism for giving the 

market forces the requisite capacity for such control .  Conceived and shaped by the 

dominant classes in the Western developed countries, this movement, through the 

existing world economic system (global finance capital), has become a dominant  

global phenomenon. 

Creating doubts about the existing social , economic and political arrangements, this 

"mono-culture" ,  backed by the economic might of its supporters and the post-cold war 

euphoria, has forced many nations of the world, "developed" and "developing", to 

restructure their economies and re-orient their policies and practices for the provision 

of social services. Task forces, commissions, groups of experts, review committees, 

etc. have been formed in many countries to analyse the existing social institutions and 

to recommend future policies to put privatisation into practice. As one of the social 

institutions, education has not escaped such scrutiny and reform. 

This study examines how both Tanzania and New Zealand, fol lowing the global trend, 

sought ways of developing and adopting policies for streamlining the provision of 
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education in l ine with the dictates of the market forces; despite their physical , social, 

economic and technological differences. The difference between Tanzania and New 

Zealand cannot be over emphasised. Occupying an area of approximately 945 ,087 

square kilometres between one and twelve degrees south of the equator in East Africa, 

Tanzania is about three times bigger than New Zealand; Tanzania's population of about 

30 mill ion people is almost ten times that of New Zealand; and while New Zealand is 

one of the developed countries, Tanzania is one of the poorest countries in  the 

underdeveloped bloc. 

However, each of these diverse countries commissioned education Task Forces in the 

1 980s to do similar tasks, resulting in each nation effecting education privatisation 

policy reforms. It is noted, for example that, in 1 982, the government of Tanzania 

appointed a Presidential Commission, commonly referred to as  "The Makweta 

Commission", and assigned it the task of examining the existing system of education in 

the country and making appropriate recommendations. The Commission produced the 

document, Education System in Tan zania Towards the Year 2000 (URT 1 984) . 

Likewise, the Department of Education in New Zealand, in 1 982, produced a 

background paper for the OECD reviewers, "Educational Pol icies in New Zealand", 

and, in 1 985,  the Minister for Education appointed a committee which produced "The 

Curriculum Review" report in 1 987. However, the recommendations in the documents 

mentioned above, in the two countries, were proposing to make the existing education 

systems offer more or better services rather than restructuring or overhauling them 

altogether. 

By the middle of the 1 980s, cal ls for more radical changes became imminent. Thus, in 

New Zealand, the Government appointed a Task Force which produced a report, 

Administering for Excellence ( 1 988), commonly referred to as the "Picot Report" . 

From the recommendations of the Picot Report, New Zealand produced the 

Tomorrow's Schools ( 1 988) I pol icy statement which has been described by some 

policy analysts (Codd 1 990 ; Lauder 1 990; Grace 1 990) as signifying the most 

significant educational reforms experienced in New Zealand in the present century. 

On the other hand, in 1 990, the Tanzanian Government appointed a Task Force to 

review the existing education system and produce a blue-print for the future. The Task 

Force produced a report entitied , The Tan zania Education System for the 21st Century 

(URT 1 993). On the basis of this report, Tanzania developed The Education and 

l See Appendix A 
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Training Policy (URT 1 995)2, which signifies a turn-around from the education policy 

existing in Tanzania since the country received its independence. 

It is also important to note that, prior to the reforms, both Tanzania and New Zealand 

shared not only the varied experiences of British colon ialism but also Keynesian state 

welfarism. Between the 1 930s and 1 980s, under the banner of egalitarianism, New 

Zealand implemented state welfarism, evident in its economic and social policies, 

including the national education policy. Similarly, after independence, under the guise 

of "Ujamaa," (African socialism) , the post-colonial state in Tanzania formulated and 

implemented state welfare policies including Universal Primary Education (UPE). 

Thus, contemporary reforms, in both countries, meant a shift of assumptions not only 

about the functions of education but also about the state and society, in general. 

It is  against this backdrop that this study analyses the contemporary education policy 

reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand. With specific reference to educational 

privatisation policies, the study examines the influences of socio-economic and 

discursive dynamics on education policy. The study also examines the implications that 

education privatisation pol icies hold for the role and function of the state in  the 

provision of education and the contribution of education to social justice. 

Statement of the Problem 

During the 1 980s, largely as a consequence of external economic pressure, the 

Tanzanian Government adopted a series of "Structural Adjustment Programmes" 

(SAPs) which have deregulated the economy, given more scope to market forces and 

greatly reduced the role of the state in the provision of social services, including 

education. The move to pursue structural adjustment policies has reinforced the trend 

towards privatisation of education and has had the general effect of reversing the policy 

of Universal Primary Education to which the Government had made a commitment in 

1 974. As a consequence, many children throughout Tanzania are now receiving little or 

no education and the incidence of "out of school children" has become a serious social 

problem. In this study these chidren are refered to as "children at risk" . 

This study examines the influences and circumstances surrounding recent national 

education policies in Tanzania and compares them with New Zealand's education policy 

reforms that have occurred since the late 1 980s. 

2See Appendix B 
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Focusing on the socio-economic influences on national education policy reforms, the 

study attempts to explain why countries in different parts of the world, particularly 

post-colonial nations, have implemented policy reforms in the 1 980s. It explores how 

the education pol icy reforms are supported and promoted by the di scourse of 

privatisation. The study also discusses the implications of the education privatisation 

reforms for the provision of education, for the market, and for society in general. 

Further, the study explores viable policy interventions that may assist in alleviating the 

adverse effects of the reforms, particularly in Tanzania. 

The Purpose Of the Study 

The purposes of the study are to establish the historical genesis of contemporary 

education privatisation pol icies and the global forces at work; to examine the 

implications of these policies for social justice and their effects on the provision of 

compulsory education; and to draw viable policy recommendations for the minimisation 

of the tension between education privatisation and compulsory education in Tanzania. 

The thesis focuses on policies contained in Tanzania' s Education and Training Policy 

(URT 1 995) which are compared to those in New Zealand's Tomorrow's Schools 

Policy (NZ Ministry of Education 1988). 

Objectives of the Study 

The objectives of this study are: 

i) to examine the influences of socio-economic and discursive dynamics on education 

policy, with specific reference to education privatisation policy reforms; 

i i)  to determine how education privatisation pol icies indicate both change and 

consistency with the role of the state in the provision of education under capitalism; 

i i i )  to examine the implications that education privatisation policies hold for the 

provision of education and its contribution to social justice; and 

iv) to draw policy recommendations for improvement of education provision 

particularly in Tanzania. 
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Lines of Inquiry 

In the l ight of these objectives, this study has been guided by the fol lowing l ines of 

inquiry: 

• What major changes have occured on the economic and political scene in Tanzania 

and New Zealand since industrial capitalism era, and how have these impacted on 

education policies in both countries? 

• What were the key policy documents and what part did they play in the education 

policy process? 

• What are the similarities and differences in education policy reforms of Tanzania 

and New Zealand? 

• What ideological asumptions underlie education policy in both countries? 

• What are the major effects of increasing privatisation in both countries? 

• What policy recommendations can be drawn from thi s  kind of comparative 

analysis? 

Rationale for Theory 

This is a qualitative research study which has greatly benefited from existing literature 

on the theories of the state, theories of development and education policy; and on 

discourse analysis, comparative education and policy analysis. These have provided the 

basic understanding of the scope of the study and the organisation of the research tasks 

and analysis of data. 

Wiersma ( 1 995) contends that, "A theory is a general isation or a series of 

general isations by which we attempt to explain some phenomenon in a systematic 

manner" (Wiersma 1 995: 1 8) .  He identifies two types of theories according to how they 

emerge: the "top down" theories (normally referred to as grand theories) that originate 
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from the research literature and the conceptual writing in the discipline; and the 

grounded theories that "come from the inductive analysis of the data as the research is 

conducted". While "top down" theories are mainly associated with basic and 

quantitative research, grounded theories are associated with applied and qualitative 

research. 

Eisner (in Flinders & Mills 1 993) notes that, as late as 1 993, grand theories were hard 

to find in qualitative research, especially ethnographic, narrative and artistically based 

studies. Eisner explains that, in attempting to make qual itative details of local 

circumstances vivid to the reader, these studies paid less attention to forms of 

explanations that are deduced from scientific theory. 

The practice of not using grand theories in qual itative studies, however, can be located 

in arguments about the worth of theory in social sciences that are drawn from the 

understanding that "social science disciDl ines differ in fundamental ways from the 

natural sciences" (Gaynor 1 998:7). MacIntyre, (in Gaynor 1 998 :7)3 argues that social 

sciences, such as management science, have not developed significant law-like 

generalisations which are adequate to predict human behaviour or organisational 

phenomenon. Others (e.g. Becker 1 993) contend that arguments for the use of theories 

in social studies, which is embedded in the "scientific talk" ,  are an unwarranted 

imposition on qualitative studies, as this creates unnecessary epistemological dilemmas. 

Becker argues that: 

Qualitative research - we might better say research that is designed in the 
doing; that therefore is not systematic in any impersonal way; that leaves 
room for, indeed insists on, individual judgement; that takes account of 
historical , situated detai l ,  and context and al l that - the research of that 
kind is faulted for being exactly all those things and therefore not being 
able to produce "scientific", objective, rel iable knowledge that would 
support prediction and control. Research that tries to be systematic and 
impersonal, arithmetic and precise, and thereby scientific, is faulted for 
leaving out so much that needs to be included, for failing to take account 
of crucial aspects of human behaviour and social life, for being unable to 
advance our understanding, for promising much more in the way of 
prediction and control than it ever delivers . . .  Epistemological issues, for 
all the arguing, are never settled, and I think it is fruitless to settle them 
in the way the typical debate looks to. These are simply the 
comrnonplaces, in the rhetoric sense, of scientific talk in social sciences, 
the framework in which debate goes on (Becker 1 993:2 1 9). 

It has been noted, however, that using theory can be "a mixed blessing" (to use 

Henstrand's ( 1 993) words) for educational researchers . Bringing theory into the 

3 MacIntyre's observations are referred and explained by Gaynor, A. 1. ( 1 998:7). 
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research not only requires more time for the researcher to understand the theory/theories 

he or she is using but also adds to the issues for which the researcher has to be 

accountable. As Henstrand ( 1 993) explains: 

The decision to use theory gives the researcher just one more issue to 
worry about. Although theory gave me a framework from which to 
observe and analyse the case, it also forced me to be conscious of the 
way in which I was using it or not using it (Hen strand 1 993:98). 

On the other hand, using theory enables the researcher to establish a basis for working 

through issues as they arise and to gain distance and perspective (Hen strand 1 993 :99). 

Some educational researchers (e.g. Marks 1 996, Wiersma 1 995 , Flinders & Mil ls  

1 993) also contend that selecting what counts and framing the social situation requires a 

theory. Marks ( 1 996) argues, for example, that, even in the grounded theory approach, 

the researcher has "an a priori" conception of the area or subject of research. Moreover, 

(Wiersma 1 995) adequate theoretical constructs can enhance the 'translatabi l ity' of the 

results of a qualitative research whereby, "translatabi lity refers to the extent to which 

adequate theoretical constructs and research procedures are used so that other 

researchers can understand the results" (Wiersma 1995:223). 

This indicates that, depending on the study, a theory or theories has or have a role to 

play in research studies (Wiersma 1995). First, a theory can provide a systematic view 

of the factors under study as wel l as identifying the gaps, weak points and 

inconsistencies that indicate the need for additional research. Secondly, through the 

process of attaching meaning to facts and placing them in proper perspective, a theory 

helps in defining the problem. That is, "it helps identify the proper questions to be 

asked in the context of the specific project" (Wiersma 1 995: 1 9) .  In this study, for 

example, the decision to analyse the historical context of contemporary policy reforms 

is aided by the theories of the state and of socio-economic development while the view 

of education policy making as a process supports the use of critical discourse analysis 

(CDA). 

Sometimes a theory may also "tip off' the researcher on what to look for. Although this 

role may be interpreted as deterministic, a theory is useful in this regard through 

suggesting an explanation of observed phenomenon or predicting "the unobserved or 

undiscovered factors by indicating their presence" (Wiersma 1 995: 1 9) .  Equipped with 

the theoretical understanding of social justice, for example, the researcher in this study 

is able to discuss the contributions of education policies to equity or inequalities . 
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Moreover, a theory may make data obtained within or across studies more meaningful 

by providing an avenue through which they can be incorporated in a meaningful whole. 

Wiersma notes that: 

Conditions under which research is conducted and data are obtained 
within and across studies tend to be more valuable when incorporated 
into a meaningful whole; standing alone they may not mean much. As 
the facts of research study, the data derive significance from the theory 
or the theories they fit. Conversely,  the theories become acceptable to 
the extent that they enhance the meaning of the data (Wiersma 1995 : 1 9). 

By the same token, Eisner argues that, "theory is supposed to be the conceptual vehicle 

that assigns pattern to individuality"4 . 

This role of theory/theories is relevant to this study because, as a comparative study, a 

common avenue is important, through which data from New Zealand and Tanzania can 

be understood. Building on the theories of the state, for example, the study analyses the 

context of education policy reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand within the nature, 

position, role and functions of the post-colonial state in different formations of the 

capital ist mode of production. Thus, a theoretical understanding of the capital ist mode 

of production, the capitalist state and education policy, forms the common ground upon 

which education policy reforms in both Tanzania and New Zealand are analysed. 

The role of theory, therefore, "is to provide a framework for conducting research, and 

it can be used for synthesising and explaining research results" (Wiersma 1 995:20) . 

However, as Wiersma ( 1 995 :20) observes, "theories are valuable to the extent that they 

are useful . "  That is,  a theory valuable in one study may not be appropriate for another 

study. Thus, 

The criterion by which we judge theory is not its truth or falsity, but 
rather its usefulness. Theories sometimes decrease in usefulness in the 
l ight of new knowledge, and they are combined, replaced, and refined 
as more knowledge is made available (Wiersma 1 995: 1 9) .  

It has been noted, for example, (Edwards 1 986) that a grounded theory that provides 

for an opportun ity for the generation of theoretical ideas which are di sco,:,ered 

throughout the research process, is more suitable for ethnographic studies "in which the 

4Quote from ElIiot W. Eisner's Foreword to the book edited by Flinders, D. J. & Mills G. E. (1993) 
Theory and Concepts in Qualitative Research: Perspectives From the Field, New York, Teachers 
College Press (pp. vii-ix). 
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researcher gathers the data in the field and seeks to present that data faithfully and 

accurately from the view point of the people who inhabit that field" (Edwards 1 986:22). 

Grand theories of social ,  economic and pol itical development, on the other hand, 

provide the researcher with a tool not only to explain the essence of the problems of 

development but also to question what is portrayed as conventional understanding and 

remedy for these "developmental " problems. 

It is also important to note that, since education is a wide, interdiscipl inary field that 

draws from many other discipl ines and practices, depending on the purpose of an 

educational research, various theories may be employed. In this study, theories relevant 

to the understanding of the scope of the study and guiding of the research tasks are 

presented and analysed in Chapter three, which focuses on theoretical considerations. 

The theories considered include: theories of the state, theories of development and 

theories or models of education policy; as wel l as the theoretical understanding of social 

justice in education. The section on conceptual framework provides a brief expl ication 

of why and how particular theories are useful for this study. 

Studies on Education Policy Reforms 

Ozga ( 1 987) asserts that, until as recently as the 1 970s, the field of education policy 

was occupied mainly by non-sociologists. She argues that previously it was a confine 

of specialists in educational or social admini stration and in social pol icy. This 

observation is  supported by Hargreaves ( 1 989) who observes that critical overviews, 

of social contexts of different educational pol icy initiatives, have been rare. He notes 

that research on education policy, 

focused more directly on policy issues - whether as pragmatic response 
to the current exigencies of research funding or as a way of providing a 
more solid foundation of evidence for theoretical claims - has sometimes 
made it difficult to see the wood for the tree. In developing detailed 
understandings of the workings of TVEI, low attaining pupils project 
and the l ike, they have often lost sight of the social trends and 
requirements that give these disparate init iatives a more general 
coherence and logic (Hargreaves 1 989:43). 

It is worth noting that the early studies of education policy fel l  under the dominant 

paradigm of the time, the "empirical-analytic paradigm", (Popkewitz 1 984) which 

assumes that there are distinct general or universal rules of policy making with less 

regard for specific context or actual circumstances in which policy is formulated. Based 

on positivism, the studies in this paradigm are mainly descriptive and they concentrate 
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on what is while ignoring or undermining what ought to be; thus imposing a distinction 

between facts and values in policy decisions. 

Such an approach to studying policy is problematic as it leads to the conception of 

pol icy-making as merely a technical and rational process, "to canvass alternatives; 

assess cost and benefits and implement choices" (Simeon 1 976: 550) . Such a 

conception has been rejected by many policy analysts (e.g. Simeon 1 976, Dale 1 993, 

Codd 1 988) since the 1 970s. In this approach, they saw a danger of the emergence of a 

special i sed sub-discipline of "pol icy science" which would lead to ignoring or simply 

assuming the social economic and political forces. 

An approach to education policy that divorces pol icy from the social, pol itical and 

economic contexts within which policy making takes place is considered inadequate 

because, although the descriptive and quantitative data are important in understanding 

policy, they are inadequate as they leave out the rules and values which develop and 

reinforce what is aggregated or observed. In general , policy is not as predetermined, 

logical and unproblematic as portrayed by studies based on the empirical-analytic 

paradigm would l ike us to believe (Crump 1 993). 

With a shift in  paradigm in the 1970s to the symbolic or interpretive paradigm, some 

researchers on education policy also fol lowed suit in the form of phenomenological 

studies. The symbolic or interpretive paradigm views social life as rule making and rule 

governing. Thus, the focus is on the unique human capacity to invent and use symbols. 

"Rather than making the behaviour of people the facts of science, attention is  given to 

the interaction of and negotiations in social situations through which people reciprocally 

define expectations about appropriate behaviours" (Popkewitz 1 984:4 1 ) . The emphasis 

is on the communicative aspect of a social phenomenon. Thus, Popkewitz ( 1 984) 

contends that the interpretive approach shifts the focus of theory to the nature of 

discourse rather than behaviour. The emphasis is on defining how reality is constructed 

through meanings shared by those participating in the organisation, rather than being 

imposed from outside (Crump 1 993 : 1 8) .  Popkewitz ( 1 984) notes, for example, that, 

using transcribed conversations from the class room, Barnes ( 1 975) analysed the 

functions of discourse to provide broad and contextually defined definitions for 

learning and for curriculum. 

The focus on discourse is important in understanding policy because it provides room 

for analysing the ideological hegemony in the pol icy process .  Phenomenological 

studies may also help in exploring and analysing the context within which a particular 

policy takes place. Like the studies based on the empirical analytic paradigm, however, 
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phenomenological studies concern themselves with aspects of what is and not why it is 

or what might be. The concentration on the phenomenon under study also makes it 

possible to leave out some of the relevant processes in the wider context. 

In the 1 980s and 1 990s, the debate about education policy was at its peak mainly due to 

the education reforms that were introduced as a result of a shift from state welfarism to 

neo-l iberal ism. As Troyna ( 1 994) notes, by 1 990, there was a vast l i terature on 

education pol icy, especially in developed countries. Thus, Troyna ( 1 994) argues that 

the contemporary education reforms have acted as catalysts for the development of a 

genre of pol icy studies which break ranks both with empiricist accounts of education 

policy and with those which rest upon managerialist perspectives of the policy process. 

What is common to these contemporary approaches to education policy studies i s  the 

i ncorporation of what Raab ( 1 994) refers to as critical and sometimes pol itically 

committed sociology, including the perspectives on the sociology of knowledge, and of 

debates about the necessity and possibil ity of change (e.g. Apple 1 985, Dale 1 989). 

Thus, it can be argued that the education policy sociology studies of the 1 980s and 

1 990 are within the paradigm which Popkewitz ( 1 984) terms, "critical science or social 

science as historical expression paradigm" ;  a paradigm that is based on critical theory 

(Dale 1 994:39). 

Popkewitz ( 1 984:46) argues that, the critical approach to pol icy, "has interest in 

practical discourse and hence is akin to historical anal ysis of social processes" .  

Wil l iams ( 1 977 i n  Popkewitz 1 984:45) identifies two major strands i n  the critical 

paradigm: the 'residual ' and the 'emergent'. While in the residual strand, the major 

residues of the past culture are incorporated into the critique for considering alternatives 

to the dominant culture, the emergent strand offers arguments that are in opposition to 

the dominant culture and institutions. 

Popkewitz ( 1 984:45) argues that "the function of critical theory is to understand the 

relations among values, interest and action and, to change the world, not to describe it" .  

Thus, in a critical approach, the dynamics of social change, of past and present, are 

examined to "unmask the structural constraints and contradictions that exist in  a 

determinant society" .  This i s  important in understanding education policy because 

policies are presented differently by different actors and interests (Ball 1993) to achieve 

different aims. It is important, therefore, to understand the complex interwoven 

network of the policy process, to explain how policy comes about, whose interests are 

being served, what is the documented or legislated form of pol icy and what occurs as 

outcomes. In that case, the descriptions of the policy process at the same time, can 
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become prescriptions an,d advocacy in pol itical struggles (Jennings 1 987). A s  Cox 

( 1 980 in Dale 1 994:40) observes: 

Critical theory is directed to the social and political complex as a whole 
rather than to the separate parts. As a matter of practice, critical theory, 
l ike problem-solving theory takes as its starting point some aspects or 
particular sphere of human activity. But whereas the problem-solving 
approach leads to further analytic subdivision and limitation of the issue 
to be dealt with, the critical approach leads towards the construction of a 
large picture of a whole of which the initially contemplated part is just 
one component, and seeks to understand the processes of change in 
which both parts and whole are involved (Cox 1 980: 1 30)5 . 

The advantage of the critical paradigm is that it offers the policy analyst an opportunity 

to do what Dale ( 1 993) terms, as a study of policy and for policy. Thus, i t  allows the 

study of education policy to capture the socio-political and economic, as well as the 

"politicity" (Torres 1 996: 1 63 ,  Green 1 994) of education. 

It is important to note that studies in this paradigm are not homogeneous. Troyna 

( 1 994) observes that: 

Some are embedded in the Marxist framework (Cultural Studies, 1 99 1 ; 
Dale, 1 992; Hatcher and Troyna, 1 994), while others draw on pluralist 
approaches (Bal l 1 990a; Kogan et aI . ,  1 984; Macpherson and Raab, 
1 988) and feminist perspectives (B lackmore and : ,Kenway, 1 993 ; 
Hughes, 1 992) . It is also possible to discern the influence of various 
(mainland European) theorists on studies of contemporary education 
policy. These include Foucault (Bal l ,  1 990a; Bowe, Bal l  and Gold, 
1 992; Kenway ,  1 993), Baudril lard (Bowe, Gewirtz and Bal l ,  1 992) 
Bourdieu and Offe (Codd 1 992), and Barthes (Bowe, Ball and Gold, 
1 992; Maguire, 1 99 1 ; Rosie, 1992) ( Troyna 1 994:4) .  

There are also different ways that the policy analysts have conducted their studies . 

Troyna ( 1 994:4) further notes that some policy analysts, such as Macpherson and Raab 

( 1 988) have rel ied almost entirely on interviews, and, while others have adapted a 

political ethnographic approach, some have emphasised primary source documentation. 

It is worth noting, however, that some contemporary conditions are creating constraints 

for conducting educational policy studies within the critical framework. Hargreaves 

( 1 989) notes with concern that the decl ine in the independently funded educational 

research and the emergence, in its place, of a more cursory, politically tied evaluation of 

particular initiatives actively discourages penetrating critiques that may reflect poorly on 

the sponsors . The situation is more grave in developing countries where research is 

5Cited in Dale ( 1994:40) 
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external ly  funded. Hence, funding agencies, driven with pre-set priorities and 

objectives or agenda, may seek to control the policy research process. Referring to 

Anglophone Africa, Hartwell ( 1 994) contends, for example, that: 

International agencies which have tried to define the procedures for 
education policy analysis and planning have tended to highlight the 
technical aspects of the process. They operate from the assumption that 
education is a tractable system; that once the proper information is at 
hand and has been analysed the policy options become evident (Hartwell 
1 994:30) . 

Such a perspective not only leads to narrow and technocratic education policy analysis 

but also curtai l s  critical understanding of pol icy. Highl ighting predicaments of 

researchers in  Tanzania, Broke-Utne ( 1 993) explains the fear of the researchers that 

penetrating critique may jeopardise their chances of getting sponsorship for any 

research in future. Consequently, in the 1 990s, there have been attempts to separate 

education from politics. Contrary to 1 many research studies : conducted in the 1 960s 

and 1 970s, contemporary education research in Tanzania, with a few exceptions, (e.g. 

Samoff and Surnra 1 994) is basical ly technical and compartmentalised into specific 

parts of education such as management, funding, curriculum development, etc. A 

caveat has to be made, however, that, while these component parts of education are 

important, i t  is crucial to understand "the processes of change in which both parts and 

whole are involved" (Cox 1 980: 1 30, in Dale 1 994:40). 

By s ituating the analysis of education pol icy reform in Tanzania  within a larger 

contextual framework, this  study seeks to develop a hol istic understanding of the 

analysis of educational pol icies, as opposed to the sectoral and technocratic analyses 

and interventions. 

Another important i ssue emanating from the l iterature is that, although contemporary 

pol icy reforms are global and driven by the assumption that economic regeneration 

could be achieved through improvement in education, (Marks 1 996) there are very few 

comparative studies (Lawton 1 992) of these reforms. The few existing comparative 

policy studies compare countries within the same bracket of economic development. 

This study seeks to cross this  barrier and to reveal the issues of concern for both 

developed and developing countries. This study conducts a comparative policy analysis 

of education policy reforms both in Tanzania  and New Zealand. The study also 

examines education policy reforms within the shift of assumptions from the emphasis 

on the markets failure, as portrayed by the Keynesian model, to the governments' 

failure as portrayed by economic rationalism. 
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I t  is  also worth noting that, in  Tanzania, market-oriented education practices were 

introduced concomitantly with other economic liberalisation programmes long before an 

official educational pol icy statement was produced. That is, although market-oriented 

education reforms in Tanzania started in the 1 980s, Tanzania' s Education and Training 

Policy document was produced in 1 995 . Thus ,  when this study commenced in 1 995, 

no study to analyse the Education and Training Policy document was in existence. This 

study, therefore, seeks to examine the meaning of the policy statements; to expose the 

discourse of privatisation contained in the policy text as wel l as the implications of the 

policy so as to set a basis upon which various educational issues are underscored and 

viable alternatives can be explored. 

Organisation of the Thesis 

This thesis is organised in six parts: the introductory part in which the writer states the 

problem, the purpose and objectives of the study ; as wel l  as a discussion of the 

rationale for theory and studies on education policy reforms. This part also delineates 

the organisation of the study. 

It is envisaged in this study that the theoretical understanding of the main concepts in 

the study is important not only to guide the process of col lecting and analysing the 

relevant data and discussing the findings but also in mapping the scope of the study. 

Theoretical considerations have also helped in identifying the methodology appropriate 

for conducting this study . Thus ,  Part lI ,on theconceptual and methodological 

framework, discusses the key concepts which are basic to understanding contemporary 

education policy reforms and sets the foundation upon which the methodology pertinent 

to this study has been constructed. In chapter two, on theoretical considerations, the 

dynamics of education are analysed in relation to the concepts of policy , the state, 

socio-economic development, as well as social justice and privatisation . In chapter 

three, discourse analysis and comparative education policy analysis (CEPA) approaches 

are discussed so as to establish their appropriateness as the methodology for studying 

contemporary education policy reforms. 

With the view that pol icies, particularly educational pol icies, do not develop in a 

vacuum, social, pol itical and economic imperatives (Codd et al . 1 990, Dale 1 989, 

Gordon and Pearce 1 993) form the context within which they are conceived, developed 

and maintained, Part III focuses on the analysis of the context within which 

educational privatisation policies have developed, both in Tanzania and New Zealand. 

Acknowledging that the context is both internal and external, the study traces the 
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historical genesis of contemporary reforms within the transformation of capitalism and 

the changing position and functions of the capitalist state, in general , and the colonial 

and post-colonial state in New Zealand and Tanzania, in particular. 

Part IV focuses on Tanzania's and New Zealand's education pol icy reform 

documents. It is contended that a particular discourse compatible to a transformation of 

capitalism is developed to promote the positioning of the state and the market order that 

it upholds. Thus, it is argued that a discourse of privatisation has developed within the 

globalisation process to support and promote global finance capitalism and the nature, 

functions and positioning of the state in that formation. As a corollary, the education 

policy documents that are produced are couched within this supportive discourse. 

Part V discusses the implications of education privatisation policies for social justice in 

education and for the state's provision of education. It  is argued that the market panacea 

espoused by the policy responses to the crises of the 1 980s and 1 990s obscures the 

relationship between education and social justice and has adverse implications for 

state's provision of education, particularly, as it relates to "children at risk". 

Part VI comprises the conclusions drawn from this study and the researcher's 

suggestions for education policy development as well as some areas identified further 

research. 



- --------

PART 11 

CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL 
FRAMEWORK 

This part of the thesis, first, discusses concepts which are basic to the understanding 

of contemporary educational policy reforms and, second, sets the foundation upon 

which the methodology for this study has been conceived. The main objective of this 

part is to analyse existing theoretical assumptions about education policy within broad 

theories of the state and social , economic and pol itical development; hence, to 

establish their relative pertinence in understanding contemporary education policy 

reforms. Comparative pol icy analysis and discourse analysis are also analysed and 

discussed in order to establish their appropriateness as methods for studying education 

pol icy reforms. 

The part comprises two chapters; Chapter two, on theoretical considerations and 

chapter three on methodology. 
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Chapter Two 

Theoretical Considerations 

This section discusses the nature of education policy and the theoretical perspectives of 

the state and socio-economic development. The discussion examines the nature of 

education policy and sets a basis upon which the nature, role, position and functions of 

the capital ist state can be understood, particularly the colonial and the post-colonial 

state. It also questions the "conventional theories of development" and suggests an 

approach that would allow the examination of development in the social, political and 

economic spheres .  It argues that the "socio-political economy approach"  to 

development, that gives first priority to the development of people as opposed to 

material things that are given first priority in the conventional theories of development, 

would promote what has been referred to as "appropriate development" (Trainer 1 989). 

The "socio-political economy approach" also emphasises the status of people as social 

entities that would contribute to their collective development. In that regard, policies 

that contribute to development should ensure social justice in terms of fair distribution 

of resources, fair processes of production and distribution of goods and services and 

collective responsibil ity for progress. Such an approach provides an opportunity for 

assessing the contribution of contemporary education to development through analysing 

whether current education privatisation policy reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand 

are contributing positively towards social justice or are creating tensions between 

education and social justice. 

Education Policy 

In attempting to explain contemporary educational policy reforms in Tanzania and New 

Zealand, this study considers literature on policy and, particularly, on education policy. 

This is based on the view (Ball 1 994, Crump 1 993, Guba 1 984) that, in approaching a 

pol icy task, it is imperative to have a clear understanding of the nature of policy as this 

would not only provide a clear perspective of the scope of the task but also provide an 

understanding of how others see pol icy. Crump ( 1 993) and Guba ( 1 984) also argue 

that the way which we define policy will strongly influence the way we study it. 

To underscore the conceptual meaning of pol icy, however, is not a simple matter, since 

various policy analysts and studies on policy sociology provide different definitions. 
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As Ball observes, " It is  not difficult to find the term policy being used to describe 

different things at different points in the same study" (Ball 1 993: 1 0). 

Crump ( 1 993) identifies various predominant approaches to policy to which he refers 

as policy models or theories.  These include systems models, the contingency model, 
the i ncremental model ,  the el i te model ,  the problem solving mode l ,  the 

phenomenological model and the process model6. 

In the systems theories, policy is viewed as an output of a production system. The 
-

system is made of three components. The qpen system models, for example, comprise 
-

�he inputs,,,that is tpe delli:ed product by the communitx? which can be local, regional or 

national; the syste!1J:, that is the political structures and Rrocedures, which i s  generally  

institutional and authoritative but can be of any size; and !!.!x£utput� which are �hatever 

happens in  terms of actions or decisions... Lunenberg and Ornstein ( 1 99 1  : 2 1 3  in Crump 

1 993) contend that the oe.,en system mo4fl a-EPl ies to all  level s  of .policy;  the mi£2z 
�2mprisin� small scale or localised policy making; and the meso level at the middle, 

comprising the regional bureaucracies, union agencies and parent organisations that 

play a role in policy making at that level or interact in policy making at micro or macro 

levels. While the macro level is the level of the state, or nation, dominated by poJjtical -

institutious and �the mega level is the international sphece, which 

in recent years is generating remarkable similarities in policy development and policy 
research (Crump 1 993 : 1 5) .  Thus, similarities in the current education privatisation 

policy reforms seem to suggest that their origins are at the mega level . 

It has been argued (Crump 1 993) that, although the open systems model does not 
provide a true representation of what happens in each level of the system, it appears to 

represent what happens in real l ife. Another merit of systems theories is that they can be 

valuable in h ighlighting policy issues because they provide an opportunity to focus on 
the environment in which the policy is to occur, the system itself and a consideration of 
the outcome. 

The systems theories, particularly small group theory, can also be used to .explore 

policies within sub-systems, such as schools or organisations within a school;  hence, 
producing an overview of the environment in which pol icy is to be implemented. 

However, the suggestion, (Dahl in Ham and Hill 1 984:26-28) that policy decisions are 
determined by the relative intensity of the preferences of the members of the group, 

6For an elaborate analysis of each model see Crump ( 1 993). 
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leaves much to be desired as it i s  difficult to attribute cause and effect analysis to any 

policy decision, except in clear-cut situations, which are rare (Crump 1 993: 1 4) .  

Some views of systems models are based on an attempt to explain social behaviour in 
an educational setting. Crump notes that: 

Another form of systems theory is the rational model (Dye 1 984:30) or the public 

finance model (Lane 1 990) . This model is based on the assumption that there is no 

difference between economic and social policy. As a corollary, it propounds that all 
------------�- , �  

policies must demonstrate cost and benefits. 
--

This model has several weaknesses. Not only is the rational model based on incorrect 

positivist assumptions (Chalmers 1 976), which presume a rational guantitative 

measurement of value preference, a predictive capacitY..and rational decision making. 
but also "there are so many barriers to rational decision making that it rarely takes place 

at all in Governments" (Dye, 1 984:32). This m2del gives priority to the economic 
factors in policy decision makjng; suggesting that those j>olicies that do not demonstrate.. 
economic cost and benefits .should not be pursued, even if they exhibit social benefits. 

Thus, Crump ( 1 993) observes that, while this model may be useful for analytical, 

E..urposes,- it is misdirected in its search for rationalism as a prime factor in  policy 

making. 

However, the rational model has been influential in £!:.omoting neo-liberal market 
economy policies that have been introduced in many countries of the world in  

contemporary times. This is  because economic rational ism, an  ideology upon which 
these policies have been based, conforms to this model .  Describing economic 

rationalism, Codd ( 1 998) contends that: 

The term economic rationalism refers to the dominance of the economy 
and economic rocesses over all areas ot state polIc -milin . It is  an 
i eo ogy w lcn as t e pnmary 0 Jectlve 0 ac leving a total 
rationalisation of the agencies of the state, including educational 
institutions, to bring them into line with the policy prescriptions of fre� 
market economi£§.:.:.:(Codd 1 998:7) .  
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Thus, as Crump ( 1 993 : 1 5) contends, the rational model "was espoused not only in 
education, but also in  the guise of economic rational ism during the late 1 980s and 

1 990s". The model is particularly relevant for this study as both Tanzania and New 

Zealand have been subjected to economic rationalism and it is upon this ideology that 

contemporary education reform policies in both countries are based. 

The incremental mode� on the other hand, suggests that policy should be an addition to 

an earl ier policy, so as to extend what exists rather than take risk with something 
completely new. Accordingly, patches and pieces are added to the existing policy, 

altering its general thrust and providing a new rationale; therefore, creating a new form 

of the old policy (Crump 1 993). The form of policy development that existed for almost 

a century in New Zealand, and for about twenty years in Tanzania, before structural 

adjustment policies, subscribes to this model.  

Because they do not propose major departure from norms and ways of doing things, 
incremental policies are found to enjoy popular support. Crump ( 1 993) asserts that: 

This approach is seen to be easier to cost, less likely to go wrong, more 
l ikely to be supported by those in power and by workplace or political 
superiors, and more l ikely to enjoy public support because no radical 
change is proposed (Crump 1 993 : 1 6) .  

He  further observes that the incremental model is quite familiar to those involved in 
education. It  is favoured by hierarchical, bureaucratic systems and suits the political 
environment for most ministers of education . Such an observation seems to be 

supported by Beeby' s  contention that: 

Unless there is some political upheaval that goes beyond the routine 
changing of democratic governments a [educational] myth rarely dies a 
sudden death. Even when two myths are in partial confl ict, the old 
myth, l ike many ancient faiths, is quietly absorbed into the new with a 
fresh interpretation of terms . . .  There is an inevitable continuity in myths, 
however deferent they may appear (Beeby in Renwick 1 986:xvi). 

It has been noted, (Crump 1 993) however, that policy-making in the 1 980s and 1 990s 

deflected from the incremental model, del iberately taking away decision making from 
the bureaucracy so that external opinions and more controversial policy strategies could 

be introduced and implemented. Moreover, this model also suggests an equilibrium 

approach to policy reforms 7. 

7The equilibrium approach to policy reforms is discussed later in this section. 
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Another model for understanding policy is the contingency model. This model is based 

on the organisational theory which suggests that there are no two work places which 
are exactly the same and that there are divergent variables which will affect the intended 

action and outcome. Consequently, it recogn ises environmental influences on 

organisations and their pol icy procedures (Luthan & Todd 1 977 in Crump 1 993) .  The 

model also maintains the system perspective and views the organisation as comprising 
interrelated systems (Crump 1 993).  Crump ( 1 993 :  1 9) contends that, although this 

model avoids "the abstraction of more basic systems approaches and refutes the search 
for 'one-best-way', it is a model weak on theoretical possibi lities and one caught up in 

identifying criteria for competency, performance and systems evaluation" .  

The elite model, o n  the other hand, constructs policy as the preferences and values of 

the governing elites. In this model, the elite is seen as al l powerful and conservative 
while the ordinary citizens are viewed as passive, disinterested, even ignorant. Thus, 

policy becomes a top-down procedure, manipulative and one way (Crump 1 993 : 1 7) .  

Crump ( 1 993) asserts that this model has been used by leaders of various movements 
such as the civil rights, feminist, environmental or literacy movements. He points out, 

however, that, in the 1 980s and 1 990s, the elite model is under challenge. The main 

argument against the model (Crump 1 993) is that policies set by the 'all knowing elite' 

are dangerous even when they are for the benefit of the citizen because the end should 

not justify the means. Unfortunately, Crump's arguments do not discriminate between 
those policies that are meant to promote social justice and those that promote 
subjugation and control . 

However, the use of the elite model in the education setting may be chal lenged on the 
basis  that it can be a tool of state functionaries and/or a means of influence for 

intellectuals or teacher-union leaders over the teaching professionals, the students and 

the parents. It is worth noting that similar arguments have been used by supporters of 
education privatisation policies, in the developed nations such as New Zealand, to 
challenge the publ ic education system by claiming that it has been captured by the 'all 
knowing' providers. In developing countries, including Tanzania, such arguments have 

been used to challenge policies that are claimed to have been developed by the 'al l 
knowing' political elite to frustrate the professionals .  

Another model for understanding policy is the problem solving model. Building on 

Dubnick and Bardes ( 1 983:5) ,  Crump ( 1 993) observes that the problem solving model 
is based on the premise that public pol icies are responses to and sources of problems. 

Accordingly, a policy has the role of deal ing with issues and attempting solutions as 

well as creating problems. The model suggests that policy creates problems for those 
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people, groups or institutions that it does not address or satisfy,  as well as generating 

problems through the very process of being put into practice (Crump 1 993 : 1 9) .  

Although this model fal l s  into the trap of making policy decisions appear to be a 

technical issue, it has merit in its suggestion that policy making is a continuous process. 

It can be argued that the systems theories or models, the incremental model ,  the rational 
model, the contingency model, the elite model and the problem solving models, fall into 

the empirical-analytic approach to the study of policy. However, it has been noted 
(Popkewitz 1 984, Simeon 1 976, Dale 1 993, Codd 1 988) that the empirical-analytic 

approach to the study of policy is inadequate because it leads to the conception of policy 
making as just a technical and rational process; thus, removing policies from the social , 

political and economic contexts within which they are made.8 

In the phenomenological model, on the other hand, the emphasis is on defining how 

reality is  construed through meanings shared by those participating in an organisation 

or a particular setting. Thus, depending on the setting, the phenomenological model 

may be applied to both micro and macro settings. However, the model values situation 
policy development in order to take into account the varied needs and local conditions. 
As such ,  it supports a confl ict approach to pol icy reforms and allows greater 

participation in policy-making. It is contended, however, (Crump 1 993) that pol icy is 

not merely phenomenological as there are broader political, communicative and ethical 
factors which often outweigh the meanings attributed through the phenomenological 
model . 

This thesis asserts that the phenomenological model fal l s  into the symbolic or 

interpretive paradigm which focuses on the unique human capacity to invent and use 
symbols and which emphasises the communicative aspects of a social phenomenon 

(Popkewitz 1 984). The focus on the communicative aspects (discourse) is important in 

understanding policy because it provides room for analysing the ideological hegemony 
in the policy process. In that regard, the phenomenological model may also fal l into the 

critical paradigm9. However, the phenomenological model concentrates more on what 

is and ignores what ought to be. 

A much more recent view of policy is the process model (Crump 1 993) . In this model, 
policy is seen as a political process of: 

8More discussion of the empirical-analytic approach in the methodology section, pp. 75-76 
9More about interpretive and critical paradigm in the methodology section, pp. 76-79. 



Defi ning demands for action; developing responses and potential 
solutions; building support for these through gaining a degree of control 
over the decision-making or exercising existing power; legitimating the 
policy through a new discourse (by introducing jargons and new words 
or redefining existing language) and restructuring the institution; 
organisation or community to increase the l ikelihood that the policy will 
be implemented (Crump 1 993 :20). 
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The model acknowledges the power relations in the society and urges the policy analyst 
"to identify the controls (particularly the distributive control) so as to discover who 

makes the pol icy, what is its nature, what does it hope to achieve, why was it proposed 

at the time and what was not made the subject of policy" (Foster, 1 98 1  in Crump 
1 993 :20). 

Crump ( 1 993) notes that the process model has been used by intending reformists 

across the political spectrum. Thus, it is noted (Crump 1 993) that: 

While some see it as a valid way of pushing social reforms for the poor 
and disadvantaged, others see it as a useful tool for refocusing policy 
(through reference to economic imperatives) on conservative ideals 
Crump 1 993 :2 1 ). 

The process model has been criticised for being basically a systems model, since it still 
revolves around inputs and outputs through a linear process of problem identification, 

formulation, legitimation and evaluation (e.g. Crump 1 993:2 1 ) . In this way (goes the 
criticism), it has remained exclusivist and, at times, elitist. To these critics, the process 
model is seen as "a model that does not challenge the systemic bureaucratic grip on the 

policy process and can be used to foster narrow vested interests" (Crump 1 993:2 1 ) . 

B al l 's work ( 1 990) , on the policy sociology of the curricular and organisational 
changes brought about in Britain during the 1 980s, serves to elucidate the above 

weaknesses of the process model.  However, the inclusion of the variables within and 
outside the structure affecting policy implementation in the task of evaluation may 

significantly minimise the weaknesses of the process model.  In that case, evaluation of 
pol icy implementation also becomes a "deconstructionist" activity which puts things 
apart so that one can comment on the l ikely actual consequences, the distributional 
impact of policies and the associated power and discourse (Ball 1 990: 1 ). 

It is worth noting, however, that the process model fal ls within the critical paradigm 
which "has interest in practical discourse and hence akin to historical analysis of social 

processes"(Popkewitz 1 984) . Based on critical theory, the critical paradigm covers both 
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the phenomenological model and the process model . On critical theory, Dale ( 1 994) 

argues that: 

[It] stands apart from the prevailing order of the world and asks how 
that order came about. [It] does not take institutions and social and 
power relationships for granted but cal ls  them into question by 
concerning itself with their origins and how and whether they might be 
in the process of changing . . .  Critical theory is directed to the social and 
political complex as a whole rather than to the separate parts (Dale 
1 994:39). 

Thus, a critical approach examines social changes within their socio-historical contexts. 
Invoking Foucault and Offe, Ball ( 1 993) argues that "policies typically posit a 
restructuring, redistribution and disruption of power relations, so that different people 

can and cannot do different things " .  However, s ince "power is multipl icitious, 

overlain, interactive and complex, policy texts enter rather than simply change power 

relations" ; thus, "practice and 'effects' of policy cannot be simply read-off from texts 

and are the outcome of confl ict and struggle between 'interests' in the context" (Ball 
( 1 993:  1 3) .  

It is  important, therefore, to understand the complex nature of the policy process as 

wel l as policy texts. Thus, in order to understand the education policy reforms in 

Tanzania and New Zealand, i t  is important to analyse the context as wel l  as the pol icy 
documents. 

The ongoing discussion of the l iterature on the nature of policy also suggests that 
politics is an essential component of pol icy.  In understanding education pol icy, 

therefore, it is important to understand the political arena at the centre of which is  the 
state. 

The State and Education 

It is  the contention of this study that a clear understanding of the state is important not 
only in understanding education policy but also in understanding contemporary 
education policy reforms. This is based on the conviction that education is neither 
politically nor technically neutral (Torres 1 995 : 1 63). Invoking Freire's  (in Torres 1 995) 

consi stent c laims that there is  an inherent "pol iticity" of education that has 
epistemological , analytical and ethical implications,  Torres ( 1 995) argues that this 

pol iticity also relates not only to the subtle l inkage between education and power but 

also to the state and public education as contested arenas and sites for distribution of 

goods and services and competition involving political-economic projects (Freire 1 994 
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in Torres 1 995,  Torres 1 995) .  This is,  in part, supported by Archer ( 1 984) who 
observes that, most of the time, "most of the forms education takes are the products of 
political struggles. They bear the marks of concession to al l ies and compromise to 
opponents" ( 1 984 :2) .  In understanding education policy, therefore, it is important to 

understand the state, which in most cases is at the centre of the political arena. 

Further, as noted by Codd, et al . ( 1 990), Carnoy ( 1 992) and Torres ( 1 995), how one 

theorises the state has direct implications for how one views education. Torres ( 1 995) 

argues that the prevailing notions of the state held by policy makers and researchers 

influence the dominant research agenda, the analysis of educational problems and 

policy prescriptions. At a practical level , theories of the state held by government 

coal itions and educational bureaucracies influence not only research but also the 

planning and operation of educational systems. Thus, Carnoy ( 1 992: 1 43)  asserts that 

almost al l analyses of educational problems have implicit in them a theory of the state, 

although only a few describe or articulate that theory. 

Moreover, during the 20th century, education has increasingly been the function of the 
state (Codd 1 988 ,  Torres 1 995). Torres ( 1 995 :262) notes that, in the 20th century, 

educational systems and practices are sponsored and mandated, organised and certified 
by the state. 

The politicity of education policy is also captured by Green ( 1 994) when he refers to 

the policy question. He asserts that: 

A pol icy question is a request for a fairly stable, but modifiable 
authoritative line of action aimed at securing an optimal balance between 
different goods, all  of which must be pursued, but cannot be jointly 
maximised. To such questions there are no purely technical solutions, a 
point that is revealed by the aetiology of policy questions. They appear 
to arise from confl icts among humans over the distribution of goods, 
i .e . ,  conflicts of interest. However, the deeper roots of such questions 
lie not in a conflict of human interests, but in the incompatibility of the 
actual goods that human beings seek. Policy questions ask how to 
allocate such goods. But this allocation is the business of pol itics. No 
pol icy w ithout pol i tics  nor pol it ics wi thout pol i ty (Green 
1 994:unpaged). 

The notion of the state, particularly the inter-relationship between the state and 
education, therefore, is important in understanding not only education policy but also 

education pol icy reforms. It is important to note, however, that there is no single view 
of the state. That is, there exist various views about the state which are sometimes 

grouped into different approaches or theories of the state. 
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Education and Theories of the State 

The nature and role of the state has been a focus of attention for scholars, academics 
and states-people for a long time from the early Greek thinkers to the present. As a 

result, various theories on the essence of the state have been discussed. In this part, the 

study considers four different approaches to the understanding of the state as identified 

by Ham and Hill  ( 1 993). These include: the pluralist, the corporatist, the elitist as well 

as the Marxist theories. 

The pluralists view the state as a neutral entity that draws its strength from all groups of 

people in a democratic society. Arguing that, in the democratic society, power is so 
widely distributed that "no group is without power to influence decision-making, and 

equal ly no group is dominant" (Ham and Hil l  1 984:27), the plural ists insist on the 

importance of multiple channels through which the citizens can control their political 

leaders and shape the development of public policies (Dunleavy and O'Leary 1 987). 

This makes voting and elections essential for directing and controlling government in a 
democratic society. In that case, education may seem to be a process where the 
immature are brought to identify with the principles and forms of life of the mature 

members of the society (Torres 1 995 :258) and, hence, in future, to be able to 

participate in its governance. This subscribes in part to Gramsci '  s suggestive 
hypothesis that education as part of the state is fundamentally a process of formation of 

social conformism (Torres 1 995: 259). By viewing the state as a neutral entity, 

however, the pluralists fail  to note an essential part of Gramsci's thesis about education 

and the state which views the state as an instrument of rational isation with educational 
systems, and schools in particular, as privileged instruments for socialisation of a 

hegemonic culture. 10 

It  is important to note that, although different writers in the plural ist group view the role 
of government differently, they all limit their study to one aspect of the state; namely the 
government. Other weaknesses of the pluralist approach include the fact that the 

distribution of power is less pluralistic than they seem to suggest (Bachrach and Baratz 
1 970, Clegg in Ham and Hill 1 984) and that they ignore non-decision-making (Clegg 
and Dunkerly 1 980) 1 1 . These are serious inadequacies because taking the plural istic 

view of the distribution of power may lead to focusing on the surface level of power, 

I OTorres ( 1 995) notes that Gramsci understood hegemony as a process of social and pol itical 
domination in which the ruling classes establish their control over the classes allied to them through 
moral and intellectual leadership. Also Gramsci referred to hegemony as the dual use of force and 
ideology to reproduce social relations between the ruling and subaltern classes 
1 1Cited in Ham and Hill ( 1 984) 
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and hence, fai l  to identify the structures of domination and the rules within which 

power is exercised. It has been noted, (Ham and Hill 1 984) for example, that: 

Drawing on the works of writers who have emphasised the importance 
of nondecision-making and pol itical routines, Clegg and DunkerJy 
maintain that the power of capital does not have to be exercised to be 
present because it is enshrined in the routines of capitalist societies (Ham 
and Hill  1 984: 1 79). 

This is important in understanding the social institutions of the state, such as education, 

because it is through such institutions that legitimacy and adherence to such routines are 
ensured. 

Another weakness of the pluralists, as Dunleavy and O'Leary ( 1 987) note, is that they 
rule out the possibility that individuals could have interests which are not expressed as 
preferences in the electoral system. 

The corporatists, on the other hand, contend that, through the democratic processes 

initiated and maintained by the state, various political interests can be regulated. 
According to Winklers (in Ham and Hil l  1 993), the state plays an independent and 

dominant role in its relationship with labour and capital ; a view which is similar to 

Weber's argument about the abil ity of bureaucracies to exercise power (Ham and Hill  

1 993). In that regard, education becomes a source of power. According to Ham and 
Hil l  ( 1 993), the corporatists' thesis is that the state not only supports the process of 
accumulation but actually directs it. 

Thus, l ike the pluralists, the corporatists envisage the role of the state as being to 

define, protect and promote publ ic interests. Thus, education as part of the state is  

viewed as value free and politically neutral . The corporatist approach also shares with 
the pluralists the weakness of giving the state a significant role of an autonomous actor. 

Further, it does not recognise the advantage of capital , not only over labour but also 
over the capitalist state which, according to Dale ( 1 989), depends for its resources on 
the private accumulation of capital . 

The elite theory, as espoused by Pareto, Mosca and Mills (in Ham and Hil l  1 993), 

points to the concentration of power in the hands of a minority . The elite theory 
contends that all societies have two classes; that of a few who rule and the majority that 
is ruled. According to the el ite theorists, power accrues from a variety of sources, 

including occupation of formal office, wealth, technical expertise, knowledge, military 

might, birth-rights, control of important resources and so on. By the same token, 
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Bottomore ( 1 966) makes a distinction between the political elite that is  made up of those 

individuals  who actually exercise power at any given time and the political class 

comprising the political elite and politicians in opposition, trade union leaders, business 

people and politically active intellectuals. 

The elite theory has been seen by some authors (e.g. Dunleavy and O'Leary 1 987) as 
an elaboration on the plural ist theory of the state because the existence of el ites is not 
incompatible with pluralistic democracy as competition between and among them 

protects democratic government (Ham and Hill  1 993) .  Using a Marxist critique, 

Mil iband (in Ham and Hil l  1 993), on the other hand, contends that the power elite is 

but the ruling class by another name. These observations by the critics of elite theory 

are supported by research findings in advanced countries as well as Third World 
countries. Referring to USA, Howley, et al . ( 1 993) note, for example, that research 

seems to provide clear evidence that schools sort students to recreate in each generation 
the economic stratification of the previous generation. They observe that: 

In summary, we find that the research simply does not support the 
meritocratic rationale for schools' practice of sorting students. Instead, it 
seems to provide clear evidence that schools sort students for the 
purpose of recreating in each generation the economic stratification of 
the previous generation. Although individual students may use their 
educational attainment as a way to escape the economic lot of their 
parents, the majority of students do not find that schooling offers a very 
promising avenue of social mobility (Howley, et al . 1 993:unpaged) .  

Studies conducted in developing countries in  contemporary times (e.g. Ishumi 1 984, 

Mbilinyi 1 982, Samoff and Sumra 1 994) also support similar findings. Problems of 

primary school leavers, unemployment and urban poverty indicate that schooling is no 

longer providing a 'social safety net' as it used to in the early period of its inception. 

Thus, the pluralist, corporatist and the elite theories of state seem to overlook the 
process by which schools promote the ideological hegemony of dominant groups ,  

resulting in what critical theorists (e.g. Bourdieu & Passerson 1 977) term "cultural 

reproduction " .  The lack of historical-structural analysis of educational process in 
capitalist societies is also identified as one of their main flaws (Torres 1 995). 

The Marxist theories, on the other hand, view the state as the mediator of power to 
protect the interests of the most powerful group - the dominant class. As Lenin ( 1 9 1 7) 
noted: 

According to Marx the state is an organ of class rule for the oppression 
of one class by another; it is the creation of "order", which legalises and 
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(Lenin 1 9 1 7 :2). 
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The same sentiment is expressed by Anderson ( 1 974: 1 1 )  who asserts that the state is 
the " intricate machinery of class domination". 

In the Marxist theories of the state, therefore, ownership (or the control of the means of 
production for power within the state) is central for understanding the state. Thus, Ham 

and Hill ( 1 993) observe that the strength of the Marxist approach to the understanding 

of the state l ies in its analysis of the significance of ownership or the control of the 

means of production for power within the state. Accordingly, the theory has the mode 

of production as its unit of analysis under which the state is an essential means of class 
domination . As a corol lary, they refer to the feudal state, the capital ist state, etc . ,  

depending on which class is powerful in a particular mode of production. Thus, under 
capitalism, the state protects the interests of the bourgeoisie with social institutions l ike 

education and rel igion as value vehicles for defence and justification of bourgeois 
domination. 

The Marxist theories of the state, examine and articulate the nature of the colonial and 

post-colonial state (such as that of Tanzania and New Zealand) and contextualise it 

within the capitalist mode of production. According to the Marxist and neo-Marxist 
conceptualisations of the state, the colonial state is seen (Carnoy 1 984) as an extension 
of capitalist relations of production from the metropolis to the colonial territories. The 
colonial state, like the metropolitan state, acts in defence of the interests of the owners 

of capital (the capitalist class) and their bid to expropriate resources and make profit on 
investment. The post-colonial state is seen (Frank, 1 97 1 )  as a reformation of the 

colonial state where the interests of the foreign owners of capital and the rising national 

capitalist class (compradorial bourgeoisie) are protected and safeguarded. 

Ham and Hill ( 1 993) and Dunleavy and O'Leary ( 1 987) note that the Marxists, build on 
the view that the state is a whole set of institutions like the legislature, the executive, the 

mili tary, police, judiciary and others, al l of which work towards preserving the 

relations of production. In this regard, therefore, the Marxists assert that the function of 
the state is to co-ordinate and manage the economic crisis generated by the mode of 

production through political and ideological interventions. In the Marxist view, 
therefore, the role of the capitalist state is the maintenance of the capitali st mode of 

production. Thus, the main functions of the capitalist state are the preservation of order, 
the promotion of capital accumulation and the manufacture of legitimacy. 
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Carnoy ( 1 984) notes that the Marxists distinguish between coercive and ideological 

state apparatus .  The police, judiciary and military would be representative of the 

former, while social institutions such as education and religion represent the latter. The 

main function of the coercive state apparatus is the preservation of order through 

promotion and legitimation of the processes of capital accumulation and distribution. 

Education, as one of the state ideological institutions, helps in the promotion of capital 
accumulation and in the manufacture of legitimation of class domination. As Carnoy 

( 1 974) argues, the class bias in an educational system is derived from the class bias in 
the economy. He notes that, "the class system of education provides a vehicle for one 

class to "civilise" the other and to ensure that society remains orderly and safe, and that 

the ruling class stays at the top of the social ladder and retains political power" (Carnoy 
1 974: 346). 

With a similar view of education, it has been contended (Apple 1 990) that the content 

and form of school curriculum are so ideological in nature that the ideas and culture 

associated with the dominant class are the ideas and content of schooling. The concept 
of hegemony, as propounded by Gramsci, ( 1 97 1 / 1 972) 1 2  also helps to establ ish the 

relationship between education and class domination . Pinar and Bowers ( 1 992: 1 68)  

note that Gramsci employed the concept of hegemony in  two senses: 

First, hegemony referred to a process of domination whereby the ruling 
class is said to exercise political control through its intel lectual and moral 
leadership of the allied classes (Gramsci 1 985) .  (This is the sense in 
which Marx and Engels used the term.)  Second, hegemony referred as 
well to the use of force and ideology in the reproduction of class 
relations (Aronowitz & Giroux 1 985,  P.  88). Thus, hegeniOny is 
understood to occur via the use of force and via the shaping of human 
consciousness (Pinar and Bowers 1 992: 1 68) .  

The Marxist approach is  criticised for ignoring non-class based struggles, and for its 
economic determinism.  These criticisms are mainly based on the recognition of 

rel igious, gender or ethnic struggles as well as the growing disenchantment with the 
embedded 'reproduction theory' which, in the early 1 980s, came to be perceived as "a 
discourse of despair" (Pinar and Bowers 1 992: 1 70) . Pinar and Bowers ( 1 992) note, 

for instance, that Giroux: 

Characterised the reproduction theory of the 1 97�as a "discourse of 
despair" as it ignored the possibilities of human thought and enlightened 
action . . .  Reproduction fai led to inspire struggle; it was, in Giroux's 
words, a "myth of total domination" (Pinar and Bowers 1 992: 1 69- 1 70). 

1 2Cited in Pinar and Bowers ( 1 992). 
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Thus, it is  noted (Pinar and Bowers 1 992: 1 70) that, between 1 980 and 1 984, the 

"theory of resistance" was promoted. This theory demanded analysis of those social 

practices that constituted the class-based experiences of day to day existence in schools. 

Pinar and Bowers ( 1 992) observe that supporters of the resistance theory, particularly 
in terms of school curriculum, (e.g. Will is 1 98 1 ,  Giroux 1 98 1 ,  1 983 ,  Apple 1 982, 

Apple and Weis 1 983) called for the development of a notion of radical pedagogy based 

on the early works of Paul Freire. Giroux ( 1 98 1 : 24) 1 3  emphasised that, at the core of 

radical pedagogy : "Must be the aim of empowering people to work for change in the 
social, political , and economic structure that constitute the ultimate source of class

based power and domination" .  

I t  has  been noted, however, (Pinar and Bowers 1 992), that the support for resistance 

theory was short l ived. It was realised that these moments of individual resistance (such 

as teacher resistance) are never "far from the surface" (Apple 1 982a:269) .  Pinar and 
Bowers ( 1 992: 1 69- 1 7 1 )  observe, for example, that, after some time, Willis noted that 

"the resistance of his ' lads' functioned re-productively: their resistance to mental labour 

functioned to reproduce their entrapment in the working class" .  After examining the 
possible consequences of site resistance, Apple ( l 982b) also realised that even the 

terrain of resistance can be viewed as determined by capital interest, not by those 

resisting. He concluded that, despite resistance, reproduction continues. Thus, Pinar 

and Bowers ( 1 992) assert that, after only a few years, resistance seemed to be in 
danger of being swallowed by reproduction. 

It should be noted that some extent of determinism is positive and progressive, as it 
helps in  understanding the essence of things. As the movement beyond simple 
reproduction (Apple and Weis 1 983) is set in motion, so is the move towards locating 
site resistance within wider class struggles. Apple and Weis ( 1 983) argue, for example, 

that meaningful intervention in the schools must be "a kind of praxis and that the 
connection between the schools and the larger society must be made" (Pinar and 
Bowers 1 992: 1 72) . Increasingly, there has been a cal l CMcCartby& Apple 1 988) for 

theoretical work that demonstrates how race, class, and gender interconnect and how 

economic, political and cultural power express themselves in education. 

Moreover, if one looks closely beyond the "non-class struggles," one would note that 

the conflicts (be they rel igious, gender or ethnic) are based on the relations of 

production, especial ly the ownership of the means of production and the produce of 

1 3Cited in Pinar and Bowers ( 1 992: J 70) 
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labour; thus, they are basical ly class struggles. The problem arises when these 

struggles are taken in isolation and at surface value. As Wright ( 1 995) cautions: 

If the essence of the phenomenon is seen to coincide directly with the 
phenomenon itself, then any attempt to explain the forms and functions 
of such social forms as money, capital, and the state is restricted to what 
is directly observable (Wright 1 995: 239). 

As this thesis explicates later, this would also apply to educational phenomena such as 

truancy .  If the phenomenon of truancy is dealt with at its face value without deeper 

analysis of its essence, there is a greater chance of deal ing with symptoms at the 

expense of deeper socio-political issues that are at the core of the problem. Thus, 

seemingly non-class struggles, in essence, may be deeply embedded in class conflicts. 

By rejecting the separation between the phenomenon and its essence, the Marxist 
approach provides a holistic view of the state and its context (that is,  the relations of 

production, the politico-juridical forms of appearance and their corresponding 
discourses). It has been noted, however, (Wright 1 995 : 20, Colletti 1 972:7-8, and 

Sayer 1 987:84-88) that "this separation is no illusion, but is precisely the form in which 
the capitalist social relations of production actually appear at the surface level society" 

(Wright 1 995 :20) . 

A clear understanding of such appearances has to be situated within the class based 
economy. It is important to note that the formation of the class based economy (e.g. 

capitalist economy) represents the processes whereby individuals are abstracted from 

their social, material ist contexts and material things are abstracted from the social 

relations that produce them (Wright 1 995 : 238) ;  thus, obscuring the relationship 
between economic and social relations. 

Thus, universal suffrage mediated by the capital ist state, is  seen as an instrument of 
bourgeois rule which is incapable of offering more to the working class than what is  
allowed by capital . In contemporary times, this is to some extent supported by Dale 

( 1 99 1 )  and Bertram ( 1 993) who observe that Keynesian welfarism is allowed only 

when it does not adversely affect capital accumulation. 

Further, by taking the mode of production as the unit of analysis, the Marxist approach 

transcends the notion of the "state in general " and observes the nature, position and 
functions of the state within its historical context. As Wright ( 1 995 : vi i )  argues, "for 

Marx, the modern state formation is emphatical ly a historical category and not a 
synonym for any and all forms of political power". Thus, he further observes that "for 
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Marx, the modern state fonnation i s  in  fact essential to, and inseparable from, the actual 

configuration of capitalist development" (Wright 1 995:vii). 

This h istorical approach to the state enables Marxist theories to explain the nature, role 

and function of the state in different contexts created by the difference in environment at 
particular periods of time. Such an approach would help, for example, in understanding 

some of the differences that can be observed between the colonial and the post-colonial 
states in Tanzania and New Zealand. 

It is the contention of this thesis, therefore, that the Marxist conceptualisation of the 
state provides the most appropriate basis for understanding the position of the state in 

relation to contending classes. 

The Marxist conceptualisation of the state also provides the most appropriate basis for 

understanding the position of social institutions, l ike education, within the state 
machinery . 1 4 By viewing education as an ideological institution of the state, the Marxist 

theories provide an analytical tool for explaining the nature, role and function of 

education in various societies, especially in the transfonning capital ist societies. That is, 

building on Marxist theories of the state, we can explain the shift of emphasis in 

capital ist education from ascriptive - preferment on the basis of wealth and social 

influence; to meritocracy - prefennent on the basis of merit; to credentialism -
prefennent based on appropriate formal qual ification (Holmes 1 980); to the current 
recourse to meritocracy and vocationali sm which is a form of ascription in 
contemporary times. In contemporary times, education is one of the avenues through 

which family resources, including cultural capital, can be used to foster family  
reproduction and eventually class reproduction. Regarding class, fami ly and cultural 

capital, Lauder observes that "research clearly shows that there are class cultural aspects 

which infonn the nature of education decision making in addition to income" (Lauder 

1 990:20). Referring to New Zealand, he argues that, because working class school 
leavers lack financial and cultural capital , their outlook of taking a loan for h igher 
education is tempered with caution. 

On the other hand, this sense of risk would be exacerbated by the fact 
that, they have, typically,  only a vague understanding of the l inkage 
between university and the professional and managerial career structure. 
The same may also be true of their ruling-class counterparts but the drive 
imparted to them by the acquisition of cultural capital means that they go 
to university without typically asking why they are going. Such a lUXUry 
is not afforded working-class youth (Lauder 1 990:20-2 1 ) . 

1 4This has been elaborated in the section on the discussion of related literature. 
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Giving examples of Austral ia and Sweden, he contends that, "the view that loans will 
deter working-class students is also supported by overseas research and experience" 

(Lauder 1 990:2 1 ) . Thus, postponement of gratification is one form of cultural capital 
that many working class children do not possess. 

It is argued in this study that education is a social institution of the capitalist state which 

relates directly to the development of capitalism within a post-colonial society such as 
that of Tanzania and New Zealand. 

Education and the Approaches to Socio-economic 

Development 

This study is  about education reforms. Thus, it is  about changes in the approach to 

education . Unlike revolutions, however, reforms normal ly change the centrality of 
some aspects of pol icy; making some roles more preferable than others . In the 

contemporary privatisation reforms, for example, markets are more centrally positioned 
than social or political and, in some cases, even economic 15 aspects of society. 

It is important to note that, normally, reforms are promoted, supported or criticised by 
appeals to whether they would enhance or hinder progress. In other words, the 

assessment is based on the reforms' perceived contribution to the development of the 

society . However, there are various approaches to understanding socio-economic 
development that invariably produce different meanings of development. 

The fol lowing discussion is on the "Conventional theories of development"  and the 
"Socio-political economy approach to development " that is proposed in this study. The 
conventional theories of development are along two main stances - the capitalist stance 

and the socialist stance. The capital ist stance includes the l iberal and neo-l iberal 
approaches (sometimes referred to, as classical and neo-classical approaches) which 

embrace modernisation theories and the economic growth model . The socialist stance, 

includes the Marxist and neo-Marxist approaches which encompass the theories of 
underdevelopment and the world system model of development. 

l SThe view here is that in circumstances where the opening up of the financial sector supersedes the 
opening up of the productive sector the potential for progress of the local economy is side tracked by 
the market. This issue is elaborated more clearly by Jorge Schvarzer in Ohai ( 1 99 1 :69-79) . 
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The Liberal and Neo-Liberal Approach to Social Economic Development 

(The Capitalist Stance) 

The capitalist stance to development is primarily economic and it proposes generating 

development through the market forces of supply and demand (El l iot 1 982). The 

divergent views that exist within the stance are mainly on the extent to which 

government intervention in the economic system is desirable. While some (e.g. Milton 

Friedman 1 962, 1 980) propose that tariffs and other restrictions on international trade 

imposed by governments need to be abandoned, others (e.g. John Kenneth Galbraith 
1 963,  1 979) support a greater role for government in the economy. The main 

assumption of both groups, however, is that industrialisation and technological 
development promotes economic growth and that such growth permeates the entire 

economy. Thus, for societies to develop, large corporations are necessary to achieve 
operational efficiency, innovation and economic stability. 

Understanding the capital ist approach to development is relevant for understanding 

contemporary policy reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand because they are largely 

responsible for the development strategies undertaken in both countries this century. As 

El liot ( 1 982) observes, a wide range of institutions, such as the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) and the World Bank, have been created to promote and support these 

strategies of development. It is worth noting that these organisations exert a lot of 
influence on the governments of these countries. As a leading British business 
magazine, The Economist, once noted, in reference to IMF and the World Bank: 

As lenders in their own right, they directly control bil l ions of dollars 
each year; indirectly, tens of bill ions more. They sit in judgement of 
governments, using their financial clout to influence economic policy in 
scores of developing countries. The fate of hundreds of millions of 
people turns on the decisions these institutions make (The Economist 1 2  
October, 1 99 1 ) . 

Furthermore, it has been observed (El liot 1 982) that the aims of the international 

agencies have been to overcome the obstacles to trade, financing and industrialisation. 

More important to this discussion, however, is that the modernisation theory and the 
economic growth model, were employed as approaches through which the newly 
independent post-colonial nations could achieve development. Thus, socio-economic 
development strategies and the current "privatisation policies" in post-colonial nations, 

such as Tanzania, are based on the assumptions promoted by the arguments contained 
in these approaches. 
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The Modernisation Theory of Development 

As the name signifies, the primary objective of modernisation theory is to provide a 
path which the respective post-colonial nations, (the so-called Third World countries, 

less developed countries, underdeveloped countries or developing countries) such as 

Tanzania, must take in the due course of their transition from 'traditional ' to 'modem' 
societies .  The theory gained its momentum during the 1 950s and the 1 960s when it 

successful ly dominated the domain of development thinking on the post-colonial 

nations (Savitt and Bottorf 1 995). 

Despite their similar objective of transforming post-colonial societies into modem or 

Western industrialised societies, modernisation theorists differ over the most suitable 

way to approach and theorise this transformation. The modernisation theorists can be 

grouped i n  three major groups or schools ;  namely, structural-functional ism, 
evolutionism and culturalism. Each of these warrants further discussion at this point. 

Structural-Functionalism 

So ( 1 990:20) argues that the structural-functionalists view society as an integral system 

which is similar to a biological organism. As a system, be it social,  pol i tical or 

economic, a society has its own needs that must be fulfilled in order for the system to 
survive; that is ,  to maintain equil ibrium. Society is composed of many structures; each 

has certain functions to perform and together they form a system. Thus, for the 

structural-functionalists, society is a self-regulating system such that, if the system's 

needs are met, then it can maintain itself through time. 

Consequently, it has been contended (Ta1cott Parsons, in So 1 990:20-23 )  that the 

ultimate goal of society, in the structural-functionalist view, is system maintenance or 

integration . If the system fai ls  to perform required functions, it is said to be 
'dysfunctional' and this wil l  lead to crisis;  that is, disequilibrium. Originating in the 

field of sociology, structural-functionalism has attracted a vast number of behavioural

political scientists who studied the political development of 'developing areas' during 
the 1 950s and 1 960s. 

There are several versions of these behavioural-political science studies of the political 
development of 'developing areas' .  Among these are the structural-functional model 
represented by Almond and Coleman ( 1 960) and Almond and Powell ( 1 966) and the 

institutionalisation model offered by Huntington ( 1 968). 
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According to the structural-functional model of political development, a developed 

system is characterised by the differentiation of specialised structures - the so-called 
structural differentiation (Smelser, in So 1 990:26) and its capacity for cris is  

management. Third World societies are considered underdeveloped because their 

political systems are functional ly diffuse (that is, one structure performs several 

functions instead of there being specialisation in specific functions) and they are 

incapable of coping with changes. Subsequently, the structural-functionalists view of 

political development prescribes the Western-style democratic form of government as 

the model for Third World development, for, this form of government i s  both 

functionally specific and structural ly differentiated and, hence, "modern" .  As Almond 
and Coleman ( 1 960) state: 

The political scientist who wishes to study political modernisation in the 
non-Western areas will have to master the model of the modern which in 
turn can only have derived from the most careful empirical and formal 
analysis of the functions of the modern Western polities (Almond and 
Coleman 1 960:64). 

Therefore, Third World political systems will become developed if, and only if, they 

can perform the functional requisites of conversion, capability and system maintenance 
and adaptation (Almond and Powell 1 966), and they are capable of solving systematic 

crises. In short, the structural-functionalist model of political development of Almond 
and his associates is  nothing but a blend of the Parsonian pattern of variables with the 
Eastonian input-output system theory. Thus, instead of theorising the causes of change 

in developing areas ,  as it claims to do, the structural-functionalist model of political 

development ends up with a tautological study of systematic response to change, not 
the change itself. 

As for the i nst itutional i sation theori sts,  modernisation means pol i t ical 

institutionalisation. Samuel Huntington ( 1 968), a leading proponent of this model , 

argues that there exists a close relationship between the modernisation process and 
political stability. This is because modernisation involves changes in both values and 

environment. To Huntington, modernisation has two major components: social 

mobilisation and economic development. The former breeds the rising aspirations and 

expectations among the people which usually  exceed the capacity of the system to 
respond through its economic development. 

This results in a gap between people's expectations and satisfaction or social 
frustration. To solve their frustration, people seek to participate in the political arena. 
Since, in many Third World societies, there are no political institutions (notably the 
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multi -party system) to absorb such participation, people then resort to i l legitimate 

means like violence, riots and demonstrations. The net results are confrontations among 
different social forces and political decay. Huntington then gives an anarchic picture of 
Third World societies as follows: 

Each group employs means which reflect its peculiar nature and 
capabil ities. The wealthy bribe; students riot; workers strike; mobs 
demonstrate ; and the mil i tary coup. In the absence of accepted 
procedures, all these forms of direct action are found on the political 
scene (Huntington 1 968 :44-45). 

Huntington ( 1 968) labels this highly politicised but pol itically under-institutionalised 

society as a praetorian society - a society in which political participation outruns 
political institutionalisation. To transform the praetorian society to a modern one, he 
prescribes a kind of institutional isation model led after Western society. Thus, what 

Huntington ( 1 968) has proposed, among many things, is a conservative, elitist view of 
political development. Order is not considered a prerequisite for achieving the highest 

political good but itself becomes the highest political good. Huntington ( 1 968) totally 

dismisses all the deep-rooted indigenous structures of Third World societies as inferior 

to his Western "party system" (Huntington 1 968 : 1 96). 

The drastic shift in the value orientations of the studies by political scientists of political 
developments, from the structural-functionalism of Almond and his associates in the 
fifties and sixties to Huntington's model of institutional isation in the late sixties, 
significantly reflects the pol itical reality of that time. O'Brien ( 1 972) has pointed out 
that the fifties and sixties was the period of the American dream of post-war, Third 

World reconstruction. In response to the 'American Century', modernisation theorists, 

l ike Almond and his  associates, prescribe 'an optimistic l iberal ism' to Third World 

development. Accordingly,  political development is equated with Western democracy 

and its technological know-how and cultural superiority. Thus, modernisation comes 
close to Westernisation and Americanisation. 

During the sixties, political situations in both the United States and the Third World 
significantly changed with the advent of the anti-Vietnam war movements, student 

uprisings and so forth, in the United States, and with the increase of authoritarian 

regimes instead of Western democracy in the Third World. These situations, forced 
modernisation theorists to become more realistic and, at the same time, less l iberal in 
their analyses of Third World politics and development. The net result was a move 

from 'optimistic l iberal ism' to 'reali stic authoritari ani sm ' .  In other words, 

modernisation theorists of the sixties seemed to agree, as Mouzelis ( 1 980) puts it, that 
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authoritarian government is  better than no government, and political repression i s  

preferable to political chaos. 

However, there is yet another type of institutionalisation model of development known 
as "development administration". This model gives primacy to the study of one 

particular segment of the Third World political structures; that is, public bureaucracy. 

Its goal is  to strengthen the administrative capacity of the public bureaucracy to carry 

out economic development programs . This bureaucratic sty le of development  

administration originated in the work of the Comparative Administration Group (CAG) 

of the American Society for Public Administration during the early 1 960s. 

Although there exists no unified intel lectual whole among the CAG, members of the 
Group seem to agree on the major theme of development administration, such that 

administrative development comes first, then development administration. Starting from 

this premise, the CAG cal ls for Third World administrative reform by means of 

transferring technology - in this case American public administration theories and 
practices (Braibanti 1 969). 

As its primary focus, the structural-functionalist approach to development has the 

problem of how to transform Third World societies into developed ones; modelled after 
the advanced industrial societies, notably the United States; without taking seriously 
into account the internal structures of these countries. 

Structural-functional ism is relevant to this study as it reflects the political and 

administrative structures of post-colonial New Zealand and Tanzania. As it is revealed 

later in this study, post-colonial New Zealand modelled its political and administrative 

structure after the British structure. Likewise, Tanzania was advised to fol low the 
Western structure. Thus, it has been noted (Rweyemamu ( 1 973:48, Thomas 1 992:224) 

that the pol icies of the governing party, Tanganyika African National Union (TANU), 

were not reflected in Tanzania's first and second development plans. 

Evolutionism 

The evolutionists, (sometimes known as the "stages" theorists) on the other hand, 

believe in  a unil inear path of development. They argue that universal stages of 
development exist, through which all nations should pass in their course of 
development. Thus, all nations have to start from backwardness to trClnsition (or taking
off) and end with development. Thus, the bottom l ine of the evolutionists is the 

assumption that all societies are "pretty much" the same; they start (take-off) at the same 
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point, pursue the same path of development and reach the same goal . Unlike the 

structural -functional model ,  whose main audience is  pol itical scientists, the 

evolutionary or stages theory of development had much appeal to many earlier 

economists in the 1 960s. 

The leading figure of the evolutionary model is Rostow ( 1 97 1 )  who wrote The Stages 

of Economic Growth. Assuming that all societies would pursue the same path of 
economic development in order to reach the same goal, Rostow proposes the universal 

stages theory of economic growth for the transformation of the agricultural-traditional 
society to a society of high mass consumption. The relevance of Rostow's stages is that 

post-colonial societies (e.g. Tanzania) were to be located in their appropriate stage of 
development and, hence, were to be advised accordingly so that they could eventually 

"catch up" with developed societies. Such a view could also be used to justify the 

continued periphery position of post-colonial societies in the capitalist world system. 

Similar to Rostow, Organ ski (in Somjee 1 99 1 :  1 1 ) has employed stages theory to the 
study of political development. Organski prescribes four universal stages of political 

development, beginning with primitive unification (take-off) to industrialisation, 

national welfare, and finally abundance or affluence. He purports that such stages are 

universal to all societies. 

It is important to note that Rostow's economic stages and Organski's political stages 

coincide. Primitive unification coincides with the preconditions for take-off; 

industrialisation with the take off age; national welfare with the drive to maturity ; and 
the abundance or affluence stage with the age of high mass consumption. 

The stages theory is h ighly mechanistic, simplistic and ahistorical ; for it assumes that, 
once the process of change starts, ("take-off") then it will go all the way to the end of a 

continuum without any interruption. The simplicity of the theory can hardly match the 

complexity of the real world and proves to be extremely difficult to apply to any 

particular country . The stages theory, therefore, is not sufficiently contextual, since it 
never takes into consideration the different conditions existing in different societies at 
different historical times. 

Furthermore, (Hunt 1 989) the possible existence of external constraints to national 
economic development i s  also ignored. Rather, the constraints are seen as 
predominantly internal to the traditional society, lying in its class structure and the 

related savings propensities, its culture and institutions. The theory tends to analyse the 

development process as if it is an isolated activity and it analyses Third World countries 
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in isolation from the family of nations of which they constitute parts . This i s  the main 

weakness, not only of the stages theory but also of modernisation theory as a whole. 

Culturalism 

The cultural-psychological theorists of development argue that there are certain patterns 
of secular values and orientations shared by people in developed society that are 

supportive of their development. However, the culturaIist modernisers argue that in 
Third World countries, such values and orientations usual ly in a form of traditions,  

social and cultural practices,  act as hindrances to development. Therefore, to be 

developed, Third World societies need to modify their values and orientations to 

something similar to those of the developed nations. 

Almond and Powell ( 1 966) insist, for example, that developed societies (e.g. England 
or the United States) have maintained a pattern of political and social attitude that is 

supportive of a stable democratic process which they term "civic culture " .  It is  

important to note that this notion of "civic culture" had a significant influence on the 

social cultural relationship between the advanced industrial nations and post-colonial 

nations .  It fol lows that, if the Third World countries (e.g. Tanzania) want to be 

developed, then they must implant the civic culture in their own societies. Thus, it is  

taken as given that the "democratic system" of the West is the best for the Third World. 
The pressure exerted by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) on Tanzania, to install 

the Western style multi-party democracy in the 1 980, verifies adherence to such a 
notion. 

In a similar vein, McClelland ( 1 970) has argued that there is a particular psychological 

factor that is responsible for economic growth. He terms it the need for achievement, 

which is defined as "a desire to do well ,  not so much for the sake of social recognition 
or prestige, but to attain an inner feeling of personal accomplishment" (McClelland 
1 970:75-76) . McClel land sees modern isation in  terms of the transformation of 
individuals' attitudes through their assimilation to modern (Western) values and 
motives. 

Thus, to be developed economical ly, the society must instil the achievement motive in 

its individual members: the higher the achievement motive people have, the more 
developed the society wil l  become. McClelland ( 1 970) assumes that the more contacts 
Third World countries have with Western countries, (for example, educational 

exchange and cultural diffusion), the easier it will be for Third World people to adopt 
the traits of high achievement motivation. McClelland ( 1 970) is a reductionist in the 
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sense that he feels that all human actions can be reduced to one single factor; namely ,  

the achievement motive. 

Understanding the cultural ist approach to modernisation is relevant to thi s  study 

because socio-cultural programmes of development, including the Western system of 

education that has been promoted and maintained in post-colonial nations, reflect such 
views. 

General Features of Modernisation Theory 

In general, modernisation theory may be regarded as an ideology because it is heavily 

loaded with an implicit belief in the superiority of Western socio-economic processes. 

The major flaw of modernisation theory is its inability to capture the real relations 
existing among the Third World and the advanced nations within the capitalist world 

economy. In other words, what modernisation theory misses most, according to Taylor 

( 1 979), is the restricted and uneven development of Third World economies reSUlting 
from the penetration of the capital ist world system. As Wallerstein ( 1 987) puts it, "we 

do not l ive in a modernising world but in a capital ist world. Thus what makes this 

world tick is not the need for achievement but the need for profit". 

From this brief discussion of the three major schools of modernisation theory, some 
common themes can be summarised. First, the keystone of modernisation theory is the 

' b laming  the v ict im'  thes i s .  Modernisation theorists subsequent ly see 

underdevelopment or backwardness as an internal problem intrinsic to the Third World 

countries. Second, modernisation theorists offer a "cookbook" approach to solve the 
problem of underdevelopment; that is, the transformation of the " traditional" to 

"modern" Western-industrial ised society through the eradication of traditional systems 

and the installation of "modern" systems such as civic culture, individual achievement 

or structural differentiation . In these cases the term "development" becomes, as 
O' Cornell ( 1 996: 1 9) puts it, "a shorthand for economic and social progress along 
Western l ines". 

Third, the modernisation theorists' VIew of development is both simplistic and 
ethnocentric. They regard development as a progressive process starting from one point 
(traditional society) and ending up at the other end of the continuum (modem Western 

society) .  Fourth, modernisation theory is ahistorical because it does not include Third 
World history of colonial heritage or participation in the capitalist world system. 
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Fifth, some versions of the theory, particularly the structural-functional model, are 

dehumanised. It only deals with the system rather than with human beings. Sixth, in 

terms of its political implications, modernisation theory carries a particular political 

message in favour of the rulers. Modernisation theorists emphasise law,  order and 

stability and they regard all activities that challenge the established authority as disorder, 

decay or crisis. 

Final ly,  s ince modernisation theory is governed by an empiricist epistemology, it 

always ends up by producing a parochial cause-effect analysis of development, such as 
McClelland's achievement motive or Almond's structural-functional imperatives. This 
empiricist conception of knowledge is described by Taylor ( 1 979) as fol lows: 

. . .  empirical reality is  held to contain elements which are essential for 
analysing the phenomenon under investigation, and those which are not. 
Knowledge is already contained in reality as one of its part, and the task 
of the theorising subject is to separate or extract this knowledge from the 
real , by eliminating the inessential aspects of the phenomenon from its 
essential aspects. Possession of this essential aspect by theorising 
subject then provides a basis for the theorisation of the phenomenon 
under question (Taylor 1 979:7). 

Owing to these common themes, it is  not surprising that modernisation theory is 

criticised as an ideology. Bodenheimer (in So 1 990:58) denounces it as the "ideology 

of developmental ism".  Bodenheimer demonstrates that four interrelated presuppositions 
lay at the root of this ideology, which in turn represent the American ideology: (i) the 
cumulative notion of knowledge and development, (ii) the preference for stability,  (iii) 
the beliefs in 'the end of ideology' and in plural ism, and (iv) diffusionism. 

In general, the problem of modernisation theory is  that its proponents never explain 

their h idden agenda and at the same time protect these agendas under the umbrella of 
science. Thus, instead of asking the question of how and why the Third World is  

underdeveloped, modernisation theorists simply presuppose that the Third World i s  
underdeveloped and begin their explanation by  asking, "How is i t  possible to make the 
Third World become developed?" With this presupposition, modernisation theorists 
generate a development theory that is best served by their pre-given answer to the 

problem of Third World underdevelopment;  namely,  the Western model of 
development. 

In the early 1 970s, however, modernisation theory faced chal lenges from the neo

Marxist  schools of thought, particularly the dependency and world systems 
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perspectives (e.g. Foster-Carter 1 973,  Hoogvelt 1 982, Taylor 1 979, Hunt 1 970 and 

Wallerstein 1 979), leading to temporary unpopularity and loss of appeal. 

However, this  does not mean that modernisation theory is dead, as Wallerstein ( 1 979) 

has implied. On the contrary, despite all the weaknesses, modernisation theory sti l l  

wields a lot of influence in the political and economic conceptualisation of development 
in Third World countries. So ( 1 990) demonstrates, for example, that modernisation 
theory is very much alive in the field of political science in a revised form of public 

policy analysis based upon such doctrines of political economy as rational choice 
models in decision-making and policy analysis. Moreover, modernisation theory seems 
to have staged a comeback as a force to reckon with as it now forms the ideological 

base for the economic growth model which in turn forms the bench mark upon which 
the current privatisation policies are based. Thus, modernisation theory is compatible 

with economic rationalism. 

The Economic Growth Model 

In its various forms,  the economIC growth model has successful ly dominated 
development thinking about the Third World since the Second World War (Ell iot 

1 982). Through the economic growth model, the Third World countries were and sti l l  

are convinced that they should imitate the Western, industrialised path of development. 
Imbued with the desire for rapid economic development in order to 'catch up' with the 

developed societies, as well as with the myths of scarcity and overpopulation, the Third 
World states uncritically adopt this model as a blueprint for their national development. 

In the earl iest and crudest form of the economic growth model, primacy is given 
exclusively to economic growth (Hunt 1 989). Accordingly, development simply means 
economic development which can be real ised, first, through import-substitution, 
industrial isation and, later, through export-oriented industrialisation. Emphasis is  

placed on the growth-rate rather than the pattern of growth and it is measured in such 
aggregate terms as Gross National Product (GNP) or Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 

Since the late 1 960s, advocates of the economic growth model began to shift the tone of 

their development dialogue to growth with distribution, with the hope that the benefits 
wi l l  reach the hands of the poor people in the countryside. This new tone of 
development dialogue is general ly referred to as 'rural development' . It ranges from 

agricultural development to administrative decentralisation (that is, increased people 's  

participation) , basic needs, self-reliance, and poverty eradication in the rural areas. 
With a glut of capital in the world markets, the Third World countries were encouraged 
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to take out loans to fund development along these l ines. Aid was also supported on the 

same assumptions .  O' Connell ( 1 996: 2 1 )  argues that, "the stated objectives of aid :  
poverty reduction, made i t  commendable to humanitarians and palatable to tax-payers in  

donor countries ." Base on the economic growth model however, "aid was linked with 
trade, influence, strategic advantage and resource control " (O'Connell 1 996:22). 

S ince the late 1 970s, there has been a resurgence of the crude form of the growth 
model . Accordingly, it is assumed that, once a nation can maintain an acceptably h igh 
growth rate in terms of GNP and per capita income, wealth will trickle-down to the 

entire society (Trainer 1 989). At the same time, it is argued that economic growth wil l  
upgrade the nation's status from "developing" to "developed" .  Thus, the model urges 

the nations to open up their economies for international trade and financing. 

However, as many neo-Marxists (e.g. Martin 1 993, Mbilinyi 1 994, Schvarzer 1 99 1 ,  
Mkandawile 1 99 1 ,  Frank 1 97 1 )  have pointed out, the economic growth model, with its 

emphasis on industrialisation and export specialisation, accelerates the incorporation of 
the Third World countries into the capital ist world economy. They argue that this 

process makes post-colonial countries more dependent on the mercy of the world
market which is, by and large, controlled by the advanced industrialised nations and 

multi-national corporations. 

Schvarzer ( 1 99 1 )  argues, for example, that, in societies where structures of production 
are less advanced, deregulation of the economy, which is strongly supported by the 

growth model, creates conditions that restrict progress. He notes that: 

The generalisation of economic opening has made it possible to observe 
the development of certain correlated trends, such as reduction of the 
regulatory capacity of the state, a relative decl ine in national 
independence and the subjection of certain processes to the conditioning 
factors of the world market (Schvarzer 1 99 1  :75). 

Schvarzer ( 1 99 1 )  argues that, for developed countries, the opening of their economies 
came at a time when their productive capacities were strong enough to effectively 
compete with their external counterparts. However, Schvarzer ( 1 99 1 )  states, further, 
that: 

Other countries, especially the developing countries, were forced to 
open up their economies under different circumstances, thus starting 
with financial opening prior to production opening. Consequently the 
developing countries are facing difficulties in defining exchange rates, 
interest rates, wage levels and even the rate of production in conjunction 
with world market conditions or with the pol icies applied by the major 
world powers (Schvarzer 1 99 1  :76). 
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Socio-economic issues expressed in the privatisation debate in both Tanzania and New 

Zealand, which are explicated in this study, indicate the tension between deregulation of 

the economy in the post-colon ial nations and social ,  economic and pol itical 
development. 

A similar view is expressed by Hoogvelt ( 1 997) who observes that: 

Even if structural adjustment programmes have achieved little or nothing 
from the point of view of national territorial development and the 
improvement of standards of living of the masses in African countries, 
the programmes have been a resounding success when measured in 
terms of the acceleration of the process of globali sation. Structural 
adjustment has helped to tie the physical economic resources of the 
African region more tightly into servicing the global system, while at the 
same time oil ing the financial machinery by which wealth can be 
transported out of Africa and into the global system (Hoogvelt 
1 997 : 1 7 1 ) . 

Thus, rather than promoting socio-economic development, the modernisation theory 
and the growth model encourage underdevelopment of Third World societies. 

The Marxist and Neo-Marxist Approaches (The Socialist Stance) 

In contrast to the capitalist stance, the Marxist and Neo-Marxist Approach (socialist 
stance) hold that the structure of the capitalist society is inherently unjust and, therefore, 

incapable of genuine development which would have social justice at the core (Elliot 
1 982). Proponents of the socialist stance insist that wealth and resources in the society 
need to be redistributed; through the breakdown of the class structures which enable the 
dominant class to own or control the means of production, distribution and exchange 

and, therefore, to exercise power over other classes. 

With the view that economic growth is accelerated by greater stress on social justice and 

lack of popular participation in planning and decision making, the approach accepts a 

"temporary lag" in economic growth (Elliot 1 982: 1 7) while wealth and resources are 
distributed in the society; and while those who have been alienated by the class-based 
processes of production and distribution are encouraged to fully participate in the new 
economy. 

Marxist and neo-Marxist theorists, therefore, advocate that the capital ist economy be 

redirected to meet human needs; and this can only be ach ieved when economic 

objectives are redefined and achieved through rational planning by those appointed 
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through responsible democratic processes in which criticism and opposition play an 

important role and policy makers hold their offices by popular vote. Thus, the approach 
supports public, state or workers' ownership of the means of production, distribution 
and exchange. 

The dilemma, however, l ies in the degree to which market mechanisms need to be 

retained and the fact that state intervention and control of the economy does not 

necessari ly lead to a non-classed society. As in the case of Britain ,  New Zealand, and 

for a short period Tanzania, state ownership may be viewed as capitalism based on a 

state welfare model.  

Other supporters of the socialist stance (e.g. Mao of China, Castro of Cuba) believe 

that, as a necessary first step towards socialist development, a country must de-l ink 

itself from the economic and pol itical structures of capitalism so as to build an 
independent economy. They acknowledge, however, that the power of capital with its 

entrenched economic and pol itical interests reinforced by national and international 

systems,  is  such that de-l inking cannot take place without conflict. Thus, such 
supporters advocate revolutionary confrontation 1 6. 

However, there are divergent views on how these revolutionary objectives are to be 

directed. Marx believed (ElI iot 1 982) that, as capital became more concentrated, so 
would society become more polarised until, during one of its crises, the working class 

would successfully overthrow capital ism and establish a socialist society. Lenin ( 1 9 1 7) 

on the other hand advocated that it was not necessary to wait for capital ism to mature 
before carrying out a successful socialist revolution. 1 7 

The problem with the Leninist approach however, is in how to ensure the participation 
of the masses who may not share the revolutionary ideology and aspirations (Ell iot 

1 982). Here, Freire's work ( 1 973) on conscientization becomes very important in 
effecting the peaceful socialist development. In his works, Freire places people at the 

centre of the development process, rather than structures,  economic growth, 

industrialisation and technology. His methodology of conscientization, employs literacy 
training as a means of 'unmasking real ity' so that the oppressed masses begin to 
analyse the conditions of oppression and their causes. This perspective gained support, 

1 6 Nyerere of Tanzania, supported Mao and Castro's arguments of de-linking from the capitalist social 
political and economic structures but not the revolutionary confrontation. 
l 7Lenin's formula for the seizure of power was successfully applied in Russia at the beginning of the 
century. 
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especially from those who believed that education could be used as a tool for society 

reconstruction (e.g. Nyerere of Tanzania). 

It is significant to note, however, that conscientization is but one example of the diverse 
directions taken by the contemporary socialist approach to development. Gorz ( 1 967) 

argues that the debate between "revolution" and "reform" should be stopped in favour 
of the strategy of "revolutionary reforms" ;  that is, proposals which are credible, which 

respond to immediate needs and which cannot be easily manipulated by capital ism. 

Social i st feminism (Rowbotham 1 973a, Dal la  Costa & James 1 975),  as wel l  as 

Habermas' ( 1 976) 1 8  thoughts on the phenomenon of cultural control under capitalism 
and the need for the politics of culture, have also had profound effect on socialist 

understanding of socio-political and economic development. The common denominator 
remains, however, that "the socialist perspective stresses the importance of existential 

material conditions and social structures accompanying those conditions" (Hunt in Lutz 
1 990:282). 

Important to the ongoing discussion is  that it is  within the Marxist and neo Marxist 

approaches that the underdevelopment school as wel l as the World system model of 
development have arisen as development theories. 

The Underdevelopment School 

Although there exists no unified intellectual/theoretical stance, adherents to the 

underdevelopment school seem to express one common theme that Third World 

underdevelopment is basically derived from external factors . This constitutes the main 
stream of neo-Marxist approaches to development theory as opposed to orthodox 

Marxist approaches, propounded by writers such as W arren. 1 9 The underdevelopment 
school argues primari ly that the association of Third World states (sometimes referred 

to as peripheries or satellites) with the advanced industrial ised state (sometimes referred 
to as core or metropolis) leads to the underdevelopment of the former. 

1 8These works are cited in Elliot ( 1 982) 
1 9The work of Bil l Warren ( 1 973 & 1980) is probably the most well known of any orthodox Marxist 
in respect to the underdevelopment debate. Indeed Warren seems to have almost single handedly created 
a school or paradigm of development theory. 
Warren argues principally for the progressive character of imperialism. Instead of retarding Third World 
development, as is widely held by the neo-Marxist underdevelopment school Warren insists that 
imperialism generates conditions favourable for 'substantial' and 'sustained' capitalist development in 
the peripheries. In his 1 973 article, he narrowly equates capitalist development with industrialisation. 
And he sees the real obstacles to third world development in the internal factors specific to the 
respective country. 
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For example, in his early work, Frank ( 1 969: 1 7  -3 1 ), one of the leading proponents of 

the underdevelopment school , lays all the blame for underdevelopment on metropolitan 
capitalism. In the preface of his work, Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin 

America Frank bluntly declares that: "I believe, with Paul Baran, that it is capitalism, 
both world and national , which produced underdevelopment in the past and which stil l  

generates underdevelopment in the present" (Frank 1 969: xi) .  Thus, the common theme 
of the underdevelopment school is the "development of underdevelopment" (Frank 

( 1 969: 1 7-3 1 ) . 

The basic debate among members of the underdevelopment school revolves around the 
sources or determinants of Third World underdevelopment. Some of the suggested 

processes through which underdevelopment is discerned to have taken place are: 
• the transferring of surplus value from periphery to core through unequal 

exchange in international markets (Emmanuel 1 972 )20; 
• differences in state power between periphery and imperialist core states and the 

creation of a 'collaborative strata' (Petras 1 98 1 ) ; 
• the articulation of capitalist and pre-capitalist modes of production and its 

implications for use of the means of production; 
• the appropriation of surplus and the overall shaping of property and class 

relations (Taylor 1 979); 
• the systematic reproduction of non-wage forms of labour in the periphery 

(Wallerstein 1 972:233); 
• the way in which the global development of capitalism (through the global 

process of capital accumulation and expansion) shapes class relations (notably 

class formation, class struggle and class alliances) in the Third World; thus 

leading to uneven development or underdevelopment (petras 1 98 1 ) .  

Broadly, the neo-Marxist explanations for underdevelopment can be separated into at 

least five categories, which are: 
• those which focus on differences in international exchange; 
• those which utilise the concept of the articulation of capitalist modes of 

production with pre-capitalist modes of production; 
• those which focus on the differential processes of class-formation between the 

core and the periphery; 
• those which offer state based explanations for the process of 

underdevelopment including differential forms of state-building in the core and 

20Emmanual, A. ( 1 972) Unequal Exchange: A Study of the Imperialism of Trade, New York: Monthly 
Review Press, cited in Chase-Dunn ( 1 99 1 :229-23 1 ) . 
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the periphery, power blocs and triple alliances, along with the role of the state in 

capital accumulation; and, 

those explanations which seek to place class struggle and nation states in the 

context of a world capitalist system driven by an overarching capitalist logic of 
accumulation and expansion.2 1 

The World System Model of Development 

From the foregoing overview of the literature, it is  obvious that not only does 

underdevelopment and uneven development exist in the world but also it is an ongoing 

process which (Wallerstein 1 987) started as early as the sixteenth century. However, 

whether the continuous interaction among different societies of the world is beneficial 
(as proponents of modernisation theory and Warren suggest)22 or a complete demise to 
the under developed nations (as suggested by the underdeveloped schools) will depend 

on the mode of interaction. This requires an examination of the dialectical or reciprocal 

interaction between external and internal factors . Thus, development and 
underdevelopment must be viewed through the mediating structures of class (e.g. class 

al l iances and the role of collaborative strata) and the state (the form, activities and 

apparatus) within the wider framework of the historical specificity of any nation and its 
place in the evolving capital ist world-system. 

In viewing the development or underdevelopment of a specific nation at a point in time 

within the wider framework of the evolving capital ist world system, it is important to 
conceptualise the nature of this system and its implications for development and 

underdevelopment. The fact that the world economic system is capitalist, centred on the 

capitalist mode of production, necessitates the continued expansion of the system, and 

of surplus value extraction, to ameliorate the contradictions of capital within the core. 
Underdevelopment enables capital ism in the core and semi-periphery to pass through 

anti-systematic movements. It is easy to see that those groups in control of core states 

and the supra-state apparatus (e .g. Multinational corporations (MNCs) would face 

extremely serious challenges if it was not for their ability to uti l ise surpluses extracted 
from the periphery. The underdevelopment of periphery areas is, therefore, a necessary 

process for the continued expansion of the capitalist world system. 

2 1 See Chase-Dunn ( 1 99 1 ), chapter 1 l . 
22 In the 1 980s & early 1 990s, indeed some of the Asian Newly Industrialised Countries (NICs), 
'Tigers" provided very convincing support for Warren's thesis, if one excludes the social and political 
realities of some of these countries and only focuses on economic indicators. However, the late 1 990s 
seem to attest to a different reality. 
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Wallerstain ( 1 987) argues, therefore, that it is  such a dialectical view of development 

and underdevelopment within the world capital ist system that may lead to the re
focusing on contemporary issues such as the re-emergence of the modernisationists 

along with the growth of economic rationalism and the globalisation process. 

The Socio-Political Economy Approach to Development 

The above discussion, of l iberal and neo-l iberal (capital ist stance) theories of 
development as well as Marxist and neo-Marxist (social ist stance) schools of 

development, indicates some convergence of thoughts in the understanding of 

development, particularly concerning the economy. Although the capitalist stance 

emphasises economic growth, while the socialist stance has a pol itical economy 

approach, they both give a significant position to economic progress at the expense of 

social progress. While the Marxists and neo-Marxists concern themselves with 

" socially  useful"  production, and they would be the first to agree that Third World 
development is largely inappropriate, recent literature on Third World development 

gives little attention to what might constitute appropriate development or to promoting it 

(Trainer 1 989). Trainer notes that: 

The essential complaint which Dependency theory makes is that normal 
capitalist growth in the Third World has been blocked. Marxists, on the 
other hand, believe that the more rapidly capitalism grows the sooner it 
will self-destruct in revolution. Neither of these theories is interested in 
what is being invested in or produced, nor in any conception of 
appropriate development. They do not focus on questions such as, 
'What needs developing here?' or 'Are appropriate things being 
developed here' (Trainer 1 989:70). 

This indicates that the theories in the socialist stance of development share with the 
capitalist stance in their conception of development as " indiscriminate economic 

growth" in terms of increased economic activity, business turnover and producing and 
consuming. The contention is  on the division of labour and the distribution of goods 
and services ( i .e .  who produces and who consumes) but not on what is being 
produced. 

Trainer ( 1 989:69) contends that the main objective of "indiscriminate economic growth" 
is simply "to increase output of anything that those with capital want to produce . . .  There 

is no concern to identify what most needs producing or developing" .  Under such 
circumstances, development that is likely to improve the lives of most of the people in 
the Third World and the majority of the poor in the developed world (e.g. providing 

clean water supplies, redistributing land, and increasing subsistence crop production, 
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improved health and educational services) is superseded by development that is  likely to 

add to the rate of growth of GNP (e .g. plantations of cash crop, car assembly plants, 
etc .) .  A good example is that, even during the hey days of socialism and self reliance in 
Tanzania, cash crop production was given priority over subsistence crops. 

It can be argued, therefore, that, by supporting "indiscriminate economic growth" ,  both 
the socialist and capitalist stance of development converge to form what Trainer ( 1 989) 

refers to as conventional theories of development that are promoting inappropriate 
development. 

The "socio-political economy approach" ,  on the other hand, insists on the social 

usefulness of what is produced; the fair division of labour and distribution of what is 

produced. In that regard, economic growth has to be consistent with people's needs. 

While it supports the world system view as propounded by Wallerstein, it also argues 
that the problems of underdevelopment lie in the inappropriate uses of the resources 

with which the underdeveloped world is endowed. That is, misuse, rather than the lack 
of capital, is a major cause of poverty in poor countries; as more capital has been and is 

still being expropriated, rather than being used in these countries. It has been observed 
(Trainer 1989, Kil l ick 1 995, Hoogvelt 1 997, Martin 1 993 etc . )  that, investors have 

been raising more funds from poor nations. Trainer ( 1 989:8 1 )  reports that "foreign 

investors raise about 85% of their funds in the Third World" .  By the same token, 
Kil l ick observes that the period between 1 980 and 1 990 

. . .  had witnessed a remarkable turn-around in the Funds' [IMF] financial 
relationships with developing countries, with the swing from being a 
large net provider of assistance to deficit countries to being a net 
recipient of return flows (Killick 1 995:3). 

What is significant is that this out-flowing capital compounds the deficiencies in the 

needed goods and services. As is explicated later in this study, while the social services 

in Tanzania are deteriorating to alarming levels, funds enough to run several ministries 
are sent out of the country each year to service the debt. 

The socio-political economy approach also contends that the growing numbers of the 
poor in the developed world can take little solace in the so called "development" in their 

own nations. In New Zealand for example, "the 1 993 National Health Survey showed 
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that one in five Pacific Islands person rated their health as "not so good/poor" compared 

with one in ten for other New Zealanders" CLegge 1 996:unpaged)23 

Thus, the socio-political economy approach proposed in this thesis goes beyond the 
political economy prevalent in the socialist stance not only to include the social aspects 

of development but also to give first priority to social progress. In other words, 

economic and political developments have to be measured against what is socially 

useful to the majority of the people. In that case, social justice becomes an inherent 

feature of policies that aim at socio-economic and political progress. 

Accordingly, the role of education in development should be to develop the whole 

person with the capacity to contribute to "appropriate development" and social justice. 

Thus, the difference between the conventional development theories that support 
indiscriminate economic growth and the socio-political economy approach that supports 
"appropriate development" can be observed in how the theories explain the causes of 

development problems, particularly in the Third World countries such as Tanzania; and 
the strategies for development that they prescribe. In figure 2: 1 the researcher presents 

the differences between "development" that is based on conventional theories of 

development and appropriate development based on the socio-political economy 

approach. 

Figure 2 . 1 indicates that the socio-political economy approach focuses on the fair and 
equitable redistribution of the world's resources and the improvement of those sectors 

that cater for human needs and which benefit the majority of the people. In other 

words, it emphasises "appropriate development" . 

In figure 2. 1 ,  Trainer's ( 1 989) basic ideas are modified to include the perceptions held 

by the researcher in the present study. 

It is explicated in this thesis, however, that, immediately after independence, most post
colonial countries, such as Tanzan ia, followed mainly the conventional theories, 
particularly the modernisation theories. Attempts to 'de-link' from the world capital ist 

system through progressive policies were frustrated by the continued dependency on 
the world market and conventional strategies of development such as import 
substitution. These strategies not only thwarted appropriate development of the people 

23Data obtained from research findings of the New Zealand poverty measurement project which 
assessed the extent of poverty and the types of people in poverty in New Zealand up to 1 993 (Legge 
1 996). 
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in the po�t-colonial countries but also depleted their resources for the benefit of the few, 

mainly in the western industrially advanced world. 

Figure 2. 1 :  Two Types of Development: Development based on conventional 

theories of development VS Appropriate Development based on socio-political 

economy app roach. 

Con ventional theo ries Socio-political economy 
of d evelopment Approach to development 

(Appropriate Development) 

Development = Indiscriminate Development = socially useful 
Economic Growth adding to production even if adding little 
GNP to GNP 

Causes of underdevelopment Causes of underdevelopment are to be located in 
are within the poor societies the unfair distribution of the world resources 
-lack of expertise, corruption, through market forces. 
difficult climates 

Global economy is basically Unjust global market 
acceptable system is the immediate 

cause of maldistribution and deprivation 
problems. 

Very uneven development is Equitable development is very 
acceptable-Development is determined important. That is, Development 
by profit maximisation and market of the sectors benefiting the 
forces. majority of the people. 

The rich nations do not exploit, they Rich nations facilitate development 
facilitate development. of things that will benefit mostly 

themselves and a few in the Third 
World. 

There will be trickle down of wealth Free enterprise and market oriented policies work 
and benefits. The solution to problems of for the interests of those who are 
poverty and other social needs in both already rich. Free Enterprise is inefficient in 

rich and poor countries is to enable meeting human needs. 
the rich to invest more profitably so as 
to create more jobs, more taxes 
and eventually more wealth for 
all 

The main purpose of education is to The main purpose of education is to develop the 
impart skills necessary for developing person as a whole and contribute positively to 
material things. social justice. 

Strict applications of the economic growth model, s ince the 1 980s, have pushed the 

vision of development for the majority of the people even further. The contemporary 

policy reforms demanding bigger individual budgets and less income for the majority of 
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the people is i ncreasingly making i t  difficult to cater for human social needs. Social 

justice therefore, is challenged. 

It is important to note that social justice is a very important aspect in human 

development. Thus, this thesis assesses the contribution of contemporary education 

pol icy reforms to social justice in Tanzania and New Zealand. In doing so, the thesis 

seeks to underscore the question of the extent to which these policies contribute to 

development. It is postulated, however, that, in order to undertake this assessment, a 

clear understanding of social justice in education is necessary. 

Education Policy and Social Justice 

In the l iberal democratic states, the pursuit of social justice has been one of the most 

acclaimed purposes for social policy reforms, including educational policy reforms. 

This has been expressed in terms of principles of justice such as equity, equality, equal 

educational opportunity and affirmative action. These claims, however, must be treated 

as problematic, worthy of investigation and deconstruction because they are influenced 

by socio-economic and pol itical contexts and power relations as wel l  as ideological 

assumptions about education. As Rizvi and Lingard ( 1 992) suggest, social justice does 

not have a single essential meaning. They assert that: 

Words do not stand for some kind of essential object but have a more 
open texture; their meaning is to be found in their use in thought and 
action, in the description, interpretation, organisation and evaluation of 
behaviour (Rizvi and Lingard 1 992: 1 ). 

Thus, as contended by Secada ( 1 989a) and Apple ( 1 993), educational concepts are not 

only subject to severe ideological conflicts but also are constantly defined and re

defined to suit particular purposes. Apple ( 1 989) notes, for example, that references to 

equity are sometimes made only as an appeal to popular sentiments in order to get 

adherents and legitimation of policy agendas. In such cases, appeals to equity are just 

pol icy rhetoric, aimed at changing the conventional patterns of interpretations; thus 

advancing group interests without really addressing those arrangements which gave rise 

to equity concerns in the first place (Troyna and Will iams 1 986). It is evident in this 

study, for example, that concerns for equity, which are expressed in Tanzania and New 

Zealand's education policy reform texts, are followed by policy solutions that are 

rationalising inequity. 

Lack of agreement on the use and meaning of important concepts, such as equity, 

equality and equal opportunity as targets for social justice, (O'Higgins 1 987, Harvey 
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and Klein 1 989, Secada 1 989, Apple 1 993) is yet another constraint in underscoring 

social justice. 

On the basis of the arguments above, it is important, therefore, to explore the various 

conceptions of equity, equal ity, and equal educational opportunity as well as when and 

how these conceptions can be justified in terms of the pursuit of social justice. 

Equality and Equity 

To underscore the meaning of equity and equality is  a complex task because, while 

sometimes "equity" and "social justice" are used interchangeably, "equity' is  also used 

interchangeably with "equal ity " .  Thus, in this study, an attempt is made to describe the 

terms rather than define them. It is also important to note that discussion of both equity 

and equal ity often involves controversy and disagreement (Harvey and Klein 1 989, 

Grant 1 989, Secada 1 989, Ashl ine, et al . 1 976). It has been noted, (Secada 1 989) 

however, that, in most cases when equity and equality are used interchangeably,  only 

one meaning is maintained. 

The main difference between equality and equity is that while inequity always signifies 

injustice, inequality does not. Often equality is used to explore quantitative differences 

between groups. That is,  it can describe parity between groups; for example whether 

the distribution of achievement between two or more groups has the same average. 

Thus, Grant ( 1 989) contends that the common meaning ascribed to equality is the state 

of being equal . Here the emphasis is sameness. It is worth noting, however, that, 

differences are not necessarily a sign of social injustice; nor is "sameness" a sign of a 

just s ituation. A good example is that a policy can be justified, if it provides different 

individuals or groups of individuals with different routes to access, based on the 

assumption that individual differences and needs affect their ability to take advantage of 

conventional routes of access. This has to be based on the consideration that alternative 

routes would curb past and existing inequalities and barriers, privileges and restrictions 

and lead to more justice. On the other hand, a pol icy that focuses on providing equal 

(same) access to everyone may lead to unjust outcomes, if it overlooks whether the 

individual has the necessary background or abil ity to take advantage of the available 

access routes. For example, a policy of "school choice", whereby (for some children) 

the only choice is the poorly endowed schools, cannot be justified by invoking the 

notion that, in principle, everyone was offered equal opportunity to choose. Thus, 

equality (as an appeal to what is just) must look beyond immediate quantitative results 

to include long term qualitative outcomes as well .  
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Equal opportunity 

Another concept used as an appeal to social justice i s  equal opportunity . Equal 

educational opportunity is probably the most referred-to term in the literature on justice 

in education . Equal educational opportunity is expressed in terms of access, process 

(participation) and outcome of education. Employing the social historical approach to 

the discussion of the concept, Coleman ( 1 968) gives an insight on how and why 

different conceptions of equal educational opportunity are put forward. Coleman ( 1 968) 

claims that the definition and re-definition of the concept depends on the dominant 

ideological assumptions relating to the functions of education. He argues that, if there 

were no social mobility (with implicit inequalities) in society, then the concept of equal 

educational opportunity would be obsolete. 

Coleman's analysis is important in understanding what many analysts (Apple 1 993, 

Secada 1989a, Codd 1 993, Grace 1 994) have been saying about education and society. 

The idea is that, although education does not directly create inequalities, through 

cultural and ideological processes and orientation, it reflects, reproduces and legitimates 

inequalities. Thus, it is important to ensure that educational policies that adhere to 

distributive principles of social justice are in place to curb such tendencies. 

Affirmative action 

Affirmative action is also a useful concept in the consideration of social justice in 

educational policy reforms. In most cases, affirmative action is  discussed when it  

comes to employment. Thus ,  it has been contended (Secada 1 989) that affirmative 

action in employment is a non-educational response to unequal representation in the 

work force. It entail s  hiring an individual who represents the discriminated-against 

group, provided that the individual meets the minimum employment requirements. This 

is relevant to education because the groups that are discriminated against in employment 

opportunities may need to attain higher levels of educational achievement or be over

represented in specific fields of learning so as to overcome employment discrimination. 

In such cases, policies that ensure positive discrimination in education opportunity are 

necessary . We may conclude, therefore, that, although equality of education 

opportunity does not typically address non-school disparities, social justice in education 

should be concerned with such state of affairs . In other words, educational pol icy 

reforms that purport to pursue social justice should take into consideration the more 

distantly related external outcomes. 
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The issue of  discrimination seems to be so prominent i n  the debate as to warrant special 

attention. In policy documents, different types of "discursive discrimination" may be 

observed, with different impact on social justice in education. These would include: 

• Not mentioning the inequalities or the group of people who are lagging behind or 

disadvantaged; thus, turning a blind eye to demands from within or beyond the 

education service for a clear policy commitment to social justice. 

• Openly acknowledging the existence of disadvantaged groups as problematic; thus, 

blaming the victims or providing short term solutions that may end up rational ising 

the disadvantages. The aims of resultant pol icies are normally aggregative and 

procedural . Quotas have been mostly used in this regard. This is useful in as far as 

it breaks institutional barriers but may culminate into what Tryona and Williams 

( 1 986) describe as "discrimination by proxy" ;  i .e .  the assumption that whoever 

belongs in the identified group is inferior. This kind of discrimination may also lead 

to "tokenism" whereby efforts to remedy the causes of the problems are postponed 

or thwarted by creating superficial solutions. A good example would be policies 

that refrain from assessment or which lower the expected standards for certain 

categories of students instead of analysing and combating fundamental impediments 

to students' achievement levels. Such policies not only postpone the problems but 

also enhance future failures. 

• Openly acknowledging (Mil ler 1 976, Rizvi & Lingard 1 992) the existence of the 

disadvantaged groups and taking a col lective responsibil ity for the problems. 

Policies within this category work not only towards the goal of ending (negative) 

discrimination but also towards overcoming the results of long term discrimination. 

It is important to note, however, that the lack of social justice has material significance, 

especially for those who are subjected to injustice. As Rizvi ( 1 998) rugues: 

It needs to be acknowledged, however, that injustice does have a 
material reality that is readi ly recognised by those subjected to it. Those 
who are hungry or poor or homeless or physically impaired do not need 
abstract definitions in order to be able to recognise their plight or indeed 
the inequities they might confront. If this is so, then the idea of social 
justice has practical significance. It needs therefore to be articulated in 
terms of particular values, which, while not fixed across time and space, 
nevertheless have to be given specific content in particular struggles for 
reform (Rizvi 1 998 :47). 

To further develop the above arguments, it is necessary, therefore, to set out some 

operational specifications of social justice criteria so as to clarify our understanding of 
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the concept. Although there are various views of social justice, three major categories 

can be identified. These are procedural justice based on the processes or procedures ;  

distributive justice that not only entails  "just" processes (procedures) but also goes 

further to include "just" outcomes; and the social-action based collective responsibility 

and recognition of specific needs. A caveat should be made, however, that the 

distinction between these categories is not made on the conviction that they have 

nothing to do with each other but, mainly ,because the criteria of justice in all areas are 

not necessarily  always the same. That is, often some categories emphasise certain 

aspects at the expense of others. 

In most cases, procedural justice would adhere to the aggregative principles while 

distributive justice leans towards distributive principles. MiJIer ( 1 976) explains that: 

An aggregative principle is one which refers only to the total amount of 
goods enjoyed by a particular group, whereas a distributive principle 
refers to the share of those goods which different members of the group 
have for themselves (Mil ler 1976: 1 9). 

An example of a procedural justice policy statement would be that 'ability not privilege 

would count. Family background, race or sex will be neither an advantage nor a 

disadvantage in getting the desirable opportunity' Such a statement, appeal ing to 

meritocracy and seemingly just, may not lead to social justice because it ignores some 

unearned advantages or disadvantages accrued from family background, race or sex. 

Holmes ( 1 980) observes, for instance, that: 

Achievement is highly dependent on individual 's cultural background 
and native abil ity so that even absolutely fair equality of opportunity 
would not s ignificantly change the composition of most western 
societies (Holmes 1 980:4 1 4). 

It can be argued, therefore, that conditions of disadvantage may curtail the student's 

overall conditions and ability to compete effectively. In that case, equal competition is 

used to rationalise unequal outcomes. This thesis cautions, however, that social , 

cultural , economic and gender differences should not be used as excuses for not 

catering for educational needs of "at risk" children. 

Nozick's  ( 1 976) entitlement view of social justice, which falls under procedural justice, 

postulates that the freedom of individuals to compete must be protected so that "it is the 

justice of competition, that is, the way competition is carried on, not its result that 

counts" (Rizvi & Lingard, 1 992:7). Thus, based on the principles of individual ism, 

procedural justice may be disguised to produce and validate inequal ity. This, in part, 
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serves to explain the inadequacy of procedural justice, especially when it is taken on its 

own . 

It is unfortunate, however, that such a conception of justice appeals to the those in 

power because it is  less disruptive to the status quo since it reproduces the existing 

class compositions. It is also important to note that procedural justice is consistent with 

neo-liberalism that insists on fair processes of competition with little regard to outcomes 

or influencing factors prior to the competition processes. Thus, the concept of a 'level 

playing field' , that is promoted by the New Right economic pol icy, represents 

procedural justice but not distributive justice. 

Distributive justice on the other hand is tightly connected with the concept of equity, 

fairness and justice (Secada 1 989, Codd 1 993, Apple 1 993, B ierhoff, Cohen and 

Greenberg 1 986). Building on the relationship between equity and justice which was 

first stated by Aristotle, Secada ( 1 989) contends that: 

Equity gauges the results of action directly against standards of justice, 
and it is used to decide whether or not what is being done is just, .. . i s  
our abi l ity to acknowledge that, even though our actions might be in 
accord with a set of rules, their results may be unjust. Equity goes 
beyond fol lowing those rules (Secada 1 989:68-69). 

Thus, equity entails more than a set of rules or procedures or processes; it encompasses 

outcomes. 

Rawls '  ( 1 97 1 )  notion, whereby social justice is regarded as an issue of fairness, 

focusing on the equity of distribution of resources, fal l s  under this category . Rawls 

suggests two basic principles in maintaining social justice practices whereby: 

each person is to have the most extensive basic liberty compatible with 
similar l iberty for others ; and equal distribution of primary social 
goods . . .  unless unequal distribution is to the advantage of the less 
favoured (Rawls 1 97 1  :6). 

This implies that some unequal treatments that aim at redressing social justice imbalance 

can be justified. However, caution is needed when considering this conception. The 

criteria for discrimination and the intended outcome should be clear and just in social 

terms.  It is socially unjust, for example, to push the children from lower social 

economic status into programmes that will curtai l their social mobility later in life. 

In order to promote social justice, in such cases as the above, the pol icies would have 

to promote affirmative action (Mil ler 1 976, Rizvi & Lingard, 1 992) that openly 
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acknowledges the existence of the disadvantaged groups and takes col lective 

responsibility for the problems. It is important for affirmative action policies to ensure 

that the disadvantaged are not conceptual ised as passive recipients of prescribed 

solutions but as active agents with the capacity to participate ful ly in changing the 

directions of their lives. 

Thus, educational policies that promote state intervention to ensure equal educational 

opportunity are important in fostering social justice in education. Therefore, education 

privatisation policies have to be regarded with caution as these will  diminish the state's 

capacity to intervene in areas relating to equity. 

It is important to note that neither of the categories provides sufficient criteria for social 

justice because the combination of fair procedures, fair outcomes and col lective 

responsibil ity, is needed in fostering social justice. Thus, educational policies that 

contribute to social justice should promote fair processes or procedures, fair and just 

outcomes as well as collective responsibil ity for improvement of the education that is 

provided. Further, it has to be acknowledged that education is a social phenomenon 

which has to cater for the social needs of the society. Thus, equity in education "should 

be construed as a check on the justice of specific actions that are carried out within the 

educational arena and the arrangement that result from those actions" (Secada' s 

1 989:69) as well as their implications for the well  being of the society as a whole. 

It is within this understanding of social justice that this thesis discusses the implications 

of the contemporary education policy reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand with a 

particular emphasis on "children at risk" .  

Concluding Remarks 

From the above discussion, it is clear that there are interconnections amongst education 

policy, the state and social ,  political and economic development. Acknowledging that 

there are various approaches, expressing plausible theories of understanding these 

concepts, the study postulates that some have more explanatory power than others. 

This study supports the view that education policy is an integral part of public policy, at 

the centre of which l ies the state . Understanding education pol icy reforms, therefore, 

requires an understanding of the role and functions of the state. The main assumptions 

about the state under this study are, that: 
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• The state is not just the government but a whole set of the coercive state apparatuses 

l ike the pol ice, military and judiciary, as well as the ideological apparatuses, the 

main ones of which include education; 

• By maintaining the mode of production, the state works to protect and to promote 

the interests of the dominant class; 

• The state does not act in a vacuum; rather it is bound by social, pol itical and 

economic imperatives which form its context. Thus, education, as part of the state, 

has to be understood within these historically formulated imperatives. 

It is the contention of this thesis that views about the nature of education policy, socio

economic development and the state, influence the envisaged role of education as well 

as education reforms in the production of socio-economic prosperity. Although there is 

general agreement that education is important for human progress, there are divergent 

views of the role that education should play in society. 

Based on the l iberal and neo-liberal understanding of state and of social and economic 

development, education is viewed as playing the roles of cognitive and moral 

social isation, ski l ls  development and certification . In its cognitive and moral 

socialisation role, education prepare individuals for their role in the division of labour 

and to encourage social integration and "social responsibi l i ty "24. In that regard, 

education is seen as a tool for enlightenment. Building on human capital theory, the 

l iberals l ink education to higher levels of productivity. The certification role, on the 

other hand, helps to promote social differentiation according to merit. 

Accordingly, l iberals and neo-liberals view educational changes as natural movements 

towards higher stages of societal development or adaptations required by system 

imbalances or social needs. This view supports the equil ibrium perspective of policy 

reforms, which stresses the importance of functional integration, harmony, stability and 

the assumption that al l members of the society implicitly agree on the nature of 

functional necessities (Ginsburg, et. al . 1 990). 

The Marxist and neo-Marxist understanding, on the other hand, views education as a 

productive force in  socio-economic development whereby, in a classed society, it 

becomes a tool for class control and class reproduction. It is argued that, through the 

24Nonnally responsibilities are prescribed by those in power and sanctioned by the liberal democratic 
processes. 
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notion of social differentiation, ascriptive status is  legitimated through academic 

achievement and social control .  However, the neo-Marxist position acknowledges 

education's emancipatory potential not only for contributing to increased productivity 

but also for encouraging people to analyse and reflect on their position in the production 

process. Thus, education is viewed both as a resource and a value. Accordingly,  neo

Marxists envisage conflict over control of education in a class-based society. Thus, 

they support the conflict perspective which states that education reforms occur through 

conflict and competition among social classes, ethnic, race, religious, gender and other 

groups whose interests are incompatible; or when contradictions are unsuccessfully 

mediated (Ginsburg, et. al . 1 990). 

This study embraces the conflict perspective because it recognises inherent instability in 

social systems and confl ict over values, resources and power. The equi l ibrium 

perspective is rejected because it seems to divorce educational reforms from the social, 

pol itical and economic dynamics; hence, treating pol icy issues as dysfunctional 

problems requiring technical solutions. The equilibrium perspective is further rejected 

because it de-emphasises social heterogeneity and views the state as a neutral mediator 

of the harmonious interests of all citizens. 

Regarding education's contribution to development, the study upholds the view that 

education policy has to develop knowledge, skills and attitudes that give priority to 

people. Thus, education should develop the people's capacity not only to produce 

socially useful materials but also to ensure social justice in the distribution of resources, 

goods and services. 

It is within this theoretical understanding of the relationship between education, the 

state and socio-economic development, that this thesis examines the genesis and 

implications of contemporary education privatisation reforms in Tanzania and New 

Zealand. 
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Chapter Three 

Methodology 

Comparative Education Policy Analysis (CEPA) and Discourse Analysis approaches were 

uti l ised in designing and carrying out this study. In this chapter, perspectives on 

comparative education policy analysis (CEPA) and discourse analysis approaches are 

discussed so as to establish their methodological appropriateness for the study. 

Comparative educational Policy Analysis Approach (CEPA) 

Comparative education pol icy analysis draws from two separate discipl ines in the social 

sciences - comparative education and pol icy analysis. It is important, therefore, to have a 

clear understanding of the two. 

Comparative Education 

Literature on comparative education (e .g.  Adams 1 990, Hal ls  1 990, Raivola 1 985) 

suggests that debate regarding the nature and position of comparative education has existed 

for a long time. Adams ( 1 990:38 1 )  refers to "comparative education with its somewhat 

non-prestigious l ineage and uncertain discipl inary bases" while Halls ( 1 990) contends that 

"at least half a dozen approaches to comparative education can be identified". 

By the same token, Raivola ( 1 985:362) notes that "the investigation of problems associated 

with research into comparative education dates over 1 50 years back". Raivola ( 1 985) 

locates the problems in the misconceptions of the term "comparative/comparison". He 

contends that l iterature on comparative education reveals the misconceptions of the 

methodological meaning of "comparative/comparison". He asserts that: 

The methodological concept of "comparison/comparative" is confused with 
the concept in psychometrics of "comparability,"  which Good, for example, 
defines as (follows): "the conditions existing when two measures are 
expressed in the same units thus making possible direct comparison". Some 
theorist, meanwhile, have made the mistake of regarding the comparison as 
an end in itself instead of a method and a logical tool in the solution of 
research problems (RaivoJa 1 985:362). 
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Likewise, Olivera ( 1 988), observes that, "except for the desire to share information across 

frontiers, it is difficult to say what is it that all those claiming interest in comparative 

education have in common" (Olivera 1 988 : 1 67). Referring to the papers presented at the 

World Congresses of Comparative Education in Paris, 1 984, and in Rio de Janeiro, 1 987, 

Olivera notes that, although there were a variety of papers, including those papers that do 

not deal with education at al l ,  the organisers did not feel entitled to refuse any of the papers 

"since there seem to be no acceptable criteria to define what is and what is not comparative 

education" (Olivera 1 988:68).  He contends, however, that the problem is not with the 

methodology but at the level of 'education' as a field of study. He argues that: 

This confusing situation is routinely ascribed to a crisis of methodology. 
The preceding analysis tend to show, however, that it is not so. The 
confusion runs much more deeply, at the level of the object to be studied. A 
comparative discipl ine, as di stinct from the use of comparison in  any 
discipl ine, is that which applies the comparative approach, not to two or 
more 'objects' ,  but two or more sets of scientifically obtained knowledge 
about comparable objects . . .  Thus the roots of confusion will  not be found at 
the level of comparative education; they must be looked for in the field of the 
'science of education' as such (Olivera 1 988 :68) . 

It is worth noting, however, that the importance of comparative education l ies in the fact 

that it provides an opportunity to grasp knowledge about educational issues in various 

societies which, in turn, helps in the better understanding of one ' s  own education 

system25. Building on this wide view, comparative education has broadened its scope and 

establ ished linkages with other disciplines. Hal ls ( 1 990: 1 4) notes, for example, that, 

although comparative education began with its root firmly grounded in the history and 

philosophy of education, since the late 1 960s it has broadened its base and establ ished 

l inkages with many other disciplines. Thus, a multi-discipline approach to comparative 

education is not only desirable but also pertinent. 

Comparative Education: Approaches and Methods 

The ongoing discussion suggests that there have been varied views of comparative 

education. Therefore, various approaches and methods have been used in the discipl ine. 

Hal ls ( 1 990) identifies six approaches which include: the historic-phi losophical , the 

national character, the cultural , the problem solving, the quantitative and the economic 

approaches. 

25The fundamental argument is, as Harold Noah (cited in Halls 1 990: 1 3) puts it "we can truly comprehend 
ourselves only in the context of secure knowledge of other societies". 
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Halls  ( 1 990) observes that the pioneers in the field of comparative education made use of 

the historic-philosophical approach that seeks to discover the driving forces and laws that 

underpin educational policy and practice. Their approach was mainly descriptive and 

explanatory and was closely l inked to the "national character" approach which views 

education as a phenomenon of a national state. Thus, it is  argued (Halls  1 990:3 1 )  that 

comparative education began with its roots firmly grounded in the history and philosophy 

of education and, in earlier days, the comparisons were of nation states or groups of nation 

states. 

As time passed, however, various types of comparison were tried, including the culturalist 

approach. The culturalist approach extends Bourdieu and Passeron ' s  definition of culture 

as "standardised patterns of activity and belief that are learned and manifested by people in 

their col lective life" (Hal ls 1 990: 1 8) .  Thus, it is argued that a cultural typology must give 

rise to a similar educational typology as cultural and educational features are l inked and they 

act reciprocally to each other. A comparative education study, therefore, would include the 

interaction between the dominant political ideology in a society and its education system; or 

cultural attitudes towards educational conceptions as they affect, and are affected by, the 

education system. 

The contextual approach, on the other hand, suggests that comparative analysis must be 

undertaken within social, economic and political contexts, drawing a distinction between 

what the education system purports to do and its actual achievement. Halls notes that 

supporters of this approach contend that, "Comparative research which fai ls  to take the 

whole social context into account lays itself open to a charge of superficiality" (Hal ls  

1 990:32).  Taking into consideration such a hol istic understanding of the socio-economic 

and political context, the approach cal ls  upon an interdisciplinary perspective in  

comparative education studies. Thus, the contextual approach has been described as  both 

pragmatic and eclectic. 

The problem solving approach, on the other hand, aims at anticipating the outcome of 

pol icy; thus, it asks the question of "if. . .what". In that regard, it seems to purport that 

comparative education has a predictive value and can lead to the formulation of laws on 

educational aspects. Thus, quantification, hypothesis testing and generalisation are the main 

tenets of the problem solving approach. 
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With its focus on education and economic growth, the economic approach, on the other 

hand, represents a particular kind of quantification whereby an attempt is made to correlate 

education achievement of the citizenry with economic development of the respective nation. 

This approach was very popular in the 1 960s, particularly in post-colonial nations. The 

newly independent post-colonial countries looked both East and West for ideas; thus, 

cal l ing upon comparative educationi sts in the industrial ised countries for help.  

Consequently, the decade saw a massive upsurge in what became known as international 

development education. There was increasing involvement of international as well as 

regional and supra-national organisations which provided expertise and finance (Hal ls 

1 990: 1 3) .  Bums ( in Halls 1 990) notes that studies in the economic approach were based on 

' the orthodoxy of modernisation" theory, augmented by the human capital theories taken 

from economics. 

However, this approach faltered in the beginning of the 1 970s when there was a certain 

pessimism regarding the economic returns of education investment and ambiguities arose as 

to whether economic growth caused education or vice versa (Halls 1 990, Kelly 1 992). The 

opposition was clearly expressed in comparative studies based on the dependency theory of 

development. It has been contended (Hal ls 1 990, Adams 1 990 and Bensons 1 990), 

however, that since the 1 980s, there has been a resurgence of confidence in comparative 

economic studies, associated with names such as Psacharopoulos of the world Bank. Halls 

( 1 990:33) observes that Geourge Psacharopoulos' ( 1 985) "most recent verdict is that the 

level of investment in education must be "country specific". That is, investment in 

education must correspond with the economic status of the respective country. Thus, poor 

nations such as Tanzania are advised to spend less on education. It is worth noting that, 

after the United States withdrawal from UNESCO, the World Bank has become the 

principal education sponsoring agency with interest centred on Third World countries (Hall 

1 990, Kel ly 1 992) . Thus, the World Bank's view of education holds greater significance in 

the Third world countries' education policies. 

Hal ls ( 1 990) dichotomises the approaches to comparative education into two contending 

views: the historico-phi losophical, the national character and the cultural approaches are 

categorised as the literary view; while the problem solving and the economic approach are 

categorised as the scientific view of comparative education. 

It is important to note that the approaches in the "literary" category have a tendency of using 

the qual itative methods while those in the "scientific" category are prone to using 
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quantitative methods. Quantitative methods insist on observable data and the objectivity of 

the researcher. Halls notes, however, that recently the quantitative approach has been 

joined to the process-product research paradigm that suggests that "presage" and "context" 

variables, separate but interacting, react with process variables , generating "product 

variables, which can be measured" (Hall 1 990:33).  The qualitative methods, on the other 

hand, insist on studying social phenomena in their natural setting; thus, making the social ,  

political and economic contexts an indispensable part of a comparative education study. 

However, both the quantifiers and qualifiers find serious flaws in each other' s  paradigm. 

The qualifiers are criticised for being over-descriptive, lacking the neutrality of hard figures 

and basing their research on overt and unconscious biases that falsify conclusions26. The 

quantifiers on the other hand are criticised on the ground that research cannot possibly take 

into account all variables, some of which, in any case, are unmeasurable. Adams ( 1 990) 

notes, for example, that: 

If planning is expected to result in change and not be merely a ritual required 
for international funding, then it must involve more than statistical testing of 
hypotheses . . .  understanding what people need and why they behave the way 
they do is unl ikely to be clarified by one more rate of return study (Adams 
1 990:384). 

He further expresses concern with arriving at conclusions through statistical means ,  

without reference to context. He states: 

A second concern l ies in the easy arrival at conclusions without reference to 
context. I believe that appropriate and feasible solutions to such problems as 
rural development, vocationalisation and privatisation, are vitally influenced 
by national, sub-national and even international factors (Adams 1 990:384). 

Thus, the understanding of context, which most comparative studies in the "quantitative 

paradigm" seem to ignore, is a very important aspect in understanding educational issues. 

However, this does not mean that quantitative data should be completely ignored or 

el iminated. Quantitative data that support arguments or exemplify explanations are 

important. Statistics portraying a drop in primary school enrolment in  Tanzania, for 

example, serves to exemplify the extent of the constraints on school enrolments. The 

holistic contextual analysis of access to primary education in Tanzania, on the other hand, 

helps in explaining the nature, form and impact of various constraints on schooling. 

26Halls ( 1 990:33). 
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On the basis of the above discussion, it is  argued that a broader understanding of 

comparative education is necessary in order to allow educational issues to be studied and 

compared within their social, political, economic and educational environment. 

Bray & Thomas ( 1 995) broadly define comparative education as: 

All  studies that inspect the similarities and/or differences between two or 
more phenomena relating to the transmission of knowledge, ski l l s  or 
attitudes from one person or a group to another (Bray & Thomas 1 995:479) . 

Bray & Thomas' ( 1995) view, therefore, seems wide enough to encompass the broad field 

of comparative education. They note that this definition is broad enough to embrace many 

foci and types of inquiry that would not normally be found in the mainstream comparative 

education journals .  They argue, however, that a wider understanding of comparative 

education would minimise the unbalanced and incomplete perspectives, as well as 

localisation that results from studies that are specifically macro or micro in scope. 

Bray & Thomas ( 1 995) contend that, since the field of comparative education has chiefly 

developed from a concern with cross-national comparison, most of the comparative 

literature has been on countries and world regions ;  thus, lacking the local dimension; while 

some of the research has been undesirably localised, resulting from a lack of international 

dimension. They state: 

We have noted that the chief focus in comparative education literature has 
been on countries and world regions, and that this has tended to lead to 
unbalanced and incomplete perspectives. On the other side of the coin, we 
have noted that much research in other fields of education has been 
undesirably local ised in focus. In many of these studies, unbalanced and 
incomplete perspectives have resulted from the lack of an international 
dimension (Bray & Thomas 1 995 :472). 

They observe, however, that multi level analysis has increased in recent years; partly, 

because of increased awareness of its importance and the avai lability of new tool s  for 

research.  They suggest an addition of state/provincial , national and world-region to these 

multi level analysis studies as most of them remain at individual ,  classroom, school and, 

sometimes, district levels. 
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The Multi-dimensional, Multilevel Approach to Comparative Education 

Bray & Thomas ( 1 995) suggest 3 main dimensions in what they term ' multi leve l '  

comparative education study: the geographical/location dimension; the non-locational 

demographic groupings dimension and the dimension that embraces aspects of education 

and society . They contend that, most of the time, these three dimensions are present in a 

comparative study. Figure (3 :  1 )  is an i l lustration of a three-dimensional way of classifying 

comparative studies as portrayed by Bray, & Thomas ( 1 995). 

Figure 3 . 1 :  A Framework for Comparative Education Analysis 

Nonlocational Demographic Groups 

Source: Bray, B. & Thomas, R. M. ( 1 995) Levels of Comparison in Educational Studies: Different Insight 

from Different Literature and the Value of Multilevel Analysis, Harvard Educational Review, Voi. 65 No. 
Fall 1 995. 

The non-locational demographic groupings dimension includes ethnicity, religion, age, and 

gender as wel l  as the entire population ; while the dimension that embraces aspects of 

education and society encompasses curriculum, teaching methods, finance, management 

structure, political change and labour markets. Acknowledging that it is possible to identify 

other intermediate levels and that, in practice, many studies may embrace two or more tiers, 
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B ray & Thomas ( 1 995 :473-4) identify seven levels in the geographical/locational 

dimension. These include: world regions/continents, countries, states/provinces, schools, 

classrooms and, finally, individuals. 

The discussion on the merits and limitations of each level27 indicates that each level of 

comparison provides an insight on important aspects on education. Comparative studies at 

lower levels provide insight on issues such as school effectiveness, disparities in different 

schools, communities, districts and individuals or groups of individuals .  The strength of 

comparative studies conducted at upper locational levels, (e.g. national/country) on the 

other hand, l ies in the fact that they offer the general frame-work within which to 

understand the wider context of an educational phenomenon, such as transnational 

influences and dependencies. Research focusing on higher levels also helps to identify 

broad economic conditions, political structures, cultural traditions and forms of educational 

organisation that influence how much of what type of education is provided for different 

sectors of society (Bray & Thomas 1 995). 

Bray & Thomas ( 1 995) note, however, that, although multilevel analysis has increasingly 

been recognised during the last two decades, for certain types of enquiry (e.g. Burnstatein 

1 980, 1 988,  Cronbach 1 976, Goldstein 1 987, Raudenbush & Wil lms 1 99 1 )  the dominant 

form of multilevel analysis has been principally confined to the level of the individual , 

classroom and school levels and mainly in the area of school effectiveness. They observe 

that some multi level analysis of school effectiveness (Bosker and Scheerens 1 994) 

mentions the context within which schools operate but give it l i ttle attention, while some 

l iterature (Raudenbush & Wil lms 1 99 1  )28 includes studies from different countries but 

"make(s) no direct comparisons across national boundaries and fail(s) to draw out the 

implication of national level forces" (Bray & Thomas 1 995). Bray & Thomas ( 1 995) 

attribute this gap to different skills of individual researchers and the paradigms of particular 

types of research. Highly quantitative data, that require computers to perform various kinds 

of multiple regression on school effectiveness, are less likely to be available at national or 

world-regional levels. Hence, they assert that, "this is the reason why much cross-national 

comparative research is qualitative rather than quantitative" (Bray & Thomas 1 995). They 

acknowledge that: 

27Por an elaborate discussion on the merits ands limitations of each level see Bray & Thomas ( 1 995). 
28These works are cited in Bray & Thomas ( 1 995). 
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phenomenon must be paid for; and in most countries, it has become more 
difficult than before to secure resources for such research (Bray & Thomas 
1 995:487). 
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However, contending that, "the question of multi level research design is more a matter of 

paradigm and philosophy than scale" ,  Bray & Thomas ( 1 995) assert that meaningful 

multi level research design can be carried out, financial constraint not withstanding . This 

present study uses secondary data from various research studies as one of the ways of 

meeting some challenges of time and financial constraints. 

The above discussion indicates that a multi-dimensional and m·IltHevel comparative 

education analysis is an appropriate approach to understanding educational phenomena, 

including education policy reforms. 

On the basis of the merits discussed above, a multi-dimension comparative approach has 

been employed in this study. It is envisaged that such an approach is more appropriate for 

understanding contemporary policy reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand as it provides 

opportunities not only to interpret education policy in the respective country over time but 

also to examine the experiences of other people in other societies. 

It has to be noted, however, that th is thesi s  does not impose . Bray & Thomas's 

mul ti levellmul ti-dimensional framework on the study. Rather, the framework has been 

modified by the researcher to accommodate some aspects important to this study. The 

framework, as adapted for this study by the researcher, is presented in a graphic form as a 

three dimensional model in figure 3 :2. 

Taking the capitali st mode of production as a basic unit of analysis, the study considers 

transformations in the capitalist mode of production as the first level . The regional/continent 

level is not included in this study on the grounds that the regional categories may change 

depending on the criteria used to characterise the region (e.g. there are economic regions, 

political regions) ; also some countries in the different continent may have more common 

characteristics than those in the same continent. The second level ,  therefore, is  of 

countries/nations. Since New Zealand and Tanzania do not have federal structures, t�e 

state/provincial level is unnecessary. 
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Of worth noting is that, in this study , the locational dimension is both socio-political and 

geographical . As Figure 3.2 shows, within this dimension, educational policy orientations 

are analysed at different times of capitalist transfonnation and in different countries (in this 

case Tanzania and New Zealand) . References to schools and individuals are made only for 

better explanation or to support the main arguments. 

Figure 3.2: Three Dimensional Framework for Comparative Education Policy Analysis 
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EDUCATIONAL AND SOCIAL ASPECTS 

Figure 3.2 is the modified framework considered appropriate for this study. 

This approach is considered appropriate for this study because it enables the study to 

examine the external and internal contexts of education policy. Since categories abstracted 

from national context tell little of the genesis of educational restructuring, the analysis of the 

transfonnation in the capitalist mode of production helps in tracing the historical genesis of 

the educational privatisation policy.  It enables the study to explore how the fractions of 

capital (national , international and transnational) influence policy changes. For example, 
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"how has the international capital i st network publicised the ideas of educational 

privatisation reforms in different societies?" The national level comparison of Tanzania and 

New Zealand is important not only to avoid false 'universal isation' of findings resulting 

from one country study (Bray and Thomas 1 995) but also to understand better the 

phenomena of education privatisation pol icy reforms which are taking place in  

contemporary education world-wide; and also to explore national influences on  education 

policy. The assumption is that the type and tempo of the process of privatisation may be a 

result of contextual differences . Reference to a group of communities, schools or 

individuals is  expected to il lustrate the implication of educational policies for educational 

activities and the society. 

Regarding non-Iocational demographic groups, the study considers the entire population 

within the selected locational level and refers to school age children and "children at risk" as 

specific demographic categories. A caveat has to be made, however, that the demographic 

categories referred to in this study are not aggregative/quantitative categories; rather, they 

are sociological and qualitative29 in nature. 

In the thesis educational funding, access and management are aspects of education that are 

considered, while social justice and educational privatisation policies have been considered 

as aspects of society. 

Policy Analysis 

In the previous chapter, various approaches and models or theories of policy are discussed 

with their merits and flaws. It is argued that education policy is part and parcel of publ ic 

policy. On the basis of the view that public policy is a set of guidelines to govern the 'body 

politic' of the public, it is contended that the understanding of how the state works, as well 

as its powers and control, is important in underscoring public pol icy, in this case education 

policy. That is, in order to understand the direction which education policy is taking and 

why, one has to understand powers of the state and their sources. It is important also to 

understand what is stated as policy and its impact on the public. Thus, policy analysts need 

to analyse the policy statements and their implications within the social , political and 

economic environments. 

29In this study, reference to quantitative data is made only when it is deemed necessary for understanding of 
the argument. 
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Worth noting, however, is that there are various approaches to policy analysis, which have 

developed within the main paradigms: the empirical-analytic paradigm, symbolic or 

interpretive paradigm and critical paradigm (Popkewitz 1984). 

Jennings ( 1 987) and Popkewitz ( 1 984) observe that policy analysis as a science developed 

within the empirical-analytic paradigm that assumes (Popkewitz 1984) that there are general 

or universal rules to pol icy making with less regard to specific context or actual 

circumstances in which policy is formulated. As Jennings ( 1 987) notes: 

Policy analysis as science applies these [natural science] tenets of positivism 
to the practice of policy analysis. For it the policy analyst is the bridge 
between the growing corpus of objective,  empirical ly  confirmed social 
scientific laws of human behaviour and the world of practical problem 
solving and policy formation (Jennings 1 987: 1 37). 

Thus, studies in policy analysis as science tend to be descriptive and they concentrate on 

what is while ignoring or undermining why it is or what ought to be. These studies, 

therefore, impose a distinction between facts and values in policy decisions. 

The main flaw of the policy as science approach, as many policy analysts (Simeon 1 976, 

Codd 1 988, Dale 1 993) argue, is that it leads to the conception of policy-making as merely 

a technical and rational process which in turn, may, remove pol icies from the social,  

political and economic contexts within which they are made. 

Simeon ( 1 976) contends that policy emerges from the play of economic, social and political 

forces as manifested in and through institutions and processes. He argues that the study of 

policy needs to be l inked with the more traditional concerns of pol itical science and, in 

particular, with the three vital elements - power, conflict and ideology . He further notes 

that: 

Policy-making is not by and large, simply a matter of problem solving, or 
taking some common goal and seeking the 'best' or the most effective 
' solution ' .  It is rather a matter of choice in which resources are limited and 
in which goals and objectives differ and cannot be easily weighed against 
each other (Simeon 1 976:550). 

Thus, the approach of policy analysis as science is inadequate because it ignores the socio

economic and political context within which policy making takes place. This study argues 

that, although the descriptive and quantitative data are important in understanding policy, 

they are inadequate as they leave out the rules and values that develop and reinforce what is 
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aggregated or observed. Policy is not predetermined, logical and unproblematic (Crump 

1 993); rather, it is complex and it involves diverse and intricate issues. 

Another approach to policy analysis is an interpretive approach that sees policy analysts as 

counsel or advisers to policy makers. Jennings ( 1 987) contends that, in this approach: 

The policy analyst should serve as an ethical enabling agent vis-a' -vis the 
policy maker, one whose responsibility is to provide the policy maker with a 
perspective that transcends the particularistic perspectives offered by 
lobbyists and advocates (Jennings 1 987 : 147). 

This approach falls  into the symbolic or interpretive paradigm that focuses on the unique 

human capacity to invent and use symbols. It emphasises the communicative aspect of a 

social phenomenon, thus, focusing on the nature of discourse rather than on behaviour 

(Popkewitz 1 984:4 1 ) .  In the same vein, Jennings ( 1 987: 148) notes that the interpretive 

approach maintains that a social scientific explanation of human action should involve the 

placement of that action in its specific cultural context. 

It is contended in this thesis that the focus on the cultural context and discourse is important 

in understanding pol icy because it provides room for analysing not only the ideological 

hegemony in the policy process but also the implications and effects that a certain pol icy 

has on various members of the society and some societal activities. 

However, the interpretive approach is delimited by the fact that it is concerned mainly with 

aspects of what is and why it is but not what ought to be. The tendency to concentrate on 

the phenomenon also makes it possible for the studies fol lowing the interpretive approach 

to leave out some of the relevant processes in the wider context. 

On the other hand, the critical approach to policy analysis, which is similar to historical 

analysis of social processes (Popkewitz 1 984), has interest in practical discourse. In the 

critical approach, the policy analyst has to identify the controls (particularly the distributive 

control) "so as to discover who makes the policy, what is its nature, what does it hope to 

achieve, why was it proposed at the time and what was not made the subject of policy" 

(Foster 1 98 1 :345 in Popkewitz 1 984) as wel l as to suggest viable policy options. 

Fol lowing the critical paradigm the pol icy analyst is able to undertake the study of policy 

and for policy (Dale 1 993, Codd 1 988). Codd ( 1 988) contends that "policy analysis is a 
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form of enquiry which provides either the information base upon which policy is 

constructed or the critical examination of existing policy" .  He further explains (Codd 1 988) 

that: 

Analysis for policy can take two different forms: (a) policy advocacy which 
has the purpose of making specific policy recommendations; and (b) 
information for policy in which the researcher's task is to provide policy 
makers w ith information and data to assist them in the revision or 
formulation of actual policies. 

Codd ( 1 988) shows that analysis of policy can also take two different forms: 

(a) analysis of policy determination and effects. which examines 'the inputs 
and transformational processes operating upon the construction of public 
policy' (Gordon et. al . 1 977 :28) and also the effects of such policies on 
various groups; and (b) anaLysis of policy content, which examines the 
values, assumptions and ideologies underpinning the policy process (Codd 
1 988:236). 

Thus, the critical approach al lows the study of education policy to capture the socio

economic as wel l as the "poli ticity" nature of education . Here, "politicity" refers to the 

inherent relationship between education and pol itics. That is, "education is neither 

pol itically neutral nor technically objective" (Torres 1 995 : 1 63). Subscribing to this notion, 

Green ( 1 994) contends that: 

The professional evaluator and pol icy researcher can contribute. in the context of 

government, but he or she will contribute to all of these activities only to the extent that they 

become also politicians and political advisors (Green 1 994:unpaged). 

A critical approach to policy analysis, therefore, allows the study of education policy to 

capture not only the socio-economic and political nature of education pol icy and its effect 

on society but also to offer suggestions for policy consideration. 

It is argued, therefore, that the critical approach to pol icy analysis is appropriate for this 

study of education policy reforms, because it is concerned with al l aspects of policy. That 

is, the critical approach is concerned with what is, why it is and what ought to be. 

By taking a holistic understanding of policy, the critical approach also provides the analyst 

with opportunities to examine the dominant discourse of the policy statements. 
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Discourse Analysis Approach 

The above discussion indicates that the analysis of policy also includes the analysis of the 

policy statements which in most cases are found in the policy documents. Different 

methods can be employed to analyse a policy document; the main ones being discourse 

analysis and content analysis. However, the critical discourse analysis was considered 

more pertinent to this study because it can contribute to a better understanding of the socio

economic, political and ideological controls in the education privatisation policy process. 

Understanding Discourse 

There are different approaches and, consequently, different meanings of the term 

"discourse" .  It is contended (Dant 1 99 1 )  discourse is the material content of utterances 

exchanged in social context that is given meaning by the intention of utters and treated as 

meaningful by other participants. 

More commonly, discourse is used in l inguistics to refer to extended samples of either 

spoken or written language. This emphasises interaction between the speaker and addressee 

or between writer and reader (Fairclough 1 992) and, therefore, processes of producing and 

interpreting speech or writing as well as the situational context of language use. In that 

sense, text is regarded as the written or spoken product of the process of text production. 

Discourse is also used to refer to different types of language used in different sorts of social 

situations; legal discourse, classroom discourse and so on. 

On the other hand, discourse is also used in social theory and analysis to refer to different 

ways of structuring areas of knowledge and social practice (Fairclough 1 992). Discourses, 

in this sense, are manifested in particular ways of using language and other symbolic 

forms, such as visual images; not just to reflect or represent social relations but also to 

construct and position people in different ways as social subjects (e.g. as teachers or 

students or parents). Analysis under this perspective focuses on the social effects of 

discourse. 

Discourse can also be ideological and it can serve to sustain relations of power. As 

Bourdieu ( 1 977) argues, language is not only an instrument of communication or even of 

knowledge but also an instrument of power. Thus, through language, "one seeks to be 

understood, bel ieved, obeyed, respected and distinguished depending on their position in 
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the power hierarchy" (Bourdieu 1 977). In the same vein, van Dijk ( 1 985) argues that, 

although larger problems such as inequality, class differences, sexism, racism, power and 

dominance, involve more than text and talk, discourses play a crucial role in their 

ideological formulation, in their communicative reproduction, in the social and political 

decision procedures and in the institutional management and representation of such issues. 

Thus, whereas discourse is within the domain of communication, it goes beyond the realms 

of language use and grammar to include effects of communication, the social positioning of 

the communicators and the context within which communication takes place. Analysis of 

policy statements, for example, would reveal the ideological base of the stated policy. 

Approaches to Discourse Analysis 

There have been various approaches to, and understandings of, discourse analysis. 

Fairclough ( 1 992) categorises them into the non-critical and critical approaches, according 

to the nature of their social orientation to discourse. Consequently, the works of S inc1air 

and Coulthard ( 1 975), the ethnomethodological work in "conversation analysis", the Labov 

and Fanshel's ( 1 977) model of therapeutic discourse, and the social psychologist approach 

to discourse analysis of Potter and Wetherell ( 1 987), are classified as non-critical 

(Fairclough 1 992).These approaches focus on the study of language development and use, 

per se, rather than on the relationship between discourse and larger social formations. 

Hence, they do not engage in explaining how discourse systematically constructs versions 

of the social and natural worlds and how discourse positions subjects in relations of power 

(Luke 1 995). 

This is a significant omission because, if we take language as a social representation in its 

own right, then issues of power and ideology become of concern. Thus, the non-critical 

approaches have been criticised (Fairclough 1 992; Luke 1 995) for having an undeveloped 

social orientation to discourse. The importance of these approaches, however, l ies in the 

fact that they stress the constructed nature of written and spoken text. This is important 

because, in discourse analysis, " language is not viewed as a medium that neutrally  

transmits and reflects process taking place elsewhere; i t  i s  virtually constitutive of  social 

and psychological processes" (Marshall and Wetherell 1 989: 1 08- 1 09). That is, rather than 

being a mere conveyor of social l ife, l anguage is viewed as social l ife's essential 

constructive feature. 
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Luke ( 1 995) notes that, up to the mid 1 980s, the few educational research works that 

employed discourse analytic theories and methods (e .g . ,  Ochs & Schieffelin,  1 983 ;  

Schieffelin & Ochs 1 986), fal l  in  this non-critical category since they developed from the 

applications of interaction socio-l inguistics which tended to explain texts by reference to 

rule-governed, learned social interaction and performance. Further, educational research, at 

the time, was influenced by psycho-l inguistics, that explained language production by 

reference to speakers' internal productive syntactic and semantic capacities. Research was 

also influenced by the ethnography of communication and ethnomethodology to the study 

of classroom talk (Luke 1 995 :8) .  

The critical approaches to discourse analysis, on the other hand, include critical l inguistics 

developed by a group at the University of East Anglia, discourse analysis developed by 

Michael Pecheux and his collaborators in France in the 1 970s, discourse analysis based on 

the post-structural analysis of social history and contemporary culture by Michael Foucault, 

as well as the critical discourse analysis, including the "textually oriented discourse analysis 

(TODA)", developed by Fairclough (Fairclough 1 992, Luke 1 995). 

Fairclough ( 1 992) contends that critical l inguistics tends to focus on the text as product; 

thus, putting less emphasis upon the process of producing and interpreting texts . He states 

that: 
Critical l inguistics also places a one-sided emphasis upon the effects of 
discourse i n  the social reproduction of existing social relations and 
structures, and correspondingly neglect discourse as a domain in  which 
social struggles take place (Fairclough 1 992:29). 

Working main ly on written political discourse, Pecheux (in Fairclough 1 992) attempts to 

combine a social theory of discourse with a method of text analysis. B ui lding on 

Althusser's social theory, Pecheux developed the idea of language as a very important 

material form of ideology (Fairclough 1 992) . Fairclough ( 1 992) argues that the strength of 

Pecheux's approach is that it combines Marxist theory of discourse with l inguistic methods 

of text analysis. However, as in critical l inguistics, he treats texts as products; thus, giving 

l ittle attention to the processes of text production and interpretation. Also, the capacity of 

subjects, to act as agents and even to transform themselves, is neglected. 

Foucault's works have made a major contribution to the social theory of di scourse, 

especial ly in the area of relationship between discourse and power, the discursive 

construction of social subjects and knowledge and the functioning of discourse in  social 
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change (Codd 1 988, Fairclough 1 992, Luke 1 995). Foucault contends that the production, 

accumulation, circulation and functioning of discourse is the key to the establishment and 

consolidation of the relations of: 

power that permeates the deepest recesses of civil society and provides the 
material conditions in which individuals are both as subject and objects 
(Codd 1 988:243). 

By the same token, it has been noted that some discourses are so powerful that they appear 

as common sense (Fairclough 1 992) and act as a structuring principle of society. These 

common sense discourses support and perpetuate existing power relations. Thus, people 

may identify with and accept disconcerting views about them; rather than take the risk of 

becoming marginal ised by resisting the views that appeal to common sense. Students at 

risk, for example, may identify with, and accept, the view that anyone who attends school 

has an opportunity to succeed in the examinations and gain access to further education 

although in reality, for them, that opportunity is not there. 

The development of discourse analysis as a method can be partly attributed to Michael 

Foucaul t's influence on social sciences and humanities (Fairclough 1 992). It has been 

noted (Codd 1 988, Fairclough 1 992, Luke 1 995), for example, that recent developments in 

discourse analysis in educational research are based on the post-structural analysis of social 

history and contemporary culture postulated by Foucault. Luke ( 1 995) contends that this is 

observed in recent research on women, girls and minority students, whereby the concepts 

of voice, discourse and subjectivity have become central; in the re-examination of teacher 

education as a domain, where social cultural discourses compete to construct and position 

teachers and students; in the discourse analytic studies on the construction of particular 

areas of school knowledge and curriculum; in textbooks and in face to face classroom 

interaction; etc. The common feature in these works is that they have attempted to move 

beyond descriptive research and to use discourse analysis to critique and to chal lenge 

dominant institutional practice. 

It has been noted, (Luke 1 995) however, that many of the Foucauldian works (e.g. Luke 

1 989, Donald 1 992 ) have been criticised for lacking close analysis of the l inguistic or 

technical features of written or spoken text. Likewise, the ethnographic research and case 

studies, based on post-structuralist theorisation of discourse, voice and subjectivity, (e.g. 

Fine 1 987; Lather 1 99 1 ;  Singh 1 99�; Weis 1 993; Wexler 1 993 in Luke 1 995) are criticised for using 
broad interpretive approaches to analysis and for drawing content-level themes from the 
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transcripts but faihng to show how large scale social discourses are manifested in everyday 

talk and writing in local sites. On the other hand, many social l inguistic and linguistic 

analyses of texts, are pointed out for paying close attention to language in use but for 

fail ing to explicate how discourses evidenced in local contexts have political and ideological 

consequences (Luke 1 995). 

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 

Luke ( 1 995) asserts that critical discourse analysis (CDA) can provide a remedy to the 

above mentioned shortcomings evidenced in the Foucauldian discourse analysis works as 

well as in the social-l inguistic and linguistic analysis of text. He argues that, as a subset of 

what has come to be known as critical language studies, critical discourse analysis 

expresses the potential and value of discourse analysis in the sociological analysis of how 

knowledge, competence and curriculum contribute to the differential production of power 

and subjectivity (Luke 1 995: 1 0- 1 3). In other words, CDA offers a means of elaborating 

and analysing language within specific contextual constructions. Luke ( 1 980: 1 2) notes that: 

Cr i t ica l  d i scourse analys is  shares wi th soc iol i nguist ics  and 
ethnomethodology the assumption that, language use should be studied in a 
social context. . . It also shares the view of educational ethnographers that 
human subjects engage in the negotiation of knowledge, identity and social 
relations in every day patterns of institutional l ife. But i t  departs from much 
mainstream research with its focus on how power and identity are 
legitimated, negotiated, and contested toward pol itical ends . . .  (Luke 
1 995 : 1 2) .  

The CDA approach also assumes that systematic asymmetries of power between speakers 

and listeners, between readers and writers, are l inked to the production and reproduction of 

stratified political and economic interests. Thus, it is argued (Luke 1 995 : 1 2) that dominant 

discourses in contemporary cultures tend to represent those social formations and power 

relations that are the product of history, social formation and culture, "as if they were 

organic, biological and essential necessity " .  By attempting to interrupt everyday common 

sense discourse, therefore, critical discourse analysis (CDA) provides a political 

intervention which may "destabi l ise authoritative discourses and foreground relations of 

inequality, domination and subordination" (Luke 1 995 : 1 2). 

Luke ( 1 995) notes that based on the post-structuralist scepticism, CDA tends to question 

the possibility of developing an undistorted perspective on social real ity ;  one that is free 

from identifiable class or cultural interest. Luke ( 1 995) cautions, however, that, in  the 
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search for neutrality, there is a danger of all meanings accruing equal plausibility and value; 

hence, creating the potential for devaluing texts whose intent is to enfranchise marginal 

VOIces. 

By implication, therefore, Luke is suggesting that the task of a critical discourse analyst is 

not only to describe and explain the hegemonic functions of discourse but also to attempt to 

disarticulate and critique texts with the intention of breaking what Fairclough ( 1 992) refers 

to, as "common-sense consent" to domination. He contends that: 

Part of that disarticulation can involve the analysis of whose material 
interests particular texts and discourse might serve, how that articulation 
works on readers and l isteners, and strategies for reinfiecting and re 
articulating these discourses in everyday l ife (Luke 1 995:20) . 

According to Foucault, discourse analysis is not concerned with what sentences are 

grammatical or possible but with specifying social historical ly variable discourses -

"systems of rules which make it possible for certain statements but not others to occur at 

particular times places and institutional locations"3D. Although Fairclough ( 1 992) contends 

that this l inguistic analysis, to which Foucault is appeal ing is dated, such analysis seems to 

provide opportunity to understand the process of text production which is important in the 

analysis of policy documents. 

Discourse Analysis of Education Policy Documents 

Luke ( 1 995) argues that discourses develop to serve particular knowledge and beliefs as 

much as texts develop to serve institutional purposes and projects. Thus, discourses tend to 

be identified as particular text types or genres. Genres are recognised as being 

institutional ly  situated, goal-oriented and conventionalised forms of social action and 

power. 

It is contended, in this thesis, that education pol icy documents (texts) are a distinct 

discourse genre susceptible to controls and manipulation. As Codd ( 1 988 :243) observes, 

"in modern societies, although the education system is controlled by the state, it works to 

maintain the relations of power in the society as a whole". He states further that: 

3D.Cited in Fairc10ugh ( 1992). 



Policies produced by and for the state are obvious instances in which 
language serves a political purpose, constructing particular meanings and 
signs that work to mask social conflict and foster commitment to the notion 
of a universal publ ic interest In this way, policy documents produce real 
social effects through the production and maintenance of consent (Codd 
1 988 :237). 
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Codd ( 1 988) argues, therefore, that education policy documents are ideological texts that 

are constructed within historical and political contexts. By the same token, Fox and Mil ler 

( 1 995) claim that: 

Where policy is ratified by legislatures penetrable by monied special 
interests, it is l ikely that meanings will be captured and policy will be crafted 
on behalf of the wealthy, the well-organised, and the special interests that 
fund election campaigns and purchase media time and space. The powerful 
can ensure that certain classes of people are excluded from the debate, 
cancelling their opportunity to offer a different interpretation of events (Fox 
and Miller 1 995: 1 0). 

Thus, policy documents have to be subjected to critical discourse analysis in order to 

discern the interests they represent and the mechanisms, devices and strategies they employ 

to reach their objectives. The analysis of a policy text, therefore, is an attempt to interpret 

the statements in the document in terms of their " implicit patterns of signification, 

underlying symbolic structures and contextual determinants of meaning" (Codd 1 988:237). 

In other words, policy text analysis is a deconstruction of a policy document. 

As Fox and Miller ( 1 995) further explain, the struggles over policy, in this case, education 

policy, are: 

Struggles for meaning captured in an environment in which no meanings are 
a priori true or ontological ly fixed. Meaning is up for grabs. With meaning 
up for grabs, the temptation to offer specious attestation is strong. A bit of 
misrepresentation just might get us what we want. . . (Fox and Mi l ler 
1 995: 1 1 ) .  

Through critical discourse analysis of pol icy documents, therefore, not only are the 

systems that make it possible for some statements and not others to occur at particular 

points in time to be discerned but also distortions and misrepresentations inherent in policy 

documents and how they affect interests of varying groups are deconstructed. That is, 

critical discourse analysis of a policy document systematically exposes how texts operate in 

favour of particular political interests to sustain relations of power and domination. 



Moreover, CDA enables the policy analyst to examine, as Fairclough ( 1 992) states: 

How texts construct reading positions; how the texts tel l  the reader how, 
when and where to read; how they stipulate a selective version of the world 
and of "being" and "doing" in that world; and how they position some 
readers as inside and outside of, visible and invisible in that world 
(Fairclough 1 992: 1 8) .  
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It  has been argued (Codd 1 994, lanks 1 997) that Fairclough's three dimensional 

framework of CDA (See figure 3:3) is useful in education policy analysis because not only 

does it seek to "to integrate or triangulate three forms of analysis - analysis of text; analysis 

of discursive practices; and analysis of social practice" (Codd 1 994:4) but also it "provides 

multiple points of analytic entry"(lanks 1 997:329). 

The three dimensions include the text that is a specific category of written or spoken 

language, the discursive practice which is the process by which the text is produced and the 

social practice which is the socio-historical conditions that govern these processes 

(Fairclough 1 992, Codd 1 994 & lanks 1 997). 

Figure 3.3: Fairclough 's Critical Discourse A nalysis Framework 

Social Practice 

Text 

Discourse Practice 

Source: Codd ( 1 994) Educational Refonn and the Contradictory Discourse of Evaluation" in Evaluation and 
Research in Education, Vol. 8 Nos. 1 &2, 1994. 

lanks ( 1 997) notes that, according to Fairclough, each of these dimensions requires 

different kinds of analysis. While the text dimension requires text analysis which is mainly 

the description of the statements in the text, the discursive practice dimension requires 
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process analysis or interpretation of the processes of document production. This involveS 

the examination of the immediate social, political and ideological milieu within which the 

text has been produced. The social practice dimension on the other hand requires a social 

analysis or explanation of the dominant discourse within social historical conditions that 

govern the process of document production. 

lanks contends, however, that, as long as al l the dimensions are included and their inter

connection is maintained, the analysis can begin with any of the dimensions. lanks argues 

that, "it is in the inter-connections that the analyst finds interesting patterns and disjunctions 

that need to be described, interpreted and explained" (Janks 1 997: 329). 

The framework is also useful because, by embedding three kinds of analysis, one inside 

another, it acknowledges the complex nature of policy analysis that is not always l inear and 

tidy (Janks 1 997). As Codd ( 1 994) argues, Fairclough's CDA framework is also useful in  

analysing the discourses of education pol icy. Such analysis focuses upon processes of text 

production, distribution and consumption , all of which require reference to particular 

economic, political and institutional settings within which discourse is generated. Thus, as 

Codd ( 1 994) observes: 

It provides, in particular, a basis for recognition of different discourse types 
and explains  why language is pol itical ly  important in struggles over 
education policy (Codd 1 994:4). 

This is important because, as has been observed, (Foucault 1 984: 1 23 in Fairclough 1 992), 

social institutions, including education, are constituted by di scourse and discursive 

relations. Foucault asserts "that any system of education is a political way of maintaining or 

modifying the appropriation of discourses, along with the knowledge and powers which 

they carry" Thus, as Codd ( 1 994) further explains, struggles over "which discourse type is 

to be dominant within social domain of education" are struggles over "which practices are 

to be ideologically maintained or strengthened" (Codd 1 994:4). It is important, therefore, to 

recognise dominant discourses in education policy and their power base. 

It is within the framework of critical discourse analysis that this study proceeds to analyse 

Tanzanian's Education and Training Policy (URT 1 995) and New Zealand's Tomorrow 's 

Schools policy documents. CDA enables the researcher to establish the timing, mandate, 

objectives, content, and language used in the policy documents. Further, it allows the study 
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to l ink the text with the meta-discourses of privatisation and the implications of the 

espoused policies to state provision of education. 

Methodological Framework 

The ongoing discussion on methodology indicates that this study has employed a 

combination of methods (see figures 3 :4 & 3 .5),which include:  comparative education and 

policy analysis, which form the comparative education pol icy analysis (CEPA) approach; 

and critical discourse analysis (CDA). This eclectic approach to the study of education 

pol icy reforms is appropriate because each method contributes towards enriching the 

process of collecting, analysing and discussing data, as well as the organisation of the 

research report. Figure 3 .4 and 3.5 are graphic presentations, developed by the researcher, 

to i l lustrate the conceptual isation of the relationships of the multi-methods approach 

employed in this study. 

Comparative education enriches pol icy analysis because it creates avenues within which 

aspects of reforms are explained, that transcend national, organisational , institutional and 

even contemporary times. For instance, a comparative analysis approach made it possible 

for thi s  study to systematically trace the historical genesis and timing of education 

privatisation policy reforms in  both Tanzania  and New Zealand within the wider 

transformations of capitalism. By employing CEPA, this study captured the conceptual 

understanding of education policy as part of public policy at the centre of which is the state. 

Thus, the study not only analyses the education policy under the colonial and post-colonial 

state in both Tanzania and New Zealand but also observes the similarities and differences 

that may have influence on education pol icies in both countries. Through the CEPA 

approach, similarities and differences between the pol icy documents in both countries are 

examined, interpreted and explained. 

The appl ication of the CDA on the other hand, enables the study to examine and 

deconstruct the main education policy reform documents in each country. 



Figure 3.4: A Multi-Methods Approach to Policy-Analysis 
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Figure 3.5 : Application, of CEPA and CDA in education policy analysis 
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The decision to use the CDA as one of the methods in the study was greatly influenced by 

the works of Bourdieu ( 1 977), Foucault ( 1 984) , Codd ( 1 988), Fairclough ( 1 992), and 

Luke ( 1 995) which highlight the role of discourse in supporting the dominant ideology as 

well as its functioning in social change. Foucault is of the view that "any system of 

education is a political way of maintaining or modifying the appropriation of discourses, 

along with the knowledge and powers which they carry" (Foucault 1 984: 1 23 in Fairclour 

1 992) while Bourdieu ' s  ( 1 977) asserts, in the same vein, that language is one very 

important material form of ideology. Drawing from these notions and Codd's ( 1 988) 

argument that, education policy documents are ideological texts that need to be 

deconstructed in  order to expose their inherent distortions and misrepresentations, this 

thesis registers the need for a critical examination of the education privatisation reform 

documents. Therefore, in  this study, the CDA is employed in the examination of the 

immediate context of the dominant discourse in the education reform texts, the interests it 

represents and its effects on various groups of people. 

Fairclough's framework of the CDA is adapted in this study because it provides for the 

analysis and discussion not only of the main policy texts but also of the process of text 

production which is important in understanding policy statements. The analysis of the 

education policy text production process provided the researcher with an opportun ity to 

examine why and how certain ideas are included or omitted from the policy text. In other 

words, the analysis enabled the researcher to go beyond descriptions and explanations of 

the hegemonic functions of discourse to disarticulation and critique of policy documents. 

Thus, this study employs critical discourse analysis to analyse: 
• 

• 

• 

the discursive practice of privatisation, by examining the development of the 

meta discourse of privatisation and the discourse of privatisation in education; 

the social practice, by examining both the wider and immediate milieu within 

which the education reform documents were produced and how various 

interests (e.g. those of multi-national corporations, local business groups, 

political elites, education professionals, parents, students) are articulated or 

misrepresented; and 

the main policy documents (policy texts), by discussing how the discourse of 

privatisation contained in policy reform texts is articulated and whose interests 

are promoted, thwarted or side-tracked. 
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Both the CDA and CEPA approaches help to guide the discussion of implications of 

education privatisation policy reforms for the provision of education, particularly to the 

"children at risk" ,  in Tanzania and New Zealand. 

Further, the study approaches educational policy analysis in accordance with the view (Dale 

1 993, Codd 1 988) that the education policy analyst has to go beyond the analysis of policy 

to include the analysisfor pol icy. Therefore, the study makes some suggestions for policy 

interventions in order to improve the provision of education, especially in Tanzania, and it 

also points out some areas where more research is needed. 

The use of multiple methods in this study, therefore, allows the researcher not only to draw 

insights from different approaches but also to develop arguments that would otherwise not 

be adequately supported by a single approach. Thus, besides addressing issues of why, 

what and how the education policy reforms are justified, the study goes further to explore 

what can be done next, in order to remedy their adverse implications and effects. 



PART III 

CONTEXT ANALYSIS 

Education and the State in the Transformation of 
Capitalism 

The main purpose of this part of the thesis is to explore the historical genesis of 

contemporary education privatisation policies in Tanzania and New Zealand. It i s  

contended that education policies, l ike other policies, do not develop in a vacuum; 

rather, they are conceived and developed within a social, economic and pol itical 

environment which forms their context. External influences, coupled with internal 

factors, complement each other to form a complete context within which policies are 

made, maintained or reformed. While global social, economic and pol itical trends 

form the external context from which some major national social , political and 

economic dynamics develop and can be explained, internal dynamics account for the 

specificity and sometimes the unique characteristics of similar policies. It is argued, in 

this study, therefore, that contemporary education privatisation policies in Tanzania 

and New Zealand owe their origins to the capital ist mode of production and the 

internal dynamics of each respective country . From the assumption that education 

policy is "part and parcel " of public pol icy, it is further argued that the nature, position 

and role of the state is central to the understanding of education policy reforms. 

In this  part, therefore, the transformation of capitalism and the nature, role and 

function of the state are analysed, as well as educational policies promoted during 

distinct capital ist formations. The global and national social pol itical and economic 

trends, particularly as they relate to socio-economic and politicai developments in 

Tanzania and New Zealand, are analysed with the aim of exploring how the mode of 

production underlying the dominant relations of production, interrelates with the 

internal environment to create the context that influences the functions of, and policies 

promulgated by, the state. From the position that the state works to protect and to 

promote the interests of the dominant class, it is argued that, while the role of the state 

endures within the mode of production, the functions it performs may vary according 

to changes within the social economic and pol itical environment. The ensuing 

discussion and accounts, underscore the circumstances leading to the adoption of 

education privatisation pol icies by the state, in both Tanzania and New Zealand, since 

the 1 980s. 
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Chapter Four 

Education Policy and the State Under Industrial 
Capitalism. 

External Context 

With the transformation of mercantile capital into industrial capital in 1 9th century 

Europe, more raw materials and markets were needed. Thus, owners of industrial 

capital urged their national states to support their capital accumulation ventures by 

offering political support and protection. This led to the scramble for areas of influence 

and eventually into conflicting interests among the capital ist states. To resolve such 

confl icts, imperial powers divided areas around the world amongst themselves; the 

partition of Africa in 1 884/85 resulted from such ventures. 

The result  of such "overt" imperialism3 1 was the creation of spheres of influence 

known as colonies, which were directly administered as departments of the imperial 

states to support their national industries. While the tropical c limate prevalent in most 

areas was considered to be hostile, allowing a few settlers and colonial administrators to 

stay, some areas with more amenable climate (such as New Zealand and South Africa) 

were earmarked for settlement of surplus European popUlation; thus becoming settler 

colonies. Thus, colonies served as a source of primary raw materials, provided 

settlement opportunities for surplus population and provided a market for industrial 

goods. 

Under overt imperialism, the imperial spheres, comprising the metropolitan and the 

colonial states, formed the basic structure for world capitalism; with the pre-capitalist 

areas of the world forming an important part in the capitalist mode of production. In that 

case, as it is argued by supporters of the dependency theory (e.g. Frank 1 97 1 )  and the 

world system model (e.g. Wallerstein 1 987) of socio-economic development, the 

colonies became extensions of capitalist relations of production from the metropolis to 

the periphery. The colonial state, l ike the metropolitan state, acted in the defence of the 

interests of the capital owners and their bid not only to expropriate resources but also to 

make profit on investment (Harworth 1 994). 

3 1 Hoogvelt ( 1 997) refers to "overt imperialism' as "formal colonialism". 
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The function of the colonial state, therefore, was to secure and maintain the position of 

the colonies in the capitalist relations of production by setting appropriate strategies of 

accumu l at ion . 32  Through colonial ism, ownership and control of the means of 

production in the colonies changed, signifying the change in the relations of production. 

The imperial powers took over the ownership and control of the means of production 

and distribution of resources from the colonised people. Through social institutions, 

such as schooling and rel igion, imperial powers systematically eroded the socio-cultural 

base of the colonised people. Thus, under colonialism, pre-colonial social institutions33 

(which aimed at preserving indigenous cultural values and socio-economic relations) 

were del iberately replaced by colonial social institution so as to secure capital ist 

relations of production and the position of the colonies in the hierarchy of industrial 

capitalism. This was the beginning of "the legacy of the international division of labour, 

of resource bondage and the westernisation of the periphery elites" (Hoogvelt 1 997 :26). 

Local Context: Tanzania 

The Colonial State in Tanzania 

Discoveries and other anthropological studies suggest that East Africa may have been 

the site of human origin. Northern Tanzania's famed Olduvai Gorge has provided rich 

evidence of the area's early history, including fossil remains of some of humanity's 

earliest ancestors. 

By the time the Arab slavers, European explorers and missionaries penetrated the area, 

some of the ethnic groups (e.g. the Haya, the Nyamwezi, the Ngoni,  the Chaga etc.) 

had well-organised societies and controlled extensive areas with most of the indigenous 

people engaged in a barter system34 of trading amongst themselves (Kimambo and 

Temu 1 969). 

Tanzania's early contact with the outside world was with the Arabs and Eastern traders, 

around 1 000 AD, while the Western contact was establ ished through Portuguese 

traders' around 1 500 AD. This not only opened up the area for plunder but also put 

Tanzania into the world capitalist framework. 

32For more information on strategies of accumulation see Dale ( 199 1 ). 
33Pre-capital ist societies had educational systems which they deemed appropriate for their society . 
These are normally referred to as indigenous or traditional education. 
34In the barter system of trading goods are directly exchanged without the use of money. 
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During the 1 6th - 1 9th centuries, people plus products (such as cloves, coconut and 

grains) were exported from Africa to Arab countries (Mbilinyi 1 994) as well as Western 

countries. This occurrence not only deprived the indigenous societies of their physical 

and human resources but also it interfered with their socio-economic and political 

development activities. Hundsdorfer ( 1 982:2) notes, for example, that at least half of 

the population from this area (between the East Coast and Lake Tanganyika) were taken 

as slaves or kil led during the slave raids or perished on their way to slave markets. 

With the transformation of capitalism from mercantile capital to industrial capital and the 

abol ition of the slave trade, traders from different European countries, organised under 

the auspices of trading companies, (e.g. the German East Africa Trading Company) 

competed for other goods, especially those suitable as raw materials for the industries at 

home. Thus, Tanzania became part of the scramble for Africa that led to the 1 884/85 

Berlin conference which culminated in the partition of Africa. 

In order to protect the interests of the German East Africa Company which had 

established trading activities in the area between the Indian Ocean and Lake Tanganyika, 

the German Imperial State claimed, and was apportioned, the territory which was to be 

part of German East Africa; thus, formally making Tanganyika (Mainland Tanzania) a 

German colony, after the 1 885 Berlin Conference. 

After the slave market was closed, in 1 873, the people of Tanzania had to endure yet 

another difficult period resisting German colonisation and suffering the consequences. 

It is noted, for example, that: 

The colonisers destroyed not only the vi l lages they suspected of 
harbouring guerril las, but also the fields and entire harvests, in order to 
make it impossible for the population to offer further resistance. Thus 
they depopulated formerly flourishing regions and let fertile cultivated 
areas revert to bush-land or desert plains (Hinzen and Hundsdorfer 
1 982:2). 

The survivors were forced to l ive in scattered homesteads hidden in the bush. This, 

plus other natural calamities such as rinderpest, tsetse flies (Kimambo & Temu 1 969, 

Hyden 1 980:40, O'Nei l l  1 990: 1 )  and drought, contributed significantly to people's 

apathy and political indifference; an attitude that was reinforced by other colonial social 

institutions, including education. 

The German administration encouraged white European agricultural settlement and set 

aside fertile land for this purpose. Areas, mainly in the southern and western part of the 



country, (e.g. Njombe, Kigoma etc.) were 

European settlements. 
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designated as labour reserve areas for the 

Various taxes (such as hut tax, poll tax and school fees) were introduced i n  order to 

encourage people to cultivate cash crops and to provide migrant labour. The taxes and 

fees had to be paid in cash which the indigenous people could not get from anywhere 

except by working for the colonialists. Q'Neil l  ( 1 990) notes that, due to the relative 

success of peasant production in contrast to the failure . of plantation agriculture 
supervised by European settlers and the colonial government, the hut tax35 became very 

important for German colonial administration. Through wage-labour and cash crop 

production, increasing numbers of peasants entered the monetary economy of the 

capitalist world. It is argued that, through such activities, the entire population was 
robbed of the potential for relating and acting together in their own best interests. 

The colonial state built the transportation infrastructure, particularly the railways, to the 

areas producing cotton, coffee and sisal, as well as those designated as labour reserve 
areas, in order to faci litate the export of cash crops and movements of migrant labour. 

Thus, during the period of German colonial rule, the central railway line was built from 

Dar es Salaam (Coast) to Kigoma (Western border) as well as to lv1wanza (on Lake 

Victoria). The Tanga-Moshi line was also built to open up the fertile northern hinterland 
which produced sisal and coffee. 

Asians, particularly Indians, were brought into East Africa by the colonial state as 

indentured labour for building the transportation infrastructure, especially the railways. 
After the railways were built, most of the Indians settled in urban areas and engaged in 
business and other commercial activities, l ater forming a c la:;s of "business 

bourgeoisie"36. 

Through the conversion of colonial areas into imperial territories, wars among the 
i mperial states spread to the colonial areas with the First World War bringing 
considerable suffering and more set-backs to the people of Tanzania. As O'Neill  ( 1 990) 

notes, during and immediately after the war, food for the troops was forceful ly  
requisitioned, with consequences of subsequent starvation . Many Africans were also 
ki lled by diseases such as influenza, diarrhoea, plague, small l'ox, and cerebral 

meningitis, which were spread by troops throughout the country. 

35 "Akidas" were Africans educated under the Arab system of education who were hired and used as tax 
colIectors by the Germany government. 
36Shivj i ( 1 976) refers to this group of Asian business people in Tanzania as a class of business 
bourgeoisie. 
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With the defeat of Germany in the First World War, Tanganyika became a British 

Mandate Territory under the auspices of the League of Nations .  The British colonial 

state had l ittle interest in any development that did not promise profit, in simple terms. 

To the British, Tanganyika was more important strategical ly  and in terms of 

transportation (as it was part of the continuous stretch of land from Sudan to Rhodesia) 
than in economic terms (O'Neill 1 990) . Thus, although the British continued to 

expropriate cash crops, (such as sisal , coffee,  tea and sugar) compared to Kenya, 

capital ist expansion in Tanganyika was l imited. After the war, for example, the 

remaining German settlers were expelled by the British but vacant farms were not 
immediately occupied and it was not until 1 924 that domestic exports were to exceed the 
1 9 1 3  figures. Peasant production was more encouraged than settler farming because it 

could sustain itself, even during the hard times of economic recession (O'Neil l  1 990). 

Likewise, few schools for Africans were established. Those that were established were 

mainly in the cash-crop growing areas and in towns. 

Although the British employed "indirect rule" (a system of 'Native Authorities' or tribal 
chiefs through which the British colonial rule was mediated),  the colonial socio

economic structure was such that the Europeans retained the control of major decision

making in both the public and private sector with the Asians and the Arabs located in the 

middle while the Africans were kept at the bottom of the social structure. The role of the 
Asians was to channel the economic surplus from African producers through to the 

metropolitan bourgeoisie. The colonial racial policies in Tanzania made it impossible for 

Africans to become wealthy farmers or business people. Such dynamics contributed to 

a relative lack of industrial development during the period that Tanganyika was under 
colonial governments. 

It is also worth noting that, in the period between 1 880 and 1 96 1 ,  Tanzania' s economy 
became more subjugated to external forces through dependence on the export of 
primary commodities to Europe and cheap migrant labour to South African and 
Rhodesian mines and the sisal plantation, as well as the importation of technology, 

manufactured goods and skil led human resources from the industrialised countries 
(Mbilinyi 1 994) .  This has created the characteristic primary export economy with the 

ensuing uneven development which is typical of colonial and post-colonial countries. 

This phenomenon can be explained as a process of underdevelopment which created the 

periphery economy in Tanzania; a condition conducive to the development of the core 
economy of the respective colonial powers. As Rodney ( 1 972) contends; the 
introduction of plantation economy and commercial agriculture in the colonies led to 
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regional and social differentiation, with inequalities developing between rural and urban 

areas. The introduction of wage labour and cash crop for sale in the world market also 
gave rise to forms of inequality between individuals.  Rodney ( 1 972) argues, however 
that these changes did not lead to any significant technological change, rather, they led 

to increased structural underdevelopment. 

This situation of perpetuated dependence can also be observed from the report of the 

economic survey mission organised by the International Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development (IBRD), in 1 959/60, which argued that the development of Tanganyika 

could greatly benefit from the continued and expanded inflow of grants and technical 

assistance and from availability of loans on "soft" terms (World Bank 1 96 1 ). The local 
elite did not hesitate to heed this advice when Tanganyika became independent, in 1 96 1 ;  

with the subsequent declaration of the Republic status in 1 962; and later, i n  1 964, when 
it joined with Zanzibar Island (which gained its independence from Britain i n  1 963) to 

form the United Republic of Tanzania. 

It is argued, therefore, that through colonial relationship, Tanzania became highly 

dependent in its position within the world economy; the position that has not altered to 
date. It is important to note that regardless of the change in the name of the colonial 

power, under both German and British rule, the colonial position of the country 
remained basically  the same. Thus, colonial education policies in Tanzania  were 
developed and effected within this context of colonialism. 

Colonial Education Policies in Tanzania 

Pre-colonial societies in Tanzania, l ike other pre-capital ist societies, had educational 
systems which were deemed appropriate for their needs. Indigenous education was 

acquired through l iving and doing, in the pre-colonial Tanzanian societies. While the 
bulk of the learning was achieved through active engagement in doing what people were 

learn ing, most societies ,  however, also had formal education institutions set up 
separately for boys and girls at the time of puberty to initiate them into the adult roles of 

their society (Mbil inyi 1 982). Based on the understanding that education has a role of 

transmitting the accumulated wisdom and knowledge necessary for maintenance and 
development of the society from one generation to the other, indigenous education was 
total, free and compulsory. Indigenous education was also ascriptive in the sense that 
the acquired knowledge, skil ls and attitudes were used to perform the roles and duties 

expected of a member in the community (Nyerere 1 967). 
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Tanzania's contact with the outside world brought with it educational systems which 

sought to replace indigenous education.  Arab Moslems and Western Christian 

Missionaries established educational activities in East Africa before the advent of formal 

colonial ism in the late 1 9th century. This education was basically aimed at sociali sing 

the indigenous people, through the evangelical work, to the prevailing dominant Arab 

and Western cultures of the time. The fact that the Arab-trained "Akidas"37 were used 

as interpreters and tax collectors by the Germans, while the areas with greater 

missionary activities were easily assimilated into the colonial system, verify the 
significant contribution of education in easing the transition to colonialism. 

After formal colonisation, the colonial education system was instituted in Tanzania with 

education policies and acts reflecting the imperial socio-economic and political 

relationships. Thus, both the German and British colonial governments establ ished 
educational systems in the country to enhance their colonial objectives of obtaining local 

clerks, low cadre officials and subservient producers. 

The prime purpose of German colonial government in educating Africans was stated in 

the official circular issued in 1 903 as: 

(a) To enable the native to be used in government administration. 
(b) To inculcate a l iking for order, diligence and dutifulness; and sound 
knowledge in German customs and patriotism (Cameron and Dodd 
1 970:56) . 

Thus, the German government establ ished its own schools and paid grants-in aid to 
those missionary schools which included the German language in their curricular 

(Cameron and Dodd 1 970). 

With a similar vision, the objective of the British colonial education in Tanzania was 
clarified by the Colonial Education Department in 1 924 as follows: 

Our objective . .  . is  an education system which will provide for African 
needs and at the same time produce a virile and loyal citizen of the 
empire . . .  where character, health, industry and proper (sic) appreciation 
of the dignity of manual labour rank as of first importance . .  )8 

37 Akidas were coastal people who had acquired literacy skills and could speak KiswahjIi, a language 
that many indigenous people could understand. They were employed by colonial admjnistration as 
interpreters and tax collectors. 

38Quoted in Mlekwa ( 1989:43) 
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Subscribing to the same understanding of education as not only a tool of producing 

labour but also for pacifying the indigenous people into docile colonial workers, 

D'souza (in Gandye 1 978) notes that: 

Education was not only a means of getting semi-skilled artisans, but also 
as a means of character training which would go a long way to curb the 
pugnacity of the native which was reflected in such clashes as the Maori 
and the Zulu wars of the 1 9th century (D'souza in Gandye 1 978 : 1 8) .  

Government schools, which were establ ished by colonial governments, indicated the 
perceived functions of education in economic and cultural imperial ism39. Consequently, 

under the German colonial government, schools were related to specific manpower 

needs, for semi-skil led labourers, teachers, clerks, etc . ,  with courses mounted for 

specific vocational needs. The schools had a pyramidal structure to inculcate and 

emphasise the hierarchical nature of the capitalist relations. The central schools were 
mainly for sons of chiefs and/or wealthy Africans. This feature contributed to the 

stratification of the African labour-force (Mbilinyi 1 982). 

One of the characteristics of the British colonial education, on the other hand, was the 

separate racial school systems, as stipulated in the education ordinance of 1 927, and the 

ten years plan for African education which was launched by the colonial government in 

1 947. According to the ordinance and the plan, three separate education systems (for 

Africans, Europeans, Asians and other non-African children respectively) were to be 
developed and intensified (Mbilinyi 1 982) with the form and content of these education 

systems corresponding to the different positions the racial groups had in the colonial 
economy. 

Thus, education was to ensure that most of the colonised people remained in their 
v i l lages ;  guarding against vocational over-production . Given the low level of 
technology needed for production of the raw materials,  it was envisaged that a bare 

minimum of skills and knowledge was needed to develop a productive worker. As mere 

producers, with no control over the production relations, it was envisaged that the 
Africans needed only basic education. Thus, African education was limited to Standard 

VI until 1 937,  with l imited expansion beyond Standard VII thereafter. Secondary 

education was considered unnecessary for Africans. It was not until 1 929 that the first 

government secondary school (Standard lX- XII) was opened at Tabora for sons of 
chiefs and wealthy Africans. As Table 4. 1 indicates, in 1 956, only 2,409 of the African 

39The idea of cultural imperialism is well developed by Carnoy and Levin ( 1 974). 
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population were enrolled in secondary education. Notably, female students were only 

204, a mere 1 0  percent of the Africans in secondary schools. 

Table 4. 1 :  Enrolment in the Education System in Tanzania in 1956 

Type of school and grade Total Enrolment Number of Girls 

Primary school (Std. I -IV) 3 36000 1 0500 
• 

Middle School (Std V-VIII) 28000 4900 

Secondary School (Std. IX-XII)  
School 2409 204 

Source: Mbiiinyi, M.  L. ( 1 982:8 1 ), 'History of Fonnal Schooling in Tanzania' in H Hinzen and V. H. 
Hundsdorfer (Eds.) Education /or Liberation and DeveLopment: The Tanzania Experience, Hamburg: 

UNESCO Institute for Education. 

It is argued that the difference in the treatment of chiefs and commoners was not a 
pol itical issue of "Indirect Rule" ;  rather, it was more of a socio-econornic issue of 

linking the territory to the capital ist economy through maintaining, and at the same time 
penetrating, the pre-capitalist production. In thjs manner, the colonial state created a 
class of compradorial petty bourgeoisie amongst the local leaders which was used in 

maintaining and exploiting peasant production. 

Providing less education to a few Africans can also be explained as a deliberate effort to 

prolong the country's dependence on the colonial master; especially in the era informed 
by the modernisation perspective where Western civilisation and culture, imparted 
through elitist education, was construed as development. The report produced by the 

mission organised by the IBRD, (World Bank 1 96 1  :9) just before Tanzania's  
independence, not only indicates that desire but also the fact that there was a small body 

of African elite in Tanzania at the time of independence. The Report observes that: 

It is obviously desirable that as many posts as possible should be fil led 
by the qualified Africans. However, it has to be accepted that the number 
of Africans of the requisite educational standards will remain small for 
several years to come, even after the most rapid expansion of educational 
facil ities . . .  The hard fact, therefore, is that for many years to come an 
efficient civil service wil l  be a service highly dependant on expatriate 
officers (World Bank 1 96 1  :9). 
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Thus, the commission strongly advised Tanganyika to take the offer by the Government 
of the United Kingdom to take over, for a period of ten years, the cost of inducement 

pay and allowance of overseas staff in all British territories which were not independent 

by July 1 960; and, in turn, to offer to the expatriates terms and conditions of service 

which would induce them to stay in the territory (W orId Bank 1 96 1 : 1 0)40. 

In general, it can be argued that the colonial educational policy development reflected 

the dominant capitalist values which were protected by the colonial state. This not only 

val idates the neo-Marxist conceptualisation (Ham and Hill 1 993) of the colonial state as 

an extension of capitalist relations of production from the metropol is to the colonial 

territories but also supports the observation (Carnoy 1 974) that: 

The class system of education provides the vehicle for one class to 
"civilize" others and ensure that society remains orderly and safe and that 
the rul ing class stays at the top of the social ladder and retains political 
power (Carnoy 1 974:346). 

Through school rituals embodied in "character training" , colonial education functioned 

to produce submissiveness, a sense of inferiority, an orientation towards extrinsic 

rewards and punishments and an ideological acceptance of capitalist work demands. As 

Mbil inyi ( 1 982:79) notes, even for those who did not get formal schooling, the 

education system functioned to reproduce ideological acceptance of the superiority of 

those who were educated and their 'right' to a superior position in the colonial 
economy. Thus, colonial education functioned as an ideological agent to the ruling class 
in the colony and the metropolitan bourgeoisie. Aspirations of some post-colonial elite 
to date validate its success. 

Colonial Education and the Nationalist Movement in Tanzania 

Despite the orientation of colonial education, nationalists and progressive bourgeoisie 
emerged. Whether colonial education unintentionally helped the spread of the ideas of 
liberty and freedom among the colonised el ite or whether the progressive bourgeoisie 
seized the opportunity to lead the ongoing resistance of the colonised people against 

colonial domination are subject to debate. What is important is that education was one 
of the arenas where anti-colonial and national ist contests took place. 

In Tanzania, for example, there are recorded constant struggles between different 
emerging classes among the Africans and colonialists over the content and the control of 

40rhe British Government' s  offer may be construed as Britain 's reluctance to let go of the colonies and 
USA's reluctance to antagonise its European allies amidst the cold war. 
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the education system itself. For instance,  in 1 924, when the British coloni al 

government decided to relieve the chiefs in Bukoba district of all responsibil ities for 

school buildings and maintenance of the student and to establ ish a vocational 
curriculum, the chiefs and many of the parents rejected the programme and withdrew 

their children from school . The main argument was that " they did not send their 

children to a 'European school' for such instruction" (Mbilinyi 1 982:8 1 ) . 

The Africans also complained that, although the middle school leavers could obtain jobs 

both in government and the small private sector, these schools lacked academic subjects 

and did not teach enough agriculture to be of any use. They wanted their children to 

receive the same kind of education as that which European and Asian children were 

getting (Mbi linyi 1 982, Gandye 1 978). The demand for equal access to education was 

so poignant that it was one of the basic unifying factors in the nationalist movement for 
independence. 

It is also worth noting that the African elite (the petty bourgeoisie) provided the 

leadership for the anti-colonial national ist movement. The replacement of T AA 

(Tanganyika African Association)4 1 with TANU, (Tanganyika African National Union) 

in 1 954, marked the transition from an association of the educated, seeking reform, to a 

mass political party campaigning for self rule. Julius Nyerere, a secondary school 

teacher, became the president of the new political party, which skilfully organising the 
peasants with their grievances over agricultural policies and marketing systems and 

forged al l iances with the trade unions .  T ANU became the indisputable party of the 
government; gaining 70 out of 7 1  seats in the 1 960 elections. 

Shivji ( 1 976:56-57) contends that the petty bourgeoisie who led the nationalist struggles 

for "Uhuru" (Freedom) were the creation of "colonialism par excellence" since they 

came from urban-based occupations; thus, implying that, the colonial education system 

had created its own grave-diggers in the form of the intell igentsia, teachers and civil  
servants (O'Neill  1 990:9). 

It is  arguable, in this regard, therefore, that the colonial education system was one of 

the key factors in creating increased resistance to colonialism and in the growth of a 

national consciousness. Issues such as segregated schooling, differential provision for 
different social groups and the imbalance between jobs available and the skills that 

school leavers had, al l contributed to fostering nationalist feeling. 

4 1TAA was a trade union comprising of African elites. 
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It should be noted, however, that this argument may be countered by the suggestion 
that, through education, the colonizers had created allies who inherited and internalised 

the colonial behaviour as masters and the political culture of the colonial master. While 
the political culture was consciously handed over and accepted in the form of an 

independence constitution, the latter is obviated by the acceptance of colonial guide

lines, aspirations, conduct and life style. Referring to the nationalist struggles in West 

Africa, Carnoy ( 1 974) observes that: 

In the immediate post-World war IT period, France and Britain may have 
seen schooling as a curse, but in retrospect, European education created 
"sensible" values of liberty and freedom, ones that were derived from 
European standards of conduct and were likely to produce a continuing 
cultural and economic dependency on the ex-colonial countries (Carnoy 
1 974: 1 43) .  

He concludes that, compared to the kind of resistance to colonisation put forward by the 

uneducated, schooling served Britain and France wel l .  This view is  evidenced by the 

function of education in the post colonial state. 

Local Context: New Zealand 

A similar process of colonialism that took place in Tanzania had also occurred in New 

Zealand in early 1 9th Century. 

The Colonial State in New Zealand 

Before the 1 9th century, New Zealand was inhabited by the indigenous Maori who 
were organised on tribal basis governed by their iwi 42 (Easton 1 997: 1 89) under a pre
capitalist mode of production (Gordon 1 984). New Zealand came into contact with the 

capitalist mode of production in the 1 9th century mainly as a result of development in 
capitalist Europe. Such contact with European industrial capital development resulted in 

New Zealand becoming a settler colony that served as a source of primary raw materials 

for British industries, provided settlement for surplus population and provided a market 
for British industrial goods. In other words, New Zealand became an extension of the 

British Empire by which the New Zealand colony had to adhere to the social political 
and economic patterns assigned for it in the imperial structure. It has been noted 

(Gordon 1 984; Easton 1 997), for example, that the British settlers did not attempt to 
adapt to the indigenous people's  social structures because they aimed at imposing the 

British social order on the colony. Indeed, Sutch ( 1 969:45) observes that their vision 

42 iwi is the Maori term for kinship developed along clan lines. 
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was to develop a sort of "Landed Gentry", using the wealth of the land and resources to 

produce what the early settlers perceived was the best of British society . 

Forged under the heydays of capitalism, however, New Zealand could not become a 

feudal state. As Prichard ( 1 970:45) observes, much of the colony's  land was sold on 

the streets of London to wealthy businessmen for purely speculative purpose and the 

mass of emigration was largely implemented by business organisations - the "New 
Zealand Company"  being the largest one. 

The New Zealand Company worked on principles noted by Oliver ( 1 960:56 in Gordon 
1 984) as insisting upon: 

a need to maintain a proper balance between land, labour and capital . A 
labour shortage led to high wages, which reduced the return upon 
capital i st investment. Labour became scarce when land was sold too 
cheaply or given away, so that the labouring men could immediately 
become landowners . . . .  To strike the correct balance, the price of land 
must be kept fairly high; then landless labourers would be glad to take 
jobs. Jobs would be plentiful ,  for a good investment would attract 
capital and capital would create employment.43 

It can be argued, therefore, that the growth of the New Zealand colonial state began as a 

direct result  of the perceived need to mediate the competing interests of capital , 

workers, Maori tribes and interested absent groups (e.g. The British investors who 
acquired l arge tracts of land prior to 1 840 when the formal colonial state was 

established). 

Thus, Gordon ( 1 984:9) contends that one of the outcomes of that system was the 
creation of a classed social structure, not just inherited from Britain but formed by 

indigenous conditions. It is within this classed and exploitative system, that the "Treaty 

of Waitangi"44, a legal basis for the relationship between the settler Europeans and the 
establ ished indigenous people, was signed between the British Crown and Maori 
leaders (Gordon 1 984, Bedggood 1 980) . 

A caveat has to be made, however, that the New Zealand colonial state was essentially  
not a neutral body which sifted competing claims and implemented the popular ones. 

The move made by the imperial state in Britain to establ ish a colonial state in New 
Zealand was to ensure that New Zealand was maintained as Britain ' s  sphere of 

43Quoted in Gordon ( 1984:8). 
44Contestations over the interpretations of the Treat of Waitangi are still live in New Zealand's social 
political scene. 
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influence. This supports the view (Gordon 1 984, Dale 1 98 1 )  that, although the 

capitalist state sifts the competing claims, the added structural imperatives of capitalism 

insist that the state is  not neutral and the perceived needs and interests of capital 
determine the policies that are adopted. 

Economic Trends 

The economy of New Zealand was, for a long time (before the 1 960s) ,  basically 

dependent on the export of pastoral products to the United Kingdom, especially sheep 

meat, wool and dairy products . The improvements in the transport infrastructure, in 

1 882, enabled a static colonial economy to be transformed into a growing trading 

economy based on the export of pastoral products, such as meat and dairy products . 
lohnson ( 1 997) notes that, for 1 02 years, from 1 882 to 1 984, pastoral agriculture had 
an important place in the New Zealand economy because of its major contribution to 
overseas trade. 

With colonialism, most of New Zealand's economic development became attached to 

the British economy and, l ike the British state, the New Zealand colonial state worked 

to protect the interests of British capital (Harworth 1 994) .  As a colony, therefore, New 
Zealand did not enjoy economic autonomy because she was trapped in the exploitative 

relations of colonialism. Subscribing to this notion of exploitative colonial economic 
relations, Kelsey ( 1 997) contends that, " toward the end of the 1 9th century 

metropolitan states may have enjoyed a large degree of economic autonomy, but the 

majority of the world's  states at this time were trapped within exploitative and 

subordinated colonial economic relations"  (Kelsey 1 997 : 1 2) .  It is argued, therefore, 

that both the settlers and the indigenous people of the New Zealand colony worked 

towards industrial development in Europe, particularly in Britain. 

Explaining the contribution of the indigenous people, who were mainly forced into rural 
areas, Bedggood ( 1 980:50) notes that: 

With the land wars and the confiscation of Maori land, the Maori people 
were left l iving a marginal economic existence. The fact that most rural 
Maoris sti l l  owned their means of production and subsistence (land) 
meant that they could maintain some degree of self-sufficiency. They 
could not be c lassified as poor peasants since the form of l and 
ownership was not individual . Nor can they be termed a rural proletariat 
because they were not entirely dependent upon wage labour for their 
means of subsistence. Nevertheless, this category of Maori people was 
exploited by Pakeha capitalists and petty capitalists, since it acted as a 
source of cheap labour. Maori people in rural areas could exist in  lower 
wages than could European wage labour because they provided some of 
their own means of subsistence. They could be employed on casual 
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the value of labour power (Bedggood 1 980:50). 
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This indicates, that, even though the indigenous people were forced to the rural areas, 

appropriation of the means of production from them . enabled New Zealand 

settlers to produce raw materials for Britain's industrial development. They also helped 
to mitigate the growing social disorder caused by industrial developments in Britain. As 

Bedggood ( 1 980) explains: 

Between 1 8 1 5  and 1 859 over five million people left Britain for all parts 
of the world - about 685000 destined for Austral ia and New Zealand. 
Many of these went as assisted emigrants in  schemes del iberately 
promoted by capitalists concerned about the growing threat of political 
rebellion in Britain and eager for wage labour to exploit in the colonies . . .  
The expansion of capitalism into the 'new land' [argued the colonial 
reformers] would solve the problems of capitalism at home by finding 
new outlets for surplus capital and labour (Bedggood 1 980:2 1 )  

Regarding other rural dwellers, including small farmers, Bedggood ( 1 980:5 1 )  argues 

that their "contribution to world capital ist economy was rural only in the sense that 

l ivestock eat grass . "  Moreover, " it was the rural produce that kept British urban 

workers at work, creating the profits that were in part lent back to the New Zealand 
Government so that it could build the roads and bridges to get the rural produce to 

market" (Bedggood 1 980:5 1 ) . It can be concluded, therefore, that the colonisation of 
New Zealand was part of the capital ist expansion in order to find land, labour and raw 
materials (Bedggood 1 980: 2 1 ). 

The predicament of the rural indigenous people and small farmers is similar to that of 

the Tanzanian peasants who, while subsisting on their pre-capitalist form of production, 

produced cash crops and provided (migrant) labour; thus contributing to the 
development of the capitalist world economy. 

Politics and Governance in New Zealand 

The political developments of the New Zealand colonial state reflect New Zealand' s  
position as a settler colony as opposed to other colonies where the owners of capital or 

their representatives could be clearly identified. Soon after 1 840, when the first British 
Governor was appointed, land owners in various provinces started agitating for self 
government. In 1 852, a House of Representatives, with a nominated Legislative 

Council ,  was set up to govern New Zealand under a Governor-General. Eligibility for 

voting was determined by land ownership (men only);  hence giving the propertied 

groups control over the early development of the state in New Zealand. It can be 
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argued, therefore, that the state apparatus in New Zealand was set up as a means to 

'win'  the conditions necessary for expansion of the developing British capitalist 
relations of production. 

It is also significant, to note that, the British settlers were in favour of a self governing 
New Zealand but only "to the extent in which the principles could be reconciled with 
allegiance to the (British) Crown " .45 Referring to New Zealand in the 1 890s, Ash 
( 1 962) asserts that: 

Even when they were granted the responsible government advocated by 
the Canterbury Association and the Colonial Reform Movement in 
England as well as by their own constitutional associations; the links 
with the mother country were preserved by l imits on the colony's  power 
in imperial matters of constitutional form, foreign commerce, defence 
and foreign relations; as well as by the ties of kinship and culture (Ash 
1 962 :23) .  

This indicates that, besides the economic attachment through the settlers, the New 

Zealand colony was also socially and culturally attached to Britain. During the period of 

industrial capitalism, colonial education policies in New Zealand were developed within 

the social , political and economic context discussed above. 

Colonial Education Policies in New Zealand 

Similar to Tanzania, schools in New Zealand provided an ideological site within which 

pre-capital ist relations of production were to be discouraged and indigenous people 

would be assimilated into the capitalist relations of production. Before the coming of the 
European settlers, the Maori people were organised in  the pre-capital ist relations of 

production, thus, some of their socio-cultural and economic orientations were not 

conducive for the development of the capitalist social formation. Schools became one of 

the avenues for introducing, legitimating and developing the capitalist relations of 
production among Maori . Explaining the role of schools in the destruction of Maori 

culture, Smith ( 1 986) argues that: 

Schools, however, were placed in the heart of Maori communities l ike a 
Trojan horse. Their task was to destroy the less visible aspects of Maori 
l ife : bel iefs, value systems and the spiritual bond that connected people 
to each other and their environment. They were to be replaced by another 
set of values, attitudes and behaviours though these were not quite the 
same as ones being taught to Pakeha children, for Maori children also 
needed to be educated into their place in a society based on class 
stratification and exploitation. It was an essential part of the assimilation 

45Quoted in Gordon ( 1 984:9). 



process that Maori people should come to believe in a new natural order 
of things based on their participation in their own cultural oppression 
(Smith 1 986:3) .  
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Thus, colonial education for the New Zealand indigenous people was not different from 

that provided to the colonised people elsewhere. It was aimed at making the colonised 
people less resistant to the oppression and exploitation characterised by the colonial 

socio-economic relations. 

It is important to note that socio-political and economic circumstances obtaining in  
societies at different times influence the functions of education, hence, contribute to the 

shift in the educational policies and acts. The unique position of New Zealand as a 
settler colony,  which created a situation of having more "colonisers"46 than the 

colonised, significantly influenced the colonial education policies. It is no wonder that, 

for quite some time, in New Zealand, only the "native" education (colonial education 

for indigenous people) was directly under the colonial state. It was not until 1 877 (in 

accordance with the 1 877 Education Act) that the New Zealand colonial state assumed 

the responsibility for provision of primary education for both native and settler children. 

Building on such observation, it is arguable that the colonial state was confident that the 

settlers needed less socialisation into the capitalist values than the indigenous people. 

It is also important to note that, circumstances such as increasing industrialisation and 
urbanisation as well as influences extended by the legislation and practices in other 
Western countries,  had more significant impact on the development of colonial 
education policies and acts in New Zealand, mainly because it was a settler colony. 

Shuker ( 1 987) and Mitchell and Singh ( 1 987) note, for example, that the enactment of 
the 1 867 Neglected and Criminal Children Act in New Zealand which, among other 

things established industrial schools, was prompted by the social economic conditions 
of the late 1 9th century "which produced destitute and neglected children, I arrikins , 
street kids and truants (Shuker 1 987:77)47. 

The Neglected and Criminal Children Act defined a neglected child as: 

46The contention here, is that although most of the settlers were exploited by the same system which 
created colonies, they were more favoured by the colonial system than the indigenous people. 
Moreover, whereas the indigenous people felt a loss of ownership, the settlers were gaining some form 
of ownership. In that regard, settlers are included in the coloniser category. 
47 A similar view is expressed by Mitchell and Singh ( 1 987) that pertaining socio-economic and 
political factors of the time influenced the provision of special education in New Zealand. 



One found begging, wandering the streets with no settled place of abode 
or means of subsistence, or residing in a brothel or associating with a 
convicted vagrant, reputed thief, prostitute or habitual drunkard. In 
addition any chi ld having committed an offence punishable by 
imprisonment could be sent to an industrial school , if warranted by the 
child's age and circumstances. Children whose parents testified as being 
unable to school them could also be sent to an industrial school48 
(Shuker 1 987 :77). 
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Such a definition vindicates the envisaged function of education towards the poor and 

the criminal in New Zealand's colonial society. It has been argued (Shuker 1 987) that 

the Act was legitimated by the public reaction to the children who did not subscribe to 

the middle class norms; thus, the concern was not just over the welfare of the children 

involved but from the perceived threat to social stability and moral standards (Vincent 
1 985) .  It is also arguable, however, that the Act was the beginning of the state' s  

recognition of the need to provide education to 'exceptional children ' (Mitchell and 

Singh 1 987) as wel l  as a step towards the provision of compulsory education. 

The economic needs for skilled labour as well as the socio-political need of providing 

opportunity through education led to the establishment of compulsory public primary 

education in New Zealand. Initial ly ,  education in the New Zealand colony was a 

provincial matter, except for the native schools .  In 1 877, the government of the time 

passed an Education Act that "sought to establish a system of primary education that 

would provide the knowledge for every child in the community" (NZ Department of 
Education 1 973:5).  

According to the 1 877 Act, the government, through a Minister of Education, was 

responsible for the training of teachers, the inspection of schools and the maintenance 

of educational standards. Although twelve regional school boards were created, which 

were to plan and implement their own policy, the education system was centrally  
controlled with the final decisions on all matters of education resting with the Minister. 
It has been observed, for example, that "no matter what it may be that the board of the 

district thinks right to do, the Minister in Well ington may override it by a stroke of a 
pen" (Gordon 1 984: 1 6) .  It can be argued, therefore, that colonial education in New 
Zealand aimed at ensuring that the settlers and indigenous people adhered to the 
educational objectives of the British Empire. 

48The resemblance of the New Zealand 1 867 Neglected and Criminal Children Act to the Code of 
Social Responsibility that was proposed in mid 1 998 is striking. This idea is picked up later in the 
chapters on the implications of privatisation policies. 
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It has been contended (NZ Department of Education 1 973) that, since the emphasis was 

on provision of opportunity through education, the national system of primary schools 
established by the 1 877 Education Act was justified by its ability to increase opportunity 

faster and more effectively than had been possible under the provincial systems. More 
importantly, the 1 877 Education Act signified the New Zealand colonial state ' s  
assumption o f  responsibility for the provision of primary education. 

Mitchel l  and Singh ( 1 987) note that, with industrialisation, increasing demands were 

made on the education system for a more skil led and socialised work-force; hence, 

adding more value to performance in schools. Thus, children with various handicaps 
were clearly noticeable both in terms of their own capacities to meet standards and in  

their effects on the efficiency of the education of other children in the same classes. 

Thus, there was pressure to create special education for those who did not exhibit 
obvious physical and mental handicaps, with a school for backward boys being 

established at Otekaike, in Otago, in 1 908. 

Likewise, the introduction of manual labour to the native schools, in 1 907, which 
coincided with agricultural developments in rural England and France, (Harker 

1 985 :95),  and the change of emphasis to carpentry, later in the 1 930s and 1 940s, 

(Harker and McConnochie 1 985) can be said to have been a move to produce the good 

native farmers and carpenters needed by the production and accumulation process of the 
time. In order to introduce Maori people to the Western capitalist culture, native schools 

were state owned, mainly boarding schools, with rules that forbade children to speak 
their mother tongue at school. 

Concluding Remarks 

The analysis in this chapter indicates that, colonial states were an important feature of 
the imperial state structure of industrial capitalism. Education as a social institution also 

fonowed the same social economic pattern of colonialism with the education policies 

aimed at producing semi-skil led and unskil led labour as well as an elite class to work 

with their Western counterparts to maintain the imperial state. Thus, colonial education 
aimed at inculcating the values of the colonial society and to train individuals for the 
service of the colonial state in industrial capital ism. Hence, the pre-colonial education 
systems were deliberately destroyed or streamlined so as to make them fit into the new 
pattern of colonialism. The onslaught on indigenous education in the colonies, 

therefore, was mainly due to their incompatibil ity with the new relations of production 

rather than that they were archaic and obsolete (Smith 1 986, Nyerere 1 967, Mbil inyi  
1 982, Kweka 1 994).  
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The colonial education system was basically model led on the educational pattern of the 
respective imperial power (in this case Germany and later Britain for Tanzania and for 

New Zealand) and modified to suit the needs of the colonial administration. Colonial 

education also encouraged subservient behaviour, segregation, gender i nequality,  

vocationalism and domination. Referring to colonial education, Nyerere ( 1 968: 46-47) 
observes that: 

The education system introduced into Tanzania by the colonialists was 
model led on the British system, but with even heavier emphasis on 
subservient attitudes and on white-collar skills. Inevitably, too, it was 
based on the assumptions of the colonialist and capitalist society. It 
emphasized and encouraged the individualistic instincts of mankind, 
instead of his co-operative instincts. This meant that colonial education 
induced attitudes of human inequality, and in practice underpinned the 
domination of the weak by the strong, especially in the economic field . . .  
i t  was a deliberate effort to change values [of indigenous people] and to 
replace traditional knowledge by the knowledge from a different society 
(Nyerere 1 968 : 46-47) . 

It is important to note, however, that the colonial education systems in Tanzania and 

New Zealand were simi lar to colonial education systems in colonies (Carnoy 1 974, 
Barrington 1 976, Ball 1 983). Barrington ( 1 976) for example, notes similarities between 

New Zealand's colonial education experience with that of African British colonies. This 

may be attributed to the "adaptation concept" which was embedded in the British 
colonial education policy (Nyerere 1 968, Barrington 1 974 & 1 988,  Ball 1 983,  Bude 
1 993, Smith 1 986), as wel l  as influences from developments in the education for ex
slaves after the American civil war (Bude 1 993 , Berman 1 972, Mbi linyi 1 982) . 

It is argued, therefore, that colonial education aimed at destroying any culture or history 
of the colonised people so as to promote their incorporation in the capitalist relations of 
production. 
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Chapter Five 

Education and the Nation State Under International 
Finance Capitalism 

External context 

The most s ignificant economic phenomenon, of the period after the Second World 

War, was the transformation of capitalism throughout the world from overt 

imperialism based on industrial capital to covert imperialism based on finance capital . 
The main characteristics of finance capital were: the "sovereign" national states and 

the international economic organisations, such as the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF); the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, (IBRD) mostly 
referred to as the World Bank; the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 
the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and United 

Nations Organisation (UN) with all its agencies . The interaction between these 
international organisations and the nation states created a cohesive system that not 

only maintained the capital ist relations of production, during the period after World 

War 11 to the 1 980s, but has also persistently consol idated the power of the United 

States of America49 . 

With industrial capital ism transforming into finance capital,  the "empire" states 
together with their colonies became less useful for capital accumulation and control 

over labour. Further, the antagonism among the world imperial powers which led to 

the First and the Second World Wars in the early decades of the 20th century made it 
clear that the imperial states were no longer conducive as a viable strategy for the 

emerging form of capital ism as they encouraged overt struggles for monopolies. 

Moreover the participation in the wars, by the colonies, had exposed the colonised 
people not only to the vulnerability of their colonial masters but also to some of their 
fighting techniques and strategies; some of which would be useful in their struggles 
for independence. 

On the political scene, the post World War 11 period was characterised by the 

weakening of the European imperial powers, the emergency of the USA as both a 

49This is elaborated further in the chapter on post-colonial states and the globalis3tion process. 
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technological and economic capital ist super power50 and the out-break of the cold war 

between the capitalist West led by the USA and the Communist East led by the Soviet 
Union (Hoogvelt 1 997) .  

Through the post-war arrangements, not only did the imperial powers borrow heavily 

from the United States of America but also the latter supported the independence of 

colonial states so that it could also have a share in their markets . Thus, during this 
phase, the sovereign nation states formed the basic structure of internation al 

capitalism where pol itical sovereignty was deemed essential 5 1 .  As Hoogvelt ( 1 997) 

observes: 

The post-war settlement had been overwhelmingly state-centric, and 
this is applied to both advanced and less developed countries. Self
determination and the sovereignty of national states, however large or 
smal l ,  was the overriding principle of international relations, and the 
touchstone of the United Nations (Hoogvelt 1 997:49). 

It is  argued, however, that the granting of political independence to colonial nations 

such as Tanganyika52 was not to set them free from the web of capitalism but, rather, 

a change of strategy to ensure that they fitted in the new form of capitalism; namely 
international finance capital. As more autonomy was granted to the colonies, care was 

also being taken not to allow them to fal l  in the hands of the Communist bloc against 
the capitalist interest of the West. Thus, although politically independent, the post
colonial states were not completely detached from the imperial powers on whom they 

continued to depend economical ly .  As Mbil inyi  ( 1 994) observes ,  even with 
independence, the post-colonial countries remained locked into a g lobal 
economy/society characterised by domination of international finance capital and 

unequal terms of trade. They continued to export agricultural products to the markets 
that they didn ' t, and never wil l ,  control .  Thus, while shedding the burden of 

administrative responsibilities, the imperial powers continued to plunder the resources 

from the post-colonial nations. 

This s ituation of political (flag) independence without economic freedom is what 
Nyerere ( 1968) refers to as "ukoloni mambo leo" (neo-colonialism). Referring to the 
socio-pol itical situation of the neo-colonial era, Hoogvelt argues that: 

50 It is worthy of noting that the World Wars provided USA with an opportunity to consolidate and 
develop its industries especially those of armaments. 
5 1  It is no wonder that the first clause of the charter of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) is to 
respect each country' s  sovereignty. 
521n 1964 Tanganyika united with the Islands of Zanzibar to form the United Republic of Tanzania. 



The Bretton Wood institutions, together with the Truman Doctrine, 
constituted the system of informal imperial i sm under the p a x  
Americana which was the hallmark of the neo-colonial period and 
which lasted until about 1 970. But it was the very informality and in
directness of the system that gave it an aura of invisibil ity and that 
made it so difficult for people to see through (Hoogvelt 1 997:34) . 
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At the ideological level ,  the state, as a pol i tical system, was to be seen as an 

autonomous pol itical institution which was independent from the system of 

production and class structure.53 The l iberal democratic nation states were to be 

instituted and had to play critical functions in balancing, aggregating, and reconci ling 

confl icting demands. Thus, during this period of international finance capital , the 

welfare state and state social welfarism were promoted. States were to act as brokers 

and mediators, faci litating the acceptance of policy compromises. In this view, the 

welfare state was to manifest the highest level of autonomy of the l iberal democratic 
state in the achievement of the democratic pact (Torres 1 995). 

Welfare policies were to be defined as government protection of minimum standards 
of income, nutrition, health, housing and education for the citizens. As Wilensky 

( 1 975,  1 976) and Popkewitz ( 1 99 1 )  observe, under state welfarism, every citizen is 

assured welfare benefits as a political right rather than as a charity . Under such 
circumstances,  expansion of education was associated with the extension of 

citizenship rights and welfare policies to the majority of people. As Torres ( 1 995) 
notes, the striking feature of the welfare state is  its interventionist role in  the 

economy, including public spending. 

Worth noting, is the point that, under state welfarism, the principles of egalitarianism, 
co-operation, equal opportunity and unity were promoted along with strong 
nationalism. 

It is  within these broader patterns of the world capital ist system, led by international 
finance capital , that internal dynamics of the nation states interacted to form the 

context within which the post-colonial states, such as that of Tanzania and New 
Zealand, performed their functions and fulfi l led their role in the capitalist relations of 
production. 

53In the discourse of national sovereignty the state, including the post-colonial state, is portrayed as 
more powerful than it real is. 
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Assumptions About Education 

Unlike the traditional overt imperialism of the industrial era, covert imperialism of 

international finance capitalism was promoted through the ' sovereign' states, most of 

which were formed under the euphoria of national independence from colonial ism 
(Hoogvelt 1 997 , Torres 1 995,  Anderson and Windham 1 982) .  Under such 

circumstances, the ideological social institutions of the state were crucial for the 

sustainability of capitalist relations and the imperial order. Through education, ' neo

colonialism' was cherished and protected. The post-colonial education, as an integral 
part of the post-colonial state, was expected to perform the same role of nurturing and 

protecting the international bourgeoisie as wel l  as the national petty-bourgeoisie . 
Hence, education policies in the post-colonial state, l ike their colonial predecessors, 

were geared towards satisfying labour needs, maintaining order and legitimating the 
capital ist relations of production as well as the capitalist state (Frank 1 97 1 ,  Carnoy, 
1 974) . 

It is contended, therefore, that imperial powers supported the expansion of education 

in the post-colonial nations because they saw in schooling the continuation of the old 

colonial i mperial power rel ations. Bui lding on this observation , Carnoy ( 1 974) 
contends that: 

. . .  old style imperialism and colonialism have disappeared and the great 
empires of the last century are dismantled, but educational systems in 
the ex-colonies remained largely intact after independence (Carnoy 
1 974: 1 7) .  

Largely due to the pressure from the western educated local elites, schools  in post
colonial countries very much resembled their metropolitan counterparts in terms of 
curriculum and structure. Thus, Anderson and Windham ( 1 982) note that: 

In many respects, the convergence between metropolitan and local 
systems has been greater in the post-colonial period in spite of much 
formal emphasis on a radical break with colonial past (Anderson and 
Windham 1 982:4). 

Education was also important in cementing the idea of citizenship which was not only 
commensurate with the concept of sovereignty but also an important concept in 

promoting the l iberal welfare state appropriate for the operations of international 

finance capital54. It is  no wonder, therefore, that international organisations formed 

54the l iberal welfare state contained nationalists sentiments at levels, manageable enough for 
international finance capital to operate smoothly. 
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after the Second World War (such as the United Nations Organisation, and i ts 

agencies such as UNESCO) promoted the idea of the nation states provision of 
education, especially at basic levels. 

The idea of universal provision of basic education, for example, is  embedded in the 

1 948 United Nations' Universal Declaration of Human Rights which states that 

"everyone has a right to education and that at least in the elementary and basic stage 

education shal l be free and compulsory . "  (Malekela 1 984: 1 ) . Likewise, the desire by 

the developing countries to strive for and achieve universal primary education (UPE) 

as a matter of priority (Ishumi 1 984) was positively encouraged by UNESCO which 
convened a number of conferences - in Karachi ( 1 960) for Asian countries, in Addis 

Ababa ( 1 96 1 )  for African countries, in Santiago ( 1 962) for Latin American countries 

and in Tripoli ( 1 966) for Arab states - and urged the attending countries to set the 

target dates for achieving Universal Primary Education, (UPE) and, indeed, to work 
towards this goal (Malekela 1 984) . 

UNESCO ( 1 96 1 :9 in Ishumi 1 984) argued that the overriding purpose for Universal 

Primary Education drive was to broaden understanding so that people may achieve 

their ful lest potential , whether spiritual , intellectual or physical, and that education 

would have value, even if contributing nothing to economic development. It is further 
noted, however, that economists have always recognised that increases in the national 
income are attributable not only to the accumulated physical capital but also to the 
improvement of human capacity through research, education , inventions and 

improvement of health; and, therefore, that "expenditure on some form of education is  

an investment which more than pays for itself even in the narrowest economic terms" 
(Ishumi 1 984)· 

It was also believed that basic education was the key to modernisation and to a 
country's  social and economic development as people would apply scientific 
knowledge in the process of production (Malekela 1 984:3) .  

The legitimating role of education, too, cannot be over-emphasised. Explaining why 

governments were interested in the provision of basic education to their people, 
Malekela ( 1 984) argues that, beside the belief that it is a universal human right, 
l i teracy gives legitimacy to the governments, both at home and abroad. He further 
contends that the electorate in any civilised community should be educated in order to 

know their civic responsibi lity. Thus, education socialises people into participating in  
their allotted political activities in the political arena; hence, legitimating the state and 
its activities. 
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It is worth noting, however, that, although there are mitigating variables that might 
affect the realisation of equality of opportunity between various groups in society, 

universal provision of education ensures that differentiation based on educational 

attainment is minimised. 

Moreover, basic education has been used by post-colonial governments to enhance 

national integration and unity within their countries. It has to be taken into account 

that, apart from the distraction of the "native" economic systems, the colonial 

experience eroded organic governing units and, in some cases, even imposed artificial 

national boundaries. These frontiers, drawn up in Europe in the nineteenth century, 
survived the de-colonisation process, such that native groups (tribes) were often 

indiscriminately assembled in new independent countries in the 1 960s (Savitt & 

Bottorf 1 995). The post-colonial state, as a custodian of these countries, had to ensure 
that unity and a sense of nationhood was nurtured. 

Thus, the idea of universal primary education (UPE) was supported by post-colonial 

state leadership in many newly independent states. In 1 96 1 ,  at a UNESCO sponsored 
conference in Addis Ababa, all attending African states agreed that primary education 

should have become universal, free and compulsory by 1 980.55 The target date set by 

the Santiago conference for Latin American states was 1 970 while that set by the 
Karachi, Addis Ababa and Tripoli Conferences for Asian, and Arab countries was 
1 980 (Ishumi 1 984:9). 

After independence, as Anderson and Windham ( 1 982) observe, most of the post

colonial states reiterated the position of their metropol itan counterparts in stressing 
the role of education as an instrument of economic development. Until the late 1 960s, 
there was an unquestioned assumption that more education of whatever level or type, 

was somehow conducive for economic progress. A caveat has to be made, however, 
that, although education is a pre-requisite for economic progress, the argument for 
education of whatever type and form is insufficient because some types of education 

may lead into enslavement of the mind and body. Thus, issues of what progress and 

for whom have to be considered when arguing for the contribution of education to 
progress. 

55Malekela ( 1 984) notes however that for various reasons (especially lack of resources) this intent has 
not been fulfilled in most African countries. 
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Local Context: Tanzania 

The Post-Colonial State in Tanzania 

The post-colonial state in Tanzania, like other states in post-colonial countries, was 

shaped by the developments in the capitalist mode of production after the Second 

World War that required a new form of colonialism, compatible with finance capital . 
Unlike the colonial state which served overt imperial ism well ,  within industrial 

capital, post-colonial states were to serve 'covertly' under the auspices of international 

finance capital . However, whereas the functions of the post-c('lonial state were 

designed differently,  the major role of servicing capital did not change. For, while the 

administrative responsibil ities laid squarely on the post-colonial state, the privilege of 

controll ing the economy sti ll remained in the imperialist hands through international 

finance capital56. Thus, when Tanganyika obtained her political independence from 

Britain in 1 96 1 ,  forming a post-colonial state, it entered a new phase of colonialism 
that was not fundamental ly different from the colonial era. 

The Tanzanian post-colonial state, therefore, was expected to perpetuate this situation 

of serving the demands of international finance capital . Such expectations are 

indicated by the report of the commission organised by the World Bank (World Bank 
1 96 1 )  which encouraged dependency rather than self-sufficiency and self-reliance. 
The report states that: 

It may be hoped indeed, that the greater Tanganyika' s success in 
making effective use of the l imited resources at its disposal, the more it 
will appear to merit financial and technical assistance from the outside 
world (World Bank 1 96 1 :4) . 

The commission also encouraged cash crop production and export of primary goods 

as a valuable strategy for development. 

After gaining independence, Tanzania's economy continued to be externally oriented 
and l abour intensive with Tanzanians continuing to produce raw materials (cash

crops) for external market and importing the manufactured goods. Thus, the main 

function of the state in post-colonial Tanzania was: to legitimate the capitalist mode 
of production, including the state's part in it; to foster harmonious social conditions, 
and to develop productive skil ls .  The main function of education, therefore, was to 

56That is, Tanzania got flag independence which was devoid of economic independence, hence gaining 
it a position in "Ukoloni mambo leo"(Neo colonialism). 
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promote the production of a massive, subservient, semi-skil led labour force and a 
small ,  complacent elite group. 

This role of the post-colonial state in Tanzania, however, was in contradiction with 

the need for the post-colonial state to reassure the people that it is different from the 
colon ial state ; to articulate sovereignty and foster mass legitimacy .  These 

contradictions became evident in Tanzania immediately after independence. Guided 
by modernisation theories of development, Tanzania (particularly the elite) had to 

strive to emulate the industrialised countries politically,  socially and economically. 
The new elites who had gained political power at independence, started to demand the 

privi leges "requisite" of a class in power. S ince they were politically  replacing the 

colonial power, they wished to replace international finance capital as wel l . 57 At the 

same time, the masses who were basically  peasants were demanding a fair share of the 

promised Uhuru (independence) cake; with formal education for their children being 

part of that cake. These demands, made by both the masses and the elites, however, 

aimed at encroaching on the process of capital accumulation; thus being antagonistic 
to the interests of international capital . 

With such contradictory demands, the period between independence and the mid 
1 960s signalled the first real legitimation crisis that the Tanzanian post-colonial state 

had to face. This was exemplified by the army mutiny in 1 964, the call for rapid 
Africanisation of civil service, the West Germany aid issue in 1 964, Western powers' 

reaction to Tanzania's declaration of one party democracy in 1 965 and the university 
student unrest in 1 966. 

The 1 964 army mutiny (which among other things demanded rapid Africanisation of 

the army leadership) , although unsuccessful ,  signified the placidity of the post
coloni al state. The Tanzanian Government sought help from the British Navy58 who 

subsequently quashed the mutiny. Meanwhile, during the army mutiny, the leaders of 

the Tanganyika Federation of Labour (TFL) called for strike action, demanding 

increased pay and a more rapid process of Africanisation of the civil service. 

In 1 964, Tanganyika united with Zanzibar to create the new national entity of the 
United Republ ic of Tanzania. Zanzibar 's  new regime's  socialist programmes, that had 

57With this view, the call for rapid Africanisation bore seeds of change only to the faces of the 
incumbent without extending to structural reforms in the development patterns (relations in production 
and dominant class hegemony) and strategies. 
58 O'Neil \  ( 1 989) contend that Tanzania's post-colonial state suffered humiliation by calling in the 
former colonial power to help in handling the 1964 army mutiny. 
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some economic support from China and the German Democratic Republic, were 

construed by the West as a shift to the left. Thus, Western powers demanded that the 
Union government should ensure that Zanzibar's social ist programmes were 

rescinded. Arguing that, as a sovereign state, it had a right to choose its friends, 
Tanzania refused to comply to this particular demand. In retaliation, the Federal 
Republic of Germany withdrew defence and social aid to Tanzania59. 

Tanzania's declaration of a one party state democracy, also brought it into conflict 

with Western imperial powers. When the single independent Member of Parliament 
from the opposition joined the ruling party, Tanzania became a "de facto" one party 
state but, when it declared and established a "de jure" one party state, the Western 

powers held back aid and private investments which were needed to implement the 

1 960-3 and 1 964-69 national development plans (O'Neill 1 990: 1 3)60. In the fol lowing 
year, 1 966, the un iversity students ral l ied against participating in the "National 

Service Scheme" which they claimed was outside what education had prepared them 
to do. 

Thus, Tanzania's post-colonial state was confronted with the contradictory tasks of 

safeguarding the interests of international capitalism; protecting interests of the 

emerging national petty bourgeoisie class; as well as fostering its legitimacy amongst 

the masses. It is these contradictions and struggles that Okoko ( 1 987) refers to as 
"crises of economic development and national identity" ,  which were encountered by 

the post-colonial state in the period immediately  after Tanzania  obtained its 
independence. 

The fact that the responses to these crises and contradictions laid ground for the 

Tanzanian post-colonial state to choose the social ist path for development cannot be 

over emphasised. After the mutiny, the Tanganyika army was disbanded and reformed 
into Tanzanian People' s  Defence Forces (TPDF) with a new officer corps recruited 
from the ruling Party' s  Youth League. After the labour strike, the independent unions 

were replaced by a single National Union of Tanganyika Workers Associations 
(NUT A). The withdrawal of aid by several Western countries encouraged more focus 

on self sufficiency and the eventual declaration of socialism and self-reliance. 

59The Nkrumah Hall building at the University of Dar es Salaam was one of the projects which 
Federal Republic of Germany left unfinished. 
60It important to note that the respective development plans were drawn by the imperial powers. 
Thomas ( 1 992) contends that, while the first plan was drawn by the outgoing British administration on 
recommendations of the World Bank; the second one was formulated by the team of French economists 
hired by the post-colonial government. He argues that these policies did not reflect the policies of 
TANU (the ruling party). 
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Building o n  these responses, some policy analysts (e.g. Shivj i  1 976, Okoko 1 987, 

Coulson 1 982) argue that economic circumstances, rather than a bel ief in African 
social i st tradition6 1 ,  formed the theoretical basis for "Ujamaa"- African socialism in  

Tanzania62. 

The l inking of African social ism to African traditions, however, may be explained as 

an attempt by the post-colonial states in Africa to disengage themselves from the cold 

war. Whereas the political petty bourgeoisie were dissatisfied with their position in  
the capitalist mode of production, they were neither bold enough to overtly support 

communism nor wi l l ing to antagonise capital ism. To distinguish Ujamaa from 

communism, Nyerere argues at length, for example, that, in the "primitive" African 

society, the individual was "not a member of a 'commune' some artificial unit of 

human being (but) a member of a genuine community or a brotherhood" (Okoko 
1 987: 1 3) .  

Likewise, the Kenyan Government White Paper on African socialism states that: 

African social i sm is a term describing an African poli:ical and 
economic system that is  positively African, not being imported from 
any country or being a blue print of any foreign ideology, but capable 
of incorporating useful and compatible techniques from whatever 
source63 .  

The aspiration for change can also be understood as a response not only to the 
disenchantment of the post-colonial state and its position in the world economy but 

also to its earlier strategies for development. After independence, Tanzania fol lowed 
the advice of the modernisers, almost uncritically, as its first and second development 

plans  were constructed by commissions organised by the World B ank (Thomas 
1 992:224-225, Rweyemamu 1 973 :48-49) . 

Tanzania  instituted the political system patterned on Western democracy and, with 
advice from UNESCO, it expanded education based on the manpower requirement 
approach (MRA) which gave secondary education priority over primary education,  so 
as to alleviate the acute shortage of the low level and high level human resources, and 

instituted a gradual approach to Africanisation al l of which were contrary to the 

masses' expectations. The masses' expectations included formal education for their 

6 1  Most of the advocates of African Socialism however assert that socialism has deep roots in  the 
African traditional society. 
62Shivji 's contention that Indigenous Tanzanian 'Bureaucratic Bourgeoisie" deliberately used "Ujarnaa" 
as a weapon against Asiatic " Business Bourgeoisie" however lacks, supportive evidence. 
63Cited in Okoko ( 1987: 16). 
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children and rapid Africanisation of positions of power in the civil service. Asserting 

its sovereignty, especially in issues regarding the African continent and international 

relations, Tanzania's post-colonial state found itself at logger-heads with international 

counterparts. All these worked to build up the legitimation and fiscal crises of the 
mid-sixties in Tanzania. 

The Tanzanian leadership situated the basis of the problem within the capital ist 

relations of production (particularly its position as a periphery nation) and sought for 

ways of de-l inking itself from the system by choosing the socialist path. 

Socialism and Self- Reliance and the Post-colonial State in Tanzania 

A few years after independence, the post-colonial state in Tanzania attempted to get 

out of the web of capitalist relations of production, leading to the proclamation of a 

social i st (Uj amaa) manifesto in 1 967 ; commonly referred to as the Arusha 
Declaration. The Arusha declaration was a blueprint for building a socialist society 
base on "Ujamaa" - a form of African Social ism, which views pre-colonial African 

society as a co-operative, sharing, communitarian society of manifest equal i ty 
(Nursey-Bray 1 980:55) 

Thus, the Arusha Declaration of 1 967 produced by the Tanzanian ruling party and 

government, called for the mobil isation of domestic resources for socialist and 

African self-reliant development programmes based on egalitarian, co-operative and 
anti-colonial ideals (lliffe 1 969: ] 56). 

The overall emphases of the Tanzanian development initiative were to be: rural 

development, with particular emphasis placed on communal l iving i n  v i l lages 
organised on the principle of Ujamaa; foreign capital to be nationalised; leaders to 

dispossess themselves of wealth; the people to be educated for development; and the 

promotion of equality in general . The Arusha Declaration also stipulated an active 
role of the state in the economy. The main tenet of Tanzania's plan for a self-reliant 
development was a call for de-linking from the capitalist led world-economy and an 
attempt to fol low a social ist development model without undergoing a social ist 
revolution. 

After the Arusha Declaration, there fol lowed progressive policies which aimed at 

racial integration, advancement of women, development of a strong national identity. 

and class consciousness among working people as well as the expansion of social 
services (Mbilinyi 1 994) .  
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Two other government papers were published in 1 967; namely Education for Self

Reliance and Socialism and Rural Development which further rendered support for 
socialist and nationalist self-reliant development64 

Education and the Post-Colonial State in Tanzania 

Post-colonial education in Tanzania developed within the post World War IT socio
economic changes world wide, as wel l  as in Tanzania. Apart from the fact that 

education played an important role in the push for independence, it is  stil l  a key issue 

in the post-colonial state and society. In the post-colonial societies where the capital ist 
c lass development is relatively low but with an 'overdeveloped' capitali st state 

apparatus65 , the education system plays a more than usual important role. The faction 

of the petty-bourgeoisie which became the governing faction after independence was 

predominantly of a salaried nature and as such they depended very much on education 

to justify their position; unlike the bourgeoisie in developed capital ist societies which 
reproduces itself mainly through the inheritance of wealth . That i s ,  the petty

bourgeoisie in the post-colonial state, such as Tanzania, reproduces itself partly 
through the education system (Goulbourne 1 979:220). 

The internal dynamics, however, contributed to some of the observable progressive 
efforts that forced education to play a critical role in post-colonial Tanzania.  

Education has been used not only to legitimate the capturing of the state apparatus by 
the bureaucratic bourgeoisie but also it has played a key role in shaping a nationalist 

ideology which has been used to re-define the Tanzanian citizen as being a political 
and social being who exists in a col lective, rather than an economic and individual 

being. Under such circumstances the education system in post-colonial Tanzania has 
been ful l  of contradictions and conflicts. Thus, the post-colonial education policies in 
Tanzania have served not only to legitimate the political order but also they have laid 

the foundations to chal lenge that order. 

Tanzania, l ike other post-colonial countries, at independence, was faced with the 
chal lenges of national reconstruction and development. Poverty, ignorance and 

disease were singled out as major hindrances toward progress and prosperity.  

64 'The Arusha Declaration', 'Socialism and Rural Development' and 'Education for Self-Reliance can 
be found in Nyerere, 1. K.. ( 1 968) Ujamaa-Essays on Socialism, Dar es Salaam, D.lJ.P. 

65 Post colonial states were modelled to fit in the capitalist formation, although the post-colonial 
nations maintained semi-periphery and periphery positions. 
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Education was seen as a means by which many of the development problems would 
be solved and rapid progress achieved. 

It was particularly envisaged in Tanzania that, through education, the nation would 
attain self-reliance and self-sufficiency. In 1 96 1 ,  the government requested UNESCO 

to examine the feasibil ity of, and to draw up, viable strategies for expanding the 

primary, secondary, teacher training and higher education systems. The UNESCO 

commission recommended the manpower requirement approach (MRA) to 

educational planning. The commission' s  recommendations were used as the basis for 

educational expansion in the country in the sixties and seventies (URT 1 984:ii) .  

In Tanzan ia, education was also used to legitimate the post-colonial state and to 
promote unity. Consequently, immediately after independence the racially segregative 

system of education established during the colonial period was abolished, and the 
quota system was establ ished in the secondary education selection procedure to 

redress the regional imbalances. 

However, there were no significant changes in the goals and objectives of education, 

until 1 967, when the intent to fol low the phi losophy of Education for Self-Rel iance 

(ESR) was pronounced. Post-colonial education continued to be an el itist system 
which divorced the youth from the society in which they l ived and engendered the 
belief that all worthwhile knowledge was acquired from books and "educated" people. 

Primary schooling was oriented towards the preparation of pupils for secondary 

education, yet only a few of the primary school leavers would get into secondary 

schools.66 Although most of the primary teachers were Tanzanians,67 al l teachers 
tended to take a Western view of Tanzania, including its history and its place in the 
world economy. 

It may be argued that the lack of significant change in the goals and objectives of 
education immediately after independence is  consistent with the view that the post

colonial state performs the capital ist state's traditional role of mediating power to 

protect the interests of the capitalist class. This situation, however, soon exposed the 
post-colonial state to the contradictions and conflicts of which education provided a 
significant arena. 

66This type of education was considered detrimental to the attitudes required to construct an egalitarian 
society and therefore incompatible to ESR. 
67For the first decade after independence most secondary and tertiary level teacher were foreigners. 
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Following UNESCO's advice, the state took a different focus and emphasised post

primary education. This was part of a modernisation and human-capital style of pol icy 
in which the state sought to increase the number of highly-skil led Tanzanians who 

could manage businesses and the apparatus of the state. This 'modernisation' focus 

however, was, at odds with the promises of popular participation that the rul ing 

political party (T ANU) had promoted during the struggles for independence. The 

concentration on secondary education meant that those areas that had l ow 
participation in education during the colonial era would maintain the same status. 

After independence, it became clear that those who had demonstrated little interest in 

schooling during the colonial period, or those who were left out because they came 
from colonial designated l abour reserve areas, found themselves at a distinct 

disadvantage within the context of the new polities where schooling was essential for 
upward mobil ity in the bureaucratic hierarchy. Consequently, the struggle for a 

greater share of educational resources became a political factor. 

Even in areas where there was rapid expansion of primary schooling, lack of 
secondary school places for those who had completed primary education became the 

main problem. The increase in demand for a more general academic secondary 
schooling than was being provided by the state was based around the fact that it was 

those students with a general academic education, rather than vocational and technical 

training, who gained access to university and to better paying jobs (Samoff and Sumra 
1 994) .  

The government tried to solve this problem by introducing compulsory manual work, 

such as gardening, into the primary school syllabus. However, this did not reduce 
popular pressure for a more general and less vocational post-primary education . The 
communal farms,  apprenticesh ip programs and workshops encouraged by the 

government, could not reduce the dissatisfaction among those who had primary 
education but could not gain jobs of higher status due to their lack of general 

academic learning. Thus, education became a basis for social stratification and, hence, 
dissatisfaction with the post-colonial government for many Tanzanians. 

Thus, the failure of the post-colonial state to prevent the process of educational related 
class stratification and to provide an education system that gave equal opportunity to 

all Tanzanians were amongst other socio-economic factors that contributed to the 

legitimation crisis in the late 1 960s. This prompted the post-colonial government to 

alter its education policy along with other publ ic policies in 1 967. By then, the 
Tanzanian leadership had also started to view with suspicion the unquestioned 
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assumption that more education, of whatever level or type, was somehow conducive 

to socio-economic progress in post-colonial countries68 . 

It i s  worth noting, however, that the Tanzanian leadership, pal ticularly Nyerere 

(Tanzania' s first President), had great faith in the role that education could play in the 
reconstruction of society. Nyerere, for one, believed that, with appropriate orientation, 
education would l iberate the mind and impel students not only to question the 
oppressive structural elements of the society but also to contribute positively to the 

equal and just society. When Tanzania declared the intention to bui ld an egalitarian 

society, therefore, the need to gear educational practice to this ideal was recognised 

and the philosophy of Education for Self-Reliance (ESR) was announced in that spirit. 

Education for Self-Reliance (ESR) 

The 1 967 Tanzanian socialism blueprint, the Arusha Declaration, was followed by a 
paper on education written by Nyerere, 'Education for Self-Reliance ' ,  which more 

explicitly identified the role that education was to play in creating a social i st 

Tanzania. Education was to play an important role in the reconstruction of the post
colonial Tanzanian society with the purpose of ESR being to rcvolutional ise the 

educational system and to fit it in the needs of the espoused socialist society. In ESR, 
Nyerere ( l 968a) states that: 

Our education must therefore inculcate a sense of commitment to the 
total community, and help the pupils to accept the values appropriate to 
our kind of future, not those appropriate to our colonial past. This 
means that the education system must emphasise co-operative 
endeavour, not individual achievement (Nyerere 1 968a:273). 

Besides promoting egalitarian values and self-reliance, education under ESR was 
supposed to orient schooling to develop co-operative attitudes, critical thinking and 
self-confidence and to emphasise unity of manual and mental work (Nyerere 1 967). 

The significance of examinations was to be downgraded, adding productive activities 
and character assessment as selection criteria for further education. At the primary 
school level, the idea was to provide pupils  with an education that is complete in  

itself, inculcating a sense of commitment to the community and to the future of 

Tanzania. Consistent with the egalitarian spirit, school fees at all levels of education 

were abolished after the Arusha Declaration. 

68 As stated earlier, although education is a prerequisite for socio-economic progress it is important for 
education to enable the educated to assess the purpose and for whose benefit its progress is geared to. 
Thus uncritical or "robotic" acquisition of education may contribute to retrogression rather than 
progress. 
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In order to implement ESR, the Ministry of Education put forward elaborate 
educational aims and objectives which were to guide the educational plans and 
practice in Tanzania. These include: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

To provide Tanzanians with a proper education, that i s ,  knowledge and 
understanding, important skills and attitudes appropriate and relevant to the 
national policies of socialism and self-reliance, science, technology and vocational 
training in order to make it possible for them: 

i) To analyse and understand the fundamentals of l ife and social progress, 
possible threats and set backs to survival and design of strategies for removing 
those set-backs; 

i i)  To understand and make the best use of the environment and the country ' s  
natural resources, without destroying them, i n  the struggle for survival and 
development for the benefit of all ;  

i i i)  To conserve and protect the country ' s  natural heritage for the benefit of 
future generations; 

To develop in people, self confidence and an enquiring mind in order to enable 
every citizen to make material and moral contribution to the development of 
society; to search for, accept and respect truth; to carry scientific investigations, 
research and make discoveries and inventions; to try out new things and learn, 
adopt and adapt acceptable theories and practice from others without prejudice . . .  

To enable students to understand a variety of world social systems, especially that 
of Tanzania with particular regard to: 

i) the importance of participating in and taking ful l  responsibility either as an 
individual or as a member of a group, to make fundamental decisions; taking 
part in development work and activities and sharing equitably the products of 
joint efforts . . .  

i i )  The importance and values of being free people, developing and 
perpetuating positive attitudes to work and social responsibil ity ;  human 
understanding, equality, justice and respect for al l persons . . . . . 

To enable Tanzanians to understand, accept, respect and value their customs and 
traditions, practices and ethics and to apply these principles in: 

i)  enabling every Tanzanian to free himself from al l impediments that retard 
his  development mentally,  attitudinally, physical ly,  moral ly and spiritually  
CURT 1 984: 1 -3) .  

It i s  worth noting that, under the philosophy of ESR, education was viewed as " a  

public good" with recipients getting i t  for and on behalf of the entire society. Arguing 

for the inculcation of egalitarian and co-operative attitudes in education, Nyerere 

( 1 974) contend that capitalist education teaches an individual to regard h imself as a 
commodity; whose value is determined by educational qualifications, and the post
colonial state has a duty to change it. He states that; "We have a definite responsibility 
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to challenge the value of education that produces people who look at themselves as 

commodities" .  Nyerere ( 1 968 :74) further argues that education "must ensure that the 
educated know themselves to be an integral part of the nation and recognise the 

responsibil ity to give greater service the greater the opportunities they have had" 

This argument is  not only an attempt to de-commodify education but also it deems 
education as common property, which individuals receive for and on behalf of other 

people, to whom they should be obliged to serve. 

Nyerere ( 1 967 :52)further elaborated that, for education to play its function in the 

l iberation and reconstruction of Tanzanian society, it must prepare young people for 
the work they wil l  be called upon to do in the society that exists - a rural society 

where progress depends on agriculture and the efforts of the people in v i l lage 

development. The schools, therefore, had to foster the social goals of l iving together 
for the common good and they must stress the concepts of equal ity and the 

responsibil ity to give service; and, in particular, the schools had to counteract the 
temptation to intellectual arrogance. 

Nyerere ( 1 968) therefore insisted: 

The education provided by Tanzania for the students of Tanzania must 
serve the purpose of Tanzania. It must encourage the growth of the 
socialist values we aspire to. It must encourage the development of a 
proud, independent, and free citizenry which relies upon itself for its 
own development, and which knows the advantages and problems of 
co-operation (Nyerere 1 968:74) . 

In 1 969, Act No. 50 was passed by the state to enable it to own and manage education 
in the country. Thus, all schools (except a few international schools) were nationalised 

and the curriculum was changed and amended to provide education that would satisfy 
national needs. 

Thus, Education for Self-Reliance set a socialist agenda for education in Tanzania, 
which included the provision of basic education for all - children as well as adults. 

Provision of Basic Education in Tanzania 

It was envisaged that the provision of basic education would not only help in  

enhancing the production capacity but also would enable every Tanzanian to 

understand the philosophy of socialism and self-reliance. The campaign to eradicate 

i l l i teracy in Tanzania, therefore, aimed not only at expanding schooling places for 
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children, but also at providing literacy programmes for adults. The curriculum, books 

and other learning materials, as well as adult  education methods, were focused on 

enabling the people to read and to seek more knowledge. Skil ls and techniques on 
better production and social development activities appropriate to their environment 

and to participate ful ly in the decisions concerning their l ives, were to be enhanced. In 

short, adult  literacy programmes in Tanzania were to be functional and l iberative. 

The official campaign of adult l iteracy started in 1 970 which was declared the adult 
education year in Tanzania. In order to make the campaign a success, various 

strategies were employed. The strategies aimed at involving everybody from the party 

and government leaders to adult learners, school teachers, community groups and 

even children. Every literate person was urged to teach and every i l literate person was 

urged to learn l iteracy ski l ls .  At work places, conditions were laid so that a place of 

work was both for learning and working. The campaign registered success at least in  

enhancing the literacy level . After the first national literacy test, the results showed a 

decline in the i l literacy rate from 68% during the census of 1 967 to 39% in 1 974. By 

1 986 the level of  adult i l l i teracy in Tanzania had fallen to 9.6% from 68% in 1 967. 
Table 5 . 1 shows the decrease in i l l iteracy levels. 

Table 5. 1 :  The Percentage of Illiteracy Rate in Tanzania 

YEAR MALE FEMALE TOTAL 

1967 55 8 1  68 

1975 34 44 39 

1 977 22.3 30.3 27 

198 1 1 5  27 2 1  

1 983 10 20 1 5  

1986 7 1 2  9.6 

Source: URT ( 1 990: 1 2 1 ), Twenty years of Adult Education in Tanzania 1 970- 1 990, Dare es Salaam. 
Adult Education Press. 

Universal Primary Education ( UPE) 

In order to translate the philosophy of Education for Self-Rel iance into action, guide
l ines and directives were issued from time to time, leading to the proclamation of 

Universal Primary Education (UPE) in 1 974. 
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The 1 969- 1 974 Second Five Years Plan stipulated that UPE would be achieved by 

1 989.  However, in  November 1 974, i t  was resolved by the National Executive 

Committee of the rul ing party that the government should aim at reaching universal 

primary education (UPE) in 1 977; thus reducing the time envisaged for UPE by 1 2  
years. B y  then, it is noted (Malekela 1 984) that only 48% of the school cohort was 
attending school .  

It is  reasonable to argue (Malekela 1 984, URT 1 989), however, that Tanzania's 

internal dynamics signified a right time for universal primary education because: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

B y  1 973 ,  it was c lear that although 48 .6 of the school cohort were 
registered, schools had a capacity of 55%. It was theref0re quit clear that 
there was a possibility of implementing UPE programmes much earlier than 
it was planned. 

Fol lowing a considerable success of the v i l lagisation campaigns, the 
government found itself obliged to implement its promise of providing 
essential services to vil lagers, education being one. 

Until 1 974, about 75% of Tanzanians were l iving together in communities 
organised as either Ujamaa vi l lages ,  Development Vil lages or traditional 
vi l lages. It was obvious that most of the parents would l ike to enrol their 
children at a school close to their home and there were no strong reasons for 
registering some of the children and leaving others in the same vil lage. 

It was also envisaged that Universal Primary Education would  al so 
complement campaigns for eradication of i l l iteracy. Catching the young 
ones would insure a decrease in adult i l l iteracy. 

Primary education was to help in the construction of a socialist and self 
reliant Tanzanian society by developing egalitarian values (URT 1 989:4-5). 

Thus, a resolution, commonly referred to as the Musoma Resolution of 1 974, was a 
significant move towards the implementation of the phi losophy of Education for Self
Reliance in Tanzania. Under the resolution, primary education was not only  to be 
compulsory but also to be free and complete. Rather than being the only objective, 
preparing children for further education, was to be one among olher objectives for 

primary education, including: 

• To change the attitudes and way of thinking of pupils so that they develop a habit 
of l iking, valuing and doing practical work; 

• To enable primary schools to be part and parcel of the society; 
• To combine theory and practice so that the knowledge and ski l l s  they [pupils]  

acquire in  c lasses should be used in their every day activities in  their own 
environment; 

• To enable the pupils develop inquisitive minds in science and research as a way of 
getting facts; 
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• To enable schools meet part of education expenses by involving pupils fully in the 
planning, i mplementing and evaluating of productive projects and minimising 
costs ; 

• To educate the pupils on the importance of co-operative work for the benefit of all 
CURT 1 989:4). 

In order to put UPE in effect, the rul ing party directed the government to mobilise 

people, to encourage self-help efforts in construction of schools and teachers' houses, 

to use local materials, to mobil ise older school pupils ,  primary school le avers and 

secondary school students to teach lower classes, and to use local craftsmen, peasants 

and elders to teach CMalekela 1 984) . Parents were asked to contribute Tshs 20.00 ( US 

$2.50 by then) towards instructional materials .  

Due to these efforts, Tanzania made remarkable strides in increasing the enrolment of 
school age children at all levels of education (see figure 5 . 1 ). 

Figure 5. 1 :  Primary School Enrolment Trends in Tanzania 1962 - 1991. 
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By 1 980, Tanzania had achieved 96.6% gross primary school enrolment of all school

age children and the ratio of girls  to boys participating in primary education was 1 :  1 
in most parts of the country (URT 1 993, Malekela 1 984). As figure 5 . 1 indicates ,  

1 980 - 1 984 were the peak of primary school enrolment in Tanzania. 

As explained earlier, the idea of universal primary education was not pecul iar to 
Tanzania. What is phenomenal , however, is the timing of its implementation and its 

orientation. Universal primary education in Tanzania was to be implemented well  
before the planned time and was to be guided by the principles of socialism and self

reliance. 

Local Context - New Zealand 

The Post-Colonial State in New Zealand 

It is not c lear when New Zealand became politically independent because different 

sources attest to different dates. While some contend that New Zealand became 

independent by the Statute of Westminster adopted by the British Parliament in 1 93 1  

and accepted by New Zealand in 1 947, others believe that it attained independence 

when it became self governing as a Dominion in 1 9 1 2. Other sources claim that the 

1 840 Treaty of Waitangi signified New Zealand' s  independent status .  Others, 
(Gordon 1 984, Ash 1 962), on the other hand, contend that the Treaty of Waitangi 
signified Britain 's  formal colonisation of New Zealand. 

What is clear, however, is that even when it became independent, the New Zealand 

post-colonial state was not completely detached from the imperial power on whom i t  

continued to depend economical ly and, to  a great extent, pol itically .  Post-colonial 
New Zealand continued to be an exporter of agricultural products whose terms of 

trade fluctuated from year to year. New Zealand' s dependence was such that in a 
typical year between 1 920 and 1 950, over 90 percent of exports were wool, meat or 

dairy, products with over 60 percent of those exports going to Britain (Easton 
1 997:3) .  As Harworth ( 1 994) argues, with her crucial export sector imperially owned 
and fol lowing the British political tradition, New Zealand's post-colonial state did not 

have much room to manoeuvre. Ash ( 1 962) notes that, as well as being a principle 

supplier of capital , Britain was the 'natural market' . With such a high degree of 
dependence on the British market for its agricultural products, (J ohnson 1 997, 

Harworth 1 994) New Zealand's economy was sharply affected by Britain's decision to 
join the European Economic Community (EEC) in 1 973. 
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It is worth noting, however, that some efforts were expended by the New Zealand 

post-colonial state to disentangle its economy from total dependency. As early as 
1 936, the government of the time embarked on a programme of industrialisation and 

import protection which aimed at diversifying the economy and reducing the 
dependence on pastoral exports, to a single market69. Table 5 .2 shows the process of 

market diversification over the years. 

Table 5.2 Export Destination for New Zealand Goods 

1 952 1965 1 994 
Britain 65.6 50.8 6.0 

Other 1 990 European 

Community 1 2.0 1 7 . 1  9.5 

United States 1 1 .4 1 2.3 1 1 . 3  

Australia 1 .5 4.7 20.9 

Japan 1 .5 4.3 1 4.6 
Greater China *0.0 0.7 7.7 

Middle East *0.0 0. 1 304 

Other Asia *0.9 1 .2 1 2.8 

Oceania *0.6 1 .2 4.0 

L at i n  & C e n t r a l  

America *0.9 1 .5 3.8 

Canada 2.2 l A  1 .8 

Eastern Europe * 1 .5 1 .0 1 . 1  
Other 2.0 3.7 3. 1 

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 

*Some exports to area groups may be in 'other ' .  
Source: Easton, B .  ( 1 997:5), The Commercialisation of New Zealand, Auckland: Auckland University 
Press. 

In 1 938, comprehensive import licensing (quotas) were introduced to control imports 
and to encourage exports (Birks & Chatterjee 1 997:273) with more tariffs than quotas 
being put into place in the 1 960s. The government of the time (Labour government) 

also supported an active export policy in order to generate income to pay for the 

69However, Britain continued to provide the major market for New Zealand agricultural products until 
she joined the European Economic Community (EEC). . 
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essential imports required by the industrialisation process. Wooding ( 1 997) notes that, 

for many years, fiscal incentives and subsidies were used to assist exporters. 

Efforts were also made to diversify production. Easton ( 1 997) notes that, between 

1 966 and 1 979, the processes of diversification were spectacular. Farming moved into 

a wider range of horticultural products ; the land was diversified into forestry with 

plantations established in  the 1 930s exporting wood, chips, pulp, paper and other 

wood products ; raw iron sands were exported to Japan and inbound tourism was 
developed. There was also manufacturing diversification and exporting; especially 
with further processing of the resources. 

During the post war-period, New Zealand's  economy boomed, especially due to the 

massive export of wool which was boosted by the Korean War. By 1 950, New 

Zealand's material standard of living was close to the highest in the world, with ful l  

employment and substantial labour shortages. Strong domestic demand, based on the 

good performance in agriculture, permitted import substitution policies to function . It 

was an opportune time for the state to harmonise labour and capital with the 
government playing an active role in providing core administrative and social 

services, including the provision of education through a public system. 

Such progress in the economic and social scene concealed New Zealand's relationship 
with other imperial powers for some time with its post-colonial structural dependency 
becoming more evident in the 1 970s and 1 980s. It is within this economic progress 

that compulsory formal post-primary education was developed in New Zealand. 

Compulsory Formal Post-Primary Education in New Zealand 

What was happening in the late 1 960s and the 1 970s at primary level in Tanzania was 
similar to what had started in the 1 930s in New Zealand at post-primary levels.  While 

the New Zealand 1 877 Act was only confined to the provision of primary education 
for all ,  secondary schools were established by a different Act of Parl iament and were 
allowed to charge fees.  By the end of the century, it was clear that the fees imposed by 

secondary schools were a stumbling block to many children fitted for secondary 

education but whose parents were unable to pay. Since education was esteemed, this 
denial of opportunity was expressed as a social ill that needed remedy. Thus, in 1 903 
secondary school places were introduced to "enable the brightest intellect to be highly 

educated for the benefit of the rest of the country" (New Zealand Department of 
Education 1 973:6) .  
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Since not al l  children could benefit from the secondary school places scheme, the 

search for ways of providing secondary education to all children continued. This  
crystall ised in the Department of Education's statement which established compulsory 

post primary education, in 1 938, after the election of the Labour Government in 1 935.  

It was stated in the annual report of the Department of Education for 1 938  that: 

The government' s objective, broadly expressed, is that every person 
whatever his level of academic abil ity, whether he be rich or poor, 
whether he l ive in the town or country, has a right as a citizen to a free 
education of a kind for which he is  best fitted and to the ful lest extent 
of his powers. So far is this from being a mere pious platitude that the 
ful l  acceptance of the principle wil l  involve the orientation of the 
education system (New Zealand Department of Education 1 973:5) .  

This was the beginning of the New Zealand educational settlement under which, 

education in  New Zealand was deemed a right for every child and the years which 

children were to attend compulsory post-primary schooling were raised. Emphasising 

the equal i ty of educational opportunity, the state subsidised most educational 

activities at all levels (Openshaw 1 995). 

The apparent success of this settlement coincided with times of economic prosperity 

which New Zealand enjoyed during the post-war period up to the 1 960s. Sutch 
( 1 969 :258-9) notes that, in post-World War II New Zealand, strong policies of ful l  
employment, plus control of the economy, formed the basis for economic growth, 
whilst state support attained its highest peak in the area of health, education, housing 

and social welfare. The government ' s  move to promote a broader based 
manufacturing sector through import substitution policies also added to the demand 

for skil led labour. On the social side, education was seen as a means for advancement 
and social mobil ity. 

Under such favourable circumstances, the New Zealand state managed to forge a 
political unity and to mask class contradictions. At least as far as expans ion of 

education was concerned, both the needs of labour and the needs of capital seemed to 

be met. The education settlement accrued considerable support from both labour and 
capital , including international capital . This supports the view (Gordon 1 984) that 
expansionism in state services brings about the appearance of consensus between 

various facets of the education system; but the reduction in state expenditure, rapidly 
breaks down this consensus. 

It has to be noted, however, that education in New Zealand, as in any other society, 

did not generate homogeneous intent, meaning and interpretation. Being one of the 
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major sites in  which different groups with distinct political, economic, and cultural 

visions attempt to define what the socially legitimate means and ends of a society are 
to be (Apple 1 993), education forms an arena through which ideological conflicts in 

the l arger context work themselves out. Thus ,  the assimilatory nature of formal 

education , through emphasis on Engli sh language and cul tural norms in native 

schools, has been construed as a move to devalue the Maori cultural imperatives. It 

has been argued, (Harker et. al. 1 990) that education in New Zealand had c lear 

overtones of assimilation, social control and occupational placement .  Gordon 

( 1 984 :9 1 - 1 0 1 )  observes ,  for example, that, while (to some) the aim of technical 

education was to train the hand in conjunction with the eye and the brain,  to others 

technical education was to inculcate the worker with a particular set of ideologies 

aimed at serving the industry so that industries would be staffed with a discipl ined 
work force. 

Thus, it is arguable that, beside the acclaimed crusade of providing opportunity, 

education and schooling was also manipUlative and instrumental in maintaining power 

relations in New Zealand. This also depicts the inherent contradictions of the 

capitalist state. The capital ist state (Dale 1 98 1 :35 ,  Gordon 1 984: 1 2) must preserve 
and enhance the mode of production which is inherently unequal while at the same 

time appearing to be working for all groups in the society. 

The contradictory interpretations and demands on education, however, were either 

less overt or seemed less threatening during the era of social and economic prosperity. 

Gordon ( 1 984) observes that, in the 1 960s, the continued economic growth in New 

Zealand meant that opportunities continued to increase and, hence, to ensure that the 
basis of schooling remained relatively unquestioned. Thus, even where it was clear 
that equal access to educational resources did not automatical ly  ensure that 

opportunity could be maximised by all groups in society, there was no discussion of 

the viability of the policies underlying schooling practices of the time. Gordon cites 
the participation and achievement of Maori students as an example of such 
complacency. 

Referring to the 1 962 Commission of Education Report, Gordon ( 1 984) argues that, 
by 1 962, it had become clear that Maori, as a group, were faring significantly less 
well in school than their European counterparts (Pakeha)70. Rather than questioning 
the viabil ity of the policies underlying school ing practices, however, Maori parents 

were blamed for not encouraging their children to stay longer and to do better in 

70 New Zealanders of European origins are called Pakeha. 
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school (Lovegrove 1 966:36) .  With the establ ishment of the Maori Education 
Foundation, there was stil l  much optimism that Maori children would do better within 

the existing schooling system (Gordon 1 984:25). 

B ased on such evidence of contradictions, arguments have been extended (Gordon 

1 984) that issues of education in New Zealand of the 1 980s, 

have not been caused by a break down in an otherwise "perfect" 

system, but by a set of contradictions that have always existed even 

though dominant theoretical approaches were unable to recognis� them 
(Gordon 1 984: 1 8) .  

Although such arguments are true, i t  is also worth noting that, under the education 

settlement, the principles of universalised provision, egalitarianism and collectivism 

were upheld. Thus, the OEeD Report ( 1 983) identified ful l  employment, equality of 
treatment, multiculturalism, a consensus approach to education, consultation and 

participation, individual freedom and social justice, as the main values informing the 

provision and practice of education in New Zealand. Based on such values, the state' s  

espoused commitment to substantial equal ity of educational opportun ity was an 
important aspect of New Zealand 's  educational settlement (Dale 1 993) .  This i s  

significant because, with such an understanding, inequalities in the education system 
were to be construed as violations of social justice (Beeby 1 992); hence, the state had 
an obligation at least to rationalise the inequalities. It is argued, therefore, that ,within  

the educational settlement, there seemed to exist at least an  avenue upon which the 

citizens' rights to education could be expressed and explored. 

Concluding Remarks 

It is significant to note that the ventures to improve social services embarked upon by 
post-colonial states in New Zealand (between the 1 930s and 1 9805) and Tanzania  
(between the late 1 960s to early 1 980s) were within the dominant global economic 

paradigm of the time; hence, they were supported, to a great extent, by the existing 

ideological assumptions. Thus, aims of equal education opportunity were not limited 
to New Zealand or Tanzania; rather, they were part of a movement that spanned most 

capitalist nations in the post-war period. This was the era of Keynesianism and the 
Keynesian welfare state. 

After the great depression of the 1 930s, the eminent economi3ts of the era, i n  
particular, Maynard Keynes, propounded the need to put the state in command b y  
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asserting that the state's abi lity to organise and plan on a large scale would enable i t  to 

produce a wider range of goods and services than the private sector. 

The Keynesian state welfare model claimed that governments could intervene in their 
economies to ach ieve durable  macro-economic outcomes including " fu l l  

employment" (Wooding 1 993) .  Thus, the model ensured state intervention i n  the 
economy to moderate the "boom and slump" cycle and to faci l i tate capital 

accumulation (Bedggood 1 980:95). In the wake of "the Great Depression" and the two 

World Wars, both business and organised labour in the advanced capital ist world saw 

advantages in the Keynesian model of a managed mixed economy with a strong state 
sector. 

As Brett ( 1 988)  argues, although the arguments for the Keynesian model were 

vigorously pushed by the labour dominated democratic parties, they were not rejected 
by the rightist ones. Thus, a social democratic consensus based on state welfarism was 

achieved in the developed countries.  It is upon this consensus that the transition from 

the war economy to the boom years of the 1 960s was organised and that capitalism 

was saved from imminent collapse. 

In post-colonial nations, including those of Africa, the Keynesian paradigm was most 

welcome to the nationalist movement and it was presented as a model of reformist 
social ism which based on domestic state power was in  opposition to the 
predominantly foreign interests which dominated the local economy (Brett 1 988 :48).  

The Keynesi an package required the public sector to provide social services, 

including health and education, which, although sometimes not directly productive for 

the private sector, are necessary in order to create conditions that allow profitabi lity 
for the private sector while ameliorating the adverse effects of capital accumulation 
(Bedggood 1 980, Gamble 1 983) .  As Bedggood ( 1980) contends, state welfarism: 

Represented the practical application by a workers' government of the 
most advanced bourgeois economics of the day - Keynesianism - a set 
of economic measures designed to ensure the most efficient 
management of capitalist production . It was efficient not only in the 
sense that it controlled the devastating social consequences of the 
boom-slump cycle, but also in the sense that this control was imposed 
in the interest of the working class by a worker's government on behalf 
of the capitalist class (Bedggood 1 980:95) .  
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Educational planning in the industrial advanced societies played a central role in the 

conception of the interventionist welfare state that was necessary for controlling the 
self defeating tendencies of capitalist growth. 

Through provision of education and other welfare services, the Keynesian state made 

capitalist development less harsh and, therefore, more acceptable to the working class 

which in turn legitimated the capitalist relations of production and the state itself. 
Expanded education served an economic role by becoming a source of increasing 

possibil ities both for the capitalist to increase accumulation of capital and for labour 

to enhance employabil ity (Offe 1 977 in Torres 1 995). Education also served an 

ideological role, especially when it was seen as a means of providing a form of direct 

consumption to the working class (Carnoy and Levin 1 986). 

This thesis contends that an educational settlement is  reached when the policies in  

place are seen to be catering for those roles. In other words, an educational settlement 
is reached when the provision of education is seen to be catering for the needs of 

labour and the labour needs. Here, the needs of labour refers to the democratisation 

of education and other social services to allow labour more choice of occupation and 

also of social mobil ity. Labour needs, on the other hand, are capital 's requirement of 

productive labour at the minimal cost and optimal returns. 

It is  further argued that an educational settlement, similar to the Keynesian state 

welfare model which operated in New Zealand in the period between 1 935 and 1 970, 

was reached in Tanzania in the period between the late 1 960s and the 1 970s. 

Under the welfare state system, education was expected to perform important 

functions in preparing the people for their role in the capitalist division of labour. 

Bui lding on human capital theories, education was l inked with higher levels of 
production ; hence, rationalising the allocation of resources to promote education and 
calculated social mobility ·  Social mobility was calculated, in that, it was a motivation 

for labour to gain more skills that would result in a more efficient production process. 
It was also a process of creating all ies to the capitalist class in the form of the elites. 
Consequently,  education played an important role in social integration and social 
control .  

These observations are supported by Torres' ( 1 995) argument that: 

The emergence of the post-colonial state, sizeable worid-wide 
economic surplus and the modernisation theories, coupled with the 
diffusion of human capital theory for educational planning, helped to 



fuel educational expansion In the developing world (Torres 
1 995 :277)7 1 . 
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This l iberal conception of education, however, neglected the political economy of 

capitalism. Torres ( 1995: 276) observes, for example, that the analysis of schooling in  

the l iberal perspective of the welfare state was supported by an almost complete 

neglect of the contradictory aspect of the division of labour, including class. Thus, the 
positive functions of education were analysed to the exclusion of negative ones; 

including the fact that some dominant ethnic groups or castes within  society were 

taking advantage of positions of wealth , influence and power. Some of these 
discrepancies, that were under emphasised during state welfarism, h�ve been used by 

the neo-liberals to make their case against the public education system. 

Another important aspect of capital ist state welfarism is that capital is prepared to 
invest in education (and other social services) only in so far as that investment results 

in profit. If more investment does not result in further profit, or encroaches on existing 
profit, then mechanisms are sought to discontinue such investment. It is the duty of 

the state, as a true defender of capital and mediator of the interest of capital, to ensure 
that no more tax money (ostensibly from private accumulation) goes to finance 

unprofitable ventures. Thus, during economic growth, (e.g. the period after the World 

War 11 and 1 970) education funding by the state is encouraged but, when there i s  
economic recession (e.g. since the late 1 970s), education suffers cuts and privatisation 
becomes central to state policy. 

7 1Torres ( 1 995) notes that other analysts such as Carnoy 1 977, Samoff 1990, Fuller 1 99 1 ,  RusseJl 1 989 
also subscribe to similar ideas as an explanation for the educational expansion in the developing 
countries. 
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Chapter Six 

Post-colonial States and the Globalisation Process 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, education policies under international finance capitalism in  both 

New Zealand and Tanzania were explored. It has been argued that policies in both countries 

have been very much influenced by the change of socio-economic assumptions in the 

capitalist formation, especially the move to Keynesian state welfarism. 

This  chapter analyses the nature, position and functions of the ?ost-colonial state in  

Tanzania  and New Zealand within the globalisation process under the assumption that 

contemporary education privatisation policy reforms, in both countries, are within the 
framework of the globalisation process. B ased on the view that "the process of 

globalisation, usually associated with the movement of capital and labour, may not be the 
new phenomenon that it seems" (Torres 1 995 :3 1 1 ) , the study traces the process i n  the 

world-wide division of labour after the Second World War, particularly since the 1 960s. It 

is argued that the post-World War 11 arrangement that had created most " sovereign" nation 

states was also undermining their sustenance. Thus, conflicting dual processes have been 
supported by this arrangement. While national identity was strengthened through a social 

welfare system, (whereby the state subsidised or provided social services such as 
education, health and housing) on the other hand, the process of global isation and 

trasnational isation of identity was promoted through forms of non-state power and 

authority, as well as labour migration (Held 1 99 1 ,  Torres 1 995). As Torres notes: 

With globalisation, there is a perceived de-nationalisation of territories 
defined by the growing power of transnational corporations, interventionism 
of foreign states, and a pervasive transnational culture through mass media, 
al l of which seem to prevail over peripheral nation-states, domestic capital 
and local, regional , or national cultures (Torres 1 995 :3 1 1 -3 1 2). 

Such phenomena have led some sociologist (e.g. Held 1 99 1 )  to define globalisation as: 

the i ntensification of world-wide social relations which l ink distance 
localities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events occurring 
many miles away and vice versa (Held 1 99 1 :9). 
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Torres ( 1 995) argues, however, that, if globalisation is deeply undermining the position of 
nation states, it has also contributed to the reshaping of the social milieu of societies that 

has promoted state welfare pol icies. He observes that social diversity has developed hand 

in hand with the globalisation process. As a corollary, welfare policies including those of 

education, "were developed, mandated, supervised, and regulated by the modern state and 

played a major role in the welfare state" (Torres 1 995:309) to cater for national solidarity. 

That is ,  due to labour immigration, for example, states had to implement pol icies that 

would create national solidarity for an increasingly social, cultural, ethnic and economically 
diverse population. 

This indicates that, in the finance capital ist formation, both state welfarism and the 
globalisation process were concomitantly reinforcing each other. It is important to note, 

however, that global isation became more obvious in the 1 980s when the privatisation 

agenda was promoted through market oriented policy reforms.  Thus, besides examining 

the process of global isation, this chapter also analyses the context of the privatisation 

debate in both Tanzania and New Zealand as part of the socio-historical context of 
contemporary education reforms. 

External context 

Capitalism and the Globalisation Process 

In order to understand the phenomenon of globalisation, it is important to analyse the post
World War IT social, economic and political arrangement that (as argued earlier) promoted 
and undermined the nation state. It is argued in this study that the post-World War IT 

arrangement secured the powerful position of USA capital and the international economic, 

as well as political organisations, which were formed immediately after the war. 

Describing the power position of the United States of America after the war, Hoogvelt 
( 1 997) observes that: 

In exchange for sacrificing American l ives in the cause of its European 
al l ies,  the US demanded a price. That price was a new international 
economic order under US hegemony . . .  The dying days of the war saw the 
coming together of all victorious nations in a remarkably swift agreement on 
the need to manage the world economy through effective international 



institutions 72 and principles under the acknowledged leadership of the US . . .  
Barely a couple of years later, tight political and military alliances were 
woven around the 'free world' economy (NATO) while the cold war with 
one group of nations not prepared to play ball within the Grand Area became 
the legitimising force behind the Truman Doctrine ( 1 947) in which the US 
formal ly  announced its intention to act as a global policeman. (Hoogvelt 
1 997:33-34) . 

In the same vein, Goddard et al . ( 1 996) argue that: 

At the World War's conclusion, the world turned from what many thought 
as the "high "  pol i tics of warfare and destruction to the economics of 
rebuilding what had been destroyed. United States final ly accepted its 
leadership role, and, with the aid of international institutions created at 
Bretton Woods, economic growth exceeded most analysts' expectations 
(Goddard et. al . 1 996: 1 -2). 
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However, while national states were busy building and defending their pol itical 
sovereignty , they were leaving their economies open for penetration by international 

economic organisations such as the International B ank for Reconstruction and 

Development, (World B ank) the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). As The Brookings Institution ( 1 995) explains: 

After World War 11, most national governments began-somet imes  
unilaterally, more often col laboratively - to lower their separation fences, to 
make them more permeable, or sometimes even to tear down parts of them, 
The multilateral negotiations under the auspices of the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)-for example, the Kennedy Round in 1 9608, 
the Tokyo Round in 1 970s, and most recently the protracted negotiations of 
the Uruguay Round, formal ly signed only in 1 994-stand out as the most 
prominent examples of fence lowering for trade in goods . . .  After the mid-
1 980s a large number of developing countries moved unilaterally to reduce 
border barriers and to pursue outwardly oriented pol icies (The Brookings 
Institution 1 995 :xv). 

Meanwhile,  these international economic organ isations were not only becoming 

transnational, but also omnipresent and quasi-governmental (Alphonce 1 997, Goddard et. 
al . 1 996, Torres 1 995, Martin 1 992). Thus, it has been observed (Alphonce 1 997) that: 

These institutions which were created out of the Bretton Wood conference in 
1 944, as part of the Marshal Plan to oversee the reconstruction of European 
economy, following the aftermath of the World War IT, increasingly became 

72 The international institutions include Bretton Woods institutions of the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF) and the World Bank, 1 944, and the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 1 947. 



yery much involved in the world economy - both developed and developing 
(Alphonce 1 997: 1 0). 
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The world's political structure was also concomitantly changing with the transformation of 

the global economy, such that more nations were becoming members of international 

organisation leading to what Randall and Theobald ( 1 998 :239) refer to as the "political 

globalising trends" .  Thus, The Brookings Institution ( 1 995:xvi) observes that "the history 

of membership in international organisations, documents the sharp growth in the number of 

independent states" .  

The above observations and arguments indicate that USA led capital and the international 
economic and political organisations formed through the post World War 11 arrangement 

increasingly became more predominant in the world socio-economic and political arena. It 
is argued in this study that a triumvirate, formed by the convergence of USA led capital , 
transnational corporations and international social and political organisations, constitutes 

the power-base of what, in most cases, is referred to as "globalisation" (see figure 6. 1 ). 

Figure 6. 1 :  The Power Base of Globalisation 

International 
Political 
Organisations 

GLOBALISA nON 

Post-WW 1 1  
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Transnational 

Economic 

Organisations 

The increased influence of USA-led capital (including the military-industrial c.
omplex) ,  

transnational corporations and international economic organisations (e.g. the World B ank, 

IMF and GATT that have developed into quasi-governmental organisations), as well as 
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international socio-political organisations (e.g. UN and its agencies) have developed into 

overt globalisation. 

Explaining the role of international organisations in the formulation and implementation of 

education policies in developing countries, McNeely ( 1 995) contends that: 

Educational ideals and structure in most late developing countries are 
characteristically in keeping with the policies of international organisations, 
to the extent that they apparently in many cases result from international 
organisational requirements and operations. For example, the mandate of 
UNESCO al lows it to formulate norms, draft conventions, col lect 
information, and provide assistance for the development of national 
education systems . . .  Organisation activities work towards consensus among 
nation-states by urging them to accept rules and implement standards that it 
determines. Notably, UNESCO's education programs have played key roles 
in international interaction and communication and in setting educational 
policy within nation-states (McNeely 1 995:502-503) .  

Figure 6. 1 graphically illustrates the conception of globalisation as it is espoused in this 
study. The figure indicates that globalisation is a multi-dimensional process comprising the 

economic, socio-cultural and political dimensions. 

Randall and Theobald ( 1 998) contend, that at the economic level globalisation includes the 
"organisation of production and consumption of goods and services at a global level, with 

the primary aim of securing maximum return on capital " (Randall and Theobald 1 998:235) 
in that regard the convergence between the USA led capital and international economic 
organisation including transnational corporations (TNCs) is important for globalisation. 

With the world-wide fiscal crisis in the 1 970s, mainly due to the oil shock and later oil  
embargo, many countries that had joined the "peg-and-band Bretton Wood system,,

73 were 
experiencing financial difficulties in remaining within the band. Thus, the post-war 
financial arrangements were contested. The USA responded by internationalising its capital 

through cutting the ties between the US dollar and gold. (Goddard et. al . 1 996:3) .  The 

European countries, on the other hand, responded to the fiscal crisis by forming the 

European Economic Community .  It has been argued, therefore (Goddard et. al . 1 996), 
that: 

7300ddard et. al . .  ( 1 996:3) note that "at the on set of the post -World War II era, the countries that joined 
the Bretton Wood system pegged their currency to the US dollar and the United States tied the dollar to gold 
at $35 per ounce. The value of currencies were then allowed to fluctuate within I percent band. One of the 
jobs of IMF was to monitor this fixed-flexible exchange rate system to ensure compljance with the band." 



The death of the Bretton Woods era and the international hostility generated 
by the oil embargo marked the overt politicization of international economic 
relations (Goddard et. al . 1 996:2). 
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Goddard et. al . ( 1 996 : 2-3) further explain that, with the col lapse of "peg-and-band"  
system, many critics called for a floating exchange rate system whereby the currency value 

is set by the currency market. 

Meanwhile, as Hoogvelt ( 1 997) observes: 

. . . international banks who were caught in a monetarist freeze in their core 
country markets, also encouraged the privatisation of the Third World debt. 
B y  the end of the 1 970s, commercial lending and public lending had 
reversed their traditional post-war positions, with commercial lending to 
Third World now outstripping public lending by a ratio of 3 to 1 (Hoogvelt 
1 997 : 1 63) .  

It can be argued that this was the beginning of the debt crisis. I t  is  significant to note the 
observation that: 

Most of the outstanding stock of the Third World debt was originally 
contracted at low and fixed interest rates in the mid 1 970s. They were, 
however, rescheduled in the early- 1 980s when floating (and rising) interest 
rates prevailed (Hoogvelt 1 997: 1 66). 

When the World Bank and IMF were designated the role of debt collectors, therefore, they 
were to get from the indebted countries several times more than what was in itially 

contracted. Thus, it has been noted that the IMF and World Bank were getting more from 

the developing country than what they were giving out. The interest rate reschedul ing, 

together with the devaluation of the indebted country's currency, are probably the core 
cause of the third world debt crisis of the 1 980s. No wonder many Third World countries 
have less to show for the huge amounts of loans they have supposedl y  borrowed! 

The soc io-cultural dimension, on the other hand, comprises the social and cultural 
integration that transcends national boundaries which has mainly resulted from the 

developments in the communication and information technology and labour migration. 

Randall and Theobald ( 1 998) argue that through mass communication media, there has 

developed what some have referred to as the "Coca-Cola-nisation and MacDonald-isation" 
of the world culture that has in turn facilitated the "culture-ideology of consumerism" 
(Sklair 1 99 1 ). Describing the "culture-ideology of consumerism" Sklair contends that: 



The culture-ideology of consumerism proclaims, literally, that the meaning 
of l ife is to be found in the things we possess. To consume, therefore, is to 

be ful ly  alive, and to remain fully al ivefl we must continuously consume 
(Sklair, 1 99 1 :4 1 ) . 
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Thus, the privatisation agenda which ensures that goods and services have commodity 
characteristics conducive for consumerism to apply, is a significant aspect of globalisation. 

The political dimension, on the other hand, is evident in the increased integration among 

nation states, hence, political actions regarding various issues being taken at global levels. 

Here the international political organisations such as the United Nations and its affil iate 

organs (including UNESCO and UNICEF ) play an important part. The weakening of the 

nation states through deregulation, debt crisis and inability to provide basic needs to their 

citizenry has also contributed significantly to the political globalisation process. 

Globalisation and the Nation State 

The on going discussion indicates that, mainly through the globalisation process, the post

World War IT arrangement, which seemingly enhanced the nation states, was increasingly 
making steps towards undermining the nation states' sustenance. However, several factors 

have contributed to speeding up the process of globalisation. These include: the economic, 
social and political integration which were aided by advances in technology; the fiscal crisis 
in the 1 970s and the economic recession in the 1 980s; and later, the ideological vacuum left 

by countries formerly in the eastern socialist bloc as they joined the western bloc in a bid to 
lift their economies from recession. 

By the 1 970s, the advances in technology had made it possible for goods, capital , and 

ideas to move with ease around the world and growing numbers of cross-border all iances; 

transnational enterprises became not only common but also more powerfu l .  Thus, 

capitalism, was transforming from international finance capitalism to transnational/global 
capitalism. 

With the transformation of capital ism from international finance capitalism to 

transitional/global capitalism, however, the position of the national states has increasingly 
become equivocal . As Haworth ( 1 994) contends, the massive inte.rnationalisation of 
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economic activities reinforced by development in communication technology, increasingly 

challenged the symmetry between the state and economic control . 

This contention is also supported by The Brookings Institution ( 1 995) which notes that: 

Cross-border economic integration and national political sovereignty have 
increasingly come into confl ict, leading to a growing mismatch between the 
economic and political structures of the world (The Brookings Institution 
1 995 : xvii) .  

It  is further observes that: 

As separation fences have been lowered and technological innovations have 
shrunk economic distances, a multitude of formal ly  neglected deference 
among nations' domestic pol icies have become exposed to international 
scrutiny (The Brookings Institution 1 995 :xvii) . 

The Brookings Institution ( 1 995) argues that these processes have led to tensions between 

nation states and world integration; tensions which are expressed in "diminished national 

autonomy" ,  "chal lenges to political sovereignty" and "cross border spi l l-overs" (The 
Brookings Institution 1 995 :xvii-xxi). 

Hence, with the oil crisis of the 1 970s and the economic recession of the 1 980s, the tension 

intensified between the transnational powers and the states structures. The existence of 
state-run economies and the state ownership of the key industrial sectors in many countries 

were seen as obstructing the integration of world capital ism. Likewise, public interest 

obligations imposed by state regulations were perceived as not only hampering cost cutting 

in an economy that was global i sing and regional ising into competitive continental 
blocs7\ut also interfering with the payment of "national " debt which had reached alarming 
levels. 

Thus, efforts were made by multinational capitalists to address the fiscal crises. Reduced 
public spending on social services (including health and education), promised short term 
balance sheet-benefits both through lower tax bil ls and re-direction of state finance to 

business subsidies. For transnational banks, faced with the prospect of system collapse 

74The ideas of de-regulation, globalisation, and the state in the 1980's are more 
elaborately put by Martin ( 1 993). 
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because of their 1 970s lending policies, it was imperative that states be made to put debt 

servicing ahead of public services (Martin 1 993). 

National states were urged to restructure their economies in l ine with the demands of 
multinational corporations. The developed nations were strongly persuaded by their trading 
partners to restructure while the developing nations were presented with structural 

adjustment policies as conditionalities for receiving aid or loans. Privatisation featured 
strongly in the structural adjustment rhetoric. 

Another important phenomenon of the 1 980s was the crumbling of the Eastern social ist 

governments, especially the USSR. As the International People's Tribunal to judge the 
Group-7 (seven leading industrial powers) ,  which was held in July 3 - 4, 1 993, observes :  

The capitalist ethos no longer faces any ideological resistance at the inter
governmental level throughout the south. With the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, and the embrace of a privatised market oriented policies by the 
successor states, and by China, there is no critical voice now being heard in  
the global corridors of  power and no  sense of economic alternative. With the 
Communist collapse had occurred, temporarily at least, the unwarranted 
discrediting of socialist values and the weakening of labour movements 
almost everywhere, which had historical ly served as the main sources of 
pressure for a more compassionate approach to economic policy. Instead of 
a dialogue between alternative economic perspectives, there is now a 
capitalist monologue, with a resulting decl ine in  political leverage to 
challenge the adverse human effects of market operations. The global market 
has become the only game in town, and the town i s  now the planet 
(International people's Tribunal 1 993: 1 29). 

The collapse of the socialist bloc not only made the "new right" ideology take the lead but 
also supplied a weapon with which the "new right" could secure their position and foster 

their ideological agenda. Besides creating an ideological vacuum, it provided a diversion 
from the economic problems in the contemporary capitalist system as well as the avenue for 

criticising the planned economy and the public system in general. 

Assuming that internal dynamics of each nation state contribute significantly to shaping 

policy reforms, the researcher proceeds to analyse the implementation of progressive 
policies in the 1 970 and 1 980s and the context of the privatisation debate in Tanzania  and in  

New Zealand .  The main argument i s  that the development and implementation of 
progressive policies in both countries were caught within dual processes of state welfarism 
and the globalisation process. 
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Local Context:  Tanzania 

State Welfarism and the Globalisation Process in Tanzania: Socio-economic 
Development Issues 

Issues of development in post-colonial countries, especial ly the so called Third World 

countries, are complex and sometimes baffling. As Oliga ( 1 996:274-276) argues, whereas 

these countries are rich, especially in natural endowments, they are correctly referred to as 

poor nations because the overwhelming majority of the people in these nations are perpetual 

victims of the problems of meeting the very basic needs of (human) material existence, 

such as nutrition and housing. 

In chapter two, various theories of development are presented; including the modernisation, 

dependency and the world system theories. These theories, have been put forward to 

explain this phenomenon of development especially in the Third World countries. In the 

ensuing discussion, an attempt is made to explain how Tanzania was caught in the vicious 

circle while attempting to develop from within the capitalist relations of production.
75 

Half a decade after independence, Tanzania correctly assessed the foundation of its 

problems within the capitalist mode of production, particularly the imperialist legacy and its 

renewal in a new form of penetration, namely neo-colon ialism. Ideological transfonnation 

was deemed necessary; hence, education was assigned the important function of taking a 

leading role in the reconstruction of the Tanzanian society towards a new form of 

development. Tanzania chose a socialist path, "Ujamaa", to development. 

Under Ujamaa, Tanzania's vision of development was basically for the social ,  political and 

economic progress of all people in the society. Nyerere ( 1 968) argued, for example, that: 

To work for the development of man [sic] ,  must mean the development of 
that kind of society which serves man, which enhances his well being and 
preserves his dignity. Thus, the development of peoples involves economic 
development, social development, and political development.. .The present 
condition of men must be unacceptable to all who think of an individual 
person as a unique creation of a l iving God. We say man was created in the 
image of God. I refuse to imagine a God who i s  poor, i gnorant, 

751t is important to note that the contention here, is not that, this was done either by conspiracy or by 
deliberate design from the international community or Tanzanian petty-bourgeoisie, but through a process 
of struggling for survival within finance capitalism. 



superstitious, fearful ,  oppressed, wretched . . .  The development of people, 
demands that the world shall become one and that social justice shall replace 
the present oppressions and inequalities (Nyerere 1 973:2 1 7-2 1 7). 
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Thus, development under Ujamaa was to foster social justice and change the existing 

oppressive conditions. However, while making some important strides forward, Tanzania 

did not become socialist and self-reliant. Considering the debt crisis and the structural 

adjustment policies that have made the social welfare system crumble, Tanzania is perhaps 

even more dependent on the world-economy now than it was in 1 967, at the time of the 

Arusha Declaration. 

Various explanations have been put forward for the failure of Tanzania to achieve the 

sociali st type of development, including those relating to agriculture, industry, ideology, 

and bureaucracy. Although some of the explanations are plausible, most of them fail to put 

the leading force (the post-colonial state) into proper perspective or ignore it altogether. In 

the proceeding discussion, an attempt is made to explain Tanzania' s attempt at social ist 

development in the realm of the nature, role and function of the state, albeit the post

colonial state, in the capitalist mode of production. The main argument is that, given its 

position as a post-colonial capital ist state caught between neo-colonial exploitation and 

internal c lass struggles, Tanzania's development strategies could not lead the country to 

self-rel iance, let alone social ism. In other words, although Tanzania had a strong 

ideological base, it lacked the appropriate strategy for self-reliance and this led to its 

philosophy of socialism and self-reliance being captured in the framework of capitalist state 

welfarism. 

Thus, the successes and problems of building a socialist and self-reliant society in Tanzania 

have to be understood through the analysis of the selected strategies of development and 

Tanzania' s position in the world economy. The contention is that Tanzania' s strategies of 

implementing socialism and self-reliance were so similar to policies promoted by the social 

welfare states which earned them not only support from international finance capital but 

also l imited their success. The support from finance capitalism induced Tanzania to employ 

capitalist strategies; hence, setting bases for contradictions between the strategy and the 

leading ideology. 

It is evinced that the continued external orientation of Tanzania's economy has been the 

result of several factors including;  increased foreign influence, patterns of capital 
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investment in  private and public sectors, and the development strategies adopted by the 

post-colonial government. 

a) Increased Foreign Influence 

Foreign influence is exerted through various activities, including: trade, foreign aid and 

external debt. 

Trade 

Trade is one basic area where the disadvantaged position of post-colonial states is  manifest. 

The lack of diversity in export products and markets, for example, has meant that Tanzania 

is vulnerable to fluctuations in international market prices. Tanzania depends on the world 

market for the decision on what to produce and the pricing of her products. Four primary 

products provide the bulk of the value of domestic exports: coffee, cotton, cloves and sisal 

which in 1 973,  together accounted for 57% of Tanzania's exports. In the late 1 970s, sisal ,  

coffee, cotton, cashew nuts, tea and tobacco stil l  made up 70% of exports (Nursey-Bray 

1 980:62). Given the fact that Tanzania has no say over the working of the world market 

mechanisms, crop pricing has had a particularly devastating effect on her balance of 

payments. 

A long term upwards trend in the price of imported manufactured goods has also been 

devastating because of Tanzania's high dependence on imported capital equipment and 

other manufactured items. Tanzania's terms of trade therefore, have been steadi ly 

worsening since the first oil-shock in the early 1 970s. This has drained the country of 

foreign exchange reserves to a point where it is forced to pay for many imports on a cash

on-delivery basis or to forego some of its needs. This situation contributed significantly to 

the fiscal and legitimation crises of the 1 980s. At the heart of the matter, however, is the 

fact that Tanzania, l ike most of the post-colonial states, does not participate in setting prices 

of either what the country sell s  or buys. This has the net effect of maintaining its 

disadvantaged position in the global economic order. 

Foreign Aid and External Debt 

Another obstacle to Tanzania' s transition to socialism and de-linking from the capitalist 

system is its dependence on foreign aid. In times of fiscal crisis, such as during the oil 
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shocks in the early 1 970s, the fall of world grain prices, and the war with Uganda, the 

Tanzanian state had to look to western capitalist countries for significant amounts of 

financial aid. Shivj i  ( 1 976) notes that, in the period between the Arusha Declaration in 1 967 

and 1 973, "Tanzania received almost three times as much foreign aid as in the previous six

year period" (Shivj i  1 976: 1 60)· This trend did not cease in the 1 970s and 1 980s. 

The level of external debt, since the Arusha declaration, also shows increasing levels of 

dependence rather than self-reliance. Tanzania's international debt was twenty-one times 

h igher in 1 977 than it was in 1 967 (Mittelman 1 99 1 :2 1 3) and, in 1 974, interest charges 

alone increased three-fold (Mittelman ( 1 99 1 :225). Hyden ( 1 980:75) notes that, in the area 

of external debt, Tanzania has been one of the highest borrowers per capita in  the world. 

What perhaps makes this problem more extreme is the fact that the majority of debt 

servicing and repayment commitments are denominated in foreign currency ;  thus,  

worsening Tanzania's foreign-exchange and creating a severe balance of payments crisis. 

It has to be noted, however, that this phenomenon of external aid and debt is  not pecul iar to 

Tanzania. Given their dependency and unequal position in the world economic order and 

the urge to develop a "national economy" commensurate with the post-war arrangement of 

national sovereignty, led many post-colonial states to seek and accept foreign aid and debt" 

(Hoogvelt 1 997:49). Hoogvelt ( 1 997) observes that the Third Worldist view based on the 

dependency theory of development, in the 1 960s and 1 970s, culminated in a wave of 

nationalisation and indigenisation policies in which foreign owned companies and assets 

were taken over by the state or compulsorily sold to indigenous bourgeoisie. He argues 

that: 

But there was a price to pay . . . .  foreign companies required financial 
compensation to be paid . . .  the financial resources were obtained from 
international banks eager to find outlets for accumulated Euro-and petro-

76 
dollars (Hoogvelt 1 997:49) . 

What i s  of particular importance here, is that much of this money had specific lending 

criteria and loan terms attached, which al lowed external agencies to direct the spending of 

the money and, therefore, of development in itiatives . The pressure exerted by the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank (IBRD) to make Tanzania  

implement the structural adjustment programmes (SAPs), in the 1 980s, serves to i l lustrate 

76This was the beginning of the post-colonial nations' debt crisis of the 1 980s. 
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the extent of their influence
77

. Moreover, the external agencies had fewer obligations for 

the consequences of the economic development strategies they promoted. Hoogvelt ( 1 997) 

further notes that: 

The changed equity debt composition of foreign controlled enterprises in the 
Third World [led] to gross inefficiencies (and deepening indebtedness) 
because of the institutional separation of financial responsibil ity from 
operational control .  Interest on loan capital constitutes a contractual 
obligation that needs to be discharged irrespective of the profitability of the 
enterprise or project for which the obligation was contracted . . .  dividends 
(return on equity)  were no longer the raison d 'etre of the foreign 
involvement. From the parent company's point of view, the local affil iate or 
joint venture became quintessentially a trading partner from whom it wished 
to buy cheap and to sel l  dear (Hoogvelt 1 997 :50) . 

The above observations indicate that some foreign involvement in post-colonial nations not 

only "corrupted the very pol icies of development" (Hoogvelt 1 997 :49) but also created a 

breeding ground for the post-colonial nations' ( including Tanzania) debt crisis of the 

1 980s. 

Development Strategies Adopted by the Post-Colonial Government 

The development strategies adopted by the post-colonial government in Tanzania reflects 

Tanzania's position in the capitalist relations of production which is further evidenced by its 

policies of agriculture and rural development, investment in private and public sectors and 

the implementation of Education for Self-Reliance (ESR), after the Arusha declaration. 

Agricultural and Rural Development 

This thesi s  argues that Tanzania's agricultural problems are significantly related to the 

selected strategies for development that reflect Tanzania's neo-colonial position in the 

capitalist world system. 

Tanzania' s post-colonial state, led by the political bourgeoisie, recognised the importance 

of the peasants in Tanzania' s economy and sought their collaboration in the process of 

socialist transformation. Fol lowing the Arusha declaration, a pol icy-document, "Socialism 

77 This is discussed later in the study. 
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and Rural Development" was produced in September 1 967. In this document it i s  stated 

that: 

The land is the only basis for Tanzania's development; we have no other. 
Therefore, if our rural l ife is not based on the principles of socialism our 
country wi l l  not be social ist, regardless of how we organise our industrial 
sector, and regardless of our commercial and pol itical arrangements . 
Tanzanian socialism must be based on the land and its workers (Nyerere 
1 968a: 1 1 8) .  

I t  is  worth noting, however, that proclaiming the philosophy of seli-rel iance is, by itself, 

not enough for carrying out sustainable self-reliant rural development. 

Rural development based on socialism and self-reliance should have focused on the 

removal of oppressive and exploitative economic and social relations at both local and 

international levels. In that regard, rural development would have been expl icitly poli tical 

and necessarily involved in the analysis of power relations not only in the community but 

also the state and the capitalist international system. That is, previously taken for granted 

assumptions, including increased production for export while neglecting production for 

local consumption,  should have been treated as problematic to appropriate rural 

development. Such a strategy would have increased critical awareness of both the 

immediate and the wider society for transformation to take place at both the micro and 

macro levels. In other words, rural development in Tanzania should have had greater input 

from the rural people themselves. 

It has been noted (Mathryn 1 979, Mbil inyi 1 994, Kweka 1 994), however, that in most 

cases, people's i nitiatives were not given appropriate status in the rural development 

strate g y .  Mathryn ( 1 979) , Mbi l inyi  ( 1 994), Kweka ( 1 994) argue that ,  i n  the 

implementation of self-reliant projects, people at the grass-root were not empowered to 

carry out their own l iberation in practice. 

Fol lowing advice from the capitalist international institutions, particularly the World B ank, 

Tanzania focused on modernisation ; hence, employing strategies that were s imply a 

modification of the developmental approaches of the colonial days and transformation 

approaches of the early post-independence period
78

. The main problem with these 

78Por more information about the developmental and transformational approaches to rural development see 
(World Bank 1 96 1  and O'NeiII 1989. 
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approaches was that they were attempts to increase rural agricultural production so as to 

increase foreign exchange earnings without changing the capitalist relations of production. 

Thus, the Tanzanian peasants' participation in rural development came to be perceived as an 

instrument for greater cost-effectiveness and economic efficiency (Rahnema, 1 992: 1 1 7-

1 1 9) .  

Like the colonial state, the post-colonial state in Tanzania insisted on  the export bias of 

agricultural production. Even after the Arusha Declaration, the agricultural sector continued 

with raw material production, similar to colonial times. This lack of diversity in export 

crops and markets, and a relative over-emphasis on cash-crop production such as coffee,  

cotton, cloves and sisal , meant that Tanzanians continued to produce less of what they 

needed for local consumption and more of what they could not consume. Thus, in years of 

severe drought, such as 1 973-74, 1 975-76 and 1 980-8 1 ,  the government had to import 

food when there should have sti l l  been sufficient domestic production. This placed 

enormous strain on the government budget and on the nation's foreign exchange reserves .  

Although the implementation of socialism and rural development increased the availability 

of basic needs such as health care, education and income, it excluded a provision for the 

essential human needs of l iberty and freedom. Thus, by not focusing on empowering the 

masses, the implementation of rural development in Tanzania failed to address the main 

issue of social ism and self-rel iance. That is, both freedom and socio-economic 

development should go hand in hand. 

At times, the approach has also been deceitful and manipulative, as the extension officers 

have frequently played the role of "extending" knowledge and skill s  to an "ignorant" 

cl ientele, while the government promised the rural population rewards which were either 

not forthcoming or were too far beyond reach to sustain motivation and performance 

(Ishumi 1 98 1 ). Raising the status of agriculture and reducing the gap between the rural and 

urban l ife, for example, are among the unfulfi l led promises. It has to be noted, however, 

that the poor conditions of the majority of urban people in Tanzania do not support the neo

classic economic doctrine that suggests a coalition between the state and urban dwellers in 

Africa against the peasantry who have borne the brunt of urban biased policies 

(Mkandawile 1 99 1 :83). 

Tanzania's post-colonial rur
,
al development can be seen in the contemporary situation as a 

policy of modernisation and of increasing agricultural production, rather than a tool for 
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African socialist development. It is worth noting, however, that, through the socialism and 

self-rel iance rhetoric, the rural population became more aware of their oppressed position 

and demanded more social rights from the state. As Samoff and Surnra ( 1 994) observe, in 

the 1 970s, was an increased participation of Tanzanians in debates concerning their socio

political l ife. It is arguable that, in future, the Tanzanian peasantry may attempt to translate 

the social ist rhetoric into action, so as to emancipate themselves. With the crumbl ing of 

social welfare services and the more apparent exploitation processes, the probability for 

such attempts may increase. 

Patterns of Capital Investment in Private and Public Sectors 

Industrial development strategies not only explicate problems of development in post

colonial Tanzania but also the contribution of patterns of capital investment to the problems. 

That is ,  while foreign capitalist investment helped in the implementation of industrial 

development projects, the patterns of capital investment compromised their sustainability 

and their socialist orientation. 

Industry, or rather, the lack of it, has been posed by the modernisers (especial ly the 

evolutionists such as Rostow ( 1 97 1 »  as a barrier to development in Third World nations, 

such as Tanzania. The modernisers, correctly, note that what industry Tanzania has, is 

highly rel iant on foreign capital and expertise, often which was imported into Tanzania 

through the Tanzanian government. By 1 975, the industry sector's share of the Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) was only 1 0%, with much of the industrial development in the 

areas of import substitution (Okoko 1 987). Furthermore, the industrial sector in Tanzania 

also suffers from a lack of domestic entrepreneurial expertise. 

It is be argued, however, that all these industrial problems are a manifestation of a more 

fundamental problem which is the industrial development strategy followed by the post

colonial state, even after the Arusha declaration. This strategy not only thwarted any hope 

for indigenous industrial and technological development, but also intensified Tanzania's 

peripheral position in the capitalist system. Indeed, Tanzania' s problems regarding 

fol lowing a socialist path of development while attempting to change its position of 

dependence on the world-economy from within can be more clearly observed in the 

industrial development strategy. 
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By focusing on modernisation and employing the economic growth model which emphases 

industrialisation and export specialisation, the post-colonial state in Tanzania has made the 

country more dependent on the mercy of the world market, which, by and large, i s  

controlled by  the advanced industrialised nations and multinational corporations 79. 

In the post-colonial , or what is sometimes termed the "post-independence" period in  

Tanzania, industrialisation and foreign investment increased. This investment was partially 

due to government inducement in the early 1 960s and, partially, due to attempts by foreign 

firms to protect their existing export markets and investments. Many foreign companies 

received generous incentives from the government to set up factories in the early post

independence period. The main incentive was tariff barriers which enabled these factories 

to get a sure market within the country. 

After the Arusha declaration, the post-colonial state in Tanzania attempted to build what it 

envisaged as a nationally  integrated economy, consistent with the objectives of 'Ujamaa' . 

National isation of some areas of industry and direct state intervention into others was 

instituted to carry out this objective. 

At first, nationalisation was seen as a way to collective ownership of the resources in  

Tanzania; thus, making foreign investors a bit sceptical . Soon, however, i t  was clear that 

national i sation in Tanzania, l ike national isation in most of Africa, was no more than a 

symbolic act of completing the process of flag independence. Rather than causing problems 

to foreign firms, national isation enhanced managerial control which kept returns on 

investment almost at pre-nationalisation levels 
80 . 

The main government instrument for controll ing industry in Tanzania was the National 

Development Corporation (NDC) which was formed in 1 965 through the amalgamation of 

two earl ier bodies - the Tanzania Development Corporation and the Tanganyikan 

Agricultural Corporation. When the NDC was formed, in 1 965, its main objective was to 

attract private capital rather than promoting a national strategy for industrial development or 

extending the control of the government over the economy (Okoko 1 987: 1 28). This means 

that, initially, NDC was an instrument for foreign capitalist domination. As Nyerere puts it, 

79 Neo-Marxists' ( e.g. Martin 1 993, Mbilinyi 1 994, Frank 1 97 1 )  analysis of the relationship between the 
growth model and the third world economic dependency testify to this. 
80Explaining the irony of nationalisation in Africa, Okoko ( 1 987: 1 30) notes that in  Zambia foreign fIrms 
gladly queued to be nationalised, perhaps to the amazement of the Zambian Government. 
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"Private investment in Africa means overwhelming foreign investment. A capitalist 

economy means a foreign dominated economy. These are facts of the African situation" 

(cited in Okoko ( 1 987: 1 26). 

After the Arusha Declaration of 1 967, the NDC was gIven the task of managing 

government owned industry which was gained through nationalisation of key industries. 

Such industries included, grain and tobacco interests, among others. At the peak of its 

activities, the NDC was controlling about 40 subsidiaries and 25 associate companies. 

Without a clearly defined industrial strategy consistent with the socialist objectives in 

Tanzania, there was no rational criteria for assessing the NDC and other firms' patterns of 

investment or the role of foreign partnerships in influencing and structuring the pattern of 

investment and the industrial sector, in general. 

What is clear, however, is that nationalisation alone does not automatical ly  turn the 

industrial and social relations in the direction of a transition to social ism. Building on this 

fact, Shivj i  ( 1 976:79) argues that, rather than working towards de-linking Tanzania' s 

economy from the capitalist world system, nationalisation has played an important political 

role in assisting the rise to power of a powerful bureaucratic wing of the petty-bourgeoisie 

to which he refers as the "bureaucratic-bourgeoisie " .  Shivj i  ( 1 976 :79) sees the 

nationalisation policies of Tanzania as being part of an attempt by the petty-bourgeoisie to 

curve an economic base for itself in its struggle with what he terms the "commercial

bourgeoisie " .  Whether this was deliberate or not, it is  c lear that, even after the 

national isation measures, Tanzania has been extremely receptive to the involvement of 

multinational corporations (MNCs), in contravention to the proclaimed �ocialist ideals. 

Of significance, however, is that, during the 1 970s, there was progress in terms of the 

workers' wel l-being. Social services, including workers education,  were provided. 

Industries had to establish health centres and to provide free health care for their employees; 

some industries provided child care facil ities and workers' adult education programmes 

became a common feature at work places. Workers committees were also established to 

provide opportunities for col lective bargaining while progressive taxation contributed to 

lessening the gap between local management and the workers. 
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Problems of Implementing Education for Self-Reliance 

Although the implementation of education for self-rel iance in Tanzania had a strong 

ideological base, to a greater extent, it was similar to the education settlements implemented 

by the welfare states elsewhere. Thus, the structural issues of domination and exploitation 

inherent in the capitalist societies were not tackled. Consequently, education for self

reliance in Tanzania faced similar problems of trying to facilitate egalitarian social changes 

within the existing social hierarchies and economic structures and groups. 

Like other sectors, provision of education in Tanzania, even after the Arusha declaration, 

was highly dependent on external support. As a result, the donor agencies have exerted 

great influence in educational strategies, some of which were contradictory to the 

philosophy of education for self-reliance. Building on the perspective of development as 

modernisation, for example, skil ls development has been promoted more than social 

transformation (Samoff and Sumra 1 994). 

According to education for self-reliance, pupils were to be seen as active participants in the 

school community, sharing responsibility with teachers for determining and meeting their 

needs. This seemed to be contradictory to the hierarchical social structure of the schools .  

Partly as a result of this contradiction, there have been confrontations between staff and 

students. In most cases, teachers and members of the community accused the students of 

disrespecting authority while the students have criticised the teachers for being colonial

minded and negl igent. Further, the steady drop in the relative opportunities of primary 

school leavers to obtain places in secondary schools, has contributed significantly to the 

crisis of primary school leavers and to the apathy by the parents who have come to regard 

sending their children to school as a futile exercise. 

The crisis of primary school leavers, has had more impact on the education system. The 

crisis exposed the inabi l ity of the Tanzanian state to cope satisfactorily with the people's 

rising expectations, developed into a legitimation crisis ,  and, hence chal lenged the 

educational settlement achieved by the post-colonial state through mass education. 

According to the philosophy of education for self-reliance, primary education had to impart 

useful knowledge, skills and attitudes for rural life where the majority (over 85 percent) of 

the people live. Research findings (e.g. Ishumi 1 984, Kilimwiko 1 995), however, reveal a 

growing trend of rural urban migration among young people. 
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The study by Ishumi ( 1 984) reported that primary school leavers, or drop-outs, constituted 

most of the youth (7 1 .4%) who were found idling, or with occasional casual or temporary 

engagements; petty-vending, sol icitation and prostitution ; pocket picking "and criminal 

engagements ranging from smaller dimensions of house breaking and shop-l ifting to 

higher-scale acts of ambushing, and highway car and bus jacking" (IshlJmi 1 984:25) . 

Based on such observations, it has been contended (Malekela 1 984, Urch 1 986) that the 

broad-ranging objectives and expectations of ESR have remained largely unattained. The 

curriculum was criticised for having remained rigid and uniform for the whole country and 

without any community input, irrespective of the country ' s  heterogeneous environment 

(ILO. 1 982, Ishumi 1 984, Malekela 1 984). Despite the anti-examination bias stated in  

ESR, primary schools sti l l  prepared students for Primary School Leaving Examinations 

(PSLE). Malekela ( 1 984) notes that the reputation of a primary school and its teachers is 

largely determined by the number of pupils  who get selected to form 1 ,  fol lowing PSLE. 

Malekela ( 1 984) further argues that the primary school curriculum in Tanzania is  geared 

towards the four percent (4%) of primary school graduates, leaving the others without the 

basic knowledge, skil ls and attitudes that are necessary to make them self-reliant within the 

village or urban setting. 

Requiring the rural population to send their children to school and expecting them to remain 

in the vil lages, while most of the social amenities are concentrated in urban areas, on the 

other hand, was construed as a restriction of social mobility. Thus, Urch ( 1 986), argues 

that: 

The Tanzanian dilemma lies in how to balance a dual system of education 
which economical ly rewards those with advanced qual ifications while 
asking the rural population to view primary education as terminal (Urch 
1 986:2 1 ) . 

At the same time, due to a number of fiscal crises that faced the Tanzanian state in the 

1 970s, funds were not available to continue the education expansion through to the post

primary level . While government primary school enrolment nearly quintupled from 1 965 to 

1 98 1 ,  enrolment in government secondary schools increased only eighty-one percent. 

Thus, while at independence more than one-third of the primary school students were 

selected for government secondary schools, the percentage had fallen to one-tenth by 1 970 

and two percent by 1 982 due to the UPE drive (URT 1 986). 
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In response to the popular demand for secondary education at a time when the state was 

facing fiscal problems mainly due to the oil shock, the state made a provision for private 

schools and, from the mid 1 970s, a large number of private schoois were established in  

Tanzania. However, these schools tended to be concentrated in more prosperous regions. 

which created tensions between local and central ised planning. Local el ites, along with 

church officials, effectively util ised the rhetoric of central government policy statements to 

legitimate their own autonomy and self-reliance in the running of schools .  In effect, 

therefore, private schools and, indeed, the whole education system became the site of a 

much wider struggle in which the rhetoric of popular participation was used to legitimate an 

education program that, in fact, increased socio-economic inequalities between regions and 

between classes. 

This was not a del iberate project on the part of the bureaucratic-bourgeoisie, rather, the 

state lacked sufficient apparatus, trained staff and resources to follow through its policies in 

the local setting. This meant that there was a high degree of local autonomy in the education 

system. This autonomy allowed local elites to pursue their own educational projects, some 

of which were participatory and socialist in nature and others were not. Thus, as education 

continued to be elitist and to contribute to social stratification, ESR initiatives faced a more 

fundamental problem of maintaining their ideological base. 

In 1 974, Tanzania's ruling party issued the Musoma Resolution which, arguably ,  can be 

seen as part of a policy to try and protect the legitimacy of the state by attacking student 

el itism. According to the resolution, students had to spend a compulsory two year stand

down period after secondary school before entry into any post-secondary institution . 

During this period, students had to be employed or help in their rural communities, after 

which those who the rul ing Party considered appropriate for further education were 

selected. This pol icy, however, did not last in the long-term as the two year stand down 

period was found to be too long for women, who became exempted; then students 

enrol l ing in some faculties, especially engineering and some branches of science became 

exempted and, finally, the policy was scrapped altogether. 

Thus, while the post-colonial state in Tanzania appeared to be fol lowing more egalitarian 

and social i st oriented policies, in the 1 970s, these policies increasingly faced grave 

problems. This was due to a number of reasons already outlined, such as the inabil ity of 

the state to fund a comprehensive secondary and tertiary education system; the popular 
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demand for a general academic education; the external influences of global economic forces 

and the continual intervention of local el ites into the education system. This last factor, is  

particularly important, not only for education but also for the wider political structure of 

Tanzania. While the demand rested on the rhetoric of popular participation, the underlying 

ideology was increasingly becoming one of class stratification and elitism. The popular 

demand for increased educational provision soon became obviously individual istic and 

economically motivated. 

It is argued, therefore, that the policies put forward to implement the basic philosophies 

contained in the Arusha declaration and Education for Self-Reliance were attempts to reject 

international capitalism at the superstructure levels without rejecting the capitalist mode of 

production. Consequently, the state had to contend with internal contradictions as well as 

external pressures. Through trade, foreign aid and external debt, post-colonial Tanzania 

remained enmeshed in  the global capitalist relations of production. 

It has to be acknowledged, however, that, with the attempt to implement socialism and self

reliance, Tanzania experienced more social and political development in one decade than 

they had done in more than half a century. The citizen' s  notable popular participation in 

social , political and educational issues in the 1 970s (Samoff and Sumra 1 994) was the 

result  of the progressive policies of the time. In the 1 980s and 1 990s, this progress i s  

rescinded by the neo-liberal privatisation policies. 

The Context of the Privatisation Debate in Tanzania 

In order to understand the nature of the neo-Iiberal privatisation policies of the 1 980s and 

1 990s, particularly as they relate to Tanzania, it is important to revisit the privatisation 

debates within their wider and specific contexts. 

As stated earlier, in developing countries such as Tanzania, privatisation was introduced 

through the SAPs in the 1 980s, as a recipe for development. The SAPs urged developing 

countries to follow the global trend to " l iberal ise" the economy and to privatise public 

enterprises as wel l as social services. The World Bank and IMF structural adjustment 

conditions include: privatisation of publ ic firms (i .e.  commercial sectors of the state) 

through joint ventures or outright sales; making cuts in social expenditure; removal of food 

subsidies; workers' retrenchment; currency devaluation; and the introduction of user fees 

for education, health and other services. 
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Tanzania's post-colonial state, under President J. K. Nyerere, at first resisted the pressure 

for privatisation. There was heated debate over the rationale of sel ling publ ic corporations 

when indigenous entrepreneurs had no money to buy shares. It was also argued that the 

proposed privatisation conditions would levy cruel taxes on people's lives. Asserting that 

Tanzania had no knowledge of or experience in privatisation, Nyerere (Kilimwiko, 1 994) 

argued that privatisation is the same as looting public resources and might even put the 

control of Tanzania's institutions in foreign hands. 

In the early 1 980s, most of the bilateral and multilateral donors began to reduce financial 

support in order to press the Tanzanian government to accept the Structural Adjustment 

Policies (SAP) of the World Bank/IMF. This had a tol l on the country 's  economy, 

especially as it combined with the falling crop prices in global markets control led by 

transnational corporations (TNCs); rising oil prices; drought and famine in the early 1 980s; 

the war against Idd Amin of Uganda in the late 1 970s; as wel l as debt servicing. There was 

a drastic reduction in the real incomes and a drop in the standard of l iving of most 

Tanzanians. Depicting the situation of the mid- 1 980s, Jones ( 1 992) notes that: 

Nowhere were the problem of debt and recession more acute than in Africa 
south of the Sahara .. .In many countries between 1 980 and 85, per capita 
income fel l  1 0  percent, and up to 30 per cent in such countries as Chad, 
Niger and Tanzania. Across the sub-continent, improvement made since 
independence in health, education and infrastructure were in real danger of 
being eradicated . . .  (Jones' 1 992: 1 7 1 )  (emphasis added). 

The same observation is also made by Underson (in Gayle & Goodrich, 1 990) when he 

contends that the public sector in developing countries was badly hit by the g lobal 

economic downturn of the late 1970s and early 1 980s. 

Meanwhile, changes were quickly taking place in the economic and political scene 

including the stepping down in 1 985 of J. K. Nyerere, Tanzania's president since 

independence. The external pressure continued to mount. Final ly,  in 1 986, Tanzania 

capitulated to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank and other bilateral 

Western donors' demands to adopt the SAPs and, hence, to " l iberalise" the economy and to 

privatise social services. In the same year, Tanzania started the implementation of the 

Economic Recovery Plan (ERP) along World BanklIMF guide-lines. In 1 992, the ruling 

party and government conceded to demands for pol itical pluralism, leading to mUlti-party 

elections in October 1995 . 
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Important to note is that most of these changes were pushed by external agencies rather 

than the majority of the Tanzanians. The move for political pluralism, for example, was 

rejected by 85% of the Tanzanians in a referendum8 1 . However, the post-colonial state had 

to institute the multi-party political regime and elections as part of the implementation of the 

SAPs package. 

The ERP emphasised the reduction of tariff barriers, incentives for private capital, removal 

of the farming subsidies and reduction of government spending on social services. These 

measures had a toll on Tanzania's economy, in general and on education, in particular. 

The " l iberalisation" measures hit hard the agricultural and the local industrial sectors. The 

high price of unsubsidised agricultural inputs , the poor financial position of rural co

operatives and the introduction of cash-on delivery policy, all contributed to low yields in 

farming. 

A flood of untaxed imports hurt local industries (e .g. the texti le industry which had to 

compete with cheap imported second-hand clothes) putting thousands of people out of 

work. Big industries were to be sold off by government, mainly to foreigners because they 

had more access to financial resources than Tanzanians.  It is a normal phenomenon for a 

number of workers to lose their jobs once the firm is sold. When the Mwadui Diamond 

Company reached an agreement with De Beers (the diamond deal ing giant based in South 

Africa), for example, all local managers were retired and their positions fil led by De Beers 

personnel (Kil imwiko 1 994:unpaged).  Under such c ircumstances, the debate of 

privatisation entered a second phase with people beginning to question whether it was 

privatisation or "foreignisation" of the nation's assets. Kilimwiko ( 1 994) noted that even 

those who supported privatisation in principle became disenchanted with the privatisation 

processes. Dr. Humphrey Moshi, of the Economic Research Bureau of the University of 

Dar es Salaam, was quoted, arguing that "privatisation is good but it is  wrong to believe 

that a free market economy wil l  solve all of Tanzania's economic i l l s  without state 

involvement" (Kilimwiko 1 994:unpaged). Dr. Moshi cites examples of Japan and India, 

where the state is stil l  a dominant player in their national economies although they have a 

strong private sector. 

8 1  "The Nyalali Report" (URT 1 99 1 ) . 
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The emphasis on debt servicing by the SAPs also aggravated the government's fiscal 

problems. With the debt standing at more than seven billion US dol lars in 1 994, Tanzania 

spent 2,425 mil l ion Us dollars to service the national debt in 1 994/95 financial year. In 

1 996, the president of Tanzania, Benjamin Mkapa, revealed that the amount was sufficient 

to meet the budget expenditure of seven major government ministries. 

This exemplifies Martin ' s  ( 1 993) observation that, by focusing their emphasis on the 

privatisation and commercialisation of public services, the SAPs lead to a systematic 

redirecting of publ ic spending from services such as health and education, towards 

subsidising export businesses and servicing debt. This resulted in a massive flow of 

resources from the poor to the rich, both within the country and externally. Hence, Martin 

( 1 993 : 1 0) further contends that, in the 1 980s, power shifted from nation states to supra 

national quasi-state institutions, such as the IMF and the Word Bank who exert pressure on 

economic and social pol icy. Thus, Martin ( 1 993 : 1 0) suggests that: "the relationship can 

reasonably be termed neo-colonialist". 

Under such circumstances, the education sector was not faring any better. As the 

government's education budget became less and less, the situation of schools deteriorated 

and the teachers' morale continued to drop. This enhanced disenchantment with the existing 

education system, created conducive conditions for a change. A more detailed analysis of 

this induced legitimation crisis is carried out in this study under the chapter on Tanzania's 

policy document analysis. 

Local Context: New Zealand 

The New Zealand State and the Globalisation Process 

Due to the economic prosperity and the social welfare system, the post-colonial status of 

New Zealand was not obvious to the majority of New Zealanders. However, the fiscal 

problems of the period starting from the 1 970s brought changes to the New Zealand's 

economic, social and pol itical scene. On the economic scene, New Zealand was 

experiencing a steady decl ine in terms of trade. Birks and Chatterjee ( 1 997) contend that 

New Zealand experienced a steady decl ine in terms of trade, particularly during the period 

between the mid 1 960s to the mid- 1 980s 
82. 

This decl ine was caused by a combination of 

82rhe same trend of decline in terms of trade has also been noted in the OEeD ( 1993) Report. 
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factors including: Britain's entry into the European Economic Community in 1 973 and a 

slow growth in demand for New Zealand' s  major primary exports ; the impact on import 

prices of world-wide inflation ; and the oil prices rise of the 1 970s. It has been noted 

(OECD 1 993: 1 1 ) that, during this period, New Zealand's  per capita income grew at 1 .4 per 

cent compared to 2.9 per cent for the OECD as a whole. Over the same period, the GNP 

per capita fel l  from 5th in the world to twentieth. Thus, since the mid- 1 970s, expenditure 

on imports grew at a higher rate than earnings from exports, leading to a persistent current 

account deficit which was financed by overseas borrowing (Roper, et. al . 1 993). 

What is significant, however, is that these constraints on balance of payments prompted 

both domestic and trade related policy responses, including a turn to export incentive 

schemes to boost manufacturing, corporatization and privatisation ventures as well as 

monetary policies favourable for debt servicing 
83. 

With Britain's entry into the European Economic Community in 1 973,  New Zealand's 

farming industry had to diversify both in its range of products and its export markets. In 

the late 1 970s and early 1 980s, the government sought to support this process through 

extensive subsidies .  Recognising the importance of agriculture to the New Zealand 

economy the government established important patterns of preferences for the agricultural 

sector. These included special banking services, government provision of extension and 

research services, producer control led market boards and various government-funded 

income support schemes (John son 1 997). These solutions did not work for long because, 

while incomes and output were maintained, the fiscal costs became excessive; creating a 

rationale for turning to export incentive schemes. 

A number of big investment projects in petroleum processing and petro-chemicals, based 

on domestic gas resources, were also taken up by New Zealand in the early 1 980s so as to 

offset the impact of the second oil crisis. It has been contended (Easton 1 997) that these 

projects were based on the 1 950s economic model which emphasised rapid industrialisation 

through big, capital-intensive, government-promoted industries. The main assumption 

behind the investments was that, through series of l inkages, these industries would pull the 

rest of the economy into a process of self-generation and growth . Pertinent to this model 

was the cost-benefit analysis approach which was developed in other Western countries as 

83 Duncan & Bollard ( 1 992); Kelsey, J. ( 1 997) ;  and various articles in S. Birks & S. Chatterjee ( 1 997) 
support the view that constraints on the balance of payment prompted New Zealand governments monetary 
and trade related responses. 
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a means of assisting the government to decide which project should go ahead, (including 

private sector projects which required government assistance). The approach involves 

calculating the expected costs and benefits of the project, and if benefits exceed costs, then 

the project gets approval (Easton 1 997). Thus, based on the high world energy price in the 

1 970s and the predictions that it would fol low a rising path, the New Zealand National 

government supported the energy-based projects (mostly referred to as "Think B ig" 

Projects) .  Easton ( 1 997) observes that the big investment projects were a centre-piece of 

the National government ' s  1 98 1  election manifesto. However, the rllid- 1 980s fall in oil 

prices led to the non-viabil ity of these projects, which contributed to an increase in  gross 

public debt from 45% of GDP in 1 973 to 79% in 1 987 (Rudd 1 993). Thus, in the 1 980s, 

New Zealand experienced economic stagnation, combined with a rise in debt, inflation, and 

unemployment (Kelsey 1 997 :24). 

As the economic recession grew and the social problems became apparent, the intentions as 

well as the social gains resulting from distributive and redistributive policies of the welfare 

state were challenged. Government intervention in the economy as well as in provision of 

services was criticised for causing low economic growth rates, lack of economic efficiency 

and stifl ing of enterprise (J ohnson 1 997, Kelsey 1 997, Easton 1 997 ; and Duncan and 

Bollard 1 992) . The cost-benefit approach was also criticised for not being sensitive enough 

to indicate who the beneficiaries of the projects were and who would bear the losses 

(Easton 1 997). 

The New Zealand state responded by introducing programmes for reducing external 

protection and, subsequently by phasing out some domestic intervention (Easton 1 997:8) .  

Foreign exchange deal ings were opened up to al l  reputable corners; restrictions on inland 

freight transport favouring the railway were dropped; while free trade with Australia was 

promoted through Closer Economic Relations (CER) . However, the government ' s 

involvement in  the economy through indirect influences and direct regulatory control 

continued (Birks & Chatterjee 1 997, Easton 1 997, Kelsey 1 997, Duncan and Bol lard 

1 992) . B irks & Chatterjee ( 1 997 : 1 67) contend that, up to the general election in 1 984, the 

trend was towards more rather than less government control .  Thus, the National 

government was increasingly becoming unpopular to those who thought the fiscal 

problems were a result of state interventionist policies. Easton ( 1 997 :9) states that, "the 

government, led by the increasingly unpopular Robert Muldoon, gave the impression it 

was at best reluctant to l iberal ise, and eager to intervene." Subscribing to the same 

criticism, the New Zealand Treasury ( 1 984: 1 06) asserted that the Muldoon government 
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relied heavily on policies that emphasised government intervention in the economy; hence, 

government policies did not achieve their objectives and frustrated the achievement of 

higher l iving standards. 

Strategicall y  the Labour Party, as the opposition to the National government, moved to 

capture the support of those who were against the government 's  interventionist policies. 

With no concrete economic policy agenda prior to the elections, the Labour Party seemed to 

promise different things to people of different interests; a move that helped it to win the 

1 984 snap elections. Thus, apart from its traditional all ies 
84 

the Labour Party won over 

some of the right wing population. 

By promoting market oriented policies, however, the Labour Party increasingly moved 

away from its traditionally espoused socialist principles and disdainfully left its traditional 

supporters in confusion. Thus, Kelsey ( 1 997) observes that, after 1 984, the political choice 

in New Zealand became increasingly sterile as structural adjustment fol lowed the same neo

liberal course, whichever party was in power. 

Another important event that helped to foster the move toward neo-liberal policies was that 

the outgoing National Prime Minister refused to fol low convention and hand over power 

immediately  after losing the July 1 984 "snap" elections. This prevented the new Labour 

Government from devaluing the dollar immediately after the elections and resulted in "a 

rush of speculators' money out of the country, creating a l iquidity crisis and a sense of 

economic emergency" Kelsey ( 1 997:27). Kelsey ( 1 997) argues that the l iquidity crisis 

opened the way for economic fundamental ists in the Treasury and the Reserve Bank  to 

promote their neo-liberal agenda; in concert with their fel low travellers in the new Labour 

Government; and supportive individuals and lobby groups in the corporate sector. The 

package in this agenda included market liberalisation and free trade, a narrow monetarist 

policy, a deregulated labour market and fiscal restraint. These were pol icies that were 

similar to the Structural Adjustment Pol icies (SAPs) that were being pushed by the IMF 

and the World Bank as recipes for economic growth in the developing countries (Kelsey 

1 997 : 1 ) . 

84During its fust term in government in 1984 - 1 987, the labour party lost some of its traditional allies. 
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Kelsey ( 1 997) further contends that, with almost rel igious passion, proponents of neo

liberalism in New Zealand set about redesigning the economic and social structure of New 

Zealand by driving first the Labour and then the National governments. 

Among the changes made by the labour Government were the floating of the exchange rate, 

removal of the international capital controls, l iberal isation of foreign investment and 

abolition of import l icences and reduction of tariffs (Duncan and Bollard 1 992, Easton 

--, t 997, B i rks & Chatterjee 1 997). Kelsey ( 1 997) observes that, when the Labour 

Gove�ment gained office, it immediately devalued the currency by 20%, set in place n�w 
l aws for business competition , dispensed with considerations of employment and 

consumer well-being and focused on competitive efficiency within the deregulated market 

place. Through trade agreements such as Closer Economic Relations (CER) with Australia, 

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and regional forums such as Asia 

Pacific Economic Co-operation (APEC), New Zealand encouraged free trade undertakings 

among its neighbours. 

Monetary pol icies were introduced which were conducive to debt servicing and free trade 

rather than the redistribution of the national wealth. With these policies, New Zealand 

seemed to tax the poor more than the rich; thus, systematically destroying the distributive 

structures built under state welfarism. The pol icies included indirect taxation through a 

universal Goods and Services Tax (GST) which was introduced in 1 986, covering all final 

domestic consumption, including food; as well as the flattening and reduction of personal 

income taxes along with the corporate tax rate so that the top personal income tax rate was 

among the lowest in the OECD. These monetary policies culminated in the 1 989 Reserve 

Bank Act, about which Kelsey ( 1 997) notes that: 

Previous references in the legislation to production, trade and employment 
were removed. The bank was insulated from direct political control .  Wage 
restraint and structural unemployment became elements of monetary policy, 
with the Reserve Bank determined to keep inflation down when the 
economy eventually returned to positive growth (Kelsey 1 997:2). 

The labour markets were also progressively opened up; compulsory attribution was 

withdrawn, unions were required to consol idate to secure recognition and the bargaining 

progressively shifted from industry to enterprise agreements (Kelsey 1 997:2-3). 

In the process of economic liberal isation, the importance of agriculture in New Zealand also 

decl ined to the level of market forces dictate (John son 1 997: 1 52). Concessionary farm 
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development loans were to be terminated and interest rates on government-funded lending 

was progressively brought into l ine with market rates. In the agricultural marketing area, 

the "Supplementary Minimum Prices Scheme" was abolished, with the exception of the 

Meat Board that was granted support for an extra year. Stabilisation arrangements with the 

Reserve Bank were also discontinued (John son 1 997: 1 52). 10hnson ( 1 997) contends that: 

In effect, these arrangements brought to an end the provision for the 
stabil isation of farmers' incomes, and individuals were put in a position 
where they had to make their own arrangements for security in times of 
falling export prices (Johnson 1 997: 1 50) . 

Thus, the changes which were instituted on agriculture had profound effects on farmers' 

incomes and security. As 10hnson ( 1 997) further argues: 

One social cost of the new policy programmes introduced by the 
government since 1 984 has been the increased strain on farmers to make 
ends meet and determine their own futures in a real istic way (Johnson 
1 997 : 1 52). 

In other words, New Zealand farmers were forced to diversify their production activities. 

Industries giving support to farming, which made up the total agricultural sector, were also 

affected by these neo-liberal changes. It has been observed (John son 1 997) that 

employment in meat processing fel l  considerably with a number of works closing; the 

number of ferti l iser plants in operation and aeroplanes flying ferti l iser onto the land 

declining; while some of the traditional firms disappeared and rural service centres declined 

in population terms. 

The changes mentioned above indicate the zeal with which the Labour Government of 1 984 

- 1 990 had embraced the neo-liberal, structural adjustment pol icies. The industrial policies, 

however, seem to indicate that the Labour Government favoured (Easton 1 997: 1 3) a 

centralised system of directing investment over privatisation. This is evident in the Labour 

Government' s rapid move to corporatisation as well as its inconsistencies in implementing 

some of its enterprise privatisation policies. Duncan and Bollard ( 1 992) note that the 1 984 

Labour Government was united in their policy of corporatization and encountered l i ttle 

opposition, except from employees l ikely to be made redundant. 

They observe, however, that privatisation was a more contentious issue. There was 

opposition from workers unions who feared lay-offs after the sales, Maori groups who felt 
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they might lose resource rights and Treaty claims, and others who were against overseas 

ownership. Even the Labour Government itself was never completely uni ted, nor 

completely consistent on privatisation . For the New Zealand Treasury, the important 

motive was a strong theoretical belief in the need to transfer assets to the private sector in 

order to address the efficiency shortfalls of the corporatization model while some traditional 

politicians viewed it as a chance to reduce public debt. In some cases, the intention to sell 

was announced and then retracted (Duncan and Bollard 1 992:38-40). 

But those who felt that government trading departments and early statutory corporations 

had mixed, inconsistent, discretionary and sometimes non-monitorable objectives, strongly 

challenged state trading activities and advocated that they be replaced by clear, consistent, 

commercial, measurable ones (Duncan and Bollard 1 992) . In other words they called for 

privatisation. These neo-liberal elements won over the Labour Government; hence, the 

momentum for privatisation was set in pace, to be continued by the National Government 

in the 1 990s. This supports Dale' s  ( 1 98 1  :9) assertion that not only do governments work 

towards the long term goals of capitalism but also they attempt to represent the short-term 

interests of the temporarily dominant coalitions of forces within a social formation. 

One of the significant aspects of the corporatisation and privatisation process of the 1 980s 

was the impact it had on the economy and the state financial situation. During this period of 

economic l iberal isation, (Duncan and Bollard 1 992) the lay-offs were so large that by, 

1 989, unemployment in New Zealand rose from 3.5 per cent to 1 1  per cent. Meanwhile, 

sizeable increases in prices led to high levels of inflation once the corporatized state 

enterprises were free to set their prices. 

A more noticeable effect, however, came from capital restructuring. Some state enterprises 

required new capital while many needed their balance sheets to be restructured. These 

capital injections added stress on the government financial accounts during the period 

between 1 986- 1 990. Except for an allocation from the sale of Telecom to health and 

education, most of the revenue from the asset sales were committed to debt retirement. 

Thus, Duncan and Bollard ( 1 992) assert that: 

The financial demands of corporatization exacerbated the structural fiscal 
deficit in New Zealand. This meant the stabil isation has taken longer to 
achieve than would otherwise have been the case. This in turn exacerbated 
the inflows that have contributed to high interest rate and high real exchange 
rates and the crowd-out effect on the trade sector (Duncan and Bollard 
1 992 : 1 75) .  
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The corporatization and privatisation process of the state owned enterprises was also 

significant for its contribution as a model for restructuring other areas of public services. 

Thus,  in varied forms , the state enterprises structure was a basis for corporate 

reorganisation of reform of the New Zealand social sector (Duncan and Bollard 1 992). 

Describing the nature of the reforms, Kelsey ( 1 997) states that: 

State expenditure was cut back and bureaucracy reorganised to increase 
efficiency and introduce entrepreneurial discipline. Government departments 
were separated into operational and policy units. Operational functions were 
run along business l ines and frequently contracted out to private 
enterprise . . .  Managerial autonomy was monitored through output-based 
reporting requirements in the Public Finance Act 1 989. Policy work was 
increasingly contracted out to a flourishing industry of consultants and 
management firms. Private sector labour laws were appl ied to the rapidly 
diminishing permanent public sector staff (Kelsey 1 997:4). 

Meanwhile ( in the 1 970s and 1 980s), the tide on the social scene was also changing. The 

rise of unemployment and increase in the ageing population demanded more expenditure on 

social services, which added to the fiscal problems caused by debt servicing and price 

fluctuations for agricultural products. Although. the rate of unemployment in New Zealand 

was not very high compared to other countries, it was particularly difficult for New 

Zealanders since it rose rapidly from virtually zero in 1 966 to 1 30,000 (about 6%) in 1 984 

and 1 1  per cent in 1 989. 

With the economic recessions of the 1 970s and 80s, state expenditure on social welfare 

was questioned as it appeared to interfere with the already fragile accumulation process. 

Soon the privatisation debate caught up with educational services. Thus, the New Zealand 

educational settlement based on the Keynesian model started to face challenges. It is within 

these challenges to public education and state welfarism, in general ,  that education 

privatisation policy reforms were promoted. The analysis of the educational privatisation 

debate and the education policy reforms is carried out in the part on policy documents 

analysis. 

Concluding Remarks 

The preceding discussion has analysed the historical antecedents of education privatisation 

policies in Tanzania and New Zealand. It has traced the development towards contemporary 

education privatisation policies within the dynamics of the transformation of capitalism, 
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particularly the positioning of the state in the structure of international capitalism. The 

underlying explanation is that the role of the capitalist state is to maintain the class structure 

inherent in  the capitalist mode of production for the benefit of the dominant class - the 

bourgeoisie; thus,  with in  a particular capital ist formation, the nature, function and 

positioning of the state is model led accordingly. Thus, public policy including education 

policy which are produced and promoted by the state, reflect the role, nature, position and 

functions of the state in the social formation. 

Acknowledging that the colonial and the post-colonial states, both Tanzania and New 

Zealand were, and sti l l  are, capitalist states with the role of reproducing the bourgeoisie 

dominated socio-economic and political order, an account has been given of the changes in 

the socio-economic and political scene in the two countries, as well as the main ideological 

assumptions about education over time. 

The contradictions and conflict situations (particularly those evident in education) have also 

been explored; hence, exposing the political struggles inherent in each society. 

In exploring the role of global capital in shaping contemporary privatisation policies, it has 

been argued that, since World War 11, there has been a concerted effort to merge the 

international economic organisations, the international socio-pol itical organisations and 

USA-led capital , culminating into global isation . Finally, it is contended that education 

privatisation policies, both in New Zealand and in Tanzania, are products of the changes in 

the capitalist mode of production at the global level as wel l as internal socio-economic and 

pol itical dynamics of the two countries. In the fol lowing chapters, the major policy 

documents, as well their production processes, are analysed; thus moving the focus from 

context to policy documents. 



PART IV 

POLICY DOCUMENT ANALYSIS 

The Discourse of Privatisation in Contemporary 
Education Policy Documents in Tanzania and New 

Zealand. 

In the previous part of this study, it was argued that the position of the state 

(particularly the colonial and post-colonial state) in the capital ist mode of production, 

has been shifting according to the transformation of capitalism, esp�ciaJ ly the nature 

of the dominant form of capital involved. Similarly, it was suggested, education 

policies have been shifting according to the capitalist formation and the position of 

the state within the external (world capital ist system) and the internal (nation/country) 

socio-pol i tical and economic dynamics. In this part, it is further argued that a 

particular discourse compatible with the transformation is developed to promote the 

positioning of the state and the market order that it upholds. By the same token, it is  

argued that the discourse of privatisation has developed within the globalisation 

process to support and promote the global finance capitalism formation and the 

nature, function and positioning of the state within that formation. It is  argued, 

therefore, that, as a corollary, the education policy documents that are produced in the 

global capitalist formation are couched within the privatisation discourse. 

In concurrence with the view that the pol icy text is constructed within a particular 

institutionalised discourse, (Codd 1 988,  Fairclough 1 995, Luke 1 995), in this part of 

the thesis, the discourse of privatisation in contemporary education policy documents 

in Tanzania and New Zealand, is analysed; the processes of production of the policy 

documents are explored; and the policy documents themselves are deconstructed. 

While particular attention is paid to Tanzania's Education and Training Policy, and 

New Zealand's Tomorrow's Schools policy, the policy documents that were produced 

prior to these policies are discussed not only to provide more insights to the 

production process of the policy text but also to provide the discursive practice (that 

is, the immediate context of the pol icy document) which is an essential part of the 

critical discourse analysis (CDA) framework applied in this study (See Figure 3 :3) .  

This is  based on the understanding that, before a policy document is produced, there 
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are forces in the socio-economic and pol itical environment that delineate possibil ities 

and l imit options that can be considered (Crump 1 993). It is also worth noting that it 

is through the production of the policy statements contained in these documents, and 

the debate to chal lenge or support the conceptions constructed in them, that the 

privatisation agenda overtook the education sector. 

Thus, the following chapters analyse the discourse of privatisation in Tanzania and 

New Zealand's contemporary education policy reforms documents. These documents 

include; 

for Tanzania: 
• Educational Policies for Sub-Saharan Africa: Adjustment, Revitalization and 

Expansion (Word Bank document, 1 987) ;
85 

• The Report of the Task Force on the Tanzania Education System for the 21st 
86 

Century (TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993) and; 

• The Education and Training Policy (TZ-ETP, 1 995)
87 

for New Zealand: 
• Government Management: Brief to the Incoming Government Vol. II: Education 

88 
Issues (NZ-Treasury document, 1 987) ; 

• Administering for excellence: The Report of the Task force to Review Education 

Administration (NZ-Picot Report, 1 988)
89

; and 
90 • Tomorrow's Schools (NZ-TS, 1 988) . 

In chapter 1 0, a comparative analysis of both Tanzania and New Zealand pol icy 

documents is conducted so as to establish the influences of the discourse of 

privatisation in contemporary education pol icy reforms and some of their 

implications. 

The intention in this part is to provide evidence that the discourse of privatisation 

constructed in the policy documents is not only providing legitimating argument for 

educational privatisation but also it is providing a platform from which to discredit 

existing educational pol icies and to propose new directions. Attempts are made to 

determine the main actors and their interests as well as to deconstruct the discourse of 

privatisation so as to establish implications of the proposed policies to some aspects 

of education including: access, funding and control .  

85World Bank ( 1 987). 
86URT ( 1993). 
87URT ( 1 995). 
88New Zealand Treasury ( 1 987) .  
89New Zealand Task force to Review Education Administration ( 1988). 
90New Zealand Ministry of Education ( 1 988). 
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Chapter 7 

The Privatisation Discourse 

The role of discourse in supporting the dominant ideology, as well as its functioning 

in social change, has been emphasised in the l iterature on ideology and discourse 

(Bourdieu 1 977; Codd 1 988; Fairclough 1 992, 1 995 and Luke 1 995). Bourdieu ( 1 977) 

asserts that language is one very important material form of ideology. He explains 

that, through language, people seek to be understood, believed, obeyed, respected and 

distinguished depending on their position in the power hierarchy. Foucault (in Codd 

1 988) on the other hand, contends that knowledge is a product of power; thus, the 

production, accumulation, circulation and functioning of discourse is the key to the 

establishment and consol idation of the relations of power. Building on this view, 

Codd ( 1 988) argues that the power that is exercised through discourse is  very strong 

as it has greater possibilities of being internalised. He states that: 

The power that is exercised through discourse is a form of power 
which permeates the deepest recesses of civil society and provides the 
material conditions in which individuals are produced both as subject 
and as objects (Codd 1 988:243). 

Accordingly, Foucault (in Fairclough 1 992) further argues that social institutions, 

including education, are constituted by discourse and discursive relations. Fairclough 

( 1 995) argues, however, that discourses have dialectical relationships with power 

relations. That is ,  discourses are capable of being supportive and constitutive of the 

power relations. He states that: 

Viewing language use as a social practice implies, first, that it is a 
mode of action (Austin, 1 962); Levinson, 1 983) and, secondly, that it is  
always a social ly and historical ly situated mode of action, in a 
dialectical relationship with other facets of 'the social ' (its ' social 
context' ) - it is  social ly shaped, but it is  also socially shaping, or 
constitutive. Language use is always simultaneously constitutive of (i) 
social identities, (ii) social relations and (iii) systems of knowledge and 
belief - though with different degrees of sal ience in different cases 
(Fairclough 1 995: 1 3 1 ) . 

Thus, as Codd ( 1 988) observes, a policy document is an ideological text that has been 

constructed within an h istorical and a political context. It can be argued, therefore, 

that the language in  the Tanzania and New Zealand education pol icy reform 

documents, reflects the socio-pol itical and economic contexts within which the 

documents are constructed; as well as constituting that context to support the intended 
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changes. The discourse analysis of  a policy text, therefore, i s  an  attempt to 

disarticulate and critique texts with the intention of breaking what Fairclough ( 1 992) 

has referred to as "common-sense consent" . Thus, through discourse analysis of the 

education policy documents, distortions and misrepresentations inherent in policy 

documents and how they affect interests of varying groups (Codd, 1 988) can be 

disentangled. 

The purpose of this section, (text analysis) therefore, is to analyse the discourse in the 

contemporary education pol icy reform documents in Tanzania and New Zealand; 

particularly Tanzania's Education and Training Policy (TZ-ETP, 1 995) and New 

Zealand's Tomorrow Schools (NZ-TS, 1 988) not in isolation, but as part of the meta

discourse of privatisation . It seeks to underscore the timing, mandate, objectives, 

content, and language used in the document as well as the nature and reasons why 

some issues were included or excluded. 

The Meta-discourse of Privatisation 

With the transformation from finance capital ism to transnational capitalism, there has 

also occurred a shift of economic paradigm from Keynesian state welfarism to neo

l iberal market economy. As Bertram ( 1 993) argues, the Keynesian state welfarism 

package remained attractive as long as there was economic prosperity and low 

unemployment. In the advent of the uncertain economic situation of the 1 970s 

important defections were evident, especially from financiers and large industrial 

firms (e.g. international banks and investors), eager to take their chances in a less 

regulated market environment. 

The discourse of privatisation, coined in the language and tradition of free market 

economics such as free trade, competition, individual achievement, diverse migration 

and privatisation of social services, developed to provide legitimacy to global 

Itransnational capitalism. In other words, through the transformation of capitalism, 

from finance capital ism to transnational capital ism, the discourse of privatisation has 

developed to foster, maintain and rationalise the market forces ideology. These trends 

are consistent with the observation (Fisher 1 99 1 )  that privatisation is not only a policy 

but also an ideology articulated by the economists and free choice theorists to 

convince governments that the public sector ought to be reduced. 

Privatisation is promoted as a way of restoring competition by breaking up public 

sector monopolies. Thus, far from being the wasteful mechanism depicted in much of 

the radical l i terature, we now find, in the "New Right" l iterature, that it is  only 
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through the competitive market that neutral, non-political but binding procedures can 

be created which exclude the lazy and inefficient and enforce the best practices and 

the adoption of new technologies (Bedggood 1 980). 

Occasional ly,  the argument shifts from the economic terrain to the pol itical, asserting 

that privatisation frees the economy from harmful political/governmental interference 

and leaves its operation to the apol itical market; that the government has no business 

in business; and that privatisation is part of the democratisation process !  

O n  the socio-political scene, as Apple ( 1 99 1 )  argues, the basic aim of the "New 

Right" ideology is to ensure the primacy of property rights over person rights. The 

difference between the property right and person right is defined by Gintis ( in Apple 

1 99 1 )  as fol lows: 

A property right vests in individuals the power to enter into social 
relationship on the basis and extent of their property. This may include 
economic right of unrestricted use, free contract, and voluntary 
exchange; pol itical rights of participation and influence; and cultural 
rights of access to social means for the transmission of knowledge and 
reproduction and transformation of consciousness. A person right vests 
in an individuals the power to enter into these social relationships on 
the basis of simple membership in the social colIectivity . Thus, person 
rights involve equal treatment of citizens, freedom of expression and 
movement, equal access to participation in decision-making in social 
institutions, and reciprocity in relations of power and authority (Apple 

1 99 1  :6)9 1 . 

Apple ( 1 99 1 )  notes that the tendency to enhance person rights has progressively 

gained ground during the period between the end of World War IT and the 1 980s. He 

contends that this tendency is evident in increased right of suffrage and association; 

state supported services in areas of health, education, and social security ; consumer 

protection laws; lifel ine utility guarantees; occupational safety and health regulations, 

and the extension of the norms of democracy and reciprocity and mutual participation 

in most areas of social l ife and at times in the work place. 

Apple cynical ly observes, however, that: 

Gains made by women and men in employment, health and safety, 
welfare programs, affirmative action, legal rights and education must 
be rescinded since they are "too expensive" both economical ly and 
ideological ly (Apple 1 99 1 :7) 

9 1These ideas are expanded in Bowles and Gintis ( 1 986). 
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Apple ( 199 1 )  further asserts that not only are fiscal resources scarce but also the c laim 

that people must be convinced that person rights come first is simply wrong or 

outmoded, given current "realities" .  He states that: 

Thus intense pressure must be brought to bear through legislation, 
persuasion, administrative rules, and ideological manoeuvring to create 
the conditions right wing groups believe are necessary to meet these 
requirements (Apple 1 99 1  :7). 

This is uncannily consistent with Codd and Gordon' s ( 1 99 1 )  observation that 

the "New-Right" proponents contend that: 

Because individualism and liberty are fundamental values for the new 
right, the growth of government is necessari ly evil .  What is required, 
therefore , are strong constitutional arrangements for l imit ing 
government activity and strong juridical arrangements to protect agents 
within the free market from the effects of an unconstrained pursuit of 
self interest. In other words, what is required is a minimal state but a 
strong government (Codd and Gordon 1 99 1 :22). 

Thus, in much of the l iterature on privatisation, the publ ic sector is depicted as the 

source of evils, including incompetent and corrupt management, mediocre services, 

high unit costs, etc. Referring to New Zealand, Bedggood ( 1 980) notes that: 

For the conservatives the Welfare State represents excessive state 
intervention in the market. . . i t  produces a class of welfare scroungers, 
bludgers, dole bums, whose need to sel l  their labour power to the 
capitalist has been replaced by the subsistence handout. The problem as 
the conservatives see it is clearly that of workers' parties interfering in 
the normal market forces, preventing the al location of economic 
resources by the market, slowing down growth, creating the social 
problems of unemployment, poverty, and a non-productive parasitic 
c lass runn ing the state. The Welfare State creates poverty by 
attempting to moderate the natural market forces of the capital ist 
economy (Bedggood 1 980: 1 2 1 ). 

Privatisation discourse, therefore, is an onslaught on state regulation of the economy 

and state welfarism as well as a promotion of market oriented socio-economic 

policies. 

The Privatisation Discourse in Education 

It is worth noting that state expenditure on social services, including education, is 

tolerated by capital as long as it guarantees more profit. In other words, capital is 

prepared to invest in education so long as it ensures the reproduction of required 

labour at minimum costs and optimum returns. Thus, as Dale ( 1 99 i )  observes, it is 
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particularly at times of major crises of accumulation, which set up the vibration 

throughout the state apparatuses, that the intrinsic mutual contradictions of various 

demands on education become clear. 

Thus, it is argued in this study that, during the times of economic recession of the 

1 980s, not only was the state expenditure on social welfare questioned as it interfered 

with the already fragile accumulation process but also education systems were 

reformed so as to make them consistent with the neo-l iberal market ideology. Hence, 

a resurgence of education privatisation policies, as well as the development of the 

discourse of privatisation to make these reforms appear credible and acceptable, was 

witnessed. 

Throughout the 1 980s, there were concerted attacks on publ ic education systems, 

based on the assumption (strongly defended by supporters of education privatisation, 

such as Tooley ( 1 994) and Coulson ( 1 994) that public schools were fail ing because 

they were public. These attacks, often conveyed through the popular press, were 

effected in various ways,  including influencing the interpretation of national 

education conditions and creating uncertainties regarding the quality of education that 

was provided. 

Supporters of the privatisation agenda blamed schools for many of society's i l ls of the 

time; insti l l ing fears in the citizenry of nation states that their educational levels were 

fall ing and, hence their nations would not have comparative advantage over other 

nations in the technological ly advancing global economic system. Nations were told 

that they were at risk because their schools and teachers had failed them. Schools 

were criticised for not teaching enough knowledge and thinking ski l ls ,  as wel1 as not 

preparing young people for jobs. As an economic tool, education was accused not 

only of its failure to deliver a competent work-force but also for creating inequalities 

in society (Covaleskie 1 994). 

There were cal l s  for new thinking about education that would remove it from the 

public and locate it in the private market sphere. The idea that the private gains in 

education out-weighed the publ ic gains was forcefully brought to the fore by the 

proponents of privatisation. It was argued (Coulson 1 994, NZ Treasury 1 987) that 

education is a private and personal good which can be properly distributed through 

the market. Arguments were put forward by supporters of privatisation policies, citing 

research on unequal outcomes of public education expenditure. Ironical1y, instead of 

looking for ways of alleviating these inequalities they sought to rationalise them by 

privatisation policies. Schools were to be turned into market institutions with children 
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left to the market forces that would ensure that all their needs are provided. In other 

words, education should be commodified and, thus, become absorbed into market 

processes of exchange. 

Amidst challenges on education, the business community felt it necessary to lecture 

educators on efficiency, effectiveness and productivity in educational institutions, 

based on economistic parameters. Thus, it has been observed (Fisher, 1 99 1 )  that, in  

the 1 980s, the interests of  capital have been offered direct opportunity to establish 

education policies and to control educational experiences. The common approach has 

been to define the characteristics of the successful ,  enterprising, business leader or 

entrepreneur and then to explore the ways in which schools and their leaders could 

emulate them. 

As a result of this onslaught on the public education systems educators were forced to 

be on the defensive; explaining that education is a public good and that the difficulties 

facing educational institutions are manifestations of the nature of the contemporary 

world (Berliner 1 993; Covaleskie 1 994). 

Critics of the education privatisation move argued that, rather than being a "private 

good", as privateers seemed to suggest, education was a public good that has an 

important socio-cu ltural and poli tical role to play in society . Making a case for 

education as a public good, Grace ( 1 990) argues that: 

Education can be regarded as a public good in so far as it facil itates the 
development of the personality, competence, and confidence of all 
citizens and of their creative and intellectual possibil ities. Education 
can be regarded as a public good in so far as it seeks to develop in all 
citizens a moral and ethical sense, a social and fraternal responsibil ity 
for others, and a disposition to act in rational and co-operative ways . . .  
Insofar as education provides conditions (at least i n  the cultural sphere) 
for making democracy possible, it has an immediate claim to the status 
of public good (Grace 1 990:34). 

Some educators, thus, noted and explained that the onslaught on public education 

systems was an ideological manoeuvre by those who were against public schooling 

because of their own selfish interests. 

Berliner ( 1 993), for one, argued that some of the school reform efforts were thinly 

disguised elitist attempts to get rid of public education, to protect the privileges which 

such individuals have already bestowed on their children. Referring to USA, he noted 

that the reforms the privateers offer, including higher standards, a tougher curriculum, 

more tests, with no increase in spending, wi l l  insure that the chi ldren of affluent 
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parents wil l  succeed even more than they do today while children of deprived parents 

attending under-resourced schools will  be even more disadvantaged
92

. 

Critics of privatisation, most of whom are educators, (e.g. Fisher 1 99 1 ,  Grace 1 990, 

1 994, Codd 1 99 1 ,  Snook 1 995, Berliner 1 993, Covaleskie 1 994) also explained that 

education reforms put forward by privateers were to be rejected on the ground that 

privatisation in education wil l  increase the division of the societies into segmented 

private entities as greater di sparities in schooling would contribute to greater 

disparities between the privileged and the disadvantaged. Berliner C l  �93) noted that: 

At least some of the criticism of the schools comes from an elite that is  
against public schooling . . .  There have always been those who never 
could believe in the intell igence of the common person, or they never 
wanted to share the advantages of education with common people 
(Berliner 1 993:unpaged). 

Invoking remarks made by the late historian of education, Lawrence Crernin, on the 

issue, Berliner ( 1 993) further explained that: 

Soc ial groups possessing a relatively rare and highly valued 
commodity that establ ishes their superiority over other social groups 
are reluctant to see that commodity more widely distributed. Wide 
distribution becomes tantamount to devaluation . . .  93 . 

The educators further argued that, beside reducing public spending on education and 

promising short term balance sheet benefits, education was also seen as an un

captured area for private investment. Thus, the privateers wanted education to be a 

commodity so as to be part of the market to be captured by those who are able to pay 

for it as well as contribute directly to capital accumulation. 

It is worth noting, however, that the more the educators were on the defensive, the 

more they moved into the terrain of the privatisation discourse and its supporters . 

Thus ,  they were forced to use the same terminology in their counter arguments; 

thereby making it easier for the privateers to gain ground. 

As B ines ( 1 995) observes: 

The growing l iterature on reforms of public services does reflect a 
considerable consensus as to the main foci and features of this 

92The plight of children in under-resourced schools is well documented and analysed by lonathan 
Kozol ( 1 99 1 )  in his book titled: Savage Inequalities. 
93Quoted in Berliner ( 1 993) from Cremin ( 1 989: 1 1 ). 



restructuring. These can be summarised as : the establishment of quasi
markets based on consumerism, competition, privatisation and a 
diversity of provision and providers; consumer-based funding systems 
based largely on per capita use of individual service unit level. .. (Bines 
1 995: 1 57). 
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Cognisant of the ideologicaJ role of education, the proponents of privatisation have 

been keen at ensuring that education systems are practical ly  consistent with 

privatisation ; thus assigning it a role in the development of the privatisation discourse. 

Thus competition, individual achievement, private ownership and so on,  are 

propounded as "appropriate" virtues to be inculcated by the contemporary education 

system. 

It is within this discourse of privatisation that education reforms in Tanzania and New 

Zealand were debated and promoted; eventually leading to the production of the 

education policy reform blue-prints in both countries. 
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The production process of education privatisation documents in Tanzania revolves 

around the responses of the Tanzanian state to the fiscal and legitimation crises of the 

1 980s and 1 990s. Thus, the fol lowing discussion of the policy text production process 

is situated within the dynamism of cogent and tangible threats which the Tanzanian 

post-colonial state was facing from both outside and within the country . The 

combination of fiscal and legitimation crises signified disenchantment with social 

services systems; which eventually culminated into desires for "change" , however 

variously defined. It is within these expressions of desires for change, that the 

discourse of privatisation, backed by global finance capital "captured" the hegemonic 

power to dictate the direction of education policy in Tanzania. In order to understand 

the discourse of Tanzania's education policy reform text therefore, it is instructive to 

underscore the struggles within the discursive practices surrounding Tanzan ia' s 

education system in the 1 980s and 1 990s. 

As explained earlier, in the section on the context of the privatisation debate, Tanzania 

was i nduced to adopt the structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) through the 

suspension of many of the bilateral and multilateral agreements, including foreign aid 

and loans. These external pressures, combined with other internal factors, developed 

into a fiscal crisis in the late 1 970s. By the mid 1 980s, the privatisation agenda had 

h . h d . . T . 94 
caug t up WIt e ucatlOn In anzama . 

With the looming fiscal crisis, the Tanzania government spent less and less on 

education. The central government budget allocation to the Ministry of Education and 

Culture dropped from 20% immediately after independence (Nyerere 1 967) to 1 1 .7% 

in 1 980/8 1 ,  to 5 .8% in 1 985/86, 4% in  1 99 1 /92 and down to 3 .3% in  the 1 993/94 

fiscal year. This trend is clearly illustrated in table 8 . 1 .  

94A1so refer to section on the context of the privatisation debate in Tanzania, Page 1 65- 1 67,. in this 
thesis. 
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Table 8. 1 :  Central Government Budget Allocation to the Ministry of Education and Culture 

(Recurrent) in million shs. 

1980/19811 - 1993/1994 

Year Total budget M i n i s t r y  o f  Percent 
Education 
Allocation 

1 980/8 1 1 4895 1 737.7 1 1 .7 

1 9 8 1 /82 1 83 1 6. 1 2258.6 1 2.3 

1 982183 1 8993 2524 1 3.3  

1983/84 2 1 460.9 2502.6 1 1 .7 

1984/85 27438.4 1795.5 6.5 

1 985/86 39764.4 232 1 .2 5.8 

1 986/87 53300.6 4227.2 7.9 

1 987/88 77667.9 41 68.2 5.4 

1 988/89 1 1 8672 5659.3 4.8 

1989/90 144248.7 8322 5.8 

1 990/9 1 1 60000 1 0 1 53.7 6.3 

1 99 1 /92 1 95708 8507 4.3 

1 992/93 272006 9468.0 3.5 

1 993/94 337283 1 1 1 87.7 3.3 

Source: URT ( 1 995:4 1 )  Basic Educational Statistics in Tanzania (BEST) 1 990-94, Dar es Salaam, 
Ministry of Education and Culture. 

The budget constraints had a tol l on the basic resources needed for the 

implementation of policies developed within the philosophy of education for self 
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reliance (ESR). For example, universal primary education (UPE), that was declared in 

1 974, faced severe human,  financial, plant and material constraints . As Malekela 

( 1 984) points out :  "Problems associated with UPE included the qual i tative and 

quantitative lack of school facil ities, teaching materials and equipment, shortage of 

teachers, c lassrooms, latrines, teacher houses, exercise books, chalk and penci ls"  

(Malekela 1 984: 1 3) .  

However, beside the external pressure, the education settlement in Tanzania was also 

chal lenged by events, such as : lack of basic resources; decline in morale among the 

teachers due to the fal l  in the social status of teachers and the teaching profession ; the 

crisis of the primary school leavers which was evident in youth unemployment; and a 

demand for more secondary education places. These not only exposed the fiscal crisis 

which the Tanzanian state was experiencing but also developed into a legitimation 

CrISIS. 

The decline of morale among the teachers, due to the belief that they had suffered a 

reversal in social status, was a setback in the implementation of ESR, particularly 

UPE. The factors which Tanzanian teachers (particularly primary school teachers) 

perceived to have contributed to a decl ine in respect by parents and other members of 

the community included: the relative decline in the teachers' standard of living; the 

substantial increase of the number of teachers in the country; and rampant youth 

unemployment that is normally referred to as the "primary school leavers crisis" 

(Morrison 1 983,  Mbilinyi 1 983, Ishurni 1 984). Morrison ( 1 983) explains that: 

The post-Arusha years have not brought any substantial improvement 
in the lots of teachers. In fact, they now have to work a good deal 
harder, taking additional responsibi l ities for agriculture, political 
education and adul t  l i teracy classes. Meanwhile, primary school 
teachers have remained among the lowest paid of publ ic employees 
(Morrison 1 983 :8) .  

The problem of increased number of teachers with varied qual ifications has mainly 

been located in the teacher training crash programme that was instituted in the 1 970s. 

In order to satisfy the demand for teachers, an interim strategy was adopted in the 

form of a vi l lage based teacher training programme which was technical ly cal led the 

"Distance Teacher Training programme" .  Within three years ( 1 978-80), 35 ,000 

teachers were produced (Ishumi 1 984:30). This teacher training scheme, however, has 

been criticised (Ishurni 1 984, Malekela 1 984) as a deliberate trade-off of quality for 

quantity. 
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The steady drop in the relative opportunities of primary school leavers to obtain either 

employment or places in secondary school also added to the disenchantment with the 

existing education system. Although the numbers were increasing in nominal terms, 

the percentage of primary school leavers selected for secondary education was 

dropping (see Table 8.2). 

Meanwhile, the World Bank ( 1 982) contended that the problems facing Tanzania 

were an indication that quantitative expansion might have had an adverse effect on the 

qual ity of education in schools as learning processes are influenced by inputs such as 

class sizes and qual ifications of teachers, especial ly in developing countries. Such a 

contention, seemingly simple and logical , had enough force to spark off parents' 

worries on the quality of education which their children were receiving. 

It is  important to note that the World Bank' s  contention is based on the belief that the 

nation ' s  provision of education must be consistent with its economic status. The idea 

has been forcefu l ly put forward by proponents of the economistic approach to 

education, such as George Psacharopoulos and Maureen Woodhall (Hall 1 990) . It is  

worth noting, moreover, that the same ideas about educational ' inputs' are contradicted 

by the World Bank ( 1 987) when they no longer seem to fit into the privatisation 

agenda, as elaborated later in this chapter. 

It can be argued, therefore, that, by the 1 980s, the situation in Tanz�nia was a fertile 

ground for considering some changes in the existing education system. 

As an indication that in the early 1 980s there was sti ll some confidence in the existing 

education system, the government took steps to address the problems and undertake 

reform. A presidential commission was formed, headed by Hon. lackson Makweta, an 

MP who later became the Education Minister. The task of the conunission was to 

examine the existing system of education in the country, to study the problems facing 

it ,  and to make suggestions for viable solutions. In 1 982, the commission produced a 

report titled: Education System in Tanzania: Towards the Year 2000 (URT 1 984)", 

commonly  referred to as "the Makweta Report " .  Although the recommendations 

contained in the report aimed at making the existing education system offer more or 

better services, rather than overhauling them altogether, the TZ-Makweta Report 

exposed the need for changes in Tanzania's education system. 
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Source: URT ( 1 995: 1 1 ) Basic Educational Statistics in Tanzania (BEST) 1990-94, Dar es Salaam, TZ 

Ministry of EducatIon and Culture. 
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It is significant that the recommendations in the report gave more emphasis to the 

technical and budgetary aspects of education . Referring to the recommendations 

contained in the 'Makweta Report', Samoff & Sumra ( 1 994) maintain that: 

[They] reflect a mid point between the strong assertion of local 
initiative in the late 60s and the local isation of the external advice in 
the 1 990s. These recommendations were presented in terms of the 
(academic) quality of education, its costs, and its training roles rather 
than in terms of socialist reconstruction, or redistribution, or equal ity 
(Samoff & Sumra 1 994: 1 3) 

It is important to note, however, that the TZ-Makweta Report was accessible to many 

Tanzanians and there were publ ic debates on its recommendations. A Kiswahi l i  

version of  the recommendations, which was mostly referred to  as  "Mapendekezo ya 

Tume Ya Makweta" (Recommendations of the Makweta Report), was produced. 

Samoff & Sumra ( 1 994: 1 3) categorise the debates on the Makweta Report into two 

strands: namely, the technical-administrative orientation that viewed development as a 

techn ical process; and the socio-political orientation which regarded "development as 

at its core, a political process and that emphasised politicisation, mobilisation , and to 

some extent social ism. "  For two years, the rul ing party 's  National Executive 

Committee delayed the adoption of the proposed new policies and rejected some of 

them (Samoff & Sumra 1 994, Thomas 1 992). 

Eventually ,  the techn ical-administrative orientation won over the socio-pol itical 

orientation. Insisting that the philosophy of education for self-reliance was stil l  the 

foundation upon which Tanzania' s education should be based, the Tanzani an 

Government,  in 1 984, set strategies for i mplementation of most of the 

recommendations in TZ-Makweta Report. 

Mkutano Mkuu wa Elimu unasisitiza kwamba msingi sahihi wa elimu 
nchini Tanzania ni falsafa ya Elimu ya kujitegemea (TZ Wizara ya 
Elimu na Utamaduni 1 984) · 
Translation: The education General Meeting emphasises that the 
correct foundation for education in Tanzania is the philosophy of 
Education for Self-Reliance (TZ Ministry of Education and Culture 
1984). 

Thus, most of the recommendations in the TZ-Makweta Report were implemented by 

the government. These included: 

• The establishment of the Teacher Commission (TSC); 
• The establ ishment of the Tanzan ia Professional Teachers' 

Association; 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

The introduction of new curriculum packages at primary, secondary 
and teacher education levels; .  
The establishment of the Sokoine University of Agriculture (SUA); 
the Muhimbil i  University College of Health science (MUCHS) and 
the Open University of Tanzania (OUT); 
The establishment of the Faculty of Education at the University of 
Dar es Salaam; 
The formulation of a National Policy for Science and Technology; 
The introduction of pre-primary teacher education programme; 
The expansion of Secondary Education (TZ-ETP, 1 995: vi) .  

1 9 1  

The implementation of these recommendations, however, fel l  short of satisfying the 

global winds of change which required nation states to seek ways to develop and 

adopt policies aimed at streamlining the provision of educational services in line with 

the dictates of the market forces. Thus, the external pressure on the education system 

in Tanzania sti l l  persisted. 

When Tanzania  agreed to implement the structural adjustment programs in 1 986, the 

external pressure for more radical changes in the education system (mainly from the 

International Monetary Fund and World Bank) became mbre prominent and the fiscal 

situation became worse. As Samoff and Sumra ( 1 994) note: 

B y  the late 1 980s, however, the most influential voices were once 
again increasingly foreign, embedded in the resumed negotiations with 
international agencies and a series of structural adjustment programs. 
So pervasive and persistent is their influence, some senior Tanzanian 
educators argue, that Tanzania's education agenda has been "hijacked" 
(Samoff and Sumra 1 994:9). 

Meanwhile, the economic situation was becoming worse as not only did Tanzani a  

start to suffer the pinches of debt servicing
95 

but also the promised external loan i n  a 

form of Structural Enhancement Facil ity (SEF) was not to arrive for more than a 

decade. In its country report to UNESCO, Tanzania stated: 

S ince the beginning of the 1 980s, Tanzania has faced a series of severe 
economic problems - fal l ing production, shortage of foreign exchange, 
fiscal deficits, high rates of inflation, decl ining real per capita income, 
transportation bnttle-necks, growing debt-servicing obl igations,  
sustained deterioration in terms of trade and intermittent draughts 
(URT 1 990: 1 ) . 

Under such circumstances, the education sector was not faring any better. For 

example, in the fiscal years 1 987/89 - 1 9901 1 99 1 ,  the estimated total education 

95 As noted earlier in this thesis the money spent for debt servicing in 1 994 was enough to run seven 
Tanzania Government Ministries. 
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expenditure, as a percentage of government expenditure on debt servicing, l ay 

between 1 5 .9% to 1 2 .3%. (see table 8 .3) .  Table 8 .3 shows comparative government 

expenditure on education as a percentage of expenditure on debt servicing between 

1 987 and 1 99 1 .  

Table 8.3 Estimated Spending on Education and Debt Service 1987/88 - 1990/91 (TSh '000, 000 

and % )  

Year 1987188 

Total Ed. Ex. 

as % of Govt 12.3 % 
total Ex-CF 

CF = Consolidated Fund Services 
Ex. = expenditure 

Ed. = education 

1988/89 1989/90 · 1990/91 

13.5 % 15.9 % 15.6 % 

Source: Samoff J. & Sumra S .  ( 1 994: 20) "Financial crisis, Structural Adjustment and Education 
Policy", Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association, 
New Orleans, 4 -7 April .  

Faced with fiscal problems, the government's education budget was constrained. As 

the government's education budget became less and less , the situation of schools 

deteriorated and the teachers' morale continued to drop (Nyerere 1 985,  Malekela  

1 984, Thomas 1 992). 

By 1 990, there was a general feeling that the standards of education were fal l ing 

although there were varied opinions on the causes (UNESCO 1 989, Thomas 1 992, 

Samoff & Sumra 1 994 ) .  The UNESCO Report on Education in Tanzania noted that 

not only had the enrolment dropped but also the quality of schooling had "deteriorated 

to such an extent that there were fears that the system had started to turn out 

i l l i terates" (UNESCO 1 989: 1 0) .  Describing the classroom situation in  Tanzania, it is 

stated: 



It is not uncommon to find a teacher in front of 80- 1 00 pupi ls who are 
sitting on a dirt floor in a room without a roof, trying to con vey oral 
l imited knowledge he has, and the pupils trying to take notes on a piece 
of wrinkled paper, using as a writing board the back of the pupil in  
front of  them. There is  no  teacher guide for the teacher and no 
textbooks for the children (UNESCO 1 989: 1 5). 

In similar vein,  Samoff & Sumra ( 1 994) observe that: 

The 1 980s were a period of stress for Tanzania on many fronts. Most 
dramatically ,  after recurring economic crises a country sti l l  heavily 
dependent on imports had very little foreign exchange with which to 
purchase them . . .  The infrastructure deteriorated. The potholes in the 
roads were matched by the leaking school and hospital roofs, 
crumbl ing bridges, and decaying telephone cables. Education and 
training programs - areas where there had earlier been striking success 
- were severely affected. Although by the 1 980s nearly all young 
Tanzanians were enrolled in primary schools, their classrooms had far 
more pupils than desks, or books; many of their teachers had l imited 
training and even less equipment, and the education quality was widely 
perceived to be declining as rapidly as the physical plant (Samoff & 
Surnra 1 994: 1 -2). 
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On their part, the Tanzanian elite groups, tried to arrest the situation obtaining in the 

school system by arranging paid extra tuition for their chi ldren .  The teachers 

welcomed the tuition arrangements as a supplement to their low and unrel iable 

salaries. After al l ,  with l iberalisation, job moonlighting was no longer frowned upon. 

The government, based on the egalitarian legacy, condemned the paid extra tuition 

system, alleging that it was not only creating inequalities among the students but also 

that it was a form of corruption (Wizara ya Elimu na Utamaduni 1 99 1 ). The Tanzania 

Ministry of Education ( 1 99 1 )  states that: 

Ufundishaji wa vipindi vya Ziada "tuition " unatokana na msukumo wa 
wazazi wenye uwezo na walio tayari kulipia mafundisho, unaleta 
ubaguzi, unajenga tabaka baina ya wanafunzi na ni aina ya rushwa 
(12 Wizara ya Elimu na Utamaduni 1991 :5). 

Translation:  The "tuition " encouraged by the parents who are able 
and willing to pay is promoting discrimination and inequalities 
amongst students and it i s also a form of corruption (Ministry of 
Education 1 991:5). 

Supporters of privatisation on the other hand seized the opportunity io lay the blame 

squarely on the public school system per se and they demanded more marketisation of 

the education system. 

It can be argued that those who could not afford the tuition fees for their children were 

in a desperate situation . Thus, the Tanzania post-colonial state could have lost the 
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support of the masses, which could have led to an immanent col lapse of the national 

unity that was forged through expansion of education. 

At the same time, the participation in primary education, which had evolved into mass 

demand for secondary education, was mounting. With the fiscal problems, the 

demand exceeded the state's abi lity to expand secondary education. Nyerere ( 1 985) 

observes that: 

Meaningful educational expansion is thus precluded by ever increasing 
financial constraints. Indeed, despite al l our efforts, there has been a 
decrease rather than the needed increase in real expenditures on 
education during the last four years. As a result, even existing school 
equipment and modern buildings are deteriorating through want of 
spare parts and maintenance (Nyerere 1 985 :52). 

In the same vein, the World Bank public expenditure review also noted that: 

The funding difficulties of secondary and higher education are due 
mainly to the deterioration of revenues, the pressure on the sector 
al locations exerted by debt servicing and rising enrolments (World 
Bank, in Samoff and Surnra 1 994:22). 

Ironically,  as Samoff & Sumra ( 1 994:22) observe, the external agencies and their 

consultants insisted that Tanzanian educators must find ways to reduce expenses and 

several spending reduction strategies were adopted. Most of these strategies are within 

the neo-liberal economic and social policies. As a corol lary, they are aimed at 

reducing the state's participation in the provision of education and they are less 

d· 'b . 
96 

re lstn utIve . 

In 1 984, in the context of the Economic Recovery Plan (ERP) and on the advice of the 

World Bank and IMF, secondary school fees were reintroduced. More day secondary 

schools were opened, especially in urban areas so as to make families responsible for 

the cost associated with housing and feeding their children, as wel l as supervising 

their leisure time.  The state encouraged the establ ishment of private secondary 

schools and a large number of these began operations. By 1 990, there were more 

students in private secondary schools than their government counterparts. 

As Table 8 .2  indicates, students' enrolments in private secondary schools were 

expanding more rapidly than those of public secondary schools. It is  shown in table 

96 A more detailed assessment of these strategies is undertaken later in the chapter on policy 
implications. 
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8.2,  for example, that, in 1 990, the percentage of primary school leavers selected for 

secondary education was 9.3% for private schools and 6.5% for public schools. 

It i s  worth noting, however, that, not only did these private schools  tend to be 

concentrated in the more prosperous regions but also the poor peasants and workers 

could not afford them. Thus, it has been argued (Samoff & Surnra 1 994 ) that: 

The chal lenge for Tanzania has been to balance the demand for 
expanded school ing with the need to fund other sectors and at the same 
time to reduce the inequalities (especially regional disparities) inherited 
from the European rule (Samoff & Surnra 1 994:20). 

As time went on, with the introduction of user fees on almost every social service, 

most of the salaried el ite, including the teachers, could not afford to send their 

children to reputable private secondary schools. Thus, the support of the elite for the 

post-colonial state in Tanzania has been debilitated. 

It can be argued, therefore, that, by the early 1 990s, countless parents could no longer 

afford to send their children to school . Hence, the Tanzanian state was faced with a 

legitimation crisis.  Many of these impoverished school "drop-outs" trekked to cities 

and towns in search of jobs. Hence, with rampant unemployment in towns and cities, 

most of these young people ended up in the streets. Kilimwiko ( 1 994) captures the 

plight of street children when he asserts that: 

"Wamachinga" or "children in the dark" can also be loosely translated 
as a "no-people group" . . .  The children of hungry villagers, whose crops 
have been hit  by drought or who have no money to buy even seeds, 
frequently head for the big centres, where they join the ranks of the 
unemployed, scrounging on the streets and often being forced to turn to 
prostitution . It's cal led " going commercial " -- taking to the streets in an 
attempt to survive (Kil imwiko 1 994:unpaged). 

This situation added problems on the already fragile accumulation process because, as 

more and more young people continued to trek to the cities, the productive rural areas 

were eroded of potential producers. Thus, the post-colonial state in Tanzania was 

increasingly fail ing to harness labour for production. 

Meanwhile the external pressure for education privatisation was mounting, mainly 

under the auspices of IMF and the World Bank. As Brock-Utne ( 1 993) observes: 

In spite of the fact that the World Bank is a lending institution and not 
an aid agency, it has come to play a decisive influence on deciding 
educational policy to be followed by African countries (Brock-Utne 
1 993 :55) .  
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This influence ranges from co-ordinating policies of bilateral donors (e .g. NORAD 

and SIDA), to shaping themes like the 1 990 Jomtien "Education for All" Conference 

and to producing policy documents like the 1 987 World Bank document (Brock-Utne 

1 993 :55) . 

The 1 987 World B ank document, "Educational Policies for Sub-Saharan Africa: 

Adjustment, Revitalization and expansion"(World Bank, 1 987) proposed the education 

policy framework that should be adopted by countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, 

including Tanzania. As revealed by Jones ( 1 992) : 

The Educational Policies for Sub-Saharan Africa: Adjustment, 
Revitalization and Expansion . . .  displayed with stark clarity Bank  
priorities for global educational development, which usual ly  were 
expressed either subtly in public or forceful ly in relative privacy of 
loan negotiations (lones 1 992: 1 72). 

The World Bank document praises the market economy as a recipe for both the 

productive sector and the social service sector. Consequently, i t  gives good grades to 

countries whose states adhere to and have started to practice the same principles and 

bad grades to countries that are sti l l  committed to the ideals that social services should 

be provided for all people no matter in which region they live or what income they get 

(Brock-Utne, 1 993). Countries are urged to institute privatisation pol icies rapidly as a 

condition for getting international aid. It is stated in the document that: 

Countries which have demonstrated their willingness to address policy 
issues should have access to increased, longer term and more flexibly 
offered international aid (World Bank document, 1 987: xii) . 

For countries such as Tanzania, whose educational development budgets depend on 

foreign aid and loans, this was an outright threat and something had to be done. In 

1 990, Tanzania appointed a Task Force, chaired by the Dean of the Faculty of 

Education at the University of Dar-es Salaam, with a mandate to review the existing 

education system and to come up with 'a blue-print' to guide Tanzania's education for 

the future. It has been argued (Samoff and Sumra 1 994) that, although it seemed l ike a 

national initiative,  the Task Force was not expected to differ significantly from the 

neo-liberal agenda. As Samoff and Sumra ( 1 994) claim: 

Its membership includes several of the Tanzanian scholars who were 
part of the January 1 99 1 ,  World Bank mission . Informal discussions 
suggest that most, perhaps all of the commission members understand 
the contemporary situation in essentially the same terms as the Word 
B ank  does. From a common perspective, general approach and 



methodological orientation, they wil l  reach simi lar, though probably 
not identical findings (Samoff and Sumra 1 995:36). 
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The approach of the Task Force was to analyse previous reports on education, 

including those produced by UNESCO, the World Bank and other donor agencies; the 

"Priority Africa" document; as well as the proceedings of several conferences and 

writings. Summaries of the analysis were presented at workshops of eminent 

participants, mainly representing government ministries, educational institutions and 

organisations ,  non governmental and religious organisations and representatives of 

donor agencies. A final report, Tanzania Education System for the 2 1st Century (TZ

Task Force Report) was produced in 1 993. 

The findings and recommendations of the 1Z-Task Force Report evolve around the 

existing problems in the education system and the reduction of the role of the state in 

the provision of education . The recommendations of the task force vindicate 

Rubagumya' s ( 1 99 1 )  observations that the conditionalities (including l iberalisation of 

the economy, devaluation of currency and cut in public spending) by which Tanzania 

has to adhere, in order to get loans from the IMF, have led the government to shift 

emphasis from socialist rhetoric to pragmatic management of the economy. 

The 1Z-Task Force Report is inaccessible by the general public. Not only is it written 

in the English language but also no publ ic debate has ever been organised to discuss 

the final report. This signifies a loss of democratic participation by the majority of the 

Tanzanians who speak mainly Kiswahili  and who have, to date, not been invited to 

discuss the document that is likely to affect their l ives and those of future generations. 

However, the TZ-Task Force Report has been a valuable government working 

document in Tanzania's educational reforms. Most of the recommendations in the 

"Task-Force Report" have been implemented, including; students shouldering their 

transport costs and payment of tuition fees in public secondary schools and a 

substantial contribution of parents in primary education. As Galabawa ( 1 992) points 

out, research reports have shown that some parents are making s ignificant 

contributions to primary schools through inputs of money, labour or kind in order to 

ensure the financial viabil ity of primary schools. Galabawa ( 1 992) states :  

Semboja  and Therkildsen ( 1 989) indicate that in 1 987, self-help 
through vi l lage counci l  alone contributed about 63 per cent in Iringa 
district and 69 per cent in Njombe district in primary education. 
Parents in Dar es Salaam have been able to contribute a total amount of 
TShs 1 8, 1 80,836 for furniture, construction and building and stationery 
in 1 990/9 1 .  



A survey made by Maduki, Kisenge and Sayi  ( 1 992) at Mwenge 
primary School in Dar es Salaam shows that parents' contribution in the 
school is quite significant (Galabawa 1 992: 1 6) .  
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Payment of tuition fees in government secondary schools has been gradual ly 

introduced. Moreover, it is acknowledged that Tanzania's Education and Training 

Policy (TZ-ETP) is based on the TZ-Task Force Report. The TZ-ETP states that: 

The Report of this Task Force, the Tanzania Education System for the 
2 1st Century, was submitted to the Government in November 1 992. 
Recommendations of this Report have been taken into consideration in 
the formulation of the Tanzania Education and Training policy (TZ
ETP, 1 995 : Vii-viii). 

It is  within these circumstances that the policy document, Tanzania Education and 

Training Policy, (TZ-ETP) was produced. This document is significant because it has 

been presented as a blueprint or white paper to guide the provision of education i n  

Tanzania. 

Evidence of Privatisation Discourse in Tanzania IS Current Education 

Reform Documents 

An observation of the context of the privatisation debate in Tanzania reveals the 

pressure exerted by the transnational economic organ isations ( i .e .  World 

B ank/International Monetary Fund (IMF)) to ensure that national states (e.g. 

Tanzania) adhere to neo-l iberal economic principles. Consequently, the educational 

policy documents (i .e .  Educational Policies for Sub-Saharan Africa: Adjustment, 

Revitalization and Expansion (World Bank document, 1 987), the Task Force Report 

on Tanzania Education System for the 21st Century (TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993), 

and the Tanzania Education and Training Pol icy (TZ-ETP, 1 995) produced within 

this context, exhibit the influence of the privatisation discourse. It  is  argued, in this 

thesis, that the statements in these documents are couched in terms that blame the 

publ ic education system and which prescribe privatisation of education services as the 

rational and inevitable route that will  deliver better outcomes. Thus, the discourse of 

privatisation in these documents distorts the interpretation of educational conditions, 

prescribes the processes of provision and defines educational outcomes towards 

market economy perspectives. 
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Interpretation of Educational Conditions 

What is portrayed in the reform documents as educational conditions is very much 

influenced by the discourse of privatisation. Thus, the problems are portrayed as 

emanating from internal contextual and systems inefficiencies as wel l as the state 

involvement in service provision . Bui lding on the neo-liberal view of education as a 

private good, the discourse in the documents apportions the greater part of the blame 

for educational problems to the public system. In the analysis of the conditions of 

education in Tanzania, the reform documents also concentrate on what is observable 

and measurable. 

Apportioning the Blame for Educational Problems 

While the World B ank group admit that the crisis in the educational sector is due, in 

part, to the larger economic crisis in Africa, their explanation for the crisis depicts 

what B rock-Utne ( 1 993) describes as "blaming the victim" .  The World Bank 

document indicates that the problem arises from, "Africa's explosive population 

growth ; mounting fiscal austeri ty and tenuous political and administrative 

institutions" (World Bank document, 1 987: ix -x); all of which are supposedly factors 

internal to the respective nation; thus, transporting the blame from the international to 

the national level.  

Such a statement seems to overlook the part played by the international socio

economic relations in Africa' s educational process. However, as it is explained in the 

context part of this thesis, throughout the capitalist era, the wider international socio

economic and political developments have significantly contributed to the shaping of 

the education process in Africa. 

The World Bank document also exhibits deliberate omissions as selective reporting is  

employed to foster only what is in the interest of the World Bank group. It  has been 

observed by Brock-Utne, ( 1 993) for example, that: 

No mention is for instance made of the deterioration of terms of trade, 
the rise in the interest rates, the wrong technical choices encouraged by 
donor agencies or the lack of high level training and education for 
development and independence. No mention is made of the fact that 
the many devaluations enforced on the African countries by World 
BanklInternational Monetary Fund (IMF) conditionalities along with 
the enforced pol icy of cutting down on public expenditure, has led to a 
situation where all educational trimmings have been taken away 
(Brock-Utne 1 993:60). 
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All these factors, which are omitted from consideration by the World Bank document, 

have contributed significantly to the state of education in African countries, including 

Tanzania. As the study on education policy formation in Africa (Evan 1 994) has noted 

in reference to Tanzania: 

The nation's reliance on the World Bank and its development strategy, 
both at the time of independence and in recent years, promoted policies 
that contrast with the intervening years of efforts towards self-rel iance 
(Evan 1 994: 1 8). 

Another significant international issue that is omitted from the World Bank document 

is the issue of debt servicing. Debt servicing has adverse budgetary impact on 

education. As indicated above (Table 8.3), in Tanzania, the educational budget is  only 

a fraction of the expenditure on debt servicing. In the mid 1 980s, Nyerere had the 

fol lowing to say: 

Our national per capita income is now 26 per cent lower than it was in 
1 980 as a result of the continual ly worsening terms of trade, the years 
of drought, the war we were forced to fight when Iddi Amin's troops 
invaded Tanzan ia, the international economic recession, plus a 
reduction on our own productive capacity fol lowing the i mport 
strangulation of our modern sector. Meaningful educational expansion 
is thus precluded by ever-increasing financial constraints (Nyerere 
1 985:52). 

All  such statements support the view that factors contributing to educational problems 

in Tanzania  were not total ly internal , as they are portrayed by the World Bank 

document. 

The 1Z-Task Force Report, on the other hand, almost reiterates the neo-liberal views 

that the education system in Tanzania is fai ling because it is  a publ ic system. This is 

evident in some of the statements in the Report as wel l as in the recommendations 

contained in the document. Regarding financing of education, for example, the report 

states that: 

The major issue in educational financing is that the system is under
financed. Because the education sector depended almost entirely on 
government funding for almost thirty years, the national exchequer is 
too heavily burdened. This situation calls for cost recovery measures . . .  
(TZ-Task Force Report, 1993:69). 

The 1Z-Task Force Report does not analyse the issues that have made the national 

exchequer have less finance avai lable for education (see sections on the context of 
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privatisation debate in Tanzania and on policy document production process in this 

study) .  Like the World Bank, the 1Z-Task Force Report reduces the wide socio

economic issues of education to a managerial problem. It seems to suggest that there 

are "finances out there" which would automatical ly be avai lable once the system is 

changed so that the government is not involved in education. In i ts  enthusiasm to 

emphasise the neo-l iberal view, that education is a private good with the potential for 

individual economic returns, the 1Z-Task Force overlooks the fact that, even if they 

wanted, the majority of the Tanzanians do not have private finance to invest on 

anything, including education. 

Envisioning an education system that would produce "job creators" rather that job 

seekers " (Task Force Report, 1 993 :2 ,  3 1 ) , the Report seems to suggest that the 

existing education system had created a mismatch between education and the world of 

work. 

Based on a technical view of educational issues, the 1Z-Task Force Report also looks 

at education in isolation from other factors within the society. It does not analyse 

other socio-economic issues that affect education and it seems to believe that changes 

in the curriculum, management and mode of del ivery of education are enough to 

improve the condition of education in Tanzania. 

It is  also important to note that, the 1Z-Task Force Report not only paints a future that 

is different from that which the Tanzanians have cherished and worked, for at least a 

decade, but also it (tacitly) chal lenges the foundations of education in Tanzania. It 

states that: 

In reviewing educational curricula for the 2 1 st century, concepts such 
as relevance, appl icability, inquiry ,  education and work, critical 
thinking and etc . contained in the country 's broad educat ion 
phi losophy, must be redefined to match the imperatives of the next 
century. This redefinition is also important to educators in establishing 
a common understanding of how education is to be conceptual ised and 
practised (TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993 :3 1 ). 

Such a statement not only creates doubt about the existing interpretation of the policy 

direction but also the education system that is  based on that interpretation. The 

statement also chal lenges the appropriateness of the prevai l ing phi losophy of 

education (ESR) in the envisaged future. It can be argued that the discourse here is 

used to conjure up a better future that does not require the past philosophy. 
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It is worth noting, however, that, apart from creating doubt over the phi losophy of 

Education for Self-Reliance in Tanzania, the TZ-Task Force Report does not overtly 

criticise the phi losophy. In some instances, the report seems to promote the basic 

principles of ESR, such as equitable distribution of resources (p.6), critical thinking 

and inquiry (p .4) and self-reliance (p.27). It can be argued, therefore, that the 

onslaught on the phi losophy of ESR is more of a strategy to create doubt so that the 

pub l ic would consider and accept the proposed changes towards education 

privatisation. 

Assertions are apparent in the TZ-ETP document that the problems inherent in 

education in Tanzania  are a result of a publ ic system. Although the TZ-ETP 

commends the steps of meeting all the cost of providing social services, including 

education that the Tanzania Government has covered since independence so as to 

improve l iving conditions and standards and hence social economic development of 

the whole nation, TZ-ETP portrays the government involvement as problematic while 

the move towards privatisation is portrayed as a remedy. The TZ-ETP states: 

However, s ince the 1 970s the country has experienced serious 
economic problems which led to the deterioration of the economy at 
the turn of the 1 980s. 

In addressing these economic problems, the government re-examined 
its development policies of the 1 960s. The current socio-economic 
development pol icy and its strategy of Economic Recovery 
Programmes first introduced in 1 986 are a result of the institutional 
changes that have been introduced in order to resuscitate the national 
economy. Given its l imited domestic resource base the government 
now advocates: 
• increased role of the private sector, thereby broadening the 

participation base in the economy; 
• continued liberalisation of trade and other systems; 
• provision of essential resources to priority areas; 
• increased investment in infrastructure and social development sectors, 

especially health and education ; 
• the reduction of subsidies and introduction of cost recovery and cost 

sharing measures where applicable (TZ-ETP, 1 995 :x-xi) . 

Like the World Bank document and the TZ-Task Force Report, the 1Z-ETP does not 

mention the pressure exerted by the transnational economic organisations or the 

impact of the implementation of structural adjustment programmes (e .g. ERP) on 

education. 

The mechanism for 'resuscitating' the nation's economy seems to apportion the blame 

for problems to the lack of a strong private sector. The mechanisms include: 



Increased role of the pri vate sector, thereby broadening the 
participation base in the economy; 

Continued l iberal i sation of trade and other systems . . .  (TZ-ETP, 

1 995:xi) .  
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The use of the terms such as "liberalisation " and "broadening participation " suggests 

the efficacy of privatisation in setting free and democratising education which was 

otherwise bound and restricted by state involvement through the public system. 

Concentration on the Observable and Quantifiable 

The reform documents' concentration on observable and quantifiable characteristics of 

education reflects the influence of market exchange whereby the measurable, or those 

things that can be aggregated, are emphasised. 

In the World Bank document, the quality of education in Africa is defined in terms of 

adequate books and supplies and the raising of test scores while it down-plays the 

educational aspects (e.g. opportunity and access to educational provisions) . Insisting 

on economic rationalisation, it states that: 

The safest investment in educational quality in most countries is to 
make sure that there are adequate books and supplies. These are 
effective in raising test scores, and almost, invariably, have been under 
invested in relative to teachers . . . .  

The fol lowing kind of  investment are unlikely to have any noticeable 
affect on primary school quality despite their potential ly high cost: 
reducing class size, providing primary teachers with more than general 
secondary school education, providing teachers with more than 
minimal exposure of pedagogical theory (World Bank document, 
1 987:57). 

The pedagogical usefulness and correctness of such assertions is,  at best, debatable. 

At worst, however, this is  a recipe for educational disaster. Although physical plant 

and instlUctional materials are important, the role of a teacher in  the learning process, 

cannot be over emphasised, especially in Africa where access to information, let alone 

relevant information is difficult. Moreover, studies on the effect of teacher training on 

the school environment and pupil performance (e.g. World Bank 1 978
97

, Morrison 

1 983,  Malekela 1 984) indicate that teacher education, motivation and morale make a 

difference in educational achievement. 

97Cited in Brock-Utne ( 1 993:67), 
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As Brock-Utne ( 1 993) observes, even in advanced countries the teacher is important 

in the learning process, although information is abundant and there are various 

sources of information,  including computers , television programmes, radio, 

magazines and newspapers. She further argues that: 

An inventive teacher with proper and challenging teacher training may 
be able to bring about more learning with just the simplest and home
made instructional tools, using mostly the immediate surroundings than 
a more mediocre and poorly trained teacher would be even with the 
most advanced self-instructional material (Brock-Utne 1 993 :67). 

Literature on the implementation of Universal Primary Education (UPE) in Tanzania 

(Malekela 1 984, Evan 1 994, Samoff & Sumra 1 994) cites inadequately trained 

teachers and overcrowded classes as some of the major problems. 

Like the World Bank document, the TZ-Task Force Report also concentrates on the 

observable, mostly technical issues. The situation analysis of the problems pertaining 

to education in Tanzania in the 1 980s and early 1 990s in the TZ-Task Force Report 

for example, is basical ly on observable or quantifiable characteristics. The Task Force 

report identifies the main problems or issues in Tanzania's education system as : 

fal l ing rol ls  in  primary schools, from 96% in 1 983 to 70% in 1 992; low transition 

from primary to secondary, barely 1 5  % of those completing primary education ; 

primary school leavers problems ; as well as unsatisfactory teaching and learning 

environment. The l ist of issues is attached as Appendix c. 

Thus, although the TZ-Task Force Report correctly depicts the condition of education 

in Tanzania, it does not engage in a broad based analysis of the causes of the 

problems and it provides procedural solutions which are sometimes simplistic. For 

example, the TZ-Task Force Report's suggestion, for combating district disparities in 

achievement, is  that: 

Regional and gender quota system need to be maintained. However 
they must be assi sted by national appropriate cut-off points and 
remedial intervention programmes aimed at correcting the causes of 
disparities . If appropriate numbers of Standard VII candidates are to 
attain pre-set standard cut-off point in each district, District Education 
Officers wil l  have to be competent and aggressive officers who will  not 
hesitate to initiate intervention programmes, especially in schools 
where performance i s  traditional ly poor (TZ-Task Force Report 
1 993 : 88). 

The above suggestions indicate that the disparity in achievement is  a technical and 

managerial problem which can be rectified by technical and managerial interventions. 
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This  does not seem to take into consideration the real ity that problems of district 

educational 'disparities are rooted in wider issues such as economics, culture and 

history. It has to be realised that, although the initiative of educational leadership is 

important in improving educational achievement, it is only one part of the equation. 

Marketisation of Education as a Panacea 

In a bid to portray privatisation and marketisation as a panacea to educational 

problems, the reform documents end up supplying technocratic or simplistic solutions 

with budgetary focus to complex structural problems
98 

. 

The Word B ank and IMF's view that the market economy will solve the problems of 

education in Africa is clearly expressed in the World Bank document. It is argued in 

the document, for example, that: 

As structural adjustment of African economies are achieved and 
l iberalisation is institutionalised, markets will work better (World Bank 
document, 1 987: 1 1 3).  

This statement signifies the faith in the potential of the "invisible hand" of the market 

to guarantee overall improvement and satisfaction. Thus, ' l iberalisation', which, in this 

case, is  a synonym for privatisation, is  an essential mechanism through which the 

hidden hand of the market can be effected. The argument in the World Bank 

document, therefore, is  that market oriented policies are a prerequisite for 

improvement. 

With the focus on budgetary concerns, the World Bank document offers simplistic 

monetary solutions to a fundamental issue, such as gender inequity in education. It 

proposes that: 

Governments can reduce the private costs of girls' education relative to 
boys' by, for example, providing girls with free books and instructional 
materials, charging them lower tuition fees, or recovering less of the 
cost of boarding and welfare services from girls' famil ies than from 
boys' (World Bank document, 1 987: 85). 

Such a solution not only overlooks the complex nature of the gender problems but 

also seems to reduce the gender inequity problem in education into a monetary 

problem. The World Bank document , for example, does not consider that, in most 

African countries, there have been historical ly fewer school places for girls than those 

98Whether this is deliberate or sheer oversight is debatable. 
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for boys and that the position and role of a girl child in various communities 

sometimes del imits her educational chances (Brashaw 1 997). The World B ank 

proposal also ignores issues of irrelevance and incompatibil i ty as  wel l  as  gender 

insensitivity which are embedded in the school curriculum and instruction (Mbilinyi 

et. al. 1 99 1 ). 

B ased on similar concerns, the 1Z-Task Force Report provides solutions to the gender 

inequity problems in Tanzania that are similar to those of the World B ank. The 1Z

Task Force Report suggests that: 

More secondary schools for girls should be establ ished so as to match, 
those catering for boys. If secondary school places for girls are to be 
increased, the pol icy of making all the schools currently being 
estab l ished, co-educational , shou ld be continued (TZ-Task Force 
Report, 1 993:88). 

At face value, this is a plausible piece of advice, as it would contribute positively to 

the provision of education for girls through adding more educational places. However, 

it is simplistic because not only does it seem to reduce the gender issues of education 

to what i s  observable and quantifiable but also it ignores inequity issues of co

education and day schools. Samoff and Surnra ( 1 994:23) have observed, for example, 

that the day school arrangement is l ikely to favour urban children over rural residents 

and would make it difficult to equal ise secondary school access throughout the 

country. 

The reform documents not only support privatisation of education but also they depict 

privatisation policies as inevitable steps to redeem the education system. As a 

corollary, the documents do not hesitate to promote privatisation pol icies which they 

acknowledge might have an adverse impact on cherished ideals such as equity and 

democratic participation. 

Thus, while acknowledging their adverse impact, the World Bank document advocates 

privatisation and cost-sharing pol icies as a remedy to most of the educational 

problems in  Africa. It insists that the introduction of tuition fees, having parents pay 

for instructional material and students paying for their own living expenses, are the 

" inevitable" steps that have to be taken. It is stated in the World Bank document that: 

It is probably inevitable that parents 'contribution to the cost of primary 
education, and particularly secondary education, wil l  increase, despite 
very real concerns about the impact of this on overal l equity and 
efficiency (World Bank document, 1 987:95). 
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It can be argued that, based on such unequivocal support for privatisation of education 

provision, the social contextual isation of educational policies which is expressed in 

the World B ank document is  an attempt to ensure that a particular country, (e .g.  

Tanzania) fits its national policies within the wider global socio-economic structure. 

Likewise, with the emphasis on the reduction of the financial burden to the state, the 

TZ-Task Force Report seems to support educational privatisation, regardless of the 

social cost. For example, the TZ-Task Force Report, mentions that the recommended 

reforms would raise equality issues but it does not discuss these issues further, nor 

does it offer possible remedies or alternatives. 

The TZ-Task Force Report also suggests market oriented pol icies as remedies to the 

education problems in Tanzania. Stressing user-pay, market oriented efficiency and 

accountability, the TZ-Task Force Report recommends that: 

Unit costs especial ly at secondary, tertiary and university levels should 
be reduced by restructuring planning and management and by students 
and or parents shouldering catering and transport cost; 

Financing education should move towards more community ,  parent 
and private participation, rather than depending on the government 
(TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993 :89). 

Here, the TZ-Task Force Report seems to overlook the fact that governments get their 

revenue from the citizens who are also members of the community (and some of them 

are parents) .  It may be argued that, by contributing to government revenue, 

individuals are already paying for the government financed education . The 

categorisation of financing education, either by the government, the community or 

parents, could be seen as a move to stress the idea that education is  a private good 

which must be financed privately, either at the community or individual level
99

. 

The TZ-Task Force Report ( 1 993 : 89) also recommends that "students should be 

encouraged to borrow against their future earnings" Such a suggestion, put forward 

at a time when unemployment amongst graduates is increasing, is either unreal istic or 

an attempt to postpone the problem. The process of seeking to borrow against 

indeterminate future earnings may prove to be more problematic in future because the 

unemployed graduates wil l  also be debtors. This would not only restrict the graduates' 

earning power but also their initiative in ''job creation" as the educational debt would 

render them non-credit worthy. 

99 A detailed discussion of education as a public good is presented later in the section on New Zealand 
education reform documents and in the comparative policy analysis section. 
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More important, however, is the implication that students borrowing against their 

future earnings signifies that schooling or studying is a private business in which 

people may choose to, or not choose to invest. 

The TZ-Task Force Report also promotes efficiency through financial rationalisation 

with l i ttle regard to the effects it might have on other aspects. It suggests, for example, 

that: 

Teachers' salaries can be increased by re-al locating resources from 
other items like visits, conferences and catering. Reduction of support 
staff especial ly at university level or subcontracting provision of some 
services would be another way of recovering some funds for re
allocation (TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993:89). 

In this regard, i t  can be argued that, l ike the World Bank document, the TZ-Task Force 

Report down-plays educational aspects (e.g. educational visits and conferences) in the 

process of cost rationalisation. By suggesting subcontracting as the means of reducing 

cost, the TZ-Task Force Report seems to believe that marketisation of services is more 

cost effective. It i s  worth noting, however, that, in most cases, contracting out 

services, only makes it easier to move publ ic funds into private hands; for, if services 

are rendered, the bil l  has to be paid. It can be argued, therefore, that the suggested 

subcontracting of the services does not reduce costs but makes it easier to shift the 

responsibility for those services from the public to individuals. Consequently, the next 

point in the report is  that students and/or parents should shoulder catering and 

transport costs. 

The TZ-Task Force Report 's neo-liberal view of education is also evident in its future 

vision that would require education to facilitate the changes towards privatisation. For 

instance, the TZ-Task Force Report states in the preamble that: 

The state wi l l ,  essent ia l l y ,  be responsib le  for promoting  
enterpreneurship,  by  creating an enabl ing economic and social 
environment, capable of sustaining a dynamic and expanding private 
sector base. The promotion of enterpreneurship wil l  depend on the 
extent to which education and government policies encourage 
managerial and business ski l ls ,  reinforced by technological input as 
well as technical knowledge (TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993 :2). 

In this statement the TZ-Task Force Report also seems to subscribe to the myth that 

post-colonial Tanzania is an equal partner in multinationalltransnational trade 

agreements. Consequently, the report does not even mention issues of investment or 

the international political economy and how they affect the future vision for Tanzania. 
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In Tanzania's Education and Training Policy document, (TZ-ETP, 1 995) the support 

for privatisation and marketisation of education is evident in every section . The policy 

supports user-pays,  the devolution of management and vocationalisation of the 

curriculum, all of which are tenets of neo-l iberal market economy ideology. The 

document states, for example, that: 

From the foregoing shift of emphasis, the broad policies of education 
and training as detai led in this document include, enhancement of 
partnership in the provision of education and training, through the 
deliberate efforts of encouraging private agencies to participate in the 
provision of education, to establish and manage schools and other 
educational institutions at all levels (TZ-ETP, 1 995:xii-xiii). 

The TZ-ETP document also states that: 

Broadening of financial base for education and training, through more 
effective control of government spending,  cost sharing and 
l iberalisation strategies . . . .  Streamlining of the management structure of 
education, by placing more authority and responsibil ity on school , local 
communities, districts and regions; . . .  Faci litating the growth of the 
culture of education for job creation and self employment through 
increased avai labi l ity of opportunities for vocational education and 
training (TZ-ETP, 1 995:xii-xiii) . 

These statements to suggest that societal problems, including unemployment, could be 

solved by the privatisation of education. 

By clearly articulating the aims and objectives of education and train ing, (See 

Appendix B )  which are broad and whole encompassing from pre-school to h igher 

education to teacher education as well as to non-formal and informal education, the 

TZ-ETP creates a rationale and legitimacy for the policy reforms contained in the 

document. 

Not only are most of the aims and objectives similar to those of Education for Self

Rel iance (ESR) but also they are so broad that people with different interests may 

interpret them differently .  This may be construed as a bid to accrue adherence of 

people with varied interests. Some of the aims stated in the TZ-ETP, for example, are: 

To guide and promote the development and improvement of 
personalities of the citizens of Tanzania, their human resources and 
effective uti l isation of these resources in bringing about individual and 
national development. . .  
To develop and promote self-confidence and an enquiring mind, an 
understanding and respect for human dignity and human rights and a 



readiness to work hard for personal self -advancement and national 
improvement (TZ-ETP, 1 995 : 1 )  (emphasis added). 

2 10 

A closer look at the general aims and objectives stated in 1Z-ETP , however, reveals 

an omission of distributive aspects and commitment to collective responsibilities. 

Whenever development is  mentioned, the reference is to the individual and the nation. 

The above statements of aims and objectives exhibit the commitment to individualism 

and market perspective of the nation as an aggregation of individuals, as opposed to 

the egalitarian approach which insists on society as a united entity . The significance 

of the different perspectives of the nation is that, while the united pe.rspective would 

work towards removing the obstacles to unity (e .g. inequalities in production and 

di stribution),  the individual i sed perspective wou ld work towards individual 

achievement, even if this would curtail the achievement of a collective unity. 

The 1Z-ETP pol icy document also employs market metaphors in reference to 

educational aspects with educational leaders, for example, are being referred to as 

educational managers and the education sector as an area of investment. This may 

also be interpreted as a respect for market orientation in education, since the managers 

were ordinarily found in business and private production enterprises 100 

Contradictions and Internal Inconsistencies 

The intention of this section is to analyse the policies contained in Tanzania's 

educational reform documents in terms of their internal logic and theoretical 

justification. As Codd ( 1 992) argues, examining the assumptions behind the discourse 

contained in the documents that have preceded or accompanied the policies and 

exposing their internal contradictions enables us "to evaluate the policies themselves 

in terms of their likely or potential social effect" (Codd 1 992: 1 3) .  

The contradictions in the World Bank document ( 1 987), for instance, indicate that it 

was a tool to pave the way for the socio-economic and political structures which are 

strategically  compatible to a neo-l iberal market economy. While it i s  acknowledged, 

for example, that Africa needs experts from industrialised countries because they have 

not developed the necessary high skilled labour, the World Bank group recommends 

l OOrhe insistence on enterpreneurship signifies a shift of education towards the market realm where it 
can be sold and purchased l ike any other private good. The discussion of these perspectives of 
education is provided in the comparative policy documents analysis chapter. 
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reduction in higher education training; hence, perpetuating Africa's dependence on 

expatriates and foreign firms. 

The World B ank group also downplays the importance of building a publishing 

capacity in Africa. The World Bank document states that: 

Difficult issues will  have to be confronted: what pedagogical material 
to develop local ly  and what to purchase from abroad, the trade offs 
between h igher cost local printing and least cost print ing 
elsewhere . . .  usual ly outside Africa (World Bank document, 1 987:3).  

This seems to imply that education in Africa should provide a ready market to the 

already establi shed publishing companies from abroad. It may also be argued that, 

with the focus on structural adjustment which would turn the world into one big 

market, the World Bank group overlooked the contradictions in its recommendations.  

On the other hand, it  could be construed that, since the recommendations were part of 

the IMFlWorld Bank conditionalities, the respective nations would have no choice but 

to take them as part of the SAPs package, despite their inherent contradictions. 

It is important to note that, with the glaring gains that have been accrued through the 

progressive policies followed by Tanzania in the 1 960s and 1 970s, it is difficult to 

argue for wholesale privatisation. Thus, in some instances, the Tanzanian documents 

exhibit contradictory statements or ambivalence. This can be observed in the 

inconsistencies and contradictions inherent in the statements contained in the l2-Task 

Force Report and the l2-ETP documents. 

As a case in point, while insisting that the government should shed some of the 

burden of financing education, the l2-Task Force Report simply recommends that: 

Access and equality should be promoted more effectively by ensuring 
that each school and institution has the required teaching inputs 
provided (Task Force Report, 1 993:88). 

Likewise, while in its "Access and Equity in Education " section (page 80) the 12-

Task Force Report acknowledges that it has been difficult for some parents to 

contribute to education due to economic problems, it stil l  recommends privatisation of 

education. The l2-Task Force Report states that: 

Privatisationlliberalisation of education provision has widened regional 
variations thus increasing inequality. Only areas of greater resource 
capacity and greater initiative take advantage of available opportunities 
(TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993 :80) . 
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However, notwithstanding this observation, the TZ-Task Force Report, recommends, 

on the same issue, that: 

The provision of pre-school for all implies that government wil l  have 
to encourage private agencies to run institutions for this purpose (TZ
Task Force Report, 1 993 :87). 

These inconsistent and at times contradictory statements indicate the ambivalence 

surrounding privatisation of education not only to the TZ-Task Force but also to the 

Tanzanians, in general. On the other hand, it may be construed as a deliberate move to 

create confusion amongst the citizens so that they wil l  support the changes without 

having a holistic understanding of their implications. This would result in different 

groups of people supporting reforms for different purposes and expectations. 

The ways the ideas of centralisation and decentral isation are portrayed in the TZ-Task 

Force Report also indicate inconsistencies and contradictions. While advocating 

decentralisation, some of the recommendations seem to promote centralisation. 

For instance, the report states that: 

Local Education Authorities, compnsIng representatives of al l  
interested educational bodies at regional and district levels, should be 
establ ished and made responsible for planning and management of 
education at every level in each area (TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993:85) .  

The Report also recommends that: 

There should be a devolution of powers and decentral isation of 
authority to relevant levels (TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993 :47).  

These statements, and others like them, indicate the TZ-Task Force 's commitment to 

decentralisation and devolution of power to the local levels. However, on structure, 

power and decision making, it states that: 

The education officers at regional and district levels should be moved 
away from the RDD and DED. They should be placed administratively 
and professional ly under the Ministry of education and culture. The 
REO shou ld  be responsible and answerable to the Min i stry 
headquarters while the DED should be accountable the REO. The 
number of key desk officers required to assist the REO and DEO 
should also be streamlined to match the need (TZ-Task Force Report, 
1 993 :47-48). 
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The type of structure and control described i n  the statement above indicates a 

preference for a centralised, hierarchical structure of control with more power vested 

in the Ministry of Education. 

Such inconsistencies, however, expose the 1Z-Task Force 's conceptual isation of 

decentral isation that is based on market efficiency and accountability . The idea is to 

bring the bureaucracy (and, hence, central control) closer to the grass root through 

delegation of responsibility without requisite power. 

Similar to the World Bank document and the TZ-Task Force Report, the 1Z-ETP 

reiterates the egalitarian principles and it purports to foster equity by increasing access 

to education. It states, inter alia, that its broad policies will aim at: " increasing access 

to education, by focusing on the equity issue with respect to women, disadvantaged 

groups and areas in the country" (TZ-ETP, 1 995 : 1 8).  

Ironical ly, the policies that are propounded in the document do not seem to foster 

social justice even to the mentioned groups. On the basis of principles of competition 

and individual achievement, the policy document directs the government to phase out 

the quota system which was instituted to correct the regional imbalances. It argues 

that, 

. . .  inherent in the quota system has been the tendency to push up 
children with low achievement levels while at the same time denying 
access to the more deserving ones (TZ-ETP, 1 995 :2 1 )  (emphasis 
added). 

It can be argued that the "deserving ones" are those who can compete and win by 

using whatever advantage they have. Thus, the policies seem to rational ise inequality 

by introducing free competition instead of analysing the causes for the failure of the 

quota system to promote the desired equity. Such a commitment to competition, 

supports Apple's ( 1 993 : 1 9) assertion that the notion of introducing free competition 

among students assumes that, extending the capital ist market place to school, "wil l  

somehow compensate for the decades of economic and educational neglect 

experienced by the communities in which these [under-achieving] schools are found" 

(Apple 1 993: 1 9). 

Thus, this thesis is In agreement with the argument (Apple 1 993) that, in the 

privatisation discourse, equality has become redefined such that no longer is it seen to 

be linked to past group repression and disadvantage. Apple explains that: 



The current emphasis on "excellence" (a word with multiple meaning 
and social uses) has shifted educational discourse so that under 
achievement once again increasingly is seen as largely the fault of the 
student. Student fai lure, which was at least partly interpreted as the 
fault of severe deficient education policies and practice, is now being 
seen as a resul t  of what might be called biological and economic 
market-place (Apple 1 993: 1 9) .  
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Although throughout the TZ-ETP document the commitment to equity and provision 

of education (at least at B asic level) is proclaimed, statements in the financing of 

education and training section indicates that education will be for those who are able 

to pay. The 1Z-ETP document states that: 

Financing education and training shall be shared between government, 
communities, parents and end-users; .. Provision of education and 
training shal l be included as area of investment in the Investment 
Promotion Act; . . .  School and tuition fees, in both government and non
government education and training institutions shall be based on the 
actual unit cost of providing education and training at each level (TZ
ETP, 1 995 : 1 1 6 - 1 1 7) .  

It is argued here that, under such conditions, some children wil l  be denied the 

opportunity to participate in education, especial ly ,  considering the low income of 

most Tanzanians. 

In general, the privatisation discourse in the documents that seek to effect Tanzania's 

contemporary educational policy reforms aims at commodifying education and 

making it available for those able to pay. It also seeks to ensure that Tanzania fits its 

national policies into the wider global socio-economic structure. By implication, these 

pol icy reforms can be equated to colonial policies which aimed at providing the mass 

of colonial people with a bare minimum of education in order for them to remain as 

"disciplined" raw material producers. The in-depth analysis of the implications of the 

privatisation policies for various interests and groups of people is carried out later in 

the sections on the implications of privatisation policies. 
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Chapter 9 

Analysis of New Zealand Education Policy Reform 
Documents 

The Policy Documents Production Process. 

With the changes in the social structure, in technology and the economy as well as the 

h igher rates of unemployment, the New Zealand state witnessed worsening 

legitimation crises in the 1 970s. As the legitimation crises worsened, the debate on 

social services provision became an underlying concern in the many social issues 

facing New Zealand at that time. There were differing views regarding the state and 

individual responsibilities (New Zealand Department of Education 1 983:2 1 ) . 

As noted in the report prepared by the Department of Education for the OEeD 

examiners: 

The limits of the government in providing services to the community is 
an underlying concern in many social i ssues . On the one hand, 
demands continue to be made for extensions  of government 
responsibil ity, especial ly in the fields of health, education, and welfare. 
On the other hand, there is a widely held view that New Zealand must 
become more self-reliant and more prepared to take risks, and that 
many matters which have come to be seen as the province of state
supported activity undertaken in the public interest should be left to the 
personal in itiative of individual s (New Zealand Department of 
Education 1 983:2 1 ) . 

Meanwhile, the contradictions within the education settlement in New Zealand 

became apparent with gender, ethnic and class inequalities being voiced. It has been 

noted, for example (Openshaw 1 995), that research studies, especial ly after the 1 970s, 

indicated that the post-primary school experience of many working class, female and 

Maori children had led to equivocal results. Such studies questioned the post-war 

educational settlement and asserted that, in the capital ist society , there is a 

relationship between educational process in terms of outcome and class, race and 

gender. Freeman-Moir ( 1 98 1 )  notes, for example, that: 

The idea that there is a range of job opportunities if school leavers 
would go out and look is l ittle short of fantastic when related to three 
other considerations. First, the l ikelihood that the labour market in New 
Zealand is segmented by race such that minority groups in this country 
enter a market in which jobs are 'race-typed', segregated by racism and 



the institutional arrangements of the market itself. Second, the fact that 
jobs are content differentiated (e.g. being a freezing worker is different 
from being a shop employee) overlooks the way in which they are 
simjlarly related to capital . Members of minority groups have l ittle 
option beyond being employed in unskil led and semi-skilled work or 
being unemployed. Third, an economic crisis and its attendant 
unemployment hits minority groups and the powerless faster and 
harder (Freeman-Moir 1 98 1 :  1 9) .  

2 1 6  

Thus,  with the rise i n  unemployment, the fit between education and labour 

employability was also challenged. As the l iterature on education produced in  the 

early 1 980s (e.g. Freeman-Moir 1 98 1 ,  1 98 1 a  & 1 982, Nash 1 983 & 1 985,  Renwick 

1 98 1 )  indicates, as the unproblematic transition from school to work was breaking 

down so was the consensus on the usefulness and relevance of schooling to society 

and the economy. 

While Renwick ( 1 98 1 )
1 0 1 

maintained that the relationships between education and 

work are fundamental ly important in an advanced capital ist economy (Gordon 

1 989: 1 2 1 ) , Freeman-Moir ( 1 98 1 : 1 9) noted that technological change has led to 

progressive de-ski lling of basic manual work so that less, and not more, education is 

necessary for young people. Building on the view that the role of the state is  to 

provide the basis for capital accumulation and legitimation for capital ist mode of 

production, Freeman-Moir argued that, in 1 970s and 1 980s New Zealand, the socio

economic reproduction function of schooling was more emphasised. Thus, Gordon 

( 1 989) observes that, according to Freeman-Moir, "the importance of schooling for 

work l ies fundamental ly in inculcating a set of individualistic ideologies that 'wi l l  

accept without question as natural as 'the way the world is ' ,  that's l ife isn't it?" 

(Gordon 1 989: 1 2 1 )
1 02

. 

Concentrating on the relationship between the civil society and capital , N ash 

( 1 98 3 :  1 6) argued on the other hand, that, "schooling is crucial in the social 

reproduction of the majority sector of the middle class and offers the most certain 

avenue of mobility for working class individuals" (Nash 1 983 :  1 6) 
103 . 

Thus,  with the rise of socio-economic problems, there were uncertainties in the 

perception of the role and functions of education in New Zealand; hence contributing 

to the legitimation crisis .  In turn , this set a landmark for the breakdown of the 

1 0 1Renwick was New Zealand Director-General of education at the time. 
1 02Gordon's observations are based on arguments in Freeman-Moir ( 1 98 1 a:2 1 ). 
1 03Cited in Gordon ( 1 989: 1 23). 
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educational settlement forged under the welfare state i n  the 1 930s and 1 940s. 

Comparing the events in New Zealand and those in Britain, Gordon ( 1 989) notes that: 

"Schools in New Zealand, too, have come under attack from both the state itself and 

also private groups such as the Employers Federation, for not adequately preparing 

the young people for work" (Gordon 1 989: 1 1 9). 

This supports the argument (Gordon 1 984) that, with worsening economic recessions, 

certain contradictions that pervade a schooling system became increasingly evident, 

making schooling appear far less egalitarian than was previously assumed; while the 

government "cut backs" in various aspects of education raised questions about the 

state' s  commitment to education . Thus, Gordon ( 1 984) attributes a strong move 

towards the use of confl ict theories of society, particularly Marxism, to explain 

schooling practice in New Zealand, as observed in the writings of the time (e.g. the 
104 

works of Co dd, 1 983; Shuker, 1 98 1 ,  1 983;  Gordon, 1 984; Harker 1 984) . 

Various reports produced during this period also indicated that all was not well in the 

New Zealand education system. In 1 977, the lohnson Report, "Growing, Sharing , 

Learning: The Report of the Committee on Health and Social Education," was 

published. Although the role for schools in health and social issues, suggested in this 

report, were not implemented because of opposition to some of the detai ls of those 

recommendations, the publication stimulated some degree of publ ic rethinking about 

education (Wilson, 1 99 1 ) . 

In 1 978, a "Report of the Committee on the Registration and Discipl ine of Teachers" 

( 1 978) presented to the New Zealand Government, revealed some parental frustrations 

with the processes for dealing with incompetent teachers. Wilson ( 1 99 1 :42) notes 

that, although the Committee's recommendations were not implemented because of 

teacher opposition to some of the provisions, the report was significant because it 

addressed the nature of teaching as a profession. 

In the 1 980s, not only were the social roles of education and the teaching profession 

under scrutiny but also the curriculum came into the limelight. In 1 983, the Director 

General of Education, established a working party to review the core curriculum of 

New Zealand schools .  The group produced a core curriculum in the form of a 

discussion paper in November 1 983.  Although this paper was not released to the 

publ ic, it was presented as a working paper to the government. The National 

(conservative) Government Minister of Education, who preferred the schools to focus 

1 04These works are cited in Gordon ( 1 984:25). 
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on the 'basics' and to use examinations to assess learning, opposed most of the ideas 

contained in the working paper. Claiming that the members of the working party were 

l iberals, he selected a small group of ' leading educators' with whom he worked on 

redrafting the 'Core Curriculum' document which was issued in March 1 984 (Wilson 

1 99 1 ). This became the controversial Core Curriculum for New Zealand Schools. 

The new core curriculum drew considerable opposition from liberals and teacher 

unions who also invoked the unfulfi l led National Government promise to prepare a 

comprehensive staffing schedu le for schools, based on meeting the needs of the 

students in the 1 980s 
105 . 

It is worth noting, however that, although the recommendations of the re-drafted core 

curriculum were not implemented, they were used by the opposition during the 

campaign for the 'snap' election in July 1 984; thus, putting education at the centre of 

public debate. 

By 1 984, the economic crisis had worsened; hence, exacerbating the fiscal problems. 

Faced with the fiscal crisis, the New Zealand state (like any other state facing similar 

situations) had to take steps to resolve the fiscal problem on behalf of capital (Rudd 

1 993:226-245) .  These steps included restructuring the economy and redefining the 

state ' s  functions, in which process the functions of the Treasury became elevated. It is 

with in  these circumstances of growing fiscal and economic crises and the growing 

power of the New Zealand Treasury that the July 1 984 elections were held; bringing 

the Labour Party into office. 

The new Labour Minister of Education undertook to review the Core Curriculum 

establ ished by his predecessor, by forming a Curriculum Review Committee in  

November 1 984. After nearly two years of extensive consultation among schools and 

communities, a Curriculum Review document was released in April 1 987. With the 

basic assumption of education as a public good, the review had a strong emphasis on 

school and community based planning of the curriculum within guide-l ines approved 

by the state (Codd 1 990: 1 94). The Curriculum Review states, for example, that one of 

the public concerns which were taken into consideration is that 

The curriculum for any particular school should be developed through 
the consultation between the school and community , but should be 

1 05Wilson ( 1 990: 4 1 ) asserts that the recommendations of the Report on the Secondary Staffing 
Working Party ( 1 983) had been adopted selectively the New Zealand Government because the cost of 
full implementation was too great at the time when the National Government was attempting to reduce 
state expenditure on account of the second oil shock. 



based upon national guidel ines . . . .  Responsibil ity be placed on al l  
involved - students, teachers, administrators, parents and community -
to ensure that each school's curriculum is not deficient in any of the 
principles and aspects of learning (NZ-Curriculum Review 1 987:8-9). 
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Thus,  the Curriculum Review seemed to extend more power to the community; a 

concept that has been used in many cases to appeal for public support for devolution 

reforms. However, the Curriculum Review was challenged by the neo-l iberals ;  

particularly,  the New Zealand Treasury. On  the basis of  cost driven views, the New 

Zealand Treasury strongly opposed the recommendations of the Curriculum Review 

for what it termed "liberal and costly" proposals (Codd 1 990: 1 94) . 

The New Zealand Treasury argued that The Curriculum Review could not be an 

adequate blueprint for the development of school education because it : 

Holds unstated and narrow assumptions as to the nature and sources of 
education ; overlooks issues as to: community and educational values 
and benefits; the relationship between education and the economy, and 
the nature of government assistance; [and] doesn't tackle issues of 
management and consumer choice 106. 

As the debate over the Core Curriculum continued, it soon became cItar that the neo

liberal arguments were gaining ground over the welfare democratic approaches. 

Meanwhile, in 1 986, issues of registration and discipl ine of teachers were examined 

by a parliamentary bi-partisan Select Committee. Th� Report on the Inquiry into the 

Quality of Teaching 1 07 was produced in the same year. Macpherson & Raab ( 1 988) contend, 

that, at the same time this report was produced, the Treasury, the State Services 

Commission and the New Zealand Government forged an al l iance against the 

Department of Education . Although the recommendations of the report were not 

implemented, they were used by the opposition during the campaign for the general 

election. 

In August 1 987, the Labour Party was re-elected into office. However, a new Minister 

of Education was appointed. The status of the education portfolio was also raised, 

with the new Minister being also Prime Minister. In its briefing paper to the new 

government, Government Management: Brief to the Incoming Government Vol. II: 

1 06 This was stated in the letter from the Treasury to the Finance Minister and quoted in Codd 
1 990: 1 94. 
1 07The Report on the Inquiry into the quality of Teaching ( 1 986) is referred to in Wilson ( 1 990). 
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Education Issues (NZ-Treasury 1 987),  the Treasury promoted and defended neo

liberal intentions to redirect education towards the free market values. 

It is  within this context that the Task Force to Review Educational Administration in  

New Zealand was appointed. I t  is  argued that the Task Force sought to  provide 

legitimacy for restructuring the education sector in l ine with the Treasury ' s  monetarist 

policies that sought to effectively reduce the New Zealand government's expenditure 

on education. The Report of the Task Force to Review Education Administration: 

Administering for excellence (NZ-Picot Report) was produced in 1 988. The NZ-Picot 

Report was critical of the bureaucratic nature of the education system which led to 

what, in its view, was described as 'provider capture' of the service. It suggested the 

removal of all intervening tiers of educational administration between the central 

government and the school ; hence, devolving decisions to the levels of the education 

system at which they, arguably, had greatest relevance. This was to become the New 

Zealand Government' s Green Paper of education reforms. It has been noted (Dale 

1 993, Wilson 1 99 1 ,  Codd and Gordon 1 99 1 )  that the report was biased towards the 

Treasury monetarist and technocratic, "neo-liberal view" of the condition of education 

and the role of the state in its provision. 

The New Zealand Government promoted the NZ-Picot Report, claiming that its major 

proposals were both necessary and beneficial to New Zealand society. They allowed 

very little time (about ten weeks) for public debate. Based on the recommendations 

contained in the NZ-Picot Report, Tomorrow 's School" (NZ-TS, 1 988), a policy 

statement to guide the educational reforms in primary and secondary education in 

New Zealand, was produced. In the introduction to the Tomorrow 's Schools policy, 

the features (upon which the reforms of educational administration in New Zealand 

were based) are described as : 

• Institutions wi l l  be the basic "bui lding block" of education 
administration, with control over their educational resources - to 
use as they determine, within overall guidelines for education set 
by the state. 

• The running of the institutions will  be a partnership between the 
professionals and the particular community in which it is located. 
The mechanism for such partnership will  be the board of trustees. 

• Each institution wi l l  set its own objectives, within the overal l  
national guidel ines for education set by the state. These objectives 
wi l l  reflect the particular needs of the community in which the 
institution is located, and wil l  be c learly sets out in a "charter" 
drawn between the community and the institution, and the 
institution and the state. 



• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Institutions wi l l  be accountable, through a national ly establ ished 
review and audit agency, for government funds spent on education 
and for meeting the objectives set out in their charters. This agency 
wil l  carry out regular reviews of every institution. 

Institutions wi l l  be free to purchase services from a range of 
suppliers. 

Community education forums will  be set up to act as a place of 
debate and a voice for all those who wish to air their concerns -
whether students, parents, teachers, managers or education 
administrators. 

A Ministry of Education wi l l  be establ ished to provide policy 
advice to the Minister, to administer property, and to handle 
financial flows and operational activities. 

An independent Parent Advocacy Council will  be established. This 
council wil l  promote the interests of parents generally and wil l ,  in 
particular, provide assistance to the parents who are dissatisfied 
with existing arrangements to the extent that they wish to set up 
their own schooP 08. 

Groups of parents representing at least 2 1  children wil l  be able to 
withdraw from existing arrangement and set up their own 
institution, provided that they meet the national guidelines for 

education 1 09 (NZ-TS, 988: 1 -2). 
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These key features signify that Tomorrow 's Schools policy set in motion policies 

which aimed at integrating business practices in education. The process, it can be 

argued, was made easier with the Prime Minister of the time, Mr. David Lange 

doubling as the Minister responsible for the Education Portfolio. Thus, the reforms of 

education involved applying the wider state sector restructuring to education and 

displacing the educational settlement forged in the 1 930s. Tomorrow's Schools policy 

has been described by some policy analysts (e.g. Codd 1 990; Lauder 1 990; Grace 

1 990) as being the most major educational reforms ever experienced in New Zealand 

in the present century. 

Evidence of Privatisation Discourse in New Zealand I S  Recent 

Education Policy Reform Documents. 

The analysis of the policy discourse fal ls under four main themes, namely: the de

legitimisation of education as a publ ic good; management and market-place 

metaphors (the use of management and market place language and concepts) ;  the 

1 08 I t  is worth noting that the aspects which would have provided an opportunity for parents to 
participate in making major decisions (the independent advisory council) was soon abolished. 
1 09This was also abolished. 
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association of a publ ic system with fiscal and legitimation crises; and the prescription 

of the "free market" as the panacea. 

a) De-legitimisation of Education as a Public Good 

In the early 1 980s, the tradition of regarding education as a publ ic good, mediated 

through a publicly provided service in New Zealand, (Grace 1 990:27) started to face 

challenges from those embracing the neo-liberal monetarist ideology (the New Right) . 

On the bas is  of the New Right principles of privatisation, competition and 

individualism, several agencies, inc luding the New Zealand Treasury, the National 

Party, the media and the Business Round Table, criticised the philosophical and 

ideological foundations of the educational settlement forged under state welfarism. 

These agencies employed the di scourse of privatisation to position and direct 

education to their prescribed destination by claiming that education was a commodity 

in the market place, l ike any other commodity and that many of the educational 

benefits are subject to individual capture rather than being contributory to the social or 

publ ic good (Grace 1 990:27) . These assertions are evident in the pol icy documents; 

namely,  the NZ- Treasury document ( 1 987) , the NZ-Picot Report ( 1 988) and 

Tomorrow 's Schools ( 1 988). 

It is argued in this study that, to the NZ-Treasury document, the New Zealand 

Treasury attempted to control the direction of education policy reforms by  employing 

the discourse of privatisation ; thus, seeking to "de-legitimise" the public good 

association of education at a conceptual level. 

In its briefing paper to the in-coming Labour Party Government, which was re-elected 

into office in August 1 987, the New Zealand Treasury advocated radical changes in 

education, whose new Minister was also the Prime Minister. Claiming that the 

education budget was so big that it warranted rigorous economic analysis, and 

blaming New Zealand scholars for not extending interest and concern for the 

economics of education, the New Zealand Treasury set the grounds to break the 

notion of education as a publ ic good. The NZ-Treasury notes that: 

The pervasive nature of education, the enormous resources employed 
by the system and the high degree of involvement in it by New 
Zealanders mean that education does not stand in isolation from the 
society in which it takes place . . .  Given their volume, the productivity of 
resources employed by the system is of crucial importance to society 
(NZ-Treasury document 1 987:3). 

Prior to this statement, the NZ Treasury argues that: 



Education can be analysed in a similar way to any other service in  
terms of interaction and exchange in the face of uncertainty ,  
information, costs, scarcity, interdependence and opportunism. The 
section on education in chapter 3 of the first volume of the Treasury ' s  
post-election brief i s  couched in  those terms. Generally we  would 
consider that such an approach is an analytically robust method which 
would generate useful insights (NZ-Treasury document 1 987:2). 

It is  relevant to note at this point that there is  very l i ttle research i n  
New Zealand into the economics of education (NZ-Treasury document 
1 987 :8) .  
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The discourse in the above statements not only puts education in the economic sphere 

but also introduces the cost driven views of education. It can also be construed as a 

move by the New Zealand Treasury to set i ts defences to the anticipated opposition 

from New Zealand scholars by attacking their (scholars) previous works for being less 

rigorous and for ignoring important issues. 

It is  worth noting that some of the New Zealand scholars who have put up strong 

opposition to the New Zealand Treasury's education privatisation agenda 

acknowledge that "education research in New Zealand has neglected policy research 

and the economics of education" (Grace 1 990:37). Grace ( 1 990) argues for an 

approach to the economics of education that is different from that of the New Zealand 

Treasury. He contends that: 

The first priority is for more pol icy-related research and for more 
research which is historical ly and comparatively informed into the 
various sub-fields of the economics of education. We need inte l ligent 
and sensitive research into the crucial i ssues which these important 
sub-fields address. The economics of education, in New Zealand at any 
rate, cannot be left to the crude reductionism of New Right ideology 
(Grace 1 990:39). 

Grace's ( 1 990:39) arguments indicate that the studies on education policy and the 

economics of education should be hol istic and not 'economistic', as the New Zealand 

Treasury advocated. 

Emphasising the private perspective of education, however, the New Zealand 

Treasury rejected the notion of parents ' (as community members) participation as was 

outlined in the Curriculum Review, ( 1 987) claiming that it was inefficient because it 

sought consensus. Referring to the OEeD Reviewers Report ( 1 983), the NZ-Treasury 

pinpoints consensus as an obstacle to efficiency since "consensus bui lding takes 

time" ;  thus, contributing to slowness in decision making. The New Zealand Treasury 

states that: 



The OECD examiners remarked on a sense of anxiety about the 
s lowness of policy and decision making at a time of rapid change in 
demands on a system . . .  Also, consensus has been a key element in 
deci sion making and consensus building takes time (NZ-Treasury 
document 1 987:3). 
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On the other hand, however, the New Zealand Treasury supports parents'  

participation under a decentral ised management system. Arguing against state 

intervention and for more parental involvement, the New Zealand Treasury states that: 

State intervention may reduce parental responsibi l ity and hence 
increase dependence on subsidised institutional provision, thus 
furthering the agency problem (NZ-Treasury document 1 987:273) .  

Here, the meaning of parents' participation in the educational process is  altered to 

reflect the ideological thrust of the New Zealand Treasury ; with parents being 

convinced and encouraged to participate as individual consumers rather than as 

members of the community working towards meeting collective ends. 

Bui lding on the notions of individual ism and self-interest, the discourse in the NZ

Treasury document creates a scenario of distrust of the existing public service to 

contribute towards public good. It states :  

On maximising social benefits, state intervention runs the risk that the 
benefits wil l  in fact be captured by particular groups of individuals or 
providers, thus the cost becomes public but the benefits remain private 
(NZ-Treasury document, 1 987 :273). 

The above statement can be construed as the New Zealand Treasury' s  attempt to 

stimulate the "structural disintegration process" so as to destroy the political support 

for the public system. It can be argued, therefore, that, by creating doubt on who 

benefits from publ ic investment in education, the Treasury is  setting ground for an 

ideological contestation over the assumption that education is a public good. This is 

supported by Codd's ( 1 992: 1 2) observation that, " it  is within the context of material 

conditions that the neo-l iberal and neo-conservative assaults on the corporati st 

structures of welfarism have gained popular support" .  

This ideological thrust is  also evident by  the way the NZ-Treasury document uses the 

neo-l iberal economic parameters to describe education. The document explains that: 

"Education shares characteristics of other commodities traded in the market place 

(NZ-Treasury document" 1 987:33). 
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Thus, the Treasury argues that education (particularly higher education) 
1 1 0 

needs to be 

taken as a private good and should be paid for by the individual who receives it .
l l l  

The document further states that: 

The government provides education and traIn Ing services and 
information about these services, it subsidises the consumers of its 
services and the services of other providers and it  regulates the 
production of these services (NZ-Treasury document, 1 987: 1 ). 

By referring to the education workforce as providers and receivers of the education 

services as consumers ,  the NZ-Treasury document implies that the existing 

government involvement in education is an interference in a business concern. It is  

worth noting here that the view of education, as comparable to a business concern, 

held far reaching implications for the education reforms, particularly the process of 

educational privatisation. The Government, therefore, would have the right to take 

similar steps as business people would do in their business concerns .  By the same 

token, the Government would have the right to sel l its "education business" and 

subcontract some of the aspects or contract out altogether. It would even take 

"calculated risk" on education without being answerable to the publ ic. 

It can be argued, therefore, that the de-legitimisation of education as a publ ic good is 

the process of opening up education for marketi sation. Thus, with the view of 

education as a business concern, the NZ-Treasury document states that there is  no 

good reason why the Government should be directly involved in the provision of 

education . It states that: 

The Second common feature is that the dominant form of state 
intervention is direct provision of educational services. There is ,  i n  
fact, no  a priori reason why government intervention should take this 
form. Substantial government assistance could, if considered desirable, 
be del ivered through non-government institutions (NZ-Treasury 
document, 1 987:9). 

This suggestion can be seen not only as a move to di stance government from 

education , even when financial ly  contributing to it ,  but also as a process of 

encouraging contracting out and other ways of inviting private business into providing 

1 1 0New Zealand Treasury supports a limited role for the state in the provision of compulsory 
education for reasons that are analysed later in the comparative document analysis section. 
l l l The observation that the Treasury document argued against the existing understanding that 
education is a public good in New Zealand has also been made by other policy analysts e.g. Grace 
( 1 990). Codd ( 1 990). Lauder ( 1 990). Evans and Davies ( 1 990). 
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education servicesl 12. This also de-legitimises education as a public good because, as a business 

concern, education would have moved into the private sphere. 

In·spell ing out its conception of education, the New Zealand Treasury states that: 

Education is not a 'public good' in a techn ical sense used by 
economists. It is  never free as there is always an opportunity cost to the 
provider; it may not be paid for directly by the consumers but it is paid 
for by the rest of the community (NZ-Treasury document, 1 987:27 1 ). 

In the above statement, the New Zealand Treasury employs the economic discourse to 

prevent counter arguments, not only from the public who may not be sure of where 

they belong in the "rest of the community" that is paying but also from non-economist 

scholars. It may be argued, that the Treasury used the discourse for intimidation of 

those scholars who, not wanting to expose their "ignorance" in economics, would 

refrain from challenging the position of the New Zealand Treasury' s  assumption that 

"education was not a public good". 

It is worth noting, however, that this did not prevent some New Zealand educationists 

and policy analysts such as Grace ( 1 990, 1 994), Codd ( 1 988, 1 990, 1 992), Gordon 

( 1 989, 1 992, 1 994) and Lauder ( 1 990) from taking up the chal lenge. Gerald Grace 

( 1 990, 1 994) argues, for example that, even in the economic sphere, "education stands 

as a public good". He contends that: 

Economists appear to have a continuum with pure public goods (which 
require state intervention) at one end and private goods (which are a 
concern of the market) at the other. A considerable debate exists within 
economics as to the location of various goods and services on this 
continuum. The second is that in the case of the issue of external ities 
where ' there are l ikely to be benefits to the community or society at 
large of educated populous in terms of social cohesion, law and order 
and economic growth ' then economic theory suggests that education 
and schooling could be referred to as an [impure] publ ic good (Grace 
1 994: 1 34) . 

It is worth noting that the New Zealand Treasury document left no doubt that the 

wider state sector restructuring would apply to education. Hence, in effect, it would 

replace the educational settlement forged in the 1 930s and 1 940s. 

Within this context, the Task Force to Review Educational Admin istration in New 

Zealand (headed by Brian Picot, a businessman) was appointed to provide legitimacy 

1 1 2 M d· · . . d I . till d ore ISCUSSlOn on contractmg out IS presente ater In s stu y .  
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for restructuring the education sector in l ine with Treasury' s  monetarist policies. The 

Task Force produced a report, Administering for Excellence, commonly referred to, as 

the "Picot Report"(NZ-Picot Report) in 1 988.  The NZ-Picot Report suggests the 

removal of all intervening tiers of educational administration between the central 

government and the school ; hence, devolving decisions to the levels of the education 

system at which they have greatest relevance (Dale 1 993,  Wilson 1 99 1 ,  Codd and 

Gordon 1 99 1 ) . 

The discourse in the NZ-Picot Report also contributes to the de-legitimisation of 

education as a public good. Although the NZ-Picot Report appears to be subtle about 

the move to privatisation, particularly because some of its recommendations seem to 

suggest col lective participation of the parents, it clearly advocates a view of education 

that is different from the then existing "public good" view. It is worth noting, for 

example, that the way in which the 'school charter' is presented it leaves room for 

various interpretations, including the version that the charter is a form of a "contract". 

The report also indicates a strong commitment to change at a time when the direction 

of change clearly known to be on the agenda was privatisation. Further, the NZ-Picot 

Report offers no challenge to the NZ-Treasury view of education as a private good. 

These points seem to indicate NZ-Picot Report 's position and active contribution 

towards the de-legitimisation of the conception of education as a public good in New 

Zealand. 

Depicting the need for radical reforms, where the idea is not to make the existing 

system work better by 'tinkering' with it but to overhaul it altogether, the NZ-Picot 

Report states that: 

Tinkering with the system wi l l  not be efficient to achieve the 
improvements now required. In our view the time has come for quite a 
radical change (NZ-Picot Report, 1 988 :36). 

Thus ,  although indirectly, the NZ-Picot Report (like the Treasury document) was set 

to persuade the public that the "public good" tradition of education was no longer 

appropriate and that radical reforms in New Zealand's education system were not only 

desirable but also feasible and inevitable. 

In many ways NZ-TS policy reaffirms the reforms proposed in the NZ-Picot Report. 

Introducing NZ-TS pol icy, the Minister of Education, states that: 

Tomorrow 's Schools sets out the policy position the government has 
reached fol lowing its consideration of the implications of such far-



reaching reform. Much of it is an affirmation of the Picot proposals 
(NZ-TS, 1 988 : iv). 
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Thus, NZ- TS, policy, l ike the NZ- Treasury document and the NZ-Picot Report, 

substitutes the l iberal democratic assumptions about education with consumer 

democratic assumptions. It is observed (Sexton 1 990), for example, that the boards of 

trustees for the schools,  proposed in NZ-Picot Report and fol lowed through in  

Tomorrow 's Schools policy, are not any different from any board of  non-executive 

directors of a company. Sexton ( 1 990) states that: 

I am content to accept the term 'trustees'  but it seems to me that they 
do the same task as if they were called governors. Their role is one of 
overall pol icy making and ultimate responsibility and it seems to me 
fair to equate the board of trustees of a school to that of non-executive 
directors of a company, with similar duties and responsibil ities (Sexton 
1 990:20). 

Under such circumstances, in the reform process, decentralisation becomes delegation 

of responsibil ities for easier central control rather than devolution of power to the 

grassroots. Thus, it has been noted (Codd 1 990; Codd and Gordon 1 99 1 ,  Sexton 1 990, 

Smelt 1 998) that devolution of power was one of the areas where some of the original 

ideas of the NZ-Picot Report were not incorporated. Sexton ( 1 990) notes, for 

example, that: 

The whole charter exercise has not, in practice, been a joint exercise 
between the government and the boards. The national guidelines and 
objectives referred to in the report are, in fact, the charter. Contrary to 
Picot 's  assertion, the initial preparation of the charter did not turn out 
to be a time-consuming exercise, at least if the boards duly followed 
the prescribed approach. The job was done for them before they were 
even allowed to think about it (Sexton 1 990:25). 

By the same token, S melt ( 1 998) argues that the original vision of the reforms 

encountered problems because of varied interests of stakeholders in the system. He 

contends that: 

The implementation of the reforms has not pursued some of the 
original vision in terms of salaries, property, inter-school co-operation, 
parent power or zoning. There is some tension between different pillars 
of reforms , in particular between voice and choice. There are 
unavoidable tension between the interests of various stakeholders in the 
school system. The crown itself has several different interests or stakes 
and, thus, competing objectives to pursue (Smelt 1 998:ix). 

Ironical ly, in such statements, there is stil l  an element of blaming the state rather than 

the whole idea of privatising education. 
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b) Management and Market-place Metaphors 

The term "metaphor" is used here not as a mere l inguistic device used for the 

figurative embell ishment of otherwise straightforward language but as a fundamental 

way of signifying and structuring conceptual systems as part of everyday discourse. It 

connotes reconstructed knowledge resulting from structuring knowledge of one 

domain (the target) by mapping onto it concepts and relations from an existing 

domain (the source) that is  already familiar (Travers 1 996). Kuhn ( 1 993 in Travers, 

M. D. ( 1  996:unpaged) observes that: 

'Metaphor' refers to all those processes in which the juxtaposition either 
of terms or of concrete examples cal ls forth a network of similarities 
which help to determine the way in which language attaches to the 
world (Kuhn 1993:539, in Travers 1 996:unpaged). 

Travers ( 1 996) contends that metaphors play a fundamental role in the establishment 

of new, previously unstructured domains and that they are so pervasive that they are 

sometimes hard to see. 

In this case, it is argued that, in the New Zealand education reform documents, the 

metaphors of market place and production management are readi ly appl ied to 

education which was previously held to be a social service. That is, the points of 

reference as weJI as the framing of arguments in these documents are done in ways 

that direct the reader's mind to see schools as private business or production 

organisations rather than as social service institutions .  Using the market place 

language and metaphors, the pol icy documents define the problems in the education 

system and employ market place solutions for them. 

B y  applying market place concepts (such as 'value for money, ' 'the marginal cost', 

"inputs ' 'outputs ' and 'production functions') that are normaJIy used in the assessment 

of an enterprise, to the assessment of the New Zealand education system, the NZ

Treasury document introduces new thinking about education. Thus, the reader of the 

NZ-Treasury document is made to think of the education system in the same category 

as a business entity . This, in turn, leads the reader to focus on business parameters in 

assessing education and, hence, other values are de-emphasised or ignored. 

Suggesting that the production function analysis approach can be applied to 

education, and is feasible, the NZ-Treasury document states that: 



Notwithstanding conceptual and analytical problems it is important, not 
least because of the quantum of resources employed, to undertake 
research into education production functions. Regrettably ,  there 
appears to have been little undertaken in New Zealand (NZ-Treasury 
document, 1 987:7).  
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Thus, the New Zealand Treasury aims at creating a space for the language and 

discourse of economics to be used in the study and implementation of education 

policies. 

The use of market place metaphors is also evident in both the NZ-Picot Report and the 

NZ-TS. The concept of the school charter, as it is used in the NZ-Picot Report and 

l ater in Tomorrow 's Schools policy, for example, is c lear evidence of how 

management and market-place metaphors have been used in the education reform 

documents. Both NZ-TS and the NZ-Picot Report state that: 

The charter of each institution wil l  be approved [national ly] by the 
minister, on the recommendation of the ministry. It then becomes a 
contract between the state and the institution, and between the 
institution and its community (NZ-Picot Report 1 988 :46 & NZ-TS 

1 988 :4) 1 1 3 . 

As Codd and Gordon ( 1 99 1 )  contend, the school charter i s  a key element in  the 

restructuring of educational administration under Tomorrow 's Schools policy.  

However, the concept of institutional charter is  problematic as i t  can be interpreted in  

various ways. Codd and Gordon ( 1 99 1 )  contend that: 

When it was proposed as a central concept in the Picot Report, many 
saw it as signifying the mechanism through which a devolution of state 
power would be achieved. It seemed to give concrete meaning to the 
abstract notion of 'partnership' between government and community 
(Codd and Gordon 1 99 1  :2 1 ) . 

In that regard, the charter was expected to create greater flexibility and responsiveness 

at local level ,  while also producing a structure through which some decisions can be 

more effectively co-ordinated at the centre (Codd & Gordon 1 99 1 ) . However, this 

interpretation did not l ast long. As Gordon and Codd ( 1 99 1 )  note: 

This expectation was sustai ned throughout the early stages of the 
implementation of Tomorrow 's Schools . . . Gradual ly, however, as the 
reform proceeded, the charter came to signify the power and control of 
the state (Codd & Gordon 1 99 1 :2 1 ) . 

1 1 3The same statement appears in both Picot Report and Tomorrow's Schools ad verbatim. 
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In that case, the concept of charter in the pol icy statement can also be interpreted as a 

contract, since it seems to create a contractual relationship between the central agents 

of the State and the trustees of individual schools. Thus, the school charter, l ike any 

other business contract, defines in legal terms the rel ationship between the 

Government and the school boards of trustee, the boundaries between the two and the 

nature of power relations between them. The school charter also creates the same 

relationship between the board of trustees and the community. 

Codd & Gordon ( 1 99 1 )  argue that, in that case, the charter becomes a contract 

involving three discrete parties and this creates legal complexities in policy 

implementation . Regarding issues of implementation of the school charter, S melt 

( 1 998) also observes that: 

Contracts between the Crown and each school board have proved one
way rather than two-way, and have become rather standardised and 
formalised (Smelt 1 998:ix). 

Thus, the school charter concept could be interpreted as a business contract or 

managerial device for ensuring accountabi lity (Codd and Gordon 1 99 1 ) . Important to 

our discussion, at this juncture, is that, through the concept of school charter, the 

business metaphor of 'contract' is introduced in the education domain ,  pul ling even 

the educationist to discuss education as if it were a business enterprise. 

Contracting out is yet another management metaphor evident in the NZ-Picot Report 

and NZ-TS, especially in reference to the part that the Ministry of Education should 

play in the provision of education . The process of "contracting out" is  evident through 

the creation of agencies such as: Review and Audit Agency (later changed into the 

Education Review Office),  Parent Advisory Counci l ,  National Education 

Qual ifications Authority & Board of Studies as private bodies that could provide 

administrative services to educational institutions, rather than the State. 

The NZ-Picot Report suggests that: 

To avoid confusion of roles and to keep pol icy free of self-interest, the 
ministry will  have no part in the provision of education services. The 
ministry wi l l  be managed by one chief executive and wil l  have three 
units .  These are for pol icy formulation, for policy implementation and 
for property services (NZ-Picot Report, 1 988:xii) .  

NZ-TS also states that 



A Ministry of Education will  be established to provide pol icy advice to 
the Mini ster on al l aspects of education,  and to oversee the 
implementation of national policies approved by the Minister. It wi l l  
not be a direct provider of education services, although it  wi l l  contract 
other agencies and individuals to provide certain services (NZ-TS, 
1 988 : 1 9). 
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The above statements mean that the state would contract out educational services 

rather than provide them directly.  It is  worth noting that th is conception of 

"contracting out" rests on the assumption that there are few theoretical differences 

existing between the public and private sector goods and services and how they can be 

supplied (Murphy 1 996) . This assumption is built on the neo-l iberal claim that the 

state is not suited for production but can supply producers in terms of agencies (Sava 

1 987, in Murphy 1 996) . "Contracting out" is  also used in business as a means of 

reducing bureaucracy. 

Another form of "contracting out" which is evident in the policy documents is  the 

state's bulk grant to educational institutions. The NZ-Picot Report suggests that: 

All budgeting and allocation of funds will  be done by the board within 
the bulk grant.. The bulk grant will have two distinct components :  one 
based on salaries, and one based on all other expenditure (NZ-Picot 
Report 1 988 :49). 

The NZ Picot Report provides the bulk grant formulae in the appendix. 

In a similar tone, Tomorrow 's Schools refers to the bulk grant in several instances, 

examples of which include: 

Funding for all institution's activities will  be calculated on the basis of 
national ly determined formulae. This funding will  be sent djrectly to 
institutions as a bulk grant - with the exception of teachers' pay which 
w i l l  be di sbursed through separate payrol l  procedure . . .  F inal 
respons ib i l ity for how funding is al located wi l l  l ie w ith the 
board . . .  (p.6-7). 

All funding wil l  come to institutions as a bulk grant. This bulk grant 
wi l l  have two distinct components - teaching salaries and operational 
activities . . .  (p. 1 2). 

While the bulk grant has two distinct components, the board wil l  have 
some discretion in the use of these funds (p. 1 3) .  

The board wi l l  be responsible for preparation and audit of  the 
institution's accounts (p. 7). 



The board wi l l  be able to borrow money commercial ly  if they so 
desire. Because of this, it may be necessary to create a general i iability 
- held to a specific l imit of the bulk grant funds - as security for lenders 
(P.7) . 
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The significance of the above statements, as examples of contracting out, is that they 

build a situation whereby the school boards of trustees are presented as private 

agencies to ensure responsibility for production. Clarkson ( 1 989 in Murphy 1 996:32) 

contends that: 

The use of grants and subsidies is another method for fostering the 
privatisation of publ ic services. Under this approach, government 
provides financial or in-kind contributions to private organisations or 
individuals to encourage them to provide a service (Clarkson 
1 989: 1 46) 

The goal is to make the "private" sector (in this case the School Boards of Trustees) 

more responsive to the public goals through a manipulation of incentives which are 

thought to govern market behaviour (Murphy 1 996:32) 

Another market place metaphor evident in the policy reform documents is  the concept 

of choice. The notion of choice is one of the principal tenets of market rationalism 

which connotes that free choice in a market place guarantees satisfaction to both 

parties to a transaction - the consumer and the provider. It also implies the possibil ity 

of the consumer to look elsewhere if satisfaction is not met. This conceptualisation of 

choice is evident in both the NZ-Picot Report and the NZ-TS policy documents. 

The NZ-Picot Report states that: 

In our view too little emphasis has been given in the past to choice 
within the system - not only to the possibil ity of parents and students 
exercising choice in the school and programmes they wil l  take up or 
enrol their chi ldren in, but also to the possibil ity of choice for those 
working in the system . . . . .  There is, to say the least, an absence of 
ability to look elsewhere or even to test whether what is being provided 
is up to standard (NZ-Picot Report, 1 988:29). 

The NZ-Picot Report further states that: 

Choice wi l l  involve providing a wider range of options both for 
consumers and for learning institutions . . . .  Consumers need to be able to 
directly influence their learning institution by having a say in the 
running of it or being able to turn to acceptable alternatives (NZ-Picot 
Report, 1 988:4). 
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Tomorrow 's Schools, on the other hand, provides avenues through which choice and 

competition can be exercised. It states that: 

An independent Parent Advocacy Council wil l  be established. This 
council wi l l  promote the interests of parents general ly and wi l l ,  in 
particu lar, provide assistance and support to parents who are 
dissatisfied with existing arrangements to the extent that they wish to 
set up their own school 1 1 4. 

Groups of parents representing at least 2 1  chi ldren wil l  be able to 
withdraw from existing arrangements and set their own institution, 
provided they meet the national guidelines for education (NZ-TS, 
1 988 :2). 

Tomorrow's Schools also offers that: 

Maori parents - as other parents - will  be able to educate their children 
at home or establish their own institutions if the system i s  not 
sufficiently responsive to their need (NZ-TS, 1 988:26) 

The provisions for "Home-Based Schooling" and the option for "Withdrawal from 

Existing Arrangements" ,  also describe other avenues for choice which would be open 

to parents who feel that their needs are not met by the public education system. 

It can be argued, however, that the concept of choice, as presented in the NZ-Picot 

Report and Tomorrow 's Schools, signifies the neo-liberal perspective of "freedom of 

choice" to be exercised by the individual within the market. Thus, parents and 

students are defined as customers (clients) exercising their choice over the educational 

commodity while schools and the educational work-force are producers who have to 

compete within the market and seek to sell their service in order to survive. 

The documents also present the conception of "choice" as "exit" . This conception of 

choice is one of the important characteristics of market rational ism;  i . e .  

"dissatisfaction with the market is expressed primarily as  exit and not voice
, , 1 1 5 

Reynold and Sokro ( 1 996) contend that, " in the market place dissatisfaction is not 

really worked out by negotiation and compromise. When one party is dissatisfied with 

the outcomes of the transaction, further transactions do not occur" (Reynold and 

Sokro 1 996:6). The avenues of choice promoted in NZ-TS policy seem to suggest that 

this market place conception of choice is one of the answers to educational problems. 

1 1 4 This agency was later abolished. 
l 1 5The distinction between voice and exit is explained later in the comparative documents analysis 
section. 
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It is  also worth noting that the reform policy provides choice to those who can make 

arrangements within the national guidel ines, including meeting the criteria for 

compulsory �ducation. The choice for those dissatisfied by the arrangement but with), 

l imited means (financial , social or political) for making other arrangements, such as 

starting their own school or home-based schooling,  may be truancy or dropping-out, 

which can be described as the extreme conception of choice as exit. 

c) Association of the Public System with Fiscal and Legitimation Crises 

The discourse of privatisation is used to express the neo-l iberals' assessment of the 

education system; thus, blaming the public system for all the existing problems in 

education and the society in genera� namely, the fiscal and legitimation crises as 

discussed in the previous section on New Zealand's policy documents' production 

processes. 

The NZ-Treasury document is critical of the public system of education because of 

what it terms as: 

the slowness of policy and decision making at a time of rapid change in 
demands on the system (NZ-Treasury document 1 987:3) .  

The NZ-Treasury document further details that: 

To some degree, this may reflect the difficulty in changing what i s  
essential ly a uniform, national system: any changes seem to affect all 
relevant institutions not just a few innovative institutions at the margin 
(NZ-Treasury document 1 987:3).  

It continues to argue that "consensus has been a key element in policy making and 

consensus building takes time" .  The document elaborates that: 

A third reason for the relatively slow pace of change has been that the 
groups most pol itically active on education policy . . .  have by and large, 
considered that current structural and financing arrangements are 
general ly satisfactory and do not require substantial change (NZ
Treasury document 1 987:3) 

In these statements, we observe the education system being blamed for being slow 

and resistant to change and for being non-competitive and inefficient. The 

responsibi lity for this slowness is  l aid squarely  on the public system which IS 

portrayed as too centralised, too democratic, and too rigid for its own good. 
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By the assertion that i t  is  difficult to change "a uniform national system" ,  the 

document seems to suggest that a centralised publ ic system has to carry the blame for 

rigidity and slowness to adopt new ideas and innovations. By al luding to the 

difficulties and slowness of consensus building, the document seems to suggest that 

there is  l i ttle benefit or value to be accrued from a democratic process of decis ion

making. This suggests an overriding concern for efficiency ahead of considerations of 

other norms and values. Further, the assertion (that the groups that are political ly 

active on educational policy concede that the current structural and financial 

arrangements do not require change) suggests that the document considers the 

educational personnel to be rigid and resistant to change. 

The above assertions bespeak of the tension between the Treasury and the existing 

public education system and its agents. The policy documents also hold the public 

education system responsible for a major legitimation crisis .  The New Zealand 

Treasury, for example, blames the system for the existing inequalities in the society 

and for providing education that is not internationally competitive. 

The NZ-Treasury document argues that the public education system could not achieve 

the desirable egal i tarian objectives. The document cites international and New 

Zealand research which demonstrate that publicly provided education systems have 

largely reproduced existing social divisions of class, race and gender. It states that: 

Major inequalities persist; individuals are not equal when they come to 
the state provided system and they are not equal when they take leave. 
Some research evidence suggest that such education make very little if 
any difference to the relative position of most groups (NZ-Treasury 
document 1 987:39) .  

The NZ-Treasury document further observes that: 

Emphasis on greater equity of outcomes is a feature in the recent report 
of the Education and Science Select Committee. At one level, this is,  of 
course, an admirable egalitarian objective . . .  But at a different level , thi s  
emphasis on  needs may reflect more pragmatic concerns. Firstly it may 
reflect the widespread concern at the fai lure of the state school system 
to meet the needs of certain groups as evidenced by high drop-out 
rates, truancy and lack of preparation for the world of work. It may also 
reflect concern at middle and upper class Pakeha 'capture' of much 
educational assistance and the consequent concern to redress the 
distributive balance in favour of the lower income, often non-Pakeha, 
individuals and groups. The third possible element behind the 'need 
based' approach is simply the fiscal cost of a non-targeted approach to 
the provision of educational assistance (NZ-Treasury document 1 987:5 
-6). 
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The message in the above statement seems to suggest that the New Zealand state 

government is justified to look to new ways of administering and funding school 

systems since the public system has failed to reduce inequal ities, despite the massive 

funding of the public system during the 1 970s and early 1 980s. 

Ironical ly ,  The NZ-Treasury document does not dwell  much on these plausible 

concerns .  Instead, more energy is expended on the fiscal problems of providing 

education, insisting on education costs and emphasising the importance of analysing 

the costs and benefits of various levels and forms of government intervention in 

education. The NZ-Treasury document states that: 

At any one time it is a matter of careful assessment whether greater 
investment in education or greater emphasis on macro-economic 
objectives . (for example debt reduction) is  the better long-term 
investment for society as a whole (NZ-Treasury document 1 987:6) .  

Referring to the research done in the USA on the economics of education, the NZ

Treasury document appeals to a cost benefit analysis of education in New Zealand. 

B asing its c laims on some selected research findings, the New Zealand Treasury 

argues that educational aspects such as increased educational resources, smaller 

classes and longer teacher training are not cost effective and, therefore, they are less 

important. The document states that: 

The outcome does, at very least, strongly challenge the common 
mechanistic assumption that, increased expenditure per child, smaller 
c lasses, longer teacher training and such l ike, lead automatical ly to 
improved student performance. In fact, it suggests that much of 
substantial additional investment in recent years may have little, if any,  
positive return and that the resources could have been much better 
employed elsewhere (NZ-Treasury document 1 987:8). 

The above statements depict the reformers' conviction that an education system which 

is less costly to the state would solve the state's fiscal problems. 

The NZ-Treasury document, however, strategical ly  omits educational research on 

equity issues (e.g. the research by Bemstein 1 973, Nash 1 983) that does not support 

the New Zealand Treasury's al legations against the public education system. Grace 

( 1 990) claims that this omission of education research with evidence against the New 

Zealand Treasury arguments is  strategic omission and selective reporting. 
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The public system is also castigated by the New Zealand Treasury for providing 

education that is not international ly competitive. The NZ-Treasury document argues 

that the inefficiencies in the education system have resulted in a mismatch between 

the skil l s  produced by the schools and those required by the labour market. It claims 

that: 

The demand on the education system to fit and refit people for work 
are increasing enormous ly .  Ironical ly  at the same time, rising 
unemployment, often linked to technological change, lead many to see 
the system as also having to prepare people for non-work, that is, 
unemployment and leisure . . .  With rapid technological change, exposure 
to the competitive realities of the international market and rising 
unemployment, training for work will, as already suggested, be seen as 
a more important objective than it was, say, in the confident days of the 
early 1 960s (NZ-Treasury document 1 987 :4-5). 

These arguments suggest, amongst other things, that the public system that existed 

was obl ivious to existing national and international realities. 

In general, the New Zealand Treasury's attack on the public system lies in what has 

been explained by Lauder et. al .  ( 1 988) as a claim, that increased expenditure on 

education does not lead to improvement in learning; that improved educational 

attainment doesn't necessari l y  lead to economic growth ; and, that i ncreased 

educational expenditure does not lead to equality of educational opportunity .  

Fol lowing the footsteps of the Treasury , the NZ-Picot Report also starts by  criticising 

the then existing New Zealand educational administrative system. Appealing to the 

"free market" conception that bureaucracy is inherently and fundamentally bad, the 

report c laims that the publ ic education bureaucracy is largely self-serving and that 

most of the rules and procedures governing the al location and use of resources exist 

only to frustrate or prevent decision making at the level of individual institutions. The 

Picot Report states that public education in New Zealand is: 

Over-centralised and overly complex; l acks information, choice and 
efficient management practice; and promotes feeling of powerlessness. 
Such a system disables,  rather than enables (NZ-Picot Report, 
1 988:4 1 ) . 

Hence, the NZ-Picot Report prescribes what it refers to as a simple, flexible and 

efficient system that is responsive to its clients' demands as a desirable alternative. In 

its executive summary, the NZ-Picot Report states that: 

An effective administrative system must be as simple as possible and 
decisions should be made as close as possible to where they are carried 



out. . . .  decisions must be made in a co-ordinated way in a structure in 
which decision makers have control over the available resources and 
are then held accountable to for what is achieved. Finally, the structure 
should be open to scrutiny and should promote responsiveness to the 
client demands (NZ-Picot Report, 1 988:xi). 
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The above statement is  strongly persuasive to different people with different interests 

because it is so vague that it is subject to different interpretations 
1 1 6. Whereas some 

could interpret it as a reaffi rmation of the general thrust of government reform, 

preserving a judicious balance between central control and local autonomy; for others, 

it could mean a reasserting of parent power over the teachers. It could also mean just a 

mechanism to change teacher behaviour in individual instances .  In his research 

findings, Wilson ( 1 990) indicates that even the members of the Task Force who 

prepared the NZ-Picot Report had different understandings of the passage quoted 

above. However the persistence of the discourse proclaiming that the privatisation 

reforms are for the better is clear. The statement seems to suggest that the students 

and their parents' demands, (client demands) which were supposedly neglected in the 

public system, should be met under the reforms. 

The language in the Tomorrow's Schools Policy document is  also couched in  such a 

way as to create in the public mind the impression that the crises in education are 

caused by inefficiency and waste within the education system and that the market

oriented reforms are the natural saviour of not only the education system but also 

society in general. Releasing Tomorrow's Schools policy, the Minister of Education 

argued that: 

Our children wil l  not receive the education to which they are entitled 
unless our administration is effective . . . .  The government is certain that 
the reform it proposes will  result in more immediate del ivery of the 
resources to schools, more parental and community involvement, and 
greater teacher responsibi l ity. It wi l l  lead to improved learning 
opportunities for the children of this country (NZ-TS, 1 988: i i i-iv). 

By referring to the importance of effective administration, the Minister appeals to the 

"common sense" of the public by suggesting that the defin ition of effective 

management contained in the pol icy reforms is universal ly correct. Those who 

support the proposed reforms, therefore, are supporting effective management of 

schools as opposed to those supporting the old, 'inefficient and ineffective system'. 

1 1 6Wilson, K. J .  ( 1 990), The Picot Report and the Legitimation of education Policy, M .Ed. Admin. 
Thesis. Massey University, Palmerston North. 
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The passage also appears to indicate that all resources needed by the schools were 

avai lable and it is only the existing system that was preventing them from being 

immediately delivered to the schools; thus, deflecting the fiscal crisis into a technical 

problem of del ivery. By stressing parental power and more teacher responsibility, NZ

TS policy also seems to suggest that direct accountabil ity between the consumer, 

(parent) and providers, (teachers) which is created by the reforms, is the secret to the 

renewal of education. 

In general, the attack against the publ ic education system is constructed to persuade 

the publ ic that the existing publ icly provided service is deficient in many respects and 

that the government's existing role in education is likely to be counter-productive to 

its declared commitments to social equity (Grace 1 990:27) The discourse of 

Tomorrow's Schools policy, like that of the Treasury document and the Picot Report, 

exhibits the neo-l iberal s '  pol itical and ideological need to achieve control over 

education in the interest of what was expressed as cost efficiency, better management 

and high education standards 
1 1 7. Thus, the Tomorrow's Schools document advances a 

neo-l iberal offensive for control over management, curriculum, pedagogy and the 

educational work force in primary and secondary education, aimed at convincing the 

public that "free market" is the answer to existing problems. 

d) Market Forces as a Prescriptive Panacea 

The New Zealand education reform documents exhibit great faith in the abi lity of 

market forces to solve the state's social and economic problems . The discourse 

conveys a conviction that the "free market" is  the panacea. In the NZ-Treasury 

document, the NZ-Picot Report and NZ-TS the principles of unive:-salised provision, 

egal itarianism and col lectivism are replaced by the market rationalism principles of 

individual ism, competition, consumer choice and cost efficiency. They suggest that 

the market approach to education should be supported so as to guarantee high 

standards through choice, accountability, decentral isation and control . 

(i) Choice 

As explained earl ier, the type of choice that is expressed in the pol icy reform 

documents is market place choice. The textual evidence shows that the New Zealand 

1 1 7The same the same arguments have been used by the Neo-liberals as a political force behind 
reforms of the 1 980 elsewhere (e.g. Tanzania, USA, UK. Australia). 
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educational reform documents argue that there are benefits to be accrued from 

enhanced opportunities of choice under educational privatisation. 

The NZ-Treasury document states that: 

In sum, government intervention is l iable to reduce freedom of choice 
and thereby curtai l the sphere of responsibil ity of its citizen and 
weaken the self-steering ability inherent in society to reach optimal 
solutions through the mass of individual actions pursuing free choice 
without any formal consensus (NZ-Treasury document, 1 987:4 1 ). 

The above statement implies the market's ability to "sort out" societal problems. It is  

very similar to Adam S mith's " invisible hand of the market" that unobtrusively 

regulates peoples' actions for their own good. Thus, in the statement, Ll-te New Zealand 

Treasury portrays a conviction that, through free choice and competition in the 

educational market place, individual achievement would be guaranteed. 

With a similar outlook and conviction, the NZ-Picot Report, after outlining the 

problems in the existing publ ic education administrative structure; promises a better 

alternative in the market oriented school system. It states that: 

Choice wi l l  involve providing a wider range of options both for 
consumers and for learning institutions. We detect a widespread 
concern that the delivery of education is fai ling in significant ways, and 
we see the creation of more choice in the system as a way of ensuring 
greater efficiency and equity. Consumers need to be able to directly 
influence their learning institutions by having a say in the running of it 
or by being able to turn to acceptable alternatives (NZ-Picot Report, 
1 988:4. 

The above statement seems to suggest that, an administrative structure that is  

supposedly consumer-led as opposed to the provider-led, public system, would 

remove flaws from the education system. In this statement, the NZ-Picot Report 

asserts that the proposed market oriented education system wil l  instil "efficiency",  

"equity" and "parental control" because it provides choice to the consumers. This 

verifies what Lauder ( 1 990:6) refers to as the "New Right" view of "state institutions 

as monopolies which are held to be inefficient precisely because they are not subject 

to competition. The antidote for state monopoly is, therefore, to privatise as much of 

the state as is possible". 

Thus, choice is promoted as an answer to the existing educational problems as if all 

problems were a result of lack of choice. Apart from that, the constraints that limit the 

choices for both individuals and institutions are not taken into consideration. For 
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example, the report does not resolve the contradiction between local choice and 

central control of the curriculum. The NZ-Picot Report states that: 

Local decision making should be within the national objectives, which 
are an expression of the national interests as opposed to purely local 
interests. National objectives, however, should be broad based, should 
be clearly expressed as objectives rather than prescriptions, and should 
allow for the inclusion of local interests, skil l s  and resources where 
these are not contrary to the national interests. These objectives would 
cover matters of curriculum, financial management, and social goals 
(NZ-Picot Report 1 988 :42) . 

This could mean a set of management practices approved by the reforms would 

operate. It  could also mean that, if institutions expected funding from the government, 

they have to be accountable for it; thus, invoking the notion that, "who pays the piper 

cal ls  the tune" .  For instance, one of the members of the Task Force has been quoted 

by Wilson, ( 1 99 1 : 1 5 1 )  to have understood the above statement to mean that: "If the 

government is putting funding into schools it must be expecting some public interest 

or national interest that needs to be reflected in the way that funding is used, 

otherwise it wouldn't be doing it". 

The l imits to choice are also evident in the Tomorrow's Schools policy that provides 

opportunities to parents and communities to choose the curricular suitable for them, 

within prescribed parameters. Tomorrow's Schools states that: 

There wil l  be a set of national curriculum objectives established within 
the national guidelines for education. Optional elements possible 
within the national objectives wil l  be determined by the community 
and the institution working together, and wi l l  be expressed in the 
institution's charter. Parents and the community will  also have some 
part to play in the establishment of the national curriculum objectives, 
through consultation via community education forums (NZ-TS,  
1 988:35) .  

These seemingly radical and generous provisions 
1 1 8

, however, do not go as far as 

empowering the parents and the community. The opportunities provided are to be 

exercised within the parameters set by the national curriculum objectives, constrained 

by financial allocations and considerable scrutiny; and monitored and controlled by 

the central government. Tomorrow's Schools policy clearly states that the institutions 

and the board's performance wil l  be formal ly reviewed by a Review and Audit 

Agency (later ERO) every two years (NZ-TS, 1 988:4). 

1 1 8 Evans and Davies ( 1 990:64 ) contend that the opportunities provided to parents to influence 
curriculum by Tomorrow's Schools are radical and generous compared to Britain's ERA treatment of 
curricular, content and assessment. 
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Moreover, the Parents Advocacy Council and the Community Forums, described in 

the document, were later abol ished. It is  worth noting that, in some ways,  the 

provision for the Parents Advocacy Council ,  runs counter to the market choice 

ideology ; as i t  would have been an avenue where parents would participate 

collectively rather than the individual participation promoted by the market model. 

Al l  these constraints, and others discussed in the preceding chapters, curtai l  the 

community and parental choice promoted by the documents. In general, the 'free

choice' that is very much portrayed in the NZ-Picot Report and reiterated in  

Tomorrow's Schools policy is  not as free and avai lable as  i t  seems. In  that regard, 

'choice' appears to be a concept designed and used to appeal to the public sentiments 

so as to win support for educational privatisation policies. 

(ii) Decentralisation of Management and Control 

Marketplace decentral isation and control processes are also advanced as a means for 

reforming the education system; thus, making schools the focus of management. Both 

the NZ-Picot Report and Tomorrow 's Schools advocate that the funding and 

management responsibilities are to be delegated to the schools through a school-site 

management system. Thus, NZ-Picot Report states that: 

A decision should be made at that level of the system that is most 
affected by it and has the best information about its consequences . . .  So, 
for instance, the overall al location of funds to institutions would be 
made centrally,  but each institution should have control over how to 
spend its funds. 

To enable them to exercise responsibi l ity and meet objectives, 
individuals must have control over the resources they require. Funding 
should be delivered as directly as possible to those who use the funds 
(NZ-Picot Report, 1 988 :42) 

In the same vein,  Tomorrow's Schools policy states that: 

The basic unit of education administration will  be the individual school 
or early childhood centre. Each institution wi l l  be under the overall 
policy control of a board of trustees - but the day-to-day control of the 
i nstitution and the implementation of the policy wi l l  be the 
responsibi l ity of the principa l .  The principal w i l l  also be the 
professional leader of the institution and will be responsit-Ie to the 
board (NZ-TS, 1 988:3) .  

The board of trustees is  the legal employer of the teachers (NZ-TS, 
1 988:5) .  



Funding for all institution's activities wil l  be calculated on the basis of 
national ly determined formulae. This funding will  be sent directly to 
institutions as a bulk grant. . .Final responsibil ity for how funding is 
allocated wil l  l ie with the board. The board will  approve the budgets 
that have been prepared by the principal and staff (NZ-TS, 1 988:6-7). 
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At a glance, the move to school-based management seems to be based on the principle 

of parent and community empowerment; thus indicating clear recognition by the 

government "to forge a new relation with parents and communities and to provide 

more effective and responsive schooling" (Grace 1 990). 

However, the move to school-based management depicts a close resemblance with 

management and business methods which rests on a bel ief in achieving greater 

effectiveness through financial delegation. Bowe et. al . ( 1 992:24) observe that: 
"

the 

delegation argument contends that those actively engaged in delivering the service to 

the c l ient are best placed to decide how to use those resources effectively and 

efficiently" . 

This observation seems to support the argument by Codd ( 1 995) and Gordon ( 1 992) 

that, in the restructuring of education in New Zealand, the community model of 

devolution has been displaced by the market model of decentralisation and control. It 

can be argued, therefore, that under the banner of giving power to the parents, the 

education reform policies in New Zealand advocate market place decentralisation, 

which uphold competition as the mechanism through which educational standards 

could be raised 
1 1 9 . 

It may be argued, however, that market place decentralisation may result in  just 

changing the form and content of education in accordance with that of the market 

demands and making schools more responsive to the markets rather than the 

community. Grace ( 1 990) argues, for example, that a diffuse col lection of Boards of 

Trustees, established under Tomorrow 's Schools pol icy throughout New Zealand, is  

unl ikely to constitute a power bloc that the Treasury would have to deal with in future 

struggles over education policy and resources. Thus, rather than empowering the 

community, the privatisation reforms simply move the power and controls of the state 

closer to the community while eroding the mechanisms through which communities 

could resist state power and control .  The community is left with responsibilities 

without control .  The process of separating responsibilities from control works well in  

production and business concerns. Whether this separation works well in education is  

discussed under the comparative document analysis section of this study. 

1 1 9More about education and marketplace competition in the section on the effects of the reforms. 
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(iii) Accountability 

In New Zealand, accountabil ity has been a central concept in the process of state 

restructuring and changes in institutional administration, including schools (Evans and 

Davies 1 990:60). In the 1 980s, educational institutions were criticised for being self

serving and engaging in practices which were contrary to publ ic interest; hence, 

becoming insensitive to the groups they were supposed to serve - the parents and the 

students. Lack of accountabil ity in educational institutions was cited, in the NZ

Treasury document and the NZ-Picot Report, as one of the major problematic issues. 

The major criticisms were that the public education system in New Zealand was 

producer-led and dominated, and that, it adhered to poor standards and dubious l iberal 

approaches to the curriculum. 

The NZ-Treasury document identified teachers as the location of blame for society's 

economic and social problems by what it cal l s  "a lack of accountabil ity by the 

providers of education to the consumer" (NZ-Treasury document, 1 987:25). 

Although the NZ-Picot Report exonerates the educational professionals by referring to 

the high degree of professionalism displayed by the teachers and administrators in the 

New Zealand system (NZ-Picot Report, 1988:22), it asserts that lack of accountabi lity 

was a major problem in the educational administrative structure that existed earlier 

(NZ-Picot Report, 1 988 :3 1 ). 

The gist of the matter is that the NZ-Treasury document and the NZ-Picot Report 

promote the idea that problems in New Zealand's education system could be resolved 

or better managed if the schools and those who teach in them were more accountable. 

Based on the bel ief that education and business are sufficiently comparable, both the 

NZ-Treasury document and the NZ-Picot Report suggest that educational institutions 

could use accountabil ity procedures similar to those used in business and production 

enterprises ; thus, taking the suggestions from the NZ-Treasury and the NZ-Picot 

Report, Tomorrow 's Schools embraces the managerial techniques of modem business 

to build an accountabi l i ty protocol for schools .  The most obvious managerial 

accountabil ity technique suggested by the Picot Report and later incorporated in 

Tomorrow's Schools is the institution's charter. 

(iv) The Sale of assets also signifies the faith in the abil ity of free market, evident in 

the educational reform documents. The NZ-Picot Report indicates concern over the 
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complexity and magnitude of education property in New Zealand; valued between 4 

and 1 1  b i l l ion dol lars. In its recommendations, the report suggests that a 

comprehensive package of incentives for education property disposal needs to be 

developed. In this regard, the report urges the Ministry ' s  property unit to arrange for 

the disposal of excess educational assets with "all proceeds from property sales . . .  

retained in the education system" (NZ-Picot Report , 1 988 :76). 

Similarly, in the Tomorrow 's Schools policy, it is stated that: 

To promote the better use of the education system' s  property assets, an 
incentives package for institutions will  be devised by the Ministry of 
education 's  property division. 

Businesses, property and other assets owned by the Crown may be sold 
off to potential purchasers. Education Board and surplus departmental 
assets may be sold to former education board employees, departmental 
staff and others who may wish to own these assets as a base for 
providing services to institutions (NZ-TS,  1 988:27-28). 

This is a clear statement of privatisation. It is  important to note here that the sale of 

property, portrayed in simple and straight forward terms, constitutes a process of 

property l iquidation for cash value; while, at the same time, spurring a process of 

private sector development. The process involves the removal of assets from their 

col lective realm to private ownership with the promise that, in turn, they would 

provide services to educational institutions more rel iably and more efficiently 

(Lieberman 1 989). Arguing in favour of asset sales and leaseback arrangement for 

public property, Lieberman ( 1 989) asserts that: 

If a private sector company seeking to earn profits, owns a facility, we 
can expect much greater sensitivity to entrepreneurial opportunities. In 
contrast if ownership is invested in a political body as is the case now, 
facil ity uti l isation will be governed by a different set of incentives and 
a political, not an economic, calculus (Lieberman 1 989:83). 

Thus, the argument that the free market is more efficient is  reflected in the advocacy 

for rel inquishing of educational assets to private operators who are motivated by 

profit making opportunities. However, this monetary approach to the provision of 

educational services fails  to take into consideration the status of the school in the 

community and the plight of members of the community who may not be able to 

purchase those services. 

In general, the above discussion indicates the evidence of the privatisation discourse 

apparent in New Zealand's  contemporary policy reform documents. The discourse has 
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been used to de-legitimise the previous ideological base of the publ ic education 

system in New Zealand; hence, substituting the liberal democratic assumptions about 

education with consumer democracy. The privatisation discourse has also been used 

to question the effectiveness and efficiency of the education system prevailing under 

state welfarism through presentation of deficiencies in the system. The major 

criticisms lodged against the public education system in New Zealand were that it was 

producer led and dominated and that it adhered to poor standards and dubious l iberal 

approaches to the curriculum. Thus, the basic ideological thrust of the New Zealand 

Reform documents is to de-legitimise the view of education as a "public good" and to 

apply  market place and business metaphors to education; hence, creating the 

perception that the education system is l ike any other site of private goods production. 

The policy statements blame the publ ic education system for al l the educational and 

some societal problems, while offering market oriented policies as a panacea for the 

existing problems . Thus, prevalent in the reform documents is the discourse of 

privatisation that promotes the prominence of market forces in the social , economic 

and political activities. 
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Chapter Ten 

Comparative Policy Document Analysis 

With specific emphasis on Tanzania and New Zealand, this study has examined the 

resurgence of the dominance of market forces (economic rationalism) over the restructuring 

of economic and social activities in the 1 980s. It has been shown that, fol lowing the global 

trends in the 1 980s, New Zealand and Tanzania started restructuring their economies and 

societies. In New Zealand the first phase of restructuring was in terms of economic 

l iberalisation which included the abolition of subsidies, the deregulation of finance industry 

and the floating of the dollar. These steps were closely followed by thr. restructuring of the 

'core' public sector ( i .e .  state trading organisations) through corporatisation and 

privatisation. Privatisation in New Zealand was later extended to social services, including 

education. Similarly, Tanzania at the same time, was under pressure to restructure its 

economic and social activities towards neo-liberal ideals which culminated in its capitulation 

to implement the International Monetary Fund-led, Structural Adjustment Programmes 

(SAPs), with their attendant conditionalities. Externalities emanating from SAPs resulted in 

the deterioration of social services, contributing to the people' s  disenchantment with the 

existing public systems of provision. Thus, by the late 1 980s, the privatisation reforms in 

both New Zealand and Tanzania had extended to the social services, including the 

provision of education . Meanwhile, the privatisation di scourse that was promoted 

portrayed the view that market oriented changes were not only inevitable but also desirable. 

It is within this context of flux that current education policy reforms in Tanzania and New 

Zealand were conceived and promoted with the blueprints ( i .e .  pol icy documents), 

Tomorrow 's Schools ( 1 988) in New Zealand and Education and Training Policy ( 1 995) in 

Tanzania, being produced to guide them. 

Embracing a dialectic view of discourse, which maintains that discourse shapes and is 

shaped by the society (Fairclough 1 992:3-4), this study has analy�ed the discourse of 

privatisation that is embedded in contemporary education policy reform documents specific 

to Tanzania and to New Zealand. 

However, as noted earlier in the methodology section, privatisaticn in education policy 

reforms is not a phenomenon isolated to Tanzania or New Zealand; it is broad and has been 
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introduced in various nations in the world. Thus, it is envisaged that a comparative analysis 

of the discourse of the policy reform documents provide not only more insights on the 

phenomenon but also a common base upon which issues relating to privatisation policies 

can be explored and underscored. In the fol lowing analysis, therefore, the researcher 

compares the discourses in the policy reform statements, locates similarities and differences 

in pol icy texts and comments on the timing and the various interests represented in the 

texts. The discussion is also focused on the examination of the ways in which various 

educational issues such as access, funding, as well as management and control are 

addressed by the reform documents in both Tanzania and New Zealand. 

The purpose of this comparative analysis is to i l luminate the issues that would not have 

been made clear by a single text or texts from one nation (either Tanzania or New Zealand). 

Through a comparative critical discourse analysis, the role and influences of international 

organisations, such as the World Bank and the Organisation of Economic Community 

Development (OECD), in the education reform process are examined; and changes in the 

social practice, particularly how the discourse of privatisation has been used to build the 

rationale for education privatisation, are determined. Market solutions to contemporary 

education problems are analysed, in so far as they have pushed education and its associated 

institutions closer to the market realm and created quasi-markets. The aim is to understand 

the ideological assumptions underpinning these market oriented policies and their 

implications for education and society in general, so as to set a solid base for a forward 

movement in the provision of education. 

External Influences 

As the preceding analyses of the processes of pol icy documents production indicate, 

Tanzania's White Paper for policy reform, Education and Training Policy (TZ-ETP, 1 995) 

was produced in 1 995, more than a decade after the privatisation reforms had started in  

practice. In  New Zealand, however, the education reform document, Tomorrow's Schools 

(NZ-TS, 1 988), preceded the implementation of the reforms. The difference in the timing 

of the production of the policy documents can be argued to have resulted from the level of 

external influence over each nation. Being a Third World nation, Tanzania' s privatisation 

policies were part of the conditionalities for getting international aid and loans. Under such 

conditions, Tanzania' s educational privatisation process is more connected with the general 

economic Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) advocated by the World Bank and the 

International Monetary Fund (Campbell & Loxley 1 989 and Samoff & Surnra 1 994). The 
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consequences of both the resistance to the implementation of the SAPs, in early 1 980s and 

the subsequent succumbing to the pressure to implement them, in the mid- 1 980s, 

culminated in the deterioration of the social services. In turn, this contributed towards the 

public's disenchantment with the social services, including education. Through consistent 

systematic destruction of public service systems, the privatisation agenda contributed to a 

state of insecurity and, hence, to the general attitude of "the survival of the fittest" in 

Tanzania. Thus, it can be argued that the privatisation agenda that started as an external 

pressure, by the 1 990s, had been gradual ly localised through induced fiscal and 

legitimation crises. 

With increasing insecurity and struggles to survive, there were cleavages within the 

Tanzanian political, professional and aspiring business el ites. This is evident in the TZ

Task Force Report, especially regarding the professionals. It is stated in the report, for 

example, that: 

The main objective in this regard is for schools and training institutions to 
provide the required number of adequately qualified engineers, scientists, 
agri cu l turists ,  manageri al personne l ,  en trepreneurs , economists ,  
accountants, doctors, techn icians, craftsmen, teachers and other social 
workers. But also in order that technology may facilitate the restructuring of 
the economy as well as propelling its growth, it will have to be integrated in 
the country ' s  socio-economic programmes.  The brain drain is less l ikely to 
continue if the employment opportunities and conditions are sufficiently 
attractive and secure (TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993:4) .  

This statement indicates the high level of insecurity that existed in the Tanzanian salaried 

elite since the 1 980s. Not only had the working conditions deteriorated due to lack of 

resources but also the social burden was growing. The nominal rise in salaries was 

seriously undermined by user-pay pol icies on various services, including health and 

education, as well as monetary devaluation and runaway inflation. 

In the struggle for survival ,  some of the Tanzanian elite were ready to betray the system 

that created them. They either left the country to look for better remuneration and working 

conditions or arranged private tuition for their children or sent their children out of the 

country, even for primary education (Muganda 1 996, Sumaye 1 998). Such moves that 

tended to undermine the public system even further prompted some observers (Mbilinyi 

1 994) to blame the Tanzanian elites for being either "forgetful" or "hypocrites". As noted 

earlier in the context analysis section, the petty-bourgeoisie class in Tanzania is mainly 

comprised of the political and professional elite, most of whom have benefited from the 
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public social systems, particularly from public education. Thus, one would have expected 

them to work towards the betterment of the system rather than to destroy it. It may be 

argued, however, that, while the socio-econorruc and political conditions of the 1 960s and 

70s were conducive for the production and expansion of the elite class in post-colonial 

countries such as Tanzania, the uncertainties of the 1 980s, reinforced by the pressures from 

the external agencies such as the IMF and the World Bank, threatened the elite ' s  abil ity to 

survive and reproduce itself. Thus, noting the shift in the "hegemonic power" which was 

increasingly becoming overtly external and global (Samoff and Surnra 1 994), some 

Tanzanian elite groups responded by yielding to the global pressure and supporting the 

privatisation agenda. 

In this regard, it can be argued that some Tanzanian elite reflect characteristics of what 

Aronowitz and Giroux ( 1 995) have termed "hegemonic intellectuals " .  Aronowitz and 

Giroux ( 1 995) contend that: 

Hegemonic intellectuals do more than surrender to forms of acaderruc and 
political incorporation, or hide behind spurious claims to objectivism; they 
self-consciously define themselves through the forms of moral and 
intellectual leadership they provide for dorrunant groups and classes. This 
stratum of intellectuals provide various functions of the dorrunant classes 
within a homogeneity and awareness of their econorruc, pol itical and ethical 
functions. The interests that define the conditions as well as the nature of 
their work are tied to the preservation of the existing order. Such 
intellectuals have to be found on the consulting l ist of major foundations, on 
the faculties of major universities, as managers of the culture industry, and 
in spirit, at least, in teaching and administrative positions at various levels of 
schooling (Aronowitz and Giroux, 1 985:39). 

The prorruse of more recognition for technocrats, implicit in the privatisation agenda in  

Tanzania, may have also signalled possibilities of  survival to some elite groups, especially 

the professionals .  

New Zealand, on the other hand, seems to have followed the privatisation agenda 

voluntari ly with the constraints on the balance of payments in the late 1 970s prompting 

both domestic and trade related pol icy responses. Of significanGe, however, these 

responses, which include :  market l iberalisation and free trade, l imited government, a 

narrow monetarist policy, a deregulated labour market and fiscal restraint, were sirrular to 

structural adjustment policies imposed by the IMF and World Bank on developing 

countries. Referring to New Zealand, Kelsey ( 1 997) asserts : 



This radical exercise in structural adjustment was not implemented by a 
'third world' government as a condition of securing crenit from the 
international financial institutions, but was unilaterally undertaken by a 
democratical ly elected government within advanced capitalist economy 
(Kelsey 1 997: 1 ) . 
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It would be incorrect, however, to maintain that the privatisation agenda in New Zealand 

was totally a domestic (local) programme because here, too, the external influence, had a 

significant impact on the country's socio-economic policies, particularly, through the meta

discourse of privatisation which portrayed privatisation as the inevitable, sensible and 

feasible way to go under the contemporary socio-economic situation (Hazledine 1 998: 1 0). 

A close look at the 1 982 OECD review 1 20 ( 1 983), for example, reveals that New Zealand 

was systematical ly  convinced to secure its "competitive position" in the advanced 

technological and information age by instituting privatisation reforms alongside other 

OECD countries. Although the OECD reviewers noted many good things about the existing 

education system in New Zealand, on a number of issues the Review ended with a note of 

caution, disapproval or outright cynicism. Consultation and consensns building in decision 

making, based on the egalitarian and democratic approach to education, for example, were 

said to be slow, tedious and costly. The OECD Review ( 1 983) states, for example, that: 

Any of the choices that society makes from among the possibil ities open to it 
involves costs of one kind or another. It is for the society itself to consider 
whether the balance of cost and benefits is optimal in relation to its political 
and social objectives . . .  (p. 1 0) .  
New Zealand is  a plural society, with a plurality of educational purpose and 
aspiration. Such pluralism is itself a value. The costs it generates are usually 
worth paying. Policies are less clear-cut, agreement is harder to achieve, 
deci sion-making is slower, there is more implementation sl ippage and 
results are harder to evaluate than in systems with simpler political and 
ideological structures and less open traditions (OECD 1 983 : 1 3). 

The OECD Review, further, states that: 

We acknowledge the sense of anxiety about the slowness and uncertainties 
of policy and decision-making reflected in sections of the background report 
(OECD 1 983 : 14) .  

Such statements seem to suggest the existence of antagonism between political and social 

objectives, on the one hand, and economic objectives on the other. It can be stretched 

1 200ECD ( 1 983), Reviews of National Policies for education, Paris, OECD, PP. 1 0-24. 
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further to mean that the commitment to political and social objectives (albeit supportive of 

participatory decision-making processes) may be contributing to fiscal stress. There is  a 

tone of cynicism which questions whether the cost of the " inefficiencies" in the system are 

worth paying. 

Moreover, the New Zealand Treasury ( 1 987:3) makes reference to the OEeD examiners' 

observation of anxiety about slowness of policy and decision-making, five years later, to 

support its argument that col lective participation is an inefficient form of decision making. 

The OEeD Review also maintained that New Zealand's vision of equality is unachievable. 

The Review states that "complete equality of provision can never be achieved" (OEeD 

Review 1 983: 1 1 ) .  At a glance, this may seem a statement of the obvious. However, s ince 

the OEeD group decided to include the statement in the review, its importance cannot be 

over emphasised. It can be construed as a statement intended to convince the New 

Zealanders that striving for equality is  not only a waste of time and, probably, resources 

but also that, it is l ike l iving an impossible dream. 

The idea of equality as a myth is also reiterated by the New Zealand Treasury. Drawing 

from the research indicating that there were inequalities in the public system, the New 

Zealand Treasury advocated that the public system should be abandoned since it was not 

redressing inequal ities despite the costs involved. The NZ-Treasury document states that: 

The OEeD has commented that, in spite of greatly increased government 
expenditures on formal education, educational inequalities may have been 
widening in many advanced countries and that the declared aim of greater 
equal i ty appears sometimes to have been a pretext for attracting bigger 
resources to formal education (NZ-Treasury document, 1 987:280) . 

The OEeD reviewers of the New Zealand education system also argue that: 

We can offer no easy answer to a problem that besets societies such as New 
Zealand that are trying to make rapid adaptation to the demands of a 
changing world, without sacrificing the benefits of democratic freedom and 
participatory modes of government (OEeD 1 983 : 1 4) .  

This statement raises uncertainties and doubt on whether New Zealand was making 

adequate commitment to change. I t  suggests the sacrifice of democratic freedom and 

participatory modes of governance for a better future since, by not making those sacrifices, 
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New Zealand was deemed as being exceptional and indifferent to what was happening in 

the developed world. 

It can be argued, therefore, that the OECD examiners' review was an external benchmark 

for educational policy reforms in New Zealand. The review had an impact at least on 

expressing how education provision in New Zealand was perceived by New Zealand 's  

trading partners . 

Apart from the influences exerted formally, New Zealand was also influenced by what was 

happening in other advanced industrial countries. This influence is observable i n  the 

similarities of the statements in New Zealand's reform text and other earlier l iterature that 

engineered and supported education privatisation elsewhere, particularly in the United 

States. It has been noted (Munro 1 989), for example, that most of the management and 

teacher conditions recommendations found in NZ-TS are also included in the United States' 

"A Nation at Risk" 1 2 1 , a report produced by the USA National Commission on Excellence 

in Education which was formed in 1 98 1  to investigate the 'poor educational performance' 

that was blamed for USA's "relatively poor economic performance in comparison with that 

of Japan" (Munro 1 989:8). 

Similar observations of external influences can be made in relation to education reforms in 

developing countries such as Tanzania. Although the World Bank document ( 1 987) does 

not address specific countries in the African Sub-Saharan region, has significant impact 

because the proposed changes were conditionalities placed on these countries for obtaining 

aid or loans.  Thus ,  unl ike the OECD examiners, the World Bank group gives directives 

rather than mere suggestions. 

It can be argued, therefore, that the difference in the external pressure between countries is  

mainly observed in the manner in which it was exerted rather than the intended goals of 

extending the privatisation agenda to education. Whereas New Zealand was advised to 

privatise, Tanzania's privatisation reforms were a result of the direct application of external 

pressure. However, the main objectives were the same - to make the respective societies 

change from egal itarianism to market-oriented policies; from public provision to 

privatisation, along with the changing functions of the state. In other words, the objective 

was to widen the scope of the market in the distribution of social services. 

1 2 1 National Commission on Excellence in Education ( 1 983) "A Nation at Risk: The Imperative for 
Educational Reforms" Washington US Department of Education. 
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Preparation, Timing and Debate on the Green Papers 

Tanzania's 1 993 Task Force Report and New Zealand's 1 988 Picot Report constitute green 

papers for the contemporary education policies in the two countries. It is argued in this 

thesis that, although there are differences due to historical backgrounds and socio-economic 

contexts, significant similarities between the papers can also be observed. 

The different educational circumstances in Tanzania and New Zealand are evident in  how 

the documents (green papers) portray the problems of educational control .  Although in 

New Zealand the system of central funding had operated through a single government 

(central department of education), there was more professional autonomy as well as 

consensus amongst New Zealand educational administrators, teachers and the education 

work force in general. This was perceived as a form of "provider-capture" and as a threat to 

individual freedom (of parents and students). It was also seen to be time consuming and, 

hence, inefficient. Educational problems were seen to emanate from the education work 

force, as "providers" who had captured and monopolised the service for their own self 

interests (NZ-Treasury 1 987; NZ-Picot Report 1 988). As Codd ( 1 990) observes, the terms 

of reference for the Task Force that produced the Picot Report "set an agenda in which two 

concepts were to be central : devolution and efficiency. All matters relating to curriculum or 

the nature of teaching and learning were excluded" (Codd 1 990: 1 95). 

The Tanzanian situation, on the other hand, was slightly different, as the mechanisms for 

consensus bui lding brought in by education for self rel iance (ESR) were perceived as 

encroaching on the professional freedom of educators and in conflict with the hierarchical 

school structure that persisted despite ESR (Mbilinyi 1 983). 

It is important to note, however, that, in both NZ-Picot Report and 1Z-Task Force Report, 

not only does the concept of efficiency feature prominently but also that, in both Tanzania 

and New Zealand, inefficiencies were associated with the existing public systems. It is 

stated in Tanzania's Task Force Report, for example, that the system was reviewed in order 

to change: 

education management systems and structures so as to evolve a harmonious 
package of communication and power relationship in order to facilitate the 
managerial efficiency and effectiveness needed to implement planned 
changes (TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993 :7). 
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The TZ-Task Force Report states further that it sought to propose "effective and efficient 

systems for financing and expenditure" (P. 7). 

Likewise, references to efficiency or the lack of it are evident throughout the NZ-Picot 

Report. The section on 'Analysis of the Existing System', (NZ-Picot Report, 1 988:22-37), 

for example, portrays a lack of efficiency and administrative effectiveness in the New 

Zealand public system. Consequently, it states that: 

Our analysis in Chapter Three identifies a number of significant flaws in the 
existing administrative system: it is overcentralised and overly complex, lack,s 
. .  information, choice and efficient management practices; and promotes 
feeling of powerlessness. Such a system disables, rather than enables (NZ
Picot Report, 1 988:4 1 )  . 

The manner in which both green papers were availed for public debate in both countries 

presents another set of similarities. As argued earlier in this study, in Tanzania the Task 

Force Report was inaccessible to most Tanzanians since not only was the report written in 

the language foreign to most Tanzanians but also the report was not subjected to public 

debate. Similarly, it has been noted (Codd, 1 990; Evans and Davies, 1 990) that, in New 

Zealand, not only was a short time allowed for submissions and debate on the proposals by 

the Picot Report but also dissent was not heeded. Evans and Davies ( 1 990) contend that: 

The Report of a government sponsored 'Picot Task Force' was released for 
publ ic consumption on 1 0  May 1 988. Despite substantial opposition (and a 
level of response in a form of letters to the government, . .  ) by August most 
of its proposals had become embodied largely unaltered in the pol icy 
document Tomorrow's Schools ready for implementation in October 1 989 
(Evans and Davies 1 990:56). 

Evans and Davies ( 1 990) argue, however, that more public debate would not have changed 

what they refer to as ideological and pol itical measures at a time of fiscal problems. 

Regarding New Zealand Labour Government 's  social ist orientation, they maintain that, 

" ideological purity counts for l ittle when the fiscal waters are required to run shallow or 

dangerously low " (Evans and Davies 1 990:57). This supports the argument (Codd 

1 990: 1 97) that, in the capital ist mode of production, the institutions of the state tend to 

support the capitalist interest because they are dependent upon capital accumulation for their 

continued existence. The same argument can be extended and appl ied to the situation in  

Tanzania, where the government complied to the pressures to  reform, l iberal ise and 
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privatise; despite the social ist ideology of the rul ing party - the CCM (Chama Cha 

Mapinduzi). 

Reform Texts and the Rationale for Privatisation of Education. 

Apart from stating the reform policies, the policy reform texts have to convince the people 

that the stated reforms are important, necessary and feasible. Thus, the discourse in the 

texts is couched in such a way as to create the rationale for privatisation that will  encourage 

and secure popular support. 

The basic rationale for privatisation of education put forward by the neo-liberal reformers is 

that there are more private gains from education than public gains; thus, it is argued that 

education is a "private good" rather than a "public good" .  Thus, the documents that 

pioneered the privatisation agenda into education (e.g. the World Bank document, ( 1 987), 

the OEeD Review ( 1 983) and the NZ Treasury document ( 1 987)) portray a move to de

legitimise education as a public good. The New Zealand Treasury document ( 1 987), for 

example, categorically states that: 

Education is not in fact a 'public good' . . .  education shares the main 
characteristics of other commodities traded in the market place (NZ-Treasury 
document, 1 987:32&33). 

It is  worth noting, also that, although it is not explicitly stated in the green papers (NZ

Picot Report and TZ-Task Force Report) and white papers, (NZ-TS and TZ-ETP) 

delegitimation of education as a public good is implicit in most of the policies stipulated in 

these papers . For example, although the NZ-Picot Report 's recommendation that 

communities be involved in the education process through devolution of power may 

suggest some bel ief that education is a public good, the proposed r:tdical changes, which 

include the market type of choice, seem to push education towards the private sphere. A 

similar observation can be made regarding NZ-TS, particularly the provision for the short 

l ived "Community Education Forums" which, if they were maintained in the system, 

would have provided an avenue for a collective voice; while other provisions suggest 

support for individualistic behaviour. 

The implied "private good" characteristics of education are also evident in Tanzania's 

reform documents. While the provision to maintain universal primary education in 

Tanzania, as stipulated in 1Z-ETP, indicate Tanzania' s acknowledgement of education as a 
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public good, the insistence on user-pay policies indicates a belief that there is  more private 

than public benefit in education. Likewise, the suggestion in the TZ-Task Force Report of 

various mechanisms, including providing food for children at school so as to ensure their 

participation in learning, seem to support the public responsibility for educating the young. 

However, the recommendation that students, especial ly at tertiary level ,  should borrow 

against their future earnings, suggests the view of education as an enterprise in which 

individual students or their parents can invest with expectations of private returns. 

The contradictions and ambivalence portrayed in the texts may be explained as a lack of 

complete conviction that education is a private good but promoting the idea so as to create 

the basis upon which to set the privatisation agenda in education. The contradictions in the 

reform documents, especially their support of compulsory education at low levels, can also 

be explained within the neo-liberal ideology as resulting from the cost and benefit analysis 

of education at different levels. It may be argued that the cost of not educating children at 

basic levels may prove to be higher in terms of reduced productive capacity or increased 

crime levels than the support for basic education. In this case, public expenses that would 

ensure that every child gets basic education could be deemed cost-efficient. As the New 

Zealand Treasury states: 

However, to the extent that the social benefit exceed those to the individual -
for example the possible spi l l -over benefits of democracy to the 
disadvantaged, or of valuing others' dignity in reducing crime against 
potential victim groups, - then the parent, in maximising his or her own 
child's benefit may invest less than necessary to maximise the net social 
benefit. Hence, there may be a case for government intervention aimed at 
enlarging the numbers who are able to reach the minimum standards of 
competency in the area of public benefit concerned (NZ-Treasury document, 
1 987 :98). 

This statement testifies to the New Zealand Treasury's view of the role of the state in areas 

of social pol icy. It promotes state intervention only to protect individual property rights 

(Apple 1 99 1  :6). In that regard, public expenditure on education is extended so as to protect 

the individuals whose investment may be affected by external ities emanating from the 

uneducated children 1 22 rather than promoting collective responsibility for education. Such a 

view is in l ine with the neo-liberal ideology that defines a minimal role of the state in social 

policy. 

1 22 This argument is picked up later in this thesis in the discussion on targeting. 
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Some of the New Zealand Treasury's claims against publ ic education seem to suggest 

turning back the clock to the 19th century imperial policies. It states, for example, that: 

In addition to costs within the educational sphere of government 
intervention, there are side-effects outside education . For instance, the 
provision of state subsidised education will reduce the costs to parents of 
child rearing, hence encouraging child bearing and affecting the birth rate 
(NZ-Treasury document, 1 987:4 1 ) . 

Given New Zealand's low population, such statements may be interpreted as an agenda for 

keeping New Zealand as a reserve area for the settlement of surplus population from 

elsewhere. 

In the reform documents, the public system is seen to have failed to contribute to economic 

productivity. The publ ic education system is blamed for not adequately preparing the 

students for the world of work. It is indicated in the Tanzania Task Force Report ( 1 993), 

for instance, that the system was producing "job seekers" rather than the needed "job 

creators" .  Likewise, the NZ-Treasury document indicates that the inefficiencies in the 

public education system have resulted in a mismatch between the graduates' skil ls and 

those required by the labour market (NZ-Treasury document, 1 987:5). Thus, the 

privatisation reforms are expected to produce a labour-force that is well prepared for the 

contemporary labour market. 

Privatisation is also portrayed as an alternative to the failed egalitarian vision of the public 

system. The NZ- Treasury document, ( 1 987 :5-6) for instance, registers concern for 

inequalities, claiming that inequalities amongst ethnic and social economic groups stil l  exist 

despite the money spent on education. It suggested that, since the public system has failed 

to eliminate inequal ities, the government was justified to seek a new system based on 

different principles - that of the market rather than egalitarian fundamentals. 

In the Tanzanian documents, on the other hand, the public system is blamed for not 

removing the inequal ities, despite efforts made through progressive policies such as the 

"quota" system for secondary school admission. It is claimed, both in the IZ-Task Force 

Report and IZ-ETP, that the quota system, which was introduced in Tanzania as an attempt 

to reduce regional imbalances, has failed to achieve equity. While the IZ-Task Force 

recommends that the quota system be maintained and suggests some technical steps to 
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make it more effective, the IZ-ETP suggests that it should be abolished as it was giving 

advantage to the undeserving ones. 1 23 

It is important to note that neither the NZ-Treasury document nor the IZ-Task Force Report 

and the IZ-ETP dwell much on this plausible concern for egalitarian objectives; they prefer 

to deal with these issues at symptomatic levels (see issues of targeting in the section on the 

effects of policy) or they are acknowledged as inevitable sacrifices (Woild BarJc document, 

1 987 and TZ-Task Force Report, 1 993). 

A similar observation is made by Munro ( 1 989) regarding the treatment of the "learner" in 

the New Zealand documents where the learners are portrayed as the focus of the reform in 

the green paper(NZ-Picot Report) but seem to have vanished in the Tomorrow's Schools 

policy text (the white paper) where the focus is on the management measures instead. 

Munro contends that: 

In "Tomorrow's Schools" the learner has virtual ly vanished. Indeed so too 
have students and chi ldren ,  except where they are "home-based" , 
"disabled" ,  or referenced in the charter. . .  Students or learners are no longer 
the focus. Instead we find a classic statement of autocratic management by 
objectives, reminiscent of the largely discredited Performance-B ased 
Teacher Education movement in the USA in the early 1 970s (Munro 
1 989 :5) .  

This indicates the level of commitment to create a legitimation rationale for privatisation 

reforms. All avenues to justify the move are explored even if they are not to be fol lowed 

l ater, after accruing the support for the reforms. This supports the observation (Apple 

1 993) that sometimes the concept of equity or equality is used as rhetoric in order to gain 

popular support for the reforms without actual ly addressing those arrangements that gave 

rise to equity concerns in the first place. 

It can be argued that de-legitimising education as a public good, as well as discrediting the 

public system, was aimed at creating a distrust of public systems amongst the citizens so as 

to gain their support for the replacement of the state's redistributive role with the allocative 

role of the market (Codd 1 992) . This culminates into what Offe ( 1 987:528) refers to as, "a 

structural 'disintegration process' through which individuals become deeply distrustful of 

social policies as public good" (Codd 1 992: 1 7) .  

1 23 The discussion of who are the "deserving" and "undeserving" ones is presented later in the implication . 
section. 
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Thus, it has been argued (Codd 1 992), that producing a culture of mistrust is a central 

element of the structural disintegration process. The bid to produce the culture of mistrust is 

evident in the educational reform documents. 

For instance, in blaming the New Zealand state for fai lure to regulate the educational 

system leading to the problem of "provider capture", the NZ-Picot Report states that: 

A highly centralised system is particularly vulnerable to the influence of 
pressure group politics . . .  Thus the pattern of educational decision making 
becomes that of pressure group politics at the centre, rather than mutual co
operation of professionals and consumers locally . . .  The groups representing 
providers are better organised and better financed than those representing 
consumers: inevitably the former have been better placed to play a role in 
policy making at the centre . . . .  The more central ised the system, the more 
important it is to have muscle at the centre. Those who have not, become 
disadvantaged . .  .In addition , policy advisors and administrators in the 
Department of Education are themselves providers . . .  Within this perspective, 
it is difficult for pol icy advisors to maintain a detached stance: there is a 
tendency for them to become significantly influenced by the interests of 
teachers and to lose sight of the interests of learners (Picot Report, 1 988 :23-
24) .  

Such statements which indicate a mistrust of professionals and educational personnel ,  in 

general , are prominent in the NZ-Picot Report. Analysing the NZ-Picot Report, Codd 

( 1 990) notes, for example, that: 

The Picot Report begins with a highly critical description of the education 
system, endorsing the popular belief that all bureaucracy is inherently and 
fundamentally bad. The report presents a cynical and highly negative image 
of the system which is alleged to be inflexible, unresponsive, and weighed 
down w ith unnecessary rules and regulations. Suggesting that the 
bureaucracy is self-serving . . .  (Codd 1 990:202) . 

Thus,  through the rhetoric of "provider capture" ,  the NZ-Picot Task Force bui l t  the 

rationale for its proposed devolution of power. Moreover, the rhetoric was reinforced by 

NZ-TS which suggested that the privatisation of education was a move to remove the 

alleged inefficiencies and wastage in the public system. 

Thus, according to the New Zealand documents, privatisation is intended to free education 

from the providers, particularly the education professionals, and pass it over to the market 

place that wi l l  properly regulate the system. It appears that, by placing schools  in the 

position of competitive enterprises bidding for parental custom, the form and standard of 
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education wil l  reflect the public wi l l ;  thus, regulating the education system. It can be 

argued, therefore, that the discourse of privatisation in the New Zealand education reform 

documents attempts to convince the people that education privatisation will guarantee their 

control over the "self-serving" education providers. 

It is worth noting, however, that, ten years after the reforms, it has been observed (Codd 

1 998a) that the reforms have led to what Codd refers to as "the abandonment of trust" 

amongst members of public education institutions in New Zealand. Codd ( 1 998a) argues 

that this 'abandonment of trust' originates not from the people themselves "as moral 

agents" but from policies that are governing and structuring social practices. He contends 

that: 

Thus, it is not that people have chosen to abandon their trust in each other, 
but rather, that many of the policies that frame and focus their educational 
practices have been predicated on the assumption that people are primarily 
motivated by self-interest and therefore cannot be trusted to serve the 
common good. This assumption is found not only in the educational policies 
of the past decade, but in most other areas of state policy (Codd 1 998a: 1 -2) . 

Likewise, the legal ambiguities surrounding the school charter, and subsequent changes 

made to the charter framework during implementation of the policy, have greatly diluted the 

devolution of power that was in the initial interpretation of the NZ Picot Report (Codd and 

Gordon 1 99 1 ). Codd and Gordon ( 1 99 1 )  observe that: 

The school charter is a key element in the restructuring of educational 
administration under the 'Tomorrow's  Schools' pol icy . It was initially  
described as  a contract between the community and the institution, and 
between the institution and the state. It was also to be a statement of 
educational mission and a device for ensuring accountability. During the 
implementation of policy a number of significant changes were made to the 
charter framework (Codd and Gordon 1 99 1 :2 1 ). 

The definition and redefinition of "school charter" has led to the shift in the role of state 

"from provider and manager of public education to legal arbiter of consumer rights" 

(McLean, in Codd and Gordon 1 99 1  :23) without reduction in the actual power of the state 

(Codd and Gordon 1 99 1 :3) .  

Similarly, in the Tanzanian documents, the legitimation crisis of the public system is also 

stated as a rationale for reforms. However, unlike New Zealand where the educational 

professionals are identified as part of the legitimation problem, the Tanzanian documents 
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portray the legitimation crisis to have developed from too much political and external 

control and the de-professionalisation of the education work-force. The main intent of 

Tanzania's Task Force, for example, was to produce: 

A comprehensive blue print, endorsed by the government. . .tc guide our 
education system. A vacuum existed, which left room for the education 
system to be guided by the whims of individuals as well as internal and 
external agencies ( TZ-Task Force Report, 1 988: i) .  

By  the same token, the TZ-ETP expresses the lack of an education policy in Tanzania. It 

states that: 

Tanzania has not had a comprehensive education and training policy. The 
programmes and practices of education and training in the past have been 
based on and guided by short and long term development plans (TZ-ETP, 
P. xii i) .  

Thus, in the Tanzanian documents, privatisation is envisaged as freeing education from the 

politicians and the ideologues by giving an upper hand to the professionals and technocrats. 

The Tanzanian documents clearly support the argument that privatisation is an attempt by 

the state to unburden itself of economic responsibility for education at a time of mounting 

financial stringency. In this regard, the documents are almost apologetic for the suggested 

steps to dismantle the public education system. It is stated in the TZ-ETP, for example, 

that: 

In its urgent desire to prepare the people for their effective role in bringing 
about this development, the government met al l the costs of providing 
essential social services, including education. However, since the 1 970s, 
the country has experienced serious economic problems which led to the 
deterioration of the economy at the turn of the 1 980s. 
In addressing these economic problems, the government re-examined its 
development plans and policies of the 1 960s. The current socio-economic 
development policy and its strategy of Economic Recovery Programmes 
first introduced in 1 986 are a result of the institutional changes that have 
been introduced in order to resuscitate the national economy . Given its 
l imited domestic resource base, the government now advocates: 
• increased role of the private sector, thereby broadening the 

participation base in the economy . . .  
• the reduction of subsidies and the introduction of cost recovery and 

cost sharing (TZ-ETP, 1 995:x). 
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Evidently, privatisation is rationalised in the text on the understanding that reforms would 

provide solutions to the existing fiscal crisis. Unlike the World Bank document which 

insists on the local mismanagement of the resources, the Tanzanian documents express the 

budgetary burden on the state as a problem resulting from the meagre resources avai lable to 

the government in the face of increased educational demands. 

In the New Zealand documents, on the other hand, although the fiscal crisis IS 

acknowledged, it is not stated as an outright force behind the educational reforms. It is  

pointed out in the NZ-Treasury document, for example, that: 

In recent years, a number of pressures on the state system have become 
discernible. There are not just pressures for more and better of the same 
(such pressures always exist), but for different types of education service 
and, in some respects, a different kind of education structure (NZ-Treasury 
document, 1 987: 1 5) .  

From the Picot Report, also, one gets the impression that education administration in  New 

Zealand needed streamlining to make better use of its resources. 

The policy documents in both Tanzania and New Zealand also suggest that privatisation 

would direct and adapt education according to the changing times and socio-economic 

demands. It is stated in the TZ-Task Force Report that: 

The relationship between education and development depends to a degree on 
the extent to which the education provided is relevant. . .Moreover, 
'relevance' must be understood in the context of the phenomenon of 
change . . . .  education must be related not only to the present needs and 
aspiration of society, but also to those of the future, if it has to have any 
meaning at all and if it has to stand the test of time (TZ-Task Force Report, 
1 993 : 1 ) . 

In his foreword to TZ-ETP, Tanzania's Minister for Education and Culture also states that: 

Evidence exists to show a very high correlation between investment in 
education and the creation of national wealth. Despite the rapid expansion of 
education over the last three decades in Tanzania, human resources remain 
h ighly underdeveloped. Too few of the working population have adequate 
knowledge and ski l l s  needed to meet the demands of rapid economic 
development (TZ-ETP, Foreword). 

In a similar vein, it is stated in the New Zealand Treasury document that: 



The educational system moulds, and is moulded by, the society around it .  
The pressures on it are cultural, social, economic and political . It is l inked in 
a complex way to the process of economic and social development and high 
expectations are placed on it. . .Difficulties occur when change in society is 
very rapid and when pol icy changes depend on national consensus (NZ
Treasury document, 1 987:3-4) . 
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It can be argued that the above statements also indicate that education is too important to be 

omitted from the economic changes. Thus, privatisation of education would make it 

consistent with the contemporary changes in economic trends. This involves an integration 

of the discourse of education policy with economic policy. 

It is not the intention of this thesis to contend that the fiscal and legitimation problems 

emanating from the social economic imperatives of the 1 980s, or the ethnic, gender and 

social economic inequalities that existed within the public systems of provision, are not 

important issues. It is argued, however, that the commitment to the neo-liberal privatisation 

agenda obscured other alternatives for improvement. 

Commitment to the privatisation agenda can be observed in the omissions of some 

important educational issues, selective reporting and the market oriented solutions offered 

as pol icy reforms. Neither in the World Bank document nor in the 12-ETP, for example, is 

the impact of the structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) discussed. Although the 12-

Task Force Report points out the external agencies as part of the problem, it does not go 

further to explain the essence and manifestations of these problems. Instead, it reiterates 

similar ideas (e.g. cost sharing) put forward by the same agencies. The tacit support for 

foreign agencies by the Tanzanian professional elite has been explained (Samoff and Surnra 

1 994, and Broke-Utne 1 993) as the mechanism employed for survival at a time when "the 

voice" had increasingly become foreign. Samoff and Surnra ( 1 994) contend that: 

By the 1 980s, the most influential voices were increasingly foreign . . .  
Expectations about what can be funded do influence what is  proposed and 
what is attempted (Samoff and Surnra, 1 994: 1 0- 1 2).  

By the same token, Brock-Utne ( 1 993 :97-98) notes that some of her Tanzanian colleagues 

complained that it was difficult for the local elite to show dissent to lfansnational financial 

organisations for fear of losing financial support for their future research activities. She 

further argues that: "It is not easy for an African intellectual who is unable to l ive from his 

regular university wage to write from an African perspective if this perspective is  not what 

the donors want" (Brock-Utne, 1 993 :99). These observations may also serve to explain the 
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basis for the class alliance between the petty-bourgeoisie, in most of the post-colonial 

nations such as Tanzania, and international capital. 

In the New Zealand policy texts, on the other hand, trends of omissions are exhibited in 

terms of selective reporting. Grace ( 1 990) observes that, in building the rationale for 

privatisation in New Zealand, the Treasury document has omitted educational research that 

does not support the Treasury allegations against the publ ic education system. He asserts 

that: 

The strategic omission in the Treasury's account of educational research on 
the equity issue is carefully to avoid the major conclusion which researchers 
into class, race, and gender inequalities in education have repeatedly come 
to, namely that structured inequalities in the wider society continually work 
against the objectives of even the most egal itarian educational systems. In 
other words the significance of the socio-economic and political context is  
subject to ideological exclusion, and Bernstein's recognition that 'Education 
cannot compensate for society' and Roy Nash's recognition that 'Schools 
Can't Make Jobs' are marginal ised (Grace 1 990:38). 

Another serious omission is the lack of the socio-historical analysis of education in post

colonial countries which, in turn, has led to the reform documents' discursive 

discrimination against some groups of people in the society. 

Discursive discrimination, particularly by exclusion of the educatIOnally disadvantaged 

groups or blaming the victim, is also evident in both New Zealand' s and Tanzania's reform 

texts . As noted earlier, the speed and the process for consultation with which the reform 

took place contributed to the exclusion of some people. Invoking Ellison ( 1 994), Irwin 

( 1 998) observes in the case of New Zealand, for example, that: 

. . .  not al l sectors of the community have had the resources to respond, to 
this process. Further, the major issue for Maori, when they have responded, 
is that their input has not led to radical change for Maori based on Maori 
world views. At issue, then , is the degree to which genuine consultation 
over the reforms has occurred (Irwin 1 998: 1 65). 

Consequently, Irwin ( 1 998: 1 66) argues that "no radical analysis of Maori education or 

needs was part of the output or outcome of this restructuring process" of the education 

administrative system in New Zealand. 

Likewise, it has been noted that, in Tanzania, the consultation process was mainly confined 

to the el ite with the majority of Tanzanians being excluded by the use of the Engl ish 
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language which is alien to them and the absence of a forum for public debate on the reform 

issues and process. 

It can be argued, therefore, that the reform processes, in both Tanzania and New Zealand, 

have been inhibitive to groups of people most disadvantaged by the education systems 

since its inception in these societies. 

Another example of discursive discrimination that is evident in education policy reform 

documents in Tanzania and New Zealand is the positioning of some �roups of people as the 

"other" in the education process. It is stated in NZ-TS for example that: 

Maori parents - as other parents - will  be able to educate their children at 
home or establ ish their institutions if the system is not sufficiently 
responsive to their needs (NZ-TS. 1 988:26) . 

In the statement above, Maori parents are excluded and constructed as the "other" in the 

New Zealand education equation. Such exclusion of the indigenous people may be located 

in the colonial legacy (Irwin 1 998:6 1 ;  Hickl ing-Hudson 1 998:329) that created native 

schools for the indigenous people. 

It is worth noting that, while in former settler colonies where class stratification is  

intersected by race, discursive discrimination may be easily discernible along racial lines. In 

other seemingly homogenous post-colonial societies, such as Tanzania, discursive 

discrimination by exclusion is evident along class and socio-cultural lines. 

In that regard, some groups of people who are disadvantaged in the main-stream education 

system, through either 'exclusion' or the position allocated to them through colonial and 

post-colonial education and other social , political and economic policies, are portrayed as a 

'backlog' or an "excess baggage" that the education system has to carry along. 

It has been noted (Irwin 1 998: 1 67), for example, that Maori organisational structures, such 

as the iwi , were not made part of the New Zealand Task Force that produced the NZ-Picot 

Report. In this regard, the NZ-Picot Report did not address the issues surrounding Maori 

education adequately (Smith 1 988:4, Irwin 1 998: 1 67). More important is that the exclusion 

of Maori educational issues is described as a norm rather than an isolated incident. Irwin 

argues that: "Maori education had long been one of the perennial thorny educational issues 

permanently relegated to the too-hard basket" (Iwrin 1 998 : 1 67). 
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In Tanzania's education policy documents, discursive discrimination is evident in the 

presentation of the life-style of some groups of people as problematic with an implicit urge 

for the state to dictate how such people should be accommodated in the mainstream 

education system. The 1Z-ETP states that: 

Despite al l effort to make education accessible, certain groups of individuals 
and communities in society have not had equitable access to education .  
Some have not had access to this right due to their style of living, for 
example hunters, gatherers, fishermen and pastoral ists . . .  Therefore: 
Government shall promote and facilitate access to education to 
disadvantaged social and cultural groups (TZ-ETP, 1 995: 1 8) (emphasis in 
the original). 

In this statement, the people whose l ife-style and culture do not conform to mainstream 

education arrangements are openly acknowledged as problematic groups, that are creating a 

backlog to the education system. In that regard, no provision is made for the respective 

groups of people to 'voice' their perspective of the nature and form of education they 

would consider appropriate for themselves. This, in turn, leads to policies that attempt to fit 

the people in the education system rather than to make education policies fit with the 

people's needs. Under this approach, the people themselves are held as passive agents with 

no say on the education system prescribed for them by the state through the reform 

processes. 

The implication of such di scursive discrimination is  that i t  blames the victims for 

contributing to the problem, and leads to providing short term procedural solutions that end 

up rational ising the disadvantages or "discrimination by proxy". 

Policy Reform Texts and Market Place Solutions 

After identifying the problem areas in the existing systems and convincingly arguing for the 

need for change, the reform documents suggest the market place policies as solutions. The 

following is a comparative analysis of the pol icy solutions put forward by both Tanzania 

and New Zealand education pol icy reform documents, particularly in areas of funding, 

management and access to education. It is important to note that the main objective of the 

reform texts is to ensure that the processes of educational provision are directed by the 

privatisation agenda; thus, the language is poised in ways that would make educational 

privatisation reforms more acceptable. Thus, apart from identifying the market solutions 
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put forward by the reform texts, the fol lowing discussion attempts to deconstruct the 

imbedded discourse of privatisation; hence, exposing some of the effects of the advocated 

policies. 

Educational Funding and the Reduction of State Support to Education. 

In all the reform texts, privatisation of financial means for purchasing or gaining access to 

quality education is promoted as reducing state support for education. However, the 

reduction of state support, especial ly in terms of resources, appears to be more explicit in 

Tanzania's documents than in those of New Zealand. In the New Zealand documents, 

especially the NZ-Picot Report and NZ-TS, the reduction of government involvement in 

education is portrayed as just an issue of rearranging the resourcing processes. However, 

as the following discussion indicates, privatisation signifies a process of the state shedding 

some of its fiscal and legitimation responsibilities. 

The market oriented educational funding policies that are offered by the reform texts as 

solutions to the educational problems of the 1 980s, include: "user-pay" ;  encouragement of 

the establishment of private schools; "contracting out" and sell-off of educational assets. 

The "user-pay" policies that are stipulated in Tanzania's reforms include: the re-introduction 

of school fees and direct costs in primary and secondary schools and the re-establishment 

of private schools. In New Zealand, the indication for user-pay policies include voluntary 

school fees and fund raising activities carried out by schools and their communities. 

"Contracting out" policies, on the other hand, include policies of school contracts and bulk

funding as expressed in the NZ-Picot Report and NZ-TS. In Tanzania, the sell-off of 

educational assets is embedded in the investment incentives scheme as �tipulated in the 12-
ETP;  while in  New Zealand, it is stipulated in NZ-TS as education asset sale and in the 

"contracting out" of educational services. 

With the market view that education is a commodity, the amount of which can be 

purchased, depending on the individual's preference and abil ity to pay , fees were re

introduced in Tanzania's public schools. Tanzania's Education and Training Policy states 

that: 

School and tuition fees, in both government and non-governmep.t education 
and training institutions shall be based on the actual unit cost of providing 
education and training at each level ( TZ-ETP, 1 995 : 1 1 6). 
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Thus, schools are expected to be financiaJIy self-sustaining through th�ir student rolls .  The 

school fees pol icy, however, creates a situation of inequity in tenns of access to education. 

School fees pol icy is an obstacle to educational participation for many peasants' and 

workers' children in Tanzania. The 1 997 secondary school fees (UHURU 1997) of Tsh. 

60,000:00 (US $ 1 00:00) is equivalent to Tanzania's national annual per capita income. 

What choice is there for one to spend the whole year's income on school fees for one child 

over other demands on that income? Thus, the re-introduction of school fees in  public 

schools signifies that education is open for those children whose parents can afford direct 

payment. Ironical ly,  through participation in economic activities and their share of the 

national debt, (which impact on other aspects of l ife) everybody sti l l  contributes to 

education. It has been noted (Samoff & Sumra 1 994: 1 9), for example, that, besides the 

shift to marketisation of education, the government remains the largest source of funding. 

But, with education declared a private good purchased through fees, those who get it are 

under no obligation to use it for the benefit of other members of the society while the poor 

have no right to claim benefits from that education. This gives rise to a situation where 

some people get privilege without responsibil ity while others hold responsibility without 

rights. 

Another area of user-pay policy introduced by refonns in Tanzania is that relating to private 

schools. It is stipulated in the IZ-ETP that: 

Government shall provide incentives to individuals, communities and NGOs 
to establ ish and develop pre-primary, primary, secondary, 'Iocational , 
teacher education, and tertiary and higher education institutions . . . .  The 
provision of education and training shall be included as an area of 
investment in the Investment Promotion Act (TZ-ETP, 1 995 :9 1 ). 

With such backing, fees and other contributions in some private schools have been hiked to 

levels that are beyond the means of most Tanzanians. Table 1 0: 1 shows the annual fees for 

some private schools in Tanzania. 
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Table 10. 1 :  Fees for Some Private Schools in Tanzania - 1998 

Name of the School Type of School 1998 Sc hool Fees 

Shaban Robert secondary school Tsh. 1 00,000.00 

Kifungiro " " 

Mazinde " " 

Kilimanjaro Academy " 200,000.00 

Mzizima " 1 00,000.00 -500,000.00 

International School 
of Tanganyika " 600,000.00 

Dar independent Primary School 100,000.00-400,000.00 
Primary School 

English Medium " " 

Academy 

Laureate Primary " " 

School 

1 $  US = 600 Tshs ( 1 997 exchange rates. 
Source: Correspondence with some Tanzanian parents and educators. 

As shown in  Table 1 0: 1 ,  fees for private schools in Tanzania range from US $200.00 to 

$ 1 ,200.00. Such school fees and other attendant contributions in private schools are 

prohibitive for most Tanzanians. 

It is important to note that, during the post independence period, particularly after the 

Arusha declaration, most resources were national ised including l and; hence, these 

resources are col lectively owned by all Tanzanians. Likewise, through "self-help" 

programmes, most Tanzanians, rich or poor, invested in schools, mainly in kind,  by 

supplying labour and locally available materials. It  is  debatable whether the majority of the 

people who cannot afford to send their children to school wil l  benefit from turning public 

schools into private ones. Thus, it may be argued that sel l ing-off the schools to private 

entities, without appropriate compensation to the people, is tantamount to robbing them of 

their resources and investment. Eventual ly, the move for the establishment of private 

schools under market oriented pol icy reforms may also signify an income and benefit 

redistribution from the poor to the rich. 
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Similar effects of user-pay policies can be identified with respect to New Zealand where 

voluntary schoolfees and other contributions from communities are introduced to "top up" 

government funding of schools. It has been noted in New Zealand, for example, (Cassie 

1 997) that some extra teachers and teacher aides are paid by the schools from revenues 

obtained from fund-raising activities. This supports the observation (Apple 1 986) that 

parental choice measures are a move to "export" the responsibility for any educational crisis 

into the domain of individuals which, in most cases, is done by increasing the financial 

responsibility of the parents. 

A more important observation is that wealthy communities manage to raise the quality and 

quantity of their children's education while poor communities, who cannot raise enough 

funds, can only manage with less facilities and support, which may lead to low quality 

education . This observation is also supported by the studies conducted in New Zealand 

after the reforms had been instituted. In the report on the study of Boards of Trustees in 

Canterbury schools, Gordon ( 1 994) indicates that: "Schools in poor areas are getting 

poorer, while schools in wealthy areas are able to maintain, if not improve, their fundi ng 

position" (Gordon 1 994: 1 1 3) .  

Thus, the impact of the voluntary school fees is such that, whereas students are not sent out 

of school because their parents cannot contribute, non-contribution reduces the financial 

base for resourcing schools and this leads to the deterioration of educational faci l ities. 

Another issue emanating from this type of user- pay is that the parents from the low socio

economic status are increasingly having virtual ly no say on their children ' s  education. It is 

only logical that a parent asking to be excused from paying the required voluntary levy, for 

example, will  have less confidence to question the kind of education programme to which 

hislher child is  subjected. This leads to some parents (particularly those from lower socio

economic groups) to experience the lack of both "choice" and "voice".  

Another form of market oriented funding policy is  "bulk funding" of schools. NZ- TS 

clearly indicates that the New Zealand state would "contract out" educational services rather 

than provide them directly. The school charter create a contractual relationship between the 

central agents of the state and individual school boards of trustees, that are presented as 
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private agents. One of the responsibilities of school boards of trustees, as expressed in  the 

Tomorrow 's School policy, is to manage bulk grants provided by the government1 24. 

It i s  worth noting that this pol icy move is based on the assumption that there are few 

theoretical differences existing between public and private sector goods and services and 

how they can be suppl ied. It also rests on the belief, inherent in the public choice theory, 

that voluntary or private agencies are more efficient than government agencies. Thus, bulk 

funding makes it necessary and easier for education services to be "contracted out" to the 

private sector while the school acquires private corporation characteristics, with the school 

board of trustees as a corporate board and the principal as a chief executive officer. 

This not only signifies a separation of funding from provision (Murphy 1 996:32) but also 

indicates a move to make the "private" sector more responsive to publ ic goals through a 

manipulation of incentives thought to govern market behaviour. The implication of such 

moves is the promotion of what is private and marketable at the expense of what i s  

educational and for the publ ic good. The elevated role of the media in  influencing public 

reaction to educational issues and market ploys used to promote and advertise schools are 

some of the examples of the shift towards what is marketable. It can also be argued that, in 

their fund-seeking activities, some schools may misplace educational purposes and 

priorities. 

The neo-liberal view of the "free market" being more efficient is reflected in the advocacy 

for the rel inquishing of educational assets to private operators who are motivated by profit 

making opportunities . The process, which involves the removal of assets from their 

collective realm to private ownership, promises that, in  turn, private operators would 

provide services to educational institutions more reliably and efficiently (Lieberman 1 989). 

It i s  stated in  NZ-TS, for instance, that: 

Education Board and surplus departmental assets may be sold to former 
education board employees, departmental staff and others who may wish to 
own these assets as a base for providing services to i nstitutions (NZ-TS, 
1 988 :27 -28). 

l 241t is worth noting however that up to the time of this study, only a few schools (about 1 8%) in New 
Zealand are ful ly bulk funded, due to resistance from the teachers (through their unions). In most schools 
only operational budgets are bulk funded, with teachers salaries paid centrally. 
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This monetarist approach to the provision of educational services, however, fail s  to take 

into consideration the status of the school in the community and the pl ight of members of 

the community who may not be able to purchase those services. 

The relevance of the above observations to the contemporary situation cannot be over 

emphasised, especial ly when one considers the current reports on jobs lost or expected to 

be lost due to business closures, mergers or bankruptcy or sell-off, as well as the drop in 

prices of the primary goods in the world market. Such reports signal uncertainties in fami ly 

incomes and even the community structures which may make communities and children, 

who were not conventional ly at risk, join the "at risk group" due to changes in their social 

and economic status. 

It has been noted in New Zealand, for example, (Gordon 1 995) that: 

Increased tension at home, unalleviated health problems, inadequate food, 
l ack of money for clothing and the inabi l ity to meet costs, such as 
examination fee for school certificate, are only a few of the common 
problems cited by a number of New Zealand studies that have investigated 
the effects of increasing poverty, especial ly as a result of the 1 990 benefit 
cuts (Gordon 1 995 : 1 0).  

A similar observation can be made regarding Tanzania's current situation as it struggles 

with issues of structural adjustment and debt servicing. However, unl ike the situation in 

New Zealand, the privatisation policies in Tanzania have more drastic effects, to the extent 

of determining whether the child will get any formal education at al l .  The demands of SAPs 

have meant that many parents can no longer afford to send their children to school . It is 

argued, therefore, that, with the marketisation of education, the privi lege of getting 

education in Tanzania is  increasingly reserved for those who are able to pay . The 

resentment of such a phenomenon amongst Tanzanians cannot be over emphasised. As 

Kil imwiko ( 1 994) observes, the lament by a primary school teacher that, "It is  depressing 

to see bri l l iant children dropping out of school simply because their parents cannot afford 

school fees 1 25" is a common expression among Tanzanians. 

It is argued in this study, therefore, that market oriented educational funding pol icies not 

only restrict attempts to redistribute the available finite resources equitably but also have the 

potential for hindering collective responsibil ity and fostering unequal outcomes. 

1 25Quote in Kilimwiko ( l 994:Unpaged). 
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Market oriented funding pol icies may also lead to schools being used as avenues for 

inculcating neo-liberal values uncritical ly; thus, developing a generation of self-centred", 

monetarist individuals who prioritise personal interests and budgetary concerns, regardless 

of their social repercussions. Such indoctrination seems also to have been extended from 

individuals to the realm of nations. The World Bank's patronising policy regarding 

production of instructional materials for developing countries seems to be a case in point of 

such indoctrination. It is stated in the World Bank document that: 

Difficult issues wil l  have to be confronted: what pedagogical materials to 
develop locally and what to purchase from abroad, the trade-offs between 
higher cost local printing and least cost printing elsewhere . . .  usually outside 
Africa (World Bank document, 1 987: 1 37). 

Such a statement signifies that developing countries, especial ly those in Africa, should 

continue to provide the market to the already establ ished printmg and publishing 

corpor�tions because they are cheaper in monetary terms; at the expense of stagnating local 

capacity and contributing to further unemployment of their nationals. 

Another manifestation of uncritical commitment to privatisation policies is the tendency to 

examine the technical aspects at the implementation level and to continue supporting the 

same fundamentals ;  even when things seems to be going astray, rather than questioning the 

market oriented policies and structural arrangements emanating from them1 26. 

Market Oriented Management and Control Policies 

Market oriented management and control is expressed in decentralisation combined with 

central control as well as market place competition and accountability policies. 

As noted by Codd ( 1 995), decentral isation and central control have different ideological 

bases . While decentral isation connotes the delegation of responsibi l i ty for some 

management decisions to the lower levels, with ultimate power and authority remaining at 

the national level, centralisation "involves an increase in the power and authority of central 

agencies of the state" (Codd 1 995: 1 ) . However, the education reform documents seem to 

promote both privatisation in terms of decentral isation of educational management and 

1 26National and international discourse around the current Asian Economic crisis attests to the view that 
everything and every body else is to blame except the market policies and proponents. 
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central isation through central agencies. Thus, the restructuring of education, since the 

1 980s, has promoted policies of decentral isation but with some strong components of 

central isation in the state ' s  regulatory and contractual functions ;  thus ,  making 

decentralisation and centralisation of education two sides of the same coin (Codd 1 995). 

Hargreaves and Reynolds ( 1 989) argue that it is because the promoters of privatisation 

policies also recognise the l imits of the market, that they want the state to be in control by 

regulating the mode of competition. These writers contend, therefore, that, through central 

control, the state sets the terms of market competition. 

Bui lding on an the assumption of mistrust, especially of the professionals or providers of 

education (Codd 1 998) who are al legedly self-serving individuals ,  market p lace 

decentral isation and control processes were advanced as the means for enhancing the 

effectiveness and accountabil ity of the education system (NZ-Picot Report, 1 988:22). This 

was to be achieved by making schools the focus of management; establishing agencies of 

control; promoting competition between educational institutions; reducing participation of 

teachers and professional educators in the pol icy making process ; and implementing 

managerialist performance management and appraisal systems (Codd 1 998:7-9). 

According to NZ-TS , the funding and management responsibilities are to be delegated to 

the schools through a school-site management system. The policy states that: 

The basic unit of education administration will  be the individual school or 
early chi ldhood centre. Each institution wil l  be under the overall policy 
control of a board of trustees - but the day-to-day control of the institution 
and the implementation of the pol icy wi l l  be the responsibil i ty of the 
principal . The principal will also be the professional leader of the institution 
and wil l  be responsible to the board (NZ-TS, 1 988:3) .  

The discussion is similar to that within Tanzania's IZ-ETP document which is based on the 

belief that the existing system did not empower educational managers at lower levels, as 

well as the communities and parents, to exercise autonomy in decision making. The TZ

ETP states that: 

Ministries responsible for education and trammg shal l devolve their 
responsibilities of management and administration of education and training 
to lower organs and communities (TZ-ETP, 1 995:26). 

It is further stated in the document that: 



All  education and trammg institutions shall  have school or col lege 
committees/boards. Boards and committees of education and training 
institutions shall be responsible for management, development, planning, 
discipline and finance of institutions under their jurisdiction (TZ-ETP, 
1 995 :99) .  
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The moves to school-based management depict a close resemblance with management and 

business practice which rests on a belief in achieving greater effectiveness through financial 

delegation (Bowe et. al. 1 992:24). The delegation argument contends that those actively 

engaged in del ivering the service to the cl ient are best placed to decide how to use those 

resources effectively and efficiently. 

It may be argued, however, that market place decentralisation may result in just changing 

the form and content of education in accordance with that of the market demands and 

making schools more responsive to the markets rather than the community. Grace ( 1 990) 

expl icates, for example, how difficult it is for a diffuse col lection of Boards of Trustees t o  
constitute a power bloc, to confront the government i n  struggles over education policy and 

resources. Thus, rather than empowering the community, the privatisation reforms simply 

move the power of the state closer to the community while eroding the mechanisms through 

which communities would contradict state control. 

It can also be argued that school site management not only signifies transfer of the 

legitimation crisis from the central government to the local communities (Codd 1 995, 
Gordon 1 992, Snook 1 995, Grace 1 990, Codd et al  1 990) but also cal ls into question the 

society's col lective responsibil ity and commitment to educating its children. Under the 

school-based management arrangement, unpleasant activities (such as administering cuts in 

funding), are done by the trustees at each school site; hence; discontent would be directed at 

local trustees rather than the government. Simply stated, school based management creates 

a lacuna in the state's political accountability for education services. 

However, through central agencies, the state maintains strong control over education. Such 

agencies in Tanzania, include: the Inspectorate; the Teachers Service Commission; various 

organs that co-ordinate education at different levels and the Advisory Counci l  to be 

established by the government Ministries responsible for education, as stipulated in TZ-
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ETP ( 1 995 :98- 1 00) 1 27. In New Zealand, the central agencies for education control include: 

the Education Review Office (ERO); the New Zealand Qualification Authority (NZQA); 

Teacher Registration Board and the Ministry of Education, as provided for in  NZ_TSI 28 .  

Thus, school based management, as a form of  decentralisation of  education, produces a 

structure in which political demands and economic costs can be more effectively controlled 

(Codd 1 990) centrally. It can be argued, therefore, that school based-management gives the 

state the power to control the educative process but, with less obligation for provision. 

Based on the belief that education and business are sufficiently comparable, both NZ-TS 

and TZ-ETP embrace the managerial techniques of modern business to build an 

accountabi l ity regime for schools .  In New Zealand, the most obvious managerial 

accountability technique incorporated in NZ-TS (1988:3-4) is the institution's charter which 

become a focal point upon which accountabil ity is  based, depending on how much the 

intended outcomes have been achieved during the reporting period to the central agencies; 

namely, the Education Review Office (ERO) and/or the New Zealand Qualifications 

Authority (NZQA). In Tanzania, on the other hand, the TZ-ETP vests the responsibil ities 

for design, development, dissemination, monitoring and evaluation of pre-primary, 

primary, secondary and teacher education curriculum with the Tanzani a  Institute of 

Education (TIE) while assessment is the responsibility of the National Examination Council 

of Tanzania (NECTA) . Like the NZQA and ERO both the TIE and the NECTA are serni

autonomous, central state agencies. 

The school-based management model is similar to the production site management where 

outcomes are readily quantifiable and measurable. Referring to the institution ' s  charter, 

Dale ( 1 993 :253) observes that formal requirements are more than ever confined to 

managerial and audit matters. Pre-occupation with measurable outcomes in education, 

however, may well lead to condoning major educational goals which qu ite often are neither 

measurable nor quantifiable. The two acclaimed central purposes of the NZQA, as 

stipulated in the 1 990 Education Amendment Act, which testify to such tendencies are, "to 

establish a qualification framework built on defined standards; and to ensure the quality of 

del ivery of these standards on the framework", (NZQA 1 993 in Codd 1 995:2) .  Such aims 

have led the NZQA to fol low a technocratic model of the educative process; hence, setting 

1 27Section 4 of Tanzania's Education and Training Policy (pp. 23 -32 and pp. 98- 1 00) are dedicated to 
Management and Administration of Education Training (see also Appendix B). 
l 28TomoITow' s  Schools' has two sections dedicated to management and control, namely "Administration at 
the local level" (pp. 3- 17)  and "Agencies at the Centre" (pp. 1 9-23). 
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unit standards which, as Codd ( 1 995) observes, give priority to criteria of efficiency and 

effectiveness and treat other values as unproblematic or simply as given. Under such 

circumstances, market oriented education management may lead to the segmentation of 

knowledge and may work against integrated teaching 1 29. 

Another negative effect of such control is  that i t  encourages segmentation and 

differentiation within the school system. To keep an upper position in the assessment 

league table, some schools may resort to inflexible structures and schedules based more on 

history and inertia than on student or family needs I 30. Thus, the categorisation of students 

for special needs streams may also become a process through which students are consigned 

and confined into those streams with no possibil ity of ever rejoining the mainstream 

without '1eopardising" achievement targets for the school. The problem of students in these 

programmes not achieving to their potential as a result of such categorisation need not arise, 

or is ignored, not only because under the market regime inequity is not an i ssue for 

consideration but also because these under-achieving children are never taken into account 

when assessing school success. 

With s imi lar sentiments about the situation In the USA, Hixson and Tinzmann 

( 1 990:unpaged) observe that, although schools enrol far more racial, l inguistic and cultural 

minorities as well as students who are poor, or who have handicapping conditions, more 

than ever before, the education of too many of these students is characterised by low 

expectations and differential treatment. They assert that "the doors to schools have been 

opened, but hanging above those doors are signs that say : 'Enter at your own risk'. You 

may not belong here". 

Building on the principle of competition, school-based management rational ises inequality 

within a particular view of educational opportunity. Whereas schools, as providers, have to 

compete for c lients in order to sustain budget and staffing, standards are introduced and 

monitored central ly. This encourages negative competition amongst schools and teachers. 

Consequently, it undermines not only professional accountability and the col legiality that 

allows practitioners to make decisions about how to meet the educational needs of 

individual students (Darl ing-Hammond 1 99 1 )  but also it undermines any constructive 

approach to teaching and learning. That is, the market oriented management policies 

1 29New Zealand Education Review, September 1 3- 1 9 1996. 
1 30 An in-depth research study on various techniques employed by schools in their struggle to keep or get 
an upper position in the assessment league table would be helpful. 
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promoted by the reform texts contribute to making the educational workforce accountable 

only for fol lowing standard procedures. This process may not only lead to pushing low

scoring students out of the school-count, and eventually out of school, but also results in 

diluting education to the minimum requirements of market accountabil ity . By encouraging 

negative competition amongst teachers and schools, such policies make teachers less caring 

and less able to provide opportunities for students to participate and contribute to their 

learning. 

Market-oriented school management may also lead some schools to let go the mature and 

experienced teachers and employ young and inexperienced ones so as to balance the books 

because the inexperienced teachers at the beginning of their careers would be financially 

cheaper. This may not only create imbalances in education delivery but also it may have an 

adverse impact on the teaching profession. It is contended that professional insecurity may 

deter initiatives for professional development or even discourage new teachers from joining 

the profession. This may consequently create teacher shortages 1 3 1 . Referring to the 

shortage of teachers in New Zealand in 1 997, Sulli van ( 1 998) observes that: 

It is clear that the fluctuation in population and poor government projections 
are not sufficient to account for such shortfall in the number of teachers. 
These figures alone are testimony to a probable decline in teachers' job 
satisfaction and are arguably also an indication of loss of morale amongst 
teachers (Sull ivan 1 998: 1 38). 

S imilar observations have been made in reference to teachers in Tanzania. In its "In-Service 

Teacher Education" (INSET): sub-Master Plan and Programmes, Tanzania's Ministry of 

Education and Culture ( 1 998) points out that: "hostile teaching and learning environment 

might not encourage effective and efficient teaching and learning even if INSET 

programmes were to be offered for all teachers" (TZ Ministry of Education and Culture, 

1 998 : 8) .  

The above discussion also indicates that competition and central control lead to  an 

assessment-led curriculum. One implication of an assessment-led curriculum is that it 

creates anxieties amongst schools, students and their parents . Consequently,  in New 

1 3 1  This could be a possible consequence of bulk-funding teachers ' salaries and teachers in New Zealand 
have consistently advanced this argument, through their unions, in their vigorous opposition to the bulk 
funding policies. 
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Zealand, there has been a reported increase in paid extra private tuition. 1 32 In Tanzania, on 

the other hand, the issue of paid extra private tuition has become an endemic national 

education concern . Thus, those who cannot afford after-school private tuition are again 

disadvantaged. This defeats the core of the neo-liberal ' s "level play-ground" as 

opportunities for learning are increasingly dependent on purchasing power. 

Market Oriented Access Policies 

Access policies are closely connected with funding and management or administration of 

education . Market oriented educational management policies, for example, contribute to 

inequality of access to adequately resourced schools. With the decentralisation of primary 

education in Tanzania, for instance, greater disparities have emerged in the development of 

education in different communities, depending on the economic revenue base, enrolments, 

type of district (whether rural or urban) and the social economic status of the members of 

the community. 

A recent research study, conducted in Dodoma Rural District and Morogoro Municipal 

Council in Tanzania (Andrea 1 996), indicates that, although primary education in both 

districts is sti l l  poor and inefficient, by comparison, the situation is worse in Dodoma Rural 

District than in Morogoro municipality. Andrea ( 1 996:3) argues that this disparity reflects 

the poor incomes of the residents of Dodoma Rural District and their inabi lity to contribute 

directly to schools. 

Referring to the research conducted by Semboja and Therkildsen ( 1 989), Galabawa ( 1 992) 

observes that local authorities have l imited possibilities of generating their own resources 

because of the inelastic sources of revenue as well as lack of access to loans due to l ittle 

credit worthiness. It can be argued, therefore, that decentralisation may contribute to the 

deterioration of education provision in some communities. 

In another research study, conducted in several regions and districts in Tanzania, it was 

noted (Galabawa 1 992) that, even within the same regions and districts, there are 

polarisation and inequity among schools. Galabawa ( 1 992: 1 5) observes that there is an 

alarming polarisation between schools in traditionally wealthy urban centres and those in 

their rural counterparts in the same region. 

1 32 The Sunday Star Times News Paper, 22nd September, 1 998 indicated that paid extra tuition was 
increasing in New Zealand. 
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Given the meagre resources at the disposal of some districts, those district counci ls  give 

high priorities to other sectors or allocate nothing to primary education. Galabawa ( 1 992) 

notes that, while some councils in Lindi Region gave low priority to education, (focusing 

mainly on water, roads and health) the Bukoba Town Counci l  and Mwanza Municipality 

did not allocate anything to education in 1 99 1 /92. 

Decentralisation may also contribute towards thwarting future aspirations of children in the 

communities with insufficient resources . Studies (Ishumi 1 984, Urch 1 986) have indicated 

that most primary school students aspire to continue with secondary education or training 

which would assure them good income. Thus, when they do not "pass" the primary 

leaving examination they suffer a stigma of failure in life. 

Regarding school-based management pol icies in New Zealand, it has been observed 

(Gordon 1 995) that, since school funding depends mostly on the pupils  they attract, those 

schools with stagnant or fal ling rolls are caught in a vicious circle. With less funding, they 

have little room for improvement; hence, they tend to appear at the b0ttom end of the league 

table of examination results and they do not attract more students. Consequently, schools 

with falling rolls  get less funding. 

Reporting on the study of "rich " and "poor" schools in New Zealand, Gordon ( 1 994) 

confirms this observation by stating that: 

. .  the direct l inkage of rol l numbers to school funding and school staffing 
prevents most schools with fal ling rolls from acting to improve their market 
position, because the factors that cause the decl ine in rol l  numbers are 
outside the control of the schools (Gordon 1 994: 1 22). 

By extension , therefore, those students completing their education cycle in the poor 

communities do so with a sense of failure and this may contribute to discouraging other 

children in their communities from enroll ing and attending, as wel l as taking the school 

seriously.  Moreover, the school system would be helping to persuade chi ldren from 

disadvantaged communities that they are academic failures, uneducable. and untrainable; 

thus socialising them into accepting their current disadvantaged position for themselves and 

for future generations 1 33. 

1 33This is explicated in the next chapter through the discussion of the plight of some Maori and pacific 
Island students in New Zealand. 
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Other examples of market oriented access policies include de-zoning and school choice 

policies which are stipulated, particularly in the New Zealand policy texts. Embedded in  

these pol icies is the notion of 'choice' which maintains that "free choice" in a market place 

guarantees satisfaction to both parties to a transaction - the consumer and the provider. It 

also implies the possibility of the consumer looking elsewhere if satisfaction is not met; that 

is, dissatisfaction is not real ly resolved by negotiation and compromise. When one party is  

dissatisfied with the outcomes of the transaction, further transactions do not occur. As 

Reynold and Sokro ( 1 996 :6) contend, "dissatisfaction with the market i s  expressed 

primari ly as 'exit' and not 'voice'. 

A similar situation may occur in the educational setting where "exit" is  expressed as 

"choice" . School-based management and de-zoning pol icies were meant to encourage 

parents to exercise their consumer power in the new education market place through 

choosing schools for their chi ldren. NZ-TS ( 1 988 :37) pol icy provides for parents to 

withdraw their children from existing institutions to establish separate school or to provide 

home-based schooling if the particular educational needs of their children cannot be met 

local ly. 

The impression one gets is that all parents have the abi lity in terms of "know how" and 

resources to take advantage of such provisions. In reality ,  however, there are several 

impediments to parental choice. Factors affect school choice include: geographical location, 

family income, employment, educational background, ethnicity, and perceived attitudes and 

aspirations of other children attending the same school . Thus, as Gordon ( 1 995) argues, 

school choice should be conceptualised within the other choices (or non-choices) that 

famil ies have to make. 

It is also important to note that the market based "school choice" does not create avenues 

whereby parents would contribute positively towards the improvement of their local 

schools and the schooling system, in general. Instead, it thwarts their "voice" by creating 

an escape valve (through the "exit" option) regardless of whether they are able to use it or 

not. This may not only alienate parents and their children from the school system but also it 
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may inculcate the "quitting culture" 1 34 among the youngsters which may contribute to their 

desperate and sometimes self-damaging actions when faced with challenging situations 1 35. 

An Overview 

As explained earlier, privatisation is an ideology; thus, privatisation policies tend to be 

"structural pol icies" rather than "conjunctural " and they should be treated as such. 

Differentiating structural policies from conjunctural pol icies, Codd ( 1 992), fol lowing the 

work of Offe ( 1 985), contends that: "whereas 'conjunctural' policies intervene in order to 

satisfy demands or anticipate developments, 'structural' policies aim to shape and channel 

demands so as to make them satisfiable" (Codd 1 992: 1 8) .  

Codd's ( 1 992) argument that the contemporary education reforms in New Zealand have all 

the essential features of 'structural' policy, equally applies to Tanzania's current education 

policy reforms. Figure ( 1 0: 1 )  expl icates the key features of the 'structural' and 'conr ctural' 

policies, in general. 

The demands for secondary education in Tanzania, for example, have been channelled to 

the individuals ,  such that parents would blame themselves for not being able to pay for 

their chi ldren's education rather than blame the state for not expandillg secondary school 

places. Likewise, the decentralisation of education channels the responsibil ity of educating 

the children to their immediate communities so that their demands (for resources, for 

example) are localised. Meanwhi le, the "outputs" are central ly managed through bodies 

such as the Tanzania Institute of Education (TIE) and National Examination Council of 

Tanzania (NECT A). Elements of politicisation are also evident. The unity between mental 

work and manual work, which was fostered in the pre-reform policies, for example, is re

defined as skills training. In general, the provision of education in Tanzania has been re

structured to accommodate the privatisation agenda; especially in financing education and 

the overhaul of the public education system. 

1 34 In this thesis a "quitting culture" means the attitude of running away from the chailenges of life rather 
than dealing with them and trying to sort them out. 
1 35The implication of market oriented choice policies to children at risk are discussed in the next chapter. 
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Figure 1 0. 1 :  Two Types of State Policy 

CONJUNCTU R A L  S T R U C T U R A L  

P O L I C Y  P O L I C Y  

POLITICAL satisfy demands shape and channel 
STRATEGY demands to 

make them satisfiable 

ECONOMIC manage input- manage output & 

STRATEGY order priorities keep supply constant 

SYSTEM policy join on policy 'restructures' 

EFFECTS existing systems existing systems 

SOCIETAL increased state increased 
EFFECTS intervention pol iticisation. 

Source: Codd J .  ( 1 992: 1 9) "Contractual ism, Contestability and Choice: Capturing the Language of 
Educational Reform in New Zealand" Paper Presented at the AAREINZARE Joint Conference, Deakin 

University, Geelong, Victoria, 22-26 November 1992. 

From the above discussion of the education pol icy reform texts, it is evident that school 

policies, based on market competition and decentralisation of resource base and market 

choice, restrict attempts at fair redistribution of available finite educational resources. By 

introducing an "assessment led" curriculum, the state displaces the diScourse of equality of 

opportunity by quality and standards; hence, gaining control over curriculum but, with less 

responsibi l ity for implementation. It can be argued, therefore, that the market oriented 

education policies are creating environments which are producing more "chi ldren at 

risk" 1 36 and increasing disparities among communities, as well as alienating the parents 

and their children from the school system. In the next chapter, the implications of market 

oriented policy solutions are discussed, with particular focus on "children at risk" 

1 36 "children at risk" refers to school aged children who are denied equal access to educational opportunities, 
those who have tendencies to leave school at the first opportunity and those whose educational achievement 
is hindered by social and environmental factors. 



PART V 

Implications of Contemporary Education Policy 
Reforms :  The Case of "Children at Risk" 

It has been observed in reference to New Zealand and Tanzania (Muganda 1 998, 
Peters 1 995, Snook 1 995, Samoff & Sumra 1 994, Codd 1 993, Grace 1 990) that, with 
the reforms of the 1 980s and 1 990s, the principles of universali sed provision, 
egalitarianism and collectivism have been replaced by market rationalism based on 
the assumptions of individualism, competition, consumer choice, cost efficiency and 
professional mistrust (Codd 1 998). Thus, although education cannot exist as a "pure" 
market, the policy assumptions and practices of the 1 980s and 1 990s have put 
education closer to the market realm. Contemporary education and its associated 
institutions, therefore, have been made quasi-markets. The major c laim has been that 
the market approach to education would solve the problems of the time. 

Based on the understanding that the market panacea espoused by the policy responses 
to the crises of the 1 980s and 90s obscures the relationship between education and 
social justice, it is argued, in this thesis, that marketisation of education may put more 
children "at risk" .  Education marketisation is s ignificantly contributing to some 
children ' s  under-achievement at school and creating greater possibil i ties for some 
children dropping out or missing schooling; thus, lowering their eventual occupational 
status and income. In addition, this situation may contribute to greater social costs and 
enhanced risk to communities, nations and ironically, the market itself. 

This part of the thesis, provides an analysis of the implications of market oriented 
policy solutions, with a particular focus on children "at risk" in Tanzania and New 
Zealand. 

It is important to note that, in thi s  thesis ,  the term "children at risk" is used in  
reference to those school aged children who are denied equitable access to educational 
opportunities; those who have tendencies to leave school at the first opportunity and 
those whose educational achievement is hindered by social and environmental factors . 
Admittedly,  this definition excludes some children referred to in the bulk of literature 
on "children at risk" .  For instance, it excludes children with physical or mental 
disabilities who are included in the definition of "children at risk" .in the New Zealand 
context (Fergusson, Horwood and Linskey 1 994, Batten and Russel l  1 993) .  The 
decision to narrow down the terms of reference of "children at risk" to children who 
are den ied opportunity and access to education was reached after a careful 
consideration of the scope of this study which is to explicate policy and organisational 
arrangements that, it  is argued, are creating impediments for some children to 
participate fu�ly  in education. Under such considerations, children who would require 
special arrangements even in the most equitable policies (e.g. those who are disabled 
physiologically or mentally) are not relevant to this study . 
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Focusing on social justice and access, in this chapter, the ideological assumptions upon 

which market oriented educational policies are based are analysed and the effects of the 

policies on the education of "children at risk" are discussed. While acknowledging that 

neither market oriented education policies nor "children at risk" are isolated phenomena 

of certain countries, contemporary educational policy reforms in Tanzania and New 

Zealand are used as specific instances to expl icate more general claims, with some 

reference to events and policies in other countries included to aici in clarifying and 

elaborating certain issues. 

The main argument put forward is that, based on the market assumptions, education is  

held as a commodity and schools are seen as commodity production sites whereby 

outcomes are readily quantifiable and measurable. Markets, generally, imply that one 

has a choice to buy or not to buy; with the motto being: "Satisfaction Guaranteed or 

Your Money Back" 
1 37 . Consequently, issues relating to "children at ri�k" are either 

relegated as non-issues or they are accorded symptomatic and piecemeal approaches 

which advocate for programmes that aim at state control of the "chi ldren at risk" rather 

than helping them to become active and equal members of their community. 
1 38 

In the fol lowing discussion, the researcher considers various definitions and 

approaches to "chi ldren at risk" and analyses how some contemporary market oriented 

education policies subscribe to certain definitions and approaches as well as the 

implications of these policies for the provision of education to "children at risk" . 

Problems of Terminology, Identification and Approaches to 

" Children at Risk " 

The term "children at risk" ,  is used in this study with the recognition that different 

societies refer to these children variously. For example, terms such as: "watoto wa 

rnitaani" (street kids) in Tanzania and Kenya; "wamachinga" ("children of the dark") in 

1 37 It would be interesting to know how one would take back the purchased "mis-education" for refund. 
1 3 8  Community here means a cohesive group of people sharing the same environment, and willingly 
and collectively working towards betterment of their lives. 
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Tanzania; "chokora" (pick pockets) in Kenya; "truants" in New Zealand; disadvantaged 

children in North America and Europe; " students at risk" in USA; "out of school 

chi ldren" and other terms, all of which refer to children who face disproportionate 

disadvantages compared to the rest of society. 

Apart from various societies using different terminology to describe these children, 

there are also different perceptions and connotations of who they are and what they are 

cal led. Some consider these terms derogatory, suggesting that there is  something 

inherently wrong with these children and blaming them for problems which are 

structural and organisational and, hence, are beyond these children's capabilities to 

overcome. It may be argued, on the other hand, that these children live in our societies 

and it is important to have a term of reference so that problems relating to them are 

highlighted, acknowledged and solutions for them sought. Thus, it has been observed 

(Hixson and Tinzmann 1 990) that the analysis of who the "children at risk" are, in 

educational terms, is complex because it involves not only describing who they are and 

their situations but also why they are at risk. Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990) argue that: 

the process of defining who is "at risk" and why, is highly controversial 
because it reveals continuing ideological and phi losophical divisions 
among educators, policy makers, and the general public about the role 
and responsibi lity of schools, families, and students themselves (Hixson 
and Tinzmann 1 990:unpaged). 

Consequently, there have been various approaches to understanding the "children at 

risk" backed by differing ideological and philosophical assumptions on education and 

society, in general . In this thesis, approaches identified by Hixson and Tinzmann 

( 1 990) are considered because they cover a wider range of children in this category. 

Referring to what they call "at risk students" ,  Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990) identify 

four perspectives to which they refer as approaches; namely: the predictive, descriptive, 

unilateral and school factors approaches. 

The predictive approach is based on the conditions of the students, their families and 

their communities. Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990) contend that: 

Students who have certain kinds of conditions such as living with one 
parent, being a member of a minority group, have l imited English 
proficiency, and so on, are defined as at risk because statistically  
students in these categories are more l ikely to be among the lowest 
achieving groups or to drop out of school altogether (Hixson and 
Tinzmann 1 990:unpaged). 
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Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990) argue that the predictive approach has been in  use for a 

long time. They observe that, historically, in western countries, "at-risk" students were 

primarily those whose appearance, language, culture, values, communities, and family 

structures did not match those of the dominant white culture that schools were designed 

to serve. "These students--primarily minorities, the poor, and non-English speaking 

immigrants--were considered cultural ly or educationally disadvantaged or deprived" 

(Hixson and Tinzmann 1 990:unpaged). 

S imilar observations can be made in the deci le ranking of schools in New Zealand. It 

has been stated (ERO 1 998), for example. that: 

For administrative purposes the Ministry of Education has ranked each 
state school into decile (percent) groupings. These groups are made on 
the basis of census data for households with school aged chi ldren in the 
areas: from which the school draws students, together with ethnic data 
from school roles returns .  Factors taken into account in determining 
decile rankings are house hold income, parental education qual ifications 
and occupation, household crowding, income support and ethnicity. 

Schools described as Decile J draw their students from areas of greatest 
socio-economic disadvantage; those in Decile 10, from areas 

'
of least 

economic disadvantage (ERO 1 998:4) (emphasis in the original text). 

In New Zealand, and a few other post-colonial countries, only visible minorities are 

ordinari ly included in this predictive category. In Tanzania, and many other post

colonial countries, the category may apply to the majority of the population. This, in  

part, emanates from colonial and post-colonial education policies that have insisted on 

educational organisations that were predominantly different from indigenous people's 

cultural base, including the medium of instruction in schools that was normally their 

second or third language. Drawing from such understanding, in societies where the 

culture of the majority is not the western culture (that schools were designed to serve), 

the predictive approach would include almost every child in the "at risk" l ist. However, 

based on the social class and levels of cultural assimilation and state policies, students 

who qual ify for, or escape from joining the at risk list in the predictive category, 

sometimes defy cultural heritage, ethnicity or racial delimitation. 

The predictive perspective leads into a predictive approach to issues of children 

identified as 'at risk' . According to Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990) the predictive 

approach has the advantage of being "relatively straight forward and uses information 

already avai lable from schools or other agencies and provides room for an early 

intervention" (Hixson and Tinzmann 1 990:unpaged). It has been noted in New Zealand 

for example, that the "effective decile 1 schools meet their legal obligation to identify 
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and address barriers to learning and provide equal education opportunities for all "  (ERO 

1 998 :22) (emphasis added). It is observed that the mechanisms include providing 

programmes for developing language skills, basic welfare to students (e.g. lunches and 

clothes), procedures to combat truancy and meeting the "learning needs of the high 

proportion of the students who are Maori" (ERO 1 998:22-3 1 ) . III a similar vein ,  

Tanzania's Education and Training Policy ( 1 995) states that: 

Government shall promote and faci l i tate access to education to 
disadvantaged social and cultural groups (TZ-ETP 1 995 : 1 8) .  

This indicates a recognition of those who are already predicted to be social ly and 

cultural ly disadvantaged and the willingness of the state to facil itate their 'access' to 

education. 

However, the predictive approach is problematic because, as Richardson & Colfer 

( 1 990 in Hixson and Tinzmann 1 990) observe, this early categorisation of students 

often results in lowering teachers' expectations of the students' achievement potential . 

In that regard, the predictive approach also has the tendency of making inaccurate 

assumptions about the chi ld 's  potential ,  based on historical , family and l iving 

situations. Such an approach often places students in the position of being blamed for 

poor school performance on the basis of characteristics over which they have no 

control .  It has been noted (Richardson & Colfer 1 990) that, as large numbers of 

students with the above mentioned characteristics were not achieving at minimally  

acceptable levels, it seemed natural and certainly easy to define the problem as arising 

from deficiencies in the students themselves. 

Thus, interventions are aimed at controll ing and assimilating the children in this 

category to the school system. Consequently, school ing becomes an assimilation 

process. The colonial education regulations which forbade school children to speak 

their mother tongue would fit in this category. A good example is the New Zealand 

native schools that were specifical ly for Maori children, which, in the 1 930s and 1 940s, 

forbade Maori children from speaking Maori in the school vicinity (Smith 1 986). 

A simi lar approach can be observed in TZ-ETP ( 1 995 :  1 9) whose l ist  of the 

disadvantaged include those who have been hindered by their life-style and culture from 

taking advantage of the educational opportunities extended by the government in  the 

past. 
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It is argued, therefore, that the predictive approach has a tendency to overlook some 

fundamental conflicts between structural and organisational aspects of the education 

system and social-cultural aspects of contemporary societies . Further, the predictive 

understanding of "children at risk" may also create moral panic and, hence, lead to 

responses that focus on managing the crisis rather than helping the children involved. 

New Zealand's 1 867 Neglected and Criminal Children Act can be cited as an example 

of a predictive approach with the state responding to the moral panic resulting from 

public reaction to the children who did not subscribe to the middle class norms. Thus, i t  

has been argued (Shuker 1 987) that the industrial schools that were established to 

provide education for neglected and criminal children "constituted a form of control 

which was legitimated through the definition of these children as deviants" (Shuker 

1 987). In that regard, it seems, that what was "at risk " was not the children but, rather 

,the society that felt at risk because of these chi ldren. The response, therefore, was to 

apportion blame to the children and their families and, hence, legitimise regulations for 

control .  

Ironically, this 1 9th century New Zealand government response to criminal children 

bears striking similarities with the treatment of "out of school and street children" in  

Tanzania, as  well as  with some aspects of the Code of Social Responsibility proposed 

by the New Zealand government in 1 998 1 39. It is stated in TZ-ETP, for example, that: 

S ince 1 974, the government of Tanzania has been committed to the 
provision of Universal Primary Education (UPE). This commitment was 
to be real ised in 1 977. However, this objective has not been met due to 
several bottlenecks such as : poverty, truancy, negative parental attitudes 
towards education and lack of appreciation of long term personal 
economic benefits of education. In addition, the provisions of Education 
Act No 25 of 1 978 requiring compulsory enrolment and continuous 

attendance have not been enforced effectively, 1 40 on both parents and 
school children. Therefore : Government shall ensure that all primary 
school age children are enrolled and in full attendance (TZ-ETP, 
1 995 :37) (emphasis in the original text). 

The key concepts in this statement are "compulsory enrolment" and "attendance", which 

indicate that attention is more on controll ing the children rather than any commitment to 

their education. Similarly, with regard to the Code of Social and Family Responsibility 

which was proposed by the New Zealand government in 1 998,  the Education Policy 

1 39Issues of Street children in Tanzania, and New Zealand's proposed Code of Sor.ial responsibility are 
discussed later in this chapter. 
1 40The provisions of education Act No 25 of 1 978 requiring compulsory enrolment and continuos 
attendance, also describes the forms of punishment for parents and children who do not adhere to the 
enrolment and attendance regulations. 
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Response Group ( 1 998) argued that the thrust of the government was on the supposed 

deviant behaviour of some of its citizens and subjects, with rhetoric far exceeding 

" legi s lation and the actual commitment of resources where they are most 

needed"(MUCE Pol icy Response Group ( 1 998 :23). 

As it is  argued elsewhere in this study, education policies that insist on individualism 

and market competition contribute significantly to this type of "risk" which is  based on 

the predictive approaches. 

Another perspective of "children at risk" is the descriptive approach, according to 

which, students who are already performing poorly or fail ing in school are at-risk 

because they have not been able to successfully take advantage of the "regular" school 

program and wil l  l ikely fall further behind or drop out. Thus, this approach reflects a 

monitoring/intervention strategy (Hixson and Tinzmann 1 990). 

However, this approach is also problematic because it identifies the student as at risk 

after school-related problems have occurred; thus, l imiting the chances of early 

intervention. Even when there is early identification, the negative labelling may affect 

the student's morale and motivation for advancement. As Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990) 

observe: 

The typical intervention involves ancil lary programs that (a) do not 
promote changes in the "regular" program, (b) intensify the impact of 
negative label l ing and isolation of less successful students from 
important peer role models and support systems, and (c) tend to slow 
down student progress and thereby exacerbate the degree to which 
students fal l  behind and further diminish their belief that they will ever 
"catch up" (Hixson and Tinzmann 1 990:unpaged). 

Outcome oriented education policies that encourage competition amongst schools (e.g. 

examination results league tables) and teachers (e.g. performance management schemes 

(PMS) may contribute to a descriptive approach to "children at risk" . 

The unilateral perspective , on the other hand, proclaims that, with the increase in 

the number and complexity of problems faced by today's youth, all students are at risk 

in one way or another. Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990) argue that: 

On the one hand, this approach is attractive because first, it addresses 
egal itarian ideals and values and second, it al lays the fears of many 
parents, educators, and policy makers that disproportionate attention is  
being paid to poorly performing students at the expense of both the most 
gifted and the average students (Hixson and Tinzmann 1 990:unpaged) . 
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Tanzania's policy statement regarding 'screening for talented chi ldren' subscribes to 

this perspective. 

It is debatable whether the unilateral perspective of "chi ldren at risk" can encourage 

egalitarian universal provision of educational resources, since it lacks recognition of 

extending more assistance according to needs. As Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990) 

caution: 

Although the logic of unilateral perspective is seductive, it ignores the 
urgent need to focus attention on those students for whom structural and 
organisational impediments in the current model of school ing have most 
often and most consistently resulted in unacceptable levels of academic 
and intellectual development, whether the students finish school or not 
(Hixson and Tinzmann I 990:unpaged).  

They further argue that: 

We must be mindful of the axioms that to treat people equally does not 
mean that they should be treated the same, and that in most arenas of 
l ife, we focus our attention and resources on those areas in which there 
are the greatest problems and need (Hixson and Tinzmann 
1 990:unpaged). 

Thus, if not applied with caution, the unilateral perspective may insist on entitlement 

justice while negating fair distribution according to need. Contemporary policies, such 

as the proposal to phase out the "quota system" in Tanzania, bulk funding and school

based management in New Zealand, may also contribute to this perspective 
1 4 1 . 

School-based management policies, for example, lead to the tendency to consider 

individual schools in isolation from the context within which they are located. This has 

negative implications for "children at risk" because it presupposes that each school is on 

the same level play ground, regardless of the context of the community within which 

they are located. As Gordon ( 1 995) argues, if schools are considered in isolation from 

the context within which they are located and must work, it is fairly easy to transform 

the socio-political problems of inequality in school achievement into a technical problem 

of school governance and management. 

The school factors perspective is another perspective for understanding "children at 

risk" .  Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990) contend that, recently,  especial1y in the United 

States, the tendency to blame school fai lure simply on characteristics of the students, 

1 4 1The impact of the respective policies on provision of education to children at risk is analysed later 
in this chapter. 
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their communities or their famil ies has diminished or is at least less overt. They point 

out that there is  an emerging body of research, such as that of Richardson & Colfer 

( 1 990), which looks at school factors as potential causes of "at-riskness" .  

The school characteristics that have been identified as  hindering the academic 

achievement of many students include: 

• inflexible schedules; 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

narrow curricula; 

a priority focus on basic/lower-order skills; 

inappropriate, l imited, and rigid instructional strategies; 

inappropriate texts and other instructional materials; 

over-reliance on standardised tests to make instructional and curricular decisions; 

tracking and isolated pul l-out programs; 

and teacher and administrators' bel iefs and attitudes toward both students and their 

parents (Hixson and Tinzmann 1 990). 

It may be argued that the New Zealand Education Review Office (ERO) tends to take 

the school factor approach.  It is stated in one of ERO's ( 1 998) reports, for example, 

that: 

The Education Review Office regularly reviews al l schools in New 
Zealand and is in a unique position to assess the degree to which policies 
and practices in individual schools are contributing to student 
achievement. From its observations within schools, ERO has developed 
the strong view that schools can and do make a difference to student 
achievement (ERO 1 998:36). 

Thus, s ince its inception, in accordance to Tomorrow's School policy, one of ERO's 

major activities has been to inspect schools, to give good grades to some, lower grades 

to others or even to recommend for some schools to be closed. In-depth studies on how 

ERO carries out its supervisory role would be able to explicate some of the ERO's 

evaluation techniques . At this juncture, it suffices to note ERO's commitment to the 

national standard tests. ERO ( 1 998) contends that: 

However, in this study the actual achievement of the students in decile 1 
schools is invisible. This means that the impact of high performing 
trustees, principals and teachers on the learning of their students is also 
invisible.  This is not because the impact does not exist but simply 
because at present there is no way of knowing about the progress and 
achievement of individual students in terms of national standards (ERO 
1 998:37) .  
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While a closer look at factors within schools that are affecting chi ldren's learning may 

lead to identifying some specific school related issues that put some children at risk, it 

may be argued that a 'Polaroid snapshot' of winners and losers may aggravate rather 

than lessen the problems associated with "chi ldren at risk" .  

The limhation of the school factors perspective is that i t  overlooks the economic, social 

and political structures which are important to understanding "children at risk" but are 

beyond the j urisdiction of the school system. Thus, the school factors approach 

constantly blames schools as the cause rather than as a symptom of socio-economic 

problems (Britain's National Commission on Education 1 996:5). 

The market-driven school choice policies that subject schools to market pressures so 

that they can improve their performance also subscribe to a school factors perspective. 

The above discussion shows that each of the perspectives can be helpful in some 

aspects but l imited in others. This could be because each approach seem to emphasise 

some factors while ignoring others. It is worth noting that the education process is  

affected by factors which are both within and outside the school environment. A range 

of factors can promote or hinder the students' progress in the education process: e.g. 

the social and academic organisation of the school ; the personal and background 

characteristics/circumstances of students and their families; the community contexts 

within which students, famil ies, and schools exist; and the relationship of each of these 

factors to the others (Natriel lo et. al. 1 990, Richardson & Col fer 1 990) 1 42. 

In an attempt to explain how material and social deprivation translate to lower 

attainment, for example, Britain's "National Commission on Education" ( 1 996) 

examined some inter-related factors that contribute to educational disadvantage of the 

poor. The Commission came to the conclusion that the inter-relation of poverty factors 

contribute to disadvantages which, in turn, l imit educational opportunities and reduce 

the abi lity of children to benefit from schooling. Moreover, the Commission contends 

that these characteristics not only accumulate but also they reinforce each other so that 

their collective impact is even greater than the sum of the individual factors. 

It is worth noting, however, that the weaknesses or strengths of each perspective do not 

make it either entirely wrong or correct. What is missing in each perSpective is a holistic 

understanding of "children at risk" as well as the inherent tendency to apportion blame 

1 42In Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990: Unpaged). 
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for the "riskness"  of some children in society to either the school,  the student or 

famil ies. 

Drawing from the above considerations, in this thesis, therefore, "children at-risk" in 

educational terms are understood to be those school aged children who are denied 

equitable access to educational opportunities; those who have tendencies to leave school 

at the first opportunity and those whose educational achievement is hindered by social 

and environmental factors. The study also embraces Richardson and Colfer's ( 1 990) 

view that: 

The responsibil ity for the at-risk status of a child, therefore, does not 
reside in one individual - be it the child, mother, or teacher - or in one 
institution - the school . Society creates schools in certain ways to meet 
i ts goals and expectations, thus creating environments in which certain 
children are at risk. The solution to the at-riskness of children and youth, 
then lies with us all (Richardson and Colfer's 1 990: 1 1 0 in Hixson and 
Tinzmann 1 990:unpaged). 

It has to be realised, however, that such a view, noble as it is,  needs socio-economic 

policies that can give direction to the theory and practice of education towards that end. 

It is important, therefore, to understand "chi ldren at risk" in broader socio-economic 

and ideological developments within the production, consumption and reproduction 

context, particularly those contributing to educational disadvantages;  with a view of 

setting the basis for confronting al l aspects that put "children at risk" .  

In other words, therefore, any solution for problems of "children at  risk" must be 

conjointly found at the educational as well as the economic and social policy levels. By 

the same token, it is the researcher's understanding that the state has the responsibility 

to ensure that appropriate policies and practices are in place to curb the tendencies to 

create "children at risk",  as well as to ensure the provision of education to those who 

are already "at risk". 

Bui lding upon the view that marketisation of education based on neo-liberal ideological 

assumptions contribute negatively to social justice in education , in the fol lowing 

analysis, the researcher attempts to expl icate how market oriented education policies, 

under the auspices of neo-liberal agenda, are contributing to the problem of "chi ldren at 

risk" in Tanzania and New Zealand. 
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Market Oriented Policies and Access to Education 

Based on the conviction that, in order to contribute to social justice, access to education 

has to go beyond enrolment and attendance to include the type of instruction, who is 

accountable for whom and for what, as wel l  as the status of schooling in the society 

(Muganda 1 997, Darling-Hammond, 1 99 1 ) , a holistic approach to access to education 

with all its complexity is considered within this study. 

As stated earlier, moves to market rational ism that are embedded in contemporary 

education reform policies have not only impacted on the whole philosophy of providing 

education but also have serious implications for the education of "children at risk" .  

These pol icies hinder or l imit avenues for 'at risk' chi ldren to get the benefits of 

education. In the fol lowing analysis some market oriented contemporary education 

policies in Tanzania and New Zealand are examined, their underpinning neo-liberal 

ideology is identified and their effects on issues of "children at risk" are explored. 

Impl ications of Individualism, Market Competition and Outcome 

Oriented Education Policies 

Illustrative cases of market oriented policies that are based on individualism and market 

competition that have effects on "children at risk" considered in this analysis include: 

the phasing out of the quota system of selecting secondary students in Tanzania; de

zoning and school choice in New Zealand; and, certain forms of special education. 

B ased on neo-l iberal assumptions of individual ism and market competit ion, 

contemporary education policy reforms in Tanzania advocate phasing out of the "quota 

system" of selecting students into public secondary schools 1 43 .  It is argued that the 

quota system which was introduced to ensure district and gender parities gives 

opportunity to underachieving chi ldren while denying access to the more "deserving 

ones" .  In advocating the phasing out of the quota system, Tanzania's Education and 

Training Policy ' states that: 

Inherent in the quota system has been its tendency to push up children 
with low achievement levels while at the same time denying access to the 
more deserving ones (TZ-ETP:2 1 ) . 

The policy statement goes on to recommend that the quota system, therefore, shall be 

phased out. In its stipulation, the policy statement seems to suggest that there i s  

1 43S d d . . T . .  I econ ary e ucatJOn In anzanla IS not compu sory. 
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something inherently wrong with the children to whom the quota system, as a form of 

affirmative action, was extended. Such an attitude not only contributes towards putting 

more children in traditionally disadvantaged sectors at risk but also has a the tendency 

of apportioning blame to the victims. Rather than finding out why the children from 

some sectors are not achieving to the expected levels, the children are condemned as 

"the undeserving ones" with the attention directed to the already advantaged, in the 

name of fair competition. 

It can also be argued that the way of phasing out the quota system of secondary 

education placement does not provide opportunity for a reasonable dialogue between the 

Tanzanian government and those directly affected. Further, it l imits avenues for 

building the necessary capacity and possibilities of sorting out the problem of under

achievement in the affected sectors. By localising and even individualising the problem, 

the policy as stated in the TZ-ETP, condones the fundamental structural causes of 

under-achievement; thus, leaving the children in the affected sectors to remain in the "at 

risk" situations, with more queuing to join the l ist. 

Moreover, it can be surmised that the policy of phasing out the quota system in 

Tanzania seems to embrace the outcome view of education, rather than the holistic 

consideration that include: resourcing, processes and outcomes. Thus, rather than 

suggesting ways to improve the performance of the so-called "undeserving ones",  the 

policy seeks to eliminate them from the public secondary schooling processes, so as to 

enable the education system to boast of "better outcomes". 

Simi larly ,  the effects of the focus on outcomes in education can be observed in the 

implementation of special education streaming in New Zealand, if categorisation of the 

chi ldren into special education programmes is done for the purpose of improving the 

performance records and 'efficiency' of the mainstream education system rather than 

helping the children who are categorised (Codd 1 987:75). 

Efforts to eliminate the "children at risk" from the system, so as to boost the outcomes 

of the system, may create a state of bleakness of expectation that would result in 

thwarting the aspirations of these children and, thus, discouraging them from striving 

for progress, not only in school but also in l ife. 

Studies (lshumi 1 984, Urch 1 986) have indicated for example, that most primary 

school students in Tanzania aspire to continue with secondary education which would 

assure them good income. Thus, when they do not "pass" the primary leaving 

examination, they suffer a stigma of failure in life. 
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The New Zealand assisted entry scheme into private schools also serves as another 

example of access policies that contribute to the problem of "children at risk". In 1 995, 

the New Zealand government announced the 'assisted entry scheme' "by which 480 

chi ldren from poorer families would be given a chance to attend private schools at 

government expense" (Snook 1 995 :6) .  Referring to the scheme, Snook ( 1 995) argues 

that targeting educational assistance to those who are "poor" in economic terms usually 

misses the point because research has shown that it is children with "cultural capital " 

(e.g. children of parents with higher education and professional jobs) who benefit from 

such schemes. Moreover, he contends that: 

As a result of schemes like this, highly motivated students are sjphoned 
off to the private sector reinforcing its "successful record" and depriving 
the state sector of those who might provide higher levels of aspiration 
for other students (Snook 1 995:7). 

The assisted entry scheme may be construed by some children and parents as an 

admission by the government that private schools are better than public schools and, 

hence, either to try to get into private school or to grudgingly stay in the public school 

system. This may adversely affect the motivation levels of some students in public 

schools as well as contributing towards undermining the morale and image of public 

schools, in general . 

It is argued in this thesis, therefore, that education pol icies based on individualism and 

market competition can enhance the already existing individual advantages, curtai l 

distribution of resources according to needs and foster inequality. Hence, such policies 

contribute negatively to social justice in education since social justice is considered only 

in terms of entitlement and legal rights rather than fairness. 

Such a conceptualisation of social justice could have adverse affects on "children at 

risk" because, as Brown ( 1 985) asserts, the entitlement conceptualisation of justice 

signifies that: 

Those born fortunate should remain so, protected by the inviolabil ity of 
their rights and entitlement; those born unfortunate shall remain 
unfortunate and shall have a good chance of passing on their i l l-fortunes 
to their children (Brown 1 985 : 2 1 3).  

As a corol lary, those who, for whatever reason, cannot compete are not worth 

consideration. It also verifies the contention (Reynold and Sokro 1 996) that, in market 

relations, one is expected to pursue one's personal advantages and not disadvantages, 
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with the key element being competition and differential treatment, according to one's 

abi lity. Thus, the appeal for society to recognise the children's social , economic and 

even physical disadvantages, and to take concerted steps to minimise them, is construed 

as a promotion of "dependency culture" as opposed to the "enterpri�e culture" that is 

compatible with market exchange relations. Peters ( 1 99 1 )  argues that: 

Central to the notion of the "enterprise culture" is the importance of 
reconstructing education so that it wil l  deliver the necessary research, 
skil ls  and attitude required for the nation (New Zealand ) to cumpete in 
the increasingly competitive international economy (Peters 1 99 1  :34). 

The implication of this would be that provision of support for "children at risk", so as 

to offer them opportunities to participate in all that the school has to offer, is  a waste of 

both time and resources that could be used by those who already have comparative 

competitive advantage. 

In that regard, education access policies based on market competition under-emphasise 

the need for co-operation and collective responsibility in society. 

It is s ignificant to note that this is not an aberrant phenomenon of education policy 

reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand. Referring to the British education situation, 

Wolpe and Donald ( 1 983) argue that the neo-conservatives' catch word is "excellence" ,  

which, carries with it the implications that those who for some reason do not attain the 

requisite "excel lence" levels, can justifiably be neglected, or relegated to inferior form 

of education. 

Children at Risk and Market Choice Education Policies 

Supported by the discourse of privatisation, which claimed that "choice in public 

service" will promote efficiency, equity and democracy, market oriented choice policies 

took root in New Zealand. It is stated in the NZ-Picot Report, for example, that: 

Choice wi l l  involve providing a wider range of options both for 
consumers and for learning institutions. Consumers need to be able to 
directly influence their learning institution by having a say in the running 
of it or by being able to turn to acceptable alternatives (NZ-Picot Report 
1 988 :4). 

Later, de-zoning and school choice provisions were included in Tomorrow's Schools 

Policy. It has been noted (Codd 1 994) that, at the beginning, the idea of choice in the 

education system accrued considerable public support. Codd ( 1 994) liotes that: 



It would appear that the promotion of school choice has had strong 
public support, even from within those groups who, on the available 
evidence, would be most l ikely to be disadvantaged by such policies 
(Codd 1 994: 1 ) . 
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However, embedded in the rhetoric of empowerment, freedom, accountabil i ty and 

democracy, etc . ,  to be promoted by school choice, a particular relationship between the 

individual and the state was developing (Martin 1 993:48); reflecting the ideological 

underpinning of market choice that was promoted by supporters of privatisation. 

It has been observed (Martin 1 993, Codd 1 993, Devine 1 997) that the notion of choice 

in public services is based on the "public choice theory" developed by Buchanan and 

Tullock on their idea of human nature. Briefly, "publ ic choice theory" insists that 

human beings are rational, homo economicus, who always seek to maximise their own 

individual advantage and are capable of making rational choices. Thus, government 

regulations that limit individual choices impinge on the individual's freedom. Therefore, 

the market model ,  which would promote a self regulating system, that in  turn wi l l  

ensure individual freedom, improved services and satisfaction to al l  involved, should 

replace state structures. The aim was to minimise the interference with individual 

freedom and the market by the state (Martin 1 993); and the market is taken as the best 

vehicle to secure those objectives (Murphy 1 996). 

However, as the real ity of the market based school choice unfolded, it became clear that 

not only were choices limited by the parameters prescribed by the respective policy 

provisions (Codd 1 994, Irwin 1 998) but also the negative implications l inked with 

choice including: inequal ity, unfairness, consumer pressure, unfair competition for 

financial resources as well as l imiting both public spending and the scope of public 

responsibi l i ty .  School choice policies also lead into "reducing the state's role as a 

principle provider of education" (Codd 1 993: 1 6 1 ). 

These negative implications of market choice, based on public choice theory, have an 

adverse effect on social justice in education, particularly as it relates to "children at 

risk" .  Not only does the choice that is promoted overlook other impediments to choice 

(such as social class, access to information, scarcity of time and finances etc .) but also 

the fact that, in competition, there are always "winners" and "losers" and the loser does 

not effectively accrue the cherished self-interest. 

Thus, one of the important flaws in the application of publ ic choice theory to education 

provision is that it creates an avenue for social injustice. As 10nathan argues, through 

market choice policies: 

, . 



It is probable that some schools will  get better and others worse, with 
those parents who are most informed and articulate influencing and 
obtaining the 'best buy' for their children, thus giving further twist to the 
spiral of cumulative advantage which results when the state is rol led 
back to enable 'free and fair' competition between individuals or groups 
who have quite different starting points in the social race (Jonathan 
1 989:323). 
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Under such circumstances, the education one gets is judged by how much the parent is 

able and willing to invest. With the increasing gap between the rich and poor aggravated 

by policy reforms in other sectors (Gordon 1 995 : 1 ) , more children are l ikely to get a 

low bargain.  Hence, the disadvantaged continue to be disadvantaged while others get 

the advantage of unearned privilege. Thus, it has been argued (Codd 1 993a) that: 

Pol icies which increase the discretionary power of educational 
consumers, give priority to individual l iberty over social justice (Codd 
1 993a: 1 63) .  

These unlimited powers of choice subscribe to what has been referred to (Codd 1 994) 

as "negativefreedom ". Drawing the concept from Berlin, Codd ( 1 994) explains that: 

Negative freedom is a condition in which a person or group is or should 
be free to do or be whatever they are able to do or be without 
interference by others .. . In an ideal market, for example, consumers have 
negative freedom when they are not prevented, by someone else,  
including the state, from choosing what they want to purchase (Codd 
1 994:3) .  

Codd ( 1 994:3)  argues that this negative freedom, upon which market choice education 

polices such as removal of zoning regulations in New Zealand are based, "works 

against social justice because it advances the freedom of some at the cost of the freedom 

of others" .  

By promoting the notion of "exit" and not "voice" in the education system, school 

choice policies subscribe to negative freedom. Thus, those students who drop out of the 

school system may be seen to have exercised their choice prerogative, and the school 

system from which these children drop-out would be under no obligation to try and 

retain them (in most cases they may have been the cl ients who were disrupting the 

smooth running of their business). In this regard, not only are the respective students 

and their parents denied opportunity to "voice" their concerns about sr.hool but also i t  

obscures the need to focus attention on structural and organisational impediments in the 

current model of schooling. In other words, policies that promote "exit as choice" deny 
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the students, their communities and, probably, the society as a whole, the opportunity 

to exercise positive freedom. Explaining positive freedom, Codd notes that: 

[It is] the freedom of a person to be able to choose on the basis of 
reasons and conscious purposes that are their own and are not 
constrained or limited by influences (internal or external) over which 
they have no control (Codd 1 994:3).  

Thus, contending that "education is not something we can choose not to have from the 

position of not having it", Codd ( 1 994:4) argues that " educational choice based upon a 

notion of positive freedom is central to the maintenance of social justice and it should be 

promoted, therefore, within educational policies committed to that goal " .  

However, the combination of market choice together with individualism inherent in 

contemporary education policies, seem to exempt the individuals from contributing and 

attempting to redress the injustice and unfairness in society by providing choice as a 

mechanism for opting out of such responsibil ities. In Tanzani a, for example, by 

sending their children to other schools within or outside the country, most economically 

able parents increasingly have less interest in the improvement of public or other 

schools in their locality. Moreover, the principle of individualism in educational markets 

encourages parents and their children to participate as individual consumers rather than 

as members of the community working towards meeting col lective ends. Such practices 

not only have adverse impact on children at risk but also have the potential of adding 

more children to the 'children at risk' l ist. One wonders how a child or a parent, as a 

consumer, would claim and get refund for mis-education or the missed educational 

opportuni ty . 

Further, it has been argued (Gordon 1 995) that there are several ways in which 

growing material inequalities impact upon school choice. Gordon ( 1 995), observes that: 

The central one mentioned in most of the choice research, is increased 
geographical polarisation. That is ,  where people l ive is increasingly 
determined by their income and work status, and schools tend to reflect 
the area in which they are located (Gordon 1 995: 1 1 ) . 

Important to this discussion, however, is the evidence that, as a result of school choice 

in New Zealand, there has developed a hierarchy of schools with the most popul ar 

schools located in the wealthy areas and the least popular schools in the least wealthy 

ones. It has been noted (Gordon 1 995) that schools in the wealthiest areas tend to 

become ful l ,  whilst those in the poorest areas suffer from fal ling rolls .  Ironically,  it is  
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these under-funded schools, in poor communities, who also have to deal with various 

social welfare related problems. Gordon ( 1 995) notes that: 

There are indications that the kind of "social welfare problems" which 
schools are having to deal with are both growing in number and 
increasingly concentrated into certain schools in particular those in poor 
urban areas which are also suffering from stagnant and fal l ing rol l s  
(Gordon 1 995 : 1 ) . 

The implication of school choice policies for the "children at risk" is that such 

arrangements have possibil ities of widening levels of education opportunities and can 

easi ly discriminate against schools serving disadvantaged communities ; with the 

consequence of putting the children in these communities and, their future generations 

"at risk" .  Thus, inequity in education, therefore, facilitates inequalities in the society by 

maintaining the status quo; which means reproducing existing social differentiation and 

structure. 

The descriptions of rich and poor schools in New Zealand (Gordon 1 994, ERO 1 998) 

verify this argument. Gordon ( 1 994) notes that: 

The rich schools in (this) study have a high proportion of middle class 
Pakeha famil ies, a low rate of single parenthood, low unemployment , 
few or no Maori or Pacific Island people but often a high Asian 
population. A key characteristic is stability of population; the turnover of 
students is very low. 

The picture of poorer schools is very different. In some of the schools 
more than half the families exist on social welfare benefits, and those in 
work are always on semi or unskilled Jobs.  Maori and Pacific Island 
populations are much higher, as is the number in single-parent famil ies. 
One clear characteristic, especially in primary schools, is the transient 
nature of the population : .. (Gordon 1 994: 1 14) .  

The description of rich and poorer schools above is  similar to the descriptions of 

schools in decile 1 0  (rich) and decile l (poor) schools as graded by the Ministry of 

Education. Thus, children in the communities where poor schools are located may 

easi ly fit in the 'at risk' category that is identified in the predictive perspective of 

children at risk. It can be argued, therefore, that school choice policies have aggravated 

the risk situation of these children. 

Market oriented choice may also imply that schools which are not financial ly 

independent will  constantly respond to transitory and populist demands at the expense 

of setting or exploring long term strategies for improvement that wonhl be beneficial to 

the students and their community. 
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Likewise,  schools would strive to develop what the "paying" consumer wants, 

regardless of whether it contributes to injustice or moral outrage. Gordon ( 1 994: 1 1 5)  

notes, for example, that "Maori and Pacific Island communities were heavily under

represented on the boards of "poor" schools · . . . . " even though they make a 

significant population of these schools" .  Thus, in poor schools, there seems to be a 

confl ict between community representation and experiences required by the "efficient" 

board of trustees. Consequently, such arrangements may undermine the "voice" of the 

community. In that regard, school factors induced and supported by state policies 

would contribute towards the "riskness" of chi ldren in the poor communities. 

Policies Based on Budgetary Restraint and Market Efficit:ncy 

Market rationalisation policies are characterised by the monetarist conc..eptualisation of 

services which promotes targeting as being more cost-effective than universal 

provision. As van de Walle & Nead ( 1 995) observe, amidst the pressure to reduce 

public expenditure, the monetarist argument claims that targeting allows governments to 

provide for the special needs of the targeted groups more effectively and at lower costs. 

Thus, the market oriented reforms signify a shift from universal provision to targeting 

whose implications to provision of education include categorisation ; whereby "at risk" 

children are identified so as to cater for their special needs. 

While the move to cater for specific needs of "children at risk" is appealing, l iterature on 

special education, however, expresses scepticism with some of the functions of 

categorisation , as well as the processes through which categories are created. 

Cautioning that categories may have contradictory functions, Codd ( 1 987) contends 

that: 

On the one hand, categories may be used to provide a justifactory 
argument for differential treatment, while on the other, they may serve to 
legitimate the social arrangements by which the differential treatment is 
maintained in order to improve the efficiency of the system. In the 
former it is argued that because a child has X or Y characteristics, there 
can be no equality of opportunity for that child unless a special education 
programme is adapted to those characteristics. Here, the category is  
justified on ethical grounds. But in the latter, the categorisation of the 
child may be l ittle more than the administrative mechanism for the 
efficient use of existing educational provisions (Codd 1 987:75). 

Thus the child who i s  categorised for differential treatment so as to improve the 

efficiency of the system is l ikely to experience the adverse effects of the descriptive 

approach to issues of "children at risk," including stigmatisation and a sense of despair. 
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It is also important to note that, with contemporary policies encouraging individualistic 

behaviour, the tendency to support others is decreasing. Referring to research studies 

carried out in USA and Canada, Hixson and Tinzmann ( 1 990:unpaged) have indicated 

change in  the public's interest and willingness to support schools for "other people's" 

children or for services for the increasing number of youth with various social, 

personal, emotional, or for that matter, educational-related needs. 

This is not an isolated situation in Canada and USA; it is true elsewhere, in developed 

as well as developing nations. Some incidence statistics relating to the plight of children 

who are "at risk" are alarming. These include how the disadvantaged chi ldren are 

perceived and treated in some countries. The Dai ly Nation ( Friday 1 7  Apri l ,  1 998 ) 

news paper in Kenya reported, for example, that Nairobi Police top official, Joseph 

Kaguthi ' s  plan to get the city rid of street children include: 

. . .  asking the people of Nairobi not to give money or food to the street 
children. He is convinced that if they are not given money or food, they 
wil l  stop begging and should they resort to mugging, then police will be 

there to deal with them
l44

. 

By the same token, a senior social welfare official in Tanzania was quoted lamenting 

that street children in Tanzania were, "Often picked up (by the police) just because they 

are dirty and on the streets" (Kil imwiko 1 995) .Verifying similar happenings in 

Tanzania, Tanzania' s Chief Justice, Francis Nyalali, was quoted saying that the pl ight 

of the chi ldren is a result of the low priority they are accorded by the authorities. 

"Tanzania has not yet reached the point of no return in the manner we deal with 

children, but we must act now before it is too late," he declares (Kilimwiko 1 995). 

Tanzania' s Minister of Education and Culture, Mr. Juma Kapuya was recently reported 

as saying that he is worried about the child labour situation in Tanzania which has 

become worse since 1 980. The minister expressed fears that children were among the 

more than 90 victims who were buried alive, in early April 1 998,  in mine pits in 

Mererani in the northern region of Arusha.
1 45 

Although child labour has been widely 

criticised in Tanzania, a number of small-scale miners prefer to employ children. 

Teenage boys who are more flexible and efficient in passing complicated narrow 

passages in mine-pits, nicknamed "snake boys" ,  are employed to do jobs in these 

hazardous conditions. 

1 44The Daily Nation Newspaper ( Friday I7 April , 1 998). 
1 45in the EASTERN AFRICAN NEWS (April 27, 1 998). 
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All the above mentioned incidents indicate that the plight of the "children at risk" is 

becoming worse and that the market oriented pol icies which are minimising their 

chances of getting education do not make it any easier. Inspecting an anti-child labour 

march, Tanzania' s Minister of Education and Culture appealed to international agencies 

deal ing with children's rights to provide educational development aid for developing 
. 1 46 

countnes 

Another problem relating to targeting is that, since poverty is seen as a transient status, 

it is difficult to organise strong lobbies focused on it. As Levin & Riffel ( 1994) argue, 

It is hard to envisage a movement based on pride in being poor. Indeed, 
poverty is sti l l  frequently viewed as a condition to be ashamed of, and 
which is one's own fault. Not only does this view l imit political work 
around the issue, it also l imits the respect or sympathy with which 
lobbying efforts will be met. The poor also tend to lack the resources to 
organise (Levin & Riffel 1 994:unpaged). 

The authors contend that, for all these reasons, poverty is an issue that is largely 

forgotten in education policy-making. 

A similar observation can be made about New Zealand. The reference to effective decile 

1 schools, and the suggestion of using a standard test to identify a few students who are 

doing well in these "poor" schools, may be construed as an indication that "poverty" is 

not a recognised category within the New Zealand system. 

The effect of non-recognition of socio-economic issues, like poverty, is that it may lead 

to unilateral approaches to problems of children at risk; and, hence, to a tendency to 

ignore social and economic policies that are affecting access to equitable education. 

Further, as Sen ( 1 995) points out, the main problem of targeting also l ies in the fact that 

it does not at al l suggest that recipients are active people, functioning on their own, 

acting and doing things. The image is one of passive receivers rather than active agents. 

If we extend this image to the situations of "children at risk" , it is more l ikely that the 

tendency would be to try to' assimilate or make them adaptive to the existing school 

environment without paying attention to those aspects of the education system, or the 

school, that put them in the disadvantaged position. 

1 46Ibid. 
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The fact that Tanzania' s Education and Training Policy identifies hunters, gatherers, 

fishermen and pastoral ists, as groups of people who are disadvantaged because of their 

style of l iving, signifies the tendency of blaming the victim; with the consequence of 

trying to assimilate them to the mainstream schooling system, which may not be 

appropriate to their social, economic or cultural base. 

It has also to be noted that sometimes administrative and social costs incurred in the 

processes of targeting may outweigh the benefits; with time and resources spent on 

attempting to identify the at-risk children with precision (van de Walle & Nead 1 995). 

Strict application of rules and measures to eliminate the "undeserving" may result in the 

error of deal ing with those who qual ify rather than those with real needs. Some people 

might provide inaccurate or false information so as to qualify for the benefit. Thus, in 

most cases, it is only those who know where, how or who to ask for help, benefit from 

targeting. 

Another issue related to targeting based on market rationalism is that the identification of 

those who qual ify depends heavily on factors that are measurable or observable. Thus, 

there are some families or communities that may not be easily identified for targeting 

although their children are at risk. For instance, there are sound theoretical reasons to 

believe that individual decisions are influenced by the present view of their future. As 

Gambetta ( 1 987) observes: 

Events l ike a mortgage to be nearly paid up, an expected career 
advancement or, on the other hand, the risk of being made redundant 
could respectively enhance or depress the expected income and - through 
such expectation - the chances of sending chi ldren to school for longer 
periods (Gambetta 1 987: 1 09). 

Thus, the measure of income that does not include these expectations is incomplete and 

is likely to exclude some of the "children at risk" 
1 47. 

The rural areas may also be vulnerable, due to lack of a social infrastructure and the 

relative isolation of the communities. Rational isation of services may lead to some rural 

schools being closed down; thus, making children from those areas suffer travel fatigue 

which may adversely affect their progress or even their attendance. 

1 47 An in-depth study on the effects on education, of current reported and un -reported jobs lost or 
expected to be lost due to business closures, mergers or bankruptcy and retrenchment exercises carried 
out in the name of organisational efficiency may give an insight on the extent of the problem in 
Tanzania and New Zealand. 
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It has also to be noted that out-of-pocket expenses for books, uniforms, transportation, 

foregone labour earnings and other expenses, are l ikely to deter school attendance to 

children from low-income famil ies. This phenomenon, is  more rampan� ut by no 

f· d d I ' . 148 
means con me to eve opmg natIOns . 

Moreover, with targeting, government becomes a charitable organisation rather than a 

responsible organism of the society. The targeted citizens, therefore, cannot claim the 

service as a right and governments can withdraw the services at will .  

By emphasising budgetary concerns, market oriented policies also put undue emphasis 

on budgetary issues at the expense of setting strategies for improvement. "Cost 

sharing" programmes vindicate such budgetary tendencies. In Tanzania's policy reform 

documents, for example, the proposed "cost sharing" programmes aim at reducing the 

unit costs of education to the state, especially at secondary and tertiary a levels .  The 

suggested "cost sharing" programmes include: students and or their parents shouldering 

catering and transport costs; moving the financing of education towards greater 

community, parent and private participation; and encouraging students to borrow 

against their future expected earnings. Of significance is that such programmes do not 

seem to take into consideration the income levels of most Tanzanians . Consequently, as 

appendix D indicates, those who can not afford the cost have to drop out of the school 

system. Similar observations can be made regarding the New Zealand Tertiary Students 

Loan Scheme (Lauder 1 990). 

A further consideration is that targeting seems to group children according to "their 

deficiencies" .  Thus ,  i t  can be construed as a form of tracking which segregates and 

compacts the problems of the already disadvantaged students. It may also stigmatise the 

targeted children, their schools and their communities. 

It has also to be noted that targeting, as a descriptive approach to issues of "children at 

risk" ,  is mainly an intervention into an already problematic s ituation . Thus, there is a 

greater chance of using more resources on emergency situations, rather than long term 

planned programmes that could pre-empt such emergencies. 

1 48Referring to the situation in New Zealand in the 1 990s Gordon ( 1 995: 1 0) contends that: "A number 
of New Zealand studies have investigated the effects of increasing poverty, especially as a result of the 
1 990 benefit cuts. Increased tension at home, un alleviated health problems, inadequate food, no money 
for clothing and the inability to meet costs such as examination fee for school certificate are only a few 
of the common problems" .  
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Concluding Remarks 

The foregoing discussion has indicated that the current market oriented education policy 

reforms cal l into question society's collective responsibil ity and commitment to its 

chi ldren, rationalises the inequality in educational opportunity and mystifies parental 

choice and community empowerment. Under the current arrangements, there is a 

possibility of the government becoming a charitable organisation to the children rather 

than a responsible agent for the development and protection of all  the c itizens .  

Consequently, market oriented education policies are creating environments which are 

increasingly producing "at risk chi ldren", disparities among communities as well as 

alienating the parents and their children from the school system. 

The cost of denied opportunity to the youngsters, however, has a propensity to spread 

beyond the children, their famil ies or communities to the society aDd even the market 

itself. Students who are suspended, dropping out of school or getting low qual ity 

education in under-resourced schools ,  as well as those who cannot face-up the 

. challenges of life, are at risk of becoming social derelicts. The New Zealand Youth Law 

Office 
1 49 

has noted, for example, that "suspensions are likely to cause young people to 

get into trouble, fall behind in school work and develop negative attitudes to school, 

with suspended students experiencing anger, depression and feel ing "stink and 

unwanted" (Education Review 1 997: 1 ). 

Studies on urban youth and youngsters in Eastern Africa indicate similar tendencies 

(Ishumi 1 984, Kil imwiko 1 994) only with more dire consequences. Describing the 

plight of the children of the poor in Tanzania, Kilimwiko ( 1 994) observes that many 

impoverished school drop-outs are used as child labour or have just taken to the streets 

of c ities and towns where they join the ranks of the unemployed, scrounging on the 

streets and often being forced to turn to prostitution, pick pocketing and other crimes. 

Under such conditions, they not only contribute to social disharmony but also it is  

difficult for the society to harness the productive potential of these youngsters . It can 

also be argued that the youngsters without requisite ski l ls have l ittle hope for decent 

incomes to make them worth-while consumers; which, in turn, l imits the development 

and expansion of the market. 

The above observations indicate that growing social disparity breeds tensions that in 

turn, interfere with the harmony and stability necessary for the smooth functioning of 

149The report is based on case studies. 
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the market. The relevance of such observations to our contemporary societies cannot be 

over-emphasised. From the popular media (television, news.papers, etc .) ,  both in 

Tanzania and in New Zealand, it is apparent that there is growing concern about the 

increase in juvenile crime, teenage suicide and truancy. Further, government officials 

and politicians are reported as increasingly voicing concern about the changing 

1 · · 
. .  

d 'a1 
. . 1 50 

mora lty, IncreasIng crIme-rate an SOCl InsecurIty . 

It is contended, in this thesis, that the challenge is to establish practices that stimulate all 

students to learn while ensuring that the diverse needs of students at greatest risk are 

met in non-disesteerning ways. It is argued that there is a need to underscore that neither 

the nostalgic "good old days" nor the "brave new world" of the market panacea i s  

leading the contemporary societies to appropriate alternatives. While governments make 

sober searches for alternative solutions, they need to acknowledge the impact the policy 

reforms that started in the 1 980s, have had on the provision of education and on social 

justice for all children. 

1 50The East African News of September, 1 997, reported the Deputy Minister for Labour and Youth 
Development, in Tanzania, lamenting the moral decay among the youth and appeal ing for public 
support to remedy the situation. The former President, Julius Nyerere was also quoted saying that the 
rate of crimes which include rape and child molestation cases was deplorable. 



PART VI 

Chapter Twelve 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

This thesis has attempted to conceptual ise and explain the education policy changes 

that have occurred in Tanzania and New Zealand since the 1 980s. It has analysed 

soc io-economic and discursive influences as well as c ircumstances surrounding 

contemporary education privatisation policy reforms in both countries. Further, it has 
examined the implications of education privatisation policies for the state in the 

provision of education and for social justice in the society, particularly as it relates to 
"children at risk". 

This study has been guided by l ines of inquiry which were broad in scope at the 

beginning (see p.5) but became more focused and specific as the major arguments of 

the study were developed. 

Inquiries relating to the major economic and pol itical changes in Tanzania and New 
Zealand since the era of industrial capital ism and the impact of these changes on 

education policies in both countries entai led analysis of the processes of capital 

accumulation and legitimation in different capitalist formations and their influences 
on national education policies. In explicating the key policy documents and the part 
they played in the educational policy process, the analysis has focused on the changes 

in the orientation of education pol icy in Tanzania and New Zealand in different 
capitalist formations. 

Inquiries on the similarities and differences in education policy reforms of Tanzania 
and New Zealand, on the other hand, have guided the researcher to select the 
comparati ve education policy analysis approach (CEP A) and critical discourse 

analysis (CDA) as a dual methodology for this study. 

Analysis of the ideological assumptions underlying education policy in both 

countries, provides evidence of the influence of the discourse of privatisation on 
contemporary education policy reforms. Highl ighting the major effects of increasing 

privatisation in both countries, the impl ications of contemporary policy reforms for 

the provision of education are discussed using "children at risk" as a case in point. It is  
argued, on the basis of avai lable empirical evidence that the implementation of 
privatisation pol icies has had an adverse effect on social justice in both Tanzania and 
New Zealand. 

This concluding part of the study, presents the summary, conclusions, pol icy 
recommendations and suggestions for further studies in the l ight of what has been 
presented in this thesis. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

In the course of this study, the researcher has developed a number of arguments regarding 

contemporary education policy reforms, based on both theoretical arguments and existing 

realities of the inter-relationship between education policy and the state, socio-economic 

development, as well as social justice and children at risk. 

This section presents a summary and conclusions, drawn from the study on: the socio

historical context of contemporary education policy reforms; the influences of the discourse 

of privatisation on current education reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand; the 

implications of market oriented policies for social justice in education ; as well as the 

methodology employed in this study. 

Education Policy Reforms and the Processes of Capital Accumulation and 

Legitimation 

This thesis upholds the view that education policies are developed within a social, political 

and economic environment and that they are connected to the dynamics of socio-economic 

formations. Thus, processes of capital accumulation and legitimation, of both economic 

and political structures, are important in understanding education policy reforms. 

In the attempt to underscore contemporary education privatisation policy reforms in 

Tanzania and New Zealand, this study has placed both of them in the context of the 

capitalist mode of production . Tracing their socio-hi storical genesis, the thesis has 

examined the changes in the education pol icy orientations within the transformations of 

capital ism over time, particularly, as they relate to the nature, position and functions of the 

capitalist state in each formation. In the context sections, therefore, the rdationship between 

the state and education, as well as the economic, social and ideological functions of 

education in different capital ist formations, are explicated and analysed. Although the study 

focuses on Tanzania and New Zealand, the wider context (the world capitalist system) is  

also explored, particularly as it relates to the respective countries. 

The thesis argues that the functions and nature of provision of education in both Tanzania 

and New Zealand have been changing in response to the transformations within the 
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capitalist world system, particularly the form of capital involved; and, hence, the nature and 

position of the state (see figure 12 :  1 ) . 

Figure 1 2. 1 :  Education, the State and the Transformation of Capitalism 

CAPITALIST 
TRANSFORMA TIONS 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
CHARACTERISTICS 

NATURE OF THE 
STATE 

CHARACTERISTICS 
OF 
EDUCATION 
PROVIDED 

I n d u st r i a l  
C a p i talism ( 1 9th 

Century - World War 
1 1 ) 

Laissez-affair 
competition, Empire 
building -acquisition of 
colonies.  

Imperial + Colonial states 

Education was a form of 
economic and social 
control . 

The form and content of 
the education systems 
corresponded to the 
different positions of 
groups of people in the 
economy. 

It encouraged subservient 
behaviour, segregation, 
gender inequality, 
vocationalism and 
domination 
of the weak by the 
strong especial ly in the 

economic field . 

Finance C a p i talism 
(World War 1 1  
- 1 9 8 0 s )  

Breakdown of the 
empires, Proliferation of 
national states, 
Keynesian state 
welfarism, the rise of 
international economic 
and political 
organisations, Cold war. 

National 
Welfare state 

Education was viewed as 
"a public good" 

Emphasis on Universal 
Provision of education 

Attempts to redress the 
imbalances across social 
& economic groups. 

Encouraged co-operative 
attitudes, critical 
th inking,  
self-confidence and the 
unity between manual and 
mental work. There was 

an 
of educational 

di stribution 
across races, sexes, 

religions and regions. 

Glubal  fi nance 
C a p i tal ism ( 1 980s 
o n )  

Consolidation of 
economic organisation in 
Quasi- governmental 
Transnational 
organisations that 
compromised the 
sovereignty of national 
states, end of the cold war, 
market rationalism & 
priority to 
debt servicing. 

Contractual state 

Education is viewed as a 
"private good" 

Provision is based on cost 
efficiency; market 
competition,  
individualism and 
professional mistrust. 

It encourages 
individualism, 
competition, consumer 
choice, inequity and 
vocati onal i s m .  

As figure 1 2: 1 indicates, during the formation of industrial capital ism, the socio-economic 

relations were characterised by laissez-faire competition, empire building and acquisition of 

colonies. The industrial capital ism formation was served by the empire states ,  including 

their colonies. Thus, it is argued that the colonial state in pre-independence Tanzania and 

nineteenth century New Zealand, l ike the metropolitan empire states, supported and 
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defended the interests of capital in their endeavours to expropriate resources and make 

profit on investments. 

In the colonies, indigenous education systems were destroyed, together with the pre

capitalist forms of relations of production, so as to incorporate the indigenous people in the 

capitalist mode of production . Thus, although with different coloniai status, the colonial 

state in both Tanzania and New Zealand establ ished a few western-type schools which 

promoted the needs and values of industrial, capitalist socio-economic relations. 

The form and content of the colonial education systems corresponded to the positions held 

by different groups in the socio-economic relations. Given the low level of technology 

needed for the production of raw materials, it was envisaged that a bare minimum of skills 

and knowledge was needed to develop a productive worker. Thus, in Tanzania, for 

example, secondary education was considered unnecessary for the indigenous Africans. 

Similar observations have been made in reference to the colonial education of Maori in New 

Zealand. The introduction of manual labour to the New Zealand native schools in 1 907 

(Harker 1 985:95),  and the change of emphasis to carpentry later in the 1 930s and 1 940s, 

can be said to have been a move to produce good native farmers and carpenters needed by 

the production and accumulation processes of the time. 

Thus, it is argued in this study that education under industrial capitalism was a form of 

economic and social control (Vincent 1 985;  Shuker 1 987; Mbilinyi ] 982; Nyerere 1 968), 

and that the education policies of the time encouraged subservient behaviour, segregation, 

gender inequality, vocational ism and domination of the weak by the strong, especially in 

the economic field (Nyerere 1 968). 

As figure 1 2. 1  shows, the period between the second World War and 1 980 was the era of 

international finance capital ism formation. This period is characterised by the breakdown of 

the empires, the proliferation of national states, the rise of the international economic and 

pol itical organisations and the cold war between the USA-led Western capitalist bloc and 

the Eastern Socialist bloc led by USSR. 

Unlike the industrial capital ist formation, the basic structure of international finance 

capitalism was formed by "sovereign" nation states, most of which were former colonies 

that were given political independence so that they could fit in the new, international finance 

capital ism formation. Under such circumstances, the post-colonial states in Tanzania and 
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New Zealand continued to serve similar roles of nurturing and protecting the international 

bourgeoisie as well as the national petty-bourgeoisie. Therefore, education policies 

promoted by the post-colonial states were geared towards satisfying the labour needs, 

maintaining and legitimating the capitalist relations of production as well as the state itself. 

It is also noted that this period coincides with the Keynesian welfare state era. The 

Keynesian package required the public sector to provide services (e .g. health, education 

and other social services) which, although sometimes not directly productive for the private 

sector, are necessary in order to create conditions that allow profitab i l ity, whi le 

ameliorating the adverse effects of capital accumulation. Through the provision of 

education and other welfare services, the Keynesian welfare state makes capitalist 

development less harsh and, therefore, more acceptable to the working c lass which, in 

turn, legitimates the capitalist relations of production and the state itself. In the post-colonial 

nations, therefore, mass education, at least at the basic levels ,  was crucial for the 

sustainabili ty of capital ist relations and the new imperial order characterised by covert 

imperialism and neo-colonialism. 

Thus, under international finance capitalism, personal rights in the spirit of citizenship and 

nationhood were promoted over property rights 1 5 1 , with education percieved as "a public 

good" .  In Tanzania, for example, individuals were expected to receive formal education for 

and on behalf of al l members of the society, whom they were obl iged to serve (Nyerere 

1 974). 

It is  noted that, in both Tanzania (after independence in 1 960s to 1 980) and New Zealand, 

(since the 1 930s and 1 980s) the state was held responsible for the provision of education 

for all the citizens through the public education system. It is within this socio-economic 

context that progressive policies such as Education for Self-Reliance in Tanzania and 

Universal Post-Primary Education in New Zealand were developed and implemented. The 

emphasis was on universal provision, at least of basic education, and attempts were made 

to redress the imbalances across social ,  economic, and geographic locations. Education 

encouraged co-operative attitudes, critical thinking, self-confidence and unity between 

mental and manual work. 

l 5 1The notion of "personal rights" as opposed to "property rights" is clearly described in Bowles and Gintis 
( 1 986). 
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It is argued, however, that alongside the welfare state was the growing globalisation 

process which was manifest in the international isation of labour, through technological 

advances in communication, labour migration, international ( later transnationaJ) 

investments, as well as privatisation and national isation of debt (Hoogvelt 1 997). Aided by 

the fiscal crises within a number of nation states in the late 1 970s, the globalisation process 

matured and became overt. As capitalism was transforming from international finance 

capital ism to global capital ism, the vulnerabil ity of nation states, even in the developed 

countries such as New Zealand, also became more obvious. 

Under global/transnational capital ism, the tension between the transnational capitalists' 

powers and the state structures grew (Martin 1 993,  Haworth 1 994, Hoogvel t  1 997, 

Samoff and Sumra 1 994) and the national states' position of relative independence became 

equivocal (Haworth 1 994). The tendency has been towards creating a contractual state with 

more central powers but less responsibi l ity (Codd and Gordon 1 99 1 ;  Martin 1 993; Murphy 

1 996) . 

The onslaught on the nature, position and functions of the nation state in the global 

capital ist formation inevitably chal lenged the state's ideological institutions ,  including 

education. 

This study notes, for example, that advances in technology have challenged the functions 

and position of education in the production process. Thus, with technological advancement 

making production less labour intensive, education has become increasingly seen as over

producing an unproductive and over-consumptive labour sector. The neo-l iberals (e.g. 

Psachoropoulos 1 985) have proposed that levels of investment in education should be 

"country specific" ;  that is, educational investment should be directly linked to the economic 

status and activities of the respective nation . This implies that economically weak nations 

have to lower their educational expectations and thus, develop weak education systems. 

Consequently, developing countries, such as Tanzania, are forced to cut back expenditure 

and expansion on education, especiaJJy tertiary education. In the economically advanced 

nations, such as New Zealand, there are caJJs upon education to make recourse to 

meritocracy and vocationalism - i.e. towards modern-day apprenticeship. 

The weakening of the nation states through deregulation and debt crisis has resulted in the 

states' inability to provide basic needs and services to their citizenry. It is argued, in this 
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study, that the implementation of structural reforms led to externalities that intensified 

economic and social uncertainties which have spread to education. 

In New Zealand, for example, with the rise in unemployment, the fit between education 

and labour employabil ity was challenged. As the unproblematic transition from school to 

work was breaking down, so was consensus on the usefulness and relevance of schooling 

to society and the economy (Gordon 1 989). This contributed to the wider legitimation crisis 

of the state. Similarly, at the same time, externalities emanating from the IMF-led SAPs in 

Tanzania, resulted in the deterioration of social services, contributing to the people' s  

disenchantment and chal lenge to the existing public systems o f  provision, including the 

public education system. The insistence on market rationalism and the prioritising of debt 

servicing, have l imited the Tanzanian state's abi l ity to provide education ; hence, 

increasingly undermining the role of education in the manufacture of the state's legitimacy. 

It is argued, therefore, that education privatisation policy reforms were instituted to guide 

education towards fulfi l ling its functions in the global capital ist formation. Faced with fiscal 

and legitimation crises, states, backed by the neo-l iberal ideology, have responded by 

seeking what Dale ( 1 989) refers to as "sense legitimation" 1 52, through redefining important 

assumptions about education and education provision. Thus ,  in the global capital ism 

formation, education is  to be viewed as a "private good" and provision has to be based on 

cost-efficiency, market competition, consumer choice, unequal distribution and 

vocationalism. The discourse of privatisation has played a crucial role in developing and 

supporting the new definitions. 

Education is also urged to orient labour towards its new status and direction of facil itating 

what Sklair ( 1 99 1 :4 1 )  cal l s  the "culture-ideology of consumerism" 1 53 . In order for 

consumerism to apply, the goods or services have to have commodity characteristics . 

Thus, the privatisation agenda of social services, such as education and their institutions, 

supports and is  supported by this "culture-ideology of consumerism" which is manifest in 

the discourse of privatisation. This study has found it important, therefore, to critically 

analyse the education policy reform documents, particularly the discourse of privatisation, 

within which the policy statements are couched and presented. 

1 52"Sense legitimation" is achieved by providing a different meaning of what is demanded, leading to the 
state absolving itself of the responsibility to provide what is demanded. 
1 53 The notion of "culture-ideology of consumerism" is elaborated in chapter six of this thesis. 
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This study concludes, therefore, that neo-liberalism (market rationalism) that has developed 

within global finance capital ism is the ideological base for contemporary education 

privatisation policy reforms. 

Discursive Influences on Policy Reforms : Privatisation Discourse and 

Contemporary Education Reforms 

This study supports the argument (Apple 1 993) that education is one of the major sites in 

which different groups with distinct political, economic and cultural interests attempt to 

define and redefine what are to be the socially legitimated means and ends of society. At 

any particular space and time, therefore, the most powerful groups in society control and 

dictate the direction which education should fol low. Cognisant of this role of education, the 

dominant class has always been motivated towards ensuring that education systems are 

particularly consistent with the dominant ideology. 

Through its contribution towards development, support and maintenance of the dominant 

ideology, discourse plays a key role in  the establ ishment and consol idation of power 

rel ationships (Fairclough 1 992; Luke 1 995 ; Bourdieu 1 977) . Thus, education (as one of 

the state's social institutions) is constituted by discourse and discursive relations (Codd 

1 988),  with education policies constructed within an institutionalised discourse (Codd 

1 988 ;  Luke 1 995).  Consequently, education policy documents form a distinct discourse 

genre,  susceptible to controls and manipulation. As Codd ( 1 98 8) observes,  pol icy 

documents are ideological texts that are constructed within historical, social, economic and 

political contexts. This thesis argues, therefore, that policy documents are an i mportant 

aspect of policy which need to be critically analysed in order to understand policy reforms. 

It is noted, in this study, that the discourse of privatisation features strongly in the neo

l iberal cal l s  for structural adjustment. Thus, the researcher has critical ly analysed and 

discussed the discourse of privatisation in Tanzania's and New Zeaiand's policy reform 

documents and their implications for the state's provision of education and social justice in 

education. 

Backed by global capital, in the 1 980s, the discourse of privatisation acquired hegemonic 

power to influence the interpretation of educational conditions, to direct the processes of 

educational provision and to define educational outcomes; thus, making the educational 

privatisation reforms more credible and acceptable (Muganda 1 996). This thesis argues that 
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the discourse of privatisation was employed by the neo-liberals to fight the battle over 

"common sense" understanding of education and educational institutions. It is noted that, 

unlike the discourse of the Keynesian era that focused on the market failures and egalitarian 

values, the neo-liberal discourse of privatisation focuses on the government failure and the 

individualistic human nature based on the economic growth model and public choice 

theory. 

With some difference in the extent of expression and manifestation, the discourse of 

privatisation, in Tanzania's and New Zealand's education reform documents, delegitimises 

education as a public good and blames the public education syslems for educational , 

economic and social problems. The discourse of privatisation further applies the market 

metaphors to the conceptualisation of educational issues and promotes market solutions as a 

panacea to contemporary educational and socio-economic problems. 

Asserting that education is a commodity, l ike any other, and that many of the educational 

benefits are subject to individual capture rather than contributing to social or public 

good 1 54, the pol icy reform documents argue that the state is  not the appropriate agency to 

provide education. Insisting on monetarist rationality, the New Zealand Treasury document 

( 1 987), for example, indicates that public schools are spending a lot of public money 

without adequate returns. The New Zealand Treasury also blames the school system for 

creating a mismatch between education and the world of work. In a similar vein ,  the 

Tanzania Task Force Report ( 1 993) blames the Tanzania education system for producing 

"job seekers" instead of "job creators" .  In both cases, the public education system is also 

blamed for creating inequity and injustice in education. 

By applying market metaphors (e.g. input, output, contracts, consumer, market choice, 

etc.) to describe educational aspects, the discourse of privatisation brings education and its 

conceptualisation c loser to the market understanding and practices. In the process, the 

discourse of privatisation portrays the public school system as bad because it is  public; 

thus, implying that what is private is inevitably good. 

Evident in both Tanzania and New Zealand reform texts are the neo-liberal suggestions that 

marketisation of education is the key to the educational problems of the 1 980s and 1 990s. 

Fol lowing neo-liberal economic theories, the proposed education policies are based on the 

1 54The argument of private returns to education is rallied, especially towards tertiary education in New 
Zealand and post primary and higher education in Tanzania. 
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principles of market rational ism. It has been observed, i n  reference to New Zealand (Codd 

1 993, 1 998;  Gordon 1 994) and Tanzania (Samoff & Sumra 1 994) that, with the refonns of 

the 1 980s and 1 990s, the universalised provision based on principles of egalitarianism and 

collectivism have been replaced by market rational ism based on the principles of 

individual ism and competition. Thus, although education cannot exist as a pure market, 

there are pol icy assumptions and practices based on the privatisation agenda that put 

education closer to the market realm; making it and its institutions quasi-markets. Examples 

of the proposed market oriented pol icies include mechanisms, such as, cost-cutting 

schemes, school choice and school market competition policies, contracting out and sell-off 

of educational assets, privatisation of school and the opening up of educational institutions 

for private investment. 

It is significant that the privatisation discourse portrays these market oriented policies as 

inevitable and desirable. Based on public choice theory, for example, the discourse of 

privatisation claims that all rational people maximise their personal benefits. Logically, 

members of the education workforce, comprising teachers and state bureaucrats, use 

education institutions to enhance their own selfish interests. Due (0 lack of choice (the 

argument goes), in the public education structure, children and their parents are "captured 

consumers" ,  hence, leading to what is tenned as "provider capture" .  Market rationalism, 

therefore, proposes that education systems should be open to the market, so as to make 

education institutions serves l ike "super markets" in order to guarantee the consumers' 

(students and parents) choice, and to curb the "provider capture" tendencies. It is worth 

noting that these arguments are more explicitly stated in the New Zealand reform 

documents, especially the NZ-Picot Report and the NZ-Treasury documents while they are 

merely implicit in the Tanzanian reform documents. Consequently, New Zealand's 

Tomorrow 's Schools policy provides for exit-as an expression of choice. The notion of 

"exit as choice" connotes a market model of choice whereby the consumer who i s  

dissatisfied with the transactions is free to take hislher business elsewhere. School-based 

management, de-zoning and bulk funding, are some of the policies promoting this notion 

of choice in New Zealand's system of education. All  of these policies aim at subjecting 

schools to market competition regulations, with the claim of making them more responsive 

to the students, the parents and their communities. In that regard, the discourse of 

privatisation creates the impression that, through competition, the market would ensure 

fairness and justice. 
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Cost-cutting schemes, such as the introduction of school fees in Tanzania, voluntary 

parental contributions in both New Zealand and Tanzani a, and encouraging the 

establishment of private schools, are some of the proposed mechanisms for making the 

education systems more efficient and effective. 

However, this thesis has argued and explicated that the proposed market oriented policies 

are not as "cosy and rosy" as they are portrayed by the privatisation discourse. In real ity, 

these policies have negative impact on state provision of education and they have adverse 

implications for social justice in education. 

Implications of Education Privatisation Policies. 

This thesis contends that the adverse implications of market oriented policies permeate the 

provision of education, communities, society and even the market itself. It is argued that 

the market oriented education privatisation policy reforms are prone to creating tension 

between education and social justice. Taking the "children at risk" as a case in point, the 

researcher has argued that the marketisation of education significantiy contributes to some 

children ' s  lower achievement in school, greater possibil ities of dropping out and lower 

occupational status and income. In turn, this not only places children "at risk" but also it 

contributes to greater social costs and enhanced risk to communities, nations and, 

ironically, the market itself. 

Through creating an organisational culture that is hierarchical, competitive, individualistic 

and assessment oriented (Gordon and Pearce 1 993), the market oriented policies undermine 

col lective responsibility. By supporting a weak state and reconstructing the citizen into a 

consumer, the discourse of privatisation makes it possible to overlook some serious 

structural social issues such as class, race, ethnicity and gender. As Bal l  ( 1 994) observes, 

the "consumer" is declassed, deraced and degendered. This study argues that market 

oriented education policies are increasing social inequalities and disparities in both Tanzania 

and New Zealand. 

It has been argued, in this study, that market choice educational policies that insist on "exit" 

as an expression of "choice" are against promotion of democracy in education, as exit 

becomes one of the mechanisms of si lencing those who would have voiced their 

discontent. In that regard, democracy is redefined and, therefore, denied. By displacing the 

need for quality education to that of consumer choice, such policies work towards creating 
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"sense legitimation" for the state. Supported by sense legitimation, the state becomes less 

responsible for provision of education and other services to all its citizens. It is  contended 

that the consequence of an unresponsive state is the creation of barriers to some children' s  

full participation i n  education. 

Market choice educational policies may also lead to blaming the victims of the system by 

accusing them of not being rational consumers. Moreover, to some citizens, there are more 

structural impediments to choice; which make choice more apparent than real. For example, 

those who lack adequate financial resources cannot attend the school that they may 

"choose" to attend. 

Methodology 

A combination of approaches and methods have been employed in this study, including 

comparative education policy analysis (CEPA) and critical discourse analysis (CDA) (see 

figure 3 .4 & 3 .5  on page 88 of this study). Based on the processes and findings of this 

study, the researcher concludes that a multi-method approach to the study of education 

policy reforms can yield more inferences and insights than would be possible through 

using a single approach. 

The Pertinence of CEPA 

The comparative education policy analysis (CEPA) approach has enabled the study to 

explore, reveal and explain the differences and similarities between historical and current 

education policy experiences of both Tanzania and New Zealand. 

CEPA is a combination of two major approaches based in two different disciplines: policy 

analysis and comparative education. The policy analysis (PA) aspect of the CEPA approach 

has assisted the researcher to identify the problems, to demarcate the scope of the study and 

to organise the research tasks. The comparative aspect, on the other hand, has helped in 

gaining the understanding and explaining contemporary policy reforms within broad, 

specific and diverse contexts . The multi-level and multi dimensional framework to 

comparative policy analysis (see figure 3 .2) has been found beneficial in the understanding 

of education policy reforms in different settings. Employing a multi-level and multi

dimensional frame-work has enabled this study to analyse and compare education policy 
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reforms across the different times, policy documents and socio-economic and political 

settings obtaining in Tanzania and New Zealand. 

The study shows that, while there are differences in the historical and current educational 

experiences
.
in Tanzania and New Zealand, there are also historical and current simi larities. 

It is noted, for example, that, while educational privatisation reforms were effected in both 

New Zealand and Tanzania since the 1 980s, the mode of external influence, the timing of 

the reforms and means of adoption were different. While New Zealand was advised by 

trading partners to privatise, Tanzania's privatisation reforms were a result of the direct 

application of external pressure. Thus, whereas in New Zealand the government has been 

instrumental in instituting the privatisation pol icy, in Tanzania the external pressure has 

been more influential. As a corollary, in New Zealand, the policy reform document 

(Tomorrow's Schools, 1 988) was produced before the implementation of the reforms; 

while, in Tanzania, the implementation of privatisation policies started about fifteen years 

before the official education policy reform document (Tanzania Education and Training 

Policy, 1 995) was produced. However, it is evident in this study that the main objectives 

of education reforms in both countries are the same, in that they aim at making the 

respective societies change from welfare-oriented to market oriented policies; from public 

provision to privatisation, along with a reduction in the functions of the state. In other 

words, the common objective is to enhance the· scope of the market in the distribution of 

social services. 

Another indication of similarities and differences have been observed within the policies 

that are promoted in current reforms. Issues of school choice, for example, are more 

debated in New Zealand, while in Tanzania, choice seems to be a non-issue. In the 

Tanzanian policy reform documents, the word 'choice' does not appear. However, the 

choices or non-choices implicit in the current market oriented educational pol icies (e.g. 

decentral isation of school funding and management) have similar or even greater effects in 

Tanzania. The reality of school choice is  that poor chi ldren are chosen by poor schools, 

which either they can afford or that are within their communities which are poor. It is also 

evident in both Tanzania and New Zealand that, in a market-model guided by competition 

and market choice, endowed schools  would not eas i ly  admit chi ldren who are 

disadvantaged in any form. 

The consequences of market oriented education policies in both societies are the increasing 

numbers of "chi ldren at risk" .  However, whereas in New Zealand there is evidence 
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through research (Gordon 1 994 , ERO reports) that there is a notable correlation between 

ethnicity and the students at risk, such evidence is not currently avai lable in Tanzania. 

However, there is a greater ratio of "out of school " children in Tanzania (about 30% of the 

primary school cohort in 1 998) 1 55 than in New Zealand. 

A caveat has to be made, however, that, in order to consider a great range of i ssues, a 

comparative analysis of policy has to ensure that both the specifics of each nation and the 

parallels that cut across respective nations are recognised and given due attention. It has 

been observed in this study, for example, that the local context of the state also influences 

the process of the formulation and implementation of education policies. This observation 

is supported by the findings in this study that, while there have been similar general trends 

of education policy reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand, each country has responded in 

some specific ways. It is evident in this study, for example, that in the period between the 

late sixties and 1 970s, Tanzania experienced state welfarism similar to what New Zealand 

was experiencing during the period after the second World War up to the 1 970s. However, 

Tanzania was organised under a single party political system, was one of the poorest 

countries in the world and was almost racially homogeneous;  while New Zealand was 

organised under a multi-party political system, with very high levels of standard of living 

and the country was racially heterogeneous.  This contextual diversity of these nations 

accounts for the differences inherent in similar policies of universai primary education 

(UPE) for Tanzania and compulsory post primary education for New Zealand. Thus, the 

examination of national, historical and socio-economic contexts was found to be important 

for understanding education policy reforms. 

The Relevance of CDA 

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) was found to be helpful in analysing education policy 

documents. The thesis upholds the view that education policy documents are ideologically 

constructed statements that represent interests of certain groups in the struggle for power 

over education and the social, economic and political environment of the society. Thus, 

CDA assisted the researcher to expl icate the declared and latent meanings and interests 

embedded in the pol icy statements. According to CDA, the study of policy has to go 

beyond exposing the meanings of the policy discourse in order to explore the implications 

of the proposed pol icy. Thus, in keeping with the CDA approach to policy analysis, this 

1 55Sumaye ( 1 998). 
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study has explored the implications of market oriented polices for social justice in education 

and the state's provision of education in both Tanzania and New Zealand. 

Application of Theories in Policy Analysis 

The use of grand theories in qual itative research is debatable. While some argue that it is a 

way of bringing what may be termed as a scientific superiority complex where it is not 

required (Becker 1 993), others see it as unavoidable (Marks 1 996, Wiersma 1 995), s ince 

theory is  required to guide the researcher in conceptualising the problem. Others, however, 

find the use of theory in qualitative research to be a mixed blessing (Henstrand 1 993) 

because, while theories help in the organisation of the study, using theory presents an 

additional aspect for the researcher to consider in the course of the sn�dy. 

In this study, the researcher found the understanding and employing of various theories to 

be useful in exploring, analysing and explaining education policy reform issues. As a 

comparative study, theories have provided some common avenues through which specific 

data from Tanzania and New Zealand could be incorporated in a comparative whole while 

maintaining their diversity. 

This study uti l i sed various theories ,  including theories of the state, theories of 

development, models of education pol icy as well as theoretical understandings of social 

justice and children at risk. These theories provided the conceptual framework within 

which education policy reforms and their impl ications for provision of education in 

Tanzania and New Zealand have been analysed and explained. 

From the consideration of various theories of the state, it was found that Marxist and neo

Marxist theories of the state offered greater explanatory capacity for the study i n  

understanding the position and functions of the state, particularly the colonial and post

colonial state, within the various capitalist formations. These theories were also found to 

offer more elaborate explanations of the role and function of education within the state 

machinery. Guided by the Marxist and neo-Marxist theories of the state, this study traced 

the socio historical genesis of contemporary education reforms, within the transformatiori 

of capitalism, in relation to Tanzania and New Zealand. 

Research findings have indicated, however, that the relationship between the capitalist state 

and the mode of production is so complex and dynamic that sometimes the state may seem 
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to perform functions that are counter-productive to the dominant class. It is s ignificant to 

note, however, that, while the functions which the capitalist state performs may vary 

according to changes within the social, economic and pol itical environment, the role of the 

state - that of protecting and promoting the interests of the dominant class - endures within 

the mode of production . Consequently, the role of education has been to develop the 

productive forces, as well as to nurture and maintain existing relations ef production. Thus, 

performing the dual tasks of ensuring the reproduction of social classes and simultaneously 

creating legitimacy for the state. 

It has been shown in this study, for example, that the relatively harmonious relationship 

between labour and capital, during the era of Keynesian state welfarism, coincided with 

economic prosperity in New Zealand. However, with the economic uncertainties of the 

1 980s, which threatened capital accumulation and profitabil ity, the New Zealand state 

supported the neo-l iberal policies of privatisation and reduction of public expenditure on 

education . This change of state policy is seen as a case in point in verifying that the 

fundamental role of the capital ist state is to protect the interest of the dominant capitalist 

class and the education policies that it promotes serve those same interests. 

Theories of Development 

The consideration of various theories of development has assisted the researcher to explore 

what may constitute "appropriate development" and what ought to be the role of education 

in the process of development. The socio-political economy approach to development 

proposed in this thesis goes beyond the pol itical economy approach to development 

(prevalent in the socialist stance) not only to include the social aspects of development but 

also to give first priority to what is socially useful to the majority of the people. In that 

case, social justice has to be an inherent feature of policies (including education policy) that 

aim at social, economic and political progress. 

Social justice 

The theoretical understanding of social justice in education, has helped in assessing the 

implications of contemporary education policy reforms, particularly for children at risk. It 

is  argued in this study that the market oriented education polides promoted by the 

contemporary reforms have created a tension between education and social justice. As a 

corol lary, these policies have created educational environments that are increasingly 
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producing "at risk children", creating disparities among communities as well  as alienating 

the parents and their children from the school system. 

The thesis argues that considering varied theories of the state, socio-economic 

development, education policy and social justice, i s  important in understanding policy 

reforms. It is indicated in this study, for example, that, despite criticisms directed against 

them, modernisation theories and the economic growth model of social economic 

development have been used by policy makers in the development of education policies in 

post-colonial nations such as Tanzania and New Zealand. 

Thus, this thesis endorses Bradshaw's ( 1 997) contention that, "it is not enough to know 

popular theories, instead it is necessary to know both the theory and the context in which it 

might be applied" ( 1 997: 1 ) . As pointed out by Mazrui "Theories come and go, but realities 

often stay the same" (Ali Mazrui in Bradshaw 1 997). 

General Conclusions 

In general, this thesis has concluded that: 

• Processes of capital accumulation and legitimation of both economic and political 

structures are important in understanding education policy reforms. The thesis upholds 

the view that the capital ist state plays a significant role in ensuring capital accumulation, 

and normalising capitalist relations of production. As a social institution of the state, 

therefore, education plays a role of enhancing capital accumulation and legitimating the 

production relations, including the position of the state in the capitalist socio-economic 

formation. Thus, education policy is part and parcel of the state's social policy. It is  

observed, however, that the rights and capacity of the nation states to determine their 

national education policy is l imited by both global and internal social , economic and 

political dynamics of the socio-economic formation. 

• The analysis of the historical context, particularly the changes in the position and 

functions of the state is significant in the study of education policy reforms. The thesis 

has observed, for example, that the onslaught on indigenous education in the colonies 

was mainly due to their incompatibility with the relations of production in the industrial 

capitalism formation, rather than that they were archaic and obsolete. Thus, the move to 

restore indigenous education (e.g. demands for restoration of Maori l anguage and 
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culture in  New Zealand education) , in contemporary times, is a collective move to 

recapture what was lost then, rather than an individual istic move based on economic 

rationalism and public choice theory. Likewise, the transformation of international 

finance capitalism to global capitalism formation in the 1 980s, has created a fertile 

ground for market oriented policies, including educational privatisation. It is  argued 

that, by the 1 980s, global capital ism demanded a new order of neo-liberalism to ensure 

its survival through the economic uncertainities of the 1 980s. 

• Economic rational ism, that has developed within global finance capitalism, i s  the 

ideological base within which contemporary education privatisation pol icy reforms are 

developed and legitimised. The aim of economic rational ism is to reduce the size and 

scope of the state, and to privilege market forces in regulating the provision of social 

services including education. Thus, education privatisation policies aim at promoting 

and facilitating the commodification and marketisation of education. 

• The discourse of privatisation has developed within the globalisation process to support 

and promote global finance capitalism and the nature, function and positioning of the 

state in the formation. Thus, it is observed in this thesis  that the discourse of 

privatisation has been instrumental in the development of contemporary education 

pol icy reforms in Tanzania and New Zealand; and the respective education policy 

reform documents are couched within this supportive discourse. 

• Education privatisation policies have adverse implications for the state's provision of 

education to its citizens, hence, creating tension between education and social justice. 

The thesis argues that the marketisation of education significantly contributes to some 

children's under-achievement in school and increases the possibility of dropping out; as 

well as lowering their eventual occupational status and income. In turn, this may not 

only put children at risk but also the approach contributes to greater social costs and 

increased risk to communities, nations and, ironically, the market itself. The thesis 

observes, for example, that contemporary market education policies may exacerbate 

existing as well as latent problems of "children at risk. " 

• Comparative education policy analysis  (CEPA) is a usefu l  approach in  the 

understanding of broader and specific issues of education policy. The approach is also 

useful in  underscoring policy issues across nations (e.g. Tanzania and New Zealand) 
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that have different socio-economic and technological development backgrounds, as welJ 

as different demographic, political and cultural characteristics. 

• Critical discourse analysis (CDA) enables the researcher to analyse the embedded 

meanings of policy statements and their implications for various groups of people in 

society as well as to explore viable policy alternatives. 

Suggestions for Policy Interventions and Areas for 
Further Research 

This thesis has noted that in contemporary times education is facing chal lenges regarding 

access, funding, control and provision in general . It has also observed that the market 

oriented education policy reforms are increasingly contributing to social disparity, 

desperation and despair to some members of society, hence, have adverse implications for 

the development of societies. The thesis argues, therefore, that there is a need to search for 

viable policy interventions. A caveat is made, however, that neither the nostalgic "good old 

days" of the pre-reform era nor the "brave new world" of the market panacea would lead to 

appropriate pol icy alternatives. While sober searches for alternative solutions are being 

made, there is  need for governments to acknowledge the impact that contemporary policy 

reforms, that started in the 1 980s, have had on the provision of education in both national 

and global context. 

While it is not the intention of this thesis to offer prescriptions of alternatives to be 

fol lowed, some suggestions of avenues that can be explored in search of alternative 

education policies are proffered. In this section of the study, therefore, the researcher 

proposes policy interventions that may assist in alleviating the adverse effects of education 

privatisation reforms, particularly in Tanzania, and identifies some areas that need further 

research. 

Suggestions for Policy Interventions 

Building on the assumption that education should aim at contributing positively to social 

justice, it is argued that it is important for policy to advocate for the type and purpose of 

education that would develop humane values and practices, improve academic outcomes, 
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support critical thinking, as wel l  as enhance skills and economic productivity, all of which 

are not only appropriate today but also contribute to the future development of the society. 

In this brief summation , the suggestions for policy interventions focus on the broad 

education policy issues which became apparent during the course of this study. These 

issues include: the scope and perspective of education pol icy, the role of the state, learning 

from others, the role of the elite in policy development, schools and communities, access to 

education as wel l  as funding and budgetary allocations. 

Scope and Perspective of Education Policy 

The emancipation of education, from current adverse trends, requires both ideological and 

practical confrontations. It is argued, therefore, that it is important, to place national 

education pol icy development into an appropriate perspective through revisiting some 

assumptions about the ideological base of the policy and its implications for society. 

Although the economic aspects of education are important and need to be considered in the 

policy making process, they are l imited in scope and perspective. The social and political 

aspects of education, on the other hand, are equal ly important for developing sustainable 

educational policies. However, as this study has shown, current education privatisation 

reforms are centred on economic growth and individualism which, in turn, are based on the 

neo-liberal ideology. Thus, education pol icy-making processes need to take into 

consideration the neo-liberal ideological force behind the current globalisation as well as the 

assumptions that the neo-liberal ideology holds for people's social, economic and political 

development. 

It is important to real ise that economic growth for growth's sake, with l ittle regard for the 

overall well-being of the people, is dangerous for the future of the people and their societies 

since it can compromise the cohesion and sustenance of the society. It is argued that 

postponing strategies that enhance social justice in society in the name of international 

competitiveness, or in order to increase the nation's eligibil ity for more debt, is more l ikely 

to cause cleavages in society, requiring more resources and time to repair. It is contended, 

l ikewise, that putting a price tag on the nature and form of education a child gets, 

subscribes to a short-term economic solution that may have long-term social and, 

ultimately, economic costs. 
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It is suggested, therefore, that pol icies of education privatisation based on the norms of 

market efficiency and competition need to be viewed with caution and their adverse 

implications for the majority of the people must be curtailed before they escalate. 

The Role of the State 

The promotion of policies that aim at apportioning blame to individuals for education 

problems is undesirable and misleading, since it ignores other state roiicies that contribute 

to educational problems. Moreover, education is one of the institutions that are part of and 

provide legitimacy to the state. Understanding educational pol icy, therefore, suggests the 

need to understand the nature of the state and the particular role which the state plays in 

mediating the provision, access and governance of education. 

The extent to which education decisions become centralised or decentralised, for example, 

has implications for the role of the state in educational policy. Likewise, the provision of 

education for the disadvantaged members of society very much depends on the role the 

state plays, or is prepared to play, in the provision of education as part of the basic human 

rights for its citizens. If any civic agency has to be held accountable for fostering access to 

education in the nation, then that agency must be the state. Thus, understanding educational 

policy within the realm of understanding the role, nature and functions of the state, is  

deemed an important and necessary recommendation from this study. 

It is suggested, therefore, that avenues need to be explored and develC)ped for the state to be 

held accountable and answerable for maintaining equity in access to education and for 

guaranteeing qual ity education. This might imply strengthening the various aspects and 

processes of representative democracy. 

Learning From Others 

It has been noted in this study that the process of educational policy development, at times, 

draws inputs from external sources, either through comparative studies, the analysis of 

literature or advice from external experts. It is the contention in this thesis, however, that 

learning from other people's experiences should go hand-in-hand with a clear conception of 

how these experiences can, and should, be adapted to fit the specific national context within 

which policy is developed, rather than being uncritically transported to another 
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environment. Learning from the experience of others should complement and not substitute 

for grassroots research and needs analysis. 

In that regard, therefore, grassroots research is fundamental , in order to find ways for 

integrating and adapting external experiences and research findings to local educational 

contexts and needs. 

The Role of Elites in Policy Development 

It has been argued, in this study, that education policies are not just technical phenomena, 

as they encompass the social, political and economic aspects of the society. Thus, the 

invaluable contribution of elites (e.g. groups of experts, task force groups, donor agencies) 

in education policy development, need to consult with and complement initiatives from the 

members of the society who are the main stake-holders of education. A pilot study of a few 

schools and communities should not be deemed to be enough basis upon which to 

formulate policy that affects the entire nation. 

It is suggested, therefore, that democratic opportunities need to be availed for ensuring 

grassroots participation in the decision making processes in education policy development. 

Thus, it is recommended that research results, programme materials, and relevant reports 

should be translated and presented at various educational forums, in the language and 

manner that allows the majority of the people not only to understand what they contain, but 

also to fully and freely participate in relevant debates. 

Schools and Communities 

In order to promote social justice, schools need to be understood as more than commodity 

production sites where outcomes are readily quantifiable and measurable. Thus,  policy 

interventions need to ensure that they do not make schools work towards providing a 

narrow-based education that is geared principally to passing examinations at the expense of 

striving to produce educated and socially well developed human beings. Appropriate 

education needs to develop habits of inquiry and critique amongst learners and not merely 

to create mute, compliant workers. 

Alternative education policies also need to promote col laboration and col lective 

responsibility within the education workforce and among educational institutions and their 
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communities. Avenues through which parents and other members can contribute positively 

to the development of schools have to be created; rather than relying on "exit" as the only 

expression of dissatisfaction. 

Access to Education 

The complexity of access to education needs to be explored and addressed. In order to 

contribute to social justice, access to education has to go beyond enrolment and attendance 

to include the type of instruction, who is accountable to whom, and for what, as well as the 

status of schooling in the society. 

It is important, therefore, that the search for alternative educational policy responses to 

contemporary educational problems should consider all aspects of schooling, including: 

funding and organisational strategies, curriculum, instruction, assessment, staff 

development as well as factors outside the school that influence students' " readiness to 

learn . "  Thus, factors such as motivation of the education workforce, professional 

accountability, equity through learning and teaching strategies and gender equity, need to 

be given priority in education policies. 

Motivation of the education worliforce 

The education workforce is  very important in the process of education policy making, 

implementation and evaluation. The significant status and dignity of teachers needs to be 

restored. Some of the ways this might happen would include making schools conducive 

workplaces, remunerating teachers adequately, providing adequate pre-service training and 

appropriate staff development as well as developing adequate and competent educational 

leaders. 

Professional accountability 

Policy interventions have to aim at promoting professional accountability and col legiality 

which al lows practitioners to make decisions about how to meet the educational needs of 

individual students (Darling-Hammond, 1 99 1 ) . That is, educational policies have to refrain 

from making the educational workforce accountable only for fol lowing standard procedures 
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because this may not only lead to pushing low-scoring students out of  the school count, 

and eventual ly out of school, but also to diluting education to the minimum requirements of 

market accountability. 

Teaching and learning strategies 

Learning and teaching strategies need to be explored, such as explicit goals for c losing the 

achievement gap, increasing qual ity instructional time, particularly in individualised or 

small group settings, and providing students with opportunities to learn from each other 

(through co-operative learning strategies) .  The contributions of these strategies, to 

increased expectations of both the students and their teachers and facilitating accelerated 

academic gains for students, need to be put into proper perspective. 

Thus, research studies on the provision of extra-tuition for chi ldren who need it, but who 

have no means of paying for it privately, need to be conducted and their findings used to 

establish appropriate policies and practice. 

Equity Issues 

Equity issues, specific to access to education by traditionally  disadvantaged sectors of 

society, as well as by potential ly disadvantaged groups, need to be taken into consideration 

in policy formulations. The gender related aspects of equity issues, for example, need to be 

particularly explored since female children are more vulnerable and, therefore, are likely to 

be more at risk than their male counterparts, particularly, in a country like Tanzania. It is  

recommended that research findings that are avai lable in this area should be taken into 

consideration in any policy development process. Further, studies in this area must be 

conducted continuously and regularly to form a basis for sound and informed input in the 

policy formulation process. 

Funding and budgetary allocations 

Finally, issues of budgetary al location to education and funding strategies need to be 

addressed with great care. The roles of parents, local communities and the private sector in 

funding education needs to be approached in ways that do not lead indirectly to c losing 

doors to education for some children, especially those from poor communities. Issues of 
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poor chi ldren attending poor schools have adverse implications for the future of those 

chi ldren and, eventually for society in general. Thus, such issues are to be analysed and 

viable solutions need to be urgently sought. 

Further, it is suggested that issues of targeting need to be addressed within the specific 

national context. Whereas targeting may be an appropriate policy strategy in some societies, 

it is less appropriate in a poor society, such as Tanzania, where the majority of the people 

l ive in dire need for survival . In a country such as Tanzania, provision has to be 

universalised. 

Rather than leaving the poor to fend for themselves and letting the rich to care of only their 

own interests, mechanisms have to be sought to faci l itate fair distribution of what is  

avai lable. To start with,  there is need for transparency regarding the real earnings of 

schools from school fees, donations, parental pledges and contributions. This wi l l  not only 

give a clear picture of what is  actually spent on education but also it wil l  give insight into 

some of the financial mechanisms employed by some affluent schools to refuse enrolment 

to students from poor families. 

Secondly, a percentage of the earnings from the affluent schools should be contributed to a 

"National Fund" for education to assist children from poor families who cannot afford to 

pay for education. The earnings and expenditure of the "Fund" should be publicly audited 

with public consultation on the earnings and dispensation of the funds. 

The major challenge is to develop policies and establish practices that ensure that the school 

cohort has access to quality schooling, that stimulates all students te learn, while ensuring 

that the diverse needs of students are adequately taken into consideration and students at 

greatest risk are helped in non-stigmatising ways. The responsibility of education for the 

chi ldren in the society is a collective responsibil ity of all members of society and their 

institutions. Thus, it is  the collective responsibil ity of all citizens to ensure that appropriate 

education policies are in place that promote fair and equitable redistribution of educational 

resources as well as fair processes and procedures for education financing of all  the 

chi ldren. National governments ought to take responsibility for guaranteeing the provision 

of quality education to all citizens. 
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Suggestions for Further Studies 

In view of the foregoing discussion, the author suggests that some areas require further 

research in order to explore some of the complexities involved in education policy 

development and implementation. It is therefore suggested that: 

1 )  Research needs to be undertaken into the avenues and impediments for the development 

of appropriate ways through which public participation in education pol icy development 

can be enhanced. 

2) In-depth studies of issues relating to "children at risk" need to be undertaken to ensure 

that policies that can properly address these issues are in place. 

3) Issues specific to gender equity in access to education need to be continuously 

researched and their findings incorporated in education policy formulations. 

4) Policy implementation programmes, such as Tanzania's recently launched education 

Sector Development Programme (SDP), need to be regularly assessed and monitored to 

ensure that their effects are known by the members of the public and steps to alleviate 

adverse effects are taken at appropriate points in time. 

5) Further work on comparative and critical policy analysis needs to be done so as to 

provide broader and clearer understanding of educational policies and to be able to benefit 

from comparative studies of education in various nations of the world. 

In reviewing studies on education policy analysis, the researcher noted an apparent dearth 

of comparative policy analysis studies and a virtual absence of comparative education 

pol icy studies that cut across socio-economic blocs or that are international in focus. In the 

course of this study, the researcher explored a range of diverse and similar education policy 

reform issues in Tanzania and New Zealand, despite the nations' socio-economic 

differences.  The researcher was also encouraged by the increased clarity of the issues 

which occurred through exploring similar or different issues in another setting. It is  the 

researcher's hope, therefore, that this study will stimulate more interest in comparative and 

critical policy analysis across nations and socio-economic blocs. Such studies would enrich 

the understanding of broad issues of policy as well as illuminate specific issues in national, 

local and institutional contexts. 
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I know of no safe depository of the ultimate power of 
the society but the people themselves and if we think 
them not enlightened enough to exercise their control 
with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not. to take 
it from them, but to inform .their discretion. 

Thoma.t jejfer.ton 

Ki aku whakaaro ma te iwi ano e pupuri re mana 
tuturu . mo nga ahuatanga whakahaere kei roro i a 
rarou, mehemea hoki ki 0 tatou whakaaro e he ana ta 
ratou whakahaere, kaua e raupatutia te mana kei a 
ratou, engari awhinacia ratou kia mohio ai, kia cika ai, 
nga whakahaere. 
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I know of no safe deposicory of che ultimate power of 

che sociery buc che people chemselves and if we chink 
",em MC enlighcened enough co exercise cheir control 

.. ich • wholesome discrecion, che remedy is noc co cake 

ic f,om rhem, bur co inform cheir discrmon. 

Tfx1maI j'jftrlon 
Ki al<u ."hakauo ma ce iwi ano e pupuri re mana 

ruCUN mo n81 .nuacanS' whakah.""" kci roco i a 
raeou , mehemea hoki ki 0 raeou wh.k.uro e he ana ca 
r.lCOU Q,·hakahac:re. kaua e raupacuC'ia ce mUla kci a. 
;'4(OU, enga.ci a o.ohinacia C"3.COU kia monia a.i. kia c.ika :Ut 
081 .... h*ahaece. 

, 

Th e Education 

of OU1- Cbildren

Your Chance to be 

Involved 
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In our child,=, lio our fururc. Tne eciuocion che), rec';ve 
sh.pes rhem individuili�' and u members of • lug« sociery. 

Our childrcn .. ill nor 
ce-:eive che c:duclCion co ""'hich 

chey are encided unios our 

.Jminisrratiun of eduction is 

d;eccive. 

Tnae is ""h), che 
Governmene has givcn prioriry 
co idm inlscncivc rc::onn Ln 
eciuc.cion . 

Whe� 'ehe r� of ehe 

Picoe <askforce, N/",iniIltring 
F", &<tlftnr" was rdo.scd on 

1 0  May, I ackno."ledg-:d ehe 

broad meeits of che modd ie 
proposed. le seemed co roe co be 
• good mixrure of re:spon.sive

ne:s.s, Rc=xibiliry .."d lCtOWlrabll

icy. lc placed decision rmJcing 1.5 
dose as possible co che poine of 
implemencation. The members 

of ehe c",kforce which devised 
chac model-Bri.." PicD<, Peter 
Rams.y, Margaree Rcocmeegy, 
Colin Wise .nd Wheru Wee

=--<:armoe be chanked 'urn

c:iencly for che 0.."< and 
choughefulnes, ,,'hich m.uk:d cheir work. 

The Govemmc:m lOughe • response co ehe cepore both 
fcom ehe general public and eduaeional isCl , The Assoc:i>re MinisCC' 

of EduCJ.eion .."d ochO' colleagues joined me in conduCting .  series 
;;; 
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or inquirid = .. :ou �houe che coun<r)·. M"", cn." 20.000 rdpon� co 
cne repore :-.". b«n >cudie..!. 

Tn< n<'Cd ror retorm .. � $""cnJly >c«pte..!. 

r """""",., 5(1,0011 sea oue tn. po;;c)' po1ieion cne Govern· 
men! nu rt'44.:nerJ (nllowinlt in consid�riC)tl nf cne imrlicuiMS of 
su,h (It·cn,:,'''"g tc(urm. Much o( it is � l.mrmacion o( (he Picoe 
propo1'ls. T�cn: u. som • •  ddirion. or d.,>.il. In som. uc-u tne 
Gov.mm.,,: hu chosen '0 depan rrom ehe cukrorec. 
rccommcn�s. 

Tn: boolcJee concenened upon primary ."d .<cond"'r 
education. Two ochee "'orleing puties uc considccing =11' child· 
hood cu. >=4 eduaeion ."d po1t<ompuisocy education ."d etlin· 
ing. Theit r:;>O<I:S ...ul be .. Icued sep>nccly. 

To: Governmen, ;. cC1Tlin due che .. rorm i, ptoposcs "'ill 
resul, in o:>On: immcdi.« doli,'cr)' of ,""",UCCd [0 sdloou. mot< 
pUCl'lru ....,: community invol"""'''"t. and srn«c tnch": cdpon.i· 
bility. le .. ill lad co improved lcuninS opportunieies for the child· 
ren of this ccuncry. The reformed .dminiscntion ",ill be .umcicnd)· 
60cible >nd ccspon.si .. e co mccc rhe puticulu needs of M.ori 
educaricm. 

T"" ,..,;ruiscd edua.aon .dmini>cnaon ouelined in ,his 
documene W;U do ;wae. no< only co the m1J1Y .bl. peopl. ",ho 
"""le in cdua.aon bu, Wo • ."d aiaally. <0 ouc childcen ",d young 

peopl •. 
Tais ;. one of ehe most impcxun' ptOpo1al. for educarion 

reform t:Vf% 1t1l>OW\� by ."y New Zc1bnd Govemmcn,. I com· 
mend ia ardUI .cudy. 

Dovid �-: 

;. 
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2. 
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Introduction 

r ...... " .. " S<Jn.I, ouc1ind che mon chexoughgoing c:.'IU!Sd CD ::he 
�dminumcion of eduecion in OU/ hiscocy. In • syseem u coa>pCx 
u eduacion_ no< every We de:UJ of how ehe new sysn:m will 
opence an be dt>bluhed .. this sage. r ....... ,.." Sr;,.,.v :. • 
't>ccmenc of chc: Government, in=<-UI Implcment>cioo L"uic 
."d ." OScWs Commi«C!: rq>arnnS co <he c..bincr Social Eq.::r:y 
CommiCCC!: .. -ill invdci� .. ,peciEe =ctUt<:S. WUd ¥Id opc:=ic:c>J 
''''luitem...cs. In .ddicion. che Go�, is .bouc .. 'O cecCv.: md 
c:oruidcr chc: � of """ ""'king gsoups: one. Oft .... Iy dUldbood 
are >nd edua<ion; the ocher. on pa5C'<Ompu.lsocy eduecioo md 
cninitlg. 

The ccio"", of eduaciOft .c!minlstnOon is bued Oft che fo� 
principal rCl= 
, Inscirunons ";lI be ,he �i< "builJing block" of cduocion 

1<lmini:sa>aon. ",i,h <0<\=1 0_ rheir eduacional � 
CO wc u chc:y dcrermine. ";ctUn ""CnU guidelind fot cduca:ioa 
sce br a... soce. 

, The """""g of the insarucion .,UJ be • putl'crship bcrw= :be 
prafc:ssionUs ."d ,he pucic:ul.u community in which it is 
loa,ed. The mech.nism for NCiI 1 pannctthip ";11 be • r.oud 
o( crwom:s. 

E.c. ... inscirucion ";11 "" ics 0"" obiectivn. ",ichin ..... e � 
n.cionaJ S'£idelind set by the .are. 'nc:sc Obj«tivd ..;u ::5cct 
che puciculu nds of 'he communi..., in whic.'l riI. insciruo.:c ts 
lca,e.;. lIIC ";11 be cI=lr I<t OU' in 1 "chu .. :'· d"",,, I:? �. 
the inscirucion . •  ,,;, C,'tr.= ..;u le: u • conmet �= � . 
communi�' ...,d ch. inscirucion. lnd ..... e inscirucion In'' � 
sace. 

[nsnNcoru �itl be lccounnole. chtou§h a n�cionall�' =::::...--
lishcJ RC""iC",v luJ (\uJic .\��I.�'. tut che ;u"�nmcn( �..:nC.s 
S�( ()(1 cduc�(ion lnJ Car mC":!'in§ (he oo;C":ci"C'I set 0\:: in 
(net( c::'llTm. Tnis 1S;�C;' �';1I a.�.' aue r�gulu r�iC", ot �. 
inJeiC'UC'1OC"1. 
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lruri" .. cio<u ... ill be f= (0 putclllU< >CTVices from > "nlte nf 
suppliers. 

CommwUCY eduocion forums viII be >C( up (0 ,et U • pl1ce of 
dec..", U\d • voice foe ul <nose "'ho ..un (0 >i, 6ci, cancems
.,h.,...hcr scudentS. puena. <""chen. m:l/\1gas oc eduacian 

.dmin.is<n,on. 

A �u.u.C:"f af Eduacion .,ilJ be esnblLshed co ;:covide ?OliC"( 
.dvic: (0 <he Minu=. <0 uitninis, ... pcopcttT. ",d co !undle 
nn=a.J aOW1 U\d oFCncionaJ .cnvicies. 

An ",dependene PU'ate AdvOClC"( Council ..,iU be esnbli.shed. 
• .us council .,ijl pcolUote <he ",ccresa of 1'= 3enenlly ",d 
wi.ll. iD. p-uticulu • ....,vide usuancc Uld suwo" '0 puo:na. 
",ho U'C dissatisfied ";th c:nscing llnlIgcmcna co the extene 
due d>cy wish <0 >C( up their own school 

GcouF' of puena �cing I( lcue 2 1 childn:n wi.ll be .hle 

<0 wi�w fcom o:iscing =gemcna >nd >et up their own 
in.scicucion. pcovided chae ther mCC( the IUnomJ guidel"' .. foe 

eduaOon. 

The "ex'< sa >«tio<u in r • ..-·/ S<'-u mIKe (uu,. spcll 0<.1, ... hl( 
";11 hlpl'C' und ... 'he n .... syseem of .uuacion .clminucnaon. 

1 .  Admi1tistration at the 
Local Level 

1 .0. 1 The buic uni, of educ.cian .dminucncion ,,;(1 ':le the 
inclividwJ school a, .... Iy childhood cmae. Each ""ciNcien � be 
und ... <he avet'1lJ FOliC"( canacl of . boud of c:u.sc=�, chc 6y
cc>-<l.y ccnaol of the itUciNcion >nd the implcmcnncion of 'he 
?OliC"( wi.ll be the n::s?Oruibilicy of the principal. The pcinc;:-1l wi.ll 
Wo be c!>c pcofeosionaJ Inder of the ""cicucion >ne) wi.ll be <":S9On
sible (0 chc board.. 

1 . 1  Th" 804ra of Trwt�u 
1 . 1 . 1  tnsQcucioas ..;(1 have • baud of aw,Cd ,esponsibIe (ot 
<he broad policy ohjc<:tives ",d 'he efficient ",d effective � of 
,he school. The boat..! ..,iIl be <xpccted <0 be ,esponsive <0 CDmlUu
nicy eduacionaJ nc-edJ >nd <0 >C( pcognmmes >nd councs co In«< 
them. ";d!.in nacionaJ guidelines. (Sce scccion 3.3 : N acional GWdr

lines fo, Eduncion..l 

1. 1.1 lnclividwJ iNcicucio<u may nch hive theit 0 .. .., boards. Ot 
they mar sIutc a common bouc! ";th och ... ""cicucio<u if che 
Muwccy of Educ.cion ( ... hich is tcrpon.sible fot tecommcncUnS Cut
cer .ppto"'>l co the Minucc,l is "cis6<d tha, a common c:!::&rn:t 
S<:tvCS che ;",cresa of ul involved. 
I. I.J The cole of the baud of awcc::s ";ll diCe: in dft:W 
bctw.,.., =ly childhood cmaes >nd schools. However. the e-co.c! 
tesponsibWcies .,ilJ be the sune. 

Tiu Cb.,.t�, 
l . l .  + (.'\ coll.abancon ",i,h the princisnl. che lcui. ..,.: Co�e 
cammwUr.. the bauc! "'ill be : .. potUible fo, che p'<9ancion ;:<' Co"e 
irunNcion

: s chU'ter '2I;chin ehe oYcnJl nanonll .JU'ddincs :0(' :-::uo. .. 
cion. r.�. outer "'il! denne ch. put;x>SCS of (he inscicucion ",ci che 

in<en..!ed cuccomcs ro, IN..!enn. le ..,ill .11O d.nne che .... ys in "'nic:'" 
P(u�r.1I1\1nn lofIo'ill I,· d,-.,i�u,-'\t tu rnkc: lc.t"uunc "r: 

che: ;-u<iculu i",.., .. " uf Stu..!."" ",c! ;>c,enau ,,,,dena 

(he s�ll lkills ",d quuiriaaoru 0; the snf.' 



ehe rouurl:O u{ the cuwnlUniry 

ehe puticulu wishes of (he iruciNnon"s communiry. 

1 . 1  J Th� O�p"rtmm' of EduaOon .. ill emblish • liaison 
group co help bouca d�dop cheir 6nc chUTct. 

I :1 .0  Whil� ch� boud is caponsibl� (or ch� oycnll prcpu1Cion 
or ch� chUTer. ch� dcn.ils ";11 � determined by ch� community ."d 
ch� institution', caching ".if working cogethct. Th. chuc« ";11 
indud� noc only che oY<nlJ objectiya of che wcitucion. buc lbo ch� 
kno"'ledg�. ,kills. lttituda. and �ucs <0 � lamed in ch� insticu
�on. and che sanduca CO � lchi� ";,hin ,he n.tional guid�. 
Unes. Boch ch� community U1d ch� inRitucion ha� • mtjoc put co 
pity in dcttrmining chc:sc. 
1 . 1 .  7 Th� chUTer of ach insGtucion ";11 � .pproved by che 
MWJ,er. on ch� c«ommendacion of cbe minisay. le chen becomes • 
concnct bccwC'CC\ ch� JCIrc and ch� irucitucion. and bccwC'CC\ � 
inJcitucion U1d ia community. Owtc. ..;U � r"";� (rom cim� 
co cim�. u 1001 ci.rcumJanea 0< rucionaJ guid�Una chll1g�. 

I. 1.8 Follo";"g ch� d�elopmene uw:I IPpro� of ch� inJtitu
rion', chuccr. rh� principal uw:I ,aif dctc:rmin� ho.., rh� curriculum 
objcctivn in ie U� <0 � achi�ed. In doing chis, ch� principal ",d 
".if ";U wocIc ";chin rucionaJ objcaiva foe curriculum. 

A «o""tl/hi/it:! 
1 . 1 .9  Th� baud o f  CCUJC= will � �in:d ro rcpotC rcguLuly 
<0 ia community on ch� objcaivcs of cI>c wcitucion', chutcr, and 
on how well � ue being lchi�ed. le will Wo � OIpccted '0 
ensure ch .. che community is infoemed rcgululy of ch� eduocional 
lchi��mma of ch� inJOtution u • whol�. Th� insGturion ·,-."d 

che boud" -pcrfortTW\CC ";U � fonmJly c"";�ed by ch� emen! 
R�i� and Audie Agency. Th�rc will � twO y ..... � ch� 
compl�tion of on. c�i� ."d che �ng of che nC1CC. 

1 . 1 . 1 0  The r�i� of =Iy childhood Cen"n ";11 � less formal 
chll1 for schools. The pr«Uc unngcmena for chis ue bang looked 

lC by ch� WorkinS Group on Euly Oilldhood Cue ",d Eduotion. 

1 . 1 . 1 1  The baud ";11 reques, • � by ch� R"";� ."d Audir 
Agmcy in c:ucs of public concem or disquiet .bour ,h� in,titu,ion's 
pcr(orm:u\c<. 

1 . 1 . 11  No crus,� ";11 � liable (oe "Iou in good fai,h"-buc 
ccu,,= ";11 � individually li.bl� for fnud or wtongdoing. 

4 

1 .1 .  /J 11,e n>lion.1 �uiJeli"c> ",ill induJe • �uJe of candu" fur 
bouds-inducling ch. clue pcoccuo co � follo .. ..d in mtttca of 

dispu«. 

R.rp"ffribilil, for Staff 
I .  I . 1  � Th� board of crwcca .. ill � ch� I.gal employer of rnch

ing and 'uppo" , .. If. ,"cl '0 will � responsible foe >aJ!ing etUttcrs. 

1 . 1 . 1  J Th. board .. ill .ppoinr ,h. ptincipal, uw:I will .ppcove che 

lppoincmene of buic·saI� ,aching s .. if and non-.a.dcmic ,uppo<"C 

JCIif on che c«ommendation of che principal. Foe tppoinanene <0 
'nching ,aif .boYe ch. buie sole. che board will .ppttm: recom

mendations etUde by I ,nffing committ�. This snJ!inS committ� 

will consis, of ch� principal, ch� cluicpcnon of � boan:I, and & 

tacher from ."ocher school ('0 � selected by cbe boan:I). The 

baud tnly wish to inacuc numbcn on inrcrvicw p:r.ncIs <0 ensure 

Ippcopriacc ccpccscnacion f,om ch� community. In lppointing che 
pcincipal, ,he baucl m.y .Iso ",ish '0 ...,k .dvia: &om ."ochcr 

board, oe from . princip-.l or tcleher lC lI10cher inscitunon. 

1 . 1 ./0 The board ",ill .clvcttisc .11 cnching positions nacionally. 

1 . 1 .  1 7  The board ";11 .dope equ.l-employmcn<"'Pponunicics 

principles gencnUy in .ppoincmmc procedu,a; uw:I this ";U � 

audieed by � R�i� and Audic Agency u put of ia ccgul .. 
:mew. 
1 .1 .  I 8 The board will comply wich che ,emu uw:I condicions of 

all (,aching tncl non',nching) .... rels .ncl saJ.uy soles. As well. 
che principles of che Sacc Sector Act 1988 ";U .pply <0 all ,etIf' 
employed by boards of CCUJ'=. 

/ .I .I!} Bouds may wish to obrtin lJJisCU1C� in meeting ,heir 

raponsibilities u employers-for ins,U1C •• from chc Employ ... · 

F.dencion-<lc rhey may ",ish to "buy in" .d";ee (rom commercial 

.gmeies (including cclua,ion scrvic. cmcees). 

1 . 1 .10 Th. botrd uf e,us:ccs is che legll employe' of ,nch ... ",d 

u ,ueh .. ill � resporuible for instituting pcocedurcs of 'nchcr 

'ppnigl .ncl cliscipline. Huwcvct . • ny chll1S'" co ..wrinll proc� 

Juces ""ill h.v� cu be cst3uli,hccl in ch� 'I'rrupria« ''''>Iw. 
1 . 1 . 1 1  11,( bowJ ",,11 b.: ''''I'",,,ibl. fur 'p"",vin!! 10 •• fur 'C3If. 
utJ will rC'imbunc u . ... a.lu."TS J:ly"(�.Y <:tpc:1UC cbims. 

1 . 1 .12 Th� bo:ccl .,ill � responsible for lppt'oving • ,aif cl� ... 

topmenc pcognmmc on ene �dvice of the prinop1l. Tne fund,�g roe 
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u::J.if uC""/clOrml-nc p(n�nmmo w,1I CUlne frum ,he in:uicuciun· s bulk 
£:r.n,. 

I. 1 .1) For mure i1c'nil un cCl,hinS posiciuru. "'" ICCciun 1 .2. 
Rup,"'Jibility far Prap<rty 

1 . 1 .14 WhCfC"VCf che 0�"T\ uwru cUuociun rruperty. roporui
biliry (or m.inc",,.n.c lnJ Clpi"l wO(Iu ",ill be Ipli, bc:tw""" che 
baud of cnLICc:d 1nJ che minisuy'l property unit.. Whc:e che 
Crown doe! no, own che property-CO<" insnn<e in inccgn'c:d 
schools utd o,her .pccific o.so-che aiscing lcpl concnc, Mll 
d=ine roporuibiliry (0<" "wn,enance 1nJ opial .. .",Iu. 
I. 1.15 Wl1crc the Cro""T\ owns p,opcrry. chc baud of cnJl(c"o 
-.,ill be roporuib le (or III �iltt1,,,"t< th., C1n be a� co occur 
-.,ichin • ,en-y= cy.:k Th.is will include bcxh m::tjor :and minor 
"wncm=cc--luch u chc p>inting of IChoo! buildings; dc::Ining 
.nJ Olcnking; nuinc=a: of sto<JnJs; plwnbin� o.cpcnrry lnJ 
clcarioJ rcp>in; :anJ che supply. m.in,mlJl<"r .oJ C"C"(1�c=, u( 
equipmene. Nmiru,e .oJ sroro. Pruvuion (.,.. chu .. ;ll he: m.Je in 
<:leh yc-u'1 bu lk SClne. ll1J chc b.ntJ will be ap«ccU co buJgc:t (oe 

rmin,m=ce over • ,en-y.:u cycle. 

1 . 1.16 The bulk gtllle ... -iII aXe ineo 2C"CO<1nC che cliEraing main
caUnco ,�uin:mcna of i1incn:nc iruacua�pccWly >< che ame 
o( the changeovcc. 

1.1.17 Whc:e che 00"'" awns the propcrry. '4,it41 u:wu MU be 

the toporuibiliry o( che minisuy'l peopcrry unie. In 1.11 sicu::laQnS. 
the peecise toporuibilicid 0( bod, pa:Od .,,;u be >et oue in ut 
occup-:ancy 'g,ccmm,. which -.,ill be open co poblic inspection. Tnis 
.�mcne .,,;u include the <ishc of the baud of == CO .pprove 

5zu.J plllU foe '"y apiaJ ..".-Iu. 
1.1.18 The minisrry .. -ill P"Y foe rq,..;, of dun:>.gc owed by 
m.>.ior Vllldl.!um. fire. 800d .od Cll"Chqu�<. Dcci:sions on "'"'c 
�n = co be done in IUCh = "'ill be nude by che baud :and 
the miniscry warking cogc:thcr. 

Raponsibility for Btu/g'/J 
1 . 1 .29 fundin!: foe lll lt\ iru,i,u,iun'l lrnvicic:l .. -\il be Clkul�,cU 
on che buis of nationally d=inc:d (ormul.Co rnu funJing ,.·i ll be 
sent di,�Jy co inscirucioru u 1 bulk gnnc-""jch the: o:c:?cion of 
C<:l.:hcn· ply ... ·hid' will C:-: JubuncU chroug" sc;.-u:>c. p"rruil 

prCXcUu'd (Ice ?=!tflPn. 1 .4. 1 - 1 .4.21. F"�"Ul roporuibiliry for 
how funJing is .lloaced .. ·ill lie "'ieh che bc:ud: the boud .. ill 
lpp,ove buJge<> ch.c ",ve bc,:n peeP"'ec:d by che Frincip->.! :anJ ",Er. 
If nc:<:=uy. chd< budgea ",ill .lso be prc;:-uc:d -.,ith profosion>l 

help. (Foe mO'e deC"lil on budgcu Ind bulk gnna. = >cecion 1.3 : 

Funding.) 

I. I .JO The boud Mll he roponlib le fO<" the pn-;n.n.cion .nd 
.udi, of the iru,icucion'l >ccount:S. The baud .. -ill Usa >end In 
llU"Iul.! scc of lCcauna-.. hich h .. ve bc,:n cic:hc= .udioc:d QC" c:atiEed 
by ut .ccounCll\C-CO the R.eview :and Audie Agency. 

1 . 1 .3 1  The baud -.,ill be .ble '0 bocrow ax;ncy oommcrci::UIy if 
they 10 ddLte. Beaus<: of th.i>. ie m .. y be CICc=t}' <XI crocc • 
gmcnl liabiliry-hdd CO a Ipccific:d limit of ci>c bulk grant funcls
u >cC\1ciry foe lmden. This -.,iU be furchcr inTl:Scig:aa:d by the 
lmplemCflocion Unit.. 

1 . 1 .3 2 The baud ",ill be .ble co hiee lJminis=cM: scMCd u ie 
'C<luieo. In IOme =. cUuo,iun sccvice ccncro mar be .ble '0 
peovide full .dminu«lCive SCCViCd foe bouCs. Bue baucls -.,ill be 
frcc '0 obcl.in .uppoct o.nd services ftom .,n.ur.-cr � <hey find 

sacisfaccory . 
J Cam{ioli/iorr .f /bl S •• .,ti • 

1 . 1 .33 Cch baud of onueCd U primuy U>d sccooduy l.cvd MU 
coruUt of: 
1 five mcmbcs nomitu,c:d o.nd clc:ac:d � ene -puma" of 

IcudCflt:S 

� che principal 

, onc member d� br the loff from u:>ons ,her (lumber 
1 onc member dected by che lcudene body. ia Cle o.sc of sccon

duy schools. 1nd by the pupil> of Focro t o.nd abo-rc '" the o.sc 
of IChools Men boen pcimuy ll1d scconC:uy !<Ucca 

1 ewO membcn nomin.lCed by ,he p�. in che o.sc of 
ineeSfl'cJ IChools 

1 luch oche: Co-<lp,ed member> u ,he bo>:a oi ::us.-= think> fie 

(up '0 • muimwn numbe: of �l.  :0 =: du, the boud 

properly rcflcc::s ,ne com901i�i?n of le cC'CIl .. nu.ni�·. oc C'O c:uucc 
ch1< P"'rcicu(u <:<pcrcisc i.s' rc?,c::sc:nec:d ",cl .--.iI:lble co che 
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board. No more chan onc of these c�pced membcn ."ill be • 
cocher employed by the baud. 

1 . 1 . 14 11lc (Crm " I"ltet1cs' will i",luJc �lty !,'''SOfI wltv is cite 
immctli�ce c:ltegivet of • 'Ndenc. 

I. I .JJ The members nvmin,.cctl ."d eleccctl by " puena" "'ill be 
" �ena" cherruclves. In the o.sc of incetmediare schools ."d =Iy 
childhood ceneres. " puena" CUt inclvde chosc "'hosc children ""ill 

1(cend ch. irutiNtion ""ithin che coming ycu. or ..,hose children 
h�ve 1(,ended ..,ithin che pceview ycu. 

1 . 1 .J6 No principal. cocher or sNdcnt ",ill be chaitpcrson of che 
baud. 

I . I .J 7 Aput fcom the tocher rcpre:scnClQVe. no other employcc 
of che baud .... ill be eligible for eleccion co che baud. 

1 . 1 .18 The 'Nden, reprcscnClQv. will be frcc '0 ",ithd"", from 
baud mcctin� at ."y nme if cheir prc:scnce is likely '0 compromise 
chem. !louds ""ill also need CO be owu. ch�t in som. evlNres it is 
unaccepClb le for young people co .... ork alongside chose in �uthocicy. 

1 . 1 .19 All board membcn have the same powers and responsibil
ities-.... h.cher C�P(ed or elected. 

1 . 1 . 40 Principals will use cheir voce in .ccord""ce .. i,h 0 code of 
cunduct .. hich will be includctl in the national guidelines. 

I. 1 . 4 1  Bouds .... ill encourage 0 fait re?rc:scnCltion from their 
communicy--cspccially from women. Moon. p.cinc Isl""d utd 
.... orking d= �ena in communities .. here chis is oppropriacc. 

EI.trio" ""d Co-oprio" ro rh, 80",.d 

1 . 1 .  4 2 Responsibilicy for informing che communicy .bout che 
board of ctUSCCCS' election procc:u will lie with ,he princi;>al. 

1 . I . 4J Elec,ions '0 pcimuy ""d scconduy schools' bouds ""ill be 
h.ld every C"fO ycus. 

1 . 1 .4 4  To ensure baud concinuicy. only '0 pc: cenr of CNSC= 
will be «...,I«,ed le ."y onc ,ime. 

1 . 1 . 4.1 Co-opred members .,ill s<:cve for . specific cerm CO be 
detcrminctl by ch. individu.1 buud. 
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1 . 1 .  46 Bo .. d m.mbcn .,ill be paid fees to compensate for .ny 
�"h:'l(:\l lt ial lill�&lc:ial di�l\lv":'lflt:t�c inC:\lrrt:tI in hc:in� :t bu:aru mcm

(',:r. A K31c vf (m:uilllum) fees for ch is wi ll be es .. blishctl. to guide 
Mrds. £'= wi ll be �w"rd.d .c che JiscrcciCln of che boud icsclf

.nd will be uscd cu· compens .. e for lusc incume. lIId for child�rc. 

cr� vel �nd orher costs. 

1 . 1 . 4 7  The Go vctnmcnc .... ill eumine che possibilicy of r.-,uiring 
emplvyers to give up '0 6 d�ys' unp.id In ye ""ch ynr co employ.es 
""ha ". board m.mbers. cO .noble ch cm co pucici�cc fully in 

board business. 

1 .2  T �I%�hjllg POlilioll1 within inltituJionl 
1 . 1. 1 As oudin.u in p=gCl?hs 1 . 1 . l 4 - 1 .  1 .22. che boud "'ill 
be che leg:tl employer or" snn: i,  "';11 �ppoinc che princi;>al; 'ppcoye 
,ppointmencs of b.,ic-sale tnching 'Cln on che rC'CommcndlCion of 
che princip.l; ond lppCOV• '?poincmcnrs of sClif above the basic 
sale on che cecommcndlCion of 1 s<.fiing commicc .... Tne boud 
",ill dcccemine s .. rein!! sal.ries.(wichin ch. oppropciacc saluy sc�es). 

1 .2.2 Appuincmenc of che prilldpa/ ... ill be on • conaace .. irhin. 

a ",I.cy .. nse esClblLshed nacionllly. 11,e term of che concn" ""ill 
be nesoci:1ccd beC"fc-:n che baud of 'NseCCS �nd ch. principal. 

/ .2.1 The �ppoin'mene of cere.in /If,;O, uarh,,, (,he cop senior 
cClcher in pcimuy schools; ch. CO? 2 cnchers in scconduy schools) 
"'ill be on conence ",ichin • "I.cy Clnge dClblished nationally. Tne 
,am of che con, .. " .,ill be n.goci1Ced beC"fc-:n 'he baud ."d ,he 
,nchee involved. 

1.2.4 Appoincmenc of u"rilm will be u employ= .,ichin 
S:1lacy salcs esClblishctl n1Cionally. A scu,ing .. luy oifeced moy � 
lo"'e! oc highee ch"" che saluy rC'Ceiy.d in the cocher'> focmer 
position. A :nche", sll,cy .,ill noc be (o ... ·.ced ,fce< ,he or he Ls 
appuinccd. unlcs.s chLs Ls pecmicccd in che «mu lIId conditions of 

che eel.vane ,wud. 

1 . 1  . .1 To. ciShcs of propriccocs of inccgrlCed schools .nd other 
possib le "schools of special ch .... cc: .. · (se: section '.6: The Position 
of "Spcci:1l Ch".cc«·: Schools) '0 'peatY c:rcoin c:quiccmena for 
,,,If .,ill be fureh", considered by ch. Impl.mcn"tion Unic in 
cunsu l(�ciun with tncc:cc:scc:tl p�rtiC'S. 
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1 . 1.6 The prioricy-ri�hrs scheme. ,nJ rhe "rimocy �ice ""xe

Jure whereby ,crc:liu l'Mrsi(iunJ. lrC n .. �crvcJ rut (t."'lc..hcr·cr"J.inins 
snJu.ccs. w,lI � lbolishc:J. 

1 . 1. 7 The remu •• l experuc1 of cnnsferring celcher1 will con
cinue co � cencr:llly (unJed. All ucher casrs-incluJing che cose of 
in«rviewing .pp lic.ncs-will � funJed by che inscicucion. 

1 . 1.8 Boards will obKI"Ve ch .. principlc-s of cquol employmene 
opporcunicic-s in .ppaincmene procc:Jurc-s. Tnis will � manicured by 
che Re.i..., Utd Auuie Agency as pace of ics regul.r r ... iew. 

1 . 1.9 PasicioM MII � .dvcreised nacianllly. 

1. 1. 1 0  The boud ... ill � responsible (or lppra.ing I .... e far SM. 
Utd will reimburse celchers' dlY-co-d.y expense cbims. 

1 . 1. 1 1  PosicioM co � knawn as " Celchers of oucsanding 
meric'-which encompasses che concc-pe of " Ield" c ... chers-will 
� builc inco Sllur sccuCtUres. co pco.iJe Celchers wich Ut incc-ncive 
co rem.in as clusroom celchers racher ch.n scoking senior posirions. 
To � consiJered l " CC"lcher of oursanuing meri'·. l cel,her ",ill 
usu�ly need co ha.e compleced l minimum uf IU Yelrs �ice UtJ 
.<nined • suinble snnJuJ of Celchins pctform.nce. T elchers con
siJered suicable for reCosnicion ",ill � recommc-nuc:J by cheir bonrd 
of crusCed Utd principu. bue ehe nn.1 iudgmc-ne will � m.de by 
ehe It ... ie" Utd Audic Agc-ncy. The recognicion as 1 e ... cher of 
oucsranding merie ",ill no longet .pply once che e ... chet concerned 
cakes up l senioc posicion. The o.erall numbcn of e ... chC"r1 of 
ouaanding meric .. ill � limiced. bue chete will � no limie co che 
number of such cachers on l puticullC inscicueion's sraft. 

1.1. 1 2  Muimum Utd minimum scalt:scudc-ne rarios will � set in 

ehe n1<ion1l guidelinc-s for cducleion. 

1.1.1 J Schools ",ill mlke cheir own uangemena foc employing 
relieving c ... chers. Some relieving c ... chers. however . ... ill � plid 
ehcough che miniset)'. UtJ noe from che inscicurion's ""ching Sllaries 
gane (for more deClil SC"C pangr:lph 1 .3 .3 ) .  
1 . 2. 1 4  AlloVUlces paid co UJOCi.ce celchers Utd cucor CelchC"r1 
will be funded ch rough CC"lchers collegc-s. .nJ noc chrough che 

insricucion's o ... n funuing. 

T h� R,016 or Ih� E'rincipal dna Staff 
I . l. / J  The principal is .nd ."ill � rhe professional lelder of che 

inscicucion. Principals .,ill be responsible for: 

10 
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4J rhe: prt.1':'Ir:uury wltt'k IIn ;1n if1�rif"\lrjc"'·J charrer (in cnn�ulr:uin" 
widl .�calr alld I.IUIlIUUIIICY ami will,  :u.\is(�IU':c. ir rc.."\luirc:U. ftum 
(he miniscry) 

� che ,1Iuoriun uf Jueies ,nu deniled ubiecri.c-s ,mongsr sc.ft 

n che uevdopmc-nc of perform.nce obiecci.es lnJ m=ures ro 
UlCSS rhac performance 

� recommenJing che regisrr:lrion of be;inning CelchC"r1 (see seccion 
3 . 4  : Tod,er Trlining) 

'1 ensuring chle inJi.idu.I f.milies >re informed of rhe eJuca-
cion.1 progrd$ lnd lChievemc-ncs of cheir chilJren. 

1 . 2. I 6 PrinciPlIs ... i11 be expecced co "'ode in 1 collabonri.e 
relacionsh i p ... ich choir snli. bur "'ill have rhe fin.I responsibilicy for 
m.king decisioru. (The board "'ill � responsible for '!,proving che 
iMcicurion's snff d ... elopmc-nr prognmmc:--which will � funded 
chrough chc inscicucion's bulk ganr.) 

1 . 2. 1 7  Thc role uf cC"lcners in rheir inscicurion ...,ill noc ch"'� 
Jr:lm:lCi"IIy. 11,cy will. huwe.er. hlYe • more uirecc rdlCionship 
wirh cheir Ctnpluycr (rhc b..�"I uf rcuscees) .nJ will be expecred co 
p'rciciparc in Jecisi"ns m.Je .bouc budgca and .bouc cheir own 
use of che insritucion' s rdOUrces. 

1 . 2. 1 8  Inscicueiuns .. ill be .ble ro "buy in" any CltCr:l adminUcra
ci.e support chc-y may r"'luire. AlluWlnce will � made for chis in 
che bulk gnnc. 

1 . 1. 1 9  The Governmenc ... ill consider ways in which principals 
anJ ucher celchers caking on new responsibilicies can � givc-n 
craining . informlCion .nd supporc. This ..,ill be referred ro che 
Implemc-nncion Unie. 

A ... · .. '<11 ana Sdlary S�a16 N.,o/ialio"l 
1 . 2.20 A .... rds ,nd ,.l.ry 1C.1 .. for III rC"lchers .,ill be negociaced 
nacionally. 
1 . 1.21 Tne 5nce Services Commission "'ill .cr on beh.lf of 
empluyers in 'WlrJ ,nJ sal.cy ne!;UcilCiuns . •  nJ ... ill cOMulc ... ich 
cIIII'I"y.:u· Cl1'rc5�'IC3Ci.,"S ill dllill): rhis-.s rC\luirc:J hy che 5nce 

5C<."tor A" I �1:I:l. 

1 . 1.22 There .,ill be no uniiicJ .. l.cy lC.le for celchers inero

uuced le chis selge. 

1 1  



r.a<hu "'/I/I�aiJal a"tI Dis<ipli". 

1 .1.11 The bo.«J of cn.oSCC'O is che le!;.ll empluycr uf cc:-:chen .nd 

u such ",ill be eesponsible fur in>titucing proe.due .. of tc:-:cher 
.pp� ",d duopline. However. "'y ch"'ges to exiscing proce
dures ... ,11 have CO be aabluhed in che 'ppropria,e ''>fUds. 

1 .3 Funding 

/ ,1. I All funding ",ill come co irucicu,ions u • bulk gnnc. This 

bulk gnnc "';11 have ewo dutinct componena-<oching salaries 
",d openrional tCtiviues-",d ... ch ",i ll be bucd on ia 0,"", 
tepance funding formula. The formulae "'ill be sensitive to che 

vuying ncc<is of diiTecenc irucicucions in diffeta1c u=. ",d ... ill be 

.... ighced for equicy considerations ",d che particular cosa of cun
ning n.ora! schools. The formulae ",ill be publicly .V1iIable for 
sauciny. 

1.1.1 The c ... ching salaries gn.nc chac che irucicucioo receives will 
have been o..Iculace<l by che minucry u folluws: • nu<ional s",ff roll 
for ... ch school (including prcsc:ibc<.i limitS on ehe numbers of 
scniuc..ale sc.m is decide<l .eeording co • naciun.lly dC'Cermine<l 
formula; ... oghcings ue oIculaced co rake .ccounc of ", ins.cicucion·s 
individual need.; and chis is combined ... i,h oo,iooally ncgotiaced 
poy scoles '0 give ,he salaries gnnc for a particular inscicucion. The 
board on chen decide che numbcn of ,ochen ( ... i,hin given mui
mum ",d minimum snffing noes) and •. c ... hac scep in che na,iooal 
saJuy sale 'hey san. 

1 .1.1 The , ... ching salaries gnnc ... ill noc cover paymen, for 
rolieving ,ochen in circumsn.nces "'here che relief is necessa:y 
beause of sick love and cerrun governmen,-.pproved sn.ody or 
sportS love-oo-pay. These paymena ... ill  be m.de wough che 

miniscry. Similarly, che c ... ching salaries gnnc ... iU noc cover 
alloW'Ulces for usociace or curor tochers: these ... ill be funded 
thcough , ... chen collega. (The coching salwes gr",c ... ill, ho ... ever, 
cover paymenc for relieving cochen "'ho rc?lac: snff undem.king 
sc.ff developmenc c"ining.) 

/ ,1.'1 The OP"'"ciun:l1 .ctivicies gnnc-,o cuver .dminutncion 
ancilluy suppore, m.inten.nce, .nd che non-salary upeca of coch� 
ing-.,i ll h.ve been o..Iculace<l on ,he buis of . scp:ln,e nacionolly 
de,ermined fo,mul •. This gn.nc ",ill noc be broken do"'n in,o 
11 
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specific Clcc!>uric"> u( exp.:nJi,ure: the b"ard uf che inJiviJual in>ti

,u,ion icscl( ",ill JeciJe thd<: expenJitures. ror cumplc, che inscicu

cion m.y Jcc:idc--!;;ven che ubi<'<:tives and c .. ching pn>gnmme in 

ia chareer-chac • pcioricy is repl.cing (urnicure. 0< pn>viding com- ' 

puten in every clu.sroom. It .,ill =k quoacions and .. ill make 

decisions on che buis of the prica received. There will be no 

compulsion co use. lIly particular .gencies. 

I.l.J While the bulk snnc has ewo distinct componcna, che 
board ",ill have some Jiscretion in che use of chese funds. lc ."ill 

have. foe insn.nce, some icc"'oy in the numbcn of cochcrs ic .,ill 
hiee. and at .,hac rate in che sa.Iuy so..Ie ic will do so. The board 
may deciJe chac '" ""en. tocher is • peioricy, and may use (uncls 
feo m  the openeional .ctivicies sranc co aoC'C ",cxbcr ,oching 
posirion--oc '0 subsidise """ part·time posioons. Sinniluly. ic may 
decide chac, given che obj«cives set ouc in. ia durn:r. it should focgo 
a ,ocher position ",..I irucCld use funcls co buy a compu,cr oc ocher 
high-,echnulogy , .. ching .icls. 

/ .1,6 The funding formula will be adjusced whcncvcr new poli
cies are '0 be implc:mcn,cJ in iru,icu,iuns. This "';11 also .pply co 
existing pulkic:s which .re noc yet (ully implcmcn,e<l thtoughoue 
ilUcicucioos-such u roding <ecovcry. 

1.1.7 The funding of special prognmmcs and �cilicics foe scu
Jena wieh hanJicapping conJitions .,ill be ehe rr::sponsibilicy of ehe 
minisory. 

J .1.8 lnscicu,ions ...-ill know in ad.."ce ,he money available co 
,hem over . given school y= and ",ill budget and allooce funcls 
.ccocJingly. 

1 ,1.9 BO:l ... is of LCUS'CCS ",ill .lso be .ble co boml., money 

commercially (sce l. U ll. 
1 .1. I 0 Schools .. ill noe use fundraising income co auynenc salt 

salaries oc snmng posi,ioru. 

1 . 4  Payroll cS- S�hoo' TranJport SN'viaJ 

Pa,roll S.�victJ 

1 , 4. I For ehe 6rse ewo y= of che new scn.occure. payroll services 

will be che cesponsibilicy of che Miniscry of Eduacion. Oueing ch is  

period. ,he miniscry m.y concnCt oue payroll services co unic> o r  

IJ 
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t ,r":':lllisacitln, .... ·hil.h have cia,' :tl'propriau: I:xl"c:ni�. 1\lIy l.ut1((;u.rifl): 
oue :Hr-Jn�crnc:tHS will ('ulUiuuc: tu use: t.'xiscing payrull scalf. 
1 . � .2 Ac che entl of <wo y"",rs . che miniscry will review che 
operlCion of che pay",1I servic01 ,ntl mlY m.ke use uf l Clnge of 
opcions for providing chese services. 

1 0 4.3 Atlminiscering existing concClCrs for school ((.nspore will 
become l caponsibility of che Minisery uf Educ1eion. As conerlCCS 
come up for cenew:Jl. ehe coneClCCUll r01ponsibility "'ill pass co ehe 
inseirueion. Where suieable local 1rClogemenes exise. school erans
pore service1 Cln be provided by associaceU boards of cruscee1. 
educacion service cener01 or ocher suppliers. 

1 .5 Edu�atioft Sl!rviu Cl!lltru 

1 .5. 1 Educacion service ceneca "'ill be onc source of adminiscra-
(lVe scrvic� co inscicucioru. 

1 .5.2 The cange of servic01 provit!et! by eUuc>cinn service ccnera 
"'ill depent! on che neetls of che inseieueions. bue coult! indutle: 
atlminiseCleive supp<Jre. lSsisrance wieh but!gers lnt! pricing; 
accouneing servic01; lCClnging school or oeher erlosport; peovit!ing 
managemene advice. 

1 .5.) Insrieueions will be free co choosc wheeher co use ehe 
et!ucleion service cener01 or co buy servic01 elsewhere. In some 
insranco. educaeion service cence01 may be able co provide fu 1 1  
ldminiseraeive support co chose boards ",hich require ir. 

1 .6 Community Edll�ation Forumr 

1 .6. 1 �ch intlivit!ual instirueion will be re1p<Jnsive-ehrough ics 
charter-co ia parcicular community. As "'ell. communieies ",ill be 
able co expras eheir vie .. s ehrough community educaeion forums. 
These community educaeion forums "'ill be informal and advisoty 
arrangemencs sec up 00 ehe ioieiaeive of che community. ,nd ..,ill acr 
as ehe official voice of ehe community on educaeiooll maceers. 
Amongse oeher ,ccivicies. ehey coult!: 

� itleneify lnt! gleher cugechcr ehe views-blleh I'cofcs.sillnal a"t! 
consumer-of ,11 eUuC'leioo seceors 00 issues of imporClnce 

� idencify and gacher cogether vi.",s wiehin sectors 

� discuss Uld if p<Jssible scetle IOC11 conAiccs of ineerae 

/ 4  

di..:us. I'<llic)' i"ieiacivC1 prup"setl by che mioiscty anti pruviJe 
feetlb"k un chese 

� tliscuss broltl etluc1eion.1 issuC1 mch 15 new n.eionll-guitlelino 
proposals. chlng01 co nlcionll enminaeion pre1Cripeions and 
ce4uiccmencs. lntl ehe formul>cing of propos.1.ls co cask foec01. 

1 . 6.2 Convenors ",ill be seleccetl by ehe Minisccr from a lise of 
people puc forward by "",ch community anti .,ill be people in ",hom 
che community h .. conlitlence. There may be moce ehan one conVe
nor for "",ch community forum. 

1 . 6.3 Convenors ",ill be appointed for . limited peeied of eime 
as spccilietl by che Minister. The Minisety of Educ1Cion ",ill be 
coponsible for dra",ing up corms of ceference for forum Convenors. 

/ .6.4 Convenors will cill forum meecings ",hen requ01eed co do 
so by an intlividull or group ",iehin che community. or by ehe 
minisery. 

1 .6.5 funtling will be 1Vlilable tu obtain seccerarial servic01 anti 
co mC'Ct comrnunil.."'3.(iun expenses. 
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2 .  Agencies at the Centre 

2.0. 1 The princip.1 euucleion agencies ae  ehe cenere will be • 
Minisery of EUucleion. l Review .nu Auuie Agency • •  nd • P.rene 
AUvoc.cy Coun(ii. There will .Iso be a T e:lchers Regiserlcion 
&aru. 

2. 1 i'rl iflirtry of Edul:atiofl 

2. 1 . 1  A MiniJery o f  EduclCion will b e  cseablished c o  provide 

policy .Uvice co che M iniscer on .11 aspccc.s of cUucacion . and (0 
oversee ehe implemenc.eion vf n.eion.1 policies approved by ehe 
Mi"iseer. le will noc be a uirC(e prvviuer uf e..Jucacivn ,.",i(cs. 
alehvugh ie will wn«�,c mher .gen(ics .nd inuiviuu.iJ co provi<.le 
certain scrvicC'S. 

2. 1 . 2  The miniscry ..,ill be .ccounrable. ehrvugh a chief exc<\J-
eive officer . co ehe Miniseer. 

2. 1 .3 The miniscry ."ill have ae I�e chree unic.s-for policy 

.<.Ivice. propcrry • •  nu opcraeion.1 aceivieies. furchcr decail on che 
"",ccure of ehe miniJery will be decidc<.l by ehe mini"ry' s cop 
managemene (ia chief eXc<\Jeive officer and unie managers). working 
wichin a "raeegic plan fvr ehe minisery. This "<:leegic pl.n is yec co 
be uevelopcU by che lmplemencaeivn Unie: ie will reflece ehe 
Govecnmenc's go.iJ for euucaeion .n<.l will cake inco >ccoune che 
five principlcs oucline<.l below. 

2 . 1 . 4  The "",ccuee of ehe minisery will cake inco .ccoune che 
following principles: 

� a minimum of managemene layers 

11 "",nurcs b"",u on funnions 

� • f.ir reprcscllCation of .1I levels of c<.Iu(Ocion 

che e'''l'loYlllcllC "I' "afT rcsp,,'siL-le fur c"suri,,!: "'Iualiey of 
eJuc.:aciUl131 UI'I)()(funiry 

11 • goou infurmaci"n base for infurming puliey. propcrry anu 
opcraeions uecisions. 

2. 1 . )  The ministry icsclf will ueci<.le wherher it wishcs co cscab
lish • loc.1 prcsence in some uimiccs. Any uimice or region.1 boJics 
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es�blisheU by che miniscry will nae �ce u • "canerol" becween 
inJivitlu:d inscicucions lnJ che miniscry, 

1. 1 .6 The ci1J.$ifiQeian of unie man.gccs' pos ieians ",ill be deeer-
mined by che Scace Services Cammwian. 
1. 1 . 7  All minisery posieians ",ill be .dvereised ""d equ.l
emplaymenc-opporcunities principles .. ill .pp ly in .11 .ppa incmene 
procedures . The principles of ehe Sette Seccar Ace 1988 .,ill .Iso 
• pply co .11 sc�ff. 

1. 1 . 8  The miniscry ""ill include. amongst itS funceians: 

� rhe es�blishmenc of n"ian.1 guidelines for eduQcian 

, re:sponsibiliry for seccing nuianal curriculum abjeceives ",hich 
""ill form pue of ehe n.tianal guidelines for eduatian (curricu
lum .aivieies. however. will be undecnken by canrnccual 
urutgemencs ",ieh che minisuy u required) 

� re(ammending .ppraval of charte" co che Miniscer (and advice 

co insticueians on peepaneian of inieial chuten if requeseed) 

� ehe a",nenhip of eduo.eianal praperry ""d responsibiliry for 
apietl .... arks 

1 funding of 1.11 insricueians 

11 responsibiliry for paymentS in = of major vand.lism. fire. 
Rood ""d =hqu.ke dam.ge. 

1. 1.9 The N.tianal ubruy will be independene of ehe ministty 
(sce section 4. 1 1  : National ubruy); ""d ehe Visual Produccian 
Unie. ehe Audio Producrian Unie and ehe School Publiocions 
branch of che departmene "'ill be braughe eagerher as onc business 
unie aucside ehe ministty (sce section 4. 10). 

2.2 Edu�ation Poli�y Adfli�t! 

2.1.1 Iu che need uises. che Mini.srer ",ill escabli.sh specific cuk 
forces co J.$Sisr .... i,h policy d""elapment for limited periods of eime. 
There "'ill be no permanent independene body esc.blished co for

mulue policy. 

2.3 Rt!1Iit!w and Audit Agt!n�y 

2.1. 1 An independene body-ehe Review .nd Audit Agency-
will be ese.blished '0 ensure chac inseicueians ue �ccaun�ble foe che 
�uve:rnmen' fUllds chey spend �nd for meeein� ehe abjce,ivC1 sec uue 
in eheir ch�ccer. The Revie.., .nd Audie Al\en<y will .Iso cumme:n, 

10 

on ehe perfurman(e of ocher demencs in ehe syscem-ehe Speci.l 

Etluocinn Services supply of services co inscicurions; ehe: c�chcrs 
(olle/:es' supply uf gc:t,er�1 �dvisory servi«'S co ins,icu,iolls; .nd ehe: 
minis,ry's pr?vision of policy advice and ovenecing of policy imple

men "cion (u ie affeccs ehe performance of inseicueians). 

1.1.1 The Revi ... . nd Audie Agency "'ill icsclf be accaun�ble. 
ch rough • chief executive officer. co ehe Minister . 

2.1.1 The Review wd Audie Agency .... iU r""ie'" inscicurions 
\ ehrough mulei-disciplin.ry eeams ",ich expertise in curriculum .  

financial and man�gemenc suppoce. cqut! employmenr apporcuni
ries. and cqu�l eUuQeional oppoccuniry. uch eeam "'ill .Iso htve on 
ir a communiry ccpresene"ive. and • principal co-opeed f,om 
;tOothct insticution. 

\ 2.1. 4 There ",ill be regulu revi ... s on a C""O-y�rly buis: ,here 
·.,ill be ,,",0 yan between ehe completion of onc r""ie'" and che 

'
beginning of ehe nexc. 

2.1.J The regul.r ,evie"'s ",ill be a co-operaeive endeavour. 
timed u helping bo�rds co meec eheir objeccives ""d revie", eheit 
o.,n performance. Afccc an iniei.l visic-",hich "'ould include input 
from che cammuniry-rhe revi ... ccun will produce a report ",hich 
identifies screngehs wd ",eaknesses of ehe insticution and itS admin
iscration. and makc:-s cecommendacions (oc improve:mcna. The: itUci· 
cueion ",ill have an opporruniry co cammenc on ehe repoce and m.ke 

changes in ics e�ching and man.gemenr. A second visit ",ill be 
made onc rccm lucc. A subsequene. dertiled report from ehis rcvie'" 

"'ill make rcc:ommenduians for wy changes deemed neccssuy. If 
ehe report seCS oue serious deficiencies in che 'managemene of ehe 
insnrueion or in ehe .chievemenn of itS scudentS. nonce .,ill be 
given of � chird «vie", six monehs I"cc . . This furcher revie", e:au ld 
lead co ehe dismissal of ehe eruscccs. if ehe denciencies h�ve nac been 
d�le ",ieh in "':>y' eh�t produce signin,"nr improvemene. 

2.1.6 BO:lrds of erusc.., ",ill send .n "nnu.l sec of .ccountS
which h.ve been eieher �udicci:! or cercined b)' an .ccounrute-ea 
ehe Revie'" "nd Audit Agency. 

2.1. 7 There will be provision for speci:>1 «vie"',. "'hich "'ill be 
underr:tken on ehe iniei .. ive of ehe Miniseer. che Review and Audie 

Agency. or che board of ecuscces icsclf. in cases "" here ehere is publ ie: 
disc.IUicc ut' c.;UfU:ern :liJUUC ;11\ inscicuciun's perCurm:lncc. 11,is sp«i31 
review will Jc:(ccminr: che ra" s u( che: macccr. lnu it ,vult.! cesu lc in 

1 1  
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eicher: , cequiremenc for che !Ju,rtJ co coke specific ,ccion: che 
uismiu,l of che bo,«J anu , new bouu being elccceu: or che 
uislTlisnl of (he boord �nu , sc",ucory m,n,ser oong ,ppoinceu in 
ifs pl,ce unci l  such cime u , new bo,.u is cic<:«-u. 
1.3.8 Reporcs on boch regul,. reviews anu spccial reviews will 
be m,ue public. 

1.3.9 During 1 989. che Review 'nu Auuic Agency's chief exec
ucive officer wil l uevelop a macegic plan-induuing che mechodolo
gies co be used in che reviews of difi'erenc cypes of insticucions . • nd 
che muccure of che Review and Audic Agency icself. (The quescion 
of che 'gency's presence at 100.1. district or regional levei .,ill .lso be 
decided by its chief excc:ucive officer.) 

1.3. 1 0  The Review and Audic Agency .,ill be responsible for 
�n.n(in� exemption (rum cotulrncnr lnu lucnJ�n<c le sc:huol. 

Home-bued sd;ooling will be monicureO in its effeCtiveness by che 

Rev iew ,nd Audic Agency (see seccion ).4 : Home-B:ueJ 
Schooling) . 

1.3. 1 1  The Review anJ AuJic Agency will make che final dcei

siun on desi!;nacing "c�chen of uucstanJing meric". un che recom
mendacion of che principal and che board of chac ceacher's 

insocuclon. 

Z.J.I Z Those conduCting revie." .,ill noc have any ocher func
cion. In parcicular. (hey .,ill noc take on responsibiliry for advice and 
guiJance co inscicucions • •  p.re from .ny recommendation chey wish 
co make in cheir reporrs .nd chrough cheir revie., process. 

2. '1 Pannt Advocacy Council 

1. 4 . 1  A n  indepenJenc Parenc Advoc,cy Council will be esc>b-

lished. (0 promocc rhe inceresa of parencs ae .11 levels of educacion . 

1. 4.2 The role uf che P.rene AdvIXacy Cuuncil will be one of 
"Iuc cesore". As such. ic will be limireJ in ics fun«illns. n,ese ",ill 

be: 

12 

co Jissclnin:w: in(urm:uiun :lbour che (.'duc.:�\(i("1 sync," :lnt.! che 
righcs ,nJ obligacions uf chuse in ic 

co help groups and individuals "'hose needs are noc being mec 
or liscened co elsewhere in che system-for instance. at che local 
institution or communicy euuocion forum levels 

cu assise P:\rCl1tS who wish cu t:Juc.::uc: their chilc.lrcl1 �( home. ur 
.,1'10 "'ish co sec up • separacc school 

� co cepresenc and promoce (he inrerescs of parents generally. 

The council .,ill noc become involveO in complaints .bouc che day
co-day running of insrirueions. 

1.4.3 The Parent Advoc.cy Council ",ill be >ccountable direccly 
co Puli.menc . •  nd wil l cepore (0 p.rl iamenc on an annual buis. 

1.4.4 The council's memben will be .ppoinccd by che M inisccr. 

11. membersh ip (hac «Rects New Z�I.nd·s general population-in 
«rms of its echnic. gender and income composicion-.,ill be 
encouraged. 

2.5 National Education Qualificationt 
A uthority & the Board 0/ Studiu 

2.5 . 1  The Guvernmenc will consider che roles and funCtions of 
chese buJies when ie has receiveO che repore of che Working Group 
on Posc-Compulsory EJuclCion and Ttaining . 

2.6 Teachert Reg;ttration Board 

2.6.1 A Teachers Regisctacion Board .,ill be established. This 
",ill be a sm:lll indepcndene body. resporuible for dccccmining che 
conditiON and requ irements under "'hich ceachers .,ill be able co be 
regisccred u c�chen. le "'ill also be responsible for approving 
«giscracion of ceachers. and for maintaining a regiSter of ceachen. 
RecommendlCion for «giscracion of a beginning c�cher will Come 
from che principal of che inscirucion(s) "'here che c�cher has worked 
over a given qualifying period. Ocher non-registered c�chen .,ill be 
able co seek regiStracion chemselves. ( Foe more derails on ceacher 
regi.scrarion sce paragraphs 3.4.4-3.4.6 in sec cion 3.4 : T�cher 
Training.) 

1.6.2 The T�chen Regiscracion Board "'ill also decide if a 
c�cher's name is (0 be «moved from che register. and will deter
mine che conJicions under .,hich chis could occur. 

1.6.3 n,e Tcadlccs Regiscracion Ou.ru will be represcnClcive of 
employing boJies .nd c�chen • •  nd will be funueJ by- (he c�chers 
(hemselva. 
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3. National Issues Impin.ging 
at UJcal Level 

1.0. / Equicy is.,u�. M�ori inreresc.s. n�eiun�1 guidelines fur edu
o.(lon. (ocher enini"g. 'lnJ s:1le of u.sccs lte rucion:l1 LJSUC'S cI\3( 
h�vc impliC1�ons ac 1 loal level. 

3. 1 Equity [uuu 

1. 1 . /  Equicy objeccives ..,ill underpin .11 policy relaccd c o  che 
reform of eduC1cion .dminise�,ion. These equicy objc<:cives ",ill be: 
, cu ensun: rn�r , new sysccm of e<luc�riun .dminisc�cion pro-

muca .nu pruS�ivc:ly ad,icva sr�cet' "'Iuicy for women. 
M�uri. P�cilic Islanu. o,hel' gcuups wich minuricy sc�,us; lnd for 
woekin!! cl;us. ru�1 .nd uinbled scuuencs. e�cnecs lnu 
communicies 

, tu enSUre ,hu ",!uicy wua ue inccg�,ed ineu .11 upcca of 
chUlges in eduucion ldminis,�cion and noc cc�ced u In 
opcion�1 exc� 

, co lcknowledgc chac che presenc syseem of eduocion .dminis
cn.cion induda some f�cura which promoce equicy .nd .,hich 
shcul'" nO( be luse � • =ulc uf cn�ns" 

, CO recognise eh�c equicy is bdc achieved chruugh s)"cems .,hich 
combine enabling legislaeion .,i,h awueness llld eduotion 

t co eNure ehac che ,)"ccms which ue pue in pl�ce enable che 
monicoring of progeess co..,,,ds equicy goals. 

1. 1 . 2  The �'inisccy of Eduocion. che Revicw Uld Audie Agency. 
�nd ehe individu�1 boae,"" of (NseCd will be buund by ehe equal
emplu)'lnene-uppoctunieics rC<tuiremenlS � down in che Se�(e Sec
cur Acc I �l:IlI. Cu",pli�nce wieh ehae requirements ...,ill be ,udieed 
by ehe Review lnu Au"'ie Agency � !",CC of ia re;ul�e revie'" of 

inscicucioru. 

1. 1 .1 The Minisay of Eduacion ..,ill employ scaif' eesponsiblc 
foe eNueing equalicy of cducacional oppoetunicy. 

11 
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]. 1 . 4  Th" n.cjun.1 �uju"'in< .. fur ,-.Ju�,ciun ..,ill induu" • secci,", 
on che or.j«cjv<:1 .nd "'�"';;i ... fur «lu.l·empluymenc .nU "'-lu.l· 

euuc:riun.1 oPf'O"unici<:1. 

3.2 Maori [Jlterutr 

1.1. 1 OpporNnici ... ",ill be m.de .v.il.ble re parencs "'no ..,ish 
re h:IVe cnru d,ilu«n larn or be euuc.,,,u in (he I>(.ori I:lnsu.ge. 

J.l.l Tne ... ·h.n.u .,ill be .ble (0 h.ve .ccas (0 .nu poccicip.ce 
in cOuc.oon. This "'ill be p<Jssible ch,ough inuiviuu.ls .,ichin (he 

..,h;uuu being eligible for eleccion '0 che boud of «\JS(ees • •  nd .Iso 
ch rough che dose p.rcnership envis.ged becween che communicy 
• nd che inscieu,ions--<"SpeO.lly .,hen che ch."er is being negoo-

• eed; "'hen ,he boud «po,a '0 ,he communicy (sec pangnph 
1 . 1 .9 in section 1 . 1  : Board of TNscees); and "'hen che ins,ieucion is 
form.lly r�i..,ed by ch. Revie'" .nu Auuic Agency. 
1.1tJ I>hori parc:nrs-u ocher p:lrenu-will be .bl" '0 eduoee 
cheir children ac hume or csc>blish cheir own inscicucions if che 

syseem is ncc luflkiendy responsive cu cheir nec<ls (sec seccion 5 ,4 : 
Home·6ued Schooling .nu seccion 5 . '  : Wichun�1 from Exis,ing 

Atnngen'enol. 

1.2.+ The ",ceresa of I-hori cOuooon .,ill be represenced 

chroughuur ach of che .gencics u che cencre. 

3.3 NatiOftal Gu idelinn for Edt,�atio" 

J.l. 1 Tnerc .,ill be nacion.l guiuclines for educeion. Thcse .,ill 
be ehe m....u of setting. m.inClining anti develuping nacion.1 SCUl' 
duds of lcltievemenc in educI.Cion. and will be 11\ aprasion of 
m.cters of n.cion.l incccesc. The n:cion.l guidelincs will sec ehe 
pal"UTler= "'ickin ... hich .. ch individu.l inscicucion .,iII wade. 
J.l.l �ch inscicucion 's charcee .,ill be bucd on ehe n.cional 
guidcl"'",. lndividuol nci2Cions wichin che n:cion.1 guidelines .,ill 
cellece che .,..-ckulor nee<ls of ,he inscieuciun's cUlnmunicy. 

Tne n .. iunol liuiuelino will induue: J.l.l 

� .n e.,ressiun of che principles tlf "'luicy u che untlerpinning of 

cOuclcion luminisc .. cion 

nariona.l curriculum objeccives 

1 • code of condu« foc bo .. tls of eruscees 

, • code or ,onducc for princip.ls. 

3. 4 Telldur TrrziJlillg 
1. -1. 1 111(: Guvc:rnmcnc will dc(crrninc: (he nurnh<:r uf c('".u.:hc:r 
,r,in= ic will fund. Huwever. ,,,,,chers' (0110;:<:1 ,,·ill be .ble cu c.ke 
.uuicion.1 'Clin«s if chey Cln linu ocher suucces of funuing for 
chem. . 

1. +.1 S"ff ue"clopmenc proSClmmes \\"ill b • •  ppcoved by ch. 
inseieuciun's boartl uf ccusc= .nu funued frum che inscicu,ion's 
bulk gr.n,. 

J. 4.J "lIo�nces foc >Sloci.ee cachers .nd cucor cachc:rs "'ock . 
ing in indiviuu.1 insci,ucions .,ill be fundcO chrough c .. chers (01-
leges. noe chreuSh ch:c ins,i,ueion' s o ... n funuing . 

J. 4. 4 A syscem of cacher cegiscn'ion ... ill be sec up. chroush • 
nacion.1 T achers Regis((lCiun Board (sec ,Iso sec,ion 2.6). Oesin. 
ning ccocl'ets "'ill be eligible for regiscmion .fccc • given perio<l of 

cI;uscuum ,ad, iny. Tc:"hccs wichuuc fu,n,,1 '1u.li1k.eiuns (buc who 

h.ve .ppropri.", n"n'("tll\�1 'IU�lilk�ciuns) will '00 be eligible foc 

rcgisc�ri(J". 

1. �.J P<incil"'.ls will be ''''f'Onsible for recommendins '''3ism' 

,illn of • beginnin;: ccocher co ch" TC:lchcrs Re!:is'Cl,iun 60 .. d. 
Ocher cachers will be Ible eu seck ",!;ismcion ehemselves. 

J.4.6 A ",view sysccm for cachers "'ho are declined recommen. 
uocion oc ",!;isc .. eiun . or ..,hu h. ve cheir n.me "'moved from ,he 
<egucer. ,viII  b. consiue",d by che Omci.ls· Working Group on 
o.:cup2Cion.1 Regul2Ciun. This "'orking group ""ill .lso consider che 

quescion of "'"echer or nuc che ",siscn,ion of c<"lchers should be 
compulsory. 

3.5 S,!-le of A.uefJ 

1.J. 1 As mencioned in p.ng .. phs 1 . 1 .24 co I. 1 . 27-. che Cro1O.-n 

"';11 o"'n chole eduction proper,ies ic O"'ns no .... Funds from ,he 
sal. of lurplus euuc .. ion�1 inscicutiun prnper,", will be uled by che 
M inisrcy of Euu, .. iul\·s pruperry unic fur fureher rruperry improve. 

menu le inscieuciunl. Where uun:cru ur cunnsc.ct'u I.nu-ur I.nu 
subjecc cu \'(f.ic,ngi Triuun.1 d.ims-is ,u be sulu. u,isf.ccu,",. 

.... ngemen's will be m.ut' .. ·ieh ,he Junurs ur urigin.1 ownecs. 

1.J.1 Tu prumocc (he beccer use uf ch. cOu(l,iun IY1Cem's prop

ercy usecs. 1n in«ncives pack:$e for ins,icucions ""ill be devised by 

che Miniscry of Educ:cion 'l propercy divilion. 



1. J.1 UusilU.:ucs. property am.1 uchc( assets UWlIl'd hy the Cr(Jwl1 
nI'y be solo ulf eu poeclICi�I pur�h.sCfs. Eou,aeiun Ouoro .no 
surplus dep:mmene.l �es may be sold co former edu�.cion booed 
cmpluyet:1. dcp.wnmc:lI scofi lno uchers who m.y wish co uwn 
ch.,e usces u • b:uc fur providing ,ecvie., eu inStieueions. 

J.J.4 A register will be scc up for lSSCtS ehac arc likely co be sold 
off. ideneifying eh.,e �cs u closely u possible "'ieh parcicular 

sccvic.,. TI,is c<giscer will form ehe buis of .ny negociacions 
becwcen ehe Cro"'n and pocenci.I purchuers. 

J.J.J Any prioriry or usiscance thac may be given to former 
education board or depattmencal staff in buying education sY1eern's 
usca or bwin= ",ill be negotiated during redeployment and 
redundancy discussions ",ich che unions involved. 
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4.  Special T eachi1Zg Groups 
& Resources 

4.0. J The new syseem will .Icer how speci.1 eC?ching groups and 
rC10urces :ace ocg:anlscd. This section sea oue che major changes. 

4 . 1  General AdtJisory SertJi�u 

4. J .  J General .dviscN "'ill be att.ched co cC?chen colleg.,. Each 
college .... ill dculy scc oue the level and rypes of gcncnJ advisory 
$Crvic"" available co inseitu[ions in ics ca[chmenc <Ilca.. 

4. J .2  Afcer .n ini[ial twO yC?rs. general .dvisory servic"" will be 
reviewcU by [he ministry with a view co moving [0 ful l  cosc recov

ery. UnJer full cose eecovery. funding would go Jirectly co institu
ciuns' bulk gnnN. ano inscicucions would buy services u [hey 
required. 

4. J .J Some gencnl adviscrs will-from rime to cimc--be 
employcU under eoncr.c, co che miniscry. to support particular 
curriculum iniri.tives. These (oncnccs will be for specified periods. 

4. 1 .  4 A ceview of tC?cheN colleges will be und=ken in 199 I .  
c o  ncionalise ehe buis of employmene for lectUrers and advisers. 

4.2 Spuial Edll�ation AdtJiurr 

4.1. J Speci.I educ.eion .dvisers-psychologim. visieing eC?ch-
en. spccch-IU1gu.ge eherapises. and advisers for che educacion of 
handicapped: dC?f lnd visually impajred scudenes-",ill be 
employed in [he S pecial Educacion Service. This .. �ll be a free
standing sclf·adminiStering body . ... hich ..,ill be concracred by ehe 
ministry co provide servic., [0 inseieueions. Tne concracc wieh che 
ministry will be nC!lu[i.cod annu.lly. 

4.2.2 Discricc .gendes will be $<:t up .e ehe discretion of ehe 
/tenenl m.noger of ehe service. IndiviJu.I agene., will supply 
scrvi,., un ehe bosis of gencral guidelines .gr=.l [0 in [he concra" 
wieh ehe ministry. and in >ccord.nce ",ich an .grcement cC?ched 
..,ich schools in eheir leC?. 
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... 1.1 SI ",,-"'-ia I ,,:dU\ :Uj'HI (1..�,dlC:r� wit .. :Irt.,· i l i l ll'r.UU '''Il(.''t.iali�l:\ 
involve.l ",id, in.livi.lual �hil.lr.., will eicher be >[ead,cJ co hose 

inseicucions (�nd fun.lcJ un.ler concraccual �rranllemenes wieh ehe 
minimy) (It be employe.l by che Sr«i�l E.lu�,ci()n Scrvi�e. 

+.2. 4 lnscicucions will be able co use s<:rvi�es provi.letl by .sen· 
des or in.lividuals ocher chan che Special Educacion Service. 

+.2.J In.livi.lual par..,cs will be ,ble co use che Special E.luca' 

cion Service. The cime alloaccJ co parene :usisnnce will be negoci

aced in ehe concrace ..,ich che miniscry. 

'#.2.6 The managecs of discrict agencies will appoint cheir own 
snlt under nocmal awards �nd agreements. As well as employing 
special edunnon advisecs. chey will be able CO hire che specialisc 
skills of chose such as occupacional cherapisa. family counsellors an.l 

sexual abuse counsellors. 

4.2.7 Eighry � c..,c of funding for special cOuneion a.lviscrs 
an.l associaeed com will be allOQccO co che Special E.lucacion 
Service. The remaining 20 per cene will be inclu.lcJ in che bulk 
grane co inscicueions for use in purchuins specific services. i.l..,cifict.l 
by che inSticucion's ceachets . Afcer ,n inieial rwu y�rs inseicucions 

",ill be able co receive up co (00 � cene uf cheir special e.luQcion 
fun.ling co use in buying services from eicher che Special e.Jucaeion 

Service or ocher suppliecs. 

4.2.8 The Special EduGeion Service will noc be monicorct.l 
tliceccly bur ia supply of services will be monieored chrough che 

Review and Au.lic Agency's review procct.lures for in.lividual 

inJCirucioru. 

4.2.9 Policy a.lvi,e on special eduGciun will be provide.l by che 

miniscry. 

4.3 &zrly Childhood Adviurl 

4.J. 1 rne Governmenc will consider che pusicion of early chi"-I-

houJ �Jviscrs when ic hu re<:c:iveJ che repucc uf che Wurkins 
G tuup un �rly a,ilJhu"J uce lnJ EJu�':lcion. 

4.4 Edtlcafiorl Offiar! ill MllUU11tI, ZOOI & I\rf 
Galll!riu 

+. +. 1 Funding for chese eduGeion officers will be providct.l 
direccl)' ro cheir museum. acc gallery .nd tOO concrolling auchoriry. 

)0 
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11,c (tJf1(rulliu,.: aurhurity ""ill �dsn h<.,,\:IIIIlC che cdu(Jciun ofFicer"s 
employer . •  nJ su conJiciul1s uf empluymenc .nJ salary sc�les will 

nee.l co be re·negociaced. 

4.5 Corrup,mdmcl! School 

+. J . I  11,e CorresponJence School will be unJer che concrol of . 
boarJ of cruseees \Vho. cogeeher wich che principal. will Grry oue che 
same funceions as � bouJ of cruseees fat any ocher primary or 
secondary school. Scalt responsibilicies lnJ conJicions of employ· 
m..,e "'ill be on che s.me basis as oehee primary and secondary 
schools. 

4.J.2 Some of ehe funding for che CorresponJence School will 
be chrough a bulk granr. The Correspondence School "";11 also 
charge oeher inseicurions � ruicion fee in chuse QSCS where a seud..,e 
is enrollct.l 1C an inscicucion anJ is alSl> receiving ruiciun from che 
CorrespunJence School. 

4.J.J Ocher alleneics will be able cu uffer curecspunJence or 
.lisnnce ct.luncion. 

4.6 Spuial Schooll & Olhl!r uamiJlg UJlifJ 
4.6. 1 Special schools will be run in che same way as ocher sc>ce 
sdlools. excepc chae chey .,ill have cheir own sepancc funding 
formula. 

4.6.2 The final form of che insricueion�1 >trangemen" for c1uses 
UCat1Sct.l for ehi"-Iren in hospical. in Oepmmenc of Social \"((elfore 
homes anJ in healch c�mp' will be considered in more denil by che 
Implemenrariun Unic. n,cee wi ll be funher consulcacion .,ieh che 
schools or units ro Je<:i.le whecher chey ue co be schools ... ich cheir 

own chateecs or are ro be :lceachct.l co hose inseicucions. 

4.6.1 Arrangemencs for mulciculcural resource ceneres and che 
placem..,r of " New Secder,' programmes ""ill be furcher considereJ 
by che lmpkrn�,,,",iun Unic. 

'1. 7 U"ifJ Auo(iaud u;ilh tllfi/llfi""1 
4 . 7 . 1  Acriviry ,cnred .cnchcJ c o  scconJary schools will con· 
cinue-unJcr che cnarccr uf chcir hose insricuciun. whuse bulk grane 
\ViII be weighced co c1ke :lccoune of chis. Ac che cime of che Mm 
Review and AuJic Agency re.,iew. rhe community will be inviced ro 
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�iY(' cheir views on whecher. ilnJ in wh:1.C fnrm. che ;'tccivicy (cncre 
..... ill be provideJ in che fucure. 

�. 7.2 l>13nu.1 croining cencres will be acc>cheJ co • h01c insticu
cion . •  nJ will operoce unuer itS ch.rcer. The hosc inscicucion will 
charge ocher insticucions who use che cemce. for che cosc of d:uses. 

� . 7.3 \'(fork experience cI:uses anu cnnsicion unirs for young 
people :u risk of unemploymem on Ic:.ving school .,ill concinue. 
under che ch.reer of a hose inseicucion. Funuing will be provided 
chrough che hose inscicucion. ",hose bulk gronc would be weighced 
accordingly. 

4. 7. 4  Special d= for children ",ho have significane Ic:.coing 
impairments chrough inrelleccual and physiol handicops .,ill con
cinue. An inscicueion wieh such a cI:us or unie will receive specially 
cagged funuing chrough ics bulk granc. The inscicucion's ch.reer ..... ill 
induue provision for che d:us(es) or unic(s). 

4.8 REAP 

4.B. 1 The Runl Euuc.cton Accivicies Prosromme (REAP) ..... ill 
be reviewcJ in 1 990 co invesripce ..... heeher resources shuuld be 
dimibueed on a more equicable basis. 

4.9 Teachers Cetttres & Educatioll Celltres 

4.9. 1 The nine fully funded ceachecs/educacion ceneres chac cur
rencly exisr will be .[(ached co eeachers colleges. They ",ill cominue 
co be fully funded by che govemmenr for (Wo years from che 
changcover doce. Ac che end of ch is eransicion period chese ceneres
and ocher resource ceneres chac are parcially fundeJ by che govern
mem-will operacc on a ful l  cosc-recovery basis. as p.re of ceachers 
colleges eraining progrommes. (As a resulc. cheir funding .,ill 
inscc.d go co inscicucioru ;IS pa" of rhe insticucion's bulk 8rom.) 

4. 1 0  Visual Production Unit, Audio Productioll 
Unit & School Publications 

4. 1 0. 1  The Visual Produccion Unir. che AuJio Pcoouccion Unir 
and School Public.cions will be broughc cogether as • single busi
ness unit outside the ministry. 

J2 

4. 1 0.2 fur ifS fim IS monchs. chis enccrprise ..... ill be fully funJcu . 

A modesc cost-recovery ruSe< will be sec for che 199 1 /92 financial 

yelC. 

4. 1 0.3 Tht T re:uury .,ill in vescig.cc an appropriace muccure for 

chis emerprise. 

4. 1 1  National Library 

4. 1 1 . 1  The Nacional ubrary will be funded indepcndendy of 
Voce: Educacion. 

'/. 1 1 . 2  The m.nagemenc of Nacional Film ubrary will be crans
ferced co che Nacional ubnry. The School Library Service will 
concinue under che mallagemem of che N acional ubrary. 

'/ . 1 1 . 3 All libnry educ:uion services .,ill be funded on che same 
basis. anJ will  have che same systems of cosc recovery as che 
Nacional ubruy. 

4. 1 2  Educatioll Gazette 

4. 1 2. 1  Th e  posicion of che Etill(tlli." Gtlztll<'-which will lose irs 
monupoly over .Jvereisemcncs for cea�hing posiciuns in insticu
ciuns-..... ill be furcher �onsiuered by ch. implemenc.cion Unic. 
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5. Practical Issues of 
Schooling 

5.0. 1 Under rhe new system. a number of practical issues of 
schooling will be affected. This section explains the main 
implications. 

5. 1 Compul.rory Schooling 

5 . 1 . 1  The currenc legislative provisions for compulsory schooling 
will remain un'h:mgeu anu cuucation will  be compulsory between 

the ages of 6 anu I S . ['rom I O(cobcr 1 989. howcver. responsibil

iry for ensuring that stuuencs accenu school will pass to a school's 

boaed of trusrees. 

5. 1 .2 Deciding who is responsible foe the suspension and expul
sion of studencs will be (OnsiJered furcher by the Officials 
Committee. 

5.2 Curriculum Decisions 

5.2. 1 There will  be a set of national curriculum objeccives estab

lished within the national guidelines for education. Optional ele
ments possible within the national objectives will be determined by 
che communiry and che inscirution working together. and will be 
expressed in the institution's charter. Parencs and the community 

will also have a part to play in the establishmenc of the national 
curriculum objectives. through consultation via communiry educa
tion forums. 

5.3 Clfrolmelft Schemes 

5.3. 1 There will be an enrolmenc scheme ror se(onuary schools 

available for use in communities which need ro regulace che c:lcch
menc areas for schools. This Kheme coulu also apply co primary 
schools where requieeu. 

5.3.2 The purpose of che enrolment scheme will be co ensure 
that scudents can accend a scace school reasonably convenienc to cheir 
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hocne. to give p�rents m�xicnum choice. �nu to m�ke the bc1r use 
of existing school planr. The enrolment scheme .,ill work as follo .. ·s: 

� a maximom roll .,ill be set for every school as P'lCt of its charter 
negotiations with the ministry-available accommodation will 

be a signilicant. bot not the sole faCtor. in deciding on the 
maximum-roll ligure 

� within the tocal m�ximum toll. a threshold roll to accommodate 
" home-lone" pupils will be escabli5hed 

� all pupils living within the home zone will be gU:lunteed 
enrolment 

� the ministry will negotiate the home zone for � school and will 
establish itS threshold limit 

� where a school still ha.! unlilled places after enrol ling home-zone 
pupils and where thcce are more out-of-zone appliQl\tS than 
there arc places av�il�ble. these will be lilled by b�lIot 

� once sNdents �ve been admitted to a school their brochets wd 
si5ters cw also attend thac school. on the �me ba.si5 a.s home
zone pupils 

t there MIl be provision to review the home-zone un. and the 
maximum-roll and threshold-roll numbeC1. wd to vU'( them if 
necessU'(. 

J .3.3 The details of this scheme will be furthcc considered by 
che Governmenc. 

J .J. -I Enrolmena co incegr.lccd schools will continue co be con-

trolled through I maximum roll. 

5.4 Home-Baud Schooling 

J.4 . 1 Puenu will continue to be able to educ:lce their children at 
home. provided thac a stano:lrd of educleion simil�r to that avail
able in an insricucion is m:'linc:lineJ. 

;.� .2 Exemption from cnmlmcnt " ..:hool .nu SubsC<luent 
.ttend.nce will be gcanted by the Review lno Auoir Agency. 
J .4.3 A standard chmer for home-based schooling will be used 
a.! a ba.sis for negoti:ltions between the parent(s) who wish to 
educate their chilo le home . •  nJ the Review .nJ Audir Agency. 
This charter will allow the .gency tu monitor the sNdent's educa

tional progress. and so ensure th" ir is regular and comparab le to 
thac pru\'iJeu by inStitutions. 

)6 
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J. 4. 4 Chi ldren hei,,!: rou!:ht le hmne will h.ve ,he right '0 enrol 
in Correspondence 5<:hool courses. Their p�renc(s) will receive a 
home-ba.scd schooling allowance ba.scd on rhat currently given co 
the parents o� Correspondence School sNdenu. 

5.5 Withdrawal from E:cuting Arrangnnenu 

;.J.1 Groups of parenu will be able to wichc!n..., from w 
eXlSrlng insciN,ion and set up a separate onc if the parcicular 
educational needs of their children cannoc be met locally. 

J.;.2 The parenu will  have to represenc at lca.st 2 1  sNdenes 
and. once theit charter i5 approved. rhe new insciNcion MII be 
funded by the scate in rhe same �y u ocher insciNcions. 
J.J.3 The Parent Advocacy Council will usi5t puena in negoti
ating with the MiniStry of Educacion to csrabli5h a new iruciNcion 
and to have itS charter approved. The setting up of a new instiNtion 
will be a lut resort. and ia charter mwt be consi5cent with national 
guidelines. 

J.;. 4 The new inStitution may be sec up in buildings within w 
exi5ting inStiNtion. or in an entirely sepan,ce locacion. 

5.6 The POJition of "Special-Character" Schools 

;.6. 1  Th e  delinition o f  "special-character" schools (which cur-
renely covers inccgnted schools on ly) will be extended to include 
kaupapa Maori schools. bilingual schools and ocheC1 where the 
Minister decides a "speci.l character" exi5C1-such u schools es"b

lished under the withdrawal or "exicing" provisions of the new 
syseem. Single-sex schools. however. will remain a scp.ute category 
of gener:ll schools. 

;.6.2 Speci:ll-ch:ltaCter schools will have their own charter wd 
bo:lrd of trustees anu. in mose adminisentive respeca. will resemble 
other inscitutions. 

; .6.3 The Governmenc will further consider the position of 
integrated schools. in consultation with the interesced parties. 

;.6,4 Private schools will largely be un�ffccted by che Govern-
m�nc's c�forms of educlCion adminiscration. 
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5 . 7  Comlllfwily St:hon/s 

5 . 7. 1  Communicy schools are a new concepc which combines 

e1emencs of =Iy childhood educacion. compulsocy schooling wd 

communicy educacion wichin che one inscicucion. Negoci"cions will 
be held beeween che Minisccy of Educoeion and inscicucions wishing 

co become communicy schools over: 

� the age group caeered for 

� che size of che maximum roll 

� che excenc of ehe school"s home zone. 

5.B Out-oj-St:hool ClaueJ 

5 .B. / Funding foc out-of-school classes will be eransferred co 

inscicucions as parc of cheir bulk gcw(. 

5.B. 2 The lmplemenmion Unic will consider whecher this fund

ing is to be discributed co a wider rwge of inscicutions chUl ic is at 

presenc. 

5.9 Ellming ClaueJ 

5.9. 1 The Government will consider arrwgemencs for non-foc-
mal ""ening education clas= when ic has received ehe repore of che 

Woclcing Group on Posc-Compu!socy Educacion wd Training. 

)8 

6. Making the Change 

6.0. / The ch"ngeaver co ehe new system of educacion adminis

eracion will cake place on 1 October 1989. The new syscem will 
bring abouc marked changes in muccures wd orgwisacions. To 

ensure a smooch eransicion from che old co ehe new. considerable 
plwning h:lS gone into che process of implemenracion. 

6.0.2 Mencion has already been made of che Implemencaeion 
Unic. This unic (direcced by che chief execucive officer of che 
Deparcmenc of Educacion) will have wocking co ir several key 
working groups. each responsible for reporcing on maceers chac need 

. co be considered as che new syseem cakes shape. A separace Officials 
Commiceee (chaired by che Sme Services Commission) will have 
responsibilicy for overseeing maccers connecced wich che new non

minisccy agencies ac rhe cenere. As mencioned in che lncroduccion. 
ches< ewo bodies will consider che derail wd wy further implic.a
cions of decisions che Government has already made. They will 
tepore to che Cabinec in cime . for any proposals co be included in che 
1989 budget round. 

6.0.3 Because much of che decail is yec to be resolved. ic is 
�ntial chac everyone involved is properly informed of what is 
happening wd how wd when ic is going co happen. 

6. 1 Auistant:� to Institutions and Boards 

6. J .  / The Deparemenc of Education will escablish a group of 
liaison seaff who will visic inscicucions wd assisc wich charcer deve
lopmenc wd mwagemenc advice when required. School inspecco" 
wd ocher appropriace officers of che deputmenc and ocher agencies 
will be seie<:ced co assisc che liaison Staff wich chis work for • 
specified period during che ".nsicion. This liaison funCtion will 
ce:uc "fccr approval of che charcer. 

6. 1 . 2  Where inscicucions feel unable co manage cheir own .ffairs 
during che ""c ewo yea" of che new arrwgemencs. che minisccy will 

provide " �fecy-nec" assistance chrough coneracts wirh ocher agen
cies. This assiscance will be a cemporacy measure only. and will be 
paid for ouc of che inscicucion's bulk granc. The minisecy will eall for 
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(cfldcn IIvcr :l sl'H.:\:ificd gl'\'�mpllilal arc."':\, ( I t  pruvitlc.: �rV ill"1 (U 
inscicucions .,ho >ce experiencing .uminiscra,ive uilficul,i�. 

6. 1 .1 Resource ma,erials anu mining packag� .,ill be produced 
'0 help boarus. ins,i,u,ions and ,heir communici� co prepare foe ,he 
change. 

6.2 Assi.tana to Education Board and 
Dtpartmtlltal Staff 

6.2 . 1  Full informacion o n  ,he ,e1cvane chang� .,ill be given '0 
all seaff at an early SCllge. 

6.2.2 SCllff .,ill be made awue of ,he possibilicies and opcions 
available '0 ,hem. The services of crained and committed seaff .,ill 
be reeained uncil chey ue required in che new scruccures; chose 
whose servic� ue no longer rerained in che educa,ion syseem will be 
provided wi,h usiscance-wichin exiseing or yee-,e-be-negociaeed 
agrccmena-co find a job elsewhere. 

6.2.1 Educacion boud and departmencal seaff will be .  offered 
help in seeting chemselves up as educacion service cencees or in 
mukeeing cheir servic� as individuals. Redeploymene and redun
dancy negoeiaeions will include che sale of :usea co former seaff 
where chis is appropriaee. (Maceers conneceed wieh chis .,ill be 
fureher considered by che [mplemen,a,ion Unie.) 

6.3 Tht Tra,uftr of Rupon.ibilitiu 

6.1. 1 Uneil 1 Oceober 1989. adminiscn.,ive funCtions will con-
,inue co be performed by chose organisaeions which perform ehem 
now. Ae che da .. of ,he changeover chey will pus co che new 
agencies. [n pueiculu: 
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Bouds of eruseees will h:lve r�ponsibiliri� for ehe running of 
inseicucions from 1 Oerober 1989. Bulk grancs will commence 
'" ehe beginning of rhe 1 9\10 school year. 

SC1.fling encidemenes for che 199U year .,ill be uone by educa
cion bouds; chereafcer. responsibilicy will pus <0 che minisecy 
(.,ho will indirecdy esC1.blish scafling encidemencs in chac ,hey 
.,ill be r�ponsible for funding formulae and che na,ional 
guidelin�). 

SCllfling appoincmencs in all primary schools. for vacanci� co be 
raken up at che beginning of rhe rhird 'erm of 1989 . .,ill be 

.'IAKINC rilE CIIAf4Cl 

l t1:ttlc hy the ctiUCUiuH h o:\rc.I�. TIle' huar.l� will ensure: thac 
s<:huuls begin th� thir'" ccetn rully s,aili:"'. ·Ill.r""r,er. responsi
bilicy for filling vacancies .,ill pass ro che bouds of rrusrees. 

� From 1 Ocrober 1989. all education employees will have new 
employers; as well. some .,ill move to con,racr posicions. The 
arrangemen� for chis move will be furrher considered by ,he 
ImplemenCllcion Uni,. 

� Cuh gran,s. anu ,he equipping anu furnishing of ins,icucions. 
will be done in rhe usual .,ay for ,he whole of che 1989 school 
year. The,eaf,er. ins,i,ucions will make ,heir own urangements 
and funding will be provided ,hrough che bulk grane. 

U Main,enance projeccs ,hac .,ece ei,her in p,ogrcss oc appcoved as 
at I Ocrobec 1989 will remain ,he responsibilicy of cxiscing 
agencies uncil each projecr is comple,ed and paid for undec che 
«rms of iu conrracc. Thereafcer. responsibilicy passa co ,he 
individu:l1 insci,ucion's board of ,ruseees. 

U All capi,al works chac were eirher in progress or approved as a' 
1 Ocrober 1989 will be raken over by rhe minisuy's pcopercy 
unic. 

U Orher rransfen of responsibilieies-for inscance. betwccn school 
inspec,on and che Rcview and Audie Agency-will be con
sidcted in more deeail by ,he ImplemenC1.rion Uni,. 

4 1  
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F O R EW O RD . 

' .' . A good sy_st<!m or e:duc<ltion in lr.>· countr>' must be 
e l lectl ve on twO I rOnts :  on lhe q u a n ti ta t i v e  l e v e l ,  to ensure 
access to educlllo� and equity in lhe disuibuLion and allocation or  
resou rces to various segments a t  the soc iety . and on the 
q u a l i t l l!Ve lev.e l ,  to ensure lhat the: country produces lhe' skills 
needed tor rapid SOCial and economic development. Evidence 
<::':lStS .to ;hOw <l very h igh  .:orrelltion between investment in 
educauon an.d the creation ot national wealth. Despite lhe rapid 
e.tpanslon ot the educltion system over lhe last three decades in 
�anz�ll. huma� resources remlin S<!riously underdeveloped. Too 
lew ot r.he workIng populauon have adequate k.'owled�e and skills 
nc::!de� to .meet the �emand ot rapid economic development. The 
pote.nual Impact at .new t.echnologies in agriculture C:lnnot be 
re:lhzed Without skIlled tarmas. The Shortage at scientistS .  
engIneers. teachers. doctors. n�rses and other high level skilled 
personne� In agnculture and m�ustry deprives the country the 
abtlllY ot  adlplln g  and developIng new technologies and skil ls. 
baS<!d on In-c.ountry research and applying r.he resultS to the local 
producuon or goods and services. 

. �he new Government macro policy which e m phasizes. 
I�ter �ha. I nc :eased role o t  the p rivate sector: conti nued 
I lbe!r�l t zlllon o� the economy: provision of esse ntial resources to 
pnomy areas: �ncreased investment in  infrastructure and social 
seclO.rs and the mtroduction ot" COSt sharing measures. necessitated 
a revle� �d rest.ructuring of r.he education system. This Education 
and Tr:urung Poltcy takes .into account various reviews. reportS and 
recommendations regardIng our education system.  both internal 
and .e� ternal. and �s a guide . to th� future development and 
provIsion of educatio n  and tramlng 10 this country as we move 
towards r.he 2 lst Cenrury. The Policy intends 10: 

dec.entral�ze . education a.n d  training  by empowering 
regIons. dlstnctS. commumues and educational institutions 
to manage and administer education and training: 

improve the guality. of education and training through 
strt:ngr.he_mng u:-servlce teacher training programmes: r.he 
supply ot teaching and leammg materials: rehabilitation of  
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SC hOol/colle�e p h ysic:ll  fac i l it ies:  teache:r  .tr.!.t n� rs· 

ro�rlmmes: reselrch in eduClllOn and tralm �g . .  anJ 

�trelmlining the: curriculum. :!�ammllt0nS and cerutlcauon :  

e�pand the! pro_viSion of e�ucation a n d  .trlining r.hrough 

liberalizltion 01 the prOVISIon of .e!duc:t:on lnd tr:umng. 

and the promotion and str�ngthemng 01 .rarrnal and no�

formal. distance and out-aI-school educauon programmes. 

promote scierlce �nd techrlo.lo.gy .through i.ntensific_atio� of 

vocational educluon and tr:unmg . . rallonallz:uon or teru.ary 

institutions. irlcluding the establ!sh�ent at poly.techmcs: 

stren�thenirl g  science anu tech.mcal educall o n .  a�d 
deve!opmerlt . of furmal. and non-tormal programmes [or 

the trlining oi technologISt: 

promote access arid equity thro��h making ac�es� . to 

basic eduC:lliorl available 10. all cllt�ens as_ a bastc �Ignt : 

e nco ura(!i ng equi table dls trtb u llon �[ edu�allo n a l
. 

institutions and resources: e�pandmg and tmprovl�g gIrls 

eduCltion: ;creening tor talented. g l�ted and d.lsabled 

children S0 thlt they are given appropnale eaucalton and 

trilinin g .  and d�veloping programm�s to ensure access to 

education to disadvantaged groupS: 

broaden r.h.: base for r.he tinancing of educ�tion .an� �aining 

throug h  cost sharing measures lOvolvl n g  IndIViduals.  

communities. NGOs. parentS and end - ��ers. and r.hrough 

the inclusion of �ducation as an area ot Investment In  the 

In vestment Promotion Act. 

1 would like to take this o pportun i�x to. c a.n . u p�n 

cO'mmunities. parentS. local government authonlles- Indlv.l�UaJ.S

NGOs and donor agencies to col�aborate Wilt': the Governm_nt I n  

re:llizing the objectAes oi trus Policy. 

Prof. Phile on M. S arungi (MP) 
MtNlSTI:R OF EDUCA nON AND CULTURE 

February. 1 995 
i)ar es Salaam. 
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• ::;�bl iSh � Unified Teaching Service for all ee�ch-

Despice ehese new p r 
chanoes in che 0�1 

0 ICY m
.eas�res . there were no significane 

whe "ch . S s JJ1d obJecC!ves of educaeion uncil in 1967 
. n

d 
e phdosophy ofEduc�eion for Self Reliance (ESR) Intro uced co 'd h ' was 

gUI e e e planning and practice of educaeion. 

�
e r

e
h�I����:��

d
E�

h
� was � sequel of the Arusha Declaraeion 

ehen. This philosophy ;
ea 

h 
ne�se

d
s of che educaeion syseem 

reform ' d 
. mp aSlze ehe need for Curriculum In or er co Ince�raee ehe . h . . . 

p ractical l i fe: skills. le als� ur�ed 
r 07 WIC _ 

�
he a�qulslC!on of 

praceices with national  soc ' 
� In ag

.
e o t e  ucaUon plans and 

world of work. 
IO-economlc developmenc and the 

Beeween 1 967 and 1 978 h 
and enaceed v 

'
. 

e e: gove:rnmenc cook several seeps 

resul t  of the 
s: er

� lao
ws In order to legalize actions taken as a . rus a eClarauon and ESR Th I seeps included ehe: Ed ' 

. ese aws and ucallon Acts of 1 969 d 1 9  Oe:centralizaeion Pro�ram me of 
! 
9 . . 

an 78; che 
tions Council Ace No� 2 1  of 1 97J . 

n .
. 
the Nallonal Examina

tion (UPE) and h 
. Universal Pnmary Educa-

of Adult EducJe:o� ��:o;;;,� �;s��u:�0
7
n
5

in 1 974; the l�s
'
titu te 

Education Ace No. I J  of 1 975. 
and the lnsu eute of 

SpeCifically che � II . 
tion and SCh�OI s:St�::

ng changes were effected in  che educ:l-

Reforms in ehe school curricula in order to meet n:lllona! needs. 

1 1  

P RE A MbLE 

Historical Background 
Education is a process by which che individual acquires 

knowledge and skills necessary for appreciaeing and adapt

ing to che environmene and ehe ever-changing social. political 

'and economic ::onditions of society JJ1d as a means by which 
one can rellize one 's ful l  po eemial. [n Tanzania. traditional 

education emphasized principles of good citizenShip. acqui

sition of life skills and ehe perperu:Hion of valued customs and 

traditions. During [he German and Engli�h colonial periods. 

education provided was restricted [0 a few individuals ear

marked co service colonial ineerests. Immediaeely afeer cnde

pendence i n  1 96 1 .  che government pas�d the Education Ace 

of 1962 co regulaee the provision of education. This Ace 

repealed and replaced the 1927 Educaeion Ordinance and was 
intended to: 

• abo l ish racial discrimination in the provision of 

education; 

• streamline the curricu lum . examinations as well as 

the adm inistration and financing of education to 

provide for uniformity; 

• promote Kiswah ili as a national language by 
making Kiswahili and English media of instruc

tion in schools; 

• make local authorities and communities responsi

ble for the construction of primary schools and 

provision of plimary education; 

More emphasis was given to the provision of pri

mary education by introducing UPE. 

• Pose-Primary T echnic:l1 Ceneers (PPTCs) ..... ere in

troduced. 

Telcher cr:tining programmes were expanded. 

• Mule-purpose Folk Developmenc Colleges (FOCs) 
were introduced as plrt of post-primary eraining 
programmes. 

Abolition of Foreign E.�aminaeions and the intro

duceion of Naeional Examinaeions in the Formal 

school syscem. 

Formalisaeion of Continuous Assessment aesecond

ary and teat:her education levels in the: e.�:lminJtion 
syseem . 

Work was made :In integral p:lrt of educ�tion. 

Primary and second:lry education were made termi

nal' and rc:levane co the needs of the coumry. 

Diversilication of secondary schools (Forms 1 -4). 

• Adult l iteracy andeduc:nion were given mort: promi
nence and tinancial support. 

• Voluneary Agency schools were naeionllized. 

III  

- - - -



Loc:ll Educ:ltion Authoritic:s .... ·ere tormed to run :lnd 
m:ll1:lgc: prim:lry schools. 

A N:ltion:ll Advisory Council on Educ:ltion W:lS 
est:lbl ishc:d. 

School BO:lrds :lnd Committe�s were esublished for 
se:cond:lry schoolslte:lchc:rs cOlleg:s and prim:lry 
schools respectively. 

Both public and priv:lte schools were required to be 
registc:red. 

All cercific:lced. l icenced and non·licenc:d teachers 
were required to be registered. 

Tanz:mi:l nationals were appointed co held III  se:c· 
ondary schools. e�cepc for a few girls' secondary 
schools. 

Direc t entry for Form 6 leavers to teni:u";I and higher 
education :lnd tr.1ining institutions was :lbolished. 

The Educ:Hion Act No. 25 of 19i8 was passed to leg:llize 
educ:ltion ch:lngc:s th:lt were introduced between 1967 and 
1978 following the implemenution of ESR. Ch:lnges leg:ll
ized by the Act included: 

The esc:lblishmen t o f  a centl':llized administration of 
schools !;:lve powers to the Minister of Educ:Hion 
to promote N:ltional Educ:Hion: an Educ:Hional 

iv 

Making mand:Hory the re gistt':ltion illld licencing of 
te:lchers. 

The esublishment of Region:ll OlIld District Appe:lls 
Boards. 

Empowering the Commissionerof N:HionJ.! Educa
tion to approve fees for public OlIld private schools. 

Empowering the Minister for Educ:ltion to prohibit  
che use: of certain books in schools. 

Empowering the Minisc.:r for NationJ.! Educ:ltion to 
make regul:ltions for thl': better carrying OUt  'of the 
provisions :lnd objectives of the Act. 

[n 198 1 .  :l Presidenti:ll Commission on Educ:ltion was ap
pointed to r.:view the e.�isting system of education :lnd propuse 
necessary changes co be re:llised by the country towards the 
year 2000. The Commission submitted itS Report in M:lrch. 
1 982 :llId most of itS Recommend:ltions have been imple. 
mented by the Government. The most significant ones were: 

The esublishment of the: Te:lchers'  Service Com
mission (TSC). 

Tne eSl.1blishment of the T:lnl:ll1ia Professional 
T C:lchers' Association. 

Tne introduction of ne'''' curriculum packages at 
primary. sc!cond:lry lnd te:lcher educ:ltion levels. 

'1\ 

Advisory Council was cre:lted: the post of  the Com
missionc:r at i'iationJ.! Educ:ltion esublished :ll1d 
e vc:ry Loc:l1 Authority W:lS m:lde a Loc:u Educ:ltion 
Authority. 

Instituting rescrictions on thec:sublishmentof schools 
by requiring owners o( schools to get approvJ.! of 
the Commissioner of National Education illld to 
h:.lve all public and private school registered. 

The est:lblish�ent of school categories into: Na
tion:!l Schools (i.e. all public schools. other th:ll1 
primary schools or adult education centres. man
:l!:o::d by a Local Authority: J.!l Folk Development 
C"olle!:es and all Colleges of National Education). 
:lnd R

-
egion:ll Schools (i.e. all primary schools OlIld 

all :ldulc education centreS with the former t'alling 
under the direct control of the Commissioner of 
N:ltional Educacion). 

lVl:1king primary school enrollmenc :lnd attendance 
compulsory (or children of :lges 7 co 13 years. 

Tne c::ntr:llisation of school curricula and syllabi. 

The escablishment of School B oards and Commit
tees. 

The esublishmentof the Inspector.1te Department i n  
the Ministry of National Education. 

v 

The establishment of the Sokoine Uni�ersity' of 
Acriculture (S UA): the Muhimbili University Col
k�e of Health Sciences (MUCHS) OlIld the Open 
U�ivc:rsity of TOlIlz:ll1ia (OUT). 

The esublishment ofthe Faculty ofEducation (FOE) 
:It the University of Dar es SJ.!:l:lm . .  

The formulation o f  a National Policy for Science 
:llId Technology. 

The incroduction of pre·primary te:lcher education 
progr.1mme. 

The expansion of second:lry educ:ltion. 

[n  1 990. the Govemmenc consticuted a N:ltion:ll Task Force on 
EduC:ltion co review the exiscing education syscem :lr.d recom
mend :l ;uiublc: Educ:lcion Syscem for the 2 1st Century. The 
Terms of Refer.:nce (TOR) for the Task Force were to: 

assess the: c:i,ticlI problems which lre inhe:renc in the 
e:ducltion sector: 

propose:. in cerms of policy. pl:lnning lnd adminis
tr:ltion. an appropriate system which will r'acilit:lcc! 
increased dficiency and effectiveness: 

propose appropriate! implementation strategies. 

The: Report of ch is Task Force:. The Tanz:lnia  Educ:!tion 
S ystem fol' the 2 1 s t  Century.  W:lS submitted to the Govern-

vu 
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3 70 

ment in November. 1 992. Recommendiltions o f  this Report 
have bc:�n t.1ken into consideration in the formulation of the 
Tanzania Education and Trai ning Policy (TETP). All the 
changes in educati,;n between 196 1 to-date were .umed at 
improving the quality ot' educ;llion and strengthening the link 
betwe�n education provided at all Ic:vels and social JJ1d eco
nomic development·oi TanZlnia. 

Educat ion and Tra i n ing 

Education is the process of in itiating and preparing man 

through training. in his environment. to play active roles in 

society. [ t  provides desirable and worthwhile: broad and in 

depth modes oi thought. skills. altitudes and understanding 

needed for the full development of the human th inking and 

actions. Education makes man aware of his own pmentials and 

r�sponsibility to change and improve his own condition and 

that of his society: it embodies within it  science and technol

ogy. 

Science and technology as an aspect of education. is one of 
man 's many experiences. W:lys of l ife ami of doing things. in 
the relentless dfort to understand. mo.n:lge and harness the 
environment. Science and technology is vo.lued in society for 
its pro.ctical achievements. materio.l bc:netits and logical JJ1d 
systemo.\ic methods of explaining and doing things. The 
application of scientitic and technological knowledge helps to 
ro.ise the level of human welfare. development and happiness. 

vii i  

improved and more efficient social services. such as provision 
of cle�n JJ1d safe water. he:uth and education. will be the 
asptrallon of every citizen. But ill a society. in need of !�veIOpmenl. set g�als of education might not be easily achieved 

tthout a concomitant macro policy to give direction to all 
·development plans and actions. 

Macro POl icy Sett ing 
Tanunia has persistently stressed that socio-economic devel
op�ent IS only meJJ1ingful if it encompasses the needs. expec
l.a.lIons and roles of all the individual beneficiaries of the results 
Of

. 
development c:fiortS in the whole society. On account of 

thiS. the country's development policy has always aimed at 
combating pOVerty. igr.orance and disease. Right from inde. 
pen

,
dence. I t  was re:llised that the ::limination of these boetle. 

necl(S of development would lead to improved l iving condi
lions and �tandards and hence to social and economic devel. opment O C  the.''''h� le nation. In its urgent desire to prepare th� 
people for their erfect!ve roles ill bringin g  aboul this develop
ment. the government met all the COSts of prOvidi n g  e�sential 
SO:I:U services. including education. However. since the 
1 9 / 0s. the country h . 

d . 
. as e.�penence senous economic prob-

lems which led to the deterioro.cion of the economy at the turn 
of the · 1 980s. 

Cn addresSing these . 
' .  economic problems. the government re. 

exam Ined ICS development plans and oolicies of the 1 960s The 
current ' . . . 

E 
SOCIO�conom!c development policy and its Strategy of 

conoml: Recovery Programmes first introduced in 1 986 iUe 
a result ot the Institutional changes that have been i ntroduced 

Education o.nd Develop men t  

rh e  relationship between education and development depends 

on the extent to which the kind of education provided a.'ld i ts  
methods C:ln me.:t the e:<pect:llions of the individual and the 
needs of society: The guid ing  phi losophy oc' all development 
dfortS in Tanz:lnia is the achievement of self· reli:lnce. Con-

1:urrently. the ovc:(all purpose: of the: social. economic and 

political activity will continue: to be man. that is. all the: citizens 

of Tanz:lni:l. im:spective: of their <:olour. sc:.� or other b:lc!<· 

grounds. This means lhat tor Tanzania's development. the 

people will continue to de:pend mainly on themselves lnd their 

own resources and er'fortS. th:lt is. their l:lnd. energies :lnd 

re:ldiness to work hard. Therefore. Tam:lnia :lSpires and is 

committed to continue: fol lowing the peoplc:-cent.c:red develop

ment :lnd i mprovement str:ltegy :lnd in doing so. to concentrate 

on eoui t:lble and sustainahle dc:\'d(l(1ms;�t. The people 's 

future higher standard ot' l iving.  in peace. unity. mutual und.:r· 

standing and cooperation. lies in the satisfaction of the basic 

needs of food. shdter. clean and saie wate:r. environment as 

well as bette:r performance in agriCUlture and industry. 

The people hope to bc:ndit from impro"ed livestock produc· 
tion. judicious e:<ploitation of natural resources. expansion o f  
industries :lnd raisedquo.lity o f  indus trio. I produccs. Significant 
moves will  be e:<pected in the expo.nsion and runner improve
ment of  commerce :lnd trade. increlSc:d use of alternative and 
sustainable energy sources. efficient lE1Insport ilnd communi
cation syste:ms. and better mJJ1agement and conservation of 
the en vironment. E.�panded self JJ1d wage employment oppor
tunities will be the: mo.in hope for young people. S imiliUly. 
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in order to resuscitate the: national economy. Given ics limited 
domestic resource base. the: gO\'emment now advocat.c:s: 

i ncre:ued role of the ,!!ri vate sector. thereb,' 

brngdeoiol" [be rorcicjp;'ltino base i n  the economy
"
; 

continued l iber:lliz:ltion of tro.de :lnd other sys

tems; 

- provision of essen ti:ll resources to priori ty areas; 

. incre:lSed i n vestment  in i n[r1SCC"Cfpre and soci:li 
devel o p m e n tsectol's. especially health :lnd eduC:l

cion; 

· the reduction r>f<llb<jrijc< and the i n t roduction of  
cost recovery :lnd cost sh:lring meJSures where 
:l p p l icable.  

The Context o f  the  Ed ucation Sector Policy 
The macro policies already stated revolve: around i�sues of 
r:llionalization of investment. liberalization. entrc:preneurshio. 
self reli ance . .:nh:lncement and integr:ltion of developme; t 
effortS. Mo�t or these policies �r1ect l shift from the policy 
emph:lSes o r  the 1 960s to the early [ 9805. which placed stron\: 
rehance on government control of the: economy and the publi� 
sector. Ct is this shi ft of emphasis which h:lS also in t1uencd the 
form and direction of most oe' the c:ducalton and ((ainin� 
policies �ontaine:d in this document. . ..I.n c:qually importan� 
ilSpect ot the conte.�t i n  which this polic, document has been 
prepiUed is ics wide coverage. The: c:ducallonll policies e'or 
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ministrie:s which de::11 with formal and non-forma l education 
and trai n i n g  have bc:=n accommodated. From the foregoing 
shift of emphasis. the: broad policies of educ:1tion and training 
as de:�led in this document = as follows: 

• Enhancemeill of partnership in  the provision of 
education and training, through the deli berate 
efforts ofencour3gi n g  pri vate agencies to p a rtici
pate i n  the provision o f eduC3tlon,  to establish and 
manage schools 3nd other educational insti tutions 
at al l  levels. 

• Identificati o n  of cri tical priority areas to concen. 
tnte on, for the p u rpose of creating an enabling 
environment for priv:lte agencies :o participate i n  
the provision of eduC:1tion,  such as, the training o f  
more and better teachers. 

• Broadening of the financial base for education and 
tr3ining, through more effective control of govern. 
ment spe!)ding, cost shari ng and liberalization 
strategies. 

• Streamlining of the management structure of 
education, by placing more authority and respon
sibil ity on schools, local communities, districts and 
regions. 
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structures, pl:lns and pr3ccices; to ensure access, equity 
and quality at a l l  levels; as well  as proper and emcient 
mech3nisms for management, administr:ltion :lnd fi n:lnc
ing of education and training 

[n the l ight  of this  aspimion. the fo l lowing b:uic policie:s focusing �n issuc:s o� �tablishment of schools and expansion of e�ucJuon and, training opportunities; access and equity; cumculum, c:;tamInJUOns Jnd c�rtitication; te:ache:re:duCJtion' �ertiary and highc:r ,educ:ltion and training: educational tin:lnc : Ing, and ":a�:lge:m.:nt and o.dministC"3tion are proposed with the: aim of gUIdIng 
,
Formal. Non-Formal. Vocational. Tc:rtiary and Hlghe:r EducJtlon and Training , 0lS we:1I as, the promotion of Sci.:nce: and Te:chnology in the: COUntry, 
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Em ph asizi ng the provision of quality educ:1tion, 
t h rough curricu l u m  review, improved te:1cher 
ma nagement and introduction and use of a p p ro· 
priate performance 3nd assessment strategies. 

• S trengthening the integration of formal and non
formal education relationship, by instituting points 
k no w l edge com p a r a b i l i ty and i n ter-mobi l i ty  
wi thin the two sub-sectors of education. 

• Increasing a�cess to education, by focusi ng on the 
equ i ty issue with respect to women, diS:ldv:ln

taged groupS and areas in the country. 

' Facil i t:1ting the growth of the culture of  education
for-job-cre:ltion :lnd self employment through 
increased aV:lilability of opportunities for voca
tional ed�cacion :lnd tr:lining. 

The Need for an Education and Training Policy 

Tanzani:l has not had a comprehensive educ:ltion :1nd 
.
training 

I" The prol!rammes and practices of educ:ltlon and po ,IC,Y , 
. ' � e past

-
have be�rI based on and guided by short and 

tr:unUlg 1rI UI - , ' 
long term development plans, Existing educ:1Clonal plans an� 

es have emohOlSiz·d the needs and demands O t  
programm ' - . , " 
formal educo.tiorl and voco.tional tr-lIrung. With l i ttle or no 

d to '�e need of i nte!!r11ting these plans and between these regar UI _ 
, ' 

plans and those of non-formal educ:ltion and tr:umng, 

Govemment now sees the importance o f :m educati�n and 
" pol'lcy to "uide synchronize and harmoOlze all 

trallung " ,  

xiii 

Ch:lpler 1 

.-\ 1 ;\ 15 .-\;-;0 OBJECflVES OF EOUC.-\ T IOI'-; .-\ :"{ O  
TR.-\ I � I l\' G  

1 . 1  G ener:ll , -\  i illS 
The: l!e:ne:r.l1 aim� and nhic: .... t i\'<:5 nr'c:duc:ltinn ant! training in 
TanzaniJ ar .... : 

• . to guide and p�omote the development alld 
i m p ro\'ement of the pe rson:lli' ies o f  the citizens 
of T:lnz:lni:l. their h u m:ln �esources and effec
tive u ti l iz:loon of those resources in b r i nging 
:lbo u t  indh'idu31 and n:loon:ll  devel o p ment; 

• to p�omote the :lcquis ioon and :l p p reci ation of 
cul tu�e, customs :lnd trad itions of the p eo-
ples of T:lnzani :l ;  

• to promote t h e  acquis ition a n d  :lp p�opriate us e  

ofl i terary, social , scienti fic. vocational, techno
logical. professional and o ther forms of k now 1-
ed�e, skil ls  :lnd unde�standing for the develop· 
ment 3nd im provement of the condition o f  man 
:lnd society; 

• to develop :lnd promote s e l f-confidence and an 
i nquiring mind. In unde�standi n g  and respect 
for human di!:nity :lnd h u man rights and l 
readiness to work h ard for personal self-ld
v:lncement lnd n:loonal i m p roveme n t: 
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• to en:lble :lnd to e:'Cp:lnd the scope of :lcquisition. 

improvement :lnd upgrading of ment:ll. practi
c:ll. prod uctive :lnd other l ife skills needed to 
meet the ch:lnging needs of industrr :lnd the 
economy; 

to en:lhle every citizen to underst:lnd the fund:l
men t.:lls of the i'I:ltion:l1 Cons ti tu tion :IS well :IS 
the enshrined hum:ln :lnd ci vic riSh ts, obli S:l
tions :lnd responsibil i ties; 

to promote the love :lnd respect for work, sel f  
:lnd w:lge employment :lnd improved perform
:lnce in the production :lnd service sectors; 

• to inculc:lte principles of the n:ltion:ll ethic :lnd 

intesrity, n:ltion:ll :lnd intern:ltion:ll cooper:l
tion, pe:lce :lnd justice th roush the study, un
derst.:lnding :lnd :ldherence to the provisions of 
the i'I:ltion:l1 Consti tution :lnd other intern:l
tion:ll b:lSic ch:lrters; 

to enable :l r:ltion:ll use, m:ln:lgement and 

conserv:ltion of the environment. 

1 .2 Specific Aims :lnd Objectives 

1 .2 .1  Pre-Prim:lry EduC:ltion 
[nfOlnrs OlIld young chi ldren (0 - 6 years old) :lre: clCed for :tnd 
receive initi:tl education both Olt home Olnd in the few existing 
dOly-clre centres. kinderSOlnens. nursery and other pre
schools IOCOlted mostly in urbOln Olre:lS. While taking cogni
ZOlnce of the fOlct thOlt pre·schoo l educOllion is very imporunt. 

• to mould the cIi:lr:lcter of the child :lnd en:lhle 

himlher to :lcquire accept.:lhle norms of soci:ll 
conduct :lnd beh:l,·iour; 

• to help the child :lcquire. app reci:lte, respect :lnd 

develop pride in  the f:lmily. his or her cultur:ll 
h:lckgrounds, mor:ll v:ll ues, customs :lnd tr:ldi
t ions :IS we ll :IS n:ltion:ll ethic, identity  :lnd 
pride; 

• to pro,·ide the child with opportunities to :lC' 

quire :lnd develop communic:ltion. numeric:l: 
:lnd m:lnipu l:lti'·e sk i l ls; 

• to prep:lre the child for p ri m:lry school educ:l

tioll. 

1 .1.1 P ri m:lrv Educ:ltion 
TIl..: main ddiv�ry system for the: oa.�ic educltion ofchildrcn. 
oUL�id<: the: fami ly .  is primary sc:hoo l ing. The major oojc:ctive 
Ill" [1r..: .)<:llool and primary cduc:ati\)n is to lay the socio
l:ultural foundations which e:thicllly and mora ll y  charJc:ter· 
iZl: tll..: Ta",:anian l:iti7.e:n and nation. It prc:parc:seve:rj c:i tizen 
to c:nntinu..: on the: une:nding journey ol lildong e:ducation. 
trainin� and It:arnin� prol:e:sses. Primary ;choo l e:dul:ation is 
fundam.:ntal to th..: strc:n�thenin� 0( highe:r kvds of c:duca
liCln. lavin'.! ;tron'.! found;lions in

-
sl:ie:ntifil: and tel:hnological 

I iI': rac:; al1� <:apa�ity and thus a mC::ll1S to sdf·rd iant personal 
alld nalional de:vdn[1me:nt. 

i t doc:s not l[1pe::1r e:conom icll ly fe::lSioic: to formOllize and 
systematize the e:ntire pre·school educltion for this Ol!;e 

group. 

Govemment.hCl we:ve:r. recogni zes thOlt the early ye:1rs of l i fe: 
lre: critica: for the: de:vdopment of a c:hild' s mc:ntll and othc:r 
potentials and. in partic:ular. its personality devc:!opment Olnd 

··�-mation. [nfOlnts and childre:n are normally very active. 
."am by imitation. emulation and are ever eage:r to try Out 
things Olnd in s o da in!; c:onst:l.ntly discoveNhc:irenvironment. 

Go'·emment. therc:fore. considers that with the involvement 
lnd cooperation 01 p;·renrs. local communities and non

governm.:nt:!l agencies. possibilities abound for the sys
tematiZJtion Olnd formaliz.,rion of pre·primary educltion for 
the 5 - 6 year old childre:n. However. both pre·school centre:s 
and pre,pl1malY sc:hools will be used. among Other func
tions. to identify chi ldro:n with special learn ing Jbi l ities or 
difficulties and take appropriate corrective: me:lSures. 

The lims OlIld objectives of pre·pnmary educOltion are: 

• to encourage :lnd p romote the ovenll personali ty  

development of  the child, that is, his or  h e r  
physic:ll, men t.:ll, mor:ll and sod:ll Characteris
tics :lnd c:lp:lbili ties; 

• to identify children with abnormal p:ltterns of 

development  or educational potentials and de
vise s�cial p rogr:lm mes for them; 

J 

• to en:lhl e  e,·ery child to underst:lnd :lnd :l p p re-

. h · ' r h e r  hum:ln person, to :lcquire, v:llue, 
Clate I�  0 

t d enrich our common cultural b:lck· 
respec an 

d 
" nd :lnd moral " :llues. social customs an  
"rou . 'd · t 
traditions :lS well :IS national untty .  1 e n tt y ,  
ethic a n d  p ride ; 

• to pro,·:de opportunity and enable e\"er�:
,
child �� 

. p preci:lte and elTec ti vel ... use KIs\\"ahlit 
acquIre. a • 

and to respect  the lan�ua�c lS :l symhol of 

national u n i ty.  iden ti ty :lnd pride; 

• I I -,·erv child to understand the fund:l-
to ena 1 e - . 

t I ·  of the (\ a tional Constitution :IS well lS 
men a !>  ' 
the e ns h ri ned h u man :lnd civic ri�hlS. ohitS:l-

tions and responsih i l i ties of e,·ery citizen; 

to enahle e\'er�· child to acquire hlSic learnin� 

tools of l i ter:lcr, comOlunication. nu mer:lcr and 

p roblem sol vin� :IS well :IS b:lSic learnin!; 
.
content 

of i nte�rated relevant knowled�e. skIlls :lnd 

:ltti tudes needed for survi":ll and development to 

full cap:lci tr ;  

t o  pruvide the chi ld with the fou ndations of self· 

i n i ti:ltive. sel  f_adv:lncement lnd self·confidence; 

• to p rep:lre the child for second levpl educltion ( 

i.e second:lrr, vocltionll. technical and continu
ing educ:ltion) ;  

• to p repare the chi ld to  enter the  world of work. 



1 .2.3 Seconda ry Education 
Secondary education refers to post·primary formal educa. 
tion offered to persons who will  have successfully com pleted 
seven years of primary education and have met the requisi t.C 
entry requirements. 

The a..im s  and oojecti ves of secondary education are: 

• to consolidate and b roaden the Scope of baseli ne 
ideas, k nowledge, skil ls and pri nciples ac
qui red and developed at  the primary educa tion 
level;  

• to enh ance further development and a p p reci:l
tion of nation:ll uni ty, iden ti ty and ethic, per
sonal integrity, respect for and readiness to 
work, h u m a n  rights, cultu ral and moral values, 
customs, tr:lditions a nd civic responsibi l ities 

and ob l ig:ltions; 

• to promote th� development of competency in 
l inguistic abi l ity and effective use of communi_  
cation ski l ls  i n  Kiswahili  :lnd in  at least one 
foreig n  language; 

• to providt:. opportunities for the acquiSition of 
. knowledge, skills ,  attitudes and understandin � 

in p rescribed or selected fields of study; 
• 

• to prepare students for tertiary and higher 
education, vocational, technical and profes
sional tTaining; 

• 

6 

to enable both teacher tra..i nees and servi n g  
teachers and tutors to acquire organil:ltional 
leaders h i p  and m anagement skills in ed uca tio 

' 

and training. 
n 

1 .2.5 Terci:lry Education and Training 
Tertiary �nd h��er educ:ltion and training encompasses all 
post-Ordinary Level secondary education leading to 
awards of certi ficates. diplomas and degrees . 

Th� �ims and objectives of tertiary and higher education and 
tralOlOg are: 

to enable people with the requisite b asefin� 
q u�l i

.
fic:ltion

.
s to access and benefi t from O ppor

t�O I tl es  of higher le
.
vels of i n teflectu:lI, p rofes

slon:ll and m:lnagerl:ll skil ls ;  

• to p r  ... pare midd l e  and high level profeSSion:l1 
human resource for service in the different 
sectors of the economy; 

• to p rovide op portunities for intel lectua l , scien
tific and technological excellence and hi"h level 
performance; 

.. 

• to p rep:lre the students tojoin the world of work. 

1 .2.6 Voc:ltional an
.
d TechniC:lI Education :lnd Tr:li ni n g  

Currently. there are hm lted places for vocational. technical. 
secondary and h igher education available to young people 
and adUl ts. There is need to prepare more young people to 
access to available job opportunities and to cre:tte work and 
employ themselves on a self ·rel iance basis. On the other 
hand. there is need t"or adults to ha ve JCcess to vOCJtional 
education and training. 

' 
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• to inculc:lte a sense and abil ity for self-study,  
self-conCidence and self-ad vancemen t in  new 
fro n ders of science and teChnology, aC:ldemic 
and occupational knowledge, and ski l ls; 

• to p repare the srudent to join the world of work. 

1 .2.4 Teacher Education and Training 
The te:tcher is the most impol"Ullt actor in education and 
train ing .  Tne telcher organizes and guides students in their 
learning experiences and inter:tction with the ",ontent of the 
curriculum and promotes. at all times. stude:nt initiatives and 
re:ldiness for their own lelrning . 

The a..im s  and obje:ctives of te:tcher education and tr:lining 

are: 

• to i m part to teacher trainees theories and prin
ciples of education, psychology, guid:lnce and 
counse l l ing; 

• to im p ar t  to teacher trainees p ri nci ples a nd 
skil ls of pedagogy, creativity and innovation; 

• to p romote an understanding of the founda
tions of the school curricul u m ;  

• t o  sharpen the teacher trainees,' teachers' and 
t u tors' knowledge and mastery of selected sub
jects, slOlIs and tech nologies; 

• to i mpart skills and tech niques of research, 
assessment and evaluation in education; 

7 

The: a.ims and Qoje:cti ves of vocltional e:ducational and tr:lin

ing are: 
• to p rod uce trained and skilled youth and adults 

w h o  will provide the needed 1 3bour for '  
i m p roved performance i n industry :lnd other 
economic and social service sectors; 

• to p rovide young :lnd :ldult persons with oppor
t u n i ties to acqui re skills in production, service, 
en trepreneureship and business m:lnagemen t; 

• to enable the productive and service sectors to 
train and develop their human resou rces. 

1 .2.7 No n- Fo rm a l Education and Training 
Non-form:ll e:ducation :lnd training serves a variety or' learn
ing  ne:::ds o r"  di t"t'::re:nt groups ot" youth and :ldults in the 
population. The basic h::trning ne;:ds of young and adult 
persons are diverse: and may be met through various del ivery 
s�stems. such as int"ormal e:ducltion. the different stages or' 
adu l t  literacy . . c:ve:ning schools. libraries. correspondenc::. 
radio. te lc:vision :lnd ocha forms of medil and distanc;: 
educ:ttion. 

The aims :lnd objecti ves of non-t"orm:tl educ:ttion and train
ing are: 

• to enable  adults :lnd young people try :lcquire 

susui n a b l e  wri ting, re:ltli n:;, com munication, 
n u meracy and other desi rable and immedi:lte 
useful learn ing tools; 

9 
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• to promote the' acquisition and' application of 
learning content such as knowledge, skills, val
ues and attitudes relevant for the enhancement 
and improvement of life; 

• to promote the appreciation and und erst:mding 
of national unity and identity, e thic, customs, 
traditions and values of the nation; 

• to enable those outside the formal school system 
to improve the quality of their life through a 
v,ariety of relevant educational and training 

p rogrammes; 
to enable people to acquire hi gher levels of 

education through part- time srudies. 

10 

system. th:1t is. Formal. Vocatio'nal and Professional. and 
the,Non-Formal. 

2.3 Formal Education and Training System 
This system is pre:dominandy academic. ranging from pri
m:uy to university level. Over the years. there have been 
changes in the formal education system dictated by exigen
cies opcrating at the time:. A number of studies. coupled with 
previous e.' perie:nces. have shown that a change from the 
existing structure of 7·4-2·3+ to 6-3-2·3 or 8-4-4 would not 
necessarily strengthen education. and would require sub
stantial additional financial resources. Tne 7·4-2·3+ sys
tem will remain unchanged. but in addition two years of  pre· 
primary education will be introduced. Therefore: 

2.3.1  The Structureofthe Formal Education :lnd Train
ing System shall  be 2·1-4-2·3+ ( th a t  is. 2 years 
of pre·vrimary educ:ltion, 7 years of p rim:lry 
education, " years of secondary Ordinary Level, 
:2 years of secondary Adnnced Level and a 
mini m u m  of 3 years of uni versi ty educ:ltion. 

Pre- Pri m3ry Educ3tion 

While taking cogniz:lnce of  the import:ll1ce of pre·school 
education (0-6 ye::us) .  it would not be economically feasible 
to form:llize and systematise the entire educ:ltion spectrum 
of this ase group, The nur:>ery. day care centres. lcindergar
ten. etc. for ages 0-4 ye:lrS will continue to be not panof the 
formal educ:ltion and training system. However. possibili
ties abound for the systematiu.tion and formaiiu.tion of 
pre·primary educ:ltion for children of ages 5-6 years, The 
pre·primary school cycle will last for tWO ye:us with no 
e:xlminations for promotion purposes. Therefore. in order 

Chap�r 2 

SYSTEM AND STRUCTURE OF EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING 

2.1 Introduction 
The term 'system' refers to organized components that 
constitute a whole. In this regard. the Tanzania Education 
and Training System comprises a structure and sequence of 
education and training levels throu"gh both the formahand 
non-formal sub-systems. It also consists of institutions and 
organizations that support or render useful services to the 
System. The system has internal rationalization and organi· 
zation of programmes and resources. especially. human. 
iinancial and time:. in order to realize the set goals. 

2.2 The System 
Education and Training in Tanzania is undertaken by ail the 
ministries but the main ones for formal and non-formal 
education are the Ministry of Education and Culture; the 
Ministry of Science. Technology and Higher Education and 
the Prime Minister's Office (Department of Regional Ad
ministration and Local Government). The other m inistries 
are involved in sector-specific professional education and 
training. In addition. formal and non-formal education is 
provided by communities. Non-Governmental Organiza
tions (NGOs) and individuals with the coordination of 
central government ministries. Invariably. these ministries 
and agencies carry out the delivery of education and training 
at institutions and cenues established for the purpose. There 
are three channels constituting the education and training 
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to bro�de:n the provision of  educ:llion and to system:ltize ' 
pre-pnm:uy eduC:ltion: 

2.3.2 

2.3.3 

Government shall p romote p re·school educ:l
ti o n  for children aged 0 · 6  years. This education 
shall ensure maintenance of our cultural values. 

Pre-Prim:ryschool education for children aged 
between ;) and 6 years shall be formalized and 
i n tegrated i n  the Formal School System. 

Primary Education 
This is a seven ye::lr education cycle. It will continue to be 
compulsory in enrollment and attendance. At the end of this 
cy<:le. puplls can go on with secondary educ:ltion. vOC:ltional 
tr.lImng or enter the world of work. Therefore: 

2.3.4 Primary education sh311 continue to be of seven 
years duration and com pulsory in enrollment and 
attend:mce. 

Secondary Education 
Second:uy education is sub-divided into Ordinary Level 
(F0':ms I to 4) and Advanced �vel (Forms 5 and 6 ). The 
O�dln:uy Level wiil last for four ye::lr5 while Advanced Level 
will l;ut for two ye:ars. Students who complete Ordin:uy 
Level second:lry education C:ln 
�o on to th� ne::tt stage of Advanced Level second:lry e:duc:l
lon. voca

,
uonal training. professional tr:lining or the: world of 

.... ork. �hll
,
e 

,
those who com plete Advanc::d Level second:uy 

:du�au�n JOin either terti:uy and higher educ:ltion and train
ng lnsUruUOns or join the world of work. Therefore: 

1 3  



2.J.5 Secondary education shall continue to be four years 
for Ordinary Level and two years for Advanced 

Level. 

Vocational Education :lnd Tr:lining  
This type o f  education and training i s  associated with acqui
sition of skills for wage employment. self·employment or 
further vocatipnal and professional advancement. It covers 
the commercial. technic:1.l. work·study programmes and appren 
tice training programmes undertaken by ministries. NGOs 
and private organizations. Currently. there ue l imited places 
for this type of education. Tne most prominent vocational 
education Jnd training institutions include National Voca
tional Training C:ntres. Folk Development Colleges. Tech· 
nical Secondary Schools and Private Vocational Schools and 
Centres. Admission requirements to formal and non-formal 
vocational education and training courses ranges from pri
mary school leavers co anybody with a subsequent level of 
education wishing to acquire requisite skills for hislher em-
ployment or self·advllncemenL -

203.6 GO\ crnment shall liberalise and give incentives 
for the promotion o( Vocational Education and 

Tr:lining. 

Trade Schools 

Due to the great need for craft level skills to cater for tile 
expanding production and service industry and as a means 
of  creating job opportunities for employment and self
employment. trade schools need to be re·introduced in the 
education system. These post-primary schools will offer 
crl1fts courses such as Uliloring. masonry. painting. carpen
try etc . •  which will IllSt for four continuous years ending 

l 4  

Non-Formal Education and Training 

Non·Formal Education can be gent:ralised as Out-of.School 
Education llS distinguished from Formal Education which is 
[n·School Education. However. either type may include at 
ceruin stages some llSpeCts of the other. The non-formal 
educat�on and training caters for the informal and ad\!lt  
educ�uo.n .  The .'atter includes Literacy. Post-liter<lcy. 
ContInuIng Educauon. and Op.:n University. Ess.:ntially. in 
non-formal education. it is the sludent who sets the pace for 
hIs/her .studies and there is no stipulation of the duration for 
promouon or completion. Tne results of examinations taken 
at various stag::s would be: us.:d for promotion from one Stll!!e 
to anothe:. Thr: [nformal "spect of the non· formal educati�n 
an� traIning IS llS old as man himse l f. [t is th is aspect of  
traIning that has contrihuted to the m:linstllY and existence o f  
man Jnd h :l.S  contrihuted gre:ltly to formal education. There. 
fore: 

2.J.9 Non-form:ll education :lnd tr:lini ne sh:lll be rec. 
ognised. promoted. strengthened. coordin:lted 
and i n tegr:lted w i t h  form:ll education :lnd train

ing system. 

1 6  

with an award o f  Trade Test Certificate Grade l. Successiul 
students can join the world of work or continue with further 
professional training. Therefore: 

2.J.1 Gov ernmen t s hal l re·in troduce Trade Schools 

in the education, system and promote their 
es ta b lishment. 

. 

Poly technics 
[n order to have eno\lgh:manpower required for industrial 

and economic growth. training for technicians �nd profes

sional c:ldre is needed. Most of the existing vOC:ltion:ll ;lnd 

professional training institutions. which among others. in
clude Rwegarulil� Water Resources Institute . Bank of 

Tanzl1Ilia Training [nstitute. National. B ank �f Commerce 

College. [nstitute of Tax Administration. High Precision 

Technology Centre. College of Business Educ:ltion. Insti· 

tute of Rur�l D�velopment. POSt Office S tl1ff College. 

Bandari Training Institute. Mbeg�ni Fisheries Institute. 

National Institute of Transport. and the Ministry of Agricul· 

ture Tr:lining Institutes (MATIs). hllve excess capllcities 

both in p hysical and human reso urces. w h i c h  are 

underutilized. A shift from the single skills focus to a multi· 

skill (polytechnic) approllch will be cost-effective and more 

responsive to national needs. These polytechnics will  pro

vide further training for secondary school le:lvers and others 

with requisite entry qU:lliiications. Therefore: 
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2.J.8 Government shall i n troduce and form:llize the 

�tab lishment of Poly technics i n  the educ a ti o n  

system. 

is 

Chapter 3 

A CCESS AND EQUITY IN EDUCATION AND 
TRAIN Il'iG 

3. 1 Introduction 

Access to education ref�rs to the opportunities a�ailable to 
the urget population to participate in th:lt education. where:ls 
equity refers to the tairness i,  the distribution and allocation 
of educ:ltional �sources to various segmentS of the society. 
[n examining acceSS and equity in education. issues of  estab
lishment and ownership of schools/colleges: enrollment and 
sele<;tion: provision of educational resources :lnd the envi· 
ronment in which. education is dc:livered are pOlr�mount. 
Analysis of government efforts to imorove educ�tion from 
1 96 1  to-date. suggestS that the focus oi' educ�tional policies 
has been on the disuibution and equaliz�tion ot educ:ltion 
opportunities through the e.�p�nsion of the system at all  
levels. fn the 1 990s and beyond. ther:: is need to re·e.umine 
issues of access and equity in education wi thin the conte�t of 
a changed socio-economic lnd political environment. [n 
education. the emph:l.Sis now is on tre improvement of the 
qulll ity oc education and training provided domestically. the 
e;c;p:lnsion of education �nd tr�ining opportunities to meet the 
ever increasing demand for thes.: services. �nd the control of 
the increase of the average per clpiUl education cost �nd 
incre:l.Sed resource tlows to the sec.or. 

J.2 Access to Education 

For the last th�e decades. c::ntr:1.l government planning has 
g uided the provision ot public social  se:-vices. including 
education. This also meant chat policies th�t guaranteed 

L7 
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�ccess t o  educ:ltion without re!::lrd to sex. colour. ethnicity. 
creed or economic statuS were enforced f�irly and effec· 
tively. The current trend is forcentr.1l pl:lnnin!: to accomodate 
the liberalisation and privatisation of the provision of public 
services.including educ:ltion. This in turn m:ly result in the 
denial of the ri ght to b:uic educ:ltion to some citizens. 
Therefore. in order to control this possibility: . 

3.2.1 Government sh:lll !:u:lrantee access to pre.p ri
mary and p ri ma ry education. and adult literacy 
to :lll ci tizens :u a basic ri!:ht. 

3.2.2 Governmen t shall promote and ensure equitable 
distribution of educ:ltion:ll institutions. 

Disadvanta!:ed Groups 
Despite al l :frons to m:1ke educ:ltion :1ccessible. certain 
groups of individu:1ls and communities in society have not 
had equitable access to educ:1tion. Some have not had access 
to this right due to their style of li ving.tor example. hunters. 
S:llherers. fishermen and p:utoralists: others on accnunt or' 
marginalisation. e.g. nrphans and stre::t children. still Cllhers 
on :lCCOUnt of their physic:l1 and mental disahiliti.:s. such as. 
the blind. the deOlf. the .... rippled and the mentally n:tOlrded. 
Therefore: 

3.2.3 Government shall promote and f:lcilitate access 
to education to disadv:lnta!:ed social and cultur::ll 
!:roups. 

3.2.8 Government shall establish special educational fi
nancial support schemes for girls and women in 
education and training institutions. 

3.2.9 Adult  education programmes sh311 be designed to 
encourage and promote the enrollment and at
tendance of women. 

3.2.10. The school curriculum sh311 be reviewed in order' 
to stren!:then and encour::lge p3rticipation and 
achievement of girls in m3them3tics 3nd science 
subjects. 

3.2. 1 1 . Educ3tion and school systems sh:lll elimin3te 
gender stereotyping throu!:h the curricula, text
books and classroom pr3ctices. 

3.2. 12 Special in-service tr:lining programmes shall be 
designed and implemented for women te::lchers. 

3.2.1 3  Government sh::lll encour::l!:e the construction of 
!1ostel/boarding:lccomodation (or girls in day 

second:lry schools. 

20 

Girls' Education 

Th '-:C'lp3u' on rates of women have risen from 47. 1  % in' e p ... U • Le I th '0' 19S I to 4'). 1  % in 1992 at the pnmary schoo! . ve : �t
, 

e 
level from 3 1 .6% in 198 1 to 44.7% in 199'2.�d. at the A level. 
the rise "':U from 2:i.3% in 199 1  to 24.3% 10 1:992. The s.low 
orowth of the p:ll'ticipation rates of women at .. these van�us 
levels may be attributed to cultural preferences tor �ducatln g  
male children. hiSh drop-out rates due to e:uly mamOlges an d  

regnancies a n d  relelively l o w  performa.nce levels by SlrlS t n  

�Iass and durins tinOlI <"1C:lminatio� �he� compared t o  boys. 
Therefore. in order to raise the p01rUClpOluon roues of women. 
the following policies will � implemented: 

3.204 Primary education shall be universal and compu.l
sory to all children at the age of 7 years un all  
they complete this cyle of education. 

3.2.5 The establishment ofco-educ:ltional and girls' sec· 
ondary schools shall  be promoted and encou r-

a!:ed. 

3.2.6 Government shalrnot deboard existing girls' gov
ernmen t  boarding secondary schools. 

3.2.7 Governm e n t  shall establish girls' day str�ams in 
existing government secondary schools. I n  �om
munities where girls' secondary education IS se
verely adversely affected. 
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The Quota System 
In  societies where merit alone does not ensure equity, other 
methods must be used in order to redress the imbalance 
caused by the resort to merit alone in selection. Over the 
y�. effortS hOlve heen made to increOlSe the number of 
schools Olnd institutions of le:uning to ensure fair access to 

. �duc:ltion. These efforts hOlve resulted in gre:lter numbers 
of children from all  sectors o f  society enroUing and attending 
schools. Along with these effortS. 'the qUOta system for 
selecting stude�lS into public second:1ry schools was intro
duced and is used to ensure district and gender parities. 
However.inherent in the qUOta system hOlS been itS tendency 

leo push up children with low achievement levels while ,It the 
sames time denying access to the mnre deserv!n'!.nne� .. Since 
Ihe quota system was intended to SalVe �mporuy problems 
of inequ icy in education creOlted by historic� developmentS. 
and with the libc:ralisOltion of  the es::lblishment of seconduy 
schools. the qUOta sys�m has outlived its originOll purpose. 
There fore: 

3.2. 1 4  The Quota System shilll b e  phased out. 

Screeni n g  for Talented Children 
There i.s evidence that some children have: special t:llents. 
There is evidenc:: also thOlt some children :lee exceptionally 
Sifted and thOlt this is manifes�d atdiffe:rentages: quite e::uly 
for some. late for others and very late for a few more. It is 
Icnown that Tanzanian schools and most school systems in 
the world :lre not designed to accommod:lte and assist such 
children. Yet. it is a desirable educational practice: to tOlp and 
nurture such talentS for the benetic"of the ctlildren themselves 
and the society. Thendore: 

1 1  



J.�. 15  G�v�rnm e n t  Sh;l ll evolve � machinery t o  iden-tHY. lnd de velo p gifted lnd tllen ted ch ild ren. 
P ro vision of Resou rces 
rt is not possihlc: to e:nsure acc;:ss and � 

' .  
. w' h . _quny In e:ducatlon n ouc a t the same ume e:nsurin .. th · 1  . ..  · . .  b l  d · 

. . . . " e: Hat ..., UICY and �qu i ·  t a  C IStn ClUltOn oe ··Sourc�s C · · . ' . 
' . . . nucolol resourc·s in this  n:prd . Include teachers. teac!\inl' d I . 

• .  . - h  . \ • " an earntn:; m aten als s .. . 001
. 

eqUtpr'l'�'t and oc.he:r {ac i l i ties as wdl as ad�" 
. 

financIal r::sou.rc;:s. The�e:'or:: 
• ., UJte 

J.�. 1 6  G overn m e n t  shal l ensu re c h  t d � J eqU l Ce re. S O u rc es  �re made :l v:lil :l b l e  :lnd provided to enh;lnce JCC�' :i'nd equ i ty in �ducJ.tion , 
School Fee d i ng'<lnd HeJlth PrOSr:lm mes S tude:HS c�n conc:.,trat: on th�ir stud i�s Onl Y '  {th '

. 
h - · I ... d 1 1 ' S ' . • . I e:y ar: Clocn .oIol,.I1 y an ·Ne. te:�, tudles ha ve shown • "-on � I ' . � �\, 1.; COCT.:! .l· Cion be:cwe::n pC:riom:anc: and achie'/e:me:nc on th - .. . e one ., and and :;ood health and te::din� SVSt::ms on , " . � ' .. ' .  - .  ,ne otnu. l n:: m.l.� l m .  A sound mind In a sound hOdy" . . • • tS lrue to·da y lS I t  nas  al ways tIe::n i n  che P:;.st. Therer'ore: 

J.�.17 Government sh:lll  promo ce school :l d I 1 r d ' 
n co e;;e lee i n S  Jnd health p ro;;r:l mmes. 

o f  c.hese organs.  c.he gove:rnmenc sci l ( needs co . '  che broJder national level on ma CCers ' . 
be ad\ Ised at 

a�d crain in g. In order co promoce 
Jrid�:��I�ln g  c� educa�on 

oe .education and tr:lining: 
dtnJce: tntegratton 
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MANAGEMENT AND ADMIN ISTRA. TION 
OF E D UC.-\ nON ,-\ND TR-\ IN I NG 

4. 1 I n croduc ci o n  

The pro vis io n  o i  qua l i c:, e:duCltion and t(:lin ins i s  the ulti
m ate: �o:ll  oi  lny: c:cucllion �:fSt;:m. T;,is �,oal .  howe:ver. 
cannOI be ac.:h ie ·:e:1 w il.'tout l ' .... e!! ;:s:Jhlis;,ed lnd dfe:::ti"e 
mJria�:ment lnd :ldminimltive maChinery . Currently . the 

manlgc:menc oi c:d'JCltiOil lnd (rain ing is unde�t.l.l::n by 

se'ferll m in is tries . p:r:s:lt:ll or��,izl tions :lnd NGOs. Tr.e 
Yanous le:;:sIJtions ;:mpo".-ering m in istries lnd instilutions 
co shoulder the reS90nsioil it:::s oc' c::tucltion :lr.d trJinin�. 
hl"/! liule re lJtionshi 9 with the :'iation::1 Sducltion Ac: No. 
25 o i  1978 .  Th is .",Ct :te:;:cs to be: revie:wd in order (or it to 
integrate oc.herCltegori;:s " i  c:ducltion and tr:ining .. :nclud· 
ing managemenc. adm inistrlc.ion lnd (i nlnce. 

4.:! E dUC:lCio n a n d  TrJ in:n g Coord i n :! ci o n  
..... t p�se:\l. there e�ists r.o nltionOlI institucional me:chanism 
to promote coordination and llloc:ltion oc' r:s"urc:s. utiliza· 
tion oc' e�isti"g c:dUCltion lild training ilcil i ties or harmoni
sation of tr:lining progr:mr.:es lnd lwards. [n this po licy 
documenc. Vocationll E�uCltion and Training Authority 
(VETA) is reco !;n iz::d as a coorc!in�lin!; orgln o f  yocationll 
c:ducJtion :lnd lrain ing  and (lchc:�orpns have been created to 
coo rdin:lce t.:rti:lry �nd higher educ:!lion and training.  
However. the e:�istenc: lnd c�elcion o i  the:se bodies does not 
deny individu:ll minisuies the right CCl coorcinat:! c.he:r re
spective sectol':ll educ:.:tion and trJining prog!'lmmc:s. [ns9it.: 

, . -.' 

Terci :lry and Higher Educl cion and Tr:lini n g  

T e:rtiuy levels ot' eduCltion ;L"d tr:lin ing arc: mana£'!d and 
Jdministc:red by di[fe�::tt ministries :lr.d or�lnis:ltions. Tn;: 
provision oi tertiOlry e-:iucltion and crain i n 'l is loosc:l�' 
coordin:lted. [n order to minimiz� dup [ icltio� and m.l.�i

·


m i <:e the use ne' e.� i5tin£ S�lrc: resources in this s�ccor. it :s 
neceSSJry (0 h�ve: n�tion�1 :oordin�tion or' certi�rl ana 
higher educ :ltion and t!'lining. Tnere:'ore:: 

::.::!.J G O " ernment  shJI I  eSC.Jblish or;::lns CO coordi nlle 
terciJry Jnd hi;:hu �ducJci o n  Jnd (r:l i n i n g  . 

FormJI :l n d  Non · FormJI EducJcion 

T�:: provision :ld m::nJ£��e:1t oc'r'or;r;:1 ;c�ool :::=uc::tion 
lnd �dult ::ducltion"n� hi��erio oe�n the m()nopoly oc' the: 
gov�:11men t. roe :::1 <'is:�!:j lir.e��l isJcion. e .� plns ion and' 
the: q u�liclti'fe improv��:::t1.S le t�c: pr:: · � rimlry. primar:' . 
seco nduy :lnd te:c:'e� ::-::l!c�t:on kv::!s :.,d lduit C:::UCl' 
cion. r::qu ir::s g:"�:t�: c:�(')rdin:::on :10W c;'ln �'1(!: h�(on:. 
T�e:-::r'ore:: 

·C!.-I P rovision oi b:lSic. second :lr;- Jnd te :lch er 
educlcion sh:!11 be coord i n J ced b v  the minis. 

cries responsible for th�se ty pes of �duc:lcion. 
::.3 Dec e n crJl itJcion of  ,\ ! Jn J�emen c 

Powe�s and de:c:sicn.m:..l:ing :n '.:-:� ;r;:nl��� ::tt  lr.d ldm in . 
iscrJtion of ec�c::cion Jnc tl"Ji::::1� have: rem�ir.d ne:lvi l y  

c oncentr:lccd l C  (he: .�Ir.is.e::l! !e·:d. .�ue ::l 9 ts  ( 0  in '101 ve 



:ions. districts lnd communitie:s in Ilte: m�n�g�:nent ll\d 
ministution of educltion�1 insti tutions in Ilte:ir ll'eu oi 

i.sdiction are wasttin!;. yet eifecd 'le m�n�gementof dUCl' 
In JJld tnining ne:c:ssit:ltc:s community involvement. :ven 
sub-sectors where mJJl�ge:nent in  education lnd tr:Lining 

.s been dec:ntrJ.iiu:d. the exist i n g  system do.:s not e:n
)Wer educltion managers It lower k'/e:ls to ex::cisc: au
nomy in decision mlking. Tne:refor:: 

. J . 1  Mi nistries responsible for educ:ltion and trlin

in\: shlll  de vol ve their nsponsibi l i ties of mln

�gement . l nd adminis tr:lcion of educ:ltion and 
tr:li ninl; to lower organs :Ind communities. 

Re;ister of EduC:lcional Insti tu tions 

In a decerlt�lized educltion manage:nent system. it is 
imperative to hav.: a registe: of educltional institution·s. 
Regist�tion of Iltese institutions is intenced to ensure Iltat 
educltionll institutions lre established according to laid 
dO\,lln resulations and adhe::nce to s:ipul:lCec stJJld:uds. In 
addition. iI. register of educltional institutions \,IIould facili
tate rational planning and alt.X::lCion of resources. Tnere· 
fore: 

Ministries responsib le  (or educ:ltion :Ind train

ing shall  mainuin and up-date a register o( 

government and non-government education 
and tr:liniilg institutions under their jurisdic· 

tion. 
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4.JA Education' and Training BO:lrds shall  be 
est.lbl ished (or every region, district, town, 
municipal and city council and shal l  be re· 
sponsible (or the managemen t  or a l l  levels o( 
educ:ltion and trai ning in their are:l.S of juris
diction. 

BO:lrds of Education I nsti tutions 
M�nls=:nt!nt and administntion ofe:ducltion and erainin\! 
institutions. includin� primary schoo ls. hu to l l:lrS� 
extent rested in the hands of th.: h':lds of those institutions. 
This syste:n hls excluded cclmmunity p:lrticipation and 
involvement in the: mlO:ls:::ne:ntofschools. It is necessary 
to rectify this system oy strenc�henin!: institutional Boards! 
Committees so th:H instituti�nll he;ds become dir�::c!v 
answe:lb l.: to their 80ardslCommittc:�. In addition. P:l;
ents are in valulble lllie:s to the: te:.chers. Where Iltere is a 
good telcn.:r,plr::nt relationsh ip. the: developm'::lt of Ilte 
pupils is .:nhanc:d. The: succ::ss of such .:ducation and 
trlining institutions is u much the concern of parents and 
communitie:s lS (h:: t.::chc:rs. r.,erefore: 

:U.5 

U.6 

A ll educa tion and training inscitu tions sh:ll l  
have school or colle;e commi ttees/bo:lrds. 

Boards lnd Committees of educ:ltion lnd trlin. 
ing i nstitu tions shlll be responsi ble  for man. 
a;ement. development piJnning. discip l i  ne lnd 
fi nlnce of insti tutions under their  jurisdictio n. 
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Land [or educ:lcionai  purposes 

Educltion and eninin s institutions need ade:qu;lte land. ast 

lunosphere of pelce: :u1d tt'lnquiitity :u1d �e: ne:ighbo�r

hoods in order toensure lnd enhJJlce the provuton of quJ.itty 

educ:tion. FuC\hermore. they need adequ;lte l:u1d for cur

re:nt needs and for future exp;lnsion and development. [ndi· 

vidu;lls. public lOd pri V;lte: orglnisltions ll1d the commu· 

nity in �enerJ.i. hlve tc:nd.:d to encroach on Iln� e:ll'm;lrl<:.ed . 

alloclted :u1d demll'Cltc:d for educltion :u1d trltntng tnsCttu· 

tions and purposes. Tnis proole:n is fUc::'er compounded in 

I!ovemment education and tt'lining institutions because the 

pr�nt land la \,liS do not allow the issuanc:: of land titles to 
covemment institutions. In order to safeguard land belong

ing to educltion and training institutions from encroach· 
ment: 

<1.J.J Go vernment shll l issue ri\:hts of occu plncy 

:lnd l:lnd tit le deeds to both government lnd 

non.govern m e n t  owned educltion lnd trlining  

insticutions. 

Education and Tr:lining BO:lrds 

Rec::ncl y. th.:re hJ.$ be:en a t'lpid e:tpansion of secondary 
schools and other educltion and training institutions in the 
co�ncry. It is important to e5t.lblish a comprehensive 
mJJlag:::nent and administrative system at Ilt:: resion. 
district. community :u1d institutional levels. Therefore: 
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SUtus lnd Powers or Educ:ltion i'Ybn:ll:ers 
Sound m:u1ag�ment ilnd ildminist�tion te:::hniouc:s ue 
essentiill for :ln et'f.:cti'·e functioning of Ilte educl�ion and 
tnining syste:n lnd its institutions. Education manJ"ers 
lOd administrators at th.: niltionJ.i. re�ionll. district '":u1d 
institutionill levell should b<: expetie:'lc::d. highlyqullified 
academicall y  and profession:lly. and hilve skills in 
educltional m:lnilg�ment and ac!minisu'ltion. Tnerefor::: 

4.J.7 A l l educ:ltion man:lgers :lt  n:ltionll. regional.  
district :lnd post - primary formll educltion 
:lnd trlinin; institu tions Shlll h:lve :I uni ver
si ty de\:ree. p rofessional trlinin!; in  eduC:lcion 
and m:ln:lgement. :I.S well J.$ :lpproprilte expe· 
rience. Educ:ltion m:ln:l!;ers :lt  �.vard :lnd pri 
mary schoo l  levels shlll hlve 3 Cercific:lte or 
Diplom:l in  ed ucltion. as wel l  as profession:ll 
tr:lining in  educ:ltionll mana;�ment :lnd ld
ministr:lcion from :I reco\:nized institu tion. 

Powers and Res po nsibi l i ties 
Tne Educltion Act 1'10. 25 oc' 1 978 does ",oc estlblish the 
pOSts nor ddine Ilte roles of regional and dis;rict educltion 
mastlsers in the ministry responsible for basic. se::ondll"V 
:u1d teacher educltion. Currently. Re�ionJ.i lnd Discri�: 
Ed�cltion Oftic::rs (REOs and DEOs) are manas!:rs oc' 
ducltion and training in their respe:ctive: areu. Tne:ir 
per;ormJJlc:: is constrained by lack of defined oowers and 
S�C\ls. inadequate: c'inlnci:ll resources lnd fa�ilities. In 
vie ..... oc' the adde:d r�ib>li�1r.Jdvoclted in Iltis 
policy doc:.:ment lnd the proposc:d ae:c::ntt'llitJtion oc' 
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m lnlgc:mc:nt and administrltion ot" ;:ducltion. it is nc:ce:s. 
sary that REOs lr.d D EOs h:1vc: powc:rs to o'·c:rsc:.: lnd 
control the: tinan<:ill  r.:sourcc:s g.:nC:r:1 tc:d and ch:1nnc:li.:d 
into the r.:gion or d istrict. and on mlttt:rs p.!naining to 
educltion lnu tra in i ng ill the:ir Jft:as of jurisdiction. Tht:re
fore: 

4.3.8 All educ:l tion m:1n:l!;ers :It  n:ltional, re!;io n :l l ,  
district  :1nd ins ti tu tion:1l levels sh:11 1  be res pon
si b l e  for the coordination of the p l :1 n n i n !;, p ro
vision, m :l n:l!;eme n t, :1dministr:1tion :lnd qu o l 
i ty cont rol of form:ll .  i n form:ll :lnd non-fo r m :l l  

educotion and tr:li nin!; in t h e i r  :l r e as  o f  j u ris
diction . 

4.3.9 The posts of Re!;ion :! 1  :lnd District Education 
Officers sh:ll l  be elevated. These officers sh a l l  
h:!ve over-all  responsibty o v e r  the implem enta
tion o f formal , i n form:!1 and non-form:11 eduC:l
t ion :lnd tr:linin!; pol icies in thei r respective 
are:1S o f  j u risdiction. 

School Inspection 
School inspection is vital as a means of monitOring th.: 
ddivery of education. adherence to the stipulated curricu
lum and set standards. and ensuring efficiency and qual i ty 
in education. The efrici.:ncy and effc:ctive.delivery of 
education under the decentralized and lib.:rallied educa
tion system. requires closer monitOring of schools as well 
as horizontal feed-back mechanisms between the inspec
tors an� �tion agencies, ttlanager� and administrators 
at �onal. regional and district levels. School inspection has 
not been as effective as expected due to inad.:quate compe-

4.4.3 

4. 4. .1 
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A l l  school te:lchers shall  ensure that  thev a re 
re!;istered and licenced to te:lch in T:ln�:ln i a  
schools. 

All owners :l nd m:ln::l!;ers o f  schools ::Ind col l e !; es 
of educ:ltion sh::lll  ens u re t h ::l t  th e i r  te:lc h e rs 
h:lye p ro fession:ll qU::llilications :lnd :!re re"is-
tered :lnd l icensed to teach. 

" 
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ten t  personnel .  shoruge or lack oi transport. o[[ices and 

oflice equipment. housing.  and u:e ability of the insepctors 

to uk.: appropriate and Imm.:dlate corrective measures 

where necessary. Therefore: 

4.3. 1 0  Th e [nspector:lte shall  be stre n ghthened and 

:ldeq u:ltely resourced to monitor the p rov i
sion of "education. 

4 4 Service and Working Conditions of Te:lchers 

One of  the most important factors that determine the quality of 

education and tr:1ining is the quality of its teaching  force. Job 

satisfaction and the ahility of teachers to perform well p�ofes

sionally are key factors in the maintenance of the qual tty of 

ducation. [n Tanzania. teachers have experienced low and 

�rre2ular salary payments . lack of proper housing . inad�q�ate 

teac
-
hinl! facil iti.:s. low stltuS accorded to them and h mtted 

opportu
-
nitieS for professional developm

.
ent. Although there 

have been commendable: improvements tn some of the� areas 

as l resul t  of stepS tlken by the government to :lllevllte the 

pl ight  of  telchers lnd the telching profe�si�n .
. 

l lot more can 

be done to enhlnce the professionll and tndtvtdulI welfare of 

teachers. There fore:: 

4.4 . 1  

4.4.2 

The Teachers' Service Commission (TSe) shall 
be responsibile for maintaining and control l ing 
the. Uni fied Service of al l  teachers to which they 
shall all belong. 

Governmentshall ensure better terms of service 
a n d  working conditions for all  teachers. 

3 l  

CHA PTER 5 

FORMAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

5.1 Introduction 

'Th.: present 7-4-2-3+ Structure of formal sch.)ol education in 
Tanzanil comprises 7 years of primary education. 4 years of 
Ordinary Level s.:condary education and 2 yeJfS of Advlnced 
Level secondary education. followed by a minimum o f 3  yeJfs 
of University education. Tnis Structure does not provide for a 
formalised pre-primary education. However. apart from this 
struc ture of formal schooling. there exist other channels th:1t 
characterise post-primary and post-secondary education and 
training.  [n this document. the introduction of formal pre
primary educ:J.tion in th.: school system is advocated. The new 
structure shall therefore be 2-7-4-2-3+. that is . there will be 
twO yeJfS of  pre ·primary school education before the primary 
sc hool level. 

Pre- Primary Education 

Formalisation of Pre-prim ary Education 
The non-formalisation of pre·primary education in Tanzania 

has. apart from d.:nying children opportunities to prepare for 
primary educ:J.tion. resulted in ldverse effects on the 
delivery. quality. effectiveness and efficiency of education in 
g::nerJ.!. However. the government sees the need for a policy 
on pre·primary .:ducation which has hitherto been lacking. 
Therefore: 
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5.1. 1 Pre- p rimary school eduo tion for chi ldren of 

ages 5 to 6 shall be formal ised and promoted i n  
the formal education system. 

Establis h ment of Pre-Primary Schools 

The Ministry of Education and Culture. togeiher with other 
ministries. public and private institutions. will handle pre
school education of children between 0 - 6 years. Currently. 
there are only 1 7 5  centres. Tot.1l enrollment is not docu
mente

.
d as the adm i nistration of these centres is not effecti vel y 

coordlno.ted. As we enter the 2 1 st Century. " Education for 
All"' will ento.il expansiono.ry measures to meet prc:-school 
and pnmo.ry enrollments. This expo.nsion will ho.ve to be 
un�eruken while at the so.me time ensuring tho.t quality is 
m:untaJned. Both quantitative and qualitative considerations 
will demand 0. lot of  inputs and resources. which the Govern
ment 

.
alo�e cannot shoulder without appreciable suppOrt and 

contnbuuon from parents and NGOs interested in offering 
pre·school education. Therefore: 

5.2.2 Government shall promote, gi ve incentives and 
l iberalize the establishment and management of 
p re- p rimary schools. 

Mediu m  of Instruction 
Pre-primary education will serve the preparo.tory function for 
smooth continuation into primary educo.tion. It wiU also 
promote the development of communication skills of chil
�ren. These twin functions and others. require a strong base 
In language development and use which children will need in 
subsequent levels of schooling. Children at this level of 
education will have to be taught in a . language which is 
commonly used in Tanzania. T ' : ' 
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socio.-cultural foundations which ethically and morally char
ac:enze a na�on. This education is intended to enable every 
chtld to acquire broad and integrated knowledge. skills and 
understanding needed for survival. conservation of the envi
ronment and life-long education. 

Universal Primary Education �n�ollment do.ta and projections .at the primary school level 
Indlc�te that in 1992 about 740.000 children aged 7 years 
were In Std. l. This figure represents 88% of 7 year olds. It 
is projected that by the year 2000. abou t 9 1 2 .ooo of the school 
going o.ge children would be enroUed in Std. l. This figure 
repr�nts 95% of children aged 7 years. These data suggest 
that Educauon for All". as endorsed by all countries at the 
Jomtien.Conference in 1 990. cannot be efficiently and effec
tively Implemented unless radical measures are taken to 
regulate on age �ntry and full attendance. Therefor�: 

5.3. 1 Primary educ:llion shall be uni versal and com p ul
sory to all children from the age of 7 years until 
they complete this cycle of education. 

Establ ishment of Pri marv sch ools 

Tanzania will continue to ;�inforce the provision of "Educa�on for All" as a basic human right. This implies e)(pansion 
In enrollments while maintaining quality. both of 'which 
require subs�tiaJ resources. In order to meet the envisaged 
demands on Increo.sed school inputs and resources. measures 
will ho. ve to be taken to reduce dependence on Government in 
the establishment. fino.ncing and management of primary 
schools. Therefore: 

. 5.�.1 The establishment, ownership and management of 
'pnmary schools shall  be liberalized_ 
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5.2.3 The medium of instruction in pre-p rima ry schools 
shall be IGswah i l i , an d  En glish shall be a com
pulsory subject. 

Pre-Primary School Teachers 
The Io.c\: of a c1eo.r policy on pre-school education has also 
resulted. among others. in having pre-primo.ry schools which 

�ave both tro.ined o.nd untro.ined teachers. with the Io.uer being 
the majority. A r ... w of the tr.tined teachers have drade C. B 
or A Certificates. while the m:ljority h:lve :l three to si." months 
training in centres run by non-governmental org:lnisations. 
Given the Government int.ention to f0lT!1alize pre-primary 
educ:ltion. efficient delivery of this educ:ltion will require 
qualified and competent te:lchers to �nsure qU:llity. The 
supply of these teachers will h:lve to be m:ltched :lppropri
atdy with the demands nec,..ssit:lted by IiberaliZ:ltion and 
e)(pansion measure.� of pre-prim:lry enrollments. To this 
e)(tent: 

5.2.4 Government shall faci l i tate proper training, 
avai lability and develop ment  of a co m p e t e n t 
cadre of teachers for pre-primary schools. 

5.3 P ri mary Education 

Primary School education consists of 7 years of basic educa
tion after pre-primary. This education is universal and com
pulsory to all school age going children in Tanzania.. The 
primary school cycle begins with Sto.ndard One (Std. I) on 
entry. and ends with Standard Seven (Std. VU) in the final 
year. The mo.in objective of primo.ry educo.tion is to lay the 
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Enrollment  and A ttendance ' 
Since 1974; the GovemmentofTanzania has been committed 
to the provision of Universal Primary Education (UPE). This 
commitment was to be realized by the ye:u- l 977 however, this 
objecti ve ho.s not been met due to mainly several; bottlenecks 
such as poverty. truancy. negative parental attitudes. towards 
education and lack of appreciation of long term person eco
nomic bene titS of educo.tion. In o.ddition, the provisions of 
Educo.tion Act No 25 of 1 97 8  requiring compulsory enroUment 
and continuous :lttendance ho.ve not been enforced effec
tively. on both parents o.nd school children. Therefore:. 

5.3.3 Government shall ensure that all p ri mary school 
age chi ldre n  :lre enrolled and in full  attendance. 

School I nfr:lStructure and Faci l ities 

At present. the school enviornment at primary school level is 
very poor and non- conducive to learning. Pupils attend classes 
in poorly .:onstructed and ill equiped schools. [t is estimatedth� 
70% of the 1 0.400 primary schools are in a state of disrepair . 
and therefore need urgent rehabilitation. Furthermore essen
tial school facilities such' as instructiuonal m�rials are in 
seriously in short supply. In order to redress this situation: 

5.3.4 Govemment shall set and es tablish standard i nfra
structure and faci l ities for primary schools 
such as desks, educational equipment, l i braries, 

:lnd i nstructional materials necessary for eITec
tive delivery of and acquisition of good qual ity .  
education . 
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School and Instructional l\.laterials 
I n  addition to poor school .:nvironment. most primary schools 
have f.:w or lack completely instructional materials. In most 
primary schools. th.:re is an acul': shortage oi c::.;ercise books. 
textbooks and teachers' guides. Mor.: a((ention will be di
rected towards the production and distribution of instructional 
materials. Funhc::rmore. local production and supply of  i n 
structional mau:lials of the required sl:lndards w i l l  b.: encour
aged. There fon:: 

5.3.5 Owne� of pre-primary and primary schools shall be 
responsible for the provision of adequate instructional and 
school materials :lpproved for use in schools. 

Te:lcher Qualifications 
Parallel to the general ex pansion of primary school 
enrollment through UPE. th.:re has been a greJt increJSe in 
the numn.:r of primary school teachers from 28.n� in 1 974 
to 98 . 1 74 in 1 992. Anout 30% (29.830) of thes<! teachc::rs 
are G!ade A (Folm <1 plus 2 years of teacher .:ducation) and 
70% (68.:144) are Grade Cl8 (S td , Vrr plus 2 y.:ars of 
teacher education) tea!=h.:rs. Most Grade C/8 teachers have 
neither a satisfactory knowledge bas.: in academic subjectS 
nor an adequate prof.:ssional training. Although the com
mitment to teaching of Grade CIB t.:achers. esp.:c i al l y  in th.: 
rural areas. has b.:en commendable. thc::r.: e:o:istS the neces
sity to raise th.: kvc:l of primary school educJtion throuch 
the deployment of mor.: acad.:mically and prol'essionJlly 
qualified teachc::rs. Then:!'ore: 

5.3.6 Minimum qualific:ltion for :l primary school 
te:lcher sh:lll be possession of a val id Gr:lde A 
Te:lcher Education Certific:lte. 

menlS. the new en\'ironment has necessitated new modaJities 
for expansion. ownership a.nd management of secondary 
schools. In order to meet the chall.:nges of th is social dema.nd 
for education beyond the primary level. the following policies 
will  guide the future provision of secondary education: 

5.4. 1 Government shall  ensure tha t  the expansion of 
existing secondary schools and new secondary 
schools adheres to set government plans for the 
expansion of secondary education. 

5.'1.2 Urban, district, town, municipal and city coun
cils and authori ties, NGOs, communities, incli
vidu31s and publ ic institutions shall be  encour
aged and given incenti ves to establ ish, own, 
m3nage and administer at least one secondary 
school in e:lch Ward (Kat3) in  their areas of 
jurisdiction. 

School Infrastructure and Facilities 
The social demand for secondary education has of late been 
characteris.:d by th.: rapid increase of government and non
government secondary schools in m:lny regions and districtS. 
Most of these schools have been established a.nd registered "':cau,<;e of political pressures or in competition among groups 
or parenlS. NGOs or local leaderships at the regional and 
district levels. Very oiten. certificates for registr:ltion have 
b.:en gra.nted without first meeting the set minimum infra
strucrure requirementS for a secondary school as provided in 
the Guidelines for establiShing such schools. This h:ls re. 
suIted in sub-standard school infrastructure and a decline in 
the quality of secondary education. Therefore: 
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�tedium of Instruction 

At primary school level. fu l l  development of language skills 

is vital for a fuller understanding and mastery of knowledge 

and skills i m plied in the primary school curriculum. Children 

at this levc:l of education will continue to b.: taught in a 

language which is commonly used in Tanzania . There fore: 

5.3.7 The medium of instruction in primary schools 
s h al l  be Kiswahili, :lnd English shal l  be a 'com
pulsory subjecL 

5.4 Secondary Education 
Secondary school education refers to that full programme of 

education provided in accordance with Governm.:nt approved 

curricu l a  and availed to studentS who will have completed 

primary education. In Tlnzlnia. formal secondary school 

education consists of twO sequential cycles. The first cycle is 

a four-ye� Ordinary L:vd (O-Level) secondary education. 

whit.: the s.:cond cycle is a two-year programme of Advanced 

Level (A - Lc:vd) secondary education. The 0 . L:vel cycle 

becins with Form I and ends with Form 4.  while A-level has 

Fo� 5 and Form 6. One of the main objectives of secondary 

education is to provide opportunities for the acquisition of 

knowlt'dce. skills and understanding in prescribed or selected 

subjectS �f study so as to prepare studentS to join institutions of 

vocational and profession:ll training. tertiary and highereduca

tion. 

Exp3nsion of Secondary Education 
The implementation ofUPE has created unprecedented social 
demand for secondary education. Whereas the focus in  plan
ning the expansion of secondary education was previously 
pegged on centrally pla.nned national manpower require-

5.4.3 
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Owners and managers of all secondary schools 
sh311 ensure that standard infrastructure, faci li
ties, equipment and instructional materials nec
essary for effective and optimum teaching and 
learning are of good quality, av:lilable i n  ad
equate quantities and are regularly m:lintained. 

Teacher Qualifications 
Qualification of teachers and their ability to perform well in  
the classroom is  a key factor in improving the quality of 
education. At secondary school level. Government schools 
are taught by diploma and graduate teachers. Diploma 
leachers are exp,:cl.:d to telch in Forms 1 . 2. whit.: graduale 
telchers normally teach in Forms 3 - 6. The situation in non
government secondary schools is yet lO conform la this 
Sla.ndard. Most non-govemment secondary schools are staffed 
by untrained and under-qualified teachers. mainly individuals 
who have complt: ted Form 6 and failed to qualify for further 
education and training. The management of such schools is 
violating Govemment regulations on the staffing of second
ary schools. As a result. most non·government schools turn 
out srudentS who have no exposure la the expected level and 
quality education as mandated in the secondary school cur
riculum. In order to ensure parity and equilY in all secondary 
schools: 

5.4A The minimum qualification for asecond3ry school 
teacher in both government and non-govern
ment schools shall be possession of a valid cli
ploma in education ob tained from a recognized 
insti tu tion. 

4 1  
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Teacher Training and Retention 
The gross teacher output from Teachers Colleges and the: 
Faculty of Education at the University of Oar es salaam is 
appro:.:imately 1 5 .000 teachers per year. At secondary Ic:vel. 
our secondary schools have a low student-teacher ratio (STRl 
of 17: I .  compared to an aver:lge of 23:  1 in sub-Saharan 
Africa. These r:ltios indicate an apparent under- util ization of 

. most of our secondary school teachers. Computed at STR of 
28: I. there was a surplus of secondary school teachers of not 
less than 1 .254 in 1 992. Despite this apparent surplus. real 
figures show an acute shortage of teachers in rural secondary 
schools and for technical subjectS.the sciences. mathematics 
English and geography. Attrition rate for science and techni� 
cal teachers is high because these teachers have academic 
qualifications which are in great demand in the private sector 
and parastatal organisations. where fringe benefits and remu
neration are higher than in secondary schools. In order to 
arrest this attrition: 

5.4.5 Owners and managers of secondary schools 
shall train, have access to and ensure the avail
abil itY' of well trained teachers , conducive and 
attractive working condi tions, and furtherdevel
opment and improvement  of teachers. 

Books and Library Services 
In most secondary schools. there is an acute shortage of text 
books. For eumple. one te:.:tbook is being shared among 10 
students. Newly established public and private secondary 
schools are worse off in terms of te:.:tbooks. reference books 
and supplementary readers. In addition. most of these schools 
do not have libr:lries at all. and those which' have such 
libraries are not adequately stocked with books. In 

·
short.. 

school library services need to be improved and emphasized. 
Hence: 
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5A.6 Every seco nd ary school shall have a l ibrary, ad
equate stock of books and well trai ned and compe
tent library pe rsonnel. 

Selection to Form 1 
Sde:ction and �nrollment of primary' school leavers into 

�condary schools has for a long time been regulated by the 

quota sysc.em for govemment seco.ndary schools. In non

governm�nt secondary schools. scilc:ction examinations ad

ministered by indi vidual schools to their own applicants and 

the ability of par�ntS to pay fe�s is the norm. Although the 

quO!.l system has Ix�n used for a long tim� now as a means of 

equitable selection of primary school leav�rs into secondary 

schools. then: is ample evidence that the systert}. �as allowed 

into secondary schools low achievers in some districts while 

high achievers in other districts are left unselected. To some 

extent. this system has had a negative effect on the quality of 

secondary education in the country. In addition to this. the 

Primary School Leaving E:.:amination (PS LE). which is used 

as the major devico: for selection. varies across the country. 

Moreover. the opc:ration of the quO!.l system utilizes different 

cut-off pointS on the PSLE which also differ from district to 

district. In view of the plan by Govemment to expand both 

government and non-govemment ��.�!\dary schools in both 

urban and rural areas. a high pe�!3gc: of primary school 

leavers will have more access to secon"ary education than 

was the case before. In order to improves the qUaliry of 

education and to ensure quality of entrants to secondary 

education. a com mon criterion for selecting;;shrdents into 

Form 1 secondary education need to be adopteibTherefore: 

5.4.7 Selection and enrollment in O-Level government 
and non-government secondary schools shall be made on 
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�xpected that at the end of seven years of primary education. 
pupils will have acquired and developed adequate mastery of 
this language. both spoken and written. to cope with the 
English language proficiency demands at secondary. post
secondary levels and the world of work. Therefore: 

5.4.9 The medium of i nstruction for secondary education 
shall continue t� be English except for the teaching 
of other approved languages and Kiswahili shall be 
a com p ulsory subject up to Ordinary Level. 

5.5 Ministerial  Placement of Teacher Education 
Teache .. education and training programmes aim at produc
ing and supplying qualified c.eachers to the tOtal school 
system. In principle. pre-primary and primary schools de
ploy c.eachers with Certificates in Teacher Education while 
secondary schools are usually staffed by teachers with either 
a Diploma in Education or a University Degree in or with a 
bias in Education. In most school systems. teacher education 
programmes are placed under tertiary and higher education. 
In Tanunia. this has not been the case due to historic:u and 
experiential reasons. In order to ensure and plan for the 
adequate prepar.1tion and supply of c.eachers for pre-pri
mary. primary and secondary schools: 

5.5. 1 Government teachers colleges offering courses 
leading to Certificate in Teacher Education or 
Di ploma in  Teacher Education shall continue to 
fal l  under the ministry responsible for primary 
and secondary education. Teacher education 
courses leading to a degree in education shall be 
designed and ofTered by institutions of higher 
education and training. 



Teachers for S peci � 1  ;-{ee{js i n  Eduction 
Children with speciaJ needs i n  educJtion. apart from other 
dis.ldvanLlg�s. also suff�r from inadequate ac= to educa

tion. For those who are in schoo l . they experic:..,c: l serious 
lack of qUJlified and competent t.:lcners. Most courses 

o ffered to telcher trline.:s rarely take into account the needs 
of the ever increlSin g popu lJtion of such cilildre:1. Grelter 
aue:1tion on both the trJine�s and the tr.liner; hlS kn limited 
to the inter::st  Jnd �u irements o f  normal ch i ldren . In order 
to redress this si tuJtion . effortS ne.:d to be tl..'<.:n to tune 
adm iss ion criteriJ to J di versity of studentS. Tnerefore: 

5.5.1 A dmission i n to courses orrered in teacher e{juc:l.tion 
i ns ti tutions sh�1 I  take i n to accoun t  the necessi ty  
for telchers of  chi ldren wi th special ne.:d.s i n  
education. 

Est.:l blish ment  of Telchers Col leges and Teach er Supply  
T h e  quality of telchers. <1n im prove men t of the telch in g and 
learning environmentS . the lVJilability or  supply of r:::;uisite 
good qua l i ty resources and materials . lS wel l lS the introduc . 
tion of more Jttractive terms of service . remune:-:ltion and 
inc�ntive p<1cbges for teJche rs wil l .  to a Ilrg.: extent. 
determine the extent to wh ich educJcion CJn lttrlCt JIld reLlin 
good qU<1l ity te:lcher; in the future. The desire to formaJ ix..:: 
pre'primlry educJtion. to univer;J l iu primary educJtion JIld 
to meet the soc il l de:mJnd for eXPJnde:d provision of l good 
quality secondary e:ducltion. hlS brought with it �'le urgent 
need for trlining more te:Jchers. It  is impe:mivc:. therefore. 
th.lt th is dem.lnd for mon: qUJ li fie:d Jnd compe:ent teachers be 
matched wi th J P.lrll lel eXPJns ion of te:lchc:r educJtion and 
telcher improve:me:nt progrlmme:s. The: shortlge: of t.:lchers 
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no special training to t.:ach at telcher; colleges. Tnis sicuation 
has to chJll ge in order to creJte a competent cldre of CUtOr; to 
prepare teJchers for primary schools. seconduy schools and 
teacher; colleges. Tnerefore : 
5.5.5 Minimum qualifiation for tutors at certiCic.ate 

and diploma level teachers' courses shall be the 
possession of a valid uni versi ty d egre.:, with the 
necessary relevant professional qualiliotions and 
special izltion. 

5.5.6 Tlnzlnia  Insti tute of  Education (TIE) sh a l l es
tabl ish faci l i ties and p rogrammes for training 
and fu rther professional deve lopment  of  tutOrs 
of telchers colleges. 

Entry Qual i Cicl tions to Teachers Col leges 
At both primuy and secondary levels. teachers' qual i ty and 
profl!ssional com petl!nce Ls vi tal for the efficiency of primary 
Ollld seconduy ducJtion. In order to improve the qualiry and 
competl!:1ce of primary and seconduy school  telchers. it is 
necessarl for the Govemment to raLse the entry qualifications 
of prospective telcher traine:s. These tr:line.:s should also be 
required to speciaJiu in specific:d su bjectS for their own 
profe.ssiona i deve!opment and fucure self·advancement. Tnere· 
fore: 

S.S.i Minimum admission require m e n t  for the teacher 
educltion ce rti li Cl te course shll l  b e  Division ill of 
the Certificlte of Secondary Educ:ltion Examina
tion while  for the di ploma teach er certifiote 
course, mi nimum entry qU ll i licacion shall  be Divi
sion III i n  d1e Advanced Cenific:lC.e of Semnd..:l.ry 
Eduction E.�:lIT1inltiOO. 
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· tb  cc:>.fu5c::u:ions i::o ..-z:-io� pdes runs across the entire Wl • . . 
schc..;)1 >:"S=. AI ,  . :C;. i:: ...... ..:.. acute shoruges are c::qxn· 
enc::! -,;-iy i:l r=I ;,:-� .-'l.t secondary level. simi lar 

sho� � ;'()r ;:i:,: s:::i:::::J.=. ::n thema tics . tech nicll sub· 
jectS u.:: ::: :=aJ �., s...-;r:nls. Unfortunately.  with the 

exp�cr � �:uoU=·. ;c ;,?'th p ri muy and secondary 
leve� :::: Gc·,,�-=x:: :s :l.X n:,lc to I!sLlblisn �nd provice 
new c::!:l::�::s -;.i�' �L:i:i:il: :=:;:J:;rccs. 

-.] T�e e:subl� Bm owners h i p  of telchers 5 . .:1 
o:iI..:::;es sh� � �i'=cJ to mee t the increlSing 
de::n:md fo r qt::aii:5e.d =hers for pre'pri mlry, 
p �, =o6c;. vnationll lnd technical edu· 
=::00 le .. els. 

Col leoe �ccur- aId �a::iii ti cs 
. .1Jtho�gj:l =� c-v\'�--== n..-:I:'.: ,0 libe:r.:Ll ize the estab lish· 
ro c: nL 0-:'-:'::::;=-;-. roa-' :=.: l:l� �dministr�tion of teach· 

�� coll::� 6:: :nor.:;.:6g :{ � adequacy of s(.lndards in 

the desi� .:C" ;:-'-::din� ;w� :r=c- r.ir:lstruc tu re requirementS 

of thc:se
-
�'��i -:.ilJ ="ir '= �oS�tive . Therefore: 

5.5.4 Ownc:r1 and � t>C tellchers colleges shal l  
=ure the a� and access of  st.:lnd ard 
i.rIir":l:str'u � faciii:ri::s. e Cl ui P m e n  t, l i b  rl ri cs, 
iJ:t,�naJ ma=-'..lli< and well trained tu tors 
o=:ied (or opri:m= 2nd effeccive pedagogicll 
a.od professioc.al .�p ment and i m p rove· 
lDCC of t.e:ich=-

T a to r Q u ali:iiorio rts 
For a long t:::::!.. cost of � �-. co l leges are staffed by 

\\ I e<liu m of IC!tI"OCtio n  . . . .:-'1I _ a.r.IO"� sr· ....-.:; and teacher; .It all 
COr.lmUnlc:J.uo: � -= . '  

I - d -.-",, � --d to 'Y- =r.:::;:.zed. Teacher preparl-I vets at e u'-'-'" � ... - ' . . . 
� ° J.tll.OXS �ould al.s:l tci= .. ::.:-.=;mzJnce of  thlS tmpor· 
uon pro",r . . .  " .� 

• - 'T'"'U$ th� m��'- (( �tructlon '" ISle . t.>Jlt rcqulrer.lc.::. 1 U • "

.
- -. . • 

. du�-"O - i:.sUtuutJ.'.5 "'ll. ;:-...1.1:: to the medlum o f  
t.::!c C\c:� e ......... ... . th . f .:-- -'''CltiO� ;"'.- (( �:-..:Jde:nts for whom e 
ins....--ucuon or -� - '- - - - . 
t.::acher is pr::�"';-� :0 teac:'" T=�'-,:: 

5.5.8 Meditml 0( instruction :iTr. �cher educltio� at 

' 0-'& '-pI sh all � i:"-..... ·ahil i ,  and English cera I ........ t<: - - - • 

h 11 r..._ comoulso("'\' srin i::..-: whi le  for d I ploma 
s l "",, :l • • - • •  

d d level t.e3cil� �tion and trlln lng,  an � _ .  

Enollsh :iull be � � ,or foreIgn I:lngulge 
". . ....hich \4il l  � rr. :=<: releYlnt  l :logullge 

telCn l �.. 
b '  

i tself a nd  fi:.isv.·a.hili  shaC '� 1 com pulsory s u  Ject. 

. , ' n  C----1l ino a.nd Ca:-= Guidance Tr:ucuno I O<ll� " 
d d h " 

. . _ . 
• er.J ",i.E :::" ': :; b<: �)\pln e so t .It 

Teacb�r eduC1U_'_ :;a :!\ 
. . tch j.::::._- . ' !ll le: vc:ls of .edUCl· 

i t o roJuces t�:J.cc::3 .., m.l • --- - . d . ' . 0"';- ""'" "rimar;. �"':"""'''' . terllJry �n 
uon. et�. ore·. ' � . '  ( . ' .  I ' . d' · b orce- to -�-::: ��:::mlc 4ul lty. 
hllther � ucauo� . - . . . . - , _ 1 _ -d � '-- - .,' �  I.l1 l i te:  trlJntn g  
imoro'·ements . ... -- :!.uO ne_ -""" 

d . .- . ' 'eet ;o=ic:;::.:>n I II or er to 
proorlItlmes ott=� )\10] . ' . , . :' . . •. .; . • and c�-= =--=.:.::...ce wal l  consutute 
accueve thlS cOuc....,, :.;J!t : . " . '_ . _ _  lnu motiv�tion �t 
an e.S5<:ltiaJ c() m l='=t or s:u��· � - - . . 

. = ._ - ,- :1 ch'l ractl!nze 
lll levds oC the =ouon S�·I� . . -- -

. 
. 

Th _ 
- . .. - _. ' -Jtl l I lI e.ecore. 

o venil >chool m' -'·�s.!:n;:nt ::...." �.-'� . 

5.5.9 s l l l l l l  be compul ·  
Counsell i n;  3J'Id Clre.:r � 
scry subjectS for all te::lcD<:::- = nec.·, 

.:.9 
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Tr:uni ng and Re t raini n g 

Teacher professional development constitu�s an i m portant 
element for quaJicy and efficiency in educ;l(ion. Teachers 
need to be exposed regul;ul y  to new methodologies and 
approaches of teaching consonJnt with the ever chJnging 
env ironment. The �aching  effectiveness of eve ry se:ving 
teacher wil l  thus need to be deve loped through p lanned and 

known schedules of  in-service training progrunmes. There· 
fore: 

5.5 .10  In-service trai ni ng and re- trai n ing sh a l l  be com 
p u lsory in order to ensure teacher q uality and 
p rofessional ism. 
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Th e  Teach i ng o f  Langua ges 
Languag� is the most i m portlnt communication too l for ac· 
cessing cognitive ski lls. knowlc:dg,:. technologies. attitude! 
and values. Language: teJching will continue to be: In essential 
aspec: of education. The fo<:us will be: on Kiswahili and 

En�lish. Mast<:ry of Kiswah i l i consolidltes TanZlnian cul ture 
while the Eng lish language will  a<:c�ss Tanzil'niJns to knowl
::dge. understanding.  science and tc:chnology. lndcommunicl
tion with other <:ountries. Kiswah i li and Eng l ish will be 
compulsory suojc:cts It the primlry ilnd secondlry school 
kvels. I t wi l l  illso Oc: nc:::c:s.'''ry for illl t::Jchers to hilve mastery 
and abilit!, to efCectivc:ly commun icJte in the twO llnguages. 
Other languag�s may be olfered ilS op.tional subjectS . There· 
fore:: 

0. 2.2 The teachin:: of Kisw:lhili ,  En!;l ish and other forei gn 

I l n g ul,;es sh:ll l  be promoted in the whole educa ti o n  
l n d  tr:li n i n !:  system. 

6.2.3 K iswah i l i lnd En l' l ish shall  be com pu lsory su bjects 
for a l l  students from p re- p ri m:lry to O rd inary Level 
secondJ ry eduC:ltion.  Training in communication 

ski l ls th rou!;h Enl: l ish Jnd Kisw:lhi l i  sh:lll  perme:lCe 
the .... hole educ:ltion and trJining system. 

Scie nce and Tech nCl lo::r 
In order to survive:. man has to int::r'Jct with the en vironment 
through the lpplication or' scie:1c� lnd technology. rne school 
�as In impocunt mle to plJy i n impJrting knowledge lnd skills 
. )[ scienc:: lnd te<:Mnology. In the schoo l curriculum. emphasis 
· .... i l l  be on the tc:a<:hin£ of mJthe m�tics. science and technicJI 
;ubjc:ctS. Indudin� <:omputer studies in order to promoce c::::h-

Ch :lp ter 6 

S C H O O L  C U R R I C U LA,  EXAI'{I INA TrONS 
AND C E RTrFrCA nON 

6. 1 In trod uctio n 

Any school system must hJve a curriculum. A curriculum 
encom p asses four major di mensions : th�. :ums and objectives 
dimension .  in which the purpose of the curriculum is speci
fied; the subject m :lttc:r dimension. in which the content is 
spc:lt out; the Jct ivi ties d imension. in which the various types 
of teJch ing Jnd learning proc::sses ;ue given. and the assess
ment dime:1sion. in which the techniqu::s by which att.J.inme:u 
is meJSured are pmvided. School curricula are developed and 
imple'!1lented in order to n:Jlize the st.:lt�d s�ner31 and specific 
aims :lnd objectives o( educJtion and training at vmous 
levels . Curr::ntl y  (olmal and centraiized school curric'Jla exist 
at the v:lrious leve ls  o t'educJtio n e:tcept the pre·primary level. 

6.2 Schoo l C u rriculum 
The formill school curriculum wil l  focus on the teaChing of 
lan guJges . science ilnd technology. humanities and lif� skills. 
The emphasis in  these broad fields wil l  permeate throughout 
the pre-primar.primary. second;uy :lnd teJche� educJtion lev-
els. Therefore: 

. 

6.2. 1 Tanzan ia Institute of Education (TIE) shall be re
sponsib le for pre- p ri m ary, primary,sKondaryschool 
and teacher education curriculum desi!:n, deve lop
m e n t, diss e m i nation, monitoring and eV:llu ation. 
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nolo gicaJ and scien tific development. rne teaChing of these 
subjects will permeate and CUt across al l  other subjects in t.�e 
fO�:lI school curicul u m .  Science and technology is c:1JciJ..! in 

soclo -econom ic development and even more so in under
develo�ed coun

.
cries like Tanunia_ rne development and 

promotion of sCience and tech nology will require intra. inter 
and

. 
extra- ministeriJI cooper:ltion . Relliting this fact. t.'.e 

N atlonaJ Comm ission of Science and Technology (COSTc:CH) 
has

. 
been 

.
est:lb l ished for the purpose of promoting and coordi

nating SCience :lnd technology in the country. fn order to dir�::t 
efforts towards th is asp iration. the:-efore: 

6.1A Science a n d  technology sh:lll � essential compo

nen ts  of eduC:ltion and crJ.ining in th e  whol e 
ed uca tio n and traini ng system. 

Hu m:ln i ties �uman ities help  to form the citizen ilnd promote und�:sClnd_ tng of the se lf. soc iety and itS culcure. civic rights and obliolClons. g�vernment. intemationill peJce and underst.lnding . �d the �n v�ronmenc . Specific subjects fJU in g in this grouo of stud ies Include history. geography. ge:1eral. sociill and e�vi ronment.1.l studies. ci vics. economics. commerce. account. 
ancy .  mus�c. plas

.
tic and performing artS . glmes and sport.;. rnese Subjects WIll characterize the school curriculum at ill l le ve ls . Therefore: 

6.2.5 The teac h i n g  of h u m:lnities sh :lll be promoted in the 
wh ol e  e ducatio n and tr:li ni ng system . 

6.2.6 The teac h i n g  of civics and social srudies sh al l be 

compulsory from p re · p ri mJ ry school to O rd i nary 



Level secondary education and their components 
shall penneate the whole education and tra.ining sys
tem. 

Life Skills 
Every hum�n being needs some basic l ife skills in order to 
survive. Such skills fa ll into five broOld c�tegories ot' environ· 
mental skills. personOlI health skills. job creation skills. social 
or community ski lls and family skills. Some of these skills are 
obtained through the informal and non· formal educOltion and 
training systems. Therefore. the school curriculum wil l  
include such skills 0lS carpenhy. crop Olnd l ivestock husbOlndry. 
pottery mOlking. smithing. mOlSonry. painting. home econom. 
ics. and technical skills �mong Others. Hence: 

6.2.7 The curriculum at all levels of education and trai ni n g  
shall emphasize and promote the mer::er of theory 
and practice and the general application of knowl
edge. 

Pre· Primary Education Curriculum 
At pre·prim:lry educ:ltion level. there hOlS heen :l number of 

agencies developing curriculum for their own schools without 
central coordin:ltion. I f  this practice is :lllowed to continue. 
it will be difficult to OlScertain curriculum hal:lnce. continuity. 
mainten:lnce of national stand:lrds :lnd :lchievement of the 
objectives of pre·primary educ:ltion. It is. theretore. ne:ces. SOlry to have: c.:ntral coordination and control in conte:nt 
selection. organiution. implementation �nd monitoring of 
the pre·primary e:ducation curriculum. In orde:r to realize: this 
objective:: 
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6.2.8 Tanzania Institute o f  Education shall design and 
develop national curriculum guidel ines for pre· 
p ri mary education. 

Pri mary Education Curriculum 
The primary school curriculum has been revised since 1992 
lelding to the reduction of compulsory subjects from thirteen 
to seven. These are Kiswahil i .  English. mathematics. social 
studies. science. lire skills and religious instructions . In 
addition. the curriculum is expected to balance the req�ire· 
ments of the majority of children. who do not proceed to 
secondary educ:ltion. with the: requirements of those few 
who proceed to second:lry education. In order to ensure the 
realisation of the objectives of prim:lry education:  . 

6.2.9 Tanzania Insti tute of Education shall  design, 
develop, monitor, review, and update the pri· 
mary school curriculum. 

The Teaching of English and Kiswahili 
In Tanz:lni:l. English 100nguOlge and Kiswahi l i  are used for 
official and commercial business. with English dominating 
in intemation:ll commerce and business. In recognition of 
this fact. English and Kiswahili are taught as compulsory 
subjects from S td.Ill lO Form 4: However. it has become 
increOlSingly apparent th:lt the levels of student and te:lcher 
knowledge and proficiency in English and Kiswahili in the 
education system need to be improved. It is therefore felt 
that ch

'
ildren be introduced to these languages 0lS early as 

possible in their  school life. Hence: 

6.2.10 E n glish and Kiswahili languages shal l  be  taught 
as compulsory subjects from p re·primary school 
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to Ordi nary Level secondary education. 

S�ondary Education C urriculum 
At the secondary education level. the: curriculum i s  mostly 

subject-ccntred and does not respond easily to the ever· 
changing socio·e:conomic development. Frequent additions 
of new content to the curriculum overlo:lds its content . . In 
addition. secondary education does not adequately meet the 
le:u-ning needs of students ilIlcl their career choices. Srudents 
are placed prem:llure:ly into vocational programmes which 
might not meet their future career preferences. Besides. the 
instructional process does not enable students to master both 
vocational and cognitive skills at the end of the cycle. thus 
rendering them incapable of  undertaking self and direct em· 
ployment in the formal and informal seCtor. In order to 
promote the realisation of secondary educ:ltion objectives: 

6.2. 1 1  Tanzania  Insti tute o f  Education shall:  

a)  continue to design, develop, review update 
and monitor the implemenution o f  sec· 
ondary school curri.:ulum; 

b) merge theory and practice i n  the Ordinary 
Level secondary school curriculum. 

Te3Chcr Education CurriOJlum 
The tr:i.inins of certificate and diploma level teachers h:ls 
primarily been the responsibiliry of the Govemment. The 
initi:ltive to libc:ralize the establishment. ownership. adminis
tration and financing of teachers colleges will continue to 
require l centralised curriculum. its coordination and monitor· 
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ing. Therefore: .
. 

6.2.12 Teacher education curricula for all certificate and 

diploma level courses shall be designed, developed, 

monitored and evaluated by the Tanzania Institute 

oC Education. 

Block Teaching P ractice 
. 

Due to inadequate transport f:lcilities and financl.a l  resources. 

the essential pr:lctical training components of SlOgle Lesson 
Te:lching Practice (SL TP). Demonstration Lessons and.B lock 

Te:lching Practice (BTP). have not been adeC!u�tely I�ple. 
d This situ:ltion has led to the producuon of lOad-mente . . d e:quately trained teachers. In order to redress thIS tren : . 

6.2. 1 3  Block Teaching Practice shall b e  mandatory to 

every teacher trainee and adequate financial pro

vision sh311 be made by owners and managers of 

teachers col leges for the ful l  duration of the p re· 
scribed practice teaching period . .  

Teachers Resource Centres 

T e:achers Resource C�ntres (TRCs) are crucial growth poles 
for te:lchers'  :lc:ldemic :lOd proiessional development and 
improvement. TRCs promote t�acher inno�ation and im· 
provisation in methods of teachln�. prepar:luo.n. 

of teacher
made instructional m:lterials and aids. and f:lCllitate the ex
change of professional ideOlS :lOd experiences. Therefore: 

6 4 The establishment, development and use of .2. 1 
d Teachers Resource Cenrres shall be promote . 

5i 
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6.3 Examinations and Certification 
Euminations are intende:d to monitor. evaluate and reinforce 
the re:aliution of set aims and objectives of education and 
curricula. They are also usc:d to monitor the proper implemen
tation of the: curricula.and to measure student progress and 
achieveme:nt for certification and sc:lection for furthc:r educa
tion. training and employme:nt. 

National Examinations 
At c:ach level ofeducation. a variety of teacher·made tests and 
examinations are offered to suit various sp.!cific educational 
purposes. Most of thc:sc: I<:Sts are administert:d for formative 
evaluation while otht:rs are for summ.ltive evaluation. Within 
the primary school cyck. thae are at present two official 
e:nminations which are conducte:d on a large scale. at the end 
of Std. rv and Std. vrr. The Std. rv examination is conducted 
regionally to idc:ntify pupils' mastery of the 3Rs and the 
results thereof are used to make de:cisions for promotion or 
re:petition. The Sed vrr examination is a Primary School 
Leavin

.
g Examination. marking completion of thc: primary 

e:ducatlon cyclc: and it is use:d for selection or students into 
secondary c:ducation. 

Similarly. within the secondary school cycle. there are three 
official examinations conducted on a large scale. The Form 2 Examination is essentially used for diagnostic purpose and 
for Conunuous Assessment in the O-Level secondary educa
t�on. The Form 4 and Form 6 examination mark the comple
tion of the secondary education cycles. The results of these 
two examinations are also used for selection of studentS for 
f�rther formal education. training and direct em ployment 
S lOc

.
e all these c:xaminations are administered on a large scale 

and 10 order to maint.1in their quality. it  is essential to control 
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6.3.3 The National Examinations Council of Tanza
nia shall be responsible for the design, regula
tion, conduct anc� administration of National 
Standard VII, Form 4, Form 6, and Teacher 
Education Certific:He and Diploma Examina
tions. 

Certification at Secondary Education Level 
Since 1976. assessmc:nt of academic work for stude:ntS com
pleting formal secondary school education has comprised 
twO components: Continuous Assessment (CA).  which 
cUTies a weight of 50%. and Final written Examination (FE). 
which also cUTie:s a weight of 50%. Concurrently. private 
candidates' acadc:mic periormance has been evaluated solely 
on the basis of writte:n e)(aminations. This system of certifi
cation shall continue:. Therefore: 

6.3.4 The basis for certification of Form 4 and Form 
6 graduates shall be con ti nuous assessment :lOd 
the results of final  written examinations. Pri
vate candidates shall be certified o n  the basis of 
resu l ts  of final written examinations only. 

Certification at Teacher Education Level 
Teache:r education aims at ensuring and promoting profes
sional competence. Final assessment at this level is by 
commulative results in final written examination and termi
nal testS for thc: theoretical part of the training. Practical 
training is only assessed through SL TP and BTP. and the 
resultS of this assessmc:nt are used as a partial basis for 
certificate and diploma awards. In order to ensure the 
prominence of practical training methods in teachc:r educa
tion: 
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their design . conduct. administration and thc: use of their 
rc:sults. In view of this. the following policies will �uide 
regionaJly. lonally and nationally administered ex� ina
tions: 

6.3.1 There shall be  central ized examinations at the end 
of S tandard VII, Fonn 4, Form 6, and Teacher 
Education Certificate and Diploma courses. 

6.3.2 S tandard V II ,  Form 4 and Form 6 e;caminations 
shall mark com ple tion of p ri mary and secondary 
education cycles and the results of these examin�
tions shall be used for selection of students for 
further formal education and training, and also for 
certification 

The National Exami nations Council of Tanzania (NECT A) 
Dealing with examinations which are developed and con
ducted on a large scale in general. and national examinations 
in pa�cu!ar. is a very sensitive and delicate undertaking. 
Examinations affect people and touch on their lives. and it is 
difficult  to completely free them from criticisms that are 
directed at their design and development: conduct and ad
ministr<ltion:  marking and processing of results: grading and 
award and release of resultS. Considering these demands .  it  
is obvious that efficiency i n  handling national examinations 
will require a special type of human resource and institution. 
The type of human resource required must be highly quali
fied and academically competent: skilled in specific work 
areas and disCiplines: and of a high degree of integrity. 
Equally important is the need for a competent institutional 
frame work and equipment within which this human resource 
can operate e ffectively. Therefore: 

6.3.5 
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The basis ror certification of teacher train�s 
shall  be continuous assessment, Block Teaching 
Practice and final written examinations. 

Examination Results 
Releasinl! examinations resultS to candidates and the' public 

in  generai. is a fulfillment oftransp��cy 
.
and

.
ac�ountability 

requirement on the part of the exa�ntOlng InsUtutl�ns. Apart 

from diffusin g  t�nsion and anxtety that �rev�lls among 

studentS. teachers and parentS alike. examinations �es�ltS 

also act as a feedback me:chanism to the overall functloOlng 

or dysfunctioning of the education process. On the other 

hand. certified examination resultS are normally use
.
d 

.
by 

employers and institutions of furthc:r education and tratOlng 

as one of the criteria for st:lectin g  applicantS to relevant postS 

and training opportunities. In order t� foster public confi

dence in  examinations and c�rtification: 

6.3.6 ResultS of  Primary School Leaving, Form IV, 
Form VI and Teacher Education National 
E:c:aminationsshall be certified and made p u b
l ic i n  an a p p ropriate form. 

Exam ination Cycles 
The administration of e)(aminations involves many people. 

particularlY during the period of sirting and marking. For th�s 

reason .  sufficient notice should always be given to candt

dates. teachers and supervisors in order to provide adequate 

time for planning. prepan.tion and dficient conduct and 

processing of the c:xaminations. Similarly. des igning and 

developing the examinations. as well as printing and distrib

uting them to various centers requires ample time. For 

eificient management of various pre..examination and post-

6 1  



eXlm ination lc tiv i t ie:s : 

6.3.7 All (,b tion:ll  EX:l m i n :l tio ns within the fo rm:l I 
sc h oo l  system s h :l l l  be conducted at specified 
regul:lr cycles. 

Forei gn EX:lmin:ltions 
S inc: 1 97 1 .  Tanunia has t>c:::n conducting hc:r own national 
exam inations. Examinations of the Cambridg:: Local Enmi·  
nations Syndicate: wc:re first n:placed b y  those of the: ElSt 
Africln Examinations Council and thereafter the current 
Ceniiicat:: o f  Se:condlrl Educltion (CSE) and Advanced 
Ceru ficlte: of Se:condary Educltion (ASCE). The C ity and 
Guilds of London Institute =xaminations were: re:pllce:d b y  the 
National Tc:chniclI EXlminations. The: Royal Socie:ty of ArtS 
(RSA)  eXlminations we:re rep laced by the Nationll B usiness 

EXlminations (1'1 A B E). However. there are sti l l  certlin othc:r 
fore ien  c:.um inltions which have remained {Jpe;) to either 
non'�ltiona ls Or nationals. Thc:s<: e.uminations ned to be 
coord inatc:d and supe:rv isc:d by onc: central ag::ncy. Therefore: 

6.3.8 N :l t ion:ll  E.� :l min:l tions Co u nc i l sh:lll  b e  the sole 
body which sh:ll l  permic, ldminister and super·  
v ise  foreien eXlmi nltions i n  Tlnnnia. 

Cercificlcion 
[n order to eUlrantc:: authentici ty in examination and cenifi· 
cltion. the� is need tor re:gu llting matricu lat ion and equ iv:l' 
lencies o f ce:nificate:s gaine:d by cert.1in individuals trom other 
school systems. With regard to 10clI cenitic:ltes. control for 
au then tici ty and agains t  possib le: forge:ry must be exe:n:ised 
and monitored. The:rt:t"ore: 
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6.4.1  EduC3tionaJ Research and Evaluation Units shall  b e  s Crengthened and adequately reso u rce<!. "", .. 
6.4.1 Government shall es tab lish, main tai n  and re. 

source l l'il riona..l Docu men ta tion and Dissemi.  nation Cen tre for Educacion. 

6.5 L i b rary Services 
A library i� a collection of boo ks .  joumals. films. recordin gs and other literary OlIld audio visual materials documented and stored for retriev:tl OlIld uS<: by the: publ ic and authorized persons for reading. liste:ning and view ing. L i br:tries promote re:lde rsh ip and enlightenment and Sustlin l iteracy .  A s  a telch ing and ic:aming re:SOurce. the: l ibrary is crucial tor access. ing information . know ic:dge :lnd skil ls .  A �ood l ibr:try service is chat;lcterized by the presence of appropriate in frastructure and faci l i ties. equipm':n t. booles. ({lined and com petenc per. sonne l .  and adc:qua cc: financing for n:currc:nt e:r:pe:ndicun:. 

In TOlIlunia. the national insticution responsible for the provi. sion of l ibrary servic� is the Tanzania Library Se:rvices Board (11.S).  This institution is responsible for the planning. est.1b. lishment and maintenance of public libraries. Since its incepUon. TLS has est.1bl ished its own network of libraries uo to the n:gional level. promOted the scocking of school and coll��e libraries. undert.1ke:t the cnining of library personnel and 
"
has served as TanZlllia's  national depos itory for all publications. But with the '"pid expansion of (:ducation. rising level of literacy and the: subsequenc demand for mon: library and 

relding materi.1ls. the: TLS has not been able to Solt.isiy public de:nOlIld for its services ac disaicc. village OlIld communiry levels. Tne TLS has noc be:::n able: to r1:nde:r its servic� dfec.  

6.3.9 
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Certi fic:ltion for Formal School Educ:ltion 
Enmin:ltions lnd the escabtishment ofEquiva_ 

lencies sh:lll b e  done by the Nlcional EXlmina
t ions Cou nci l of T:lnzania. 

Certi rio ti o n  :lC I ns ti rucions of TertilrY and Hjgher 

E d u C :l  t i o n  � n d T  r l i n i n g 
The:rt: ue other profe:ss ional bodies and authorities in the 
country which ha'�e kpl and profe:ssiona l powe:rs for issuing 

catiCiclte:S and c::rc ifying spe:citic profe:ssional e:�amtna((ons 
r:::sultS. There:fore: 

6.3. 1 0  Statu tory ins ti tu tions such as uni versi ties, ter· 
t iarv and other i nsti cu tions o i h i gher le:lrning,  
sh:li, be responsi b le  for che certificlcion o f  
Clnd idltes under  their  j u risdiction. 

6.� EdUClcion:l1 Rese:lrch :lnd EV:ll u l tion.  

The need fo re:ducational research lnd evalultion as a means o f  

aoprJ..isi n g performance is unquescionab l: . �ecter po l icy di· 

r�ct ions need to be: bac\.:ed·up by research C tndlngs. Ther::: e�tSC 
Research and Evaluacion UnitS both at th� he:adquaners of me 

M inistry of EduClcion and Culture and i n  che various 'paras tlcal 

organ is:ltio n� under it. Ho ..... ever. the vo lume oc rese:lrch 

conducced wichin the:m is in::dequate . Funhermore. rt:selrches 

underca.l::en  are neitha accion·oriented nor po l icy· focused. 

The scaff in most of the existing units is boch quantitati vely and 

qu.1litatively inadequate. Tnen: is also lack of continuity du� 
to fn:quent scaff tumover. Tnough mosc Of

. 
the 

.
rescarcn 

e:rsonnel in these: urlits have pos cgraduace qua l lfica ((ons . the �ajoriry of them have had little crairl
.
ing in educacional n:· 

SC:ln:h and evaluacion methods. There tore : 
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ti,·ely. efficie:ntly and c:�c.erlsi,"e!y due to  underfinOlIlcing . non 
avJ..iLlbilicy of up to date reading mlterials. lack of essenti.1l 
facilities. underst.1iting. inade.quacy of trlined and competenc 
pc:rsonnel. wel..i.: extemilf and intemal insticutional l i nkages and 
generally an unde" doped re.ading cu l cun:: . [rl order to address 
these prob lems. to promote a read i ng cultun: and the provi 
sion of good library servic::: 

6.5. 1 Th e Tlnzlnia Lib rary Services B oard (TLS) 
shal l  p lan,  p romote, establ ish,  equip,  manage, 
maintain and develop p u blic, school lnd ocher 
inst irutional l i b rlries. 
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C h a p ter 7 

VOCA TI ONAL ED UCA TIOl'{ AND TRA �ING 

7. 1  In trod uctio n 

VOcJtionJI EducJtinn Jnd Traininc . ( VET) is desi cned to 
prepare. updJte: or re:train artisans for employment �r self. 
employment Jt th� sem i -Ski l led or skilled leve l. in Jny 
branch of economic Jc ti v i ty. This kind oc' �ducation ilIld 
training may be provided on.the ·job or off-the·job or a 
combination of the two. 

Wh d I' . 
h '  . en ea In!; Wlt VOCJtlona l educatlon and training . two 

poSItions are Contrasted. On the one hand .is the situation 
where the Government provides the institutions with staff 
equi�ment. etc . . and plans for ilIl annual output oC th� 
req U i red numba of trained personnel in so many specific �ktlls are

.
as.  On 

.
the other hand. is the situJtion whereby 

Industry Itself trains and retrains all those it ne�ds to main�in and. increase its production. In the first appro!,,-ch.  which 
In faet IS the traditional approach. a lot of resources are 
reqUIred

. to finance and equip the institutions as well as train �he req�l red pc:rsonnel. With regard to the second pOSition. 
Industnes consider the training received from vocational 
sch

.ools as inadequate and the skills taugh t as irrelevant to 
their  current state of technology. It is apparent. therefore. 
th�t the solution lies in a partnership approach which re. 
qUires t�e dev� l�pmentnfthe capacity ofinduscry to provide 
on-the'Job tratnlng and enterprise·based programmes for 
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to ensure that as many Tanunians as possible devc:lop and 
acquire specific job-rc:lated skills and positive attitudes 
towards work of all kinds. 

7.2 Apprenticeship Training 
Traditional apprentic�ship can have a positive effect on 
employment and earnings especia l ly  in remote and 
infrascrucrurally poorly provided areas. Apprenticeship is 
cost effective mainly because it has g reater efficie:1cy in 
promoting the acquisition of ski l ls on-the·job. Learning by 
doing unde:t actual. production conditions is more effective 
than formal training in institutions. Apprenticeship training 
ensures sound mastery of ski lls as trainees spend relatively 
limited pc:riods of time in formal instruction. Thus. during 
most of their apprenticeship. trainees are so productive ly 
employed that both direct training costs and income fore. 
gone (opponunity COSts) Jre generally much lower than at 
alternative training instirutions. Despite be:ing COSt effec· 
tive. apprenticeship is not availed to trainees by employers 
because the existing Apprenticeship Regulations provide 
for minimum wage levels which few employers are willing 
to pay. Similarly. sizable income diiferentials between 
apprentices and non <enified semi· skilled workers act as a 
major deterrent in employing ill'tisans. Therefore. in order 
to expand apprenticeship channc:ls: 

7.1. 1 T radi tional expertise. ex�rts 3nd the appren
ticeship system sh311  be recognised and pro
moted as a component !,f the v oc:lCi 0 n:l I educ3-

tion 3nd training system. 

7.1.:! Employers sh:ll l  adopt a wider apprenticesh i p  
modular train ing scheme as a me:lns of provid. 

skills developmenL This means that careful  attention has to 

be: paid to the interaction needed between the workers ilIld 

industries and that cohesion is established through close co

operation between the vocational schools. the employers 

and workers. 

Vocational education and training CJIl be divided into: 

(a) I n fo r m 3 1  vocat iona l  tra i n i n g  p ro
grammes: These are normally carried out in 

out·of-school settings. 

(b) A p p renticeship trainin!: progr:lmmes :  

These are normally arranged between school 
terms or are carried out by industries them· 

selves for the ir employees. 

(c) Skills u p grading programmes: rnese ca

ter mainly for those already employed but 

who wou l d  l ike to upgrade their skills. 

(d) Technical and commercial progr:lmmes: 

These are normally carried out in schools 
with intermittent apprenticeship attachmentS. 

After almost a decade or more of economic stagnation. new 

economic and industrial policies have created an environ

ment for rapid industrial development. This trend is. 

however. not m atched by an increased supply of propc:r/y 

trained and motivated human resource with technical skills. 

The transformation from an agrariilIl to an industrial inira

structure demands a drastic expansion of the vocational and 

technological education. It is important. therefore. that in 

addition to learning general cognitive skills. efforts be: made 
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i n g  train ing  opportunities for a much larger 

p roportion of  the labour force. 

Admission to Vocational Courses 

Most of the 25.000 young persons who enroll for various 
vocational traini n g  courses are primJ/"f school leavers. 

Many of them do not have interest and lack information on 
career choices and guidance. In many cases. they do not 

e:'tpress their desire for this training nor do they receive any 

counselling prior to enro l lmen!. In order to inform and 
educate young people and adults alike on careerchoic�s and 
training opportunities available:  

7.2.3 VETA shall prepare and make available career 

guid:lnce i n form:ltion on voc3tional educ:lcion 

and trai n i n g. 

1.2.4 Pupils in  the formal school system shal! be 
counselled on  th e  viabil ity 3nd importance of 

voc:ltional educ:ltion 3nd tr3ining. 

The Curriculum 

The curriculum for vocation:1! education and traini n g  is as 
varied as the courses themselves. There is a wide range of 
programmes to suit the level of the student's previous knowl
edge and the ne::ds ot' key employment sectors. Most of the 
e:tisting voc.3tional education and training curncul:1 lacle: as
pects of managerial and entrepreneurship skills. In orda to 
avoid a mismatch be:tween the curriculum content :1nd the 
needs for self and wage employment. the vocation:1l training 
curricula ne�d to  be: reviewed in order to include as peCts of 
entrepreneurship and man:1gc:ment skills. Therefore: 



7.2.5 Entrepreneurial skills training shall  be an integral 
part of all vocational eduC3tion and train ing p ro
grammes. 

7.1.6 Occup ational curricula for all vocational educa. 
tion and trai ning courses shall  be designed a n d  
developed by VETA in collaboration with Tan za .  
nia Institute of EduC3tion. 

Vocational Examinations and Certification 

Examinations in vocational c:ducation and training are as many 
and vaned as the trades to be examined and the level of the 
courses. Tne design. conduct and administration of the�e 
examinations fall under several SlJtutory institutions like the 
National Examinations Council of Tanu.nia. the National 
Vocational Training Division and the training institutions 
themselves. The examination results and cenificates awarded 
do not show the traine::s ' performance in respective subject 
areas. As such. the cenificates do nOI suffic ienlly meet the 
information needs of the users. There is. therefore. a need to 
review and coordinate all activi ties penaining to vocational 
examinations and c<!rtitication. For this reason: 

7.2.7 All vocational examin:rtions and certific:Jtion shal l  
b e  coordinated, harmonised and synchronized b v  
VETA, a n d  certificates s h a l l  show perform3nc� 
levels in respective subjects. 

Te3chers of Voc3tional Education and Tr3ining 
The current acute shorlJge of trained teachers for vocational 
education and training is caused by sevc:ral factors such as low 
pay and status of the profc:ssion. poor conditions ofservice and 
relatively bettc:r conditions for skilled anisans in industry. 
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and Culture and other VTCs established and managed b y  
various NGOs. parastatals and individua.ls. While th e  objec· 
tives for establishing these institutions were similar. the entry 
requirements. the courses offered. the curriculum. certification 
and management are not harmonised. They all suffer from a 
shorlJge of teachers and equipmenL Similarly. they all have 
excess physical capacity. which. if properly utilized. cou ld 
admit many more primary and secondary school leavers than 
they are able to take at present. [n order to maximise the use of 
existing capacity. there is need for synchronization o'f the 
various trade courses offered. Therefore: 

7.3.1 FOCs shall  be encouraged to increasingly  offer 
vocational education and training. 

7.3.2 P ost'pn m3ry technical centres sh311  be tr:ms
formed into voc3tion31 education and traini n g  
centres. 

7.3.3 All vocational educ3tion and training centres 
sh311 be registered and approved by VETA. 

7.3.4 A l l vocational education and train ing cen tres 
sh311 be upgraded and improved to m e e t  na· 
tion31 st3ndards as set by VETA. 

7.4 Trade Schools 
As part of the diversification of secondary education. a 
technical secondary educ3tion programme was introduced. in  
the elfly 1970s.covering 1 5  secondary schools. [n addition to 
this programme. other IQ secondary schools were to be 
convened into ful l  technica.l secondary schools. Of these 10. 
eight are a.lready converted and functioning. The curriculum 
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Generally. teachc:rs for vocational education and training are 
nOI trained in teacher training institutions. The current practice 
is to recruit anisans proficient in a given craft to teach Students 
pursuing  thal course. The recently eSlJblished Morogoro 
Vocationa.l Teachers College. besides having a low annual 
in lake of trainees. specialises in training teachers for technical 
craft courses only. Therefore: 

,7.1..8 Governmen t shall bui ld and es t:lblish more voca
tion31 te3<;�er educ3tion i ns titu tions. 

7.2.9 Government shall  l iber31ize the est3blishment and 
own ershi p  of vocational· te3cher educ3tion insti tu
tions. 

7.2. 1 0  The en try qU31 i lic3tion for vocation31 te3cher tr3in· 
ees sh311  be possession of 3ppropn3te qU31ilication 

in  the relev3nt trade 3nd profession. 

7.3 C ap3ci ty Uti l ization for Voc3tion:l1 Ed ucation 

:lnd Tr:lining 
Currently. only 15'1c of the primary school leavers continue to 
secondary education level. Since the remaining 85 %  of the 
primary school leavers and those leaving the formal education 
system in subsequent Stages constitute a very valuable produc· 
ti'/e age group. this cannot be ignored. Provision needs to be 
made for this group 10 utilize the el:isting facilities at various 
institutions and centres offering a variety of vocational educa
tion and training courses. At present. we have in  the country 
a number of Vocational Training Centres (VTCs). under the 
Ministry of Labour and Youth Development; Folk Develop
ment Colleges (FDCs). under the Ministry of Community 
Development. Women Affairs and Children; Post· Primary 
Technical Centres (PPTCs) under the Ministry of Education 
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of this programme include three broad choices o f  Mechanica.l 
Engineering. Civil Engineering and Electrica.l En!!ineerinl!. 
These schools were expected to achieve two com plementa0-
objectives · firstly. equipping pupils with a broad range of 
academic and technical knowledge in order for them to be 
able to go for further education. and secondly equipping them 
with practical skills which would en3ble them to take up direct 
employment as technicians in industry. Experience has 
shown thal at thec:nd of Form 4. aboul 75% of craduates from 
these technical secondary schools proceed to 

�
further educa

tion and training.  Further evidence from the pc:rformance of 
those who proceed to technical col leges shows that the 
previous training which the students h3d rc:ceived in technical 
secondary schools was adequa�. Howc:ver. the second objec. 
tive of turning out studc:nts who can take up directc:nployment 
as technician in  industry has nOI be.:n realised. S ince the 
provision of technical competencies is one of the major 
nationa.l priorities. i t  is imperative that this objective be 
realised differently. There is need to re · introduce ; 4 year post 
primary · technical education programme in the school sys
tem. Therc:fore: 

7.4. 1 Tr3de schools shall be re.introduced in the school 

system. 

7.5 Polytechnics 
Most of the existing tertiary instirutions are underutil ized. A 
shift from the s�ngle ski l l  focus to a polytechnic approach wil l  
be mOre cost·effectlve and responsive to nat ional needs. With 
the rapid expansion of secondary education. the increlsing 
numbers o

.
f Form 4 an� Form 6 graduates can pursue protil

ably vocauonal c:ducauon and training through polytechnics. 
Therefore: 
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7.5.1  Polytechnic ins ti tu tions shall be introduced in the 
school system. 

14 

The primary objective of  terti:lIY and higher educ�tion �d 

training is to imp�rt md promote higher levels of leJITlIng. 

scientiIic md technologic�1 knowledge. md development of 

capacities for rese�rch. In addition. these instituti�ns ilre also 

responsible for profession:u tr�ining. Tem
.
:lIY

.
IOSlllutlons 

train. prep�re and produce middle levt:l protesslon�1 c�dres 

while hit:her education institutions produce high level human 

resource� In addition to te�ching. terti�ry and higher educ�tion 

md training institutions underuke research �nd consultancies. 

8.2 Establishment of Institutions 
Currently. t.:rti�ry education and tr�ining institutions in 
Tmzania ar.: m�inly own.:d Jnd managed by government 
min istries and public institutionslcorpor�tions. Some insti�u
tions are privately owned. though the majority in thiscltegory 
of institutions are for business and gener�l m�nagement. To
date. Tanzania does not have privale universities or a clear 
policy on the establishment and mana�eme�t o� institutions of 
higher learning. In the wake of liberalization. Increased 
demand for middle and high level manpower and the SOCial 
demand for hit:her education . there is a need for Tanzmia to 
have a defini� policy on the expansion of this type of 
education and training. Thereiore: 

\ 8.2.1 The establishment and ownership of tertiary 
:md higher education and training institutions 
shall be l iberalized. 

Curricu l u m  and Certification 
Curriculum and cenilication in institutions of tertiary and 
higher education and training Ius not been uniform. Statutory 
in�titutions. such as univers ities. design and develop their 
own programmes and course outlines. Furthermore. such 
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Chap ter 8 

TE RTIA RY A N D  H IGHER EDUCATION AND 
TRA INING 

8.1 I ntroduction 

Tertiary and higher education is the third level of education 
after secondary education. Tertiary and higher education 
institutions offer professional training and award certificates. 
diplomas. advanced di plomas and degrees. Tertiary and 
higher education institutions have differing leg:u Status. 
administrative and management structures. Most of the 
tertiaryand higher institutions in Tanzania are owned by 
Government M inistries though others like Nyegezi Social 
Institute are privately owned. Some institutions have statu. 
tory and autOnomous powers. e.g. universities. the Institute of 
Finance Management (IFM). the Ardhi Institute and the 
National Institute of Transport (NIT). Others are manat:ed as 
part of central ministries like the Oar es Salaam Technical 
College. the Rwegarulila Water Resources Institute and the 
Institute of Management and Training of EdUCation Person
nel (MANTEP). On the other hand. the Kidatu Technical 
Institute. the Posts and Telecommunications Staff College 
and Bandari College run as units of parent companies. with 
relevant companies making the major decisions. In their 
present forms. these institutions are poorly coordinated at the 
national and inter-ministerial levels though some co-ordina
tion and control exist in such areas as staff development and 
recruitment. resourcing. curriculum and certification at the 
ministerial levels. 
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institutions issue diplomas advanced diplomas and degrees to 
their graduates. The other terti:lIY institutions. such as teach· 
as' colleges. nursing schools.and Ministry of Agriculture 
training institutions have centrally designed and developed 
curricula. Certilication in these courses is done by the 
relevant parent ministries except for teacher education where 
certific:ltion is done by an authorised agency. the National 
Examinations Council of Tanzania, on behalf of the ministry 
responsible for teacher education. Although this system is 
functioning satisfactorily. there is a need to establish quality 
control measures, particularly in view of the liberalization of 
the est:lblishm.:nt, ownership and management of such insti
tu'':Jns. H.:nc.:: 

8.2.2 Tertiary and higher education and training insti
tutions shall design and develop their own cur
ricula which shall be validated by VETA and other 
appropriate organs. 

8,2,) Tertiary and higher education and trai ning insti
tutions shall  conduct and administer examinations 
and award appropriate certificates. diplomas and 
degrees as provided for in their respective Acts. 

Research and Development 
The crucial role of research and development in institutions of 
terti:lIY and higher.:ducltion and training is recognised by :ul 
nations both dev.:loped and developing, Furthermore. it is 
becoming increasingly cle:lr that research and development is 
not only an important indicator of a country's levd of devel
opment but also it enhances its competitiveness and position 
in th.: world economy. Institutions of tertiary and higher 
education and training in Tanzania must. therefore. spearhead 
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and assum..: a ma.i,"· rill..: in promOling national socio-�co
nomi<.: w..:ll h..:i n l,!  tilroul,!h Rescarch and D�velopment. 

Most tcniary in�titutions ar� located in the rural arc:lS and are 
S<!ctor-sp�cilic. Rcsc:arch at thc:se centres aims at improving 
the: so<.:ial wdl oc:ing of  the: pe:opl� by undert.lking research 
rc:kvant to an:::.ts :.tnd <.:omm un i tie:s when:: these institutions are 
10CJtc:d. Id..:a l l y .  re:se:arche:s und�rlake:n in such localities a im 
at produ<.:i n g  rc:su l ts wh ich are: plough�d back and dissemi
nate:d to the: <.:om munille:s for i m prove:me:nt of the:ir socio
economic activi tie:s. Universilie:s. on the: oth�r hand. under
take re:s�arch i n  an effon to enrich and expand frontiers of 
knowkdge. B u t  whik pursuing this Objective. the results of 
the:ir n::se:arche:s will  also nee:d to be ploughed back i nto 
industry and the: community ;).t I;).rge. Therefore: 

8.2.:1 Research and Development shall  constitute es
senti:!1  components and acti vi ties of al l  institu
tions of tertiary and h i !;her education and train
i ng. 

Students Wel fare 
Currently. the: funding ot' teniary education and training in 
puhlic institutions is mainly und�rtake:n hy the: Sllte: with 
insignificant contrihutions from pan::nts. stude:ntS and institu
tions·th�mse:lve:s. This has re:sulte:d in. among othe:rs. inad
equate: n::sourcc:s. Iow e:nrollme:nts. high unit  COStS. institu
tional inc:t'ticie:n<.:y. stude:nt unn:st. non-:.tccountahi l i ty and 
laxity. In this situ:.ttion. tl!rti:.try and hi ghe:r e:du<.:ation and 
training has not he:e:n impkml!nt�d as progr:.tmme:d; stude:nts 
have hc:e:n �lCpd kd and rc:admitt�d inte:rmitte:ntly; stude:nts 
backlogs in admission have: h<:e:n the: norm. and in ge:neral. the: 
welfare of stude:nts of te:niary and highe:r e:ducat ion institu-

South and he:twce:n the: South - South <.:nuntrie:s. Tan7.ania is 
L·pmmitt.::d to oridl,!ing this gap through intcm:.ttion:.tkoope:ra
tion oy i n fnrm:.ttion shari ng. exchange: of  profcssionals. 
studenL, and puhl i<.:ations. For these re:asons: 

11.2.8 I n ternational cooperltion i n  mltlerS ofeducltion 
and t rai ning shall  be encourlged and promoted. 
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tions hlS t'I.::e:n in je:opardy. hoth at the: unive:rsiti.::s and at 
institutions of tc:rtiary education and training. and in th.:: 
anticip:lle:d world or' work. Thc:n::r'ore: 

�.2.5 S peci al  fi nancial facili ties shal l  be estlblished to 
enable  students in tertiary and hi!:her educltion 

lnd trlinin:: i nstitu tions to con t ri bute towlrds 

the i r  own e�ucltion lnd trli n ing. 

Expansion and S t fength ening 
Existing enrollmc:nts at institutions of  te:rtiary and higher 
c:duCltion and tr;).ining curn::ntly stand at approxim;).tc:ly 1 .500 
for univusitie:s and 2 1 .5 3 5  for te:rtiary insti tutions. The 
unive:rsity tigures an:: among the lowest in the Eastern and 
Southern A flican suh-region. The:n::fore:: 

8.2.6 Enroll ment at uni versities and other i nstitutions 
of h i�her education and trainins shall  be in

creased. 

8.2.7 Programmes and courses offered at tertiary and 
hi gher education and training i ns ti tu tions shal l  
be reviewed, streamlined and rationalised for 

cost-effecti veness. 

International Cooperation 
The policies that have heen advocated for tertiary and h igher 
education and training cannot be implemented in isolation 
and in d isre!!ard of the: pn::sence and availability of a corpus of 
Icnowled ce.

-
skills and �xpertise in other countries. There 

exists an inevitable: knowledge gap between one country and 
another. and h<:tween countrie:s of the North and those of the 
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Chapter 9 

NON - FO R;\(AL EDUCATION A N D  TRA IN ING 

9.1  Introduction 

Non-formal education rc:fas to an organised educational 
activity outSide: th� �stahlishe:d formal  education system. 
whe:ther ope:rating separately or lS an im ponant feature of 
some: broader activity that is intended to serve identifiable 
c1iente:ic:s and le:arning objc:ctivc:s. In Tanzania. :lon-formal 
education is viewe:d in twO broad categories: Informal Edu
cation and Adult Education. The: twO forms are nO( mutually 
e�c1usive. in fact. they complc:me:nt each ocher. In the 
conte.� t  of non-formal education. trai ni ng refers to any 
transfer of knowledge. skills or altitudes which are organised 
to prepare p�oplc: for productive: activities. or to change the:ir 
working behaviour. ?.::rceived this way. traini ng is part and 
parcel of informal �ducation. . 

9.2 Info rmal  Education 
Informal education is the l ifelong c u lturJ.1 process whereby 
every individual acquires values. skil ls and knowledge from 
daily expc:rience and the c:ducative in nuence: and resources in 
his or  her social. cl,ILLural and physical environment. In Tanza
nia. this type of education includes. among other things. 
ini ti:ltion rites. craft and skills apprenticeship . such lS fishing. 
pottery-making. smithing. blSketry. and sculpturing; crop and 
animal - husbandry. and the: creation and performance of folk 

music and dance . Tne products that this e:ducation generates 
become. in turn. part of the: cul ture of the: society. 

8 1  
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9 . 3  Adul t  Education 
. . omanl with the 

Adult Education in Tlnzlnla  concerns ItSelf P . , 
Y " " 

" R d ff rtS to sustam IL E:usung . "onof li teracY ln thc 3 san e o . prov\s1 
li d B asiC Ollld Post-

adult educ:l!ion procrlmmes In: con me to . . 
Literacy. Functional Lit..:racy (acquisitio� of 

.
hfe Skl\\s:

d
�d 

C " " � Education. Continuing Educ:l!lon IS support� y 
onunulO= 

C dence Educl
ariety of prncrlmmes including ortespon 

a v -
es Non Formal 

tion Self-Study and E:<tra-mural programm -
" 

Edu�ation can � generalised as Out-of-�chool Educluon a� 
d· tinguished from Form:ll Education which IS In-Sc�ool Edu 

IS 
. I d :ll c.:n.:11o staOes 

cation. However. either type may IOC u e. " . 

some aspects of the other. 

9 4  Objectives of Non-Formal Education . Due to itS very nature. the objectives of informa� educaOon 

are diffuse . because it  is a l ifelong cultural education process. 

The general :lims of informal education :lre: 

. d further develop cultural identity 
• to sust:un an 

h h the transmission of cultural values, 
t roug . . I di g 
attitudes, and customs of a SOCIety Inc u n 

activities which express, enrich and transform 

them. These activi ties range from gras�-r�ts 

endeavours and undertakings to speclalu;ed 

cultural forms; 

• to sustain and develop indigenous technologies; 

to provide on-the-job skills tr:uning; 

to rei nforce the cultural base o
.
f s�ciety and 

harmonise transition to moderOlsaUon. 
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fore. since information.i.J education is ::n essential part of 
education: 

9.5.1 The Cul ture Seclor shall be an integral part of the 
Government system and structure. 

Cul ture and Development 
The purpose of devdopment is to enhance the socio
economic status of man. Developm.:nL therefore. must be 
culture sensitive for it to be sustainable and able to draw on 
the large reserve of creativity and traditional knowledge and 
skills that exist in society. Consequently. it is important that 
ad.:quace resources be devoted to promoting cultural activi
ties at the grass rootS level Ollld encourage the growth of 
professionalism in the cultural li.:ld. There fore: 

9.5.2 National development plans, programmes and 
projects shall ensure that viable cultural norms and 
values are mnintlined, promoted lnd sustained. 

9.6 Basic Literacy and Post-Literacy 
Basic l i ter:lcy and post-liter:lcy programmes w.:re sl;lrted in 
TOlllzOllli:l well before independence. These programmes 
were institutionalized in the education system in early 1 970s 
and successfully im pl.:mented up to the mid 1980s. Then:
oU·ter. public enthusiasm and official suppOrt towards adul t  
l iceracy started co wane off. This lack: of  official suppOrt. 
resulted in the allocation of inadequate financial. material 
and human resourc.:s. leading to }Qw .:nrollmentS and auend
ance in these progrlITlm.:s. In order to sustain permanent 
literacy achieved through formal education and adult .:dUCl
cion programmes and co ensure ch.: achievement of universal 
adull liceracy. renewed dfortS must be directed at revamping 
adult educltion programmes. Therefore: 

O J  

Th e  imporl;lnce o f  adult  education lies in i ts  positive rela
tionship betwe.:n the lelrning process. enhanced productiv
ity and socio-economic development. [n addition. it rein
forces both informal and formal education'. The Objectives of 
adult education are: 

to eradiclte i l l i teracy, sus,!!in post-li teracy and 

numeracy; 

to promote the acquisition and development of 
basic knowledge and functional skills relevant 
to personal development and life in the commu
nity; 

to lay roundations for lire-long educltionj 

to ensure the realisation or the basic human 
right or "Education- ror-All"and to comple
ment form:!l  education. 

Compared to informal education. adult education is struc
tured and formalised because it is normally given within 
specitic environments and media. 

9.5 Cul tural Heri tage 
Cultural values are learned and transmicted largely through 
informal education. Lack of committrnent to culture and 
concern with cultural values in socio-economic development 
produces social reactions. varying from apathy to hostility. 
People mustbe involved as active participants in planning for 
their seci"l and economic development. Ollld development 
strategies have to be consistent with their fundamental socio
cultural traits. Only th.:n can the enthusiasm and creative 
potential of th.: people be mobilised "nd harnessed. There-
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9.6.1 Basic l i teracy, post l i li:racy and functional l i t. 
eracy p rogrammes shall constitute essential com
ponents of the education system. 

9.6.2 Universal "du l t  l i teracy shall  be accessible to all 
adults. 

" Function:!1 Li teracy 
Functional liter"cy alms' at eSl;lblishing systematic links b<:tween "dult .:ducation and everyd"y activities of partici
pants by providing functional skills relevant to the personal 
development and life in the community of the neo-literates. The main thrust is to enable adult learners apply the new knowledge and skills "cquired to solve their basic economic 
social "and cul tural problems; prepare "adult le:lmers for � more effective . participation in the development of their villages. districts. regions and the nation � a whole. However. existing function:ll literacy programmes h:lve not been very successful and effective. for they have not addressed adequate l y  the socioeconomic problems of the tar"et pupulations. Th.:n:fon:: 

" 

9.6.3 Functional l i ter3cy programmes shall be designed 
and developed in response to the socio-economic 
needs of the neo-li ter3tes. 

Continuing Education 
Continuing education is pursued by people who for various reasons. h:lve had no opportunity. to continue with formal school .:duc:ltion. [n Tanzania. the £nstirute of Adult Education has b<:en one of the main planners and providers of continuing education through evening classes. self study. comespondence courses and other various distsance education programmes. However. although these programmes 



have met with problt:ms. such as poor radio reception and 
poor tra.nspon and communic:ltion system .  they have gre:ltly 
hel�d to promote sdf advancement and complt:ment formal 
education. Therefore: 

9.6.4 Continuing educ:lIion shall be an i ntegral part of 
the education system. 

Curricu lum for Lite r acy Program mes 
Informal eduC:ltion. by itS very nature. does nOt have lnd is 
not ex�cted to havt: :l curriculum. Apprentices lelm b y  
observing and doing until  such time the master craftSman! 
craftSwoman is Sltist'ied that the apprentic;: is competent 
and can he on his/her own. Such craftSmenlcrat'tswomen 
usually have not only the anticipated skills. hut  also a sense 
of responsibility tor their work and a more pronounced 
feeling tor quality. Functional literacy and post- l i tt:ro.cy 
curricula ilJ'e currently heing developed by the institution 
responsible for adult education. The functionll l i teracy 
programme has twO curricula. the Old and the New. which 
ilJ'e used concurrently. The New curriculum covers agricul 
ture. animal husbandry. home economics. heo.lth and crlftS. 
Tne implementation of the new. more relt:vant curriculum.  
has been found to  he  expe(lSive. therefore it  has nOt  been 
extensively used. The majority �f adult leaming centres use 
the Old curriculum. which covers agriculturt:. heo.lth. math
ematics. animal hushandry. home economics and craftS ( tin-. 
smithing.  c:lrpentry :lnd masonry). The old curriculum was 
developed in the e:lrly 1 970's and has not heen reviewed 
todate to reflect the current socio-economic needs of the 
1eilJ'l1ers. 
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9.6.7 Government  shall provide an enabling environ
m e n t  for the production. distribution and avail
abi l i ty of instructional and learning  m a terials, 
equipment and l ibraries for adul t and con tinuing 
education. 

Assessment and Certification 
Berween 1 975 and 1 992. the Ministry of Education and 
Culture undertook asseSSCTtf!{1tS on achievement levels i n  
basic and post-literacy adult education through national 
tests. However. these national testS have been exclusively 
for the purpose of estahlishing the level of  l i teracy achieved. 
with a vie:w to measuring progress towards the eradication of 
i l l iteracy at national Ie:vd. The resultS of  these testS were 
neither used to help improve literacy levels of individual neo
!iterates nor to improve the national l i teracy levels them
selves. In order to ensure and monitor Universal Adult

' 

Literacy: 

9.6.8 National l i ter:lcy tests shal l  be conducted every 
three ye:lrs by the institution responsible  for adul t  
education, and the resul ts  thereofsh:ll l  be used to  
improve national l i teracy levels. 

Centres of  A d u l t  Learning 
S ince the 1 9705. primary schools have continued to be 
centres of adult leaming. [n other places. religious centres. 
secondary schools. teachers' colleges and other educ:ltionll 
insti tutions have been used for sim i lar purposes. But. most 
o t' the institutions have h:ld no proper fac i l itit:s nt:cessary for 
conducting Jdult education programmes. This situation has 
greatly ltTected the qual i ty of adult  educltion offered. [n 
order to J.llow for  grelter panicipation in and lccess to adult  
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Bemn g  in mind the importance of  adult literacy for the 
socio-economic development of  individuals. com munities 
and the nation as a whole. there is need for the design . 
devc:lopment and monitori ng of a centralised comm unity 

based functional li teracy and post-literacy curricula.  There
fore:: 

9.6.5 The Institute of A d u l t  Education (IAE) shal l  
design,.develop, make avai l able and monitor cur
ricula for l i teracy,post.l i teracy, and functional 
li teracy. 

C urriculum for Conti n ui n g  Education 
Continuing education is Jlmost wholly restricted to the 
preparation of individuals for examinations and certifica
tion in the formal education system and other professional 
courses. These courses and e:CJminations are based on 
curricula which alreldy exist and have been developed by' 
relevant institutions . Since these programmes Jre tailored to 
specific individual and professional needs: 

9.6.6 Conti nui ng educ:ltion programmes shal l  use 
curricula designed and developed by rel evant 
i nst i tu tions. 

Instructional Materials 
Adu l t  educ:ltion is not adequately supplied with instruc
tional and leJming materials and equipment. A similar 
situation also exists in continuing education programmes. 
Furthermore. the existing radio studio and printing machines 
at the IAE need rehabilitation. There is need to improve the 
quality. efficiency and the delivery of adult and continuing 
education. Thereiore: 
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education programmes: 

9.6.9 All education insti tutions in  the country shall 
be designated Centres of Adult Learning. 

Adult Education Teachers 

... Existing teacher education programmes hJve no provision 
for the training of teachers specifical ly for adult  education . 
The Institute of Adult Education offers cenificate. d ip lom a  
and adva.nced diploma courses in adult education. Success
ful trainees become Jdult educJtion co-ordinators Jt !..fJe 
regional. district and ward levels. The existing stock of 
functional l i teracy telchers. most of  whom are primary 
school teachers. Jre not Jdequately trained to handle adult 
classes. Therefore: -

9.6. 10 Th e  ministry responsible for teacher educa
tion shall p rovid e for the trai ni ng of  a specific 
cadre of :ldul t  education teachers and tutors. 
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Chapter 10 

FINANCING EDUCATION A ND TRAINING 
1 0. 1  Introduction 

Before Independence. the colonial government. in col
laboration with NGOs provided some social services including 
education. After independence the government committed 
itSelf to providing free education at all levels as a social 
service. However. it increasingly became apparent that the 
government did not have enough resources to continue financ· 
ing free education. hence the re·introduction of  school fees 
and direct costS in primary and secondary schools and subse· 
quent liberalization of the establishment and m anagement of 
schools. 

1 0.2 Cost Shari n g  
lnspite o f  the above measures. the education sector i s  still 
underflnanced and it relies heavily on Government financing 
and donor suppOrt. The share of the national budget excluding 
debt servicing allocated to education since the � id 1 980s 
averages 1 2  percent. which is lower than that of the 1 960s and 
1 970s. Thus. real per capital expenditure on, education has 
been declining as evidenced by deterioration in school quality 
and performance. This situation calls for a more effective 
financing plan in which emphasis is re·directed more at cost 
sharing and cost recovery measures with NGOs, private or
ganizations, individuals and communities. Priorities in plan
ning, programming and provision of  education and training 

. services will have to be linked with the utilization, rationali
zation and maximization of the country's available re SOUIt:es 
in order to ensure sustainability. Internal and external support 
will continue to be solicited and used mainly to complement 
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retained for use oy .ne relevant education and 
trai ning institu tions themselves. 

Funds Gener ated by Education and Training Insti tutions 
Currently. some education and training institutions in the 
country have e5t:1blished income generating activities in order 
to raise additional institutional funds. These incomes greatly 
help to fLOance operational and running costS of such 
institutions. Therefore: 

1 0.2.8 

1 0.2.9' 

Education and training institutions shall be en
couraged to engage in income generatin g  activi
ties i neluding consultancies. 

Goods and services procuded by education and 
training i ns titutions shal l  be commercially so ld. 

Unit Cost of EduC3tion and Trai ning 
The unit cost for primary education in Tanzani a  is low. It is 
about half th:lt of other countries in S ub-S:lharan Afric:l. 

. While: the u n i t  cost is low for primary education. the e�pendi· 
tu res in secondary. tertiary and higher education are about 
four to five times higher. per student when compared with 
similar fi gures in  neighbouring countries. The main re:lSons 
for such high unit costS include: 

(a) Small sizes of the different post-primary education 
systems: 

(h) Low stude nHeacher ratio at secondary. tertiary 

and university education levels for example. at 

the Unive:rsity of Oar e:s Salaam the: ave:r�ge is 
thre:e swdc:nLS pc:r instructor: 
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. -::. 
-

government effortS in those are:lS which are of critical impor· 
tance to the sector: Therefore: 

10.2.1 

10.2.2 

1 0.2.3 

1 0.2,4 

1 0.2.5 

1 0.2.6 

10.2.7 

Financin g  education and training shall be shared 
be��n Government, communities, parents 
and end-users. 

Government shall provide incentives to indi
viduals, communi ties and NGOs to establish 
and develop pre-primar.y, primary , secondary 
vocational, teacher education, and ternary an'd 
higher educati o n  institutions. 

The provision of education and training shall be 
included as an area o.'inv!'<t;wopl iA r.b.� 
men t Prorr>('tion Act. 

Government shall give incentives to local de
sign, production, procurement and distribution 
of education equipment and materials. 

School and tuition fees, in both Government 
and non-government education and training 
institu tions, shall be based on the actual unit 
cost of providing education and training at each 
level. 

School and tuition fees for non-governmen t  
education an d  trai ni n g  institutions shall b e  pro
posed by the respective owners and managers of 
these institutions and · approved by Govern
ment. 

School and tuition fees shall be collected and 
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(cl Over employment of support staff in tertiary and 
higher education institutions where the average is 
about one member of staff per student. 

Therefore: 

1 0.2. 1 0  The U ni t  cost o f  education and training shall 
be rationalized. 

Budgetary Allocation 
The share of the budget to education over the period 1 984 to 
1993 has been very low in real terms due to inflation. 
devaluation and riSing. enrollmencs. This under financing of  
educ:ltion and training has resulted in poor delivery of educa· 
tion and training services as exemplified by the deterioration of 
school infrastructure. lack of teaching and learning materials. 
low motivation of te:lchers and undue dependency on foreign 
assistance. Therefore: 

1 0.2. 1 1  Government budgetary allocation to education 
and training sh:lll be enhanced 

1 0.2. 1 2  District, Urban, Municipal and City councils 
shall institute a tax rate to finance basic educa
tion and training. 
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3 . 1  

3 . 2  

3 . 3 

3 A  

3 . 5  

3 . 6  

3 .7 

3 . 8  

C H A PTE R 1 1  

S UMM A R Y  O F  P O L IC Y  STATEME NTS 
2 . 0  S YSTEM A N D  STRUCTURE O F  ED UCATION A N D  TRA I N I N G  

2. 1 The Structure of the Formal Education and T . . System shall be 2·7-4-2·3+ (that is 2 yea 
ra
f
lO lOg 

P . d '  . rs 0 pre· c:mary e ucauon. 7 years of primary education 4 years or s�condary Ordinary Level. 2 years of se�ondary A
d
dvan�ed L:vel and a minimum of 3 years of university e uClUon.) 

2 . 2  Government shall promote pre·school education for chl!dren aged 0-6 years. This education shall ensure mamtenance of our cultural values. 

2 .3  Pre-primary school education for children aged between 5 and 6 years shall be formalized and integrated in th Formal School System. e 

2 .4  

2 . 5 

2.6 

Primary education shall continue to be of seven years durauon and compulsory in enrollment and attendance. 
Sec?ndary education shall continue to be four years for Ordinary Level and two years (or Advanced Level. 
Government shall l.iberalize and give incentives for the promouon of Yocauonal Education and Training. 
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3 . 0  A C C E S S  A N D  E Q U I T Y  I N  
E D U C A T I O N  AND T RA INING 

Government shall guarantee acce$S to pre-primary and 
primary education. ar,d adult literacy to all citizens as a 
basic right. 

Government shal l  promote! and ensure equitable 
distribution of education institutions. 

Government shal l  promote and faci l i tate access to 
education to disadvantaged social and cul tural groups. 

Primary education shall
_
be universal and compulsory :0 

all children at the age or 7 yeus unul they complete thIS 
cycle of education. 

The establishment of co-educltional and girls secondary 
schools shall be promoted and encouraged. 

Government sha l l  not de board e .�isti ng  g irls' 
governm�nt boarding secondary schools. 

Government shall establish girls' day streams in existing 
oovernment secondary schools in communities where girls' secondary education is severely adversely aJ'fected. 

Government shall establish special �ducational financial 
support schemes for girls and women in education and 
training institutions. 

9 6  

2 . 7  

2 . 8  

2. 9 

3 .9 

3 . 1 0 

3 . 1 1  

3 . 1 2  

3 . 1 3  

3 . 1 4  

3 . 1 5  

3 . 1 6  

3 . 1 7  

3 9 5  

Gover�ment shall re - intrOduce Trade Schools i n  the educauon system and promote their establishmt!nL 
Government shal l  intrOduce and fo I '  blish f P ·  

rm a  I ze the esta men! 0 
. 

olytecMICS in the education syStem. 
Non-Formal Education and Trainin\! shal l be rec . 

d d � 02nlze . p�o
th
m

F
ote . 

I
S
E
tr

d
engthened. co-�r� inated and iote

-
grated WI orma

.: 
ucauon and TrainIng System. 

9 5  

Adult  education programmes shall be designed to 
encourage and promote the enrollment and anendance of 
women. 

The school curriculum shall be reviewed in order to 
strengthen and encourage participation and achievement 
of girls in mathematics and science subjectS. 

Education and school systems shall eliminate gender 
stereotyping through the curricula. textbooks and . 
classroom practices. 

Special in-service. training programmes shall be designed 
and implemented for women teachers. 

Govern ment shall  encourage the construction of 
hostelJboarding accommodation for g i rls in day 
secondary schools. 

Th� Quota System shall be phased out. 

Government shall evolve a machir.ery to identfy and 
develop gifted and talented cttildren. 

Government shall ensure that adequate resources are 
made available and provided to enhance access and 
equity in education. 

Government shall promote school and college feeding 
and health programmes. 

9 7  
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4 . 0  M A N A GEMENT A N D  
A D MI N ISTRATION O F  
E D UCATION A N D  T RA IN I N G  

4 . 1 Gavernment shall establish an Aqvisary Council. to. ca
ordinate and harmanise the pravisian of educatian and 
training in the cauntry. 

4 . 2  Gavernment shall establish a Vocatianal Educatian and 
Training Authari[), (VETA). to. caardinate and harmanise 
vocatianal and technical educatian and training. 

4 . 3  Gavernment s h al l  establish organs. to. coardinate and 
harmanise tertiary and higher education and training. 

4 .4 Pravision of basic. secondary and teacher education shall 
be cQardinated by the ministries respansible far these 
[)'pes af educatian. 

4 .5 Ministries respansible for educatian and training shall 
devalve their  responsibi l i ties of m anagement and 
administratian af education and training to. lawer argans 
and communities. 

4 . 6  Ministries respansible far educatian and training shall 
maintain and up-date a register af gavernment and nan
gavernment educatianal institu tians under thei r  
jurisdictian. 

4. 1 3  

4. 1 4 

4 . 1 5  

4 . 1 6  

4 . 1 7  

4. 1 8  

9 8  

an d  nan-formal education and training i n  their areas of 
jurisdictian. 

The pasts of  Regianal and District Education Ofticers 
shall be elevated. These afficers sha�1 have a�'er all 
respansibility over the i mplementatla� .af for��l. 
informal and non-farmcl educatian and traJnmg poltcles 
in their respective areas of jurisdictian. 

The InspectOrate shall be strengthened an� adequately 
resourced to. manitor the pravlslan af educauon. 

The Teachers' Service Cammissian (�SC). shall be 
responsible far maintaining and contralltng the Uni fied 
Service af all teachers to. which they shall all belong. 

Gavernment shall ensure better terms of service and 
working conditions for all teachers. 

All schaal teachers shall ensure that they are registered 
and licenced to teach in Tanzania schaals. 

All owners and managers af schaa.ls and colleges of 
educ atian shall  ensure that their  teachers have 
professianal qualific;lIians and are reglslered and 

licensed to teach. 

l OO 

4.7 Gavernment shall isssue righlS of occupancy and land 
titles to. bath gavernment and non-government educatian 
and training instirutians. 

4.8 Educati a n  and Training B aards (ETBs )  shall  be 
establi.shed far e.very region. district. tawn. municipal 
and city counCil and shall be respansible far the 
management af all. levels of formal eduction and training 
in their areas of jurisdiction. 

4.9 All educatian and training ·instirutions shall have schaal 
or caUege cammietee.slboards. 

4. 10 �aards . and Committees of educatian and training Instltutlans shall be responsible far management. �e v.elopment .  planning. discipline and finance of  lllStJtuUans under their jurisdiction. 

4. 1 1  All educatian managers at natianal. regianal. district and 
past-primary fO.rmal . education and training institutians 
shall h�ve a university degree. professianal training in 
educ �llon and ma�agement. as well as apprapriate 
expenence. Educallan managers at Ward and primary 
schaal. levels shall have a Certificate ar Diplama in 
educauan. as well as professianal training in educatianal 
m a�a g�ment and administration fram a recagnised 
lllStJruUan. 

4. I 2 �l �du�ation managers at natianal. regianal, district and 
I ns t1t��ta.nal  levels shall be respans ible for the 
caa r�l.nauan of the planning, provisian. management. 
admtrustratian and qualiry control �f farmal. infarmal 

5 . 1  

5 . 2  

5 . 3  

5 .4 

5 . 5  

5 . 6  

5 . 7  

5 . 8  

5 . 0  F O R M A L  EDUCAT I O N  A N D  
T R A I N I N G  

Pre-primary schaal educatian for children a f  ages 5 to. 6 
shall  be formalized and promated in the Farmal 
Education System. 

Gavernment shall promate. give incentives and liberalize 
the establishment and management of pre - p rimary 
schaols. 

The Medium of Instruction in pre-primary schools shall 
be Kiswahili. and English shall be a compulsory subjecL 

Government shall facilitate proper training. availability 
and development of  a competent cadre of teachers for 
pre-primary schoals. 

Primary education shall be universal and com pulsory to 
all children irom the age of 7 years until they complete 
this cycle of education. 

The establishment. ownership and management or' 
primary schools shall be liberalized. 

Government shall ensure that all primary schoo l age 
children are enrolled in school and in fuU attendance. 

G o v e r n m e n t  shal l  set and esta b l is h  standard 
infrastructure and facilities for primary schools. such as 
deslcs. educational �uipment. libraries and instructional 
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materials necessary for effective delivery and acquisition 
of good quality education. 

5 .9  Owners of pre·primary and primary schools shall be 
responsible for the provision of adequate inslI'Uctional 
and school materials approved for use in schools. 

5 . 1 0  Minimum qualifications for a primary school teacher 
shall be possession of a valid Grade A Teacher 
Education Certificate. 

5 . 1 1  The medium of  inslI'Uction in primary schools shall be 
Kiswahil i .  and English shall be a compulsory subject 
from std. I 

5 . 1 1  Government shall ensure that the expansion o f  existing 
secondary schools and the establ ishm�nt of new 
St:condary schools adheres to set government plans for 
the e.�pansion of seconoary education. 

5 . 1 3  Urban. district. town. municipal and city councils and 
authorities. communilies. NGOs. individuals and public 
instilulions shall be encouraged and given incentives to 
establish. own. manage and adminisler at least one 
secondary school in each Ward (Kata) in their areas of 
jurisdiction. 

5 . 1 4  Owners and managers of all secondary schools shall 
ensure that standard infraslI'Ucture, facilities. equipment 
and instructional materials necessary for effective and 
optimum teaching and learning are of good quality, 
available in adequate quantities and are regularly 

1 0 2  
'; 

5 . 1 1  Government teachers'colleges offering courses leading 
to Certilicate in T.:acher Education or Diploma in Telcher 
Education shal l  continue to fall under the ministry 
responsible Cor primary and secondary education. 
Teacher educltion courses leading to a degree in 
education shall be designed and offered by instirutions of 
higher education and training. 

5 . 22 Admission into courses offered in teacher education 
institutions shall take into account the necessilY for 
telchers oC children with special needs in education. 

5 .13  The est.lblishment and ownesrship of teachers' colleges 
shall be liberalized to meet the increasing demand for 
qualified teachers for pre ·primary. primuy, S<!conduy. 
vocational and teChnical educltion levels. 

5 . 14 Owners and managers oC telchers' colleges shall ensure 
the avai lability and access of standard infrastructure. 
facilities. equipment. libraries. instructional materials and 
well trained tutors ne�ded for optimum and effective 
pedagog ica l  and p ro fessional  development and 
improvement of teachers. . 

5 . 2 5  Minimum qualification for tutors at  certificate and 
diploma level teachers' courses Shall be the possession 
of a valid U ni versity degree. with the necessary relevant 
professional qualification and specialiution. 

5 .26 Tlnzania '[nstitute of Education (11E) shall est.lblish 
faci l i ties and programmes for tra in ing and further 
professional development oc' rutors of teachers' colleges. 

" "I 
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5 . 1 5  The minimum qual ification for a secondary School 
telcher in both government and non·government schools 
shall be possession of a valid diploma in education 
obtained from a recognized instirution. 

5 . 1 6  Owners and managers o f  secondary schools shall train 
have access to and ensure the availability of well trained 
teachers. conduciv� and attractive working conditions. 
�d further ,Profe:>slonal development and improvement 
oc teachers lfl theIr schools. 

5 . 1 7 Every s:condary school sh�1I have a library. adequate 
stock oc books and well trained and com peten't library 
personnel .  

5. 1 8  Selection and enrollment in O·Level government and 
non-government secondary schools shall be made on the 
b asis of a pre·set national scandard cut-ofC point of 
performance in the National Primary School Leaving 
Examination. 

-

5 . 1 9  Selection an d  enrollmenc i n  Advanced Level secondary 
educ ation shall be based on prescribed performance 
levels in the relevant A-Level subject combinations after 
attainment of appropriate creditS in the Certiiicate ot 
Secondary Education Examination. 

5 .20 The medium of inslI'Uction of secondary education shall 
continue co be English except for che teaching of Other 
app roved languages, and Kiswah i l i  shall be a 
compulsory subject up' to Ordinary Level. 

1 0 3  

5.27 Minim.um adm ission requirementS Cor the teacher educ.'1:.l!on ce;tlficate .co.urse shall be Division lIT of the CertJllc�te QC Secondary Education E.�amination. while for u;e dIploma teacher certificate course. minimwn entry qual.lficatlo� shall be Division III in the Advanced Certilicate oc Secondary Education Examination. 

... 5 .28  Tne. _medium of  instruction for teacher education at 
cerutlClte level shall be Kiswahili. and EnoJjsh shall be a 
compulsory su�ject while for diploma and deore:: level 
teacher educlu.on and training. English shalt'be used. 
e.\Cept for foreIgn language teaching, which will be in 
the relevant languag� i[Self. and Kiswahili shall be a 
compulsory subjecL 

5 .19 Counsell ing and care::r guidanc� shal l  be comoulsory subJec[S for all te:!cher trainees. . 

5 . 30  rn-service training and re-�ning shall be  compulsory in  
order to  ensure lelcher qUality and proiessionalism. 



6. I 

6 . 2  

6 .3 

6 . 4  

6 . 5  

6 .6  
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6 . 0 S C H O O L  CURRI CULA ,. 
EXA M I N A  nONS A N D  
C E R T I F I CATI O N  

Tanzania I ns ti tu te o f  Education (TIE) .  shall b e  
responsible for pre·primary. prim a.ry. secondary and 
teacher education curric ulum desl�n. development. 
dissemination. monitoring and evaluauon. 

The teaching of Kiswahili .  Englilsh and other �oreign 
languages shall be promoted in the whole educallo� and 
ltaining system. 

Kiswahili and English shall be compulso� subjects for 
all students from pre·primary to Ordl.nar

,
Y Level 

secondary education. Training in commUOlcallon skills 
through English and Kiswahili shall permeate the whole 
education and training system. 

Science and TeChnology shall be essential compo.nen� of 
education and training in the whole educ:llIon and 
ltaining system. �'\' 

The leaching of humanities shall be promoted in the 
whole education and training system. 

The teaching of civics and social studie.s shall  be 
compulsory from pre-primary school to Ordinary Level 
secondary education and th�ir.components shall permeate 
the whole education and ualJung system. 

1 0 6  

th e  fu l l  duration o f  the prescribed practice teaching 
period. 

6 .  1 4  The establishment. development and use o f  Teachers' 
Resource Cenltes shall be promoted. 

6 . 1 5 .  There shall be centralized examinations at the end of 
S tandard V [J .  Form 4. Form 6.  and Teacher Education 
Certificate and Diploma courses. 

6 . 1 6  Standard VI I .  Form 4 and Form 6 exam inations shall 
mark completion of primary and secondary education 
cycles and the results of these examinations shall be used 
for selection of students for iurther formal education and 
ltaining. and also for certification. 

6. 1 7  The National Examinations Council o f  Tanzania shall be 
responsible for the desi gn.  regul ation. conduct and 
administration o f  National Standard VI I .  Form 4. Form 
6. and Teacher Education Certificate and Diploma 
Exam inations. 

6. 1 8  The basis for certification o f  Form 4 and Form 6 
graduates shall be continuous assessment and the results 
of final written examinations. Private candidates shall be 
certified on the basis of results of final wri tten 
examinations only. 

6. 1 9  The basis for certificltion o f  teacher trainees shall be 
continuous assessment. B lock Teaching Practice and 
final written examinations. 

6.7 

6.8 

6.9 

6. 1 0  

6. 1 1  

6. 1 2  

6. 1 3  

The curriculum a t  all levels of education and training 
shall emphasize and promote the merger o f  theory and 
practice and the general applications of knowledge. 

Tanzania Institute of Education shall design. and develop 
national curriculum guidelines for pre-primary education. 

Tanzania Institute of Edudtion shall deSign. develop. 
moni tOr. re vie w .  and update the primary school 
curriculum. 

Engl ish and Kiswahili languages shall be taught as 
compu lsory s u bjects from pre -prim ary school to 
Ordinary Level secondary education. 

Tanzania Insticute of Education shall: 

a) continue to design.  develop. review. 
update and monitor the implementation of 
secondary school curriculum. 

b) merge theory and practice in the Ordinary 
Level secondary school·curriculum. 

Teacher education curricula for all certificate and diploma 
level courses shall be designed. developed. monitored 
and evaluated by the Tanzania Insticute of Education. 

B lock Teaching Practice shall be mandatory to every 
teacher trainee and adequate flnancial provision shall be 
made by owners and managers of teachers coUeges for 
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6.20 Results of Primary School Leaving. Form 4.  Form o. 
and Teacher Education National Examinations shall be 
certified and made ,Public in an appropriate form. 

6.2 1 All National examinations within the formal sc:hoQI 
system shall be conducted at specified regular cycles. 

6.22 The National Examinations Council of Tanzania shall be 
the sole body which shall' permit . .  administer and 
supervised foreign examinations in Tanzania. 

6.23 Certification for Formal School Education Examinations 
and the establishment of Equivalences shall be done by 
the National Examinations Council of Tanzania. 

6.24 Statutory i ns·titutions. such as universities. tertiary and 
other institions oi higher lelrning. shall be responsible 
the certifications of candidates under their jurisdir.tion. 

6.25 Educatioinal Research and Evaluation Units shall be 
sltengthened and adequately re.sourced. 

6.26 Government shall establish. maintain and resorce a 
National Documentation and Dissemination Centre for 
Education. 

6.27 Tanzani a  Library Service Board (TLS) shall plan. 
promote .  establish. eqlJ.ip. manage. mainta i n .  and 
develop public. school and other insticutional libraries. 



7 . 1  

7 . 2  

7 . 3  

7 .4 

7 . 5  

7 . n  

7 .7 

7 . 0  V O C AT I O N A L  ED U CA T I O N  
A N D  TRA I N I N G 

Tradi tional  expertise. expertS and the apprenticesh i p  
system shall be recognised an d  pro.moted as a component 
of the vOCltional eduClllon and tralrung system. 

Employers shal l  adopt a w idC!r apprentic.es.h i p  mod � l ar 
trai n i n g  scheme as a means o f  prOVidi n g  traini n g 
opportun it ies for a much larger proportion of the labour 

force . 

V ETA .�hall p rc pan: and maXe l�a ilable ca�ecr guidant;e 
i nformation on vocational education and trammg. 

Puri l� in the formal sch.o?� �ystem shal� be counscl�l!d 

on thl! im rortance and vlao! l l ty of vocallonal education 

and train ing. 

Entn.:rn.:m;urial .�ki\ls lIaining �ha l l be an intergral ran of 
all vocational l!ducal1on and tralO\ng programmes. 

( )(;curational curricula for a l l  vocational education and 

tra i n i ng CllurSl!.� s h a l l. he dl:signl:d and. de ve l�rl:d hy 

V ETA i n  c!l l \ ah!lratlon With Tanzania In.� lI tu te nf 
Education. 

All vocationa l l:.uminations and certification 5hal l  he 
coordinated. harmonised and .�ynchroni5cd by VETA. 
and certi ficate.� .�ha l l  5hnw perfomance le ve l s  i n  
rcspct:ti ve suhjccL�. 

8 . 0  

I l l) 

TERT I A R Y  E D UCAT I O N  A ND 
TRA I N I N G  

8 . 1  The establishment and ownerShip o f  terti;uy education 
and training institutions shall be liberalized. 

8 . 2  Tertiary an d  hi ghe r  education and trainin!! institutions 
shall design and develop their own curricuf; which shall  
be validated by VETA and other approprialJ! organs. 

8 .3  Tertiary and hi gher �d'Jcation and trainin!! institutions 
shall conduct and administer exam inations and award 
appropriate certi ficates. d i p lomas and d.: !!re.:s as 
provided r'or in their respective ActS. 

-

8.4 Reselrch and .Development shall  constitute essent ia l  
componentS and activities or' al l  institut ions o f  terti;uy 
and rugher education and training. 

8 . 5  Special financial faci l ities shall  be established t o  enable stu�enl:S in tertiary and h i gher education and train i n g  
Instllutlons to contnbute towards theIr o w n  education 
and training. 

8 . 6  Enrollment I t  universities and other institutions of higher 
educltion and training shall be increased. 

8. i Programmes and courses offered at tertiary education 
and training institutions shall be reviewed. strelmlined 
and rationalised for cosH:ffectiveness. 

l l� 

7 .8 

7 .9 

7. 1 0  

7 . 1 1 

7. 1 2 

7. 1 J 

7 . 1 4 

7. 1 5  

7 . 1 6  

3 9 9  

Government shal l  bui ld and establish more vocational 
teacher education institutions. 

Government sha l l  l i beral i ze the estab l ishment  and 
ownershi p  of vocational teacher education ins titutions . 

The entry qu al i fication for vocational t.:acher trainees 
shal l  be the possession o f  appropriatl: qua l ifications in 
the relevant:\rade and profession. 

Foes sha l l  be enco uraged to increas ing ly  offer 
vocation.ll.education and \raining. 

Post-primary technica l  centres shall he tran5fnrmed into 
vocational education and training Cl:n(re$. 

A l l  vocational education and rrain ine centn.:s shull  he 
rcgislCr.:d and approved by V ETA. 

-

A l l  vocational t:duc;ll ion and tra in i m! c\:ntre� shal l  hI: 
u rgraded and im provcd to mcct nation'al standanls a� set 
hy V ETA. 

Trade Sl.:hll()l� .�hal l  hc rc -i ntroduced i n  the school 
syst.:m.  

Polytechnic institutions .�hall he i ntrnduccd in the S(;hoo l 
sY$ tem. 

I I I  -

In t�rn:lli\1nJJ \,'Clo�ratiCln in matters ot" education and 
tr�ning shall r.:: cn\,'nurag�d and promot.ed. 

1 1 ) 



9 . 1 

9 . 2  

9 . 3  

9 . <1  
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9 . 0 1-tO N - F O R M A L  E D U C A T I O N A N t)  
T RA I N I NG 

The Cul :ure S�ctor shal l  be: an i n te gral part 01 the: 
Government system and slrucrure. 

National de�'e lopment pl:l!ls. programme:s and projc:�ts 
shall ensure that viabl� cultural norms and values ar� 
maintained. promoted and sustained. 

B asic l i teracy. post-lit<!racy and functional literacy 
programmes shall constitute essential componc:nts 01 the! 
education system. 

Universal adult literacy .shall be accessibl� to all adults. 

9 . S  Functional literacy programmes shall b e:  design�d and 
developed in response to the socio-economic ne:ds of 
the ne!o-lite!rat�. 

9 . 6  Continuing education shall be a n  i ntegral part 01 the 
education system. 

9 . 7  The Institute oC Adul t  Educltion ( I AE). shall design. 
deve lop.  make available and . munitor cu rricula ior 
literacy. pOst-literacy. and functional literacy. 

9 . 8  Continuing educa:ion programmes shal l  use curricula 
designed and developc:d by relevant instirutions. 

1 14 

1 0 . 0  F INAN CING E D U CA T I O N  
A N D  T RA I N I N G  

1 0 .  I Financing education and training shall be shared between 
Government. communities. parents and end-users. 

1 0. 2  Gove rn ment shall provide i ncentives t o  individuals. 
communities and NGOs to establish and develop pre
primary.  primary. secondary. vocational .  teacher 
education. and tertiary and higher education and training 
institutions. 

1 0.3  Tn<! provision of educltion and tra in in!!  shal l  be 
included as a arel of investment in the fn vestmc:nt 
Promotion ACL 

l OA Government shall  g i ve incentives to loc al  design.  
production. procure�ent and distribution 01 �duca(fon 
equipment and materials. . 

1 0. 5  School and tuition fees. in both Government and non
government educ�tion and training institutions. shall be 
based on the actual unit cost of providing educJtion and 
training at each level. 

1 0 . 6  School and tuition fees ior non-government educltion 
and training institutions shall be proposed by the 
respective o ..... ners and managers of these institutions and 
approved by Government 

1 1 6 

9 .9 

9 . l D 

9. 1 1  

9 . 1 2  

Governme n t  shall provid� an <!nabling environment for � h e  p r�d u c t i o n .  distr!bution and avai labi l ity or'  I�structlona l  and lelrnl n g  �a(erials .  equi pme:nt and libranes for adult 4Ild conunulIlg education. 

National literacy tests shall be conducted every th�e. 
ye:Hs by the institution responsible for adult <!ducl(ion

� 

and the results thereof shall be used to im prove nationai 
literacy levels. . 
A l l  educati o n  inst i tutions i n  the: country shall  b<! 
designated Centres or' Adult Le!uning. 

The M inistry responsibk for teacher education shall 
p rovide Cor the training of  a specieic cadre or'  adult 
education te:."ners lnd tutOrs. 

l i S  

10.7  School and ruition fees shall be coUected and retained ior 
use b y  the relevant education and training institutions 
themselves. 

10.8 Education and trainin g  institutions shall be encouraszed to 
engage i n. i ncome-generating ac tivi ties. includ i n o  
consultancIes. 

" 

ru.9 �o�ds .and services produced by education and training IIlSUtuuons shall be commercially sold. -

1 0. 1 0  The u n i t  COSt oi education and ' trainino shal l  be 
rationalized. 

. "  

10 . 1 1 Govern m e n t  bud getary allocation to education and 
training shall be enhanced. 

10 . 1 2  D istrict. Urban. M u nicipal and City Councils shall  
Ins(t(ute a ta;� rate to finance basic education and training. 

1 1 7 



APPENDIX C 

LIST OF ISSUES IDENTIFIED BY THE TZ TASK FORCE (1993) 

1 9 .  In the process of examining the various reviews and summaries on 
education in Tanzania, the Task Force found that school enrolments had 
more than tri pled since independence ( 1 96 1 )  at al l levels. There has been an 
attempt to apply a work-oriented curriculum , especially at post-primary 
lev�ls as well as to adopt an equitable distribution of education across 
regions and between sexes . Despite these gains,  the education system sti l l  
su ffers fro m a great number o f  contradictions detailed below: 
(a) Gross primary school enrol ment has gradually declined from 96 

perc::�nt ( 1 983) to 70 percent ( 1 992) besides being exacerbated by high 
a�tntlon rates of 10- 15 percen t.  Higher level classes in some regions 
vtrtual l y  go unsubscribed . 

(b) 1!'e i l l i teracy rate which, by 1984 was only 1 0  percent, has graduall y  
nsen t o  the region of 20-30 percent (1992). 

(c) The nu mber of Standard VII leavers p roceeding to Form I (both publ ic 
and private) though it has risen to 40 ,000 , represents barely 15 percent 
of those �ompleting pri mary education .  This is the lowest figure in  
sub-Saharan A frica. 

(e) The quality of pri mary school academic performance is mos� 
unsatisfactory. Only 15 percent of the candidates, especially in urban 
areas, manage to score 50 percen t in S tandard VII Examinations. 

(f) The physical learning environ ment leaves much to be desired , with 
classrooms in a state of pathetic disrepair; and exacerbated by acute 
shortages of desks , textbooks and other essential teaching matenals. ' 

(g) The curriculum,  especiall y  at the lower levels of schooling, tries to 
teach too many subjects and is not flexible and relatable enough to 
meet the various needs of school leavers. 

(h) Teachers are demoralized because they are dissatisf\ed with their 
working conditions being,  on average, poorly n;munerated compared 
with other professions .  A si gnificant number are underqualified and 
untrained , especially in private secondary schools. 

(i) Although about half o f  the ' 0' level secondary school student 
population pursue sciences, the nu mber remain's inadequate, 
considering the increasin g  scienti fic and technological needs of the 
2 1 st century. Moreover, the performance of schools in these 
discipl ines is still  relatively poor, mainly as a result  of inadequate 
teaching materials and equipment. Some teachers are poorly trained 
and non-innovative. ' 

(j) . Tertiary and higher education has been provided for the needs of the 
public sector, but it has been supply,  rather than demand-driven . It has 
also been restricted to a few students thus making it elitist and highly 
expensive in terms of unit costs . The problem has been exacerbated by 
low staff-student ratios due to low student intake. Limited financial 
means and frequent budget ' cuts have resulted in under r�ourcing at 
institutions of higher learning.  , :, <' 

. 
(k) Management systems, structures and integration pr9Cesses among 

those agencies provid i n g  education-cum-training are not clearly 
defined . This l imitS accountabil i ty and responsibil ity and has serious 
implications for managerial efficiency and effectiveness. 

(1) E:du�ation still su ffers ' from ·  an" inequitable distribution with many 
remote rural areas of the country bein g  disadvantaged in terms , of 
resources. Moreover, the qUOta system does riot nariow the differences 
between the number of achievers or between disadvantaged and 
advan taged areas, or between the sexes. 

(mH The education sector is funded al most entirely by the Govemment, 
which meets two-thirds of the funding. Worse sti l l ,  this funding itself 
is almost entirely dependent on foreign assistance, especially with 
�egards the development budget. 
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APPENDIX D 

IMPLICATIONS OF PRIVATISATION POLICIES IN TANZANIA 

Tanzania faces food shortages . yet it ma'l not qualify for 
help with loan repayments . writes C h a rlotte Denny 

Where debt makes schoo l 
a l Uxury not a l l  can afford 
A

NGELUS MTEGO i s  ill his 
final year at Lusala primary 

school in  the Ludewa district of 
southern Tanzania. Children start 
their education later here and. like 

. most of his lea.nng cI�ss. �g�lus is 
aged 15.: alth04gh �e : is no' bigger 
than the average British l(}.year-old. 

His main ambition in life' is to 
move o n  to the local government 
secondary school by passing an 
exam. ust year only to out oi 70 in  
the year group were accepted. 

But for Angelus. the biggest hur· 
die is the cost of education. His 
father is too poor to pay his primary 
school fees of 3.000 Tanzanian 
shillings per year (about S5) . let 
alone the S loo-a·year fees for a sec· 
ondary school education. 

"Schools used to be free in Tam:a· 
nia but in 1993. at the instigation of 
the International Monetary Fund. 
the government introduced educa· 
tion and health fees to cut its huge 
budget deficil 

Government finances are under 
pressure because oi  Tanzania's 
foreign debl' lt owes S8 billion to its 
international creditors - S266 for 
every man. ';":oman and child in the 
country. The government must 
spend nine times as much on debt 
repayments as on basic health care 
,--r----:-.-------, 
I Ka[npala.�.\ ·", . - KENYA 

. ftjJV'.c:or.a 

.

... :. 
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and four times as much on debt a� 
on primary education. 

Since the government was forced 
to cut back on spending. school 
buildings have fallen into disrepair 
and there are shortages oi equiP7 
me!lt. 'A.. r-ecent::O.:dal:n. repo�t.·esti· ; . . 
mated that. on .avera"e� there was ' 
one desk per seven pupils. 'and each' 
textbook was shared by four chil· 
dren. Classes of more than 50 pupils 
are not uocommon. 

At Lusala school the children are , 
comparatively lucky. The parents 
bujJt the school themselves in the 
days when the government still 
provided free roofs. There are seven 
classrooms for 450 pupils. and 
almost every child has a desk. 

But the introduction of fees has . 
made the school unaffordable for 
some. Tne headmaster. Matano 
Nguwila. estim:ltes that one in four 
children in his <:rea are not in school 
because their parents cannot afford 
the fees. Some pupils attend school 
even though tileir parents cannot . 
pay. The schoel cultivates and sells 
its own coffee crop to cover the 
shortfall. 

Others like Angelus pay their 
own way. Since the age of 12 he has 
supported himself by working on 
his own tiny field. He now pays his 
own school fees and those oi his 
brother. and' buys exercise books 
and pens, 

Angelus Mtego pays his 55 primary school fees by growing beans 
m ust find S 100 a year to attend secondary school PHOTO: PETE.� _'( 

Last year he made a profit of  
around to.OOO shillings (S 15) from tive - provided its· debts still meet is not included in national acco 
his bean crop. After paying two sets the defUlition of "unsustainable" stilr so the fact that famine is loomi 
of school fees he had just 4,000 ulated by the IMF and World Bank. parts of Tanzania is not reflect. 
shillings left to feed and clothe him- Their criteria are strictly financial. estimates of G D P  growth. 
.self. His school uniform is torn and U a country spends more than 2(}'25 The World Food Programme 

he goes barefoot. per cent of its export earnings on mates that 40 per cent oi the po 

Tne government hopes that some servicing debt. it qualifies for relief. tion face food shortages an 

oi the pressures on its budget will Tanzania would have qualified three planning a mass feeding cam. 

be relieved soon through the World years ago. but it has since had sev· in Tanzanian primarY schools. 

Bank's Heavily Indebted Poor Coun. eral years of strong export growth. Debt relief alone cannot ret 

tries (HIPC) initiative. Christopher Mwakasege. execu· poverty but it is a necessary 

The main lenders _ Western tive director of the Tanzania Social step, says Simon Levine. Chri, 

governments and international and Economic Trust which cam· Aid's programme officer for To; 

financial institutions such as the paigns on the issue. is concerned nia. "Tanzania will never be ab: 

World Bank and the [M F _ have that his country will miss OUl provide any kind oi reasonabl� 

agreed to write oif up to 30 per cent Acco!ding to Mr Mwakasege. the ing conditions for its citizens \' 

of the loans for developing coun. economic figures don't retlect the out debt relief: he says. "Tanza: 
tries •. vith unsllstainable debts, reality of life [or ordinary families. poverty . . .  isn't about a sudden ( 

Tan7.ania should be the next in ·..,ho are facing their third bad har· strophe like Hurricane Mitch.  

tine [or relier under the H I PC inilia. vest in a row. Household production peopl e being slowly ground dow' 
--------------------��--�------

--
-
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